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JAKKI BRAMBLES COLUMN 

Well OK then you Mums and Dads, it's that lime of "the year again when letters to Santa are coming your way. 
We get a lot of phone calls at this lime of year from you guys because it really isn'i ihit easy to decide which of the mega 
bundles to buy. So this month we have an easy guide to help you make that really important choice. 
Amiga 600 Single Drive - The ONLY home computer Tor less than £200, Suitable for the child fed Lip with paying out £40 for 
software for their Megpdrive (software available from £9.99) or for the first time buyer. There arc hundreds of software tides avail- 
able including games, education, word processing, home accounts etc. Games available include strategy / role playing, titles where 
imagination is more important than aggression, Icam to create animations not zap aliens aimlessly, Age Croup 8-13 
A600 Hani Drive - A more serious version of the above. The hard drive saves repeatedly loading and swapping floppy disks. 
Suitable tor serious games players and applications such as database management for a student or home office environment. "The 
Epic Pack is particularly useful for a foreign language orientated student. Age Croup 12 + 
Amiga 1200 Chartljusters - Only the really lucky child will receive this as their first computer. Its state of the art latest Amiga tech- 
nology made it the computer that most kids aspire to. Its fast 32 - bit technology makes it the choice of Amiga enthusiasts who want 
not only the ultimate in games playing but also serious applications. You can expand this computer through the addition of hard dri- 
ves, extra memory, accelerator boards whatever the option most suitable for producing any number of serious applications. Want to 
be a graphic artist, video producer, film director, cartoon animator, musician, mathematician, designer the only limitation to the 
machine is your imagination. Age Group 10-100 
Amiga 1200 Desktop Dynamite - As above but but with some serious applications included in the package. The perfect solution for 
the student. You want him or her to have a computer to produce school work using quality Desktop Publishing software, he/she 
wants a dynamic games playing machine. This gives both of you what y ou arc looking for. The software alone is worth over £300. 
Age Croup 14+ 
Amiga CD32 - The choice for existing Amiga owners looking for the latest product in the range or tor the dedicated console owner. 
Knocks the Sega for six with its State - of - the - Art graphics. (Colours on screen Sega = 64/ CD32 = 256 or 262,000) and process- 
ing speed (Sega = 16-bit / CD32 = 32-bit) To you or me this means that people who write the games can nowr display more colours 
on screen and the action can be even faster. Also be aware this is also a Compact disc player with lull four voice stereo sound so you 
can play your favourite CDs when the kids arc at school. Connects to standard TVs and most hi - ffs. Age Group 10- 
I hope this info assists. With Commodores help Pm certain that there will be thousands of happv^miling faces on Christmas Day, but 
if you're still not sure give Indi a call they will be delighted to help. 

Seasons Greetings. 

BUY NOW PAY 1994!!!! 

AM I'.O-: t CD 

Lemmings, Oscar, Diggers 

I he exterior muy he .--luck bul lurking inside 
[he Amiga CD32 is a technological wonder. 
At it's heart is the mightily powerful 
6&EC020 processor from Motorola. This con- 
tains the 32 - bit technology which has made 
the Amiga 1200 a runaway success through- 
out Kurope, 
Alongside it is Commodore's unique custom 
AG A (Advanced Graphics Architecture) 
chipset - comprising three chips nicknamed 
Paula, Lisa and Alice. 
Together they make Amiga CD32 and awe- 
some powerhouse of high speed graphics and 
stunning sound capabilities. 
In tact, the machine can display 256,000 
colours on screen (compared (o Segu's Me^a 
CD which can onh dispk\\ 64) and has LI 
total colour palette of 16.8 million colours. 
Amiga CHI2 also etimes with a chunky 2 
Meg of RAM < that's 1 ? times more than Mega 
CD) and a double speed drive. 

ONLY 
£289,99 

with 3 great 
titles 

SPECIFICATIONS: ^| 
* 14 MHZ 6SEC020 processor 
* 2 Megs 32 - bit chip RAM 
* 2 Joystick ports/controller ports 
-k S- video jack 
if Composite video jack 
* RF output Jack 
k Stereo audio jacks 
A Keyboard connector/ auxiliary' connector 
■k Full expansion bus 
* Headphone jack 
* Headphone volume control 
Jte External brick power supply 
* Internal MPEG FMV expansion capability 
A Multiple session disc capability 

We've said it before and no appologies for repeat- 
ing it. Adding an Indi Mtcrobotics M1230XA 
card to your Amiga 1200 turns it ^J^/^cHlHB 

(P er for m a n ce Com pa r iso n 
AMIGA 
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M1230XA 
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- 
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Christmas is a very expensive time ot yeai 
so here's tin offer tkn really helps you buy it 
time for Christmas and spreads the cost ovei 
next year. Choose any Indi product (or mix < 
products) valued at over £200, pay 
10%depositand start paying again in 3 
months time. I lore's now if works, choose 
your prodiiels and telephone huli on 0543 
419999 and ask tor Credit Sales. We will as! 
you a few questions, explain to you what yo 
will pav and w hen and then complete our" 
credit check. Within 24 hours we will be abl 
to clear your order and subject to status 
deliver your products to yon. 
To save time it is important that when you c 
us you have your Bank details handy and th: 
you satisfy the three main questions: 
1) Are you over 18 years. 
2) Have you lived in the I K for the past 3 
years 
y\ Are yon in full time employment 
If you cannot answer yes to alf of these ques 
lions perhaps the credit agreement would be 
in someone elses name if so then they shoul 
telephone us. Once you are accepted we wil 
ask for a 10% deposit. If you pay by credit 
card we will be able to release the products 
straight away. If you send us a cheque, it wi 
lake'a few extra days. The only other decisis 
that you will have to make is do you wish tc 
spread the payments over 6. 12,18,24, or 3i 
months? The choice is vours! 

ITS AN OFFER YOU CANT REFUSE 
6 MONTHS INTEREST FREE CREDIT 

Buy the superb new Amiga 1200 Desktop DjriamSte 
Pack from Indi and we will send It to you for only 10% 
deposit withe the balance over 6 months Interest 
Free* 
^Subject to statu? 

INDI PRICE PROMISE 
If you find an identical product advertised in this maga- 
zine at at a lower price than the advertised Indi Price 
and available for immediate delivery then we will 
match that price*. Our way of ensuring that Indi cus- 
tomers have the guarantee of the very best service 
and the lowest price in town. 1 Applies to CUITWtt produces and subject to availability 

DON'T SEND ANYMONE 
Until you are 100% certain that any advert!s 
has the product that you want in stuck and v 
deliver it to you immediately. 
Far too often Jakki Brambles receives letters 
from customers who are finding it difficult t 
obtain a refund from an advertiser that has 
promised to supply but hasn't. 
To give you the confidence to purchase INC 
has joined the DMA a very important 
Independent Authority thai demands the 
highest possible standards from its members 
DMA members agree to abide by the British 
(.'iKlu of -\d\ LTtisint; Pmclice and In subscrit 
to the Advertising Standards Board of finaiw 
(ASBOF) Look out for the DMA Symbol it 
your guarantee signify ing to the customer ih 
truly professional edge of the industry. 

The DMA Symbol. 
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Two hot new software packages from the States 
Final Writer and PageStream 3 PLUS Future 
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Eleven pages absolutely jam-packed with answers 
to your genuine Amiga problems and conundrums, 
courtesy of our ever-helpful panel of experts 
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Find out which is the best colour hand 
scanner package for you in our review 
round-up PLUS we take a look at the 
more up-market Epson GT 6500 colour 
flatbed scanner and compare the abilities 
of all the Amiga-compatible software 
packages available for it 

74 I AMOS 101 
Expand your AMOS drawing program with code to 
give it Freehand and Fill tools, and an UnDo 
function. The source code is on the cover disk 
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Checker PLUS an alternative view on piracy 
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Public Domain World   111 
The latest batch of low-cost and no-cost software 
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colour icons, and an astronomy program 

Product locator 125 
Your guide to the best in software, complete with 
supplier information and review references 

Safe shopping 128 
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Next Month 129 
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jjee if you won issue 30 s competition 

(petition 130 
This month's prize is £800-worth of full colour 
flatbed scanner from Epson. All you have to do is 
answer the three ridiculously easy questions 

AMIGA SI 



NOW AND NOTHING MORE FOR 3 MONT 

♦ORDERS OVER £200 SUBIECT TO STATUS 

AMIGA A120 

CUSTOMER CHARTER 

INDf Direct Mail i* original and very exciting. 
BWore you buy mail order you must first be 
confident that you will receive the product 
you've ordered and that the supplier still be 
there in the future, should you need them, 
A mail order purchase from INDI w a safe and 
secure decision, and here's why. 
INDI is a wholly owned subsidiary of a public 
company now in it1* tenth year of trading and 
specialising in the supply of computer prod- 
ucts. 
With a turnover approaching £30 million per 
annum, we have the resourres and the pur- 
rhasmg power to offer you the best deals, 
deliver them next day nationwide and always 
be around when you need us, 
The INDI sales team have been trained to 

SALES AND SUPPORT 

NEW DESKTOP DYNAMITE PACK 
A1200 STANDARD FEATURES, 
* 68020 Processor # PCMCIA Slot # 2MB Chip RAM, * 3,5" Int 
$ AA Chipset * Built in TV modulator * Alpha numeric keypad, 
£ 12 Months at home maintenance. 
FREE 
* Wordworth AGA* Print Manager * Deluxe Paint IV AGA * Osca 
* Dennis The Menace AGA 

300003 

ink*.- ymir order with the utmost care and effi- 
ciency All stock offered for sale is held in 
stuck, centrally at our group ware house com- 
plex and is available fur next day deliyei >■ 
direct to your home or business, If at any time 
we are out of stock your money will not be 
banked until the product is available (a point 
worth cheeking should yau be tempted to pur. 
chase elsewhere) 
General Information regarding product is 
available from our sales team, however tech- 
nical support is always on hand should you 
ne'c-iH aviiiirancr. 
All prices quoted are inclusive of VAT. 

INDI TELESALES 
TEL 0543 419999 FAX 0543 418079 

92BTi-7pm Monday to Friday 
930am -430pm Satirday 

AMOUNT* 
OF CREDIT 

13 MONTHS U MONTHS U MONTHS 
MONTH.T 
PYMNTS 

TOTAL 
PAYN1E 

MONTH* 
FYHNTS 

TOTAL 
PAYABLE PAYABLE 

TOTAL 
FYHNTS 

3M 
500 
1000 

£12,00 
£54.99 
£109,90 

£ 1A4.D0 
«59~aa 
£1319.71 

£12.00 
mM 
C4LI3 

£199.2,2 
£745,44 
£I49U] 

£9,31 
£13,27 
£46M 

£315.63 
£S37.71 
41675,44 

APR 29.9% WRITTEN QUOTATIONS 
AVAILABLE ON REQUEST 
'After deposit paid 

AFTER SALES AND 
SPECIALIST SERVICE 

All product? are guaranteed for 12 months. 
Some products carry a \2 months at home ser- 
vice and repair guarantee (where indicated). In 
the unlikely event that any product purchased 
from INDI arrives at your home faulty, we Will 
collect from your home and replace the prod- 
uct completely free of charge. 

AMIGA 1200 CHARTBUSTER PACK 
AMIGA 1200 SD 
j|t Nigel Man sells World Championship Racing 
* Trolls 
* Amiga Challenge Pack 
PACK INCLUDES; * International Sports Challenge 
% Paradroid 90 * Cool Croc Twins # Indianapclts 500 
IINDI 3000001 

6 MONTHS INTEREST FREE CRED 
Deposit £35.49 
6 Monthly 
payments of...... £53.25 = £3 I 
Total Interest 
Free Price .£354.99 

Price includes stanc 
£5 delivery charj 

INDI PRICE ADD £ 
INDI PRICE ADD £ 

£349.99 

(+ normal delivery 
charge) 

* Subject to Status 

A1200 80 MEG HD 
AI200 120 MEG HD 

£289.99 orfrom£ I 1.04* per month 
♦(Credit price based on 16 monthly payments APR 29.8%. 
Total repayment £397.92 and 90 day deferred payments. 
80 Mb and 120 Mb Hard Disk upgrades available on any AI 200. Upgrade does not invalidate your Wang or I.CL warranty on A1200 and Hard Disks. Phon 

OFFICIAL A1200 HD SYSTEMS 
The Amiga 1200 supplied by Indi Direct Mail now includes the offici 
Commodore installation disk and hard drive utility manual. Indi are \ 
be an official supplier of Amiga 1200 Hard Drive systems, that incl 
official software, documentation and on - site warranty. 

AMIGA A400 

NEW MONITOR RANGE 
THE NEW DUAL SYNC 1942 Monitors 
have been specially designed for the 
New Amiga 1200 and 4000 computers. 
Both monitors feature built - in stereo 
speakers. 

I INDI 3010101 

CREDIT FACILITIES 

INDI are now able to offer competitive credit 
facilities pn all orders over £200, All credit 
facilities are subject to statu* and applicants 
must be over the age of 18. 
If you would like a quote simply call our our 
sales line where acceptance can normally be 
notified within the hour. We are also able to 
offer Crrdit Insurance to cover repayments in 
the event of sickness or unemployment. 

It's here - The new Amiga 4000/010 
The NEW Amiga 4000/030 features a EC6S030 processor 
running at an incredible 25Mhi> and upgradable at a later 
date to a faster processor. The 4000/030 has a powerful 2 
Mb of 32 - bit RAM expandable to 13 Mb using industry 
standard 32 - bit Simms module. In line with the Amiga 
Flagship 4000/040 the 4000/030 features the new AGA 
graphics chipset, giving you a massive pallet of 16.8 million 
colours. A range of hard drive options are available from 80 
- 240 Mb and includes a SCSI option. 
4000/030 80 Mb HD INDI PRICE £899.99 
Other Drive Options 
«rarao*20ht>i-D *UFMGE £959,99 
400CKB0240MbHD (P.OA) 
Rvmfari 

1940 Monitor £269.99 
34 inch screen size - 0.39 mm dot matrix 

INDI 30101 I 

1942 Monitor £369,99 
14 inch screen size - 0.28 mm dot matrix 

A full range of approved upgrades are available for the 
4000/030, including additional memory modules, hard dri- 
ves, PC bridge boards, FPUs f>B88l &688e2)and the 24 - 
faft Opal Vision graphics and video system 
NX GflAPHKS PACK (FREE WITH ALL A4uHff^ 
PD C - Ught; Graphic Utilities, Ray Tracing and Rendering package 
pre loaded on to your Hard Drive. 

Par net Adaptor for CC 
Connect a CDTV player to any Amiga, and acc 
of CD - ROM software.The Parnet interface 
will allow the Amiga CDTV co be used as i 
drive withe any Amiga and will give any Amiga 
to che vast range of CDTV software currently 
The CDTV player offers excellent value for 
compared with a standard CD - ROM drive 
Most CD - ROM drives will set you back ovi 
CDTV will cost you less than £300 and will pi 
in addition to CD - ROM / CDTV disks your 
face cable and PD d>sk with driver software fc 
player. (The Parnet adapter can b 
link any Amiga* together) 

INDI 309003] £3 

ZAPSAC AND T ■ SHIRT 
INDI PRICE £17.99 

CDTV MULTI MEDIA + PARI 
INDI PRICE £289.9? 

AMIGA A600 PRICE CRAS 

A60G - SD A single drive Amiga for those of you requiring a basic A600 at a ve 
petitive price. 
PACK INCLUDES: A600 single drive, built in TV modulator, I Mb memory. 
Months at home service 

3000071 ^t8*s( £169.^ 
A60O EPIC PACK (40 Mb HD) PACK INCLUDE: 
A600 Hard Disks (40Mb) * 1Mb Memory * Epic * Rome * Myth * 
Pursuit # Amiga Text * Deluxe Paint III * 12 Months ac home service. 

THE WILD THE WEIRD AND THE WICKED A6O0 is Hi 
an ideal starrer pack contain! rw a consid- ered mix of softer*, making the most of the Amips capabilities. 
PACK CONTAINS: 
it A600 Single Drive 
# Built in TV Modulator 
* f Mb Memory 

Pushover: Grand prix 
Silly Putty: Deluxe Paint til 
MQUS* and Manuals 

£»*C £279: 
LOW LOW 

PRICES 
INDI A600 ACCESSORY PACK 
* Microswitched Joystick * Lockable Disk Box * Disk Wallet * 10 Blank 
Kick Off 2 *  Pipemania * Space Ace *  Populous * Zapsac A600 Carry C 
* Zappo T - Shirt. 

199,99 
3090001 ^t$$£ £26.95 

As part of our polity of continual product 
development and refinement, we reserve the 
right to change specifications of products 
advertised. Please confirm current specifica- 
tions at the time of ordering. 

Prices are valid for month of publication only 



>2,18,24*36 MONTHS. 

WHY NOT RING NOW FOR A QUOTE. SAME DAY RESPONSE 

AMIGA PERIPHERAL! 
  

NEW FROM MICROBOTICS!!!. 
*1 1230XA ACCELERATOR LAUNCH!! 

ibotics beats the competition in price/ performance/ features and config- 
5ns. IND( is very pleased to announce the availability of the new eSOBO 
erator product for the A1200: the microbotics MI230 XA (call it the 

for short), SO Mhz as standard] Huge 128 MB memory design is stan- 
(the biggest memory space in any A1200 peripheral) just look at these 
fications and prices! 

30 XA W/40 MHZ EC 030 OMB INDI PRICE £239,99 
30 XA W/40 MHZ EC 030 4MB INDI PRICE £369.99 
30 XA W/40 MHZ EC 030 8MB INDI PRICE £599.99 
30 XAW/50 MHZMMU 030OMB INDI PRICE £349.99 
30XAW/50 MHZ MMU 030 4MB INDI PRICE £479,99 
30 XA W/50 MHZ MMU 030 8MB INDI PRICE £711.99 

AUDIO VISUAL 
MEGAMIX. Low cost, hi spec digital effects 
cartridge plugs into the printer port of the Amiga. 

Allows stereo sampling from almost any musical 
source. 

INDI PRICE £29.99 

MBXI200. 

The original and best floating point unit and memory 
upgrade for the Amiga A1200. Available with 0,4 or 8 
MB of 32 bit Fast RAM and a choice of floating point 
units .Now complete with real time clock (RTC) 

MBXI200Z6S88I 14 MHZ 0MB INDI PRICE £109,99 
MBXI200Z 68881 14 MHZ 4MB INDI PRICE £249,99 
MBXI200Z6888I 14 MHZ 8MB INDI PRICE £449.99 
MBXI200Z 68882 25 MHZ OMB INDI PRICE £169.99 
MBX1200Z 68882 25 MHZ 4MB INDI PRICE £309.99 
MBXI200Z 68882 25 MHZ 8MB INDI PRICE £5 19.99 
MBXI200Z 68882 50 MHZ 0 MB INDI PRICE £249.99 
MBXI200Z 68882 50 MHZ 4MB INDI PRICE £379.99 
MBXI200Z 68882 50 MHZ 8MB INDI PRICE £579.99 
68882 FPU UPGRADE 50 MHZ INDI PRICE £169.99 

ROCTEC ROC GEN PLUS. 
As above but with extra features such as 
tinting and signal inversion. Allows for real 
time editing of graphics. Compatible with ail 

EjNDT 

MORPH PLUS 
You've seen Micheal Jackson's video, you've seen the television adverts 
using the latest techniques in morphing, now now you can create the 
same results but at a fraction of the cost Morph Plus is the latest and 
the ultimate in this technology. Whether you are a professional artist 
or just want to experiment at home Morph Plus is a must 
INDI PRICE £129.99 ]lNPi 350200 

350050 

TAKE 2. Animation package is a must foe comput- 
er artists and enthusiasts of all ages. As used in Rolf 
Harris Cartoon Club. 

i    INDI PRICE £129.99 
ROCTEC ROC KEY* 
The ultimate accessory for Amiga / Video fans Separate RGB con- 
trols to chroma key on any colour, 
INDI PRICE£249.99 INDI 350051 

INDI PRICE £37.99^^350001 

VIDI AMIGA 12, The ultimate bw cost colour 
digitiser for the Amiga. "The best value full colour 
digitiser on the market" AMIGA FORMAT. 

INDI PRICE £74.99 

ROM SO VTOI AMIGA 12 (RT> Based on the best sdling Vidi 
Amiga 12. This all new version offers real time colour capture from 
any video source. Full AG A chipset support as standard for all A1200 / 
4000 users. 
INDI PRICE £129*99 INDI 350002 

INDI 350002 

)MBO VIDI AMIGA 24(RT). For the more serious user, this 
- bit version will again capture from from any video source with true 
jto realistic images! A staggering 16.7 million colours can be utilised 
h incredible results. Full AG A chipset support, H^H——i 
JDI PRICE £219.99 I MM 350004] 

AMIGA PERIPHERALS 
2MB SMARTCARD.The original a*d still 
the only full/ PCMCIA compatible memory 
card tor A6007 AI 'iOO.Cornes with lifetime 
guarantee. Beware of cheap imitations. 
INDI PRICE £129,99 
4MB SMART CARD. Same as above but 
maximum 4MB. 
INDI PRICE £199.99 

VPPO 601 
ipdoor upgrade for the A600, I Mb with 
C INDI PRICE £49.99 
VPPO 601 INC As above only 5I2K, 
clock INDI PRICE £29.99 

OPAL VISION 

DISK DRIVES 
ZAPPO EXTERNAL FLOPPY 
You've seen all the reviews on 
this popular and affordable 
second Amiga drive. 
Compatible with all Amigas. 

INDI 350152 
IN UCE £59.99 

Quality: 9 out of 10. Exceptional value for money. 
AMIGA COMPUTING JAN 93 

^       "       ~ 1 I084S MONITOR. 

IEW FOR OCTOBER RELEASE! 
ie already acclaimed Opalvision Board takes three 
rther leaps into the future with the official launch 
the Opalvision modules. With truly awesome 
pabilities the Amiga can now become the most 
ofessiona! 24 - bit video graphics power station 

rer! 

Commodores original and 
best selling colour stereo 
monitor. 
DOES NOT INCLUDE STAND. 

£189.99 
(£179.99 if purchased with 

A600/ A1200/ A1500) 

The NEW OPAL VISION system(Rev.2) 
The amazing Opalvision 24 - Ht graphics board ano software suite has been 
updated and is now even better value for money. 
The software suite now includes: 
Opal Paint VZ0 - Now includes full magic wand implementation and 
Alpha Channel that allows photo compositing with selectable levels on a 
pixel by pixel basis.The new Chrominance effect allows absolute, real time 
control of image contrast, brilliance and re - mapping of colours. 
Opal AnimMATE V2.0 - ofering real time play back of animations creat- 
ed by ray tracers, landscape generators, morphers and all other 24 - Bit 
software 
Opal Hotkey       - Display OpalVision graphics anytime with key 
combinations. 
Opal Presents - Comprehensive, icon - driven presentation package 
Imagine V7.0 Imagine 3D is the most popular 3D rendering software, 
that now supports Opal Vision.This is a lull version that would cost £300 if 
purchaed separately. 
"QiMe simpfy, it's a spedttcutar product - Amiga Computing 
"Undoubted}/ the finest, most professtond paint program to arm? on tfe Amiga" 
-Amiga Format 
"Professonal quality at this Price can't be timed away*-Amiga User 
International 
"The verdict was unanimous - brrSant" - Amiga Shoppe 

llNDI 350250] £499-99 
PACK INCLUDES IMAGINE V2.0 

DELUXE PAINT IV AGA 
Combines powerful tools with an intuitive interface so both profes- 
sionals and beginners alike can get superb results quickly, New 
enhancements to the software include the ability to paint and animate 
in 46% colours in the Amiga's HAM (Hold and Modifyjmode, New 
animation features also include metamorphosis allowing you to change 
one image into another. You determine the number of frames and 
DRaint IV does the rest ^  
INDI PRICE £41.99 jlNPI 350201| 

ART DEPARTMENT PROFESSIONAL 
The ultimate in image processing providing many key benefits to Amig 
users working with pictures.With ADPro you can read, write and con 
vert between most common image file formats with unmatched flexi- 
bility. Full support for JPEG image makes it possible to maintain an 
image library in full 24 - bit colour without needing massive hard drive 
storage. Typically a 600 Kb image can be compressed down to 40 Kb! 
INDI PRICE £139,99 |INDI 350202] 

REAL 3D V2 
Is a full featured 3D animation, modelling amd rendering program. 
With Real 3D V2 you can produce high quality images and animations 
of three dimensional models with an astonding level of realism. Imagin 
creating an animation that shows a handfull of balls bounce down a 
flight of stairs to the bottom. Gravity, collision, deflection and the ela; 
ticlty of the baits are all automatically calculated by the program I 

INDI PRICE£299.99 
SCALA Multimedia 200 (MM200) 

Is the ultimate on professional video titling. The eminent design of 
typefaces^ the unlimited choice of typographical details, the high resoli 
tion and the more than 80 exciting wipes result in video captioning of 
exquisite quality. No wonder that Scala is used by leading television 
stations around the world. 

INDI PRICE £ I 39.99 also available 
SCALA HOME TITLER 

INDI PRICE £84.99 
VIDEO DIRECTOR 

With Video Director, anyone with an Amiga, a camcorder and a VCR 
can quickly and easily catalogue and edit the best moments from their 
video tapes. Video Director is extremely easy to use, you can actually 
control your camcorder and VCR from your Amiga screen . Video 
Director comes with everything you need to get started. The hard- 
ware to control your camcorder and VCR is included 
INDI PRICE £119.99 
•Camcorder muit have a LANC or Control L compatible port 
Professional software is imported and sometimes subject to 

delay. Confirm delivery at time of order.  

TEL: 0543 419 999    FAX: 0543 418 079 



TERMS AVAILABLE OVER 6, 12, 24, St 36 MONTHS SUBJECT TO STATUS. 

 WHY NOT RING FOR A QUOTE. SAMEDAY RESPONSE. (SEE EXAMPLE) 

Panasonic Quiet™:^ 
We researched the colour printer market at great depth to find a colour printer good enough to cope with Amiga's powerful output, yet at an affordable price. 
We found the perfect printer in the KX - P2I80 and KX - P2I23 quiet printers. 
We then considered that if you were going to buy a Panasonic printer you would probably need a quality word processing package to use with it We found that too, with "Wordworth1 yet at a 
retail price of £129,99 we thought that might be a litde too expensive on top of your printer purchase! So together with Panasonic we decided to give a copy of Word worth' free with every 
Panasonic printer. How's that for added value" 

Panasonic    KX - P2180 Panasoni KX - P2I23 

*WORDWORTH AGA COMPLETELY FREE! 
WITH PANASONIC QUIET PRINTERS.The writers choice. The ultimate word 
processor for AMIGA computers. Word worth is undoubtedly the ultimate word / docu- 
ment processor for the Ml range of AMIGA computers. The graphical nature of 
WORDWORTH makes producing documents faster and easier, with the enhanced 
printing fonts (including full Panasonic KX - P2I80 and KX - P2I23 colour printing sup- 
port), Collins spell checker and thesaurus, no other word processor comes close- 
Without doubt tfiis is one of the best document processors for the AMIGA, Today" 
(Amiga Format) 
NORMAL RRP £129,99 inc. VAT 

jlNEj 320000] 

£169.9? 

The new Panasonic KX - P2180 9 -pin quiet printer. 
Produces crisp clear text in mono or in 7 glorious colours with 
new quiet technology. THe new KX - P2I80 is typically ISdBa 
quieter in operation, than the competition. 
* Fast Printing Speeds 192 CPS NLQ 
* Colour Printing 7 colour palette {blue, red, green, yellow, violet, magenta.black) 
* Quiet printing Super quiet 45 - 48 dBa sound level (most matrix printers are typi 

cally in excess of 60 dBa) 
6 Resident Ponts Over 6,100 type styles using Courier Prestige, Bold PS, Roman, 

Script and Sans Serif Fonts. 
* 3 Paper Paths Paper handling from bottom, top and rear for total flexibility 
* I Year Warranty for total peace of mind 

320001 

£219.99 

The new high performance Panasonic KX - P2123 
24 pin. Quiet colour printer offers leading edge 
quiet printing technology at an affordable price 

* Fast Printing Speeds 192 CPS draft, 64 CPS LQ and 32 SLQ, 
Colour Printing 7 co om pafette (blue, red, green, yellow, violet, magenta, black) 

* Quiet Printing Super quiet 43.5 ■ 46 dBa sound level {most matrix printers are typically 
in excess of 60 dBa) 
* 7 Resident Fonts Over 152,000 type styles using Super LQ, Courier Prestige, Bold 

PS, Roman, Script, and Sans Serif Fonts. 
* 24PIN Diamond Printhead High performance and high quality output 

;  I Year Warranty for total peace of mind. 

Panasonic LASER PRINTER 

P4430 LASER PRINTER KX - P44I0 LASER PRINTE 

WDftDWGftTH AGA COFLFTRY 
FftffiWnVS PANASONIC LASffi PRINTERS 
The writers choice. The ultimate word 

processor for AMIGA computer* 
NORMAL RRP £ 129.99 me VAT 

Once again INDI have foined together with Panasonic to offer all Amiga owners the mojt outstanding Laser 
away a copy of Wordworth with every Panasonic Laser Printer purchased {RRP £129.99). Whether you are 
range offers you the power to meet your requirements. 
KXP-4410 
* 5 pages per minute 
* 28 resident fonts 
* Optional 2nd input binftotal printer 
capacity 2 x 200 sheets) 
* Low running costs 
* Parallel interface 
* Optional memory expansion to 4.5 Mb 
{0.5 as standard) 
* HP laserjet II Emulation 

Printer offer ever. We are now able to offer high qu^lity^rofessional laser printing at affordable prices. We are also giving 
'coking for a laser printer to handle word processing. DTP. presentation or complex graphic applications - the Panasonic 

| INDI 3 200021 

£549.99 
inc. VAT 

Imminent price increase. 
This price while stocks last. 

WTTHLflSHUWTBB 

KXP - 4430 
* Satinprint {optimum resolution 

technology)* 
* 5 Pages per minute 
* HP Laserjet 111 Emulation, PCL 5 
* 8 Scalable fonts & 28 bitmap 

functions 
* Optional 2nd input bin (total print 

er capacity 2 x 200 sheets 
* Optional memory expansion to 

5.0 Mb (! Mb as standard) 

| INDI 320003] 

£699$ 
Imminent price increase. This price while stocks last. 

*(SadnprinMrs ui* optimum resolution techndpgp totiroduci truly outstanding print quality Thii software technique smooths away iracfinofial jagged edges on curved character* and line; by vSi-jrlng the printed dot UZB 

WTT1HLASBIPMNTHS 

Panasonic PRINTER ACCESSORIES 

1) PANASONIC AUTOMATIC SHEET FEEDER . A Automatic sheet feeder for KXP 2180/ KXP 2123 holds 80 M 

sheets, INDI PRICE £89.99 
2) PRINT DUST COVER 

ialry tailored quality dust cover for FViasonic KXP 2180/ 
> 2123 printed INDt PRICE £6.99 

3) PRINTER STAND 
2 piece printer stand INDI PRICE £9.99 
4) PAPER PACK 
500 sheets quality A4 paper. INDI PRICE £9.99 
5) CONTINUOUS PAPER 
2000 sheets I part listing paper. INDI PRICE £ 19.99 
6) PARALLEL PRINTER CABLE 
To be used when connecting Amiga tc Panasonic pnnrrr?,. 
INDI PRICE £8.99 (£5.99 Fpurthawdvyith a pnraer) 
7) PANASONIC COLOUR RIBBON 
Colour ribbon for KXP 2180/ KXP 2123. 
INDI PRICE£ia.99 
6) PANASONIC BLACK RIBBON 
Hack ribbor!forKXP2l80/KXP2l23.INDI PRICE £9.99 

S^VE^^ONTIHEFOUJCrVVI^ 
AOCESSORf RACKS 

PACK I 
PANASONIC COLOUR RIBBON PACK 
Contains 6 colour ribbons for the KXP 2123 RRP 
£1 19.99. 
INDI PRICE £89.99 SAVE £30!!! 
PACK 2 
PANASONIC RIBBON PACK 
Contains 2 black and 4 colour ribbons for KXP 
2I80/KXP2I23.RRP £99.99. 
INDI PRICE£69.99 SAVE £30!!! 
PACK1 
PANASONIC DELUXE ACCESSORY PACK 
Contains automatic sheet feeder, 2 black ribbons, 2 
colour ribbons. I dust cover, 2 piece printer stand, 
RRP £169,99 INDI PRICE £139.99 SAVE £30 

TEL: 0543 419 999      FAX: ( 



OW INTEREST CREDIT ON ALL ORDERS OVER £200 

(PLEASE CALL FOR A QUOTATION, SUBJECT TO STATUS) 

;A CDTV 
  

THE MULTIMEDIA COMPUTER TOTAL HOME 
 ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM 

PRICE CRASH!!! 

PACK CONTENTS AS STANDARD 
* Amiga CDTV Player 
* CDTV Keyboard 
* CDTV 1411 3.5" Disk Drive 
* CDTV Infra Red Remote Controller 
* CDTV Wired mouse 
* CDTV Welcome Disk 
ft Manuals 
* Fred Fish CDTV Disk 

AMIGA CDTV EXTERNAL 
HARD DISK DRIVE 

You've got the CDTVf you've got the key- 
board and the floppy disk drive - for a total 
computer solution all that's needed is an 
ultra fast hard disk drive. 
The CDTV - HD unit boasts a massive 60 
Mb of hard disk storage with lightning fast 
access times through its SCSI interface. The 
unit comes complete with Workbench 1.3 
and all necessary cables. 

INDI 30 0011 'NDI 350300 

PACK AS SHOWN £229*99 £219.99 

BLACK I084S MONITOR 
ft the CDTV Monitor you have been warting for. The 
nal and best selling colour/ stereo monitor from 
nodore is now available in black to complement your 

1NP1 30010 
INDI PRICE £189.99 

79.99 when purchased with CDTV Multi Media pack) 

If you are thinking of buying CDTV or already own one you'll be pleased to know that INDI 
stock all CDTV accessories and software that are available from manufactures. We believe 
in CDTV and we therefore continue to support this exciting product. You will always have 
a source of product for your CDTV from INDI. 
L to R 
CDTV Encore SCSI Controller + Internal Mount £59,99 
CDTV Internal Genlock £ 99.99 
Black 1084S Colour Stereo Honitor £ 189.99 

(When purchased with CDTV Multi - Media Pack) £ 179.99 
CDTV Remote Mouse £39.99 
Start TV/Monitor Lead £14.99 

(inc Stereo Phono Lead) 
Megachip - I Mb Upgrade Chip RAM Upgrade for CDTV £ 15199 
C DTV Trackbal I £69.99 

MIGA CDTV SOFTWARE 
  

5 AND LEISURE 

:cd Military Systems 
fn. in Motion 
;ss Disc of Records 
Is in Motion 
lisseur Fine Arts 
6 Vegetables 
& Shrubs 
Plants 

CATION 
hool ■ Under S's 
Hard Dav at the RarKh 
for Barney 
dla 
hod for 5 to 7 
hool for Over 7's 
;r Hits her First Home Run 

LTV - English as a 2nd Language £34.99 Classic Board Games £34.99 
Mind" Run £29,99 Dinosaurs for Hire £14-99 MUSIC 

£29,99 Mud Puddfe £34,99 Hounds of the Baskeviltes £29.99 
£29.99 My- Rune £29.99 Psycho Killer £29.99 Karaoke Hies 1 * £14,99 
£34.99 Paper Bag Princess £34.99 Sim City £29.99 Music Maker £34.99 
£29.99 Scary Poems for Rotten Kids £39,99 Trivial Pursuit (PAL) £49.99 Remix £29.99 
£34.99 Tale of Benjamin Bunny £39.99 Wrath of the Demon £29.99 Voicemaster + Microphone £39,99 
£34.99 Taie of Peter Babbit £39*99 Raffles £34.99 Blues Brothers (Audio CD only) £10.99 
£34,99 Thomas's Snowsuit £34.99 Prehistorik £34.99 Music Colour £39+99 
£34.99 Moving Gives me Stomach Ache £34.99 Snoopy £34.99 

Barney Bear Goes Camping £29.99 Town with Ho Name £29.99 REFERENCE 
Asterix French for English 1 £34+99 European Space Simulator £34.99 
Japan World {PAL) £49+99 Global Chaos £29,99 American Heritage Dictionary £49,99 

£24.99 Fractal Universe £34.99 Turocan II £29.99 Complete Works of Shakespeare £29.99 
£34,99 Read with Asterix £19.99 Guy Spy £29.99 Illustrated Holy Bible £29.99 
£29,99 Curse of Ra £24,99 New Basic Electronic Cookbook 09,99 
£39.99 ENTERTAINMENT Space Wars £29.99 Timetable of Business £39.99 
£24.99 Defender of the Crown £29.99 Dr Wellman £54,99 
£24,99 Batdechess 09.99 Case of the Cautious Condor £34,99 
£34.99 All Dogs Go To HeaveniBcctrk Crayon £34,99 Tiebrake Tennis; £19.99 

.MIGA ACCESSORIES PRICE CRASH!!! 

AMIGA I 500 
FEATURES INCLUDE: 
*1 Mb expandable using A2058 RAM board. 
^Includes 2 X 3.5" disk as standard with 5.25 " Disk Bay, 
^■Integral memory card and card expansion capabilities (most tost 
effective expansion route) 

INDI 300012 ^Workbench 2.00 and kickstan 2.04 
CONTENTS: 
^Keyboard, mouse, reference manual, Fuzznsc, Toki, Elf (Games), D 
Paint III, Home Accounts, The Works(Platinum edition: Wordpro, 
Spreadsheet, Database) Joystick. fc _ -^m « - 
MONITOR AND PRINTER N O W 
NOT INCLUDED 

£249.99 
Commodore MPS 1230 Printer 

A high quality 9 - pin printerwith paper and tractor feed and is fully 
compatible with Epsom FX&0 and IBM Industry standards. High 
speed 120 CPS draft mode and an NLQ mode of 24 CPS, 
Indi Added Value Free 
D - Print ~ Design greetings cards, letters and posters. 
Amiga Logo - Educational and programming language. 

NOW £99.99 300015 

A209I CONTROLLER CARD 
1091A is an autobootlng SCSI controller card with 
.ciliry co mount the SCSI Hard Drive directly onto 
stroller card. The 2091A also has the facility to 
jpto 7Mb RAM (1/2 Mb steps). The A209IA con- 
r is zorro II compatible and is therefore suitable 
ic Amiga HOO-D although, it does offer an ideal solu- 
or the Amiga 4OO0/O3O. where leading edge per- 
ince is not require. "The A209IA is still die most 
Je Amiga SCSI card available and with the supplied 
are is the easiest way to install. 

INDI PRICE £79.99 

A2630 -2Mb ACCELERATOR BOARD 
The 1630 is a 68030 accelerator board running at 
25Mhz complete with a 68882 FPU and 2Mb of 32 - 
Bit fast RAM suitable for the A2000. THe 2630 board 
brings the performance of the Amiga 2000 upto near- 
ly that of the A3000, ideal when runnine professional 
applications. An additional 2Mb of 32 - Bit fast RAM 
can be added to the 2630 board, giving a total of 4 
Mb of fast RAM. 

INDI PRICE £369.99 

A2286 AT EMULATOR 
The A2286 AT emulator kit offers IBM 
AT compatibility on the Amiga 2000 
and 3000 systems; running at IGMhz 
with I Mb HAM and CCA graphics. The 
A22S6 emulator also includes a 
5.25" 1.2Mb floppy drive and MS DOS 
operating software. 

INDI PRICE £159.99 

A2088 XT EMULATOR KIT 
The A2088 XT emulator kit offers 

IBM compatibilityon the Amiga 2000 
and 3000 systems, running at 4. 77Mhz 
with 512Kb RAM and CGA graphics. 
The A20S6 emulator also includes a 
5.25" 360K floppy drive and MS DOS 

operating software. 
INDI PRICE £79.99 

A2058 RAM BOARD 
An 8 Mb 16 - Bit RAM board, supplied 
with 2Mb RAM and upgradable in two 
steps. The 205-B is a zprrp II compati- 
ble and they are compatible with the 
A2000. 

INDI PRICE £99,99 

A2300 GENLOCK 
A cost effective home quality entry 
level internal genlock, suitable for the 
Amiga 2000/3000, The 2300 genlock is 
an ideal solution for anyone wishing to 
put titles or graphics onto home 
video, 

INDI PRICE £39.99 

DESPATCH 

All orders received by 6pm Monday to Friday are 
despatched sameday for delivery using our 
national courier - Securicor. (UK Mainland only), 
Saturday deliveries are available at a smalt sur- 
charge. If you are out when we deliver, a card will 
be left at your home giving you a contact tele- 
phone number to arrange a convenient re - deliv- 
ery. 
Delivery queries can be resolved immediately 
using our on - line computer. 
Cheque orders are despatched immediately on 
cheque clearance, usually 10 working days from 
receipt. A delivery charge of £5.00 is made per 
item unless otherwise stated. 

WE ALSO ACCEPT B^P.O, ORDERS (DUTY 
FREE) CARRIAGE CHARGE AT UK POSTAL 

RATES. 

HOW TO ORDEI 

BY POST - Simply fill in the coupon below, 
BY PHONE ■ phone lines open9,00am - 7,00pm 
Mon - Fri. 9,00am • 4.10pm Sat. - where your call 
will be answered by one of our INDI sales team. 
After 7.00pm each day your call will be answered 
by answerphone. If you would like to place an 
order have all the details at hand including credit 
card. All offers subject to availability. Prices cor- 
rect at time of going to press. May we suggest 
you call before ordering. 

SEND YOUR ORDER TO: 

I INDI DIRECT MAIL 
I RINGWAY INDUSTRIAL 

I ESTATE, 
EASTERN AVENUE, 
LICHFIELD 
STAFFS. VVSJ3 7SF 

AS I 193 

PI ease send.„. .. ... ... „ „ ,„ 
1) «. 
2) . -  
3)  

I 4)  

Price . ... + Delivery 

I enclose cheque/ PO for £.. ...  
I or charge my Access/ Visa No...  

Expiry...J...J  

Signature ...  

Name.......  

Address,  

I Deliver to if different „,  

Daytime Tel  
Postcode „; ..  

FEL: 0543 419 999 FAX: 0543 418 079 



ine revi iewed 

One winner 

igita Word worth 

4:41 PM 
 — , - 

(Just thought you'd like to know) 

If you want to know more 
about award-winning Wordworth... 

Vested Best 'Word Processor The ultimate in word Voted Best Vford Processor 
"A good length clear of the field'"     processing power17     Inspirational, that's (tie word" 

or Agfa Compugraphic 

font and clip art collections. 

♦ 
Genuine Agfa Compugraphic Font Collections 

Pride And Presentation 20 fonts 29.99 
Classic Collection 25 fonts 39,99 
The Reference Library     50 fonts 69.99 

Each collection includes the Digito font disk creator for WB2.04+ 

r 

call 0395 270273 or write to Digita FREE POST Exmouth EX8 2YZ England 

DIGITA 
INTERNATIONAL 

Digita International Limited      Black Horse House      Exmouth EX8 1JL     England      Telephone 0395 270273 
—A member of the Digita group— 

Facsimile 0395 268893 

Digita, the Digita logo, and Wordwofrh are registered trademarks of Digita Holding* Lid. scalobfe type opines are licensed from Agra Division of Miks Inc. Agfa it a registered trademark of AgFo-Gevaert, AG. Intelllfont is a registered trademark or Miles Inc. 
DigitO Moldings Ltd acknowledges thai all registered and other Trademarks used in ihe text of this advert are the properties of their respective companies. Whilst every core has been taken ta ensure that the information (WOvided in mis advert is accurate, 



NEWS 

The editor. Cliff Ramshaw. offers 
his penny's worth... 
We're beginning to see 

the benefits of 
Commodore's recent 

policy. Their decision to release 
Ami gas with at least a 88020 
processor has enabled software 
manufacturers to produce 
packages with far more power 
than we've been used to. 

It makes financial sense for 
developers to aim for the lowest 
common denominator. The 
introduction of the A1200 and 
the A4000 has raised this base 
level, and therefore the quality of 
the software, it's not that these 
new programs won't work on 
older and slower machines, just 
that they won't work as well - but 
that's progress. 

Packages such as those in 
the story to the right, and the 
paint package Brilliance (which 
we examine in detail on page 
28), really do represent a new 
wave of serious Amiga software. 
We'll need a lot more like them 
before we can say that the Amiga 
is as well served in the business 
market as the Mac or PC, but 
what a hell of a start. 

Cheaper Caligari 
The Caligari Corporation have made 
dramatic price cuts to their 3D 
modelling packages in a bid to 
penetrate the market dominated by 
RealSoft's Real 3D. 

Their entry-level package, 
Ca!igari24, is to sell for £99.95, 
while the package aimed at 
professionals, Caligari Broadcast, is 
priced at £399. Both are distributed 
by Meridian    081 543 3500. 

XCAD PRICE DROP 
As part of a Christmas promotion, 
XCad 2000 has been reduced in 
price to £79, while XCad 3000 
drops to £249. For more details call 
DML w 081 977 1105. 

Professional software - the 

new power generation 

The imminent release of two 
professional-level software 
packages looks set to spark 
off a much-needed 

renaissance of serious Amiga 
software. Both packages come from 
American developers, and both are 
designed to provide the kind of 
power more usually enjoyed by 
Macintosh and PC users. 

For years now Amiga users have 
bemoaned their machines' inability to 
make any sort of impact in business 
computing. The Amiga has 
proved immensely popular 
with video workersT 
particularly in America, when 
used in conjunction with 
NewTek's Video Toaster, but 
also in Europe and the UK, 
Yet in other commercial 
markets it has been 
noticeable by its absence. 
The situation has been 
especially galling because of 
the precedence of the IBM 
PC, an inferior machine In 
just about every respect. But 
the undeniable fact has 
always been that software 
for the PC is of a much 
higher quality. 

This situation may well be about 
to change. 

The first of the two would-be 
"killer applications'' comes from 
Softwood. It's a word processor 
called Final Writer. Softwood are the 
company behind Final Copy IIt a word 
processor generally considered, 
along with Digita's Wordworth, to be 
one of the best available for the 
Amiga. Final Writer Isn't intended as 
a replacement for Final Copy II, but 
rather as an addition to the range, 
with Final Copy li being moved down 
a peg and Pen Pal remaining the 
company's entry-level program. 

One of Rnal Writer's biggest 
features is its ease of use. Most of 

mouse dicks on the sort of tool bar 
familiar to paint package users. 
These tooi bars are customisable, 
and it s possible to switch easily 
between several. Complex formatting 
macros can also be created and 
used to speed up the layout of text. 

The package comes with a 
number of drawing facilities, and the 
ability to import graphics in IFF and 
EPS formats. Both are displayable 
on-screen, and can be cropped or 
scaled without loss of resolution. 

I 

its functions can be accessed by 

Wm Softwood's Final Writer change the way that the 
Amiga is viewed in the commercial computing sector? 

Graphics and text can also be 
rotated. 

Final Writer's printing options are 
also extensive, with the ability to 
send PostScript fonts to any printer. 
When used in conjunction with a 
PostScript-compatible printer it can 
also scale documents and print them 
with crop marks. 

The package comes with 100 clip 
art images, all in EPS format, which 
means they are scalable, and more 
than 110 fonts. It will cost £129.95 
- a fraction of the price of simitar 
packages on the Mac or PC - and 
should be available any day now. 

The second package comes from 
Soft-Log!k, who have been fighting 
with Gold Disk for supremacy in the 

Amiga desktop publishing market for 
years. This time Soft-Logik are not 
only claiming that their latest 
product, PageStream 3, is better 
than Gold Disk's Professional Page, 
but also that it s better than Quark 
XPress and Aldus PageMaker, the 
two industry-standard DTP programs 
in use on the Mac. 

PageStream 3 is being touted 
not as an upgrade but as a 
compfetely new program, containing 
many new features that users of 

earlier versions have 
requested. It is aimed not 
only at hobbyists - many of 
whom may well be better off 
with a cheaper document 
processor such as Fmal 
Writer - but also at desktop 
publishing professionals- To 
this end it gives the user 
great flexibility in the 
creation of colour plates, will 
operate with CMYK, HSV and 
RGB colour mode Is, and 
includes support for Pantone 
colours - Pantone being a 
system that guarantees 
publishers much more 
accurate colour reproduction 
than can be achieved with 

the cheaper CMYK standard, 
The user interface of PageStream 

3 has been much improved, giving 
the user a choice of several different 
toolbox layouts, and providing 
draggable toolboxes for fonts, 
colours, pages, macros and styles. 

Soft-Logik are making no 
promises about a release date, but 
the latest estimate is some time in 
December, with a US price tag of 
$395. It will be distributed by Silica 
» 081 309 1111 and Meridian 

081 543 3500. 
Final Writer will be distributed by 

Softwood Products Europe * 0773 
836781. Watch for full reviews of 
both packages in Amiga Shopper as 
soon as they are available. 

PM3TREJUN 

Soft-Logik's PageStream 2, Will Its successor realty have 
the power to become the new DTP standard? 

rami'II Mia 1111 ■ ■■ ii'iil 
And here Is its main competitor on the Mac - Quark 
XPressr the program used to create this magazine. 
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NEWS 

Huge computer 

show imminent 

GET INTO CD-ROM 
Users of Workbench 2.04 or higher 
can now plug Into CD-ROM 
technology thanks to ASIMWARE's 
new file system. 

Called Asim CDFSv2.0< the 
software will enabfe you to access a 
CD-ROM drive as an ordinary 
Amiga DOS device - over 20 SCSI- 
connected drives are supported, In 
addition, it provides support for the 
Kodak PhotoCD standard and 
enables the drive to be used as an 
ordinary CD player. A CD-ROM 
containing disks 101 to 900 of the 
Fred Fish collection Is provided as 
part of the package, alt of which sells 
for £49.99. 

Asim CDF$v2.0 is distributed by 
Micro-PACE UKu 0753 551 888. 

SOFTWARE PC 

EMULATOR 
PC Task, the Australian software- 
based PC emulator, is to he 
distributed in the UK by Meridian for 
only £49.95. 

The program will run on all 
Amigas, its performance depending 
on the power of your machine. It is 
fully multitasking, and enables you to 
transfer files between MS-DOS and 
AmlgaDOS. Using it, you will be able 
to run most PC applications. 

Its features include; emulation of 
up to two floppy and two hard disks; 
support for high density drives; MDA, 
CGAT EGA and VGA screen modes 
with up to 256 colours; support for 
CD-ROM; and serial and parallel port 
emulations. 

Meridian « 081 543 3500, 

MORE SPEED FOR 

A4000/030S 
The Afterburner accelerator from 
Dutch-based Eureka is claimed to 
more than double the speed of an 
A4O00/030. 

The card comes with a Motorola 
68030, including a memory 
management unit, clocked at 50MHzT 
and has space for a maths co- 
processor. It includes a local memory 
bus for the addition of up to 525Mb 
of 60ns 32-bit SIMMs, providing 
much higher memory access rates 
than are possible on an unmodified 
A4000/030. 

The Afterburner A4050/030 
costs DM 846, and is available from 
Eureka = 010 31 436 13742. 

ANOTHER CD DEMO 
AI math era are releasing The Demo II 
CD for the CD32, CDTV and A570 
CD-ROM drive. It contains games, 
PD demos, music files, sound 
samples, IFF Images and three 
versions of Workbench. It costs 
£19.95. Call Almathera on 
B 081 683 6418. 

Drenched in neon-bright computer 
graphics, sonically soaring sound 
effects, electro-music, TV cameras, 
radio mikesr full motion video and all 
the latest tech no-wizardry, the 
Second Future Entertainment Shew 
is likely to be the closest you'll get 
to cyberspace. 

Organised by the publishers of « 
good or Amiga Shopper {as welf as 
about 30 other magazines, including ™ 
Amiga Format, Amiga Power and 
Future Music) the show will be the 
place to be if you want to know 
what's happening now and in the LH 
future of computing. 

Naturally, of special interest will 
be the World Of Amiga section, where 
Commodore witt be exhibiting a whole 
host of goodies destined to delight 
even the most hardened and cynical 
of technophiles. Other big names 
from the Amiga marketplace who'll 
be there, showing new products and 
selling favourites at unbeatable 
prices, include 16/32 PD Library, 
Database Direct, Datel Electronics, 
Digita International, Domark, 
Electronic Arts, Future Zone Storest 
Gasteiner Technologiest Kador, MD 
Office Supplies, Mail Order Express, 
PD Selections, PD Soft, Power 
Computing, Silica Shop, Siren 

Software, Snap Computer Supplies, 
Software Demon, Supra, WTS 
Electronics and Wembley Electronics* 

The Amiga Shopper team will be 
there, along with the people who put 
together Future's other computing 
magazines, ready to offer advice and 

■The^second 

Show 
^^^^^^^^^^^ submit 

to interrogation - or something.... 
But that, as we're fond of saying, 

isn't all. The TV programme 
GamesMasterwill be broadcast live 
from the show on the Thursday 
evening, while the BBC's Radio One 
will be going out live throughout the 
show s proceedings. 

The show runs from Thursday 11 
to Sunday 14 November at London's 
Olympia. Entry is by ticket only, so 
you'd better get your skates on and 
ring the hotline number * 051 356 
5085♦ A single ticket costs £6,95, or 
you can get a family ticket (which 
admits four) for £24.95. 

And here are the winners of the 
competition we ran last month. Each 
will be receiving a free ticket to the 
show, so if you're not listed here, 
better dial that number now: 
A C Murdoch of Leigh-on-Sea in 
Essex (who came up with our 
favourite reason we're so good to 
you: 'JWhen you're shell-shocked 
good and proper, the remedy's 
Amiga Shopper"); Richard Rogers of 

I Royston in Herts.; M B Peden of 
Potters Green in Coventry; Nicholas 
West of London SE1; Daniel Calstor 
of Sidcup in Kent; S J Trow of 
Stafford in, er, Staffordshire, isn't it; 
R Frost of Westbury-on-Trym, near 
Bristol; Chris Jackson from 
Chesterfield in Derbyshire; John 
Oakes of Shotton in Clwyd; Richard 
Easten of Newcastle upon Tyne; 
David Turner from Sutton in Ashfield, 
Notts.; Alan Wightman from Dunbar 
in East Lothian; M Cross ley from 
Chesterfield, which is still in 
Derbyshire; David Parker of 
Cambridge; P Hope from Bedminster 
in Bristol; Vincent Stewart of Perth in 
Scotland; Jason Worswick from 
Bolton in Lanes.; Silvia Risbyof 
Oxford; J Donnelly of Glasgow; and H 
Watkins from Cardigan in Dyfed, 
Congratulations. See you there. 

COMMODORE 

UNWRAP 

XMAS BUNDLE 

This year's Christmas bundle from 
Commodore demonstrates their faith 
In the A1200fs capabilities as a 
productivity machine. 

As well as a batch of games - 
Oscar and Dennis - it will be sold 
with Deluxe Paint IV AGA, Wordworth 
and Print Manager, all for £349.99. 
Commented the company's joint 
managing director David Pfeasance: 
"It's the broadest possible 
introduction to the vast possibilities 
of the Amiga world." 

The A1200 Desktop Dynamite 
bundle - more bangs for your bucks. 

Star dotty over new printers 

You might think that the age of the 
dot matrix printer is gone, what with 
the proliferation of inkjets and the 
ever-falling prices of lasers. Star, 
however, expect 500,000 dot 
matrix printers to be sold In the 
next year, and are strengthening 
their LC range to make sure they 
get a good share of the sales. 

Two colour models - the LC24-30 
and LC24-300 - firm the LC series 

Star Microntcs highlight lower operating costs as a big 
benefit of their LC colour dot matrix printer range. 

into what Star believe is a range with 
something for everyone. 

The LC24-30 is a £351 colour 
dot matrix that comes with a 30 page 
sheet feeder. It will automatically 
change its print emulation to that 
required by the controlling computer, 
and features a special zoom mode 
that will reduce A4 documents to A5 
or A6 size. 

The LC24-300 will print more 
quickly {up to 264 
characters per 
second) and quietly, 
and is able to switch 
between single sheet 
and continuous 
stationery modes. It 
supports Epson 
LQ860, IBM 
ProPrinter and NEC 
Graphics emulations, 
automatically 
switching as needed. 
It costs £422. 

Contact Star on 
w 0494 471 111 for 
more information. 
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NEWS 

SPEAK SPANISH 

Whether you're a student, tourist or 
business type, teach yourself 
Spanish - written and spoken - with 
LCI's Micro Spanish, ft witf take a 
beginner through to GCSE level, 
includes sampled speech, music, 
animations and stills, and costs 
£24*99 from LCL tr Q491 $79 345. 

Serious muscle for CD32 

The first expansion card for the 
CD^2 has been announced, and It 
looks likely to turn the console Into a 
machine to be reckoned with. 

The CD32 Expansion Board from 
Mic robotics will, when fitted, add the 
following capabilities: a serial port, a 
parallel port, a floppy drive port, an 
IDE hard drive interface, space for up 
to 8Mb of memory expansion, an 
MPEG socket (enabling a full motion 
video unit to be added) and a Pa met 
cable, meaning that the machine will 
be controllable via another Amiga with 
a keyboard, 

Microbotics1 board will be sold by 
Indi Direct for £139.99 

Also new from Mic robotics are two 
expansion cards designed for the 
A1500/2000/3000/4000 Amiga 

machines. The first the NX2000, 
enables Amigas to be connected in a 
network run under the Envoy peer-to- 
peer protocol. It will cost £79.99, 

The Delta 2000 Expansion Board 
will provide your Amiga with a further 
two serial ports, one parallel port, 
space for up to 8Mb of RAM, a SCSI-2 
hard disk interface, an IDE hard disk 
interface and a two channel MIDI 
interface, The price will be £129-99. 

The final Microbotics board, for 
A3000s and A4000S only, Es called 
the Delta 13. It provides all the same 
facilities as the Delta 2000, but with 
a network interface and space for 
4096Mb of memory, It is set to sell 
for £399.99. 

All cards will be available from 
Indi Direct Mail = 0543 419 999, 

New Citizens boost printer population 

Whether you're after a low-cost dot matrix or a high-end 
laser printer, Citizen's two new launches should satisfy 
your requirements. 

The Swift 200C is the latest addition to the company's 
Swift 2 range of 24-pin dot matrix printers. It's a colour 
printer that can handle multi-part stationery, cut sheet 
continuous paper and overhead transparencies. 

The Swift 200C+s speed in draft mode is 180 
characters per second (at a pitch of 10 characters per 
inch) or a really quite zippy 216 characters per second (at 
a pitch of 12 characters per inch). Six fonts are available in 
letter quality mode. 

The Swift 200C supports three emulations: Epson 
LQ500/850, IBM Proprinter X24e and NEC P20. It has a 
recommended retail price of £328, 

Citizen's ProLaser 6000 marks a first for the company 
- not only is it their first laser printer, but it's also the first 
to be available directly from Citizen (• 0800 525686). It 
comes with 1Mb of memory and built-in HP LaserJet ill, 
Epson FX-850 and IBM ProPrinter XL-24e emulations. Eight 

The latest addition to Citizen's Swift 2 range, the Swift 
200C Is a low-cost 24-pin colour dot matrix printer, 

scalable fonts are also provided. The ProLaser 6000 has a 
recommended retail price of £1,173T but is available direct 
from Citizen for £657. 

SHOW BUSINESS 
A list of computer shows 
happening in the near future: 

* Thursday 18th to Sunday 20th 
November - Second Future 
Entertainment Show. * 051 356 
5085. 

* Friday 19th to Sunday 20th 
November - the 8th Christmas 
International Computer Show. 
Wembley Exhibition Centre. 
v 0222 512 128. 

* Sunday 5th December - the 9th 
annual Christmas Computer Show 
of the Nottingham Microcomputer 
Club. - 0602 621153. 

* All Formats Computer Fair. 
November 6th Oxford, 7th 
Brighton, 13th West Midlands, 
20th London, 21st Portsmouth, 
27th North West, 28th Bristol, 
December 4th Leicester, 5th 
Washington, « 0603 662212. 

A SERIAL KILLER 
Amiga owners searching for a 
means of connecting to the real 
world can rest easy now that 
Applied Systems Group have 
announced their high performance 
serial card, 

Called Seriox, the card will supply 
your Amiga with two or four additional 
serial ports at speeds between 300 
and 38t400 baud. Prices start at 
£94. ASG *r 0652 688330. 

Harlequin deal 
There's a special offer on at the 
moment for people interested in 
buying Xi Electronics' Harlequin Plus 
32-bit frame buffer. 

Already cheaper than the earlier 
Harlequin card (and better), the 
Harlequin Pius is being bundled with 
MacroSystem's VLAB Y/C 
framegrabber (Itself worth £380). 

The whole package, with 2Mb of 
RAM, is available from Xi Electronics 
for £1,498. A 4Mb version costs 
£1,598. XI « 031 229 8428. 

TypeSmith 

upgraded 
Desktop publishing aficionados will 
be pleased to learn of the latest 
version of TypeSmith from Soft-Logik 
Publishing. 

TypeSmith 2 enables the user to 
create PostScript, Compugraphic and 
Soft-Logik outline fonts for use in 
DTP and other applications. 

Among the latest version's 
enhancements are the ability to 
create bitmap fonts from outline 
equivalents, to trace bitmaps to 
create outline versions (meaning you 
can create fonts from scanned 
pages), and to take kerning 
information from one font and place 
it in another. 

TypeSmith 2 also supports hints 
- a system that improves the clarity 
of fonts when they're printed at low 
resolutions or small sizes. 

It will be distributed in the UK by 
Meridian « 081 543 3500 and SDL 
IP 081 309 1111 for £169,95. 

QUANTUM DRIVES 

FOR AMIGA 1200 
Siren Software are selling the first 
2.5-inch Quantum hard drives that 
are compatible with the A600 and 
A1200. 

Quantum drives are 
acknowledged to be some of the 
fastest around. They boast a 4Mb 
per second transfer rate with a seek 
time of 4ms. They are available from 
Siren in sizes from 85 to 256Mb, 
costing £193.49 and £383.49 
respectively. They are supplied with 
fitting instructions, an IDE cable, 
screws and Workbench. Siren 
Software * 061 724 7572. 

Top titling 
Montage24 is a new 24-bit titling 
package from Innovision 
Technology, makers of Broadcast 
inter II. 

Among its features are the ability 
to anti-alias text to the background 
on which they are placed, create 
transitions, and use 24-bit images as 
backgrounds. It comes with eight 
scalable fonts, and can import 
PostScript and Compugraphic fonts 
with the addition of a PostScript 
module. Text effects that can be 
applied include variable 
transparency, gradient colour fills, 
embossing, soft shadowing, outline 
and ordinary shadowing. 

Versions are available that are 
compatible with AG A screens, 
OpalvisionT GVP's IV-24 and the 
Video Toaster, It is distributed in the 
UK by Meridian = 081 543 3500 for 
£329.95, and Micro-PACE UK 

0753 551 1888, who have yet to 
fix a price. 

FIGHTING THE 

GOOD FIGHT 
Protection from viruses is at hand 
from the Safe Hex International 
organisation, who have recently set 
up a UK virus centre. 

The centre distributes a disk 
called The New Superkitlers, which 
contains programs to deal with all of 
the latest viruses, Furthermore > it 
collates new viruses from users and 
liaises with the main Safe Hex 
International centre in Denmark, 

The organisation charges £2 per 
disk. The money helps reward the 
creators of the virus killers, and is 
also to be used to set up a free 
telephone, fax and bulletin board line 
that will offer virus advice to UK 
Amiga owners, 

You can get a copy of the disk by 
sending a check for £2, made 
payable to Paul Browne, to: SHI 
Regional Virus Centre UK, 304 Leeds 
Road, Eccleshiii, Bradford, West 
Yorks. BD2 3LQ. 
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COVER DISK 

The Amiga Shopper 

hareware Collection 

Here's the full low-down 

^?ECIAU R£*°?fR V on what you'll find on this 
DISCOUNT OFt    V /s5ue,s packed coyer disk volume VI 

ACC HARDWARE 
PROGRAMMING GUIDE 
Air Workbenches 
Want to know how to take total 
control of your Amiga? Then this 
package from Amiga nuts is the one 
for you. It s designed to teach 
absolute beginners the mysteries of 
assembly language and show you 
how to use it to access the Amiga's 
hardware and achieve stunning 
graphical and audio effects. 

This is actually part one in a four 
disk series from Amiganuts, It deals 
with the fundamentals of assembly 
language programming, and then 
introduces the various inductions 
you'll be needing. It explains how you 
can move data around and perform 
arithmetic, and then goes on to the 
more involved subjects of loops and 
subroutines. Finally it deals with the 
various binary operations assembly 
language enables you to perform. 

The beauty of th is package is 
that you can load in its many 
examples while you are reading the 
tutorial text. This means you can see 
exactly how things are done even as 

you read about them. In addition, a 
complete assembler is supplied, so 
you can assemble into runnable 
versions not only the example 
programs but your own programs too, 
Aff of this can be done from the 
environment of the tutorial reading 
program, giving you a chance to 
practise your skills as you learn. 

IMPORTANT 
Once you've dearchived the ACC 
Hardware Programming Guide on to a 
floppy disk, you need to give this disk 
the name Ml:. You can do this by 
single-clicking on it and selecting 
rename from the Workbench menu. 

Alternatively, if you de archive it 
to your hard disk or RAM disk, then 
you must make an assign that points 
to wherever you have placed it. Do 
this from the Shell. For example, if 
you have dearchived to a directory 
called tutorials on a hard disk 
partition called dhi:, then you would 
open a Shell window by double- 
clicking on the Shell icon and type: 

assign Ml; dhl:tutorials 

You'll probably want to put this line 
somewhere in your startup sequence 
(type ed s:startu Resequence to 
enable you to do so) so that you can 
run the tutorial whenever you switch 
on your machine. 

Once you've done this, you can 
get into the tutorial by opening up 
the Beginners drawer and double- 
clicking on the Tutorial icon. 

SPECIAL OFFER 
The version of the ACC Hardware 
Programming Guide on the cover disk 
is just one part of a larger package. 
Amiga Shopper has tied up a deal 
with Amiganuts so that you can get 
the whole lot at a discount price of 
£12.60 (including postage and 
packing) - that's a saving of £3. The 
other disks move on to more 
sophisticated uses for assembly 
language, dealing with such things 
as opening custom screens, creating 
sound effects, drawing graphics and 
animating sprites. To get them, 
simply send a cheque or postal order 
for £12.60 payable to Amiga nuts at 
this address: AmJganuts United, 

X Daffern Avenue, New Afley, 
Coventry CV7 SGR. 
Note that to qualify for this special 
reduced price you must include your 
original Amiga Shopper cover disk as 
proof of purchase - but that won't be 
a problem, will it, because you'll 
already have made a back-up copy of 
your cover disk, won't you? 

SOURCE_CODE 
All Workbenches 
Here you'll find the two programs 
printed in the Listings section of the 
magazine [page 61). They re both 
written in AMOS, and the versions on 
the disk are in source code format, 
so you can load them into the AMOS 
interpreter* examine them to pick up 
tips, and run them to try them out, 
Please note that no icons are 
included for these two programs. 
Neither of them need dearchiving 
before use - they're both ready to be 
loaded directly into AMOS, 

MAPSTATION 
All Workbenches 
MapStation is a handy utility that will 

SO JUST HOW DO YOU GET AT ALL THIS 

tm tisk 

Mi 

KOT.taKft     Rlint.Nvcb faickTwis.tNrtfc 
jClick  [ , Click 

O First you should switch on and boot up your 
machine with Workbench. Then insert the copy that 
you've made of this month's cover disk. You'll see 
the Amiga Shopper icon appear the screen, Before 
you go any further you'll also want to have several 
blank formatted disks available (unlsess you intend 
to de archive to hard disk or RAM:) - you'll need 
something to save the uncompressed software onto. 

»iw W«rtli«i<fc l.Mi,tM p-iffcks MI> *titr JOT 

:j K_5twrnHrfJhtJH   f3* full, 5« frw, TttK B a Ms 

Click 

K^o^ibrfiini^'i" » wt>   tr": " —\sm 

©The next step is to double-click with the left 
hand mouse button on the Amiga Shopper icon. A 
window for the disk will then open, in which will be 
displayed the six icons for the software on the disk 
this month. Apart from the drawer called 
5ource_Code, which contains the readers Ifstings 
from page 61, all of the cover disk files have been 
compressed with the archiving utility LhA. 

© Let's say that you want to unpack the ACC 
Hardware Programming package. You'll need to have 
a blank formatted disk ready before you start to de- 
compress ACC. Because ACC is programmed to look 
for files on a disk called MXT you need to name this 
disk Ml (only in the case of ACCf though), Now 
double-click on the blank disk icon and another 
window will open on your screen. 
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COVER DISK 

VITAL: READ THIS FIRST 

The first thing that you must do with 
your cover disk is to protect it from 
accidents by making sure that it is 
write-protected. To do this, make 
sure that the movable plastic tab on 
the disk is in the open position - 
that is, you can see through the 
hole. This means nothing can now 
be written to the disk, especially 
viruses. If you don't write-protect 
your disk and end up with a virus - 
well, that s your problem. 

The next important step is to 
make a back-up copy of the cover 
disk - in case any nasty accidents 
happen while you're busy working 
with it The easiest way to go about 
this is via the Shell. So, open a 
Shell window and then type the 
following at the prompt: 

diskcopy dfOt to flfO: 
Your Amiga will now ask you to 
insert the SOURCE disk (that's the 
cover disk) in dfO: and then press 
the [Return] key to continue. 

Your computer will now read 
some of the information from the 
disk before another System 

Requester window appears asking 
you to insert the DESTINATION disk 
(that's the empty disk you want to 
make a copy of the cover disk on). 
You'll find that you need to swap 
disks several times - a System 
Requester window will appear each 
time, prompting you to insert the 
appropriate disk. 

If you have more than one 
floppy drive, you can of course copy 
from one drive to the other by using 
the following instruction: 

diskcopY dfOs to dfl: 
Right, now that youTve made a 

copy of the cover diskT hide the 
original in a very safe place and 
work only with the duplicate, 

CANT READ THE DISK? 
We duplicate tens of thousands of 
disks, so inevitably a very small 
number will be corrupted - our 
copiers do carry out stringent 
quality-control tests, but the 
occasional duff disk will always 
sneak through. You 11 know if this 
has happened to your cover disk 

because either you'll get a System 
Requester window appearing to tell 
you that you've not got a DOS disk 
sitting in your drive, or a System 
Requester will pop up to tell you 
just as unhelpfully that a READ 
ERROR has occurred while one of 
the programs was de-archiving. 

The solution is straightforward. 
Just send the faulty disk to the 
address below, enclosing an 
envelope addressed to yourself for 
the return of your replacement disk 
- the padded variety are best - and 
we'll pay the return postage. The 
address is:. 

Amiga Shopper 32 
Diacopy Labs 
PO Box 21 
Daventry N Nil 5BU 

With the disk please include a brief 
note saying what the problem is. 
Also mention what Amiga you1 re 
using and the version of Workbench 
that you are running. A replacement 
disk should then come rattling 
through your letterbox within a 
couple of weeks. 

prove a boon to games programmers 
everywhere, it enables you to 
construct huge game areas out of 
smaller "tiles1*. These tiles are 
designed separately, usually in 16 x 
16 or 32 x 32 pixel blocks, in such a 
way that they can be joined together, 
jigsaw-puzzle-wise, to create larger 
images. The trick is to design tiles 
that can be re-used in many different 
areas of your game. The result is a 
huge game area that takes up 
comparatively little memory or disk 

space. If you take a look at just 
about any games, particularly those 
that involve scrolling screens, you'll 
find they makes use of the technique 
- the repeating background patterns 
are the giveaway sign. 

MapStation takes all the pain out 
of creating such backgrounds. It 
enables you to design your tiles and 
fit them together to create the kind 
of backgrounds you need. Its fully 
icon-driven interface makes it a 
doddle to use. 

ALARM 
All Workbenches 
Alarm is a demonstration program 
that illustrates the Programming 
Masterclass tutorial on page 85, It 
also doubles as a useful Alarm 
signaller for your Amiga. 

In the Masterclass you'll find a 
step-by-step guide to the techniques 
used. It shows you how you can keep 
track of any system resources that 
your program sees fit to allocate for 
itself. That's the easy bit, but 

deallocating them after use has 
always been a bit of a nightmare - 
until now. With this useful stack- 
based approach you can allocate and 
deallocate with impunity. If you feel 
reasonably competent in C and want 
to take things further, then try out 
this program and turn to page 85 to 
learn some powerful techniques. 

ASP A! NT 
All Worbenches 
Dearchive this to reveal the latest 
version of Jason Holbom's AMOS 
paint program, You'll find that there1 s 
some source code that you can load 
into your AMOS interpreter and 
examine, and also a compiled 
version that you can run immediately. 

The program is really beginning 
to take off nowT with some paint 
functions having been added. Turn to 
page 101 for full details, 

QUICKTOOLS 
Workbench 24 
This archive contains three of those 
handy tools that make using your 
Amiga that bit easier. The first 
enables you to switch to different 
directories from the Shell without 
having to type the full path name, 
You only need to type as much of the 
name as necessary to distinguish 
the directory you want from any other 
possibilities - quite a time-saver. 

The next enables you to search 
for a specific file. Give the program 
the name of the file you're after (or 
part of the name - wildcards are 
supported}, and it will do the rest, 

The final program is a commodity 
version of the above that you can call 
up at any time using a hot-key 
combination. Full documentation for 
all three QuickTools is in the 
unarchived directory. 

LOVELY SOFTWARE ON YOUR DISK? 
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O Now it's time to dearchive the software, Start by 
dragging the ACCM.Dearch icon from the cover disk 
window into the Ml window. To decompress the 
software all you then have to do is double-click with 
the left mouse button on the ACCM.Dearch icon in 
the Mi window. The de-archiving procedure will 
automatically begin, and another window called 
IconX appears on-screen to tell you how itTs going. 

O In the IconX window will be listed all the files as 
they are extracted from the archive. If you are using 
an Amiga with only one disk drive then unfortunately 
you'll have to get involved with a fair bit of disk 
swapping, A System Requester window wiif appear 
each time you need to change the disks around - 
simply put whichever disk is requested in the 
Amiga's drive. 

O Once the IconX window has vanished the Ml 
window will still appear to contain only the 
ACCM.Dearch icon - that's because the window 
isn't automatically updated. Click first on the 
window's close gadget and then double-click on the 
Ml icon. The Ml window will reopen with the 
packages' icons displayed in their full glory. You can 
then run the programs or load the files as normal. 
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COLOUR SCANNERS 

ALL JOKING ASIDE... 

Colour ye 

Capture the rainbow onto your 

Amiga! Jeff Walker tests all three 

Amiga-compatible colour hand 

scanners, plus a top-flight flatbed. 

There are essentially four 
types ef graphic that you 
might want to transfer from 
paper to the computer: 

photographs, illustrations, lino 
drawings, and text. There are many 
applications in which digitised 
graphics can be used - desktop 
publishing, optical character 
recognition, Illustrating, animation 
and video presentations. 

For greatest flexibility and quality 
you need a colour scanner. 
Monochrome scanners are fine for 
scanning small line drawings and 
columns of textP but the limited 
number of shades of grey they 
produce is not honestly good enough 

to get quality results from 
photographs and illustrations. Yet 
colour on its own is not the answer - 
as well see, even at this level 
results can vary widely. 

Each of the products featured 
here has its strong and weak points, 
but ail scanning software operates in 
essentially the same way. You select 
the size and resolution of the scan, 
set the brightness level, and do the 
scan, That's all there is to it, and all 
the packages featured here do the 
basics perfectly we if, so we can 
concentrate on more important stuff 
like the quality of the results and 
extra features that make scanning or 
saving images simpler and faster. 

POWERCOLOUR 

Power Computing were the first 
to launch a colour hand 

scanner for the Amiga, some nine 
months ago now. Since then the 
package has remained essentially 
untouched, despite the 
inadequacies that were discussed in 
the review in Amiga Shopper 23. {If 
you want the details and missed 
that issue, you can order a copy on 
page 58.) 

The big problem with Power- 

Colour is that there is no version for 
the A600 or A12GG, the only two 
hardware interface options being for 
the A500/Plus side expansion port 
(with throughport) and an internal 
Zorro II card for the A1500, 2000, 
3000 and 4000. Reacting to the 
launch of two rival colour hand 
scanners, Power are now rewriting 
the software and redesigning the 
interface so that it attaches to the 
parallel port, thus making it available 

To give you a point of comparison 
for the scans on these pages, we 
scanned the same original photo 
using a professional-standard 
flatbed scanner, an Agfa Focus 
Colour Plus, This Is capable of up 
to 800 dots per inch resolution at 
8 bits per channel - that is, 256 
shades each of red, green and 
blue. The new model, the Arcus, 
offers up to 1,200 dpi and 10 bits 
per channel, comes with Agfa's 
PhotoTune colour management 
software (for Mac or PC only), and 
costs a cool £3,745. 

How this scan comes out 
depends on many factors - like 
the printer's ink and the paper - 
but theoretically it should be 
much better than the others... 

to A600 and A1200 owners. But of 
course all this takes time, and the 
other packages are available now. 
Which is a shame, because 
PowerColour has a lot going for it. 

First, it's the cheapest option. 
The rival hand scanners both have 
higher specifications - in a nutsnefl, 
they "see" more colours - but this 
doesn't necessarily make them 
better; compare the example scans 
of the clown ragdoll on pages 16 and 
20 with the PowerColour's on the 
opposite page. But why should a 
4,096-colour scan appear to be as 
good as one in 262,144 colours? 

It's all to do with how the colours 
you see on your monitor are created. 
As you know from playing with 
countless palette requesters, every 
colour ES composed of an amount of 
red, an amount of 
green and an amount 
of blue. When a 
colour scanner 
"looks" at a colour 
photograph or 
illustration, it doesn't 
see a lot of different 
colours; it sees 
various combinations 
of red, green and 
blue. Its scanning 
head picks up the 
light it shines onto 
the original and splits 
that light into its red, 
green and blue 
components. The 
colour yellow, for 
example, it woufd 

Projec 
Ctur 
Invert Rotate 
FUp X 
Flip Y 
Skew 
Crop 

see as containing a lot of red and a 
lot of greenT but practically no blue. It 
follows that the more shades of red, 
green and blue a scanner can detect, 
the better it will "see" colours. 

Now, in a "12-bit" scanner such 
as the PowerColour, each pixel is 
ailocated 12 bits of memory, which 
means four bits for the red, four for 
the green and four for the blue. 

Okay. Because of the way the 
binary numbering system works, in 
four bits of memory you can specify 
any number from 0 to 15, so that's 
16 numbers in total. This means that 
the PowerColour scanning head sees 
16 shades of red, 16 shades of 
blue, and 16 shades of green. 
Multiplying those numbers together - 
16x16x16 - gives you the theoretical 
maximum number of colours you can 

Out|in* 
Darken 
L.ighten 
Clean Ufr 
Vlw Pane 

rait    Other | 

xtt«<t> X<photo> Rtter  Pi Y(t*xt> 
Y<photo> X«LY<t*xt> 
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4c* 
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The PowerColour hand scanner software has some 
rudimentary image-processing features, including 
seating, hut they are not powerful er accurate enough 
to replace a dedicated Image-processing package. 
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COLOURBURST 
Sean Setting; 

I hey say speed kills, It certainly 
kills Hand-scanned colour 

Images. So much data has to be 
read by the scanner head that if you 

give It too much 
data too quickly, It 
will simply ignore 
It. Because 
ColorBurst is an 
18-bit scanner it 
has half as much 
data again to deal 
with as the 
PowerColour, so 
you would think it 
would be quite a 
bit slower. Not so. 
In fact It even 
feels a little faster. 
Not fast. But 
faster. Colour hand 
scanners are never 
fast; you always 
have to pull the head slowly over an 
image, even when attached to an 
A4000/040. 

Migrapn, makers of ColorBurst, 
are also the makers of Touch-Up, the 
scanning software used by a number 
of monochrome hand scanners, most 
notably the AlfaScan Pius. Touch-Up 
does things that no other Amiga 
software can do, so I was initially 
disappointed upon running the 

iMijin j« _IK _JM r sec 

i in: I  M m 

Ifflfflfl fcfrici   mm: tit L«sth: an m 

RAM HrrJri! rani ncnmi 
FIST: HUB* tltin toffwl GK44M 
CUP : mtm 

Before starting a scan with ColorBurst you have to 
make sura that the settings In this panel match the 
settings of the switches on the scanner head. 

CoforKit scanning software to find 
that ali it did was scan, render, crop, 
and save. But then what else do you 
want it to do? If you want fancy 
image-processing features then you 
need fmageMaster, ADPro or 
ImageFX. ff you want pretty painting 
features then you need Deluxe Pairtt- 
AGA or Brilliance - princes all. 
CotorKit is scanning software, plain 

continued an page 16 

Thank heavens the PowerColour hand scanner 
software Is In the process of being re-written. Working 
a lot in Low-Res HAM mode in weird palettes, as you 
have to do at present, realty gives you a headache. 

have with 12 bits of memory in which 
to describe each pixel s colour. That 
number is 4,096. 

The rivaf colour hand scanner 
packages are 18-bit devices, so they 
have six bits each for red, green and 
blue, in six bits you can specify any 
number from 0 to 63, so these 
scanners see 64 shades each of 
red, green and blue, making the 
theoretical maximum number of 
colours in 18 bits 64x64x64 = 
262,144, On the face of it, this is 
258,048 more colours than 12-bits. 
However, this massive difference in 
the total number of colours is 
misleading, The difference is really 
just between seeing 16 and 64 
shades of each primary colour. 

To look at on the screen there is 
hardly any difference between 12-bit 

and 18-bit colour. 
The extra six hits of 
colour information 
only really come into 
their own if you 
intend to process 
the images in some 
way - adjust the 
brightness, the 
contrast, the colour 
balance, and so on. 

Still, 12-bit 
colour is nowhere 
near good enough to 
produce photo- 
realistic results - 
images on the 
screen that look 
almost identical to 
the photograph that 

Out the same is true was scanned 
of 18-bit colour; only 24-bits will give 
you photo-realism orJtrue-colour". 
Anything less is the scanner's best 
approximation to the hundreds of 
thousands of colours in the original. 

There are nevertheless many 
non-photographic uses for the 
PowerCoiour - scanning coloured 
illustrations, to start with, and that 
includes airbrushed work, which 
usually contains far fewer colours 
than you realise, because 
airbrushing is essentially a random 
dithering technique. Graphics artists 
may find the PowerCoiour useful for 
scanning work prepared on paper in 
order to import it into a painting or 
image processing package where it 
can be more easily maniputated and 
re-coloured. And, of course, there1 s 

always the good old black-and-white 
mode for scanning line drawings. 

If this sounds like the kinds of 
uses to which you would put a colour 
hand scanner, then the question you 
have to ask yourself is: do I need 18- 
bit, or is the 12-bit PowerCoiour 
adequate? To find the answer to that 
question you'll have to read the 
sections on ColorBurst (above) and 
AlfaColor (starting on page 17), 

kg 

Colour photographs scanned with 
the PowerColour 12-bit hand 
scanner wilt always contain a lot of 
random-looking *1noIs6'T because it 
can see only 16 shades each of redT 
green and       Close examination 
of this scan reveals thousands of 
red*T green- and blue-tinted pixels 
scattered all over the picture. 

PowerColour  £239 
By Power Computing Ltd, Unit 8, 
Railton Road, Woburn Road 
Industrial Estate, 
Kempston MK42 7PN. 
^0234843388 

CHECKOUT 

POWERCOLOUR 

Scan Quality 
•••••ooooo 
Good enough for scanning illustrations, 
but photo-realistic it ain't 

Ease of Use 
••••••COCO 
The ugly and antiquated user interface 
is in desperate need of an overhaul. 

Features 
•••ooooooo 
it doesn't work with the A600 or A1200 
and its basic image-processing and 
editing features aren't really up to par. 

Documentation 
•••#•#0000 
Good enough to get you Started quickly. 

Value for Money 
•••••••O00 
Good value provided you don't want 
photo-realistic results, 

Overall rating 
•••••OOOOO 
The whole package, software and 
hardware, needs bringing up to date. 
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Save IFF-IUN 

lm* Mo: 
Type: 24 Bit Color 
KiAth: 624 Msht'AU 

conHnufld from page 15 
and simple. Yet In its own realm, it 
too is a prince. 

Not so the interface. Pauper 
more like. It's the usual 34nch by 2- 
inch plastic box that plugs into the 
parallel port. It works okay, but the 
ribbon cable between parallel 
connector and 
interface is a mere 
3in long. When 
plugged into any 
Amiga, including the 
500/600/1200, 
there's not enough 
cable to sit the 
interface up on top 
of the Amiga's 
case, so it has to 
live round the back 
and can be flipping 
awkward to get to. 

Because the 
interface plugs into 
the parallel port, 
you have to remove 
your printer lead 
from that port - and even though 
ColorBurst costs £400 its interface 
has no throughport so you cannot 
have both plugged in at once. 

The package's saving grace is 
the rendering section of the software 
and the quality of the scans it 
produces. While photo-realism is too 

much to ask from 18 bits (see the 
PowerColour review), the colours it 
produces are bright and vibrant and 
easiEy the best of the three Amiga 
colour hand scanners. Once an 
image has been scanned, the 18-bit 
data can be rendered in any screen 
mode supported by your Amiga, 

£ nested IFF Men Hod?: 
Any Monitor: Hires Lace 

'No-Licei 
U*m I _ 

Jive Info: 
X Offset: I 
V Offset: I 

Uidth: 624 

Full Use Current Display Settings 

MM I I 16 I 32 
128 

HAH CR mi 

ColorBurst enables you to save scans in every IFF- 
ILBM format, and you can save a cropped Image via 
the Screen button and the X and Y Offset gadgets. 

including 256 colours and HAM-8. 
The original image data is never 
thrown away, so if you render the 
image in one mode and don't like the 
outcome, you don't have to scan the 
image again before rendering in 
another mode. 

You don't have to render the 

THE TYPEFACE IS 
FAMILIAR... 
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) 
is not something everyone needs. 
Unless you need to regularly transfer 
swathes of printed text from paper 
into ASCII format, even £49 is quite 
a lot to pay for software that may 

label instead of "Migraph*. 
Migraph OCR Junior comes 

bundled with the ColorBurst colour 
hand scanner and the AlfaScan Plus 
mono hand scanner. The only 
difference between the full and 
Junior versions is that in Juntor you 
can't import a previousty-scanned 

Type 

Outline font designer ■ £11 

FONT DESIGN PROGRAMS are not 
new to the Amiga, but the release 
Workbench 2 and desktop publishing 

Migraph/Power OCR has no problem with text (ike this 
In three different fonts, although It cannot recognise 
very large text - anything over about 24pt In size. 
only be loaded once in a blue novel. 

But if you do want OCRT then you 
have four choices: Migraph OCR, 
Migraph OCR Junior, Power OCR and 
Power OCR Junior. Actually this is 
only two choices really because the 
Power OCR packages are in essence 
exactly the same as the Migraph 
ones except that they have added 
built-in support for the Power 
monochrome and colour hand 
scanners and have "Power" on the 

image, in other 
words, with Junior 
you have to scan 
the text and OCR it 
straight away - you 
can't scan and save 
a few pages, then 
import them one at 
a time and OCR 
them, as you can 
with the full version. 

OCR is a 
memory-hungry 
process, Both the 
full and the Junior 
versions require at 
least 2.5Mb to even 
think about running. 

If you want to OCR long columns of 
text, more memory will be required. 

Power OCR Junior doesnTt come 
free with the Power scanners; it is an 
optional extra that costs another 
£49, The upgrade to the full version 
will cost a further £49. 

The software is essentially 
unchanged from the version we 
reviewed in-depth in Amiga Shopper 
19. It's fast and it works very well 
indeed, although having to hand-scan 

image at all, in fact. After finishing a 
scan CoiorKit doesn't automatically 
begin to render the 18-bit data on to 
the screen, it just sits there waiting 
to be told what to do. You can save 
the 18-bit data (in IFF24 format), or 
render it to fewer colours and then 
save that. The advantage of this 
approach is that after completing a 
scan you don't have to wait while the 
software renders a HAM image which 
you can't stop it doing and don't 
particularly want, which is the case 
with the rival hand scanners here. 

One very important point to bear 
in mind is that 18-bit colour data 
takes up a lot of memory. A scan of 
4in by 3in at 200 dots per inch, 
which produces an 800 x 600 pixel 
bitmap, will require more than a 
megabyte of memory for the 18~bit 
data alone. Rendering that on to the 
screen in HAM-8 or 256 colours will 
require about another hatf megabyte 
of graphics memory. So that's 1.5Mb 
on top of any memory the CoiorKit 
program itself uses. To give an 
extreme example, if you were to scan 
a 4in by lOin area at 200 dpi you 
would require more than 3.5Mb of 
memory for the 18-bit data. 

There's no doubt that you could 
scrape by with just 2Mb of memory, 
but to be able to muttitasK or use 
ColorBurst productively you really 

White the scans obtained from 
ColorBurst contain the truest 
colours of the three hand scanners, 
there Is still a lot of noise evident 

need 2Mb of graphics memory and at 
least 4Mb of expansion memory. 
Same goes for the AlfaColor hand 
scanner, but with the PowerColour 
you'll get away with 3Mb of 
expansion memory because its 12- 
bit images consume less. 

Comparing the results obtained 
from the three Amiga colour hand 
scanners, the Co lor Burst's scans are 

I A4 

" minima* 

and OCR a fu 
page in three 
horizontal strips is 
not the most 
enjoyable of 
experiences. The 
software handles the 
job well enough, it's 
just that while you 
are fluffing about 
trying to do three 
fairly straight scans 
and then OCR'ing 
them one after the 
other, you could 
probably have typed 
the page into a word processor. 

Working from floppies will slow 

—— 

Dictionary, 

r Snail 

"njrlish 
MIOCR.ALD 

J Read 

Text For Hat. >«   I ASCII 
J^KUilNaw,., I hlOCR.TXT 
F New m 
J ftppend J 

Paragraph 
Line 
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r Run Editor After Text Saue 
Graphic FarHit...I IFF 

J Fixed 
r r Hornal r Proportional 

Interactive Learning 
Path,,. I 
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the OCR process dawn even further, 

The full OCR package can import pre-scanned pages in 
IFF, IMG or TIFF format; the Junior version can't 

because the software depends on 
large lexicons and dictionaries which 
have to be continually accessed. If 

your system 
consists of a hand 
scanner, about 3Mb 
of RAM and two 
floppy drives, you'll 
be able to use OCR 
Junior, but you 
probably won't enjoy 
it. If on the other 
hand you've got a 
flatbed scanner, 
8Mb of RAM and a 
hard drive, then 
you'll probably think 
the full Migraph/ 
Power OCR package 
is one of the best 
pieces of software 
you own* 

The OCR software Is pre-tratned In a couple of dozen 
typefaces, so even when IVs not sure of a character it 
guesses correctly most of the time, You can also train 
it to recognise typefaces it doesn't already know. 
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without doubt the best. But they still 
contain a fair amount of noise and 
are certainly not £161 better than 
PowerCoiour's 12-bit scans. You do 
get the OCR Junior optical character 
recognition software thrown In (it's 
£50 to buy separately - see 'The 
typeface is familiar" below), but that 
still leaves ColorBurst over £100 
more expensive than PowerCclour. 
But of course PowerColour doesn't 
(yet) work with the A600 and A1200, 
so for owners of these machines 
PowerColour isn't an option. The 
AlfaColor is an option, so you'd 
better read all about that one now 
and discover why a package that 
uses the exact same 18-bit scanner 
head as ColorBurst produces a 
different quality of scan. 

ColorBurst, 
By Mlgraph Inc, 
32700 Pacific Highway South, Suite 14, 
Federal Way/WA 9B003H USA 
Distributed in the UK by 
Golden Image (UK) Ltd, Unit 12a 
Millmead Business Centre, 
Millmead Road, 
London HI7 9QU, 
^081 365 1102 

it 12a 

7 

CHECKOUT 

COLOURBURST 

Scan Quality 
##••••0000 
But don't expect photo-realism from 18 
bits, it just ain't enough colour- 

Ease of Use 
••••••••00 
Simple scan-and'Save software that my 
dog could operate. 

Features 
• •••••o o o o 
Works with all Amiga s, has enough 
features to enable you get a good grab 
and save it - which is what its ail about 
- and it has OCR software thrown in. 

Documentation 
• •••••o o o o 
No War and Peace, but enough to get 
you started with both colour scanning 
and OCR. 

Value for Money 
••oooooooo 
For less than twice the price you can 
buy a full A4 24-brt colour flatbed. 

Overall rating 
#••••00000 
Way, way overpriced, but of the three 
colour hand scanners ft is the fastest 
and does produce the best results. 

fete 

ALFACOLOR 

When I was a kid my mum was 
always telling me that 

greens were good tor me. But then 
she never had to use the AlfaColor 
hand scanner. It's like this: if the 
light which the scanner shines on 
the original image is a "natural" 
light containing an even amount ef 

every colour In the spectrum - close 
to daylight In other words - then the 
colours picked up by the scanner 
head should be well balanced and 
fairly true to the colours in the 
original. But if the light has an 
unnatural bias toward any part of 
the spectrum! too much green for 

example, then the 
green (G) 
component of 
every RGB colour 
win bo too much, 
thus giving bright 
colours that 
contain a high 
ratio of green an 
overall greenish 
tinge and making 
colours that 
contain a lower 
ratio of green 
appear dull and 
muddy. 

And that's what AlfaColor does* 
It has to do with the power supply. 
AlfaColor takes its electricity from 
the external disk drive port, and it 
simply isn't getting enough. Hence 
the availability of an optional external 
power supply unit (PSU), which costs 
a staggering £39.95 extra. 

r ft j a j* jrnjm 
mm c t jw jw JM 
&MilttMticto I 
MM U. I 

i (frill* -       i m lfMN i 

AtfaColor's Quick Scan mode Is unique to that 
package, but ft Is of little practical use, 

save, which is the essence of 
scanning software. Then there is a 
puzzling QuickScan mode. It sounds 
like a neat feature but I canTt 
i magine what you'd use it for - the 
results obtained from scanning in 
this way are of a very poor quality, 
Possibly it is intended for doing 

rough "position a Is" 
m 

*Ukti\* fen 
j mm _}Hft filt 
Jiff fitt r rmifiti 

m j 

The IFF24 save In AlfaColor produces enormous file 
sizes because the software doesn't appear to employ 
any IFF compression. Watch that disk space vanish! 

Thfs PSU supplies the interface 
with 12 volts, which should in theory 
be enough to fully illuminate the 
fluorescent tube in the scanner 
head. But the interface is obviously 
not putting out the full whack 
because while the 
results obtained 
with AlfaColor are 
much better with 
the external PSU 
attached, bright 
colours still have a 
slight greenish 
tinge. ColorBurst, 
which uses exactly 
the same scanner 
headT comes with 
a 13 volt external 
PSU and produces 
bright, vibrant, well 
balanced colours. 
So AlfaColor 
obviously needs another volt. The 
distributors, Golden Image (UK) Ltd, 
have known about this problem for 
some time, yet 12 volts is still (at 
the time of writing} the only externa! 
PSU option. 

Like the ColorBurst software, the 
AlfaColor software is just the 
essentials - scan, render, crop and 

for preliminary 
layouts - but why 
would you bother to 
take the tfme to do 
an inferior scan ff 
you then have to do 
a proper one? 

AlfaColor's 
strong point is its 
interface. Housed 
in a casing that is 
similar in shape 
and size to that of 
an external floppy 
drive, the interface 
is solidly built and 

has plenty of cable to enable you to 
bring it round the side of the Amiga 
or lift it up on to the Amiga1 s casing. 
It plugs into the parallel port, and a 
printer thro ugh port is built into the 
rear of the interface, with a push 

AtfaColor's View Page feature enables yeu to see a 
thumbnail of complete scans that are larger than the 
screen - handy for checking that you've got it all 

button on the front that enables you 
to manually switch between scanner 
and printer. One of two lights 
illuminates to inform you whether it 
is the printer or the scanner which is 
currently active. 

A feature unique to AlfaColor is a 
buzzer. With the first model Golden 

(Mrtinutd on page 20 
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8/40 QUEENS CHAMBERS 
QUEENS STREET 

PENZANCE TR18 4HB 
CORNWALL 

PHONE (0736) 331039 
FAX (0736) 331499 

TRADE (0438) 315988 

OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK 
MON-FRI 9.ffitAM~fiJ0PM 
SAT ....1D.QDAM-3.0DPIIII 

HOW TO ORDER 

BY PHQNE 
To order by phone you'll need your credit 
card number and expiry date. Please be 
sure to quote the correct card address so 
as to avoid delays. 

BY POST 
When ordering by post please include a 
full description of the goods and the 
price, ft is a good idea to phone before 
ordering so as to avoid disappointment. 
PI Base make ail cheques and postal 
orders payable to SOFTWARE DEMON 
LTD. and allow 5 working days for 
cheques to clear. 

OR VISIT OUR SHOP 
If you are in the area or live locally 
please don't hesitate to visit our shop. 
Our friendly staff are available for advice 
and are willing to demon-strate any of our 
stock to give you a better idea of what 
you want. Our shop also carries the full 
range of latest entertainment software 
and has a games zone where you can 
park the kids or play the latest games. 
Please note that in our effort to bring you the 
oast value available out prices are subject to 
change without notice. This does not 
necessarily mean that the prices wilt go up. 

DELIVERY 
All purchases are made up to order and 
then dispatched. All customer 
modifications generally take 3-4 days to 
fit. The goods are then dispatched via our 
courier service on a 24 hour delivery 
schedule. If no-one is available to receive 
the goods then the courier will leave a 
Card explaining how to arrange a delivery 
to suit you. Saturday delivery can be 
arranged at a small surcharge. 
DELIVERY £10 
PICKUP & FIT SERVICE £29 



LEISURE & 

ENTERTAINMENT 

CIVILIZATION AGA 

hese external hard drives come in 
n ABS box styled to match the 
imiga A1200. They plug in via the 
'CMCIA slot and include an 
xtemal PSU so as not to 
walidate your Commodore 
warranty. Ultra fast data transfer 
ate of 2Mb/sec. Full 1 year return- 
s-base guarantee. They come 
upplied with all the necessary 
oft ware to mount and configure 
ie drive. 
40Mb £189 
85Mb £249 
170Mb £319 
220Mb £339 
250Mb £369 
340Mb £419 
426Mb £519 

Finding that your A4000/030 isn't 
quite man enough for your present 
projects? Never fear Software 
Demon is here. 
We are now able to offer an 
upgrade service, saving all the 
hassle of selling your old Amiga. 
So, to upgrade just send in your 
main CPU module and front panel 
and we will part-exchange it for a 
genuine Commodore 040 CPU 
module; which includes an MMU 
and built in FPU and a new 
A4000/040 front panel. 

PHOTON UPGRADE 
£799 

HELLFIRE UPGRADE 
AVAILABLE SOON 

Our latest development has 
produced a stunning new way to 
improve the performance of your 
A4000/030 at an incredibly low 
price. It comes in the form of a 
replacement CPU module which 
slots in where your present module 
sits. It's features include a 50MHz 
standard clock speed; an MMU as 
standard and a built in 50MHz 
FPU, To upgrade wifl require you 
sending us your original CPU 
module which we will then part 
exchange for our new 
A4000/030 accelerator. 

PHOTON UPGRADE 

This is it the bees knees. It's the 
ultimate god game. This game is 
Micro prose's flagship, it's won a 
host of awards and now it's been 
upgraded to make the most of the 
new AGA chipset. If you don't 
already own a copy of Civilization 
then you don t know what your 
missing, and if you have an 
original copy then you'll be stunned 
by the improvements. So either 
buy it now or upgrade and get into 
the most serious game of ail time. 
CIVILIZATION AGA £39 
UPGRADE £19 
To upgrade just send the 4 original 
disks including £19 and your name 
and address. 

'he compact version of the 
OVERDRIVE 3. This model is 
lesign to be transported, it's size ., 
ias been reduced, the internal 
iardware has been upgraded to 
leal with the problems created by 
noving hard drives around and the 
>ower is now drawn internally. So, 
ley just put it in your pocket and 
iway you go. 
"YPICAL TRANSFER RATE:-1,2Mb/sec 
20Mb £99 
40Mb £169 
60Mb £199 
80Mb £249 

This machine represent the future 
of home entertainment and video 
game play A self contained CD 
console which you can expand to a 
full CD based home computer. It is 
built around true 32bit technology 
with 256 screen colours, 68020 
processor with a 14MHz clock 
speed and high resolution screen 
display. Read the reviews and hear 
what the experts have got to say 
about Commodores new baby. I 
think youll agree it's time to kiss 
Sonic Goodbye and wish Mario a 
fond farewell because the future 
is here. Optional extras include a 
keyboard, floppy drive, mouse and 
a hard drive. All of which will be 
available soon. 
CD32 is supplied with 2 great 
software titles written for the AGA 
chipset and designed to display the 
full range of CD32hs assets. 

PRICE? 
PLEASE PHONE FOR 

DETAILS 
PROJECTED RRP £299 

ALL FOR THE MEASLY 
PRICE OF £279 

SOFTWARE DEMON LTD I 

CUSTOMER SERVICE j 

GENERAL POLICY 
We at SOFTWARE DEMON LTD 

Lendeavour to bring you the best value at 
the cheapest price possible. This is not 
easy in this day and age of multi-national 

.corporations bulk buyirg everything in 
sight and then shifting it as fast as 

I possible, not caring where ii goes just as I 
[ long as they gat the cash- 

Here we belteve in the personal touch r ajl 
[ purchases are made-up to order for each I 
[individual then tested and dispatched. No 
[ box shifting and no rush, We may net be 
I the fastest but we take pride and great 
I care in what we do. Each customer I 
I receives the best se rvice possible, 

OUR GUARANTEES 
I AH our standard Commodore products 
rare genuine UK specificaiton, AD foreign 
• manuals and no dangerous electrical 
I standards. They all receive a t year on- 
[ site warranty. 

All the products modified or fitted by L 

SOFTWARE DEMON LTD receive our 
[ own 1 year Relum-to- Base, lix or replace I 
[ warranty. 1! a Software Demon product j 
[ fails within 1 year of purchase due to     . I 
| faulty parts or workmanship; we will 
[pickup the goods by courier; return them 
[ to base; lix or replace them and return 

- Ihem to you free of charge. 

AFTER SALES SERVICE 
|AI SOFTWARE DEMON LTD we firmly ! 
p believe In caring for our customers, past 1 
1 and present. There will neariy always be £ 

somebody available on line to answer 
hany question or help with any problems 

you may have. We are also willing to give , 
I advice on purchasing any computer 
f related products and to help you choose 

n'ghl equipment to suit your needs. 
tf you have any queries jusl phone:- 

TECHNICAL SUPPORT 
(073B) 331499 

r ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE 
WITHOUT NOTICE E&GE 

ALL TRADEMARKS ACKNOWLEDGED 
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contNmd from paf* U 
Image sent me this buzzer buzzed 
whenever the interface could sense 
that data was being lost because 
you were pulling the head too fast A 
second model duly arrived with 
updated software and interface, and 
the buzzer had been changed to a 
blipper. Now, the faster you pull the 
scanner head, the faster the blipper 
blfps. Bit like a playing card stuck in 
the spokes of a bicycle. Sounds silly, 
but the new blipper is incredibly 
useful for helping you to learn the 
classic hand-scanning technique of a 

«3 

Because the AtfaCofor is 
underpowered, scans always have a 
greenish tinge to them, 

SHOPPING LIST 
AlfaColor . .£29* 
External PSU - .£39.95 
By Alfa Data Computer Technic Corp, 
3FL No J Lane 263, Chung Yang Rod, 
Nan Kan§, Taipei, Taiwan, ROC 
Distributed in the UK by 
Golden Image (UK) Ltd, 
Unit 12a Millmead Business 
Centre, Mi I [me ad Road, 
London N17 9QU. 
»0tl 365 1102 

1 

V 

HANDY TIPS 
Hand scanning is a skill that only 
practice can perfect. For optimum 
results you need to pull the scanner 
head quite slowly and very evenly. As 
is true in life generally, it's the jerks 
that cause most of the problems. 
And the reason you jerk the head is 
almost always because you are 
pressing down on the head too 
heavily* 

Colour hand scanners have been 
designed to be puffed more easily 
than some of the older design 
monochrome scanners. To start with, 
the button that puts the head into 
scan mode rs a toggle switch, which 
means you don't have to keep it held 
in while pulling the head. The rear of 

slowT even pull, which is crucial to 
the quality of the scan. 

As supplied as standard the 
interface takes its power from the 
external floppy drive port. A through 
connector is provfded so that your 
external floppy drives can still be 
connected. But as explained earlier, 
the interface can't get enough power 
this way, so the external PSU is a 
requirement rather than an optional 
extra. Even then the results you get 
are questionable. 

CKOUT 

ALFACOLOR 

Scan Quality 
••••oooooo 

I Unless yoj happen to like the colour 
green, you'll need the external PSU, 
and even then there is still a slight 

[ green tinge to scans that will have to be 
adjusted using a decent image- 
processing package. 

Ease of Use 
| •••••••o o o 
I Simple scan and save type software, a 

doddle to use, but slow compared to 
i the others. 

Features 
•••••••GOO 
The software fs rudimentary, but the 
excellent interface shows the rivals how 
it should be done. 

Documentation 
••oooooooo 
Eight and a half pages of poorly 
translated English in an A5 dual 
language booklet. The words "service" 
and "lip" spring to mind. 

Value for Money 
•••ooooooo 
Still way too expensive for what is 
essentia)Iy a hobbyist tool, especially 
considering that it is next to useless 
without the external PSU, 

Overall rating 
•••••ooooo 
The person who designed the interface j 
should get an award. Shame about the 

EPSON GT-6500 

the head is conveniently raised 
slightly, a bit like the rear spoiler of a 
racing car, and these two desfgn 
features enable you to press the 
scan button once, rest a finger lightly 
on the raised lip at the rear of the 
head, and gently pull the head 
without any downward pressure at 
all. No downward pressure means 
fewer jerks. Fewer jerks means 
better scans. 

Sometimes the physical qualities 
of the image you are scanning can 
cause you to jerk the scanner head. 
The biggest problem fs the front of 
the head catching the top of a 
photograph right at the start of the 
scan, causing you to give the head a 
little tug to free it, The solution is to 

The new lower price of the Epson 
GT-6500 flatbed colour scanner 

has attracted many customers and 
has resulted In four Amiga software 
packages being written for it, three 
of which are Integrated Into image- 
processing programs. But let's first 
look at the hardware* 

The GT-6500 is an upgraded 

cover the image that is going to be 
scanned with something that is 
larger and transparent, and scan 
through that. I use a sheet of glass 
from an A4 picture frame* This has 
the added bonus of allowing more 
ambient light to get to the image, 
and also some of the reflected light 
to escape, thus lowering the overall 
contrast of the scan. The thicker the 
glass, the lower will be the contrast 
and the more de-focussed the scan 
is likely to be. 

This technique can be used to 
good effect if you are scanning 
material from magazines and the like 
where you want to eradicate as much 
as possible the screen (or the moire 
pattern if you prefer that term) that is 

version of the GT-6000 reviewed in 
Amiga Shopper 17. It cost £1,300 
back then and we reckoned it was 
the bee's knees - "the kind of 
useful, high-quality package that 
gives one faith In the Amiga's ability 
to be a serious machine," said the 
reviewer, a certain C ftamshaw. 

The GT-6500 now weighs in at 

picked up when scanning printed 
material. 

Another way to try to reduce the 
moire pattern is to scan the printed 
image at a slight angle. Often as 
little as 10 degrees off the upright is 
enough, but there are no hard and 
fast rules because many different 
screen angles are used when 
publishing colour pictures, so you'll 
just have to experiment. 

Getting the scanning speed right 
can be a problem, and the quickest 
way to get a feel for the optimum 
scanning speed is to scan a circular 
image over and over again until you 
get a true circle on the screen every 
time. If the circle is squashed it 
means that at some point you were 

20 
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an amazingly low £799 - and not 
because the GT-6500 is a cut-down 
version of the GT-6000 either. If s 
the complete opposite - fasten 
better and with even more features. 

The scanner is a rather large 
22in deep by 131 n wide and needs 
20in of height when the cover is fully 
raised. The maximum scanning area 
is 8.Sin by 11.7in, so it will handle 
A4 length and US Letter width, At the 
front of the unit are four buttons. 
One is the on/off switch; the other 
three enable you to control the zoom 
and brightness levels when the 
scanner is connected to a printer. 
Connected to a printer? Yup, you can 
scan directly from the GT-6500 to 
any 80-column or 136-column Epson 
LQ compatible 24-pin colour printer, 
or to a Hewlett-Packard PaintJet 
(HP3630) with parallel interface, so 
you can use it as a colour photo- 
copier. This feature doesn't work 
with 9-pin or monochrome printers. 

On the rear of the unit is a bi- 
directional parallel interface, and (for 
scanning) the cable goes from here 
to your Amiga's parallel port - and 
only the parallel port, not to any extra 
port on a muftiport card, nor to a 
switch box or any other kind of 
parallel throughport. 

What's more, the cable is not a 
normal printer cable, and it is not 
provided with the scanner. Power 
Computing supply one with their own 
bundled software, but it works only 
with the Power software. You get one 
when you buy the ASDG Epson 
scanner ADPro module, and this 
cable works with all the other 
software. The GVP software bundled 
with image FX doesn't come with a 
cable, but it works with the ASDG 
cable and there are pin out details in 
a README file on the ImageFX vl.03 
distribution disks (but not on the 
vl.50 upgrade disks). The Metadigm 
software that comes with Black Belt 
Systems' imageMaster works with 
the ASDG cable and a "Standard" 
cable (presumably as per the pfnouts 
detailed in the GT-6500 manual). 

moving the head too quickly and data 
has been lost. Keep in kind that 
different resolution and scanning 
modes will operate at different 
speeds. The rule of thumb is; the 
more data that has to be transferred 
from the scanner to the computer, 
the slower you will need to scan. So 
you'll have to pull more slowly for 
200 dpi 18-bit colour than for 50 dpi 
6-bit greyscale* 

Keeping your scanner clean is 
important. There's the obvious task 
of ensuring that the clear plastic 
underneath the head through which 
the light shines is dirt and dust free. 
A cotton bud dipped in a little glass 
cleaner helps here, and for getting 
the dust out of those nooks and 

Also on the back of the GT-6500 
is a serial port - pointless for Amiga 
users - and an 'options* port to 
which you connect the transparency 
unit or document feeder. The only 
software that currently supports 
these optional (and very expensive) 
extras Is the GVP software that 
comes with ImageFX. There is also a 
SCSI interface available, but again all 
the Amiga software uses the parallel 
interface. 

The GT-6500 manual is rather 
good, providing easy setting-up 
instructions and lots of useful 
information about scanning. 

There are 23 built-in scanning 
resolutions, from 50 to 600 dpi. On 
top of this there is a zoom mode that 
can be set from 50% to 200% in 1% 
steps. This gives you the ability to 
simulate scanning in any resolution 
from 25 dpi right up to 1,200 dpi. 

The GT-6500 can scan from 1 to 
8 bits per pixel per primary colour (R, 
G and B). That means it can scan in 
two colours (1-bit), four colours (2- 
bit)r eight colours (3-bit), 16 colours 
(4-bit), and so on up to 16.8 million 
colours, which is 24-bit. There are 
seven brightness levels to choose 
from, five sharpness levels, four 
colour correction settings, and six 
gamma correction settings, one of 
which is downloadable. It has has 
three halftoning modes and four 
dither patterns, plus facilities for two 
more downloaded dither patterns. 

This unit can scan in three 
different ways. Colour line sequence 
mode does one pass of the image, 
reading red, green and blue for every 
line. Because in this mode the colour 
for each pixel can be determined as 
soon as it is read, you can use the 
colour correction functions. In the 
other colour mode, page sequencing, 
the scanner does one pass of the 
image each for red, green and blue, 
then combines these three pages of 
image data to give full colour 
information, Colour correction is not 
available when scanning in this 
mode, and in fact this is the only way 

crannies get one of those cans of 
compressed air that professional 
photographers use to clean camera 
lenses, You should also keep the 
rollers clean so that you don't have 
to pull too hard. Use a lint-free cloth 
for this - otherwise you'll get fluff all 
over therm 

Do keep in mind that strictly 
speaking it is a breach of copyright 
to scan any printed material, except 
for the purposes of review orJJ private 
study or research'*. You cannot 
legally use and distribute scans from 
books or magazines in any way 
whatsoever without a licence or 
specific permission from the 
copyright holder. They are not your 
property. It's called stealing. 

to switch colour correction off 
completely, Scans done in page 
sequence mode look almost exactly 
the same as those done in line 
sequence mode, the only discern able 
difference being that the reds tend to 
be redder in page sequence mode* 

The third scanning mode is 
monochrome - that's black and 
white, not shades of grey. Scanning 
in shades of grey is a colour mode, 
except all the colours are grey - up 
to 256 of them. The monochrome 
mode has a dropout function that 
enables you instruct the scanner not 
to "see" one of either red, green or 
blue - very handy for scanning line 
art and text that is on a coloured 
background. The halftoning and 
dithering modes were designed for 
use in this monochrome mode, but 
some of the software lets you use 
them in certain colour and greyscale 
modes - handy for special effects, 

All of these built-in features are 
accessed and controlled by software. 
Not all the Amiga packages support 
all the GT-6500 features, and none 
of them supports the downloadable 
gamma setting and dither patterns. 
This is mainly because most of the 
software was written for the GT-6000 

SHOPPING LIST 
Epson GT-6500 scanner .» £799 
By Epson UK Ltd, Campus 100, Maylands 
Avenue, Heme! Hempstead HP2 7E2 
« 0442 61144 
Distributed in the UK by 
Power Computing Ltd, Unit 8, 
Roilton Rood, Woburn 
Rood Industrial Estate. 
Kempston MK42 7PN. 
* 0234 843388 
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scanner, which has fewer features. 
There are four stages to colour 

flatbed scanning; full page preview; 
closer preview to mark the scan area 
more accurately; the actual detailed 
scan; and finally any necessary 
retouching or image processing. Bear 
this in mind while we now look at at 
what software does what. 

CHECKOUT 

EPSON GT-6500 

Scan Quality 
•••••••••o 
Produces truly photo-realistic results 
because it is 24-bit colour. 

Speed 
•••••••••o 
Depends on the software driving it and 
the speed of the Amiga you own, but it 
fairly flies along on a 4000/040, 

Features 
•••••••••G 
Has 23 different scan resolutions from 
50 to 600 dots per inch, eight dithering 
methods, seven brightness levels, five 
sharpness levels, four colour correction 
methods and five gamma correction 
methods. 

Documentation 
•••••••••• 
A professional manual that discusses 
dithering and colour and contains plenty 
of scanning advice. 

Value for Money 
«••••••••• 
This kind of equipment used to cost 
thousands, and the GT-6500 is better 
than some flatbeds that stifl do cost 
thousands. 

Overall rating 
•••••••••• 
Unbeatable at the price. 

POWERSCAN 

When you buy your GT-6500 
from Power Computing you 

get the PowerScm Professional 
flatbed scanning software and 
cable free. This software has 
possibly the poorest user-interface 
I've ever seen - a crying shame 
because It is the only software that 
supports the very useful colour 
page sequence (three-pass) mode. 

Getting the initial full-page 
preview out of PowerScan is simple 
enough, although it is one of the 
great mysteries of life why you have 
to click on no less than two icons in 
the shape of hand scanners to get 
at the Preview button. This stupid 
design flaw sets the scene for 
almost every feature. There is no 
Abort or Cancel button to stop the 
preview when the area in which you 

are interested appears on the 
screen; instead you have to wait 
(snore) for the full page to finish. To 
mark out the area to be scanned 
you first select another icon of a 
hand-scanner (?) which provides you 
with cross-hairs attached to the 
mouse pointer. You have one 
chance to mark out the scan area. 
No moveable box with handles is 
provided, just the cross-hairs that 
work in a similar same way to 
cutting out a brush in a painting 
program. Professional? Ha. Good 
job it's free. 

The next panel that appears 
enables you to control the features 
built into the scanner. From here 
you select the scan mode and 
resolution. The panel is ugly and 

pew 22 
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CHECKOUT 

POWERSCAN 

PROFESSIONAL 

(FLATBED) 

SHOPPING LIST I 
PowerScan Professional (Flatbed) 
 . „™..£P0A 

By Power Computing Ltd, 
Unit i, Railton Rood, 
Woburn Road Industrial Estate, 
Kempstan MK42 7PN. 
^ 0234 843388 

(ontinued from page 21 
confusing and provides you with 
measurements in millimetres only. 
Come on, guys! What bloody use are 
millimetres when you are working 
with a device that scans in pixels 
(dots) per inch? Yes, millimetres may 
come in handy, but we need inches 
and pixels. 

Several features of the GT-65GG 
cannot be controlled by the 
PowerScan flatbed 
software. While it is 
the only software to 
support page 
sequence mode, 
which gives you 
redder redst and 
the only software 
that lets you 
manually set 
different scan 
resolutions for the X 
and Y directions, it 
does not support 
the sharpness 
function, nor the 
dither patterns (just ™e PowerScan flatbed software has you looking every 
the three which way but loose in lis cluttered and confusing 
halftones), nor the Sc*n Settings panel, and the scan Is very fiddly to set 
dropout function,      U0-lt nevertheless makes a excellent job of the scan. 
nor the optional transparency unit Computing are currently having the 
and document feeder. software re-written to support these 

I understand that Power last two options; ft needs more. The 

PowerScan s page sequence mode 
enables you to scan an image In 
three passes, which often results In 
better reds with less blue in them, 

PowerScan Professional flatbed 
software is far too slow and awkward 
to use professionally, and the fairly 
frequent crashes show that it has 
been programmed in a rush as well 
as designed in a rush. Suffice it to 
say that it is adequate to enable you 
to use the GT-6500 if you can't 
afford better software. 

Scan Quality 

Support for the page sequence mode 
sometimes gives better reds then the 
rivaf packages. 

Ease of Use 
•ooooooooo 
Too awful for words. 

Features 
•ttttooooo 

I Lacks support for the new GT-6500 
| features and does not have the dropout 

function. 

Documentation 
•••••ooooo 

> This kind of software should not need 
documentation. 

Value for Money 
•••••••••• 
What else can I give it? it's free. 

Overall rating 
•OOOOOOOOO 

I Professional my foot. 

ADPRO MODULE 

The ES300C scanner module for 
Art Department Professional 

(ADPro) Is the software most GT- 
6000 and GT-6500 owners are using 
on the Amiga - not because it's the 
best, but because It's the cheapest 
and the easiest to get hold of. 

This software - which gets 
renamed to EPSON_SCAN after you 
use the patch on 
the ADPro 2.3 
update disks - 
works in two ways. 
If you don't own 
ADPro then you can 
use the 
$can_To_Disk 
program, which, 
funnily enough, 
scans directly to 
hard disk. All you 
get is a 16-greys 
preview, no final 
colour image is 
displayed* To get 
that you'll need 
ADPro, and then 
you'll use the EP$ON_SCAN loader, 
which is the same as the 
Scan_To_Disk program except that 
after completing the detailed scan it 
passes the image data to ADPro, 
from where it can be processed and 

displayed. If you own a graphics 
board then of course you will be able 
to "save" the image to that board 
from ADPro, provided there is an 
ADpro saver for it, and thus be able 
to view the image in however many 
coiours your graphics board 
supports. AG A owners can render to 
256 colours or HAM-8; the rest of us 

Tine ADPro Epson scanner module Interface may took a 
tittle old-fashioned, but it is fast and simple to operate. 

will have to live with fewer colours, 
which makes very hard work of 
processing 24-bit images because 
you can't see what the hell you are 
doing. Upgrade or suffer. 

The EPSON_SCAN module user 

interface is in line 
with the overall 
ADPro user 
interface, and 
although this is 
looking a little old- 
fashioned these 
days, it is quick 
and very usable. 
The full bed Prevtew 
can be aborted as 
soon as you see 
what it is you want 
to scan, and a 
draggable box with 
handles is provided 
for you to 
encompass the 
area in question* 
Hitting the Preview button again 
zooms in on this area with another 
quick preview, providing you with the 
facility to mark the area more 
accurately. 

Since it was written for use with 
the GT-6000, the EPSON_SCAN 
ADPro module lacks support for all 
the new GT-6500 features, so there 
is no sharpness function, no dither 
patterns (just the three halftones), 
no support for the transparency unit 
or document feeder. The dropout 
function, which is not a new feature 
- it merely prevents the red, green or 
blue strobe from firing - is not 
supported either, and neither is the 
page sequence mode* 

Full support for the GT^SOO Is lacking from the ADPro 
Epson scanner module because it was written tor the 
previous GT-6000 model, which had fewer features* 

You have three scan modes: 24- 
bit colour, 256 greys, and 
monochrome. As described eariier, 
the GT-6500 can actually scan in any 
number of bits from 1 to 24, but the 
ADPro module does not support 
these modes. While it is possible in 
ADPro itself to render the image in 
256 colours (8 bits) or HAM-8, there 
is no facility to reduce the image to 
fewer bits, so you've lost 12-bit, 15- 
bit, 18-bit and 21-bit compatibility. 
Only you will know if this is important 
to you or not. 

Everything else is supported, and 
there are very useful features that 
enable you to keep the current 

continued on page 26 
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Two Smart 

The DL1150 Colour and DL1250 

are two smart masterpieces 

from Fujitsu - the second largest 

computer manufacturer in the 

world. Thanks to a unique design, 

these printers will save you a lot 

of valuable desk space. 

The DL1150 is the smaller model 

and prints in colour on a 

A3/portrait or A4/landscape. If you 

need larger printouts, the DL1250 

is the perfect choice - it prints on 

A2 format. 

The DL1250 is monochrome but 

can easily be upgraded to a colour 

printer by use of an optional 

colour kit, 

The 24-pin dot matrix technology 

offers high resolution, Many 

resident fonts provide a multitude 

of printout options. You can easily 

connect your computer with our 

printers, thanks to Fujitsu's unique 

DL-menu. Drivers are available, 

both for Windows and Amiga, 

For further information please 

contact your Fujitsu representative, 

Amiga-Warehouse, Tel. 

0753-554338, Fax 0753-551211 or 

FUJITSU PRINTER PRODUCTS OF 

EUROPE, Tel 081-5734444, Fax 

081-813-7371 directly. 

✓5* 

FUJITSU 

COMPUTERS, COMMUNICATIONS, MICROELECTRONICS 
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powero^ ical 

128MB Optical Internal £779 
128MB Optical External £879 
128MB Optical Disk ...£39.95 
SCSI Controller A2000 £129 

Use a VCR as a backup storage advice, 200 
Amiga floppy disks fit on to a 4Hr cape which 
can be used for an alternative hard disk backup 
system. What's more you can watch T V on your 
1084s monitor. 

£60 

f lopitoal ^/ r i v e 

The Floptical scores 20MB of data on a 3,5" disk (a 
SCSI interface is required). 

Floptical A2000 Kit £289 
Floptical ASOO External. .£389 

syquest drive 

3.5" Removable HD from Syquest. Each cartridge 
stores 105MB, 

3.5" Syquest 17ms £739 
3.5" 105MB Cartridge £79 

scsi^/r i v e s 

We can supply SCSI or IDE 3.5" drives in many sizes. 

52QMB £169 
80 MB   ..£179 
160MB  £249 
200MB   £349 

ide? nt e r nal 

2.5" Miniature internal HD for the A600/A1200, 
(these drives come complete with a cable and installation software) 

60MB Internal HD £160 
80MB Internal HD   £179 
120MB Internal HD £230 

icdp roducis 

Trifecta 2000 LX Bare £139 
Trifecta 2000 LX 80MB HD ...£239 
Trifecta 2000 LX 160MB HD £329 
Trifecta 2000 LX 200MB HD £399 
Trifecta 500 LX Bare ..£195 
Trifecta 500 LX 80MB HD ......£295 
Trifecta 500 LX 160MB HD ..£359 
Trifecta 500 LX 200Mb HD ,.£459 

a600 memo ry 

1MB RAM with battery backed clock 

A600 Memory  £39.95 

1 -5MB memory 

Fully supports 1MB of chip RAM and compatible 
with Fatter Agnus. (Requires Kiekstart L3 and above, nor 
compatible with A500-K Your Amiga needs to be opened , this may 
effect your warranty) 

1.5MB Memory  £85 

1 MB/i ru 'port 

Fully supports 1MB of chip RAM and fully com- 
patible with Fatter Agnus. (Requires Kitkstart L3 and 
above, nor compatible with A500+. Your Amiga needs ro be 
opened, chis may effect your warranty) 

1MB Thru' port    £49 

High quality memory card comes with 1MB of 
RAM on-board to expand your Amiga A500+ ro 
2MB of Chip RAM. (Fits in the trap-doors does 
not affect your warrant)') 

£36 

aSOOm e mo ry 

4 Chip 512K RAM expansion with or without bat- 
tery backed clock. Free software included. (A5O0+ 
compatible) 

A500 Card with clock „£29 
A500 Card without clock .....£24 

aSOO8 mhboard 

Expand your Amiga from 2MB to 8MB of RAM. 
Plugs into side slot, full auto config. and full 
through port. 

ASOO 2MB Board  £129 
ASOO 4MB Board  £189 
ASOO 8MB Board  .£289 

a2000 8 mb board 

2MB to 8MB expansion for the A2000. Full auto 
config. and 12 months warranty 

A2000 2MB Board £99 
A2000 4MB Board £149 
A2000 8MB Board £239 

Increase your Amiga's memory to 2MB of c 
RAM, including 2MB 8375 Agnus, easy to 
(internal fitting), unlike every other 2MB c 
RAM board currently available you A300 t 
memory still works! fully compatible. 

special o//e r \ 

PCI 208 68882-20MHz OMB RAM board. 

PC1208 68882 20MHz. . ... ... ....£ 

power drives \ 

All Power Computing's disk drives come with 
month guarantee. The PCS SOB is available 
Blitz Amiga, Blitz and X-Copy or Cyclone com 
ble (this drive is only available 10 registered ov 
of X-Copy Professional). The drive comes 
choice of two colours, black and crearn. 

PC880B with Blitz Amiga £ 
PC880B with Blitz, X^Copy £ 
PC880B with black case (CDTV) £ 
PC880E Economy Cyclone Comp.. ..£49. 
PC881 Amiga 500 internal drive..,.♦.£ 
PC882 Amiga 2000 internal drive ....£ 
PC883 Dual disk drive .£1 

PC880B d rite 

The award winning external disk drive whi 
includes Anti-click (cures that annoying clic 
Virus blocker (prevents viruses) and built 
backup hardware. Now available with Cycle 
compatible chip. 

EE 

xbackuppro 

Extremely powerful disk back-up utility, uses 
latest custom chip design. Hardware designee 
Power Computing. 

X-Baokup Pro £29.1 

A600/A1200 Colour Scanner available si 

Goods aretoidsubject to our standard terms and conditions of tale and are available on request. Specifications aridprices are subject W change without notice, trademarks are acknowledged. All prices include VA T. 



opsone T-650Q 

high resolution 24-bit colour flatbed scanner 
m Epson. Scan up to A4 in size on this 600DP I 
inner. Comes with PowerScan or ASDG 
SDG is an extra £99). GT-8000 scans up to 
DDPI. 

ison GT6500 Power Scan ..£699 
)son GT6500 ASDG £798 
>son GT8000 PowerScan£1199 
ason GT8000 ASDG £1 298 
ocumenf Feeder,„ .... £399 

v4 

Completely re-designed powerful user interface, pi 
tice 256 greyseale images (on a AG A machine)* scan 
i 64 grayscales {non AG A Amiga can only disptay 
6), add colour to grayscale images, special effects, new 
lpporr for 18-bk scanner; add text to scans > available 
nith mono or colour scanner. 

powers c anners 

DwerScanner 4 (mono) ..£119 
DwerScanner 4 (colour) £239 
DwerScanner 4 inc. OCR £159 
owerScanner 3  £99 
canner 4 Upgrade inc. interface,£50 
panner 4 Upgrade software £20 
CR Junior Software t £49 
CR Full Version Upgrade £49 
CR Rill version Is only available to registered users of OCR Junior) 

autorom sharer 

OM Share   £19.95 
OM Share Inc. v2.04 ....£50 
OM Share inc. v1.3 .£39 
OM Share A600 £29 
OM Share A600 v1.3 £55 

home m us i c kit 

lOKHz sampling rate, dynamic filtering, ali- 
asing filter, over 32 special effects and many more 

ome Music Kit £29.95 
lidi Interface £15.95 

The new Amiga CD-32, 32-bir technology 
AGA chipset, 256,000 colours, 2MB 32-bit chip 
RAM, 14MHz 68EC020 processor, MPEG 
FMV expansion capability, controller pad and 
two free games. 

£289 

amigaI2 00 

A1200 OMB HD   .£295 
A1200 60MB HD £449 
A1200 80MB HD . .. £465 
A12O0 120MB HD £519 

amiga^Oj? 

A4000 040 330MB HD 4MB £2229 
A4000 030 330MB HD 4MB £1 399 
Both systems come with 2MB of chip RAM 

colour m onitors 

Commodore 1084st .....£179.99 
Commodore 1942 £399.99 
Commodore 1940 £299.99 
Multi-sync monitors are available £POA 

printer r a nge 

Huge range of printers available. Star, Citizen, 
Hewlett Packard and Epson. Please telephone for 
prices and your requirements. 

chips Asp a res 

Power Computing can supply a huge range of 
chips and spares, including RAMS for the Amiga, 
hard drives, power supply , cables etc. 

supra m o d e m s ^ 

Supra Modems come complete with English phone 
cable, RS232 serial cable, heavy duty PSU and 
cornms software, send and receive fax s, 100% com- 
patible with industry standard 'AT command 
codes, free trial offer to various services and V42 bis 
data compression. 

Supra Fax Modem* £119 
Supra Fax Modem 32BIS £249 

eleotriofingers club 

The Power BBS is a bulletin board service. Phone 
0234 841503. Speeds up to 16.8K. This service is 
available 24 hours a day, and its free! 

Ail Power Computing Ltd products mm? with a bask m bast 12 uwnth guarantee. Pruts are validfor tk nwrnh ofputUcatkn vnly. E & G& 

pro 5 oftware 

Home Accounts 2 £39 
Deluxe Paint 4  £74 
Morph Plus . ..   £149 
Real 3D Classic  , £79 
Real 3D v2....   .,£380 
SBase Personal 4 £119 
SBase Professional 4... .£225 
Art Expressions..   £149 
ProDraw v3     £69 
Art Department Pro v2.3 £149 
Art Dept. Pro conversion £59 
Vista Pro v3  ... £49 
Makepath (Vista).......  £25 
Terrafform (Vista) £25 
Amos Pro   .£35 
Amos Pro Compiler  .......,..£25 
Lattice C v«+   £279 
Bars & Pipes Pro v2 .£265 
Superjam vl.1 ... £95 
Teehnosound Turbo... . £45 
Brilliance     . ..£152 
Directory Opus .,..£49 
Scala SOO . .............£79 
Scale Professional . ... £185 
Video Director £119 
Final Copy II  £80 
TurboPrint Pro.....  £39 

miscellanous p r o d M c f 5 

Power Mouse   £15 
Optical Mouse..  £29.95 
Replacement Optical Mat .. ....£10 
100 Branded Disks + Box £49.95 
10 Branded Disks £4.99 
A1200 Dustcover £5 
Intruder 1 Joystick...... £29,99 
Maverick 1 Joystick.... £15,99 
Python 1 Joystick £9.99 
Apache 1 Joystick..... £7.99 

order/ arm ****** 7PN 

Si 
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delivery next day £5,00 2-3 days £2JO Saturday £10,00 
deliveries are subject to stock availability 



COLOUR SCANNERS 

CHECKOUT 

ADPRO ES300C MODULE 

This 24-bit scan has not been 
processed in any way, simply 
scanned by the ADPro Epson 
scanner module at 150 dpi (the 
same as alt the others) and saved in 
JPEG format Brightness, contrast, 
colour balance and a iot more ere 
adjustable In the ADPro software. 

SHOPPING LIST 
ADPro ES300C module .£P0A 
By ASDG Inc, 925 Stewart Street, 
Madison, Wl 53713, USA. 
Distributed in the UK by 
Meridian Software Distribution Ltd, 
East House, East Road 
Industrial Estate, East Road, 
London SW191AR. 
«Q81 543 3500 

aspect ratio while resizing the scan 
area or keep the pixel size of an area 
while adjusting the scan resolution. 
Measurements are provided in 
inches, pixels and centimetres. A 
memory meter continually informs 
you how much memory the scan 
requires; while it remains displayed 
in white you have enough memory, if 
it turns biack you need more, f've 
tested it fully with the Gigamem 
virtual memory system, and it works 
reliably and as fast as Gigamem and 
your hard drive will allow it to work. 
{Don't forget you need a memory 
management unit (MMU) in your 

Scan Quality 

Indistinguishable from the results gained 
with trie rival packages. 

Ease of Use 
•••••••••• 
So intuitive that after an hour playing 
around with ail the buttons you know all 
there is to know. 

Features 

function and cannot scan colour in 
Q anything but 24 bits, 

2d 
Documentation 
•••••ooooo 
It doesn't need a manual, honest 

Value for Money 
•••••ooooo 
You really need the full ADPro package, 
which adds another £200 to the price. 

ooooo 
Lacks support for the new GT-6500 
features, does not have the dropout 

Amiga to work with virtual memory*) 
When you return to the scanning 

module after processing a scanned 
image, the preview of the scan you 
did previously is still there on-screen 
and all your settings have been 
preserved, which makes re-scanning 
animageamuch faster operation 
than with software that forces you to 
do another preview scan and mark 
out the scan area again. 

Overall rating 
•••••••COO 
About time ASDG brought it up to date. 

The ADPro module's greatest 
strengths are its ease of use and its 
speed. No way do you need a 
manual to learn how to use it, and it 
operates and scans faster than any 
of the rival packages. Its weakness 
is the lack of support for a long list 
of features, plus the fact that to use 
it productively you need ADPro and 
the Pro Conversion Pack as well, 
which raises its price to about £300. 

IMAGEMASTER 

etaScan, the GT-6500 
i scanning software that 

conies with Slack Bert Systems' 
ImageMaster package, Is developed 
by a different company entirely and 
is available separately in the States, 
but the simple ARexx script 
provided is all it takes to get the 
two working together as if they 
were just parts of one program. It 
works with the ASDG cable or a 
standard cable, but no cable is 
supplied. The standard cable can be 
assembled from the pJtrout details in 
the scanner manual. 

The version of MetaScan thai 
comes free with ImageMaster Is 
missing some features, but these 
are mostly present in ImageMaster 
anyway, like support for 24-bit 
displays. The only important thing 
missing is a Scan To Disk for those 
times when you haven't got enough 
memory for the job in hand. And 
whiie with a lot of fluffing about I did 
get ImageMaster and MetaScan to 
work with the Gigamem virtual 
memory system, because of the way 
ImageMaster works with data, 
Gigamem runs very, very sfowly 
indeed, Way too slow to be usabie. 

Once again, MetaScan was 
written for use with the GT-6000, so 
it lacks support for the new GT-6500 
features - the sharpness function 
and the four extra dither patterns - 
and it oanTt control the transparency 

unit or document feeder. Support for 
the two add-ons and the dither 
patterns is not that important, but 
the sharpness function really can 
make a big difference to the quality 
of a scan. It is especially useful for 
de-focussing scans of printed 
material in order to help eradicate 
the moire patterns produced by the 
screening process during printing. 
But MetaScan does support the 
dropout feature, in both monochrome 
and greyscale modes, which is useful 
for lifting the details of an image off 
a uniform background colour. 

MetaScan also supports colour 
scanning in most modes from S to 
16.8 million colours, and in 8 and 64 

MetaScan, bundled with ImageMaster, has a unique 
feature that enables you to customise scans' aspect 
ratios to compensate for different screen displays. 

colour mode you can even have a 
halftone enabled. 

The biggest problem with this 
software is memory. MetaScan 
provides details of how much 
memory a scan will require in its title 
bar, and you are expected to know 
how much memory you have 
available and to keep an eye on this 
scan memory figure yourself. Attempt 
to scan something that requires 
more memory than there is available 
and MetaScan won't complain. It will 
report to fmageMaster how much 
memory to allocate, so ImageMaster 
will complain (eventuaiiyj if there 
isn't enough memory available, but 
this process can take a littie time, 
time during which nothing appears to 
be happening. Sometimes nothing 
does happen, usually when you are 
attempting to rescan an image at a 

lower resolution 
because your first 
attempt resulted in 
a "not enough 
memory" message 
from ImageMaster. 
Switch off the 
scanner, close 
down the software, 
start all over again. 
But you soon get 
used to these 
idiosyncrasies and 
it's not much effort 
to work round them. 

Like the ADPro 
module, MetaScan 
has features that 
make accurate 

scanning easier. Aspect ratios and 
pixel sizes can be fixed or free. When 
pixef size is fixed, the software 
automatically adjusts the scan 
resolution and magnification level to 
get an image as close to the pixel 
sizes specified as possible. There 
are nine reference measurement 
systems, including inches, pixels, 
centimetres, picas, points and 
ciceros. MetaScan is the oniy Epson 

ImageMaster reduced this 1,300K 
24-bit ILBM produced with 
MetaScan down to 105K using the 
least glossy JPEG/JFIF compression 
method. ADPro reduced it to 135K; 
ImageFX could only get It down to 
384K. What you are looking at Is 
the 105H JPEG image by the way. 
(All the others are JPEG'ed as welt) 
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IMAGEFX 

COLOUR SCANNERS 

The latest version of ImageFX's 
Epson scanner module, the one 

that comes with the ImageFX 1.50 
upgrade, supports more features of 
the GT-6500 scanner than any other 
software - the five levels of 
sharpness, from Very De-focussed to 
Very Sharp; the four extra dither 
patterns; colour and gamma 
correction, and brightness, and the 
dropout feature. And this Is the only 
Amiga software that can control the 
optional transparency unit or 
document feeder. 

ImageFX is also unique in 
providing a colour preview, It's only 
eight colours, dithered to simulate 
more, and even the manual admits it 
is not as detailed as the grey preview 
and takes twice as iong to produce. 
So why bother? Well, it's there if you 
want it. But unfortunately, support 
for the zoom function isn't. Nor is a 
fixed-pixel-size feature (with which 
you can specify that you want a scan 
of say 640 x 512 and, as you drag 

scanner software that enables you to 
save and load configuration fries. It is 
also the only Epson scanner software 
that enables you to specify an aspect 
ratio for the scan other than 1:1, 
which is useful for when you are 
scanning material that is Intended for 
display on a computer monitor. What 
looks right on an 800 x 600 display 
will look a bit squashed on a 1,024 x 
768 display; MetaScan gives you the 
tools to adjust the scanning aspect 
ratio to match display aspect ratios. 

Again like the ADPro module, 
when you return to MetaScan after 
doing a scan and working with it in 
ImageMaster, the previous scan is 
still in the preview window and all 
your settings have been preserved. 

MetaScan also shows off the true 
multitasking ability of the Amiga, You 
can drag out and adjust your detail 
scan area while the preview scan is 
still in progress, and doing this has 
no effect on the speed of the preview 
scan - it is quick, only a tad slower 
than the very fast ADPro module. 

Finally, imageMaster saves the 
smallest least glossy JPEG files of 

SHOPPING LIST 
ImageMaster TTr,m.....ffl)A 
By Black Belt Systems, 398 Johnson 
Road, Glasgow, Montana 59230, USA. 
Distributed in the UK by 
Amiga Centre Scotland, 
Harlequin House, 
WdkirhmEHti&U. 
*089 687 583 

the handles of box over the preview 
scan, the software controls the zoom 
and scan resolution functions in 
conjunction so that you get an image 
of the specified size). tmageFX also 
lacks a fixed aspect ratio feature, 
which would be handy when you 
know the shape of the hole you have 
to fill on the page - if you want to 
avoid doing any cropping in the DTP 
software, you have to enter the pixel, 
inch or metric dimensions by hand. 

Too little thought has gone into 
the preview scan feature as well. If 
you've scanned an image and find 
you've done it wrong, to re-scan the 
image you have to first preview it 
again. Bit of a time-waster, that one, 
though I guess it conserves memory 
because it means the preview screen 
can be closed between scans. 

Luckily the ImageFX Epson 
scanner module has those unique 
GT-6500 features. And the aces up 
its sleeve are the built-in so-called 
virtual memory system fa data 

any Amiga image processing 
packaget and saves them faster than 
anything else as well. For the Epson 
GT-6500 owner, ImageMaster/Meta- 
Scan is almost the perfect Amiga 
software. Such a shame it doesn't 
support the sharpness feature. 

CHECKOUT 

IMAGEMASTER 

MODULE 

o 
Scan Quality 
• ••••••4 
Same excellent quality as the rival 
flatbed software. 

Ease of use 
•••••••••O 
Shoddy memory management lets down 
an otherwise impeccable user-interface. 

Features 
••••••••00 
If it supported the sharpness function it 

I would have got top marks, 

Documentation 
•ooooooooo 
Strangely, there isn't any 
documentation provided for MetaScan, 
but then you don't really need any. 

Value for Money 
r 

The price is worth paying: ImageMaster 
has more image-processfng features 
than any other Amiga software. 

Overall rating 
••••••••• 
This is the kind of software that keeps 
you up all night for "just one more go". 

caching system 
really) and its user 
interface. Buttons 
cycle two ways 
depending on 
which end of the 
button you click - 
ADPro and 
MetaScan do the 
same - but if you 
double-click in the 
middle of a button 
in tmageFX you get 
a "cycle list" which 
contains all the 
functions on that 
button, and you 
can double-click on 
any entry in this 
list to select it This system means 
that the interface is uncluttered (and 
therefore less confusing) and you 
can still select options very quickly. 

The ImageFX Epson scanner 
module scans in 1-bit (black and 
white), 8-bit (256 greys) or 24-bit 
(16.8 million colours), just like the 
ADPro module. And like the ADPro 
module, there's no facility to scan 
colours in fewer bits; only MetaScan 
and PowerScan give you this option. 

The dropout feature, designed 
primarily for use with monochrome 
(1-bit) scans, is highly suspect. You 
can select a dropout colour in S-bit 
and 24-bit mode as well, which could 
be a useful option, but it doesn t 
seem to work. If, for example, you 
select red as the dropout colour, only 
the red strobe in the scanner should 
be fired, but you can clearly see that 
it is firing all three strobes. 

It never ceases to amaze me 
how bugs like this get through beta- 

<3 

ImageFX Is currently the only Amiga software that 
supports the new features built into the GT-6500, 
including the transparency unit and document feeder. 

The sharpness function In tmageFX 
can be used to good effect to de- 
focus screened Images and give a 
little lift to photographs. This was 
scanned with the Very Sharp 
function. You can Just about see a 
difference on-screen (around the hat 
and the strands of the hair) between 
It and those produced with lis rivals. 

testing. It's a damn shame because 
this race Is a toss-up between 
ImageMaster/MetaScan and 
ImageFXt and if the Epson scanner 
module in Image FX worked reliably it 
would win by a nose. Instead it's lost 
by a coupie of lengths. £Q 

SHOPPING LIST 
ImageFX  £199.95 
By Great Valley Products Inc, 657 Clarke 
Avenue, King of Prussia, PA 19406, USA. 
* 010-1-215-354-9495 
Distributed in the UK by 
Silica Systems Ltd, 1-4 
The Mews, Hatherley Road, 
Sidcup DA14 4DX 
-ET OBI 309 1111 

CHECKOUT 

IMAGEFX 

Scan Quality 
••••••••• 
Same excellent quality as its rivals. 

Ease of use 
••#•••0000 
The best user interface of the lot is 
spoiled by bugs, no fixed aspect ratios, 
no control over the zoom function, and 
having to re-preview an image before re- 
scanning it. 

Features 
••••••••• 
The only software that supports the new 
GT-6500 features. 

Documentation 
•••••ooooo 
The few things that do need explanation 
are adequately explained. 

Value for Money 
'OO 

It costs a powerful lot, but then 
tmageFX\s powerful software. 

Overall rating 
•••••••GOO 
Get rid of the bugs, support the zoom, 
think about how ft is going to be used, 
and it could be unbeatable. 
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GRAPHICS 

All that alisters...? 

Jeff Walker casts his fastidious 

eye over Brilliance, the program 

they say w/// be a new standard 

in Amiga paint and animation. 

eluxe Paint Is the 
standard by which all 
other Amiga painting 
programs are Judged. 

That's Just stating the obvious - 
I've lost count of how many "Best 
Amiga Productivity Software" 
Industry awards every version of 
DPalnt has won. It must be 20 or 
more by now, counting magazine 
awards. And, to bo brutally honest, 
It hasn't deserved any of them. 
There have always been better 
Amiga programs than Deluxe Paint 
but these programs are quite 
expensive specialised professional 
tools that require fast machines and 
lots of memory, the kind of software 
that most users have no need for. 
So Deluxe Paint gets the awards 
and the developers of software like 
TV Patntr Reat 3D, Superbase, A- 
MAX, Caiigari, Bars & Pipes, Scata 
and a host of others are left year 
after year grinding their teeth and 
sticking pins in a map of Langley, 
Berks., the home of Electronic Arts. 

Pretty soon those same 
developers may be moving their pins 
to a map of Folsom, California, 
because Digital Creations, a 
company better known for their high- 
end desktop video hardware like 
DCTVT have stormed on to the 

software market with Brilliance, a 
daring attempt, put bluntly, to blow 
Deluxe Paint away* 

Have they done it? Well... yes 
and no. The immediate reaction 
when you see Brilliance for the first 
time is Wow! But when you take the 
price into consideration and ponder 
the "Professional" tag that Digital 
Creations have tacked on to the 
Taint and Animation" description of 
Brilliance, you have to take more 
than a first impression into account 
before writing that cheque* 

MOVE AND GROOVE 
Let s look at the animation facilities 
first, because it is in this area more 
than any other that Brilliance fails to 
iive up to its "professional" tag. 

For creating animations you have 
a few basic tools. Firstly there's the 
facility that Digital Creations call 
"tweening" but is actually just an 
automatic move-and-rotate facility; it 
performs the same function as the 
Move requester in Deluxe Paint 
Tweening is far too grand a 
description for this function, and I'm 
labouring the point because you 
must be clear that Brilliance will not 
be able to calculate the in-between 
frames of real motion like walking or 
talking or similar actions. What 

JAUTO B6 
J mi CUT 

Any brushes you cut can be stored for easy retrieval when you need them - 
just drop them Into the wetls provided, the eight "holes" under the main 
control panel Note the pattern to the right of the Image designating an area 
that cannot be painted because the Image Is not as wide as the screen. 
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Perspective effects on brushes are achieved In Brilliance through the 
Tweening facility by using just one frame tor the tween instead of many. 
Brilliance 's tweening function does is 
calculate the in-between frames of a 
brush that starts at coordinates 
X,Y,Z on or off the screen, ends at 
other xtY,Z coordinates on or off the 
screen some frames later, and in the 
process of moving from start to end 
position the brush may be rotated 
about its X, Y and Z axes. 

Brilliance's Tweening panel has 
more features than DPalnt's 
equivalent Move panel, including an 
Opacity setting that can fade in or 
fade out a brush over a series of 
frames. The major improvement is 
the Adjust mode that enables you to 
set the start/end coordinates and 
rotation of a brush by interactively 
manipulating an outline of it on the 
screen - no more having to use your 
mind's eye or calculate coordinates. 
But while this is certainly an 
enhanced feature, it hardly counts as 
"professional". Any automatic 
movement must be in a straight line, 
If you want your brush (or animbrush} 
to wander around the screen, this 
will have to be done in several steps, 
Afong the same fines (no pun 
intended), to get a brush to speed up 
or slow down while traversing the 
screen you must use the Ease 
facility. While this gives you separate 
control over the velocity of both 
position and rotation, another 
improvement on DPalnt, to get a 

brush to frequently change velocity 
again requires many steps. 

In other words, this kind of 
animation is still hard work in 
Brilliance, as it is in DPalnt. The 
interactive Adjust mode helps to 
lessen the workload, but a 
professional would want to specify a 
"time line", a path for the brush to 
follow which also enables you to 
specify the velocity at which the 
brush moves along every step of that 
path. Brilliance cannot do this. Okay, 
neither can DPaint, but that is not 
the point; shouldn't a program that 
says it is for professionals contain 
the tools that professionals require? 

Nevertheless, Brilliance's 
automatic move-and-rotate facilities 
are more comprehensive and work 
more quickly than those in DPaint, 
which l suppose is the goal Digital 
Creations were aiming at 

Control over animbrushes in 
Brilliance is pretty comprehensive 
too, with easy control over the 
number of frames to cut and the 
direction of the cut. Actual and Fit 
gadgets enable you to mould an 
animbrush into more or fewer frames 
of animation, and a small VCR-style 
panel is provided to make it easier to 
paint the animbrush frame by frame. 
There is a Morph facility (what DPalnt 
calls Metamorph) that calculates the 
necessary frames that will transform 
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one brush into another in a given 
number of frames, This isn't proper 
morphing of course - in fact it looks 
positively ridiculous when compared 
to the facilities provided in programs 
like Imagemaster, CineMcrph and 
MorphPlus. Brilliance '$ Morph 
feature has its uses - it does at 
least give you the power to change 
shapes - but once again it is a mile 
away from the kind of morphing 
required for truly professional work. 
Don't expect to be able to create 
with Brilliance the classic morphing 
example of changing one person's 
face into another, 

Still with animbrushes, of course 
these have to be drawn frame by 
frame before you can cut them. The 
classic technique for creating 
animated motion is to draw the first 
frame, draw the last frame, then 
decide how many frames you want 
between and draw them one after 

about them. 
Before leaving the subject of 

animations I should mention that 
Brilliance can save them in four 
formats: the old Op 5 Byte format, 
the more modern and faster-running 
Op 8 Word and Op 8 Long formats, 
and as sequential files. 

TRUE COLOURS 
Animation is however only 
Brilliance's second fiddle, I'd hate 
you to get the impression that 
Brilliance is a poor program because 
it can't cut the professionally 
animated ice. Brilliance is first and 
foremost a painting program, so we 
must consider its potential in this 
area to form a balanced opinion. 

When you buy Brilliance you 
actually get two painting programs, 
both of which contain the animation 
facilities discussed above. Brilliance 
itself is a "register-based" program. 
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A fine array of drawing modes Is available, the ghosted buttons denoting 
which options are not available for use with the tool currently selected, 
the other. This is what real tweening 
is - the process of producing the "in- 
between" frames. Typicaffy this might 
be an arm bending and moving, legs 
bending and walking, a puff of smoke 
appearing and then dissipating... the 
sort of stuff that it is impossible to 
do with the simple move-and-rotate 
facilities in both Brilliance and 
DPaint. So you must do it by hand. 

LIGHT ONION, ANYONE? 
Now, something that helps when 
drawing the in-between frames of an 
animation is the ability to see the 
previous or following frame 
"underneath" the frame you are 
drawing, thus making it easier for 
you to draw the current frame, 
Traditional animators use either a 
kind of tracing paper or clear acetate 
for this "onion skin" technique, 
DPaint provides something called a 
light table that simulates the onion 
skin technique. Briffiance does not. 
This inadequacy is perhaps not as 
important as the limited movement 
and morphing facilities, but it is an 
Inadequacy nevertheless. 

So while Brilliance absolutely has 
more animation facilities overall than 
DPaint and while those animation 
facilities certainly create frames 
more quickly and to a htgher 
standard than DPaint does, there 
isn't much that is truly professional 

That means it will enable you to paint 
and animate in 2 to 256 colours. The 
second program is called 
TrueBriiliance, and thts works in 
HAM-6 and HAM-8 screen modes 
only. The reason for the True" part 
of the name is that although the 
picture you seen on your screen will 
be in HAM-6 or HAM S (so from 
4,096 to a maximum of a few 
hundred thousand colours), colour 
fidelity is maintained in memory in 
either 15 or 24 bits (your choice), 
and another term for 24-bit colour is 
true colour. 

Put briefly, what this means is 
that TrueBriiliance provides you with 
the ability to paint in up to 16.8 
million true colours without the need 
to own a 24-bit graphics board and 
24-bit painting software to see what 
you are doing. Of course the 
limitations of the way Ho Id-And- 
Modify (HAM) screen modes work 
mean that what you see on the 
screen is not exactly what you get if 
you save your work as a 24-bit ILBMP 
but I went to the enormous effort of 
testing Brilliance with a 24-bit 
graphics card (f just happened to 
have one handy) and can affirm that 
the colour discrepancies are not 
great enough to prevent you painting 
with confidence. Of course if you are 
never able to view 24-bit pictures in 
all their glory you'll have to take this 

The anlmbrush (top), tweening (middle) and frames panels contain enough 
features between them to keep all but the most discerning animator happy. 

on trust until such time as you can. 
Strangely, TrueBriffiance has no 

support at all for graphics boards* 
Yes, okay, don't shout, I'm not 
missing the point. I completely 
understand and appreciate that the 
whole thinking behind TrueBrilfiance 
is that you don't need to own an 
expensive graphics board, but how 
difficult would it have been for Digital 
Creations to provide some kind of 
viewing facility via external modules, 
in the same way that programs like 
ADPro, ImageFX and Imagemaster 
do, thus providing the ability to have 
at least limited support for any 
graphics board? Still, all the graphics 
boards come with 24-bit viewers 
anyway, so I shan't go on about it. 

As far as features go, Brilfiance 
and TrueBriiliance are almost 
complete clones of each other 
except for one or two enhancements 
in TrueBriiliance that are there 
because it isn't limited to a 256- 
colour palette. So ail of what follows 
applies to both programs unless I 
say otherwise. A full discussion of 
the features in Briffiance would fill a 
book. Funnily enough, it does fill a 
book, it s called The Manual. But the 
tutorial section of the Deluxe Paint 
manual is larger than the entire 

Brilliance manual, which contains 
just 24 pages of tutorials - actually 
just short wafk-throughs, five-minute 
guided tours, as it were. During 
these walk throughs, which cover a 
microscopic fraction of Brilliance's 
potential, no attempt is made to 
explain why you are doing what you 
are doing. For example, the four 
pages on stencils, a feature which is 
always one of the most complex in 
any painting software, amounts to 
"do this, do that, do this, do that,,, 
understand?" The almost blank 
fourth page of the stencils section 
would seem an appropriate place to 
write NO in large red letters. And this 
in a program that costs £200. In 
case you are unfamiliar with the UK 
monetary unit, two hundred of it Is a 
lot of money. You can buy a week's 
holiday in Spain for less, 

DOING THE DO 
Ah well, who reads manuals anyway? 
What about the program? Well, 
considering that almost all Amiga 
users own Deluxe Paint, it will be 
easier to tell you what Brilliance 
can't do, rather than what it can. 
Filled shapes can't have a different 
outline colour than the fill colour or 
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TRIM ; 
Retouching Images In this way requires you to work In high magnification, 
and you have all the tools you need to do It. Alas, In zoom mode Brilliance will 
not allow you to cut a brush that Is larger than the zoom window, forcing you 
to work In a lower magnification than perhaps you would like. 
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GRAPHICS 

continued from poga 29 
pattern, so this has to be done in 
two steps. There is no Blend drawing 
mode. Brilliance's equivalent of 
DPaint's Symmetry tool is just a 
simple X/Y mirror. No traces can be 
left behind when painting with lines 
and rectangles and so on, except if it 
is done by "tweening\ There is no 
block copy facility in the palette 
requester, And that's about it. 
Everything else DPaint does, 
Brilliance can do, and in almost every 
instance it does it either faster, 
better or En a more intuitive way. 

The two big selling points for 
Brilliance are its speed and the 24- 
bit colour support. Even on a 
68000-based Amiga, Brilliance is 
fantastically fast tn HAM mode 
compared to rival software. 
Remember how Deluxe Faint ///used 
to feel in 32 colours? Brilliance in 
HAM feels even faster, it doesn't do 
everything quickly, mind you. 
Switching anti-aliasing on slows it 
down considerably. And the wait 
while TrueBrilliance loads anything 
but a HAM image is quite long. Both 
of these feel very slow even on a 
4000/040. Loading an animation 
into TrueBrilliance takes forever. At 
least it seems like forever, and the 
wait feels longer than it really is 
because there is no progress meter, 
so you have to sit and stare at that 
stupid watch that needs winding. A 
small oversight in the load/save 
requesters is the lack of a Cancel 
button. All the best graphics software 
will allow you to cancel a load or 
save operation these days. 

As far as speed is concerned no 
Amiga owner will be unhappy with 
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The Stencil panel tn TrueBrilliance is possibly the most complex feature of the 
software. Some experimentation will be required to team how It works. 

Brilliance, Memory is another matter, 
The back of the box says 2Mb 
required, 4Mb recommended. As 
usual you can double those figures 
to get more sensible ones. You see, 
the Brilliance programs themselves 
are over half a megabyte each, and 
24-bit data takes up a tot of memory. 
A 640 x 512 picture will consume 
almost 1Mb. So if you've only 2Mb of 
memory you will not have enough left 
for a swap buffer, or a spare page as 
it is often cahed. With 4Mb you II 
have enough for a 640 x 512 swap 
buffer, but because of the way the 
Amiga graphics and expansion 
memory works, that swap buffer will 
be consuming precious display 
memory even when it isn't being 
displayed. Even then you won't have 
enough memory for yet another 
buffer, and one of the major features 
of Brilliance is its ability to have as 
many pictures or animations loaded 
at once as memory will allow. 

A BRUSH WITH INFINITY 
Thanks to the effectively-unlimited 
palette in TrueBrilliance, the pictures 
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Altering the tones of the bodywork from red to yellow was a simple matter of 
selecting the colour, selecting the Colorize draw mode and drawing a 
freehand filled shape around the outline of the red bits. Nothing to it, really! 

in every buffer can use as many 
colours as they need and whatever 
colours they like, and brushes can be 
freely cut and pasted between 
buffers without worrying about re- 
mapping palettes. Of course the 
register-based Brilliance consumes 
only a third of the memory that 
TrueBrilliance does, because it is 
limited to 256 colours - or 8-bit 
pictures, to put it another way. 

The images you load into 
Brilliance need not be screen-sized. 
For instance if you import a 200 x 
400 pixel picture, then the area to 
the right and below the image is not 
padded out with the background 
colour, which is what DPaint does - 
which is a right pain in the bum 
because you have to cut and save 
the image as a brush if you want to 
preserve its dimensions after working 
on it. Instead Brilliance simply masks 
off that area of the screen with an 
obvious pattern and will not allow you 
to paint in it. Major plus point in this 
workplace, I can tell you. 

In TrueBrilliance, because you 
have a 16.8 million colour palette, 
you can load anything into any buffer, 
no holds barred, memory permitting 
of course. I mention this because in 
the register-based Brilliance each 
buffer must be the same screen 
mode and resolution (but not 

* necessarily the same dimensions), 
which restricts your options slightly. 

Swapping between buffers is 
neatly handled via a slider in the 
buffer panel, from where also you 
can copy and merge buffers. Alas, 
complete animations cannot be 

merged together, only single frames; 
there's not even the facility to merge 
the corresponding frames of two 
animations. 

One enormously useful feature is 
the ability to view a thumbnail of an 
image that is larger than the screen. 
OkayT nothing special about that. But 
clicking the left mouse button on this 
thumbnail puts you back into normal 
viewing mode at the position you 
were at before the thumbnail. Nice. 
Clicking the right mouse button puts 
you back into normal viewing mode 
but moves you to a position centred 
on where you clicked. Terrific. And 
this position is remembered, so 
swapping between buffers will always 
put you back where you were when 
you left a buffer. Brilliant! 

You can have multiple brushes 
as welt as multiple buffers, although 
here there is a limit of eight, which is 
six more than DPaint The brush 
panel contains wells for the brushes, 
in which a thumbnail of each is 
rendered. To pick a brush you simply 
dick on it Brushes can be re-sized, 
flipped, bent sheared, rotated, 
outlined with one pixel of the current 
foreground colour, or trimmed by one 
pixel. The wells take animbrushes as 
well as ordinary ones, so you can 
have eight of those on the go at once 
as welL 

PAINT MY WAGON 
Brilliance sports a reasonable array 
of drawing modes - again, a few 
more than DPaint The Brighten and 
Darken modes are useful for creating 
see-through panels for text to sit on, 
like the captions you see on the telly. 
Darken can also be used to create 
realistic shadows. The percentage for 
Darken and Lighten can be set in 1% 
increments. 

TJnt and Colorize are useful for 
changing the colours of objects. 
When you are working with a 16.8 
million colour palette, altering a 
colour's RGB values in the palette 
will have no effect on the picture 
because the palette will 
a u to matte a I ty re-map itself. If you've 
got something that is red and you 
want it green, altering red to green En 

FROM THE HEART 

Something that annoys me and a 
lot of other people no end is YAFR 
- Yet Another File Requester - and 
YAFR is one reason why the 
famous ARP library was developed, 
and now the ASL library, of course, 
which is distributed with 
Workbench 2 onwards, so that all 
programs could share a common 
user interface. And that includes 
file requesters, do you hear me, 
developers? Digital Creations have 

created Yet Another File Requester, 
and while it is slightly better and 
certainly bigger than the one in 
DPaint how simple it would have 
been to give the user the option of 
using either the Digital Creations 
monster or the standard ASL 
requester, which is what all other 
good Amiga software does. I'm 
sure Digital Creations will put this 
small oversight right with the next 
rele 

32 
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FADE TO BLACK... OR ANY OTHER COLOUR 

Brilliance gives you six types of gradient fill to 
choose from: the classic horizontal, vertical, 
linear, highlight, spherical and radial 
progressions, Two-, three- and fourway 
progressions are not supported, although these 
can be fudged by tiling. Setting up a gradient is a 

| SHOW ■ JiW ^i | colons; 127* 
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Setting up and using gradients in Brilliance is a 
breeze - one of its high points. Effects tike this 
can be created in Just a few minutes. 

breeze, Up to 128 real or "dynamic" colours can 
be specified, and Brilliance will automatically 
calculate the progression (the spread of colours} 
between any two colours- For instance if you put 
red at one end of the range and violet at the other 

(so all you've done is select two colours) and then 
set the spread to be the greatest possiblet 
Brilliance will automatically calculate more than 
32,000 colours that progress from red to violet, 
And before the purists write In to remind me that 
no way are 32,000 colours required to progress 
from red to violet, that's 
not the point In this 
particular example 
Brilliance has counted 
any duplicate colours in 
that total. The point is 
that should a gradient 
progression require that 
many colours, Brilliance 
will do it. So slap a green 
in the middle of that 
range and the gradient 
will progress from red to 
green to violet, traversing 
the entire spectrum 
(ROYGBIV) in about 
32,000 steps. Of course 
your screen is only a 
limited number of pixels 
wide and high, so 
selecting progressions 

Special effects can be created using a mixture 
of drawing modes. The transparent gradient flits 
(above the smear here) are deeply wonderful. 

that contain more steps than you have pixels wide     gradient ranges can be set up but, alas, none can 
or high in the picture is a bit silly. In this example,      be saved individually, although they do get saved 
selecting a spread of 4 creates a ROYGBIV (and imported) with the image. 

progression of 636 steps, which is enough to 
produce a smooth gradient of screen width (ish) 
so that every pixel across is a different colour. 

In TrueBrilliance you can have all these 
colours; in the register-based Brilliance you can 
have only 256, Not to worry, a dither slider 

enables you to simulate 
smooth changes using 
either a random or 
ordered pattern, 

The slickest 
gradient feature is the 
Hard Edge. By specifying 
a double marker you can 
get the gradient to 
progress smoothly from 
the first dynamic colour 
to the top dynamic 
colour in the double 
marker, and then the 
gradient will change 
abruptly to the colour of 
the bottom double 
marker and progress 
smoothly to the next 
dynamic colour. 

Up to eight 

the palette won't help you. But with 
the Tint and Colorize drawing modes 
it is easy to make sweeping changes 
to colours. Tint affects all colours 
except black, Colorize affects only 
those pixels that have a colour 
content, so it has no effect on white, 
greys and black. 

The Stencil drawing mode is an 
easy way to create a mask: by using 
lines, shapes or freehand you can 
protect an area of the screen from 
being over-painted. Mix, Smooth and 
Smear do what their names suggest. 
Average Smear does the same as 
Smear except that it affects only 
those pixels with a colour within the 
gradient range currently selected. 
Range causes each pixel under the 
brush or area being filled to be 
incremented or decremented one 
position in the current gradient 
range, When the Cycle mode is 
selected, paint applied to the canvas 
changes, cycling through the colours 
in the current gradient. The Random 
drawing mode works in a similar way 
to this except the colours are 
randomised instead of cycled. 

DITHERING ABOUT 
The two dither modes apply paint to 
the canvas using a dither pattern 
that changes according to the setting 
of the dither slider, Negative does 
what it says. Halfbrite is for 
converting colours under the brush to 
their halfbrite counterparts. NOT Is a 
weird mode that games programmers 

will doubtless use a lot. 
Gradient Ms are well supported, 

one of Brilliance's strong suits in fact 
- see the panel above for details. 

The palette in both Brilliance and 
TrueBrilliance is controlled via a 
colour cube. If you've never used a 
colour cube before you might have 
trouble wrapping your brain around it 
because it works in three 
dimensions. But of all the colour 
cubes I've seen, this one is the 
easiest to understand and use. If the 
cube gives you a headache there is 
the traditional slider system for RGB, 
CMY and HSV. The Saturation and 
Value components on the HSV scale 
run from a more sensible 0-100 
instead of the 0-255 scale that 
most other software uses, 

The usual drawing tools are 
provided for freehand, lines, 
rectangles and ellipses. Two types of 
curves are supported, the traditional 
single curvature around the mid point 
of a curve, and the more complex 
and more useful curves that have 
start and end anchor points and a 
curvature around two user-specified 
control points. Bezier curves, In other 
words. Considering that Digital 
Creations have taken the trouble to 
implement Bezier curves, it is a 
puzzle why they didn't extend the 
facility to lines and shapes. The 
ability to alter the shape of a pofygon 
by dragging corner points is 
extremely useful. Taking this a step 
further, the ability to alter the shape 

of a brush by dragging corner points 
Is a very quick and intuitive way of 
adjusting perspective, Am I being too 
hard on Brilliance if 1 say that a truly 
professional painting program should 
contain these features? Sure, you 
can achieve perspective via 
Brilliance $ Interactive tweening 

facility, but this Is a cumbersome 
and inexact method in comparison. 

The Airbrush tool has three 
modes. Fine spray is the traditional 
method that sprays single pixels with 
specified flow and focus rates. 
Splatter uses the entire current 

continued on page 36 

An effectively-unlimited palette In TrueBrilliance means that brushes can 
always be imported and used in their own colours - no remapping Is ever 
required. There's a colour cube as welt as sliders for playing with the palette. 
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QUALITY AT THE 

THE FIRST 9Mb 32 BIT INTERNAL RAM CARD FOR AMIGA 1200 

Features: 
Integrated 32 bit Ram conveniently expandable to 5 Mb or 9Mb (comes with 
1 Mb installed), Giving a maximum capacity of up to 11 Mb to your Amiga 1200. 
Option to conveniently install on FPU with up to 50MHz and Oscillator to 
increase performance. 
Reakime battery backed-up clock, a must for hard drive users. 
Autcnconfig with zero wait states. 
More than twice as fast as the graphic RAM of the Amiga 1200 thanks to the 
double clock rates and shorter access cycles, 
100% compatible with all Amiga 1200. 
Easy installation. Just plug in and go. 

Important: 
Please note: to operate the Matfiematic Co-Processor with clock rates 

over 14MHz you need a Quartz (Oscillator). 
The Quartz (Oscillator) must have the same clock rates as the 

Ma thematic Co-Processor. 

ITEMS 
AF1200 1 Mb with dock, no Oscillator, no FPU Processor 
AF1200 5Mb with dock, no Oscillator, no FPU Processor 
AF1200 5Mb with dock, Oscillator, 16MHz 68882 FPU 
AF1200 5Mb with dock, Oscillator, 20MHz 68882 FPU 
AF1200 5Mb with clock, Oscillator, 25MHz 68882 FPU 
AF1200 5Mb with clock, Oscillator, 33MHz 68882 FPU 
AF1200 9Mb with clock, no Oscillator, no FPU Processor 
AF1200 9Mb with clock, Oscillator, 16MHz 68882 FPU 
AF1200 9Mb with clock, Oscillator, 20MHz 68882 FPU 
AF1200 9Mb with clock, Oscillator, 25MHz 68882 FPU 
AF1200 9Mb with clock, Oscillator, 33MHz 68882 FPU 

PRICE 
£115.00 
£239.00 
£285.00 
£290.00 
£295.00 
£299.00 
£369.00 
£415.00 
£420.00 
£429.00 
£439.00 

TRACKBALLS OPTICAL MOUSE 

This three button trackball is at its best, fully compatible with 
Amiga/Atari computers. Supports auto-fire and comes with 
two year guarantee and key lock function £29,95 
Two Colour Shining crystal ball . £34,95 

CORDLESS INFRA-RED MOUSE 

Remote control mouse, long working distance. Long life 
rechargeable battery. 260 dpi. Price includes hard Mouse Mat. 

This superb 300dpi Optical Mouse with effortless micro 
switch buttons. Fast smooth and reliable, ■ 
Price includes Optical Mouse Pad and 
Holder, 

£27.95 

OPTICAL PEN MOUSE 

£45.00 

A stylish Pen Mouse with quality construction and smooth 
fast movement. Micro switch buttons. Ideal for DTP, artwork 
etc. Price includes Optical Pad. 

£35.95 

MEGA MOUSE 

This 290dpi high resolution Opto-Mechanical Mouse, top 
quality construction will ensure rapid and smooth movement 
With micro switch buttons, A gold award winner in Amiga 
Format 
Mouse only , * ...,£10,95 
Mouse with hard mat and mouse holder ,.........,£14.95 

GASTEINER 400DPI MOUSE 

£14.95 

THE NEW 256,000 COLOUR HAND SCANNER FOR AMIGA 

Powerful Colour image Processing Tools for the Office or Home Environment. 
No longer a "Professional Task11 to scan high quality Images. 

Software features: 
* Easy to learn and use intuitive user 

interface. 
it Real-Time scanning display on screen. 
* Supports 256,000 colours and 64 greys 

for Amiga 1200 and 4000 with new 
AC A chip sets. 

★ Supports 4,096 colours, 16 greys, 
dithered colour and black 8c white 
capabilities for all Amiga models, 

★ Image size is limited only by the 
amount of RAM available. 

* Memory requested does not have to 
be Chip RAM. 

★ Full multi-tasking with all Amiga 
Computers. 

* Intelligent maximum scanning length 
indication, 

★ Imports/Exports IFF file formats. 

System requirements: 
* For all Amiga models with a monitor 

or compatible TV set, 1 megabyte of 
RAM and a floppy drive, 

★ More memory and hard disk are 
recommended but not required. 

★ Compatible with Amiga WB 1.3 and 
higher (WB 3.0 also supported). 

* Any painting, publishing and OCR 
programs that load IFF files. Examples:- 
Deluxe Paint, Professional Page, Page 
Stream, Saxon Publishers, Mgraph 
OCR. 

PRICE 
£299 

Hardware features: 
★ Easy intaNation, plug in and go in just 

minutes. 
★ 256,000 colours, 105mm (4") scanning 

width. 
it Built-in over speed buzzer to prevent 

scanning too fast. 
★ With SC (Super Colour). CG (Colour 

Grey) MG (Monochrome Grey) and 
D/T (Dithered/text) modes selection 
switch. 

★ Selects 50/100/150/200 DPI by resolu- 
tion selector switch for SC and CG 
modes. 

★ Selects 100/200/300/400 DPI by reso^ 
lution selector switch for MG and D/T 
modes, 

★ Metal Interface box with printer 
through port, 

E&OE. Prices subject to change without notice. 
Goods subject to availability. 

Specifications subject to change without notice. 
All Trademarks acknowledged. 

The 

Gasteiner 

Pledge 

We will heat any 

nationally adver- 

tised price. 

(while stocks last) 

1 l 
All prices are inclusive of VAT 

Products advertised represent a small sample of our 

in-stock range. A complete price list is available on request, 



RIGHT PRICE... 

MIGRAPH PRODUCTS 

ColourBurst Scanner + OCR ....,£399.00 
Full OCR Software £99.00 
Touch>Up Version 3.1 x ....£49.00 
Scanning Tray . £49.00 
Touch-Up Upgrade & junior OCR ...£79.00 
Touch-Up Upgrade v3.1x available. £29.95 
tunior OCR £49.00 
Upgrade junior to full OCR £49.00 
Scanning Tray £49.00 

DESPITE APPEARANCES, WE OFFER 

YOU VERY LITTLE CHOICE 
At Gasteiner, we will only offer any product when we are convinced 
that we can sell it at the best price with the right level of support, It's 

an approach that our customers appreciate; for we are now celebrating 
5 years in the business. So as you look through all the lists of items 
you'll discover just how little choice you have, you must call now! 

ACCESSORIES 

Animal Jungle Design Soft Mouse Mat £5.00 
Hard/Soft Mouse Mats........... ... £3.00 
Auto Mouse/joy stick Switch  £12.95 
Auto Kickstart Switch for A500/2000 £17.95 
Expansion Adaptor for 500+ .,,...£1 7.95 

GICAMEM 

VIRTUAL MEMORY FOR 
AMIGA APPLICATIONS 

Most recent powerful applications for the Amiga 
(eg for graphics, music, animation, raytracing 
D.T.P) require more main memory than is available 
or possible to integrate. GigaMem is a program 
which simulates up to 1 GigaByte memory, which 
swaps onto any mass storage system (i.e. hard 
disk). Intelligent management accomplishes simul- 
taneous use of several programs in a multitasking 
mode. 

System requirements:- 
* GigaMem works with all AMIGA <R> computers 

with MMU (Memory Management Unit): i.e. 
Amiga's with 6S020 or 68030 accelerator and 
MMU. 

* No restriction on type of HD controller and hard 
disk. 

* GigaMem is compatible with Kickstart 1.2/1.3 
and 2.x. 

PRICE £69.95 

AUTO MOUSE/JOYSTICK SWITCH 

Automatic Switcher between two input devices with a click of 
a button, eg. mouse/mouse/mouse/joystick/joy stick/joy stick 

£12.95 

HARD DRIVES 

★ External IDE HDD for Amiga A500/A500+ 
★ Internal IDE HDD for Amiga A1500/A2000 
ir Memory conveniently expandable to 2/4/6/8Mb by using 

1M x 4 Zips. 
★ 100% compatible 
★ Easy installation, just pfug in and go. 
★ Auto boot, Auto config and zero wait states. 

Controller for A500/A500+/A1500/A2000 ........£99.00 
Controller + 40Mb Hard Drive £169.00 
Controller + 65 Mb Hard Drive ..£249.00 
Controller + 85Mb Hard Drive £269.00 
Controller + 120Mb Hard Drive £299.00 
Controller + 240Mb Hard Drive....... £399.00 

HARD DRIVES FOR A600/A1200 
40Mb + IDE Cable £149.95 
65Mb + IDE Cable £199.00 
85Mb + IDE Cable £279.00 
120Mb + IDE Cable £299.00 
Fitting for A600 or A1200 .£29.95 

MONITORS 

Philips CM8833 MKII £199.00 
Commodore 1960 Multisync Monitor .. .£369.00 
Commodore 1942 Multisync Monitor ..069.00 

Amiga A600.... £179.00 
Amiga A600 with 40Mb Hard Disk   £269.00 
Amiga Al 200 £289.00 
Amiga A1200 with 85Mb Hard Disk £469.00 
Amiga A1200 with 170Mb Hard Disk................ £529.00 
Amiga Al200 with 426Mb Hard Disk... £799.00 
Amiga 4000 030 80Mb Hard Disk.... £939.00 
Amiga 4000 030 120Mb Hard Disk £1039.00 
Amiga 4000 030 170Mb Hard Disk ....Special Price £1035.00 
Amiga 4000 030 250Mb Hard Disk ....Special Price £1089,00 

MISCELLANEOUS 

1Mb RAM with Clock A600 £29.95 
1 Mb RAM without Clock A600 £19.95 
512k RAM with Clock A500 £19.95 
1 Mb RAM for A500+    ....£19,95 
Kickstart Switch £14.95 
Bootselector Switch ..POA 
Power Supply for A500.. ....£34.95 

256 GREYSCALE SCANNERS 

With latest Touch-Lip, Merge-it, compatible with all Amiga's 
including the Al 200 & A4000 ..£129.95 
With Scan & Save, Merge-it . ....£89.00 
With latest Touch-up, Merge-it and Junior OCR £169.00 
With Scan & Save, Merge-it and Junior OCR. £1 39.00 

3.5" External Drive „.„ ......£49.00 
1 Mb Simms ...£25.00 
2.8Mb RAM for A2000/A1500 £129.00 
Power Scanner . £95.00 
Gasteiner Scanner £85.00 

....No COMPROMISE 

Official purchase orders 
welcome from Educational 
establishments and major 

companies* (Strictly 14 days 
net). Please phone for approval. 

AJ1 prices include VAT. 
Prices and specifications subject 

to change without notice. 
E&OE. 

Carriage at £8 + VAT on all 
peripherals. 

Computer Systems 
at £15 + VAT, 

Unit 2 , 
Mtllmead Business Centre, 

Mill Mead Road, Tottenham 
Hale, London N17 9QU. 

Tel; 081 365 1151 {3 lines) 
Fax; 081 885 1953 

Major credit cards accepted and 
may be subject to 2.5% 
maximum surcharge. 

mmmm 
VISA % 
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brush as the "droplets" to spray. 
With the Shape mode the portion of 
the current brush that does not 
consist of the current background 
colour is used as a mask through 
which paint is sprayed, so every 
colour except the background colour 
is protected from being over-painted. 

Fill works with the current colour 
or brush, and the manner in which 
the fill is applied is determined by 
the settings in the Oraw Mode panel. 
For filling with brushes, as well as a 
straight replace there are stretch, 
pattern, shape and perspective 
options. Colour fills can use most of 
the drawing modes we've mentioned, 
including gradients and dithers. 

Text is supported, of course; 
bitmap, CG fonts and colorfonts can 
be used. The text to be pasted is 
typed into a gadget. When you hit the 
<Return> key it becomes a brush, 
and you paste it down wherever you 
want using any of the drawing modes 
available for brushes, including the 
all-important anti-alias. A preview of 
the text is provided in the font and 
size specified, but because it is 
always previewed on a black 
background, you won't be able to see 
it if you have black, or any very dark 
colour, selected as the current 
colour. (Whoops!) Plain, bold, italic 
and underlined styles can be 
selected for any font. The special 
kerning character in the fonts 
created and marketed by Kara 
Computer Graphics is supported. 

BETTER THAN DPAINT? 
There's stacks more features I've 
not got space to describe, but I've 
covered most of the important ones. 
I think you'll agree that Brilliance 
shines much more brightly in the 
painting arena than in animation, But 

The airbrush toot has Splatter and Shape modes as well as Fine Spray, ali flow 
and focus controllable. Your graftttl couid be better than the real thing! 
is it worth more than twice the price 
of DPalnt? 

Yes, I believe it is. Its greater 
speed and the 24-bit colour fidelity of 
TrueBrilliance alone are worth the 
extra money, even taking into 
account the absence of the truly 
professional features that Brilliance 
and TrueBrilliance tack. 

The big question is: is it better 
than Deluxe Paint? Well, of course It 
is, ltfs miles and miles better. Chalk 
and cheese. No disrespect to 
Electronic Arts - DPaint has had a 
good innings and has served 
Commodore and the Amiga 
community well - but Brilliance is in 
a different class. If EA want to keep 
winning awards for Deluxe Paintf a 
complete re-think and re-write will be 
required - no self-respecting panel of 

COLOR 

SOLID 
MIXING: RGB 

JH5M 
When you are painting, the Opacity slider controls how much of the Image 
underneath - whatever the background may be - wilt show through when the 
Transparent tool Is activated. Perfect for uses such as caption panels. 

judges would give the tip to Deluxe 
Paint over Brilliance, even taking 
price into consideration. 

But is Brilliance truly 
professional? I can't honestly say 
that it is. Too many of the powerful 
features that professionals would 
require are missing - including 
macros, by the way, which is 
staggering considering how easy it is 
nowadays to provide Amiga programs 
with an ARexx port. I almost wept 
when I discovered that in 
magnification mode you can only cut 
out brushes from the area that is 
displayed within the magnification 
window. And the lack of convolutions 
means that work with photo-realistic 
(scanned, digitised) images - which 
is surely a major use TrueBrilliance 
could be put to - is limited to over- 
painting with a few basic 
image-processing tools like Darken 
and Lighten. You may argue that 
Brilliance is a painting program, not 
an image processor, and I would 
argue that any professional true- 
colour painting software must by 
necessity contain a full array of 
image-processing features. 

For working with photo-realistic 
images the likes of Imagemaster and 
ImageFX, despite their limited 
painting tools, are much more 
professional programs and cost 
about the same as Brilliance. For 
professional painting in 16.8 million 
colours it is hard to beat TV-Paint 
coupled with graphics tablet and 
display board, a combination that 
costs about £1T000 upwards (and 
requires a Zorro slot of course). 
Brilliance doesn't quite reach the 
professional standards set by the 
aforementioned software, but then 
does it ready need to? I concede that 
most Amiga users may rot require 
this power, so they won't miss what 

they don't need. 
And Brilliance has one asset that 

is arguably the most important 
feature any piece of software can 
contain. It is solid as a rock. After 
days of continual use it suddenly 
dawned on me that I had not crashed 
once and had not come across a 
single flaw in any part of the 
program. Never have I known a first 
version of any program stand up like 
this or be so perfectly polished. I 
tried my best to knock it over, but 
Brilliance handled everything I could 
throw at it. This is truly a remarkable 
achievement by Digital Creations and 
it augurs well for future versions. © 

Brilliance .£199.95 
By Digital Creations, PO Box 97, Fabm, 
CA 95673-0097, USA. 
^0101 916 344 4825. 
Distributed in the UK by: 
Micro-PACE (UK) Ltdr 
Unit 10 Perth Trading Estate, 
Perth Avenue, Slough SL1 4XX.| 
^ 0753 551888 y 

CHECKOUT 

BRILLIANCE 

Features 
• •••••••O O 
Does almost everything DPaint4-AGA 
can do end more, and it does it more 
quickly. But it lacks some features that 
truly professional 24-bit painting 
software should have. 

Documentation 
••••tooooo 
Disappointing - less than half the size 
of the DPaint4AGA manual, and no 
colour at all, even when it would have 
helped an explanation. No AmigaGuide 
on-line help. 

Ease of Use 
••••••••O O 
The intuitive user interface makes up 
for the mediocre manual h although 
many of the panels are very cluttered 
and hence appear confusing until you 
are used to them. 

Speed 
•••••••••O 
Except for a very few functions, most 
notably anti-aliasing and loading 
pictures and anims into TrueBrilliance, 
both painting programs outperform the 
competition by miles. 

Value for Money 
••#••••000 
Brilliance's comparatively high price and 
lack of professional image-processing 
features take off some of the shine. 

Overall rating 
•••••••GOO 
I bet you were expecting 9 or 10. Go 
elsewhere if you want a knee-jerk 
reaction. But it s early days yet - the 
next version couid be a killer. 
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OUR EXPERTS TACKLE YOUR REAL-LIFE PROBLEMS 

Got a knotty problem? Can't see the 

wood for the trees? Getting saw? 

Turn the page for the plane answers! 

USING THE ICONS TO FIND WHAT A QUESTION'S ABOUT 
Questions 
that raise 
basic 
probiems 
or deal 

with elementary issues 
feature this icon. 

Ennm 

This icon s 
for general 
Amiga- 
related 
queries or 

This is the 
icon youMI 
find next 
to queries 
related to 

questions that don't fall 
under other headings, 

the whole area of 
desktop publishing. 

Questions 
about 
monitors, 
including 
television 

display problems, will 
feature this icon, 

This icon's 
for queries 
relating to 
general 

jHARDWARE| hardware, 
excluding kit covered by 
other headings. 

BUYING 

This icon 
indicates a 
question 
asking for 
buying 

advice in any area, 
hardware or software. 

If a query 
concerns 
printers, 
printer 
drivers and 

hardcopy problems, this 
is the icon you'll find. 

PRINTERS 

Questions 
about 
coding (no 
matter 
which 

language) will have this 
icon next to them. 

This one's 
for queries 
about 
using your 
Amiga with 

video hardware such as 
genlocks or digitisers. 

fc'JI.H.l I MUSIC 

This icon 
is for 
questions 
about 
MIDI, 

Queries 
about 
specific 
software 

SOFTWARE | packages 

TEBn 

EEEZl 

If your 
question 
relates to 
comrns, 
including 

s a m p i i ng, sy nth es ize rs 
and music software. 

or programs have this 
icon next to them. 

modem problems, this 
is the icon we'll use. 
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NO PROBLEM! 

elio and welcome to our 
magazine within a 
magazine - the place 
where we endeavour to 

solve ail of your Amiga-related 
problems. We'll deal with any sort 
of problem, no matter how trivial or 
complex, no matter what aspect of 
the Amiga It Involves. We devote 
more space than any other 
magazine to this service, and we 
use Icons and jargon-busting boxes 
extensively to make sure you can 
find your way around the pages as 
easily as possible. We also try to 
put the problems in as wide a 
context as possible, so that their 
solutions will benefit not Just the 
person who has written in, but all 

F you with related problems. 
We draw on the services of a 

atented team of Amiga enthusiasts, 

Gus Chandler is the man who 
coordinates the biggest problem- 
solving section in any Amiga mag 
ail of whom are widely regarded as 
experts in their fields. Mark Smiddy 
is our AmigaDOS expert. Jeff Walker 

is our DTP, fonts and printer 
correspondent. Then there's Gary 
WhfteJey, an expert on video 
applications and graphics. Jason 
Holbom has mastered the 
intricacies of AMOS, and with his 
advice you'll be abte to do likewise. 
Jason a [so has an encyclopedic 
knowledge of what's available in the 
PD world. If you have a query about 
comms then we'll set recent star of 
the small screen Dave Winder on 
the case. Toby Simpson is our 
expert code clinician, if you're 
experiencing problems with anything 
from C to assembler, try taxing his 
little grey cells instead. You'll find 
his special Code Clinic section - in 
which he removes the bugs from 
your programs - on page 54- Wlff 
Rees is a man with an education - 
wellP an expert on educational 

software, at least He's also got a 
jolly useful all-round knowledge of 
Amiga hardware and software. Last 
but by no means least rs Jolyon 
Ralph - he also knows lots about 
hardware, and specialises in hard 
drives and CD-ROM systems. 

So that's our batch of boffins - 
the rest is up to you. Keep those 
problems rolling in Jf you've got any 
tips or hints to share then send 
them to us and you could soon be a 
tenner richer. Please mark the 
envelope Tips 

Please don't include an SAE 
with your questions - we simply 
receive too much mail to be able to 
offer a personal reply service. 

■ f you send in a question for the Amiga Answers experts, please fill 
I in and include the form below (or a photocopy if you don't want to 
I cut up your magazine). And please also make sure that you include 
I all the relevant details - version numbers of software and so on - 

so that we have the best chance of helping you. 
Send your form and question to: Amiga Answers, Amiga Shopper, 30 

Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW. Sony, but we cannot reply 
personally to any questions - even if you include an SAE. 

Hard disk: Mb as DH : Manufacturer 

Extra RAM fitted - type, size In Mb and manufacturer 

Details of any other hardware which could help us to answer your question: 

Name: _ 

Address: 

Now, use tills space to describe your problem, including as much relevant 
Information as possible. Please continue on a separate sheet if necessary. 

Your machine*   

A500   □     ASOO Plus □    A600   □    A1000 Q  A1200 Q  

A1500 Q     A2000     □    A3000 □   A4OO0 □    

Approximate age of machine:   __ .  

Klokstart version (displayed at the "Insert Workbench" prompt)   

1.2 □ 1.3 Q 2.x □ .   

Workbench revision (written on the Workbench disk)  . .  

1.2 Q      1.3 Q      1.3.2 □     2.04/2.05 □     2.1 □    3.0 Q .  

PCB revision (if known). Do not take your machine apart Just to look _ . .   

for this!   ~  

Total memory fitted (see AVAIL in Shell for Workbench 1.3)  „  . !  

Chip memory available (see AVAIL In Shell) m _ .  

Agnus chip (if known)   —  

Extra drive #1 (3.Sin/5.251 n) as DF : Manufacturer  „   

Extra drive #2 (3.51n/5.25ln) as DF_: Manufacturer — _ -  
AS 32 
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DISK FULL 
I am a complete 
beginner. I have an 
Amiga 600 with 
Kickstart 2 and 
Workbench 3. I've had 

it one month. I have no hard disk 
and just the one (Internal) disk 
drive. How oan I get my Canon BJ- 
lOex to work with DPalnt 3? I have 
tried Installing a printer driver, but 
all I get Is "Disk (DPalnt 3) Full" 
message. I have tried using other 
printers, like an Epson, but to no 
avail. 
K Spooner 
C fact on 
Essex 

I hope you've made a mistake about 
which version of Workbench you are 
using. You should be using 
Workbench 2>04t 2.05 or 2.1. 
Workbench 3 was designed for use 
with the HAGAir Amigas - the 1200 
and 4000 - and should not be used 
with any other Amiga. Check again. 
The version number will be clearly 

printed on the label of your original 
Workbench disk, Even so, select the 
About item from the Workbench 
menu. It should say Kickstart version 
38. x and Workbench version 38.x, 
where 41 x" means any number. The 
^38" is the important bit - Kickstart 
3 and Workbench 3 will be version 
39. x. If you are using Workbench 3, 
contact your dealer and ask for the 
correct Workbench 2 disks, 

Chapter 9 of the Workbench 
manual deals with printers and 
printer drivers, There are step-by-step 
instructions on installing a driver 
under the Printer Drivers heading, 
You must copy the driver from the 
Devs/Prlnters drawer on the Extras 
disk into the Devs/Printers drawer on 
your Workbench disk. The term 
"Devs/Printers" means in the 
drawer called Printers that is in the 
drawer called Devs. (if you are using 
Workbench 2.1 the Printers drawer 
will be in the Storage drawer on the 
Extras disk). If you can't see the 
Devs drawer, click once anywhere in 
the disk window and select the 

ROMBO'S VIDI AMIGA 12 - A CORRECTION 
III a reply to a query from J Bums of Sunderland, Tyne & Wear, in Amiga 
Shopper 30, we said that the Vidi Amiga 12 software install script 
overwrites Workbench 3.0 system files with older release 2.0 files, causing 
the machine to crash and requiring the reinstallation of Workbench. We 
would like to point out that this was true in version 1 of the software, but 
this was superseded 18 months ago and all new versions do not have this 
problem, Rombo Productions     0506 414631} will send an upgrade out to 
any owner of the Vidi Amiga 12 who asks for one. The Vidi Amiga 12 
digitiser package currently costs £99,95, Apologies for any confusion. 

Workbench Window/Show/All Files 
menu item - that means the All Flies 
item from the Show sub-menu In the 
Windows menu on the Workbench 
title bar. 

Workbench 2.1 comes with a 
proper BJ-10 driver, but 2.04 and 
2.05 do not so you should install 
the EpsonQ driver and ensure that 
the BJ-lOex dip switches have been 
set so that the printer in is Epson 
mode. (The manual will give you 
details of this.) 

After copying the printer driver on 
to the Workbench disk you must then 
run the Prefs/PrInter program and 

select and save the EpsonQ driver as 
your preference. 

Now, to use this driver with 
DPaintf or any program come to that, 
you must afways boot with the 
Workbench disk, not with the DPalnt 
disk, then remove the Workbench 
disk, insert the DPaint disk, open the 
DPaint disk window and double-click 
on the DPaint icon. 

During all this, and even while 
running DPaint you may be asked to 
re-insert the Workbench disk. Fed up 
with swapping disks? Then buy an 
external floppy drive or a hard drive. 
Always remember that the Amiga was 

A PARCEL OF PRINTOUT PUZZLERS 

■J:ii:m:H 

X- How do I stop my colour printer 
ribbon from becoming contaminated 
with black? 
2. Why Is my printer ribbon fraying 
at the edges, and how do I prevent 

this happening in future? 
3. What is the ideal printer driver for my Citizen 
Pro-dot 24 using Citizen Print Manager? 
4. My printer is very noisy when printing. Is there 
any way to add a "quiet mode" of some sort? 
5. I will be buying a DeskJet 500 Colour printer. 
In Amiga Shopper IB you did a review of a public 
domain PostScript driver called Post Would this 
be a suitable driver for the Deskfet? 
6. Would I be able to Install Post on Final Copy 
2? 
7. Can the maximum dpi of a printer be 
changed? Is It a hardware or software 
limitation? 
8. Imagesetters output at high resolution. When 
does It become Irrelevant how many dots per 
Inch an output device can print at? That Is, at 
what level of resolution does it make no 
difference to the human eye? 
9. Does the screen resolution chosen In Deluxe 
Paint have any effect on quality of the printed 
output? 
10. How do I get a scanned image that Is 4ln 
wide and lin high to print out at the same size in 
360 by 360 dpi from Deluxe Paint? 
11. How wide and high is a low-resolution screen 
with respect to height and width in inches when 
out putting to paper? 
A J Baldwin 
Thomaby 
Cleveland 

A      1. You can't, There's really no 
practical way of getting at the print 

^^•^^ head pins to clean them after you've 
CAUTION finished printing in black - and you 

shouldn't try, because the print head can stay 
dangerously hot for some time after printing. If 
the ribbon is picking up black from the paper, try 
printing the colours before you print the black. 
2. Because itfs getting worn out- Buy a new one, 
3. Citizen Print Manager doesn't come with a 
driver for the Preset. You could try one of the 
other 24-pin drivers like the Swift24 or 224. You 
should phone Citizen Technical Help (w 0753 
584111} and whinge at them about it, 
4. No. Your only solution is to buy one of those 
sound-proofing boxes they use in offices to reduce 
the noise levef from dot-matrix printers. Or buy a 
quieter printer of course, like a laser or Inkjet 
5. No. The DeskJet is not a PostScript printer, 
6. Yes, but what's the point? 
7. No. it's a hardware limitation. 
8. True "typeset quality" is impossible to achieve 
at anything less than 5,000 dpi, but the untrained 
human eye can't really discern the difference 
between lt270 and 2r540 dpi, the two 
resolutions used by most PostScript 
imagesetters. For greys that look like solid 
shades of grey as opposed to patterns of dots, 
60Q dpi is a minimum, 
9. Indirectly, yes, See 10 and 11 below, 
10. In the Deluxe Paint Print requester there are 
%Wlde and %Hlgh gadgets, and you use these to 
scale the output. What percentage you have to 
scale by to get the image to print at the same 
size as the original depends upon what resolution 
you scanned at: 
* If you scanned at 400 dpi, scale to 19%. 
* tf you scanned at 300 dpi, scale to 25%. 
* If you scanned at 200 dpi, scale to 38%. 
* If you scanned at 100 dpi, scale to 75%. 
11. This is not really a sensible question. 
Depending on what printer and printer driver you 
are using, what your Preferences settings are, and 
what program is doing the printing, Lo-Res 
screens (320 by 256 pixels) may print out at 

different sizes* On top of this, screen resolutions 
and printer resolutions don't match perfectlyT so 
some more automatic scaling is normally applied. 

Deluxe Paint, for example, will print a 640 x 
512 pixel screen the same width and height on 
paper as a 320 x 256 pixel screen. How does it 
know what size to print the picture? Well, it takes 
its cue from the Paper Sfce, Print Pitch and Right 
Margin settings in Workbench Printer 
preferences, and then scales the image to print at 
the largest size possible. 

Look, try an experiment. In Workbench Printer 
preferences change the Print Pitch to 12-Elfte, 
and the Right Margin to 60. Hit the Use button 
so you don't save these silly settings 
permanently. Now run Deluxe Paint (without 
rebooting the Amiga, else you'll lose the prefs 
settings), turn the screen background white and 
draw a btack border all around the screen - one 
pixel thick will do; doesn't matter what screen 
mode you are in. Now Print that picture. Select 
the left-hand placement gadget and select Yes for 
a form feed before hitting the Print button, 

When it's done, get out your ruler and 
measure from the left-hand edge of the paper to 
the right-hand edge of the box that has been 
printed, it's about five inches, is it not? 

That's because a Right Margin of 60 
characters at 12-Elite Print Pitch (12 characters 
per inch} has told the Amiga that the page width 
is effectively 5 inches - 60 divided by 12 is 5. 
Tills has overridden the normal page width that is 
governed by the Paper Size option. The reason it 
is not exactly five inches is that the image has 
been scaled and small number-rounding errors 
have occurred, 

Change the Print Pitch to 10-Plca and the 
same picture will print about 6 inches wide - 60 
divided by 10 equals 6. 

So your question is the same as asking how 
long is a length of elastic. JW 
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designed to be booted from the 
Workbench disk as supplied by 
Commodore, not anyone else's 
version of a Workbench disk, even if 
that software suggests that you boot 
from its disk and not Workbench. If 
you do not boot from a proper 
Workbench disk it will be impossible 
for mer or anyone else, to help with 
your problems. 

To get a proper BJ-lOex driver 
call Canon Technical Support on 
» 081 647 4044 and ask for the 
free Canon Drivers disk. JW 

SOUNDS BAD... 
I bought a second-hand 

LTTft - Amiga 500 six months 
1 ago with a Philips 

CM6833 monitor, but 
the monitor has 

recently developed a "beating" 
sound In the right-hand speaker and 
total loss of all other sound output. 
D Mclver 
New Cumnock 
Ayrshire 

If possible test the monitor with 
another Amiga and the Amiga with 
another monitor in order to isolate 
whether the problem is Amiga or 
monitor. If there is a fault with the 
monctor then a qualified TV repair 
technician Is your best bet - 
monitors contain very high voltages 
that are potentially lethal and best 
left in expert hands. 

If it's the Amiga then try one of 
the repair shops which advertise in 
Amiga Shopper. In any case, don't try 
to do the work yourself unless you 
are confident you know what you are 
doing* GW 

AMOS ANGST 
J already have AMOS 
and I am considering 
upgrading to AMOS 
Professional. I have 
read very good reports 

about AMOS Professional, but 
considerable doubts have now 
started to creep into my mind, I 
phoned Shadow Software to enquire 
about their Tome extension for 
AMOS and was Informed that Tome 
Is not compatible with AMOS 
Professional- The guy I spoke to 
didn't seem too worried about this 
either - according to Shadow, no 
one is using AMOS Professional 
anyway! He said all the top 
"professional" AMOS coders are 
still using the "classic" version of 
AMOS. This seems to be a rather 
strange view, especially from a 
software house that is reliant on the 
success of AMOS. 

If AMOS Pro Is bugged, why is it 
that none of the reviewers has 
mentioned this? A list of known 
bugs and how to get around them 
would be very useful Indeed and 
would certainly help potential 

buyers decide whether AMOS 
Professional is more trouble than its 
worth. 

My personal view Is that If 
AMOS Professional is half as good 
as the reviewers claim, then It'll 
still be a very good package Indeed. 
That is, providing the product Is not 
so bugged that it's unusable! If It Is, 
why have Eurepress failed to 
address these problems? They have, 
after all, released a total of three 
"updater" disks for the language! 
N Oorrigan 
Northampton 

Something tells me that the person 
you spoke to at Shadow Software 
was Aaron Fothergill, who is well 
known for his dislike of AMOS 
Professional. Aaron has expressed 
these views to me also, but as far as 
f m concerned, they're totally 
unfounded. I've even spoken to 
Richard Vanner, product manager at 
Eurepress Software, for comment on 
Aaron's views and Richard states 
categorically that AMOS Professional 
had no bugs that they were aware of. 
As a "professional" user of AMOS 
(lFm not sure about the "top" bit!), 1 
use AMOS Professional and I've 
certainly found very few bugs in it. 
Indeed, I've just put the final touches 
to a book on AMOS programming 
entitled Ultimate AMOS (available in 
a bookstore near you very soon!) 
which includes a disk containing over 
BOOK of source code, every single 
"K" of which was coded in AMOS 
Professional, About the only major 
bug that I've ever encountered is 
with AM0STs "Dual Playfield" 
command - which, incidentally, 
doesn't work properly under the 
"classic" version of AMOS either 

I think that Aaron is creating a lot 
of problems for himself by not 
making Tome AMOS Professional 
compatible. More and more AMOS 
users are upgrading to AMOS Pro 
and it's only a matter of time before 
another software house jumps in and 
fills the gap. 

At the end of the day, it's down 
to you to decide whether or not you 
should upgrade to AMOS 

■ J:inH:H 

Professional. With the AMOS Pro 
compiler now out on the streets, 
AMOS Professional certainly lives up 
to its name. On the rare occasions I 
do have to switch back to to test that 
my AMOS Pro code is downwardly 
compatible, AMOS ""classic" seems 
positively prehistoric! JH 
* For a full review of the AMOS Pro 
compiler, see Amiga Shopper 30, If 
you missed that issue, our back 
issues service is on page 90. 

ANOTHER SERIAL 
MURDER 

I recently bought a 
second-hand Citizen 
120D printer. The only 
problem Is that Instead 
of the usual parallel 

interface, it is fitted with a serial 
one. 

I have made myself a basic 
serial cable to connect it to the 
serial port of my Amiga 500 by 
connecting pins 7 to 7 (ground), 1 
to 2, and 2 to 1 (crossing the TXD 
and RXO connections). This cable 
has enabled me to print text files, 
but only by copying files to SER: 
from a Shell because my text editor 
only supports parallel printers. 

However, I have Deluxe Paint, 
and this has a serial driver option. 
The problem is 1 don't knew the 
correct configuration for the 
printer's dip switches (there are 16) 
and I don't know whether 1 should 
have more wires connected in my 
lead In order to print graphics. 

I have been experimenting with 
various combinations of switches. 
Most combinations print nothing at 
allT or a full page of garbage. One 
combination prints the top Inch or 
so perfectly, then stops. 

Is it possible for you to tell me 
what cable and dip switch settings I 
should use, and do you have an 
address for Citizen? 
D J Butcher 
Horbury Bridge 
West Yorks 

To get the details of the serial 
interface and the dip switch settings 
you'll need a manual. To get the 

JARGON BUSTING 

Accelerator - A device which either 
includes a central processor like 
the Amiga's, or a more advanced 
one in the same range, but 
operating at a higher speed. An 
accelerator is useful for calculation- 
intensive applications, such as 3-D 
rendering. 

Printer driver - A program that sits 
between any applications program 
producing output and the printer. It 

converts any codes describing text 
and graphics format into a form 
suitable for a specific printer. 

Serial port - An interface at the 
back of the Amiga, used mainly for 
connecting to a modem for 
communications purposes. With 
the serial port, data is sent at one 
eighth of the speed of the parallel 
port, which is more usually used for 
connecting to a printer. 

manual you'll have to contact Citizen, 
I wouldn't write them a letter if I were 
you, it'll just end up on that massive 
pile of other letters that have yet to 
be answered. Phone them on 0753 
584111. While you1 re there, ask how 
to go about swapping the serial 
interface for a parallel one, JW 

POWER PROBLEMS 
My power supply has a 
fault that appears to lie 
In the Thyristor marked 
RBX44Y018. I would 
like to do the repair 

myself, but I cannot find anywhere 
that stocks individual components. 
If, in your opinion, I should have the 
supply repaired, where should I have 
it done? Alternatively, should 1 get a 
replacement unit? 
Alex Baldwin 
Thorn a by 
Cleveland 

There are a number of stockists 
specialising 3n electronic spares 
such as this - in particular, Tandy 
and Maplin both have stores near 
yout in Middlesbrough. Maplinhs mail 
order sales number is 0702 
554161: Customer Services (non- 
technical enquiries) 0702 552911. 
You could also try Bond & Mason in 
Church Roadt Stockton, and 
Burniston Electronics on Borough 
Road in Middlesbrough. 1 could not 
find the equivalent spare in any of 
the usual component lists and it 
might be a custom-made part but 
Burniston1 s suggested that if you 
brought the unit to them they would 
try to ascertain a suitable equivalent, 

A number of regular advertisers 
in Amiga Shopper can supply you 
with a replacement power supply. 
The trick is to shop around, although 
I suspect most will be selling 
replacement switching power 
suppiies for around £40. It is 
possible to use a standard PC power 
supply by fitting the correct plug, but 
this Es not an option I recommend. 
MS 

PULLING A FAST ONE? 
I have purchased a 
MicroBotics M1230XA 
accelerator for the 
A1200. The card 
contained a 50MHz 

68030 chip with MMU and 4Mb of 
RAM-1 have some problems with it: 
1. When I'm using software such 
as SYS1NFO and AtBBr they indicate 
that the MMU is present, but not 
on. How do I switch my MMU on? 
2. When the extra 4Mb of RAM is 
added, certain programs refuse to 
work properly. Home Accounts 2 
will not allow a date to be entered 
correctly. I am not using the clock 
supplied with the M1230XA, but the 
Prima clock module instead. I don't 

continued on page 45 
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New Horizon Computers 

The Hard Drive Specialist 

  

Amiga 1200/Hard Drive 

Desktop Dynamite now Available 

SO MEG Phone For Latest Prices 40MEG 

£465.00 
INC VATS DELIVERY 

£389.00 
INC VAT & DELIVERY 

I   LI L J 
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Other 

Sixes Available 

Call for Latest Prices 

HARD DRIVE DIY KITS FOR 

A1200 OR A600 
INCLUDES HD TOOL BOX AND INSTALL 3.0/2.0 

I PHONE FOR LATEST LOW LOW PRICESl 

20, 40, 63, 80, 85, 128, 137 & 210 Meg in Stock Now II! 

MONITORS 

m 

MODEL SIZE DOT RES SOUND SCAN PRICE 

Philips 8833 MIc II 14" ,31 LOW YES 15KHZ POA 1 
Commodore 1084 ST 14" .31 LOW YES 15KHZ POA 
Commodore 1960 14" .31 MED NO MULR POA 
Commodore 1940 14" .39 MED YES DUAL POA 
Commodore 1942 14" .28 MED YES DUAL POA 
Mic rovftec C ubs<o n 14" .28 MED NO MULT! POA 
New Horizon Vanilla 15" .28 HIGH NO MULTI POA 
New Horizon Vanilla 17" .31 HIGH NO MULTI POA 

SALES HOTLINE 0989 750260 TECH SUPPORT 0989 750337 

INCLUDES 2 YR 

EXTENDED WARRANTY 

INSTALLATION 
I New Horizon will collect your Amiga, fit the drive of yourl 
choice and deliver it back to you within 48 hours.  Full| 

112 month RTB Warranty on your Computer when we 
I install the drive. Wang UK carry out our repairs. Phone! 
lour Sales Hotline for further details. 

SPECIAL OFFER 

A1200 BLIZZARD 

32 BIT TRAPDOOR 

MEMORY AND FPU ACCELERATORS 
Includes Real Time Clock and Zero Wail State Memory 

MODEL CONFIGURATION PRICE 
A1200/4 
A1200/4A 
A1200/4B 
A1200/4C 
ADD4 

4 MEG 32 BIT FAST MEMORY 
4 MEG PLUS 14 MHZ 68881 
4 MEG PLUS 20 MHZ 68882 
4MEG PLUS 33 MHZ 68882 

ADDITIONAL 4 MEG MEMORY 

£179.00 
£228.00 
£258.00 
£278.00 
£159.00 

IOW TO ORDER 
1. By Phone. Next Day Delivery on small items 
please add £5,00. Next Day Delivery on 
computers/ Monitors and Printers add £12.00 

2* By Post. Send a cheque or Postal Order mode 
payable to New Horizon Computers and post with 
your order to 

New Horizon Computers (Mail Order) 
High Hope, Lee, 
Ross on Wye, Herefordshire HR9 7LN   

CREDIT CARDS WELCOME 331 





Unru I fcK <-bN I Kb tPMKi I L.UriKU I bKCbtN I Kb 
OMPUTER CENTRE <DFIRST COMPUTER CENTRE 

PRIMA A500 &A600 RAM BH J4*1 ME* 
f    iYEAR A 
^WARRANTY )l) AA n ^  ASOOP A600 

Unpopulated ...only £16.99...£23.99 
Populated to S12K„only £ I 9,99„.£28+99 
Populated to I Mb...only £28.99..,£33.99 
2 Mb A600 OR A1200 RAM card £ 1f4.99 
4 Mb A600 OR A1200 RAM card.H 69.99 

AMIGA A500 512K RAM by PR/MA 
for the original I .2/ L3 AM\GL.Qt\\y £ I 3 . 99 

(PhlKS I UUriKU I bK t-blN I Kb QPMKS I LUHfU I tt 
OFIRST COMPUTER CENTRE OFIRSTr 

ROM BO PRODUCTS! 

MPUTER CENTRE <3>FIRST COMPUTER CENTRE OFIRST COMPUTER CENTRE <J>FIRST COMPUTER <I 



OPEN SUNDAY 10 
LATE NIGHT PRI 

■3PM 
SALES: 0274 691115 

CALLERS 

TRILOGICl 

UNIT 1, 
253 HEH WORKS RD, 
BRADFORD, UK, 
BD12 OOP Eat 19*4 
FAX 0274 6001BO 

SALES 
0274 69 11 IS 

OPEtf EVERY DAY 

AG 39 fcrtdford 
urn 

ALL  PRICES   INCLUDE VAT 

ACCESS VISA SWITCH 
DELTA CONNECT AMEX 
SNITCtJ   CARD*  ACCEftSED TOR 

TEXEFBO*! ORDER* 
PAAT FROFB0 6IQVAI* MAILQKCKK 

SAXEDAl DESPATCH J 1> Order by phone using Tour credit, I charge, cr debit cord- 1 2) Order by Hail - sending cheque I bunkers draft cr postal orders I payable to HI LOGIC. 1 3) PI Ml* add part postage i pec ting I of cl,CC to small orders under HOD I or 12.09 to small orders over 1100. I Large/hMvy or fragile items sent by I overnight carrier only +15.50. I Overnight carrier    - any order I + i5 .S-J   dJc MainLand only ♦ Scottish I Highlands E7.50)    REWARD. fllO.OOp | EIRE + S2D ,    OR Saturday delivery   - add El2.00 | [Rot available to Scottish Highlands Goods remain our property until paid lor in full. 'Subject to goods being in stock. 
PRINTERS J 

CITIZEN SWIFT 90 © 
COLOUR £lfi9.99 

CITIZEN SWIFT 240 O 
COLOUR £254.99 

|tj0*e*   AMIGA 1200 HDs 
RACK K CHASE PACK OR 

DESKTOP DYNAMITE* 

*ADD £60 FOR DESKTOP 
DYNAMITE PACK 

A1200+64MEG HD 
A1200+80MEG HD 
A1200+120MEG HD 
A1200+170HEG HD 
A1200+250MEG HD 
A1200+340HEG HD 
Al2 00 + 42 0MEG HD 

OPTIONAL 2ND 

;rrriD]r 
INTERNAL EXTERNAL 
£439,99 
£489.99 
£519.99 

N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 

1*1■** 

N/A 
O N/A 
O £469,99 
M £489.99 
m £549.99 
E £609.99 
W £709.99 

YEAR WARRANTY £27.99 

AMIGA 600/1200 2.5"  & 3.5"  IDE HARD DRIVES 
3.5*" IDE 
EXTERNAL 
N/A 
£199*99 

N £219,99 
_ £249.99 E£279.99 
W£349.99 

£449.99 
vhilf U mit if 7011 take out 

on« of our low co»t Extended WerrentlM, 
Othwnria* £19,00 fitting charge. 

2.5" IDE 
INTERNAL 

80MEG only £199.99 
120MEG only £269.99 O 
170MEG only N/A 
210MEG only £339.99 O 
256MEG only N/A 
340MEG only N/A 
420MSG only N/A 

PP. ICE * rormatted, 
p«rtitioi»d t bootabl* 
driv* r««4f to ua*. 
* 141* driv* cablet 
with XBt«r«l drLvmm) 
Colour Matched Alloy 
«■* IT Id* cable) with 
external drives■ 
* HD  PREP DISK * 
* RECQVEST  UINTA . 

2.5": 1,5" i 3-5" 121-99 

asir* 

BACKUP thfltli 

AG* 

CItilSR «H1FT 3 0O E19*.M COLOUR MODEL t2Z4.99<| | 
HP DESKJET 

550 COLOUR £499.99 
| HP DESKJET 510 £259*99 

CANON BJC600 COLOUR 
360DPI INKJET £599.99 

RICOH LP1200 LASER 
PRINTER    £784.99 O 

SAMSUNG B/tf PRINTERS 
19 PIN £129.99 
|24PIN £210.99 
24PIN WIDE £281.99 

j 8PPM LASER £586.99 
FREE ON SITE WARRANTY 

ACCESSORIES 
I AMIGA PRIN7ZR CABLE l.flu ...E9-99J 1 3r £l2.99p 5m   EU.99; LOn . E19.99 
IM-K or M-F BJCTNSIOH CABLE ?» 1 PRIMER STANDS    £7*99) £   ... 112.99 1 RIBBON REINKIPG SPRAT  Ell.99 1 120D/9/9D/200/240 BLK S. IB BOH I 9/9Q/2BD/24U COLOUR RIBBONS    US.99 I PAOJET INK CARTRIDGE  .Ell.99 I LABELS, iaaD*i,5'X3.5" ..... 17.99 I M?BR fiOGRH 7000 SBEETS mi Ell.99 ] 7WAT PflTWTER SHARE*  £25 ,99 I 3wAr PAINTER SHARER  . £33.99 I 4WAT PAINTER SBARER,  El4.99 I Pot thering one printer with several I I computers Pitted with H^tf eocJtet*- I Prices include  7* Jtway  Printer to | ] switch cable. 

AMIGA 4000»^""""" 
PLEAS E TOOEE POR LATEST PRICK 
A4Q91  SCSI INTERFACE        £214,99 

ADD PC COMPATIBILITY 
FROM ONLY £299.99 

VORTEX 166 PC CARD     £299.99 0 
VORTEX 466 PC CARS 1999.990 

RIVCI IRIM BWM HASTER1RC- AMIGA AREXX ...... KASTERTH-G AMIGA DOS 1 VOL 1 hAS"BRING AMIGA DOS 2 VOL 1 MASTS*.TUG WOWRBRCF 2  MASTCRTNG AMIGA DOS J VOL 1 MASTERING AMIGA C  MAS TARING AMIGA FRIRTRRrS MAST1UJNG AMIGA. ASSSHBLER .. MASTERING AMIGA ST51 EM   HASTURING AMIGA AMOS ,  MASTERING AMIGA - 9RGIRNS&S ABOQ    INSID2K. EflDE A12QD INSiDS* CL-10t   
VIDEOS iSLUXE FAINT I VIDEO ....... RANGED' DEL USE PAlNT 4 

til,95 tJl,95 tl9,9S £19.95 cn.95 f.19.95 L15.M £74,95 £29,95 £19.95 
£14,9S E14,9S 

ADD A SECOND HARD DRIVE 
FROM ONLY £139.99 
IDE £1JS>.99    SCSI R/A 

17CHEQ IDE £179.99    SCSI E199.99 
25QMEG IDC £239-99    SCAI £249,99 
JeOMEO IDE £299.99    SCSI £319.99 

IDE £^99,99    SCSI £419 
A1200 UPGRADES < 

—1 ft 3^lT 

Includes 680JO runging at 4DMHzf 6B8E2 socket for PPD+ Bss tvo ]Zbit iilUU IRtt. 
WITH MO fpn t   Otovt  1944.99 HIT! 4HK9 ae tn U7f .9} mm utt * tit*2 ..i*7t.ii KIT! fCSI I/PACI ........ Mft 

32BIT MEMORY/CLOCK CARD MITE 
FPU SOCKET £74.99 

AMIGA 600/1200 EXTERNAL    3.5" HARD DRIVE HOUSING 
« COLOUR HATCHED  ALLOT CASE 
* TAKES 3.5" IDE OR SCSI DRIVES, 
" IDE ADAPTOR 4 2,3" CABLE inc pwtl connector. 
» HO lESTALL / PREP DISK 
* IlTEIUtAL PSU SOCKET o.t 9w Mfc wwiii »^tr»j>  

EXTERNAL DISK DRIVES 
3.5" EXT DRIVE £47.99        ROCLITS RF382AV O £57.99 

BOTH PR IVES ARE f ULLT COMPATIBLE WITH AM- A^TCAS * HAVR OS /OFF SWITCH * THUD POJtT 

i AMIGA 500 HARD DRIVES & UPGRADESf 

£10.99 
For tonn»Cting uptfi 1 davicei to /oiir computers PRINTER PORT - Switch to computer lead incudedt- StnKw ' UCMC tot printers; or Short for Digit is er scennsr 4 sarplerfl- 

2way  -  £2 4.99  iac Cftbl* 
3wmj - £27.99 ins cable 
4wey - £29.99 inc cable 

RBEPt OUT DU1T t LIQUIDf. Pit inuflljf QVtr fpur heyboerd - moulded to fit over each key( but flexible enough to type through unhindered- Available for s 11 AMIGA a * please itate which. 
STANDARD DUST COVERS 

AMIGA SC-£76&0/12flD   ......... E4.99 AMIGA 3000/4DOD RRTROAM ...£3.99 SMI FT 90/ 200/ 2« ............ 16 ■ 99 1QR4/RR2J MONITOR EG. 99 CUll&CAH/ 1960/ 19*0 MONITOR ..E7.99 

MONITORS 

PHILIPS COMMODORE 
CM8S33nfc2 1084S 
£189.99 O £189.99 O 

TRILOGIC MULTISCAN 14 
lEI-RES COLOUR MONITOR 

£399.99 
20* CUBSCAN £949.99 O 

COMMODORE 1942 
14"  STEREO MONITOR 

£377.99 O 
1901 MONITOR 

JCONVERSION from £49.99 I I we can convert your 19(1 L men i tor to |work on thge Amiga, Lead included. Please phone (or detsila. 

GYP SERIES II HDB+ hi Meg   for A5G{1 - PRICE DCW9 -   1191,9* O GVP SERIRS II MUe* 90 Meg   (or ASM ^ PRICE D-Odra -   E292.9J 4> GVP SERIES II 170mag   for A509 - PRICE DOWN -   1349.99 O GVP SERIES II    HCR    tor A1500/2000    - V0 DRIVR EI 19.99 GVT SERIRS II BCR * 43ffl*g    for M50O/3O&D E191.99 0 GVP SEHIES II BCB * BDmeg    for A1500/20QD E292-99 O CYF A3JO COMBOS with 00Mb drive £4 75.95 O GVP ASJD COMSOS with 170Mb drive E547.99 O 
VORTBK AT OflCE PLCIS JBfi PC BMIATQE P« A5DQ £189.99 CVP PC28ft PC EMDLATOR CARP ROR SERIES II HARD DRIVES t99.99 fiOiDEW QA"E JSfiEK PC CARD FOR AISOQ/^QOO /4DD0 E299.99 O GOlDBti GATE 486SX PC CARD   FOR AlSOO/7000 MO00        £599.99 O OPTIORAL DRIVE COHTROLLER CBIP FOR GOtDEN GATE EJ4+99 117 S03B7SK55 CO-PAOCflSSOK FO& GOLDEN GATE £69.99 

A590 £ GVP 
SCSI DRIVE 
UPGRADES 

170MEO  £199.99 O 
250KEO £249.99 O 

LARGER SIXES 
AVAILABLE 

IGVP GENLOCK £289.99 O 
[ROCGEH PLUS       £139.99 

PRO VIDEO PROCESSOR 
ONLY £149.99 

A standalone   Two input audio i VIDEO HIKER {with SVHS in/out). Has cross lade * fade to black, overlay; wipes< tint 4 2 mic * stereo line inputs* AMAITHC 
VIDI 12 
VXDX 12S*» 

£   78,99 & 
£109.99 
£199.99 

COLOURPIC £199.99 
REHDALE 8802PMC £179-99 
RE HIT ALE 3002 £131.99 

OTP IV 34  from £989.99 

COMPUTER MUSIC DBPT 
SttWDMASTER 999 NW £49^99 IRC AOPJOMASTER i 
TECRN0SO0K0 TORSO I ORLT t34n99 

PC VBRSIOR AVAILA8LB 

For connecting two scart leads to your TV or video 
OTHER MONITOR SWITCHES 

4WA7 SCART SWITCH inc 1 lead .39-99 
V<W\ MOMXTOX SHITCBMINCLUDED (Fitted With iSw&y HQ SOCKETS) 2way inc monitor lead  ...... f.JT-39 4wsy inc monitor lead  nj-99 Typet with 9way slits slso stocked - deduct tJ off above ori£ftl- 

OCIKBXEED 2 HAT NDNITOR 4 
KETEOARD aWITCH. Spin. Din k lS>p HD Monitor SoCAetS For A40DD S-PC* Jway  t29,9 
MONITOR LEADS Larg« rang* available - 
pleeoe enquire, AL1 - MOST TVs WJTH SCART SOCKET TO ALL AMI GAS inc audio lead ..13,99 AL7P CMBB3/1084S MOHITOR. TO ALL AMI GAS inc sound lead  ...... Hi .^9 ALU 9PIN HALE HULTISYNCS LEAD TO JILL AMI GAS , . , ... n 112*99 ALU ISP IN FEMALE 3RW Many iltisync men ito r« E14 * 99 ALU 15PIN MALE ^RCW Many sultlsycic Bonitors  El4-93 PRODUCTIVITY LEAD FOR MDLTISTBC MONITORS 9 or IS plug or sktE19 .99 MOODLATOR EXTENSION LEAD - Reduces podulflior overhang  ».»*.. E10b99 MONITOR SMIVSL ■ . ■ * . , Ell .99 MOHITOR SWIVEL - HBAVT DDTT £14,99 

CD 32 LEADS STOCKED 

I COFT PRO "9W 127.99 O La teat version -    complete with NEW MX 2 Automatic Cyclone ettirnal drive adaptor- Righly succe»aful. 
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continued from page 40 
have these problems when trie 4Mb 
of memory is not added. 
Warren Jouet 
Greenhithe 
Kent. 

Unless you have any programs that 
make use of the MMU, I'm afraid it's 
going to be one of those features of 
your 68030 that you will never know 
is there, and never miss. Programs 
like GigaMem and a lot of 
programmer's development tools 
make extensive use of the MMU, but 
normal day-to-day usage of your 
Amiga is unlikely to touch it. 

With regard to the memory 
problem, it is likely that you have not 
set up your M1230XA properly using 
the SetXA tool. Make sure that you 
have set the memory to the correct 
speed. The instructions are not 
exactly helpful on this subject, I 
know, but we had much the same 
problem with the review board, which 
was solved by changing the RAM 
access speed to a slower setting. 
Also remember to remove the battery 
on the M1230XA if you are not using 
the clock feature. TS 

SAY AAAH... 
Can you please provide 
an example of 
assembly code which 
will determine which 
type of CPUT FPU and 

MMU Is being used, and at what 
speeds they are running? I can 
distinguish 68000, 68010, 68020, 
030 and 040, as well as the FPUs, 
in my program, but I would like to 
go further and determine if the 
processor is an EC/LC version or If 
the 68851 is present. There Is no 
documentation in Commodore's 
Include flies for checking for the 
presence of an MMU, and 1 cannot 
find any information on checking 
CPU/FPU speeds. 
Chris Brown 
Croydon 
Surrey 

Well, if you are successfully 
detecting the various processor 
types, I presume that you are 
checking the AttnRags, present in 
the Exec Base structure, which tells 
you which processors are being used 
and if any FPUs are present. 

The bad news is that you will not 
be able to tell entirely accurately if 
the processor is an EC version or 
not, because quite a lot of EC030 
chips have partially working MM Us. 
You might test one and find that an 
MMU is present, then make use of it 
only to find that it could fail because 
parts might not work correctly. 
Testing for an MMU can be done by 
executing MMU instructions and 
seeing if you get exceptions or not. 
Even if you successfully detect one, 

you cannot be 100% sure that it is a 
fully working one. Make sure you get 
the data sheets for all the chips, 
because LC means different things. 
The LC040, for example, does not 
have an FPU, but does have an 
MMU. (This is easy to check, 
because the 68040 bit would be set 
in Exec Rase r but the bit for 68040 
internal FPU would not) 

As for checking speeds, I can't 
think of any particularly reliable way, 
and J couldn't find anything in the 
documentation- However, if you know 
the speed of a particular instruction 
in cycles, then you can execute it in 
a fixed length of time, and then 
divide it out to get the MHz. Bear in 
mind any caches that might be 
operating. You can do the same 
thing to work out MIPS - but be more 
careful with MIPS: caches can come 
up with some extremely fast speeds 
which are not accurate, since in the 
real world very very few programs 
make good use of caches. TS 

PORT AND LEMON 
I am a GCSE Craft 
Design and Technology 
student and for a 
project that I am 
working on I wish to 

link my A500 to my electronics 
project. For this I wish to use the 
joystick ports for Input and the 
parallel port for output Could you 
please tell me which memory 
locations I have to "Poke" in order 
to use the parallel port for output? I 
wish to use AMOS Basic to control 
the two ports, 
Stuart Adamson 
Taunton 
Somerset 

As it stands, AMOS is perhaps not 
the best language to directly control 
the Amiga's parallel port. A much 
wiser solution would be to treat 
yourself to S witch Soft1 s useful little 
Amiga Input/Output unit, which not 
only provides you with 11 digital 
outputs and 13 inputs, but also 
comes complete with full instructions 
on how to address the I/O unit from 
within AMOS. This little box of tricks 

is available for £27,95 from 
Switch Soft, who can be reached on 
0325 365773. JH 

DO IT LEGALLY 
Whatever I do with 
page lengths and form 
lengths in TransWrite, 
either through the print 
requester or through 

the formatting codes, I cannot get a 
70-line A4 printout. All I get are 11- 
inch prints. What am I doing wrong? 

The other problem I have is with 
the TransSpelf spoiling checker. I 
have made supplementary files for 
inclusions and exceptions to the 
dictionary but I can't find a way to 
make them load automatically Into 
the dictionary when I start It up. 

Could you please make the 
answer simple? As a 
eh ronologi cal I y-d i sad vantaged 
person J need to be led by the hand 
through some things. 
Chris Marquis 
Waltham Chase 

You didn't tell me what make and 
model of printer you are using, so it 
is impossible to be specific with your 
first problem. But if you hit the 
Preferences button in the TransWrite 
Print Document requester, select US 
legal (which is a 14-inch form 
length), select the tick button and 
then enter 70 in the Lines per Page, 
you'll find that you can now print 70 
lines per page. Keep in mind that you 
may not be able to fit 70 lines on a 
page with your particular printer - it 
will depend on what size the printer- 
imposed top and bottom hardware 
margins are. If you had told me what 
printer you were using I could have 
been more specific. (For more on 
page length problems, see the 
feature in Amiga Shopper 29 - It's 
available on page 90 if you missed 
it) 

Pages 38 and 39 of the 
TransWrite manual ("Special 
TransSpell Options") tell you how get 
the spelling checker to load with 
default user and reject (exception) 
dictionaries by adding Tool Types to 
the TransSpett icon, JW 

CHUNKY GRAPHICS 
I bought an A1200 and 
Deluxe Paint IV AG A so 
that I could create 
stunning graphics like 
those I've seen in I.'.MIUMH 

JARGON BUSTING 

CPU - The Central Processing Unit 
is the part of the Amiga that 
controls everything else. It 
executes program instructions and 
performs general mathematical 
computations. 

FPU - A Floating Point Unit is a 
chip that will work in conjunction 
with the CPU to carry out complex 
mathematical tasks. Carrying these 
out in hardware rather than 

software greatly speeds up the 
running of certain programs, 
particularly those that make use of 
3D graphics. 

MMU - A Memory Management 
Unit, included with some 
processors, gives a computer 
greater flexibility over the way it 
manages its memory, it's useful for 
people with the virtual memory 
program GigaMem. 

Amiga Shopper. But when I try to 
draw, the pictures look very blocky 
and jaggy, 

To try to remedy this I've read 
all I can about monitors and I've 
come to the conclusion that It must 
be the TV I am using in place of a 
proper monitor (though it could be 
the crappy mouse which comes with 
the A1200). So I plan on buying a 
monitor and I wondered if you could 
tell me which is better, the 
Commodore 1960 or the 
Commodore 1942? 
NAP 
Pontefract 
W Yorks. 

first, I doubt very much that your TV 
is the culprit - I bel it shows TV 
programmes okay. I'd be more 
inclined to think that you may be 
working in a lo-res mode, for 
instance 320 x 256, where the pixels 
that make up the image are larger 
and as a result tend to produce the 
stepped edges that you describe. Try 
working in a higher resolution, such 
as hi res interlaced (640 x 512) and 
see if this helps before you start 
thinking about buying a monitor. 

Of course buying a monitor is a 
good move, because you'll be able to 
feed it with the much cleaner RGB 
output from the Amiga, but you may 
well find that a Philips CM8833 or 
Commodore 1084 monitor will solve 
your problems - and more cheaply 
than buying a multisync such as the 
1942. Incidentally, the 1960 is no 
longer in production, so the 1942 
would be a better buy, There Is also 
a 1940 monitor, which has a larger 
dot-pitch than the 1942 - that is, 
fewer dots per inch. 

As for blaming the mouse, forget 
it. Although mice can be hard to get 
used to with paint packages, and 
controlling them takes practice, I 
think it's probably the least of your 
worries. Unless it really is broken, of 
course. 

If you are running out of memory 
{2Mb isn't always enough) try 
reducing the number of colours you 
have in the palette, rather than 
reducing the screen resolution, 
because this wiil help avoid the 
jaggies too. GW 

PUSSY PEDIGREES 
I am a cat breeder, and 
now that Km retired i 
have the time to 
produce pedigrees on 
my Amiga instead of 

laboriously printing them by hand on 
pre printed layouts. 

A pedigree is a landscape A4 
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document which has several lines of 
text down and across It. Below the 
text is the box which contains the 
family tree. The box Is divided Into 
four columns. Each column has a 
heading - parents, grandparents 
and so on. The first left-hand column 
Is divided into two boxes. Each box 
contains the registration number, 
sex, name, breed number, colour. 
The second column Is divided into 
four boxes with contents as before, 
The third Is divided into eight boxes, 
with the contents limited to sex, 
name and breed number. The fourth 
is divided into 16 boxes, the 
contents limited to sex and name. 

Typefaces are likely to be 
variable, and the correct selection 
makes for an attractive document. 

Problem. I have a Star LG240- 
200 printer, I also have Wordworth 
2, and that doesn't allow for 
landscape printing. I have 
Professional Page 2 and I cannot 
find a way with this of rotating and 
printing with a dot-matrix printer. 
What would you advise? 
John A Churchill 
Letch worth 

This is the kind of page that would 
be particularly difficult to design in a 
document processor tike Wordworth 

2 or Final Copy II. What you need is a 
dedicated desktop publishing 
program that enables landscape A4 
designs on the screen to be rotated 
by 90 degrees before sending them 
to a portrait A4 printer. Version 2 of 
Professional Page doesn't support 
this feature, but the latest version 
(4.1) does. So does the rival 
PageStream DTP package. Take your 
pick, either will do the job perfectly 
welL 

Rotating the printed output of 
bitmapped image data (DTP 
documents are printed as graphics, 
not text) is one of those things that 
consumes lots of memory. At some 
point two versions of the image data 
must be in memory at once. First the 
software will have to construct the 
upright image data in memory, then 
it will have rotate that image data 
and store it again before sending it 
to the printer. You may very well find 
that you'll need more than the 3Mb 
of total RAM you have to produce 
rotated A4 output from Professional 
Page and PageStream. JW 

A600 QUESTION TIME 
I have recently bought 
an Amiga 600. 
1. Can I use any 
external drive with It? 
2. Do I really have a ranm 

Workbench 2.04 machine or simply 
an A500 Plus In an A600 case? 
3. I have seen 1Mb expansions, 
2/4Mb cards for sale, in theory, if I 
fitted a 1Mb trapdoor expansion and 
a 4Mb PCMCIA card, will this give 
me 6 Mb of RAM? Is this the 
maximum amount of RAM that the 
A600 supports? 
No name supplied 

1. You certainly can use any external 
3.5-inch disk drive with the Amiga 
600, providing that it has been 
specifically designed for the Amiga, 
The Amiga requires an extra bit of 
circuitry that handles the "auto disk 
sensing" feature of AmigaDOS, so a 
drive designed for the PC- 
compatibles or even an Atari ST will 
not work without this extra board. All 
Amiga drives have this built in as 
standard, so go for a drive that is 
advertised as Amiga-compatible and 
you won't go far wrong. 
2. The answer to your question is a 
bit of both. The machine you own is 
technically almost exactly the same 
as an A50O Plus {apart from the 
extra PCMCIA card slot that the A600 
offers) but the A600 uses what is 
known as "Surface Mount 
Technology" (SMT), which has 
allowed Commodore to squeeze the 
A500's board into a smaller casing. 

The version of Workbench and 
Kickstart bundled with both 
machines is almost identical too - 
the only difference between 
Workbench 2,05 (bundled with the 
A600) and Workbench 2.04 (bundled 
with the A500 Plus) is that 2.05 
supports the A600's PCMCIA slot. 
3, Yes - adding alt the cards that 
youVe mentioned will give you a total 
of 6Mb of RAM. And yesF 6Mb is the 
maximum amount of RAM that an 
A600 can handle. JH 

SO NOW YOU C 
I am a student with 
about £30 to my name, 
and I have taken an 
interest in C. I have a 
copy of North C, and 

Mastering Amiga C by Bruce Smith 
Books. I require some form of 
instruction manual, which you would 
expect to get with any programming 
language. I have been following your 
series on C, but I do not wish to 
spend over £200 on 5AS C. Do you 
have any suggestions? 
Chris Webb 
Bursledon 
Southampton 

Recently, in the Amiga Shopper C 
programming seriest we changed 
over to DICE by Matt Dillon. This is 

HIT THE HARDWARE 

I have recently started to learn 
assembly language with the primary 
aim of coding games and demos, 
My problem Is that, while I can find 
many books which deal with 

assembly programming through the operating 
system, I cannot find any hardware-orientated 
programming books. I resisted buying Abacus's 
System Programmer's Guide because you have 
said that it contains a very bad programming 
style which is incompatible with Workbench 
2.00 and above. Surely it is possible to program 
the hardware directly and still maintain a high 
degree of compatibility? After all, most new 
games hit the hardware and still work on Wb 2.0 
and above, 

I have the hardware reference manual, but It 
does not state how I will be able to take over 
the machine, making the provided examples no 
use at ail. I would be most grateful If you could 
recommend some books on the subject, and 
specify which of the Rom Kernel Manuals are 
necessary, as well as provide some source code 
to shut down the operating system. Having 
looked at the RKMs, It looks like programming 
the hardware is easier than programming 
through the OS. 
Krishna Kotecha 
Kenton 
Harrow 

This is a very odd subject, In theory, no-one 
should access any hardware registers directly, 
even at all r and the hardware reference manual 

should never have been written. Everyone should 
use the OS, and there would be peace throughout 
the world and everyone would have just the right 
amount of money. In practice, of course, things 
never work this way. The Amiga OS is not fast 
enough for games and demos unless you have 
Kickstart 3 or above (which is much faster, and 
contains a lot of functions that games 
programmers would need). There is no hardware 
guide for the AG A chipset so if you want to use 
256 colours, you will need to go through the OS, 

The degree of compatibility is a different 
kettle offish altogether. If you are going to use 
the information in the hardware reference manual, 
there are some baste things you can do to help 
yourself out in the future with regard to 
compatibility. Here are a few pointers: 
* Always allocate your memory using the 
exec .library. Neverlake memory without properly 
allocating it, Also, allocate the right type. Bear in 
mind that the graphics hardware cannot access 
anything other than Chip RAM. 
* If you need interrupts, allocate them using 
exec.llbrafy. 
* For blitter access, call OwnBHtter before using 
it, and Disown Blitter afterwards. Always use 
Commodore's WaitBlit (in the graphics.library) 
rather than your own versions. Commodore's is 
very fast and does not corrupt any registers. It is 
as good as any you could write, and is guaranteed 
to work with all versions of the blitter, unlike a lot 
of blitter wait code I have seen. 
* Don't disable the OS. Simply stop it from 
hogging the CPU, Do this by raising your task 

priority to a large value - say 20 or 30. This will 
stop the rest of the OS from doing anything 
without killing it, so essential OS interrupts and 
code win still occur. 
• If you are going to use your own copper-list, 
execute these instructions before installing it: 

auha.l al,al 
GRA Loadview        j Load a *■ 

blank view - i,e, clear display* 
GRA WaitTOP 
GRA WaitTOF ; Wait for the * 

LoadView to definitely take effect, 
now install coppex list — 

Where GRA is a macro that calls the 
graphics, library. YouII have to open it first I have 
my GRA macro set up like this: 

GraBa&e,a6 
_LV0\l{a6) 

• Don't busy wait. For example, don't perform a 
delay by looping. Time it, because different 
processors operate at different speeds. 

For more advice and information on interrupts 
and memory allocation, consult the ROM Kernel 
Manual on Libraries. Ideally, you would write your 
games using the OS, but to maintain Workbench 
1.3 compatibility and get the speed you want, you 
may find you have little choice. However, a few 
basic steps (like those outlined above) will help 
ensure your programs which will run on future 
Amigas, regardless of processor and chipset. TS 
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available on various Rsh disks from 
good public domain libraries, or if 
you can wait a month there may be 
something to interest you on next 
issue s Amiga Shopper cover disk (a 
hint to the wise). The version used in 
the C programming articles in AS is 
2.06.21, As for a good instructional 
book, the best one I can recommend 
is the standard reference book, The 
C Programming Language, by Brian 
Kernighan and Dennis Ritchie, the 
designers of C. It is currently in its 
second edition and is published by 
Prentice Hall. The ISBN is 0-13- 
110362^8. But again, you might find 
that something interesting just 
happens to be bundled with Amiga 
Shopper next issue... if everything 
goes according to plan. Better 
reserve your copy with your 
newsagent now, or turn to page 98 
and think about subscribing. TS 

NOT VERY INTELLIFONT 
1. When I try to run 
Intelllfont a requester 
states: "Bullet not 
correctly installed, 
please re-Install. [File 

F0NT$:_BiiIlet/rf.fht] missing". 
What Is going on? 
2. Later versions of Workbench 3 
have Install and AmlgaGuide on disk 
- but mine does not, so I bought 
Rsh Disk 370 to add these Items to 
my hard disk. There Is an ample 
supply of text flies but none with a 
step-by-step guide for installation. 

In the public domain section It 
stated that the LhA archive has to 
be extracted from the disk and 
installed with the Installer. I can 
find none of these I For instance the 
AmlgaGuide drawer only contains 
AmlgaGuide.LHA plus five text files. 
Any attempt to open this Icon 
results In an "Execute File" 
requester with AmlgaGuide.LHA on 
the command line, Pressing OK just 
results In an Output window stating 
that the file is not executable. This 
Is also true of the Installer program. 
A D Mayfleld 
Ryddinton 
Nottingham 

1. This is a thorny one - and I must 
confess itTs the first time I have 
come across this bug. I can only 
assume there was either something 
wrong with your disk set (as your 
second query suggests) or possibly 
that the full font set has not been 
installed for some reason. Using 
Show...All Files on the Icons menu, 
find the offending drawers (.Bullet 
and _6ullet_0utllnes] on your 
master fonts disk and copy them into 
the Fonts directory of the hard disk. 
With luck, that will cure it 
2. Nothing is ever qufte as simple as 
it appears. It's ail too easy to 
assume that everyone knows what 
LhA isT never mind what it does. The 

NOT INCLUDED.. 

In the listing 
window, c In your G 
programming article In 
Amiga Shopper 30 
there is an Include file 

called proto/all.h, and t cannot 
find this. I tried using alLprotos.h, 
in the cllb directory hut DICE finds 
several errors In Its own stdio.h 
file. Could you please clarify this 
matter for me? 

It would be helpful if 
comments could be made about 
what functions in the listing 
require these includes, particularly 
one such as alLprotos.h which 
Includes all the prototype includes. 

I hope you can shed some light 
on this - It is frustrating not being 
able to get the thing working! 
CG 
Bristol 

1 must apologise. In the effort to get 
the program working, I included an 
old file called proto/all.h {which is 
now superseded by the clib/ 
drawer, as you correctly found out). 
This simply includes everything, 
thus ensuring that any OS call I 
make has a prototype. The result of 
this was that the program took 
much longer to compile than 
necessary. Replace the line: 

#include <proto/all.h> 

with this (which needs to be typed 
in all as one line): 

#include 
<cl in/ intu it ion_jproto &. h > 

This is because we're only using OS 
functions from Intuition.library. If 
you have problems with your stdio.h 
file, in conjunction with the 
includes, you might have an old 
version of DICE. I am using 2.06,21 
to write the C programming series, 
and all listings are compiled and 
tested with this version. TS 

icons you1 re referring to are not 
executable programs - even though 
Workbench might think they are. 
They Ye "archives" produced by a 
shareware archiving program called 
LhA. Workbench tries to execute 
these because they are marked as 
"executable" by their protection flags 
(see Icons...Information), 
Unfortunately, this flag defaults to 
ON for every file Amiga DOS creates - 
which is one of its endearing little 
eccentricities. 

The cure Is simple enough, 
although you will have to dip into 
AmigaOOS for a while* First, you will 
have to find a copy of LhA - you 
should be able to get it from whoever 
sold you the Fish disk, or it may even 
be on the disk already. it has been 
on some past Amiga Shopper cover 
disks as well, Here's how to find out 
if you already have it In your 
collection; 
1. Open the Shell icon. 
2. When the prompt (l.SYS>) 
appears, enter the following: 

SEARCH DFOi  LHAft? ALL PILE 

Insert Fish870 in your internal drive 
and press <Return>, AmigaDOS will 
hunt through the entire disk and tell 
you if the file is there like this: 

Fiflh_870:C/LHA 

3. If you cannot locate LhA (LHArc) 
on that disk, try some others from 
your PD or shareware collection - or 
the cover disks from Amiga Shopper. 
If you manage to find a copy, use the 
Workbench to find and copy it from 
disk your hard disk's ci directory. 
4. Get the offending disks and drag 
the icons marked "xxx.lha" into the 
RAM disk. 
5. Open your Shell and enter this: 

CD RAM: 
LHA e J'xxx" 

where "xxxx" is the name of the icon 
concerned (without the LHA part). (If 
you have a copy of LHArc, enter that 
in place of LHA.) For instance, if you 
had copied Install.LHA to the RAM 
disk, you would enter: 

LHA e Install 

LHArc x Install 

6. This command should take all the 
files from the archive and leave them 
on your RAM disk. It is up to you to 
move them to the correct place on 

JARGON BUSTING 

Assembler - A program which 
converts an assembly language 
program written in words {well, 
almost) into the machine code 
numbers that the Amiga's 6S000 
processor understands. Writing 
programs in assembly language 
ensures that the best possible 
speed and memory efficiency are 
gained from the machine. 

Slitter - Part of the Agnus chip 

which can move and alter areas of 
memory (specifically graphics 
memory) at very high speed, 
without intervention from the 
central processor. As a result, it Is 
used extensively for animation. 

Include tiles - Supplied by 
Commodore, provide all the offsets 
needed to access system library 
routines, and the formats for all 
system structures. 

your hard disk drive. [LhA can do this 
for you, but I do not want to leave 
that to a chance typing error.) 

A basic knowledge of AmigaDOS 
is stiff the only way to master the 
Amiga - it gives you access to a 
huge amount of free and low-cost 
software, and enables you to 
harness the power of your machine. 
MS 

WHICH MONITOR? 
lTve had an A500 for 
three years and I've 
just bought an A1200. 
Now I have a couple of 
questions: 

1. I'm currently using a TV for 
display but I need to get a monitor. 
I've been wondering about the CBM 
1960 but I heard that the picture 
quality Is bad. Is this so? 
2.1 also want a hard drive and a 
CD32 drive. Will the A1200 power 
supply be enough for both of these? 
If not, will my old A500 PSU do the 
trick? 
Joseph Robinson 
Lymington 
Hampshire 

1. The CBM 1960 is no longer being 
made (and it wasn't that good 
anyway, as you heard), so your better 
bet would be for either a CBM 1940 
or 1942 - the 1942 is better, but 
more expensive. But do you really 
need a multisync? Of course you1 II 
get flicker-free images, but you could 
save money and buy a CBM 1084 or 
equivalent instead, and put the 
saved money towards your hard 
drive. 
2. Unless you have information to 
the contrary I think you'll find that the 
CD32 is a stand-alone unit complete 
with its own PSU (and not yet able to 
be connected directly to another 
Amiga), so don11 worry about this 
aspect for the time being. If you 
mean a CD-ROM drive, these are not 
available for the A1200. As for hard 
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drives, if you buy the recommended 
types of IDE drives for your A1200 
then your existing power supply 
should cause no problems. GW 

STEPS TO HEAVEN 
I started to read the 
article In the 
September Issue of 
Amiga Shopper (AS 29) 
on desktop publishing 

and when I got to the bit saying 
"When you print multiple pages 
does the text creep further and 
further down each page?" I 
screamed "YesT"r thankful that after 
six months puzzling over this 
problem all would now be revealed. 

But after reading and re-reading 
the article, my cry of Joy turned to a 
scream of anguish! Nowhere could I 
find the answer to the only question 
I wanted answered. Please put me 
out of my misery and give me the 
reason for this problem. It occurs 
with the Canon DeskJet printer I 
borrow from work on occasions, 
using Wordworth 1.0. 
Paul Matthews 
Blackpool 
Lanes 

You have confused the issue by 
clai ming to be using a "Canon 
DeskJet", which is like saying you 
drive a Ford Metro, so it is difficult to 
give you specific help. I'm going to 
guess that because you mentioned 
the manufacturer's name you're 
actually borrowing a Canon bubble jet 
from work, not a Hewlett-Packard 
DeskJet. And I'm going to guess that 
the model of bubble jet you are using 
is the BJ-10. 

Set up your Workbench printer 
preferences as described in the 

1 Right a bit, down a bit.." article in 
AS 29. (Anyone who missed that will 
have to order a copy on page 90 of 
this issue,) The BMO has hardware 
top and bottom margins of half an 
inch, so enter a paper length of 63 
tines, which works out to 10,5 
inches at six lines per inch (I pi). 
Make sure you have Fanfold selected 
as the Paper Type in your Workbench 
I, 3.2 printer preferences. 

Wordworth 2 understands about 
printer hardware margins, but 
Wordworth 1.0 does not, so you'll 
have to compensate manually by 
reducing your on-screen page length 
to 10.5 inches. Select Continuous 
when printing from Wordworth - don't 
select Cut Sheet, Sheet Feeder or 
anything else like that. Follow these 
instructions and the top line on each 
page in your multi-page documents 
will not start lower and lower down 
the page. 

The reason this happens is 
because of those half-inch hardware 
margins that the BJ-10 insists upon. 
This means that you have not got 
II. 69 inches of paper on which to 

muni 

print, onfy 10.69 inches. If you select 
an A4 page size in Wordworth (69 
lines of text at 6 lpi)T the bit at the 
bottom of each pageT which is 
normally blank (the software bottom 
margin), cannot be printed on the 
very first page of the document, so 
the printer feeds that page out, 
feeds in another page, prints the 
software bottom margin of the first 
paget and then starts printing the 
next page, which normally begins 
with a blank area, the software top 
margin. As more and more pages are 
printed, so the printout gets more 
and more out of step. Some printers 
feed the "software bottom margin* 
pages out before printing the next 
page of text, resulting in a blank 
sheet every other page of the 
document. 

This was explained in the "Down 
a bit, right a bit..." article quite 
clearly, and I'm puzzled how you 
could have missed it. Page 58, 
bottom left-hand corner of the page, 
the paragraph beginning "But what 
about the bottom margin?''. Go read 
pages 57 and 58 again; the rest of 
that article is specific to Professional 
Pago, PageStream, Final Copy li and 
Wordworth 2. JW 

£$?#* KEYBOARD, 
AGAIN? 

In Amiga Shopper 29 T 
your reply to Ralph 
Crosby suggests that 
the problem of Locale 
keyboards not being 

recognised can be cured by adding 
the PATH keyword to the KEYMAPS 
assignment In the Startup- 
sequence. I have a similar problem, 
only my keyboard appears correctly 
in LOCALE. Is this a hardware fault? 
Peter Cassidy 
Belfast 

It always galls me when basically 
good (and tested) advice fails for 
some reason on a different machine. 
! find it-highly unlikely you have a 
hardware fault however, so you can 
rest easy there. When you say 
"LOCALE\ you do mean "INPUT", 
don't you? LOCALE sets the country, 

but not the keyboard layout for that 
country - the layout is determined by 
INPUT. If you have made the correct 
settings and are sure your keyboard 
is wrong (the only sure test Es to type 
into Amiga DOS) then something else 
is amiss. You could try adding the 
following to your Startup-sequence 
after IPREFS: 

C;SetKayBoard KEYttAPSigb 

If that still doesn't work, send me a 
copy of the disk c/o Amiga Shopper 
at the usual address and I'll do my 
best to sort it out. MS 

COMPACT PROBLEMS 
I bought a Commodore 
A570 CD drive for my 
machine in April 1993 
and it had given hours 
of trouble-free service 

until I decided to upgrade the RAM. 
I bought a second-hand Power 
Computing 8Mb expansion 
{populated to 2Mb) planning to 
connect the A570 through the RAM 
expansion's "full through port1, 

The RAM worked fine, but the 
CD drive refuses to work at all. It 
appeared in one of the boot menus, 
but totally refused to work. Power's 
technical helpline tell me that the 
A570 is not compatible with most 
thro ugh ports. Is there a cure for 
this? Failing that, when will 
Commodore release a RAM 
expansion for It? 
Martin Frost 
Ipswich 
Suffolk 

A cure? Probably not Commodore 
have oniy made two main expansions 
for that slot - the A570 and the 
A590 - and neither has a 
through port. A grim message in 
itself. My experience has been that 
most through ports do not work with 
DMA-based devices such as the 
A590 - I can only assume the A570 
falls into that category too. Supra's 
RX500 8Mb expansion suffers from 
exactly the same problem - so the 
finger should, perhaps, be pointed in 
Commodore's direction. 

JARGON BUSTING 

Accelerator - A device which either 
includes a central processor like 
the Amiga's, or a more advanced 
one in the same range, but 
operating at a higher speed. 

Compiler - A means of translating 
a program to render it 
understandable to the computer. A 
compiler translates the whole thing 
into machine code before it is run. 
The compiled program is generally 

much faster than its interpreted 
counterpart. 

Startup-sequence - A program 
which is executed every time the 
Amiga is switched on and after 
every reset. It sets up the system 
so that it is usable from 
Workbench, and may be 
customised by those who have 
unusual hardware or software 
requirements. 

I CODING 

As for Commodore's plans: 
pass. (But I'd conjecture it seems 
unlikely.) MS 

INVADERS FROM 
NORTHALLERTON 

t am writing a Space 
Invaders style game In 
AMOS. The demo Is 
almost finished but I 
am stuck on how to 

get the missiles to Are from the 
enemy ships. I have tried to make 
them work but to no avail. And how 
do you get rid of the orange screen 
when you press the run key or go 
into "Direct Mode" before you load 
any files? You can see it when you 
compile your work. 
Jason Howe lis 
Northallerton 

I've never actually tried to write a 
Space invaders gameT so what I'm 
about to tell you is based entirely on 
theory. I recently wrote a horizontally- 
scrolling shooVem-up game, 
however, which employed a routine 
that could quite easily be adapted. 
My routine simply generated a 
random number between 1 and 4 
that was used to decide whether the 
aliens wanted to actually fire a 
missile. If the vaiue returned was 
equal to 1T then a missile is fired - 
this gives a one in four chance of a 
missile being fired. In order to decide 
which ship actually fires the missile, 
simply generate another random 
number that points to one of your 
aliens. If, for example, your attacking 
alien force uses computed sprites 8 
to 48, then simply generate a 
number between 1 and 40 and then 
add S to it to find out which ship 
should fire the missile. 

The AMOS Compiler should have 
a switch that allows you to turn off 
AMOS's default screen. Failing that, 
why not simply perform a ' Screen 
Close" at the start of your program? 
JH 

HOW MANY FLOPS? 
have recently 

purchased a 4Mb RAM 
board for my A1200, 
complete with a 
33MHz accelerator 

(68882). My problem is not 
knowing whether the 68882 is 
running or not. I have the program 
Syslnfo, which recognises its 
presence and tells me It Is running 
at 0.64 MFLOPS. This means 
nothing to me. What Is an MFLOP? 

Secondly, is there any way I can 
do a test which would enable me to 
visibly see the increased speed I am 
getting from the processor? I have 
done some tests In Vista Pro In 
which I rendered a picture both with 
the processor installed and with It 
not Installed, but the results were 

continued on page S3 
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SPECIAL OFFERS!!     AMIGA HARDWARE 

2.5" Hard Drives lor A600/A1200 
140 MEG £1091 
80 MEG £189 
120 MEG £219 

1210 MEG £3491 
External A1200 Hard Drives 

(These do net void your warranty) 
1210 MEG £2991 
I340MEG £419| 

A500/A50O+ Hard Drives 
1170 MEG £249| 
210 MEG £269 

1340 MEG £389| 
By the time you read this, Hard Drive 

prices may have fallen. 
Please phone for latest prices 

LOOK! LOOK! LOOK! 

V2.04 Rom + Workbench 2, Disks + 
Workbench 2 Manuals Only £29.95 

PRINTERS & RIBBONS 

Star LC2CK.  £133.00 
Star LC100 Colour £169.00 
Star LC200 Colour £194 00 
Seikosha 24 Pin Colour . ,. .£199.00 
Star LC24-200 Colour £274.00 
L.C100 mono ribbon £4.50 
I C100 colour ribbon £6 75 
LC24 200 mono ribbon  £5.50 
LC24 200 colour ribbon £13.50 

Printer  
Serial  
Null Modem  
Joystick Extender 3 metre... 
Joystick/Mouse Extender ... 
Amig.i to SCART  
Amiga to 1084S/8833  
Analog Joystick Adapter  
4 Player Adapter  

. ..£3.99 

....£3.99 

....£5.99 

.. .£3.99 

..,.£3.99 
..£7 99 
...£7 99 
....£4.99 
...£5.99 

LOOK! LOOK! LOOK! 

TRACTOR FEED DISK 
LABELS 

Now you e*n print your awn prafttdoral disk labels! 
[ 500 Plain whits disk labels on tractor feed, com- 

plete with FOUR disks of software and artwork. 

Yours for ONLY 

£9.95 

1000 Labels with software 

 ONLY £13.50 

A1200 Race & Chase pack £289.95 
CD32 + Oscar/Diggers £289.95 
A400Q Q3Q 2Mb Ram 170Mb 
Harddrive £999 95 
1084 S Monitor £174.95 
Cubscan 1440 Multisync £399.95 
External Amiga Floppy Drive £49.95 
A500 Internal Floppy Drive £48.95 
A500 512k Ram exp £18.95 
A500 512k Ram exp + Clock £23.50 
A500 1.5 Meg Ram exp £76 95 
A500+ 1 Meg Ram exp £33.95 
A1200 ?Meg Ram exp £109.95 

DISKS & LABELS 

All disks are supplied with labels. 
UNBRAMDED DISKS are 100% error free. 
In the unlikely event that any of our 
disks are faulty, then we will replace 
the disks AND reimburse your return 
postage! 

3.5" DSDD Grade A £0.37 each 
3.5" DSDD Grade B £0.29 each 
3.5" Rainbow £0.44 each 
3.5" DSHD £0.58 each 

3.5N DSDD Fuji (box of 10) £4.90 
3.5" DSHD Fuji (box of 10) £8 90 
5.25' DSDD Fuji (box of 10) .,..£2.50 
5.25" DSHD Fuji (box of 10) ....£4.90 

1000 3 5 ' labels £6.50 
1000 3 5" tractorfeed £8.50 

STORAGE BOXES 

rs n i 

-289 95 £ 
289 95 Disk* 

WELL NEARLY! 

9am-10pm Mon-Sat 

10am-6pm Sunday 

MISCELLANEOUS 

availabli 
5 25 disks. 
10 capacity £0.95 
40 capacity £3.49 
50 capacity £3.95 
100 capacity £4 50 
80 capacity Banx drawer £8.49 
150 capacity Posso drawer. .£15.95 
200 capacity drawer £14.95 

VISIT OUR NEW SHOP 85 sfpn 

9am 1pm Thursdays 

nV com 

IF 

Kt 

FESTIVAL PARK 

Mousehouse £1.80 
Mousemat 9mm thick £2.50 
Diskdrive cleaner £1.80 
A500 Dustcover £3.50 
A600 Dustcover ........£3.50 
A1200 Dustcover £3.50 
Monitor Dustcover £3 50 
LC20 Dustcover £3.50 
LC100 Dustcover £3.50 
LC200 Oustcover £3.50 
LC24-200 Dustcover £3.50 
Roboshift f £13.95 
Amiga Lightpen £32.00 
Optical Mouse £32 00 
Manhattan Mouse £9.99 
Megamouse £12.95 
Megamouse It 400 DPI £12.95 
Point Mouse £12.95 
Altadata Trackball £26.95 
Crystal Trackball £32.00 
Zydck Trackball £25.95 
Zyfi Amp/Speakers £37.50 
Action Replay Mk III £56.95 
Midi Master........ £26.00 
Tilt/Turn Monitor Stand £9.95 
2-piece Printer Stand £3 49 
Metal Printer Stand  £8.99 
A4 Copyholder £5.99 
Metal Angle Poise Copy Holder....£14.95 
A500/A600 ROM Sharer £14 95 
V1.3 ROM £25 95 
Micropert Tractorfeed Paper: 500 sheets £4.50 

2000 sheets 

JOYSTICKS 

Quickshot turbo £6.95 
Python 1M E7 99 
Jetfighter £12 00 
Topstar £19.50 
Intruder £21 50 
Base Fire Button Models 
Maverick 1M , £12.95 
Megastar £21.50 
Zipstick £12.95 
Comp Pro 5000* £10.95 
Comp Pro Extra £12.95 
Comp Pro Star ....£12.95 
Cruiser Multicolour* £9 95 
Comp Pro Star MINI £14.95 
Avtator 1 Flightyoke  £23.50 
Handheld Models 
Speeding £10.50 
Navigator £13.95 
Bug £12.00 

ANALOG JOYSTICKS 
These Joysticks will fit ami Ami pa 

Warrior 5„. £14.95 
Saitek Megagrip 3 £19.50 
Speedking Analog £13.95 
Intruders .,..£25.50 
Aviator 5 Flightyoke £27.50 
Adapter to use any PC analog joystick 
on an Amiga  ONLY £4.99 

COMPUTER SUPPLIES 

0782 20680$ -Anytim* 
0782 642497   - *.0C*nv5.30pm Weekdays 
0630 653193/0782 $20111 ■ Evenings & 

BUSINESS HOURS 
9am to 10pm Mon-Sat, 10am to 6pm Sun 

All items and offers subject to availability. E&OE 
P&P £3.30 All Prices inc VAT n 

We accept POs, cheques & credit cards J2£4 
Please write Cheque Card Number on cheque for instant clearance^^™ 

BUSINESS AMD EDUCATION ORDERS WELCOME 



E&OE 
11/8/93 

White Knight Technology 

~ 0992 714539 

£5% Surcharge on 
Crort Cards only. 

PROFESSIONAL 

AMIGA 

SPECIALISTS 

PO BOX 2395, WALTHAM CROSS, HERTS, EN8 7HQ 

1Oam-Tpm Monday - Friday 
Ham - 4ptn Saturday 

4500 

ACCELERATORS 
GVP A530 Turbo 40MHz 68030, 1Mb 

with: 42 Mb hard drive £ 395 
80 Mb hard drive £ 495 

120 Mb hard drive £595 
213 Mb hard drive £695 

A500/1500/2000 

ACCELERATORS 

SUPRA 28MHz TURBO (68000)    £ 129 

CSA DERRINGER 25MHz 68030 
& MMU, WITH 0Mb 32-BIT RAM      £ 299 

CSA DERRINGER-PLATINUM 50 
50Mhz 68030 optional 50MHz 68882 
WITH 0Mb 32-Bit RAM £ 449 

SEE MEMORY BOX FOR 32-BfT SIMMS 

A1500/2000 

ACCELERATORS 

GVP G-FORCE 25MHz030/882 + 1    £ 305 
GVP G-FORCE 40MHz030/882 + 4   £ 689 
GVP G-FORCE 50MHz030/882 +4   £ 989 
GVP G-FORCE 33MHz 68040 + 4Mb + 
Send, Paralel&SCSI Ports £1279 
CSA MAGNUM 28MHz68040, CMb & 
SCSI-2 (Optand Smd&ParaSd) £ 849 
RCS FUSION 4028MHz 68040, CMb, 
usesdandad 1x9or4x9SIMMS          £ 765 

41200 

ACCELERATORS 
GVP Al 230, 40MHz 030,0Mb 
GVP A1230, 4OMHz030,1Mb 
GVP Al230, 40MHz 030,4Mb 
GVP AT 230, 40MHz 030/882 44 
MKROBOnCS M1230XA 
WITH: 25 MHz 68030, MMU, 0Mb 

33 MHz 68030, MMU, 0Mb 
40 MHz68EC030,0Mb 
50 MHz 68030, MMU, 0Mb 

CSA 12 Gauge 
50 MHz 68030 & MMU + SCSI, CMb 

£ 245 
£305 
£395 
£489 

£ 229 
£ 249 
£ 269 
£319 

£ 549 

SEE MEMORY BOX FOR 32-BIT SIMMS 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 

AMIGA 4000 
A4000/030, 2Mb RAM, 80Mb 
A4000/030,6Mb RAM, 80Mb 
IA4000/030, 6Mb RAM, 120Mb 
A4000/030,6Mb RAM, 200Mb* 
A4000/030, 6Mb RAM, 250Mb* 
A4000/030,6Mb RAM, 340Mb* 
A4000/030,6Mb RAM, 420Mb* 
A4000/040,6Mb RAM, 80Mb 
A4000/040,6Mb RAM, 120Mb 
A4000/040,6Mb RAM, 200Mb* 
A4000/040,6Mb RAM, 250Mb* 
A4000/040,6Mb RAM, 340Mb* 
A4000/040,6Mb RAM, 420Mb* 

EXTRA, 
or 

4Mb SIMM, 
1Mb SIMM, 

£ 929 
£1079 
£1179 
£1149 
£1199 
£1299 
£1419 
£1899 
£1999 
£1989 
£2029 
£2119 
£2229 

£ 150 
£ 45 

* Drive not covered by WANG/1Q OrvSite Warranty 

AMIGA 1200 HD 

Al 200+ 64 MB Hard Drive £ 439 
Al 200 + 85 MB Hard Drive £ 489 
Al 200+127 MB Hard Drive £ 519 
A1200 + 209.MB Hard Drive £ 589 

DESKTOP DYNAMITE AVAILABLE + £ 50 

All Al 200's are covered by WANG/ICL On-site Warranty 

AUDIO PRODUCTS 

SUNRIZE AD516/STUDI0 16 
8 Track Stereo, 16-Bit, Better than CD Quality - 
Direct to Disk Recording, Editing & Playback. 
Can be used in conjunction with the Broadcast 
Editor via SMPTE. 

£ 1249 

SUNRIZE AD 1012/STUDIO 16 
4 Track Mono, 12-Bit, Direct to Disk Recording, 
Editing & Playback. Can also be used in 
conjunction with the Broadcasting Editor from 
Digital Micronics, via SMPTE. 

£499 
FOR FUTHER DETAILS, PLEASE CALL 

MEMORY 
8MbSIMMO2£ 350 4Mb SIMM32 £ 150 
2MbSIMM-32£ 80 lMbSIMM-32£ 45 
lMbSIMM-8 £ 39 4MbSIMM-8 £ 159 
GVPSIMM32'S  1Mb £ 69 4Mb   £ 175 

HARD DRIVE + 

CONTROLLER 

AS00 
GVP HD8+ 80Mb £ 295 
GVP HD8+120Mb £389 
GVPHD8+213Mb £489 

A1500/2000 
GVP HD8+ 80Mb £ 295 
GVP HD8+ 120Mb £ 389 
GVPHD8+213Mb £489 

BARE DRIVES 

A600/1200 

80Mb & Cable 
120Mb & Cable 
250Mb & Cable 

£ 205 
£ 249 
£ 355 

Al500/2000 

& 43000 
40Mb SCSI 3.5" 
105MbSCSI 3.5" 
180Mb SCSI 3.5"X1.6" 
240Mb SCSI 3.5" 
330Mb SCSI 3.5" 
425Mb SCSI-2 
525Mb SCSI-2 
1.0Gb SCSI-2 
1,2Gb SCSI-2 
2.0Gb SCSI-2 
3.5Gb SCSI-2 

A4000 
200Mb IDE 3.5" 
212Mb IDE 3.5" 
256Mb IDE 3.5" 
340Mb IDE 3.5" 
420Mb IDE 3.5" 

£ 
£ 
£ 
£ 
£ 
£ 
£ 
£ 

109 
195 
229 
275 
375 
499 
639 
949 

£ 899 
£1199 
£2750 

£ 199 
£ 215 
£ 239 
£ 329 
£ 399 

HARD DRIVE 

j  CONTROLLERS \ 

A1500/2000 
GVPHC8/A4008 £129 
BSc AT-BUS 2008 
3.5" IDE [Exp. 8Mb)        £ 89 

FASTLANE ZZ 
SCSI-2+ Upto 64Mb RAM 

(A3000/4000) 
£459 



REMOVABLE DRIVES 

'The Box" Bernoulli By IOMEGA 
150Mb SCSI-2 Internal Drive £459 
150Mb SCSr-2 External Drive £549 
150Mb Removable Cartridge £ 89 

Drives are supplied with 1 FREE Cartridge 
BERNOULLI drives are up to 290% quicker 
than Syquest drives with better it/Mb ratio. 

j Syquest 44Mb SCSI Internal £ 295 
Syquest 44Mb SCSI External £ 365 

I Syquest 88Mb SCSI Internal £ 365 
Syquest 88Mb SCSI External £ 435 

For 88e drive that reads and writes both the 
44Mb and 88Mb cartridges, please add £20 
All drives now include a FREE cartridge 

Syquest 44Mb Cartridge £ 70 
Syquest 88Mb Cartridge £ 100 

OPTICAL DRIVES 

Fujitsu 128Mb SCSI Internal 
Fujitsu 128Mb SCSI External 
128Mb Optical disk 

£779 
£899 
£ 40 

TAPE BACKUP 

Sankyo 250Mb Streamer (intl 
Conner SCSI DAT-2Gb (int) 

£429 
£829 

VIDE0 BACKUP SYSTEM £ 59 
Backup 120Mb of Hard Drive Data or 

200 Floppy Disks on a 3 Hour Video Tape! 
[ SCART VERSION AVAILABLE 

SOFTWARE 
£ 135 

Bro&Pipes Profession^ £209 
MuMrame £ 70 
Real 3D Professional V2 £375 

Other Professional Software Available On Request 

MONITORS 
Commodore 1084S 
Commodore 1940 
Commodore 1942 
Microvitec Cub-Scan 14-40 

£199 
£289 
£385 
£419 

68881/68882 FPUs 
68881 12MHzPGA £ 35 68862 25MHz PGA £ 99 
68882 33MHz PGA £129 6888250MHz PGA £159 
6888225^PLCC-fcrA«X)/030efc £ 79 
68882 33MHz RCC - for A4O0O/O3O efc £ 105 
68882 40MHz PLCC - for A4O0O/03O at £ 129 

DON'T FORGET TO CALL THE 
BIG BANG BURGER BAR BBS 

081 909 2064 

VIDEO PRODUCTS 

DIGITAL BROADCASTER 32 
This Zorro III card performs the major functions of a Ml, 
broadcast quality, digital video editor, It provides REAL- 
TIME, FULL MOTION JPEG (25 fps) Capture & 
Compression, direct to disk. The captured video can 
then be edited and subsequently decompressed and 
played back in REAL-TIME, at 25 fps in broadcast 
quality, direct to video, laser disk recorder etc. Also 
included on the board is full SMPTE timecoding, read & 
write. The card also interfaces with the AD516 Studio 
16, 8 track stereo audio card from Sunrize and the 
VIVID 24 Image Rendering Engine. 

FOR FURTHER DETAILS, PLEASE CALL. 

OPALVISION 

MAIN BOARD (V.2) £ 529 
24-Bit Professional Graphics board with Paint, 
Animation & Presentation software. 
Release date of following items now mid November 

VIDEO PROCESSOR £ 849 
Real-Time frame grabber, professional genlock, 
Digital Video Effects (DVE( etc. 
VIDEO SUITE £ 849 
1 9" Rack Mount Audio & Video switcher. 
9 Video & 10 Audio inputs, Frame Store. 
TIME BASE CORRECTOR      £ 849 
An infinite window RGB Time Base Corrector (TBC] 
which also includes a flicker-fixer outputting a 31 KHz 
signal for use on a multisync monitor 

FOR FUTHER DETAILS, PLEASE CALL. 

GVP IMPACT VISION 24 
24 ■ Bit Professional Graphics board with Frame 
Grabber/DigItiser, Flicker-Fixer, Genlock & Picture-In- 
Picture etc. With Coliqari 24, Macro Paint 2, MyLad & 
Desktop Darkroom software. 
IV24 with VUI-S (RGB/Comp) £ 985 
IV24 with VUhCT (RGB/S-VHS) £1279 
Adaptor for Amiga 1500/2000 £ 45 

HARLEQUIN + WITH mi VIM Y/C\ 

With 4Mb Vram/double buffered £ 1595 
With 2Mb       Vram/single buffered £1495 

FOR FUTHER DETAILS, PLEASE CALL 

RETINA Display Card 2Mb £ 405 
RETINA Display Card 4Mb £ 499 
VLAB Y/C Real-time digitiser £ 379 

Picasso 11 24-Bit Graphics Card 
A2/3/4000 up to 1280 x 1024 (2Mb) £ 329 
Piccolo Display Card, 1Mb £ 389 
Peggy MPEG Playback Card £ 489 
Rainbow 111 Display Card £1499 

FOR FUTHER DETAILS, PLEASE CALL. 

MODEMS 

SUPRA FAXMODEM 2400+ (Inc Extras] 
SUPRA FAXMODEM V.32 {no s/w) 
SUPRA FAXMODEM V.32bis (no s/w) 
SUPRA FAXMODEM V.32bis (Inc s/w] 
US Robotics Courier Dual Sid. 16.8 

£149 
£219 
£249 
£299 
£539 

NEW IN 

A300WA3000T 

Call for prices and 

availability 

DKB 128Mb RAM Card for 

A3000/4000(OMb)     £ 275 

BSC Multiface 3 -1/0 Card. 

2SerAP&r £ 109 

SYSTEM 

BUILDING 
We have the expertise to build 

a complete system for your 
application - 

Call to discuss your 
requirements. 

SPECIALISTS ? 

We know about the products 
that we sell, and are happy to 

advise you, 

SERVICE 

For a personal service, and 
after-sales backup that is 

second to none, 
LOOK NO FURTHER 

PRICE MATCH 

Sorry, we can't always match 
on price - however our 

expertise is FREE! 

DELIVERY CHARGES 
Express   £ 6 
Economy £ 4 

For timed deliveries, or heavy 
orders, please call. 

SURCHARGE 
If ordering with ACCESS or VISA, there is 

a 2.5% surcharge. No surcharge for 
VISA-DELTA, CONNECT or SWfTCH. 

J I 

HOW TO ORDER 
Hove your debit or credit cord details 

at hand, and call;- 

0992 714539 
!0am-7pm Monday-Friday 
11 a m-4pm Saturday, Closed Sunday* 
or by post, always phone first to verify 
price and availability, before sending 
your order to: 

^vH^IEKNKH^mm>LJ0GY,, 

PO BOX 2395, WALTHAM CROSS, 
HERTS EN87HQ 



.„BAT FQotB»..BAT Fonts...,BM Fonts.,..E^T Fonts.„.B&T'Fantj:..l.B&T Foith.,.? 

ATTENTION 
ALL DESK-TOP PUBLISHERS 
& Workbench 2 or 3 owners 

UNBEATABLE        Do You Own ? 
QUALFTY DFatatU*       ProfewioiudF&g*        Page setter 
Sipefb Wectlworth 2   YnyDmr PageStream 

r Value TVT^ft,- ^<%aide«2 s^j^. w<*Sti*> 

For Money                      ArtExpreaifla rKrH™1 

Eq Wcan supply you vA aSlMEMGE OF SCALABLE OOJffUGRAFHIC, 
ADOBE™ <* mBmmmfai 

MEtUOFFEl 
Pte CompiLed Foot DtsJts 

(conlmlOIonts) 
5 J^00perI)i^orlODisbfcr£ie 

SPECIAL OFFER 

Tel, of Fax 
alwui our PREMER SOME SOpperFont^IOOFotttsforJES 

 PLEASE RING OR WRITE FOR YOUR FREE CATALOG u£ ; 

MEMORY EXPANSION 

IMbx 1 ■ 80ns DIP 6.03 
256x4 ■ 80ns DIP or ZIP 6.03 
IMbx4 (44C1000) ■ 80ns A3000 ZIP 21.82 
IMbx 4 (44C1000) - 80ns Static Col ZIP 21.82 
IMbx 8 ■ 80ns SIMMs (GVP) 44.65 
4Mbx8 ■ 80ns SIMMs [GVR135.13 
4Mb (32) -70ns 4000/30 72 Pin 141.00 

Please phone for the latest prices. VAT included. Delivery £5,88 

K    KINGSWAY UK LTD Rl 

Phone: 0923 836473 Fax 0923 836474 
18 Foxfield Close, North wood, Middlesex HAS 3NU 

TEC-NOL LTD 

LEEDS B 0532 590020 

Am igas 
Amiga 600 with Gaines Pock £ 189 99 
Amiga 600 WikJr Weird, Wicked Pack £225.00 
Amiga 1200 Basic Pack £285 99 
Amiga 1200 30Mb HtXIommodoTe App £395.99 
Amiga 1200 85Mb HDCommodore App £489 99 
Amiga 1200 125Mb HD^ommooW App £549 99 

Pri nters 
Citizen 120D+ Special Offer £119.99 
Citizen Swiff 90 Colour . NEW £169.00 
Citizen Swift 200 Colour £205.00 
Citizen Swift 240 Colour £249.00 
Citizen Printers come with Free printer lead., 250 sheeis 
of pope*. 2 Yeor Warranty and V2.0 Amiga Driver \if 
requested]. 
Canon BJ10SX Low priced £210.99 
Canon BJ200 , Good Value £339.99 
Canon BJ230 Good Value £398.99 
Star LC 100 Colour.,., New low price £149,99 
Star LC20 inc Free Printer Stand £134.99 
Star SJ48 Bubble Jet £215.99 
Deskjet 510 Block New Low Price £276.12 
Deskjet 500C Colour New Low Price £299 99 

Amiga Hardware 
A600 1 Mb Upgrade Special Price £38.99 
Modulators Special Price £31*00 
Mouse Wot £3 99 
Zydec External Drive...... Special Price £58.99 
Zappo External Drive  Special Price £58.99 
Vidi 12 AGAfbr A6O0/1200 New £78 99 
Golden Image Mega Mouse & Mat £14,99 
Logic 3 Speed Mouse £ 14,99 
Add up Stereo Speakers + Vol. Control £34:99 

Ordering Information 
Small Order* Add £3.00 W 
Large Orders Add £6.00 P*P (Next Day Delivery] 
Please Make Cheques/ PO11 Payable to TEC-NOL Ltd 
Send payments to TK-N0LITD, OEPT AS3, 194b 
NEW ROAD SIDE, HGRSfORTH, LEEDS LSH 4DP 
HAll prices i nclurfa VAT. All eflers subjetl 

Vt&A    to availability. Prices subject la change 
without notice EAOE 

SOOsq.ft SHOWROOM 

SPECIAL LOW PRICES 
Callers Welcome 

A1 200 / 
1940ST ,39mm Dot Pitch 
1942ST .28mm Dot Pitch 

£279.99 
£379.99 

Samsung Scart TV/Monitor...with Scart Lead £169.99 

Amiga CD32, me best CD Games Machine £294.99 

Disks 
Grade 'A' Bulk Disks   landed Dyssn Disks wilh lobels 
10 £4.89 10 £5-30 
30 £14.59 30....... £16.50 
50.. £21,99 50 (free diik box} £25.00 
100 m.W 100 |frw disk hox\ £49.00 
200 £72.99 200 (2x Free disk boxf  
500.... £164.99 500.,, £192.00 
1000 £329.00 1000 ....£380,00 

Disk Labels 500 £6.99 
Disk Boxers 

10 Capacity Red or Blue 
25 Capacity Clear 
40 Capacity with Lock 
SO Capacity with Lock 
100 Capacity with Lack 
B0 Capacity Banx Box 

£1.50 
£2.50 
£3.99 
£4.99 
£599 
£9.99 

Dust Covers 
A600 Dust Cover £3,99 
Al 200 Oust Cover £3.99 
Philips Monitor DLJSI Cover £5.99 

Softwa re 
Tran&wrlte Word Processor £34.99 
Gunship 2000- Game £29.99 
F19Slealth Fighter Game £13,99 
Ink Cartridges 

& Refills 
Deskjet HPS 1626A Double Cap Block £22.50 
Deskjet HP5 1625A Colour £26.50 
Potntjer HP5 1606A Black £18.50 
Epson Stylus BOO £10.50 
Citizen Projet Slack £14.00 
Canon BJlO/e/ex Black £17.99 
Sterlet SJ48-Black £17.99 
Deskjet Twin Refill Pock - Black £11.99 
Canon BJ IP/StarJet Twin Refill - Black £11.99 
Deskjet Twin Refill Pack - Colour £11.99 
Ca non BJ10/Starjet Twi n Refil I ■ Colou r £11,99 
rlecs* stote colour required.eg TMj.^>lu*/yeHw/green/orange etc 

JEFF WALKER & LARRY HICKMOTT PRESENT 

JUST AMIGA MONTHLY 

Come and meet us on Stand 21 
International Computer Show 

Wembley, Nov 19-21 

ORDER FORM AS BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE 

SEW OUT NOW « 

In a recent survey, one of 
the questions we asked our 
readers was why they 
subscribe to JAM. 
We wanted to know what 
we were doing right and 
wrong, and how right and 
wrong we were doing it. 
Opposite are the top 12 
responses, which we feel 
shows why so many Amiga 
users supplement their diet 
of other magazines with a 
regular spoonful of JAM. 

Which of th^ following are reasons why you 
subscribe to Just Amiga Monthly? 
It's interesting to read ...96% 
It is written by enthusiasts not journalists . 74% 
To learn about my Amiga in general »m„ 64% 
It reviews useful shareware in-depth .... 63% 
It explains technical details well 60% 
It has the best hardware reviews ... ,.,55% 
It has the best software reviews 52% 
It has a "dub" fee I to it 52% 
It doesn't patronise me .........49% 
The DTP articles . 48% 
It is produced totally on the Amiga 46% 
To learn how to use my Amiga ..,.40% 

STUDIO WILL ENHANCE OUTPUT FROM ALMOST ALL AMIGA PROGS 
"Studio can make a real difference to the        "You need this software if you own a printer" 
quality of your printouts. It s particularly CU Amiga, May 1991 
strong when dealing with colour..:' The quality really has to be seen to be beloved!" 
Amiga Format. October 1993 Amiga Mart. May I 993 

□ 

□ 

□ 

INTRODUCTORY 6 ISSUE TRIAL 
(2 issue subscription + 3 back issues) — £ 10 
6 ISSUE SUBSCRIPTION 
(starts with the current issue) £ 15 
12 ISSUE SUBSCRIPTION 
(starts with the current issue) .... £25 
STUDIO PRINT ENHANCING SOFTWARE 
(WB2+, supports ail DeskJets, LaserJets and compatibles, Ricoh 
LP 1200. and most Epson compatible 24/48/64-pins) £49.95 
STUDIO LIGHT 
(Version of Studio with preset preferences, indudes enhanced, 
fully working printer drivers for all DeskJets and LaserJets, 
price includes introductory 6 issue trial to JAM £ 15 
CANON DISK 
(Enhanced printer drivers for use with Canon bubble jets and 
lasers, price includes introductory 6 issue trial to JAM)  £ I 5 
PANASONIC PLUS 
(Enhanced drivers for use with Panasonic 9-pin and 24-pin 
printers, price indudes introductory 6 issue trial to JAM) £ 15 
STAR DISK 
(Enhanced drivers for Star LC 9/24-pin and SJAB/144 printers, 
price includes introductory 6 issue trial to JAM) £ I 5 

I enclose a cheque/money order for £. 

NAME_ _  

ADDRESS 

POSTCODE 

Cheques and money orders 
made out to: 

JAM 
Telephone 0895 274449 

Photocopy or use a separate piece of paper if you don't want to cut your magazine 

DATE ./. /  

Send your order to: 
Just Amiga Monthly 
75 Greatfields Drive 
Uxbridge, UBS 3QN 
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continued from page 48 
the same each time -13 minutes - 
which leaves me to believe all is not 
well, because surely it is with 
rendering a picture that an 
accelerator will give great benefits. 
That is what I believed anyway. If 
not, I have spent a lot of money for 
nothing. 
R J Ayers 
Mansfield 
Nottinghamshire 

M FLO PS is a standard benchmark for 
measuring the speed at which the co- 
processor, in this case the 68882t is 
working. It stands for Millions of 
Floating Point Operations per 
Second. In other words, in one 
second your 68882 can perform 
640,000 operations involving 
"floating point" calculations - which 
are calculations accurate to varying 
decimal places (so the decimal point 
"floats 

Referring to the 688S2 as an 
accelerator is technically incorrect, 
although in some ways the speed is 
increased, The 68882 is a co- 
processor, intended for calculating 
floating-point mathematics, where 
the normal 680x0 chip in your Amiga 
would be clumsy and slow, Generally, 
FPUs are useful in number-crunching 
activities. Unfortunately, software 
has to be written specially for FPUs, 
so programs like Vista do not 
actually make use of them. There 
are, however, many programs that do 
make use of a 68881/2, such as 
fmagtne 2(fp)t which is greatly 
improved by this option in both 
rendering time and wire-frame 
construction time. 

Perhaps the best way to 
graphically see the increase in speed 
due to the 68882 co-processor is to 
run a shareware program called AIBB 
(Amiga Intuition-Based Benchmarks), 
which will conduct a series of testst 
one of which will ray-trace a beach 
ball. The picture is drawn many times 
faster with an FPU (Floating Point 
Unit - the 68881/2). AIBB will then 
display a bar chart showing the 
performances of other machines 
against yours. We reviewed AIBB 
back in Amiga Shopper 25 - if you 
want to get hold of a copy for all the 
details, turn to page 90. WR 

ASKING THE IMPOSSIBLE? 
I am interested in 
making an educational 
video on astronomy for 
use in schools. I have 
already made three 

16mm films hut I find It much easier 
to make animations on my Amiga 
with Deluxe Paint IV AGA. 

I already have several 
completed shots saved on my hard 
disk - one of which Is 1,500 frames 
long. The problem is that I can't get 
any help or advice on how to 

transfer these anlms on to a blank 
VHS tape. Can you help? Am I 
asking the impossible? 
C W Carson 
Chadwell Heath 
Essex 

No, you're not asking the impossible! 
There are several ways to solve your 
problem. I'm assuming that you have 
an Al200t judging by the spec you 
give and the peripherals you have 
(though your Answers form says you 
have a six months old A100Q!). If 
this is soT then the simplest way is 
to connect the composite video 
output from your A1200 to your video 
deck, making sure that the deck Is 
selected for external input (a switch 
marked "Camera/Tuner" or similar 
may require setting), put in an 
unprotected tape and press Record. 
Then play your animation back and it 
should record on to tape. 

A second method is to connect a 
genlock or modulator to the Amiga's 
RGB port and then take the video 
output from there to your VCR - 
though since the A1200 already has 
a video output this is a waste of time 
and money unless you require S-VHS 
or VideoS output. 

Thirdly, you can take the 
modulated output from your A1200 
(the output that you plug into a 
standard TV) and plug it into your 
VCRhs aerial socket instead of the 
usuaf TV aerial. Make sure the input 
switch is set to "Tuner" this time and 
record as usual. 

And that's all there is to it! If you 
are at all in doubt about how to 
record with your VCR I suggest you 
study the manual. If only to ensure 
that you are using the right 
connectors, switch settings, and so 
on. But otherwise I expect you 
should have no trouble, GW 

CANON WORRIES 
I am planning to buy a 
Canon BJ-200 printer. 
Is there a suitable 
printer driver on the 
Workbench 3.0 System 

disks? Will this driver enable me to 
print at 360 dpi? Is there a driver In 

the Turhoprint Professional package 
which is compatible with the BJ- 
200? You have advised several 
readers to buy CanonStudlo. Will 
the CanonStudlo drivers be 
compatible with software like 
Word worth 2 and Professional Page 
3/4? Is Flexldump compatible with 
the BJ-200? 
Sam Aitcheson 
Aberdeen 

Workbench 3 does not come with a 
suitable driver for the BJ-200, only 
the BJ-10/20. And let me answer all 
your other questions by saying that 
Canon UK were actively involved in 
the development of CanonSWdio, 
and the drivers and programs that 
come with this package are all you 
need, and the best drivers available, 
to operate your BJ-200 with the 
Amiga, Any software that prints in the 
normal Amiga way through 
Preferences (and that includes the 
programs you mention) can use the 
CanonStudlo drivers and enhanced 
preferences options, JW 

CAP IT ALL 
I have been an owner 
of an A500 for a year 
now and it has been 
perfect, but lately this 

I HARDWARE] marvellous machine 
has been driving me crazy. To be 
more precise, my computer keeps 
crashing. The caps lock LED 
switches itself on and the keyboard 
will cease to respond, although the 
mouse, disk drive and hard disk 
seem to work perfectly. If during the 
crash I need to type anything, I am 
lost because it will only return to 
normal after I re-boot This occurs 
with any software and at any time 
and completely without warning. 
When it happens I sometimes press 
the GVP hard drive against the 
Amiga or press the expansion port 
and the caps lock LED will blink but 
the keyboard will still not work. 
Please can you help me? 
Sergio de Pina 
Brazil 

It sounds to me that the keyboard 

JARGON BUSTING 

Archive - A collect ton of files (and 
directories) all hefd in a single file 
for easy transfer between systems. 
Archives are usually compressed by 
special techniques so the whole is 
somewhat less than the sum of the 
parts. 

Genlock - A way of slaving one 
video source (say, an Amiga) to 
another (say, videotape) in order to 
synchronise their signals to allow 

stable wipes, mixes and other 
effects including overlay between 
the two sources. 

RAM - Random Access Memory is 
used to hold programs and their 
temporary data while they are being 
executed. 

Shareware - A try-before-you-buy 
system of software marketing 
regulated by individual authors. 

logic circuitry inside your Amiga has 
developed a fault. Take it along to 
your local Amiga repair agent and 
they should be able to remedy the 
fault. JH 

UNPREFERABLE 
PREFERENCES 

I have invalidated the 
warranty on my A1200 
by fitting an 80Mb hard 
drive, but I have 
recently heard about 

early machines fitted with faulty 
modulators and I suspect I might 
have one. With an eight-colour, PAL 
Workbench (set from Screen Mode 
Preferences) certain applications 
refuse to work. It happens with 
programs such as TDMT Uedit 
Edword and Maxiplan. I can Still use 
them provided I move Workbench to 
the front of the display, then pull it 
down to reveal the program behind. 
I would like to know if my machine 
Is faulty or If this Is some peculiarity 
of the AGA chips. The problem does 
not occur with DPaint AGA unless I 
change screen format a second 
time. 
Andrew Grearry 
Perth 
Scotland 

This has nothing to do with your 
modulator - this is bypassed in your 
setup by feeding the television 
directly through its SCART socket. It 
also has less to do with the 
hardware and more to do with a 
software problem, The programs you 
mention pre-date the AGA chipset 
and will not be aware of some of the 
subtleties required by the AGA 
support software in ROM. To be brief, 
this just sounds like the sort of bug 
you1 II have to live with until (If) better 
versions are released - although you 
could try running Workbench in four 
colours and configuring the software 
to run on that screen instead. MS 

BIG PROBLEM 
I own an A500 with an 
A590 connected to the 
through port of my 2Mb 
Supra RAM 500RX, 
with this is in turn 

connected to the A500 bus. I have 
successfully carried out a 
conversion giving 1Mb Chip RAM 
and {I know you don't approve of 
this) a switch to allow me to switch 
between 512K and 1Mb of Chip 
RAM. My computer has had new 
CIA chips fitted {odd and even), 
which proved satisfactory. 

On booting up from a cold start 
with 1Mb of Chip RAM enabled, the 
computer crashes when carrying out 
a graphical task. This can range 
from opening the Amiga copyright 
window through to a menu selection 
from the Workbench screen or even 
just running a program. This is not a 
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fixed routine time wise. It may load 
Workbench and then crash or get as 
far as the copyright window. When a 
crash occurs, the computer just 
locks up without £uruing. It may 
take ten or more attempts before I 
am able to use the machine 
normally. 

If, however, I boot up with 512k 
Chip RAM, the computer will 
commonly get to the copyright 
screen and crash, causing the 
screen to go black with rolling 
diagonal lines and a squealing noise 
from the television. But again it may 
boot up, working normally before 
doing this. 

I also have problems with 
running some programs in that they 
will work on a friend's machine but 
not mine. I feel that this problem is 
to do with the Chip RAM upgrade, 
but I took the machine to two 
different people who both said that 
this is not the case and that they 
had no trouble in getting the 
machine to work. I have checked 
the speeds of the memory chips and 
all add-ons and these all appear to 
be fast enough. A friend has 
suggested that It Is possible that I 

may need a new Gary chip. 
J Douglas 
Ashford 
Kent 

Without actually testing your set-up, 
I'm afraid it is almost impossible to 
give a diagnosis based upon the 
information you gave me, but I can 
suggest that you try a few different 
things. First, I would recommend that 
you try out your friend's power supply 
on your machinet seeing as the fault 
does not seem to fit to any time 
routine. Power supplies are often the 
culprits behind inexplicable errors, If 
this is not the problem, static 
damage to your Agnus chip could 
result in this kind of failure P or 
damage to memory chips, You can 
check this if you can somehow run a 
memory checking program on your 
computer, checking each megabyte 
in return. Try connecting your 
computer up without the Supra RAM 
500RX attached. Generally, because 
the fault seems hard to pin-point, 
maybe replacing the Agnus and Gary 
chips couid be the solution to the 
problem. In cases like this, it has to 
be a matter of trial and error to find 

what is causing the trouble you're 
having, WR 

PAINT POSER 
Following Amiga 
Shopper's AMOS 
tutorial I have been 
writing my own version 
of a paint program. I 

am trying to use a filled paint 
command with a specified range of 
colours like in Deluxe Paint My 
problem Is that I don't know which 
parts of the screen should be 
painted from where you click the 
mouse. Could you please explain in 
AMOS how I can work out which 
areas of the screen to paint or Is 
there Is a way I can use the AMOS 
"Paint" command to do this? 
Richard Geraghty 
Co. Dublin 
Ireland 

The easiest way to fill an area with 
colour is to use the AMOS "Paint" 
command with its optional mode one 
setting - this stops the fill as soon 
as AMOS encounters a pixel that is a 
different colour from the colour that 
you're painting over. If you do want 

to add a "dithered" fill, however, this 
is considerably more involved, f 
would personally use the AMOS 
"PointO" function to find out what 
areas of the screen should be filled. 
This issue our AMOS paint package 
project is on page 101 - stick with 
the series and we'll take you through 
how to program all the important 
functions. 1H 

FREEZING BUGS 
I have just updated my 
AMOS Pro to version 
1.11. Now when I am 
using the editor or 
when I am entering SOFTWARE 

data into a home-produced AMOS 
program, I frequently get the 
keyboard freezing up. I never had 
this problem with the original AMOS 
Pro. Is there a known bug in the 
update or could it just be my 
geriatric machine? Not that it has 
given me any trouble before I 
Alf Denham 
Bristol 

AMOS Pro version 1.11 did introduce 
a couple of new bugs that could 
explain the problems you're 

CODE CLINIC     CODE CLINIC     CODE CLINIC 

TOBY SIMPSON 
DEBUGS 
ANOTHER 
READER'S 
PROGRAM 

Author: Maurice Scorey 
Program: MFM Decoding 
Language:        Assembly language 
Fault summary:       Amiga crashes 

when program is run 

This is quite an interesting one. The 
author has written an assembly 
language routine to decode 
MFM (Modified Frequency 
Modulation) data. This is 
the raw data that comes 
off floppy disks before it 
is converted back into 
normal information. In 
normal circumstances, this 
is done transparently by the 
operating system. The program 
responsible for this, the 
trackdisk.device, does this by using 
the blitter. Decoding MFM is a 
reasonably processor-intensive and 
laborious job that the Amiga1 s blitter 
can do much faster in most cases - 
it also frees up the CPU to be doing 
something else. 

There are few reasons why 
anyone would ever need to deal with 
raw MFM data themselves, unless a 
disk utility of some sort or a custom 
disk loader was being written. Having 
looked carefully at Maurice's source 
codeT I cannot work out what the 

reason for it is. if it is a disk loader, 
there is certainly no reason these 
days to write one. This is true 
particularly with games and demosT 
seeing that people expect to be able 
to put games on hard disks, and 
custom disk loaders prevent this - 
and also, for the most part, cause 
compatibility problems with different 
Amiga drives. (Some "clever" people 
who wrote games in the late '80s on 
the Amiga tried to speed up disk 
loading considerably using various 
tricks , including stepping the disk 

head faster than it was rated 
to do. On most Amigas, this 

worked, by luck rather 
than judgement; on 
some, however, it caused 
ail sorts of strange 
problems, including the 

possibility of a damaged 
drive!) 

Although this program was well 
commented, it took me nearly a day 
to entirely figure out what was 
causing it to crash. There were 
numerous reasons in the endr some 
less serious than others. The 
problem I had was not being able to 
follow what was going on. Although 
each line was commented, functional 
groups were not - so although I 
could see a line commented like this: 

move.1 #$40004,bltbmodfaO} 
Set modulo for a and b 

I did not know anything about the 

values, how they were derived, or 
what they actually did. You can easily 
get "carried away" commenting 
programs, commenting every line and 
explaining what it does, even when it 
is extremely obvious - and in these 
cases, you're not actually helping 
yourself. The key to good self- 
documenting code is to comment 
functional groups as well as single 
instructions of importance, for 
example: 

j — Signal OUT task and let it 
know that we've finished blitting 

Another thing that can help make 
programs easier to understand is 
usage of macros in the right place. 
When calling OS routines, it is a 
good idea to have a macro that will 
load the A6 register for you, and call 
the routine. This means there is one 
less thing that you can mistype. Here 
is a macro to call a graphics library 
function: 

GRA: macro 
move A     GfxBase, 
jer _LVQU(a6)    ; Macro to* 

call a graphics,library function 

Using macros in this way helps 
to make programs more readable, 
and they become neater, Another 
thing that would have helped to 
make bug-hunting in this particular 
program easier, would have been if 

proper structure offsets had been 
used, rather than fixed numbers. This 
is part of the code that set up a 
blitnode structure: 

Link   2U,#-$22    ;Make * 
Space On Stack 

Hovem.l DO/AO-Al,-$B(A2)-*T 
jEnter Length/Source/Deat 

Lsl-w #$3,DO        iLength *" 
*6 * NOi ROWfl 

Ori.w #$02rDQ ?3 Words *" 
Per Line 

Hove-w DO, -$10 {A2} rVal* 
ue For Blteize 

Hove. 1     #TTnCodeData, - $ lC* 
(A2 >    jEnter Address Of 
Function 

Lea -$20{A2),A1 ;Add* 
reaa Of Bitnode Structure 

This section coufd have been 
almost self-documenting if the 
hardware/bllt.f file had also been 
included and used. Then, instead of 
meaningless values like -$18 and so 
forth, real names for offsets could 
have been used, like "bnjjlltske". 
This would have reduced the scope 
for making typing errors. 

Also, for programs like this, I 
would personally not recommend 
allocating space on the stack for a 
structure like this, because it tends 
to get confusing. One thing frequently 
forgotten is that space allocated on 
the stack is uninitialised - that isT it 
contains random data. This means 
that unless you remember to set 
everything to what it should be, you 
can get undefined results, which was 
one of the things going wrong here. I 
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encountering. I'd suggest you contact 
your local PD supplier for a copy of 
the AMOS Pro 1.12 updater disk. 
This fixes a the bugs that 1.11 
introduced and a couple of bugs in 
the original that 1.11 missed- Better 
still, why not buy the AMOS 
Professional Compiler? That program 
includes yet another updater that 
takes AMOS Pro up to version 2.0, 
I've yet to find any problems with it. 
iff 

ROCGEN RUMBLE 
Since I replaced my 
A500 Plus with an 
A1200 I've been 
unable to get my 
Rocgen Plus genlock 

to work correctly, though It worked 
perfectly before. I've tried a 
separate power supply and 
disconnecting everything but the 
Rocgen from my Amiga, but with no 
success. My questions are: 
1. Are RocTec bringing out a new 
version of the Rocgen Plus which is 
compatible with the A1200? 
2. Will they take back the old 
version in exchange for the new 
one? 

3. Are they bringing out a DIY 
upgrade kit? 
lTm beginning to wish I'd kept my 
A500 Plus - at least everything 
worked. It now seems that like with 
many others I am £130 down the 
drain. 
S Woodall 
Hartlepool 
County Cleveland 

Don"t be too harsh on RocTee - it's 
not their fault that Commodore 
changed the specs of the RGB port 
when they built the A1200, is it? And 
to their credit they did solve the 
problem with later releases of the 
RocGen Plus, though I'm afraid this 
doesn't help you much. 

I very much doubt that RocTec 
would take part exchange deals on 
used equipment and I wouldn't 
expect there to be an upgrade kit 
{even if an upgrade were possible). 
But you could try asking your dealer 
what the situation is - you might get 
lucky (but don1t hold out much hope 
of it). 

I know you feel bad about this - 
just like the people who bought 
AlOOOs only to find that they can't 

have Workbench 2, pre-AGA Amiga 
owners who can11 upgrade their 
chipsets to let them use the new 
display modes, and those who 
bought A530s and A590s for their 
A500s only to find they can't use 
them with an A1200. But 
unfortunately things move on. 
Products evolve and old technology 
becomes redundant, for one reason 
or another, 

I wish this weren't always the 
case, but there seems little that the 
average punter can do about this. It 
looks like you just can't win- GW 

PALETTE LOCKING 
NEEDED 

Using V-Lab there is an 
option ("Record 
Sequence'') to record 
frames from my video 
and save them to 

memory. There Is also an ARexx 
script to change these frames from 
YUV data into Amiga IFF files - 
resulting in a number of pictures, 
each with its own colour palette, 
but not in ANIM format! 

I tried some PD programs (such 
as Animation Station) hut this 

DEH3 

doesn't support AG A (I have an 
Amiga 1200). There's a utility In 
Real 3D 2 that can do the 
conversion, but it doesn't solve the 
colour difference, I'd consider 
AD Pro's FRED, but you said in AS 
28 that it Is very difficult to use. 
What should I do? 
Luc Depraeter 
Wevelgem 
Belgium 

Reading between the lines, I 
presume that you are referring to the 
colour changes that occur between 
each frame when you play the 
converted YUV frames back as an 
animation in Deluxe Paint IV AGA? 

There's a simple answer to the 
problem - you need to "Lock" the 
palette for each frame, forcing each 
frame of the sequence to use the 
same colour palette, Unfortunately 
there's no way to do this from within 
V-Lab (as far as I can see), so you'll 
have to first convert your YUV frames 
(as you have been doing) and then 
adjust them so that they all use the 
same colour palette. 

You could convert all the YUV 
frames directly into an IFF ANIM with 

CODE CLINIC     CODE CLINIC     CODE CLINIC 

changed this section of the code to 
look a little like this: 

UnCodeBlock link a2,#-$20 
t Make Space On Stack 

lea     -$20 (a2),a3 ; Ad* 
dress Of Bltnode Structure 

. — Clear next blit parameter*T 
(required) and set up blitter 
;        and cleanup function ...* 

clr.l bn_n(a3) 
move,1     #UnCodeData,* 

bn„function{a3 > 
aove.l     ttclsanUp, *■ 

bn_cleanup{a3) 

; — Calculate bliteize .... 
IBI.W #$3,d0        /Length * 

+6 = HD; Rows 
ori.w #$Q2,dO ;2 Words m- 

Per Line 
move.w d0,bn_blitsize(a3) 

I 
i — Ensure our cleanup ** 
function is called .... 

move.b     #$40,bn_stat(a3> 
clr.w bn_beamsync(a3) 

; — Length, Source and *■ 
Destination of blit   

move.l dOr$12{a3) 
move.1     aO,$16(a3) 
move.l al,$la{a3) ? Le* 

ngth, source, Dest. 

I — Queue our blitter *■ 
operation   

move.1     a3,al 
move.1    Gfxbase,A6 
jsr     QBlit{A6)   j Queue * 

Blitter Operation 

; — Wait for it to complete, *" 
de-allocate stack space and * 
return   

bar WaitSignal 
unlk a2 
rtg 

Although it ended up a little longer 
than the previous version, at least 
this way I was able to see what was 
going on. I resisted changing it to 
use a fixed blitnode structure, as 
follows: 

my„blit_node: 
del   0   j bn_n 
dc. 1   UnCodeData ; non- 

function 
etc etc... 

This was because I wanted to get the 
existing code working. Now that it 
was a little neater, I was able to try 
and hunt down some other problems. 

A brief explanation of the QBlit 
function. Basically, you call this 
routine to say "I'd like the blitter in 
the near future please, but lTm not 
desperate/ Then, when the blitter is 
free, your specified function (at 
bnJunction In the structure) will be 
called. This then performs the blitter 
operation, and returns a zero when it 
is finished. At this point, the QBlit 
call will call your bn_cleanup routine 
if required- A sensible thing to do is 
to use this routine to signal your 
main task to say JlHey, great, 
everything is done now, you can carry 
on". This is sort of what Maurice was 
doing, but not using the bn_cleanup 
mechanism. 

The action of neatening this lot 
up uncovered several potential bugs. 
One was that the bn_n pointer was 
not being Initialised. The ROM Kernel 
Guide says that this should be set to 

zero by the application and then not 
touched. I cleared this. I also found 
that the bn. ^cleanup function pointer 
was also required. 3f it was to be 
called, however, the bn_stat flag 
should be set to CLEANUP ($40). I 
specified an empty routine just 
containing an RTSP and put a pointer 
to this into the bn^cteanup, Running 
the program now at least didn't crash 
the computer immediately - instead 
it locked. 

I then checked the actual blitter 
routine itself. Although the 
documentation is a bit skimpy on 
this, 1 discovered through trial and 
error that you must push every 
register you corrupt to the stack. I 
moved the call that sends the main 
task the "We're finished now" signal 
to the bn_cleanup routine (which ts 
only called after everything Is 
complete), and then experimented by 
pushing all registers to the stack and 
recalling them before exiting (with dO 
a zero), This worked, and the 
program no longer crashed. 

Another fault I did find, which is 
easy to make and real hard to find in 
the program, is that the test data 
started on an odd boundary. This is 
how it happened: 

Gfxname Deb1 

library",0 
'graphics. ♦ 

BlockData 
Do. W $2AAA,$AAA9,$2AAA,$AA44 

The string "graphics.library" with one 

zero is 17 bytes long, meaning that 
the first $2aaa of the test data is on 
an odd address boundary. This won't 
cause any problems in this case, 
because it is copied elsewhere 
before it is used - but it is a 
common mistake and a very easy 
one to make. 

If you want to ensure that a dew 
is on an even boundary, put the first 
line of data on the same Irne as the 
label, and it will be on an even 
boundary - at feast if you are using 
DevPac. If you are using another, 
less common, Amiga assembler, 
consult your manual to see if it will 
do this correctly. 

JARGON 

BUSTING 

MFM - A double-density disk 
storage method. Although a 
number of modern machines use 
MFM as a method of storing 
data, their formats are not 
necessarily compatible. MFM is a 
method of storing data, rather 
than a specific disk format. 

QBlit - An OS-legal way of 
queuing blitter requests to be 
performed one after the other. 
The Operating System calls your 
specified routine when the blitter 
is Idle. You share the blitter with 
other OS tasks. 
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a locked palette by using a program 
like ASDG's ADPro, either with the 
aid of an ARexx script, using 
SENTRY, or using ProCONTROL, 
which is a third-party front-end to 
ADPro that makes using ADPro1 s 
complex functions almost child's 
play. Alternatively, you could use 
GVP's fmageFXsoftware instead, 
which can be made to do much the 
same thing via scripts. 

You could also use a PD program 
such as Rend24 (vl>05 or later) to 
lock all the palettes together after 
you've converted them to IFF files 
with V-Lab, possibly automatically if 
you told Rend24 to wait for each 
image to be processed first before 
palette-locking them. Rend24 could 
also be used to make the frames 
directly into a palette-locked 
animation. All of this should solve 
your problems. GW 

EMPTY BOXES 
I own a Canon BJ-10 
printer and I am using 
PageSettet 3 to 
desktop publish with 
my Amiga 1200HD. I 

have just the 2Mb of standard 
graphics memory, no expansion 
memory. When trying to print 
Compugraphic typefaces, all I get is 
boxes where the letters should bo. 
Also, PageSetter 3 sometimes 
screws up when printing ProDraw 
clips. I am using the BJIO driver as 
supplied with Workbench 3. 
Paul Cotterill 
Kingston Hill 
Stafford 

More memory, Paul, that's the 
solution. SorryT I know it means 
spending a few hundred pounds, but 
2Mb of graphics memory is simply 
not enough memory with which to 
desktop publish, despite the claims 
on the PageSetter 3 box. With 
another 4Mb in the trapdoor I 
promise you that those boxes will go 
away and youll get the text and 
ProDraw clips as you see them on 
the screen. But please, think hard 
before buying an A1200 memory 
expansion board that can take only 
4Mb of RAM - it could be a false 
economy. Even 6Mb is not enough to 
desktop publish big documents that 
contain graphics and lots of different 
Compugraphic typefaces in many 
different sizes, and if you donTt have 
the option to fit more RAM to your 
memory board you will have to buy 
yet another board and then try and 
sell the first one second-hand. 

If you want to really improve the 
BJ-10's output from PageSetter 3t 
contact JAM about the CanonStudio 
software (they advertise in this 
magazine). CanonStudio makes a 
massive difference and makes the 
Workbench driver's output look 
pathetic. JW 

BLEEDING COLOURS! 
I wish to use my Amiga 
2000 and Sony CCD 
V200 video camera for 
animated titles but 
have only been able to 

do so via a Mini Gen genlock. The 
results are poor, with extreme 
colour-bleeding and even total loss 
of colour on occasion. I have now 
given up the Idea of overlaying titles 
on video footage and want merely to 
transfer the graphics directly to 
videotape. Until 1 can afford to 
upgrade the genlock I wish to know 
If there is any way I can output the 
Amiga's RGB signal directly Into the 
camera, which has both 
video/audio Inputs and outputs. 

1 have tried to connect the 
Amiga RGB cable to the camera via 
a female 6-pin DIN plug, pigtailing 
into video/audio phonos, but 
without success. Commodore have 
been of no help - It would seem 
easier to get an audience with the 
Pope? 

The Amiga's only video output Is 
black and white, which seems 
rather anachronistic for a 
supposedly "high-tech" machine - 
and few users will have a use for it 
anyway. Is there some special 
reason why this socket could not 
have been made a composite 
output? 

Various high street computer 
and video dealers have expressed 
doubts that any domestic camera is 
capable of receiving a full RGB 
signal from a computer without a 
genlock, Is this correct, or is there 
some cable I can buy which would 
change the RGB signal to a 
composite one acceptable to the 
camera's video Input? 

Finally, Is GVP's G-Lock any 
improvement over the MiniGen as 
far as the problem of colour 
bleeding is concerned? 
John Morgan 
Thornton Heath 
Surrey 

You sound like a confused chap 
indeedl First, I take it that the 
MiniGen you are using is quite old - 

the recent ones I've seen produce 
excellent results (bearing in mind 
that they cost less than £50, of 
course). The older ones had far more 
problems, including the occasional 
colour bleeding you mention. But you 
still shouldn't expect top-quality 
results, because it isn't designed to 
be a top-quality genlock. Even its 
makers, Lola Electronics, would 
agree with me on this. If you want 
top quality you'll have to pay top 
dollar. 

Are you using good-quality video 
cables to make the transfers? Is the 
quality of the video signal you are 
feeding to the genlock reasonable? 
Do you use good-quality videotape? 
These are all factors which could 
affect the output quality of any 
genlock, not just the MiniGen. Try 
looking at these factors and see if 
the situation improves. 

Regarding recording RGB to a 
video camera - everything you've 
been told is correct. You cannot 
input RGB to your camera, however 
hard you try. In fact, I think you're 
lucky that you've not accidentally 
damaged your camera by 
indiscriminately plugging external 
signals into it. The only way you can 
input video to your camera is through 
the proper video input - in which 
case you'll still need to convert the 
Amiga's RGB output using a genlock. 

As for the Amiga 2000's video 
output being anachronistic, I'd agree, 
but I suspect the reason that it is 
only monochrome (it is composite, by 
the way} is that the colour composite 
output provided by its predecessor, 
the Amiga 1000, was of rather poor 
quality and Commodore didn't want 
to spend money improving it. After 
all, people could always buy a 
Commodore 2300 genlock card, so 
rather than drop it altogether they 
removed the chroma side, resulting 
in the monochrome output of which 
you are so derisory. On the other 
handt the A4000 has no video 
outputs at all - and that's supposed 
to be high-tech as well - but the 
A1200 has both RF and composite 
video outputs (and excellent they are 
too). Only Commodore know the 

AmigaDOS - The most basic part 
of the Amiga's operating system - 
the collection of programs that 
take care of the general running of 
the machine. AmigaDOS concerns 
itself with device-handling: control 
of the keyboard, basic screen 
output, disk drives, printers etc, 

Compugraphic fonts - Rather than 
a simple bit-mapped image of each 
character, which grows more 

jagged with magnification, a 
Compugraphic font represents the 
shape of each character within the 
font as a mathematical equation of 
the outline. Consequently, as the 
magnitude of the character is 
varied in printing, no information is 
lost and the result always looks 
smooth. 

RGB - Video signal made up of 
three parts: red, green and blue. 

answers to these conundrums. Also, 
don't forget that the A2000 has been 
out of production for several years 
now, so while It was high-tech when 
it first appeared it has been rather 
overtaken nowadays. 

Finally, the G-Lock is okay, 
though it suffers from a few design 
quirks which mean having to boot up 
twice and only being able to perform 
graphics/video fades through 
software. If you only need composite 
video and if cost is a prime concern, 
then I'd recommend taking a look at 
Lola's new MiniGen Pro (reviewed on 
page SO of this issue), in either 
case, the colour bleeding is 
minimised and the quality is pretty 
good - but do remember that quality 
doesn't come cheap. GW 

NOT AN AMIGADOS DISK 
I have been writing an 
educational program 
using AMDS Pro, I was 
in the middle of 
copying some samples 

over to my program disk when up 
pops a message that the program 
disk is no longer an AmigaDOS disk! 
1 have tried to load my programs 
Into the AMOS interpreter but it just 
informs me that It is not an 
AmigaDOS disk. I loaded up a disk 
repair program (DlskSatv) and it 
showed me that all my data is still 
on my program disk, but it failed to 
repair It. Can you please tell me 
how I can get my data on to a new 
disk? 
Michael Pearson 
Bispham 
Blackpool 

First, I would recommend that you try 
to make a copy of your faulty disk, as 
is, and then put it away. This is 
because if the disk surface is at 
fault, there is no way that a disk 
repair program will be able to fix such 
a defect. Use a copier with Nibble 
copy, such as X-Copy. 

Next, get hold of a copy of the 
PD programh Fixdisk. This program 
allows greater control over the repair 
of disks, and should be available 
from any good PD library (see the 
directory on page 120 this month). 

Ftxdlsk will read each cylinder of 
the disk, scanning for errors. Once 
this phase is complete, the program 
will list all of the files on the disk. At 
this point, you may wish to copy the 
files over on to another pre-formatted 
disk. To do this, just select the 
relevant files and click on Copy. A 
requester will appear. Click on the 
Header button and type in the path 
and filename of where you would like 
to copy the file to. This procedure 
should enable you to copy all your 
data over without further problems, 
but do try to use only good-quality, 
branded disks to be on the safe 
side. WR © 
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THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your reqiriremenls a^e available Irem one supplier. 
FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed lo you wiih special offers and full details of hardware, peripherals and software. 
PAYMENT: We Kcept most major creel cards, cash, cheque or rnon!hfo terms uro?9B%-«Tnn?ioiKCTr9qKsti. 

? % 081-309 1111 

MAIL ORDER: 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Hi Srdcup. Kent. DA1J 4DX Tel: DB1-3M 1111 C-de- L ic? Cp&- Mor Sm g.QOan-6 OOpT. " nr^j F*% No- Oai'SOfl 06Q3 
LONDON SHOP: Opening HPLTC:     Mort-Sal 9.30arr>-6.Q0pm 
LONDON SHOP: Seirridges Qt»nir>3 Hours:      MorvSal g.aoarTi-T.OSpT 

52 Toftervftam Court Road, London, W1P OBA  Ho Laze- Nigrn gpmirg  Tel: 071-500 4000 F« NO! 071-333 4737 

SIDCUP SHOP: 
M. Oxford SIM London, W1A 1AB !el: D71-629 1234  Lat^ Wigni: T^ufWay ■ 8pm &iflrttiOft,-3814 

1-4 Hie Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DAI4 4DX 
ESStX SHOP: Opaning Hnura: 

? tjqrul: Friday - 7pm Tel: &&1-30Z Bfin fax No: 031^09 OD17 
Keddtes i2nd nanrJ, Highi Street, Sourhetid-on-Sea, Esse*, SSI 1LA TeL 0702 468039 Mw-Fri 9.^»m-5 3OTxnr5glgMan^.0Qpni) Larta Hjghl: Thuradtay - 7pm Fax No: 0702 468039 

IPSWICH SHOP: Debenhams (sr.j FOC-I. Waterlnfj House. Westgare St, Ipswich, IP1 3EH Tel: 0473 221313 OpMir>g Hours      Mcn-Fri 9.30nir-h.aorMii (Sal 1] OOanvS OOpmi LHIB toghl: Thursday - 9prn Fax No: 04733677162 

To: Silica Systems. AMSHP-1293-55, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Srdcup, Kent. DAI 4 40X 
PLEASE SEND A BROCHURE ON THE CITIZEN RANGE 

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:        Initials:  Surname: 
Company Name (if applicable):   .,    
Adrjre&s:   

Postcode; 
| Tel (Home):  Tel (Work):   
LWhich cpmputer(s), if any, do you own?   S5W^ 

• change - PIMM rmum Iho coupon ror Cha latest infonnHrtiori. 



(to***0 

OLD AMIGA TRADE-IN* 
The best Ir ode-in ollowonce, extra far peripherals and 

accEBortes. Trade in your old machine for □ brand new 
A60O/12O0/4ODO/CEJ35 ar even n PC 

After trade-In, equipment is checked and refurbished by our 
engineers and is then offered at bargain prices, cainpl&te with 3 

months warranty. 
ASOOs FROM £139 

Al 500s FROM £199 
A60Q SD/HD from 159   HQs 4 Controllers.Jrom 179 
A3000* irom 4*9  GVP HDS 40/52 209/229 
CM... , 179  XT/AT BBoard 50/91 
A5W20/4CW_12*/151 

OTHER ACCESSORIES-PLEASE ASK. 
' Acceptance of pre-V2 machines may be limited 

A500/600/CDTV 

STARTER PACK 
A Must for now users! 

MitTCtiwilriwd joystick, "&ct the Mast from 
your Amiga' book IQ Blank rfecj BO 
topneily lettable diu Ira* mouse mal 

dust cover.. Vims Killer. 

A50Q+ and A600s come 
complete with m o use., modulator | 
to connect to TV, or monitor lead I 
as required, all cobles, manuals, | 

operating discs and utilities 

A5D0+ 
A500+ 
CARTOON 
CLASSICS 

INCLUDED PLUS WARR- 
AS STANDARD  ALON! STARTER ANTY  EXTRAS | 

£ £ 

SJHPSONS, DPI 
.THE 
'JUNT III 

A600 
SDIMI 
A ftfl 0 «1     SILIY PUTTY, Ft GRAND 

SMS™ ?°—®, AND WICKED    700 C^AJ.T S*T 
A600HD 20 

164.90179.90 

194.99 209^9 

259.M274.99 
274w)289.Ta 

3« 
ri 
I* 

cpir    40 EPIC, ROME, MYTH, 
PACK   64 AJWGA TEXT. DEIUXE   339.99 404.99 
PLUS  85 p«NTiit*rhoojP 389.^404.99 

A600HDSO 
120 
210 

365^379.99 3H 
415.99429.99 11 
5 69.99 5 84.99 §-| 

229.99 244J9 
AUDIO Discs/ 

CDTV        °* Kiw'iiip 1 FDKIYE, MMJ^REMQTE ■IWl CONTBOLtEK, CADD^ MEDIA     WELCOME DISC, FISH DISC 
CBM 1084SD 175.90 <i" 
CBM 1940   Li*Ds.l«ALfO(tAGA 264.99 1 >ecr 

Philips 8833 II TtSEk £io  209.99 n!C* 
Star LCI 00C 'Sitfttt   149.99159.99 
Citizen 240C   MP|N252.90 262.90 2y«r 
Return ID base HD versions are SO units: find wilh lop qiHlity 3rd party drives tad come 
with install one + full documenlntioii. 'DPIN need: 2MB for animation an HD models. 

NO OTHER DEALER CAN BEAT 
OUR CREDENTIALS 

• Mull! mslhun company whh 9 years experience in Commodore product and 
here to stay 

* Commodore Iroined staff ere friendly u\i klpfol and are parent,. multimedia, 
Erlma'ianal, gorries, programming or technical specialists (usually more than one! I 

• Open 9-6 pm Monday to Saturday and 10.00 orra to 4,30 pm todays PLUS 
December lale mights, on thorsdoys (Si Albans only) for coiwtmient snooping. 

• Cafe welcome fir advice and demqnslrelion ot our 1600+ sq ft H igh St, Town 
Centre branches 

* Same day despatch for nwsi orders received by 5.30 pm; express am and 
Saturday services available 

* Ha rdwo re carefully handled and delivered safely and reliably by (aged, insured, 
lap name courier service 

* Pre-despatth testing an Amiga syslems 
* Free 30 day tcurier colletlion and delivery ol HEW reflatement.texcept product 

with on-site maiirt«rwwej 
• Hotline support and In-hause engineers 
• Upgrade and I rode in offers to lieep you up la date 
* Excepliarial after sales service 
• BFPO ond Bxpfi wfibrr* 

HOW TO USE 

WE WANT TO 

BEAT ALL PRICES! 
CALL US!! I 

<T?W 

CD" CONSOLE 

LIMITED STOCKS NOW 

A4000/ 30 & 40 
A4OO0/3O; AGA Chip Sel 4 68030 processor, 6 8882 25/50 MHz co- 
processor opliun, 256,(100 colour* from 16.6M, scon doubling for flicker 
free display, Mouse, Amiga 3.5"/l .76 MB 3.5" drive, Hard Drive as belnw, 
Amiga DOS 3.0 system and utilrlfes, Next day en-stte wnrranly 
A4000/40: As above, but featuring the bSisierina 68040 processor, with 
full floating pain! facilities HOT EC version. UK models with on-site 
wqrrcmty.,lHOT imports! 

A4000 

MM 

CD3! SOFTWARE 
15 to 20 titles specially written tar the CD32 should be 
in stock by the lime you read this, including Syndicate, 
ZUKJI 2, Jurassic Park, Chaos Engine, Rohocod, many of 
which include a full CD musk track alongside the 
gome. About hall of existing CDTV titles are 
campotible. CD3? will also ploy normal music CDs and 
CQ+G discs 

CD" 
Standard warranty h 12 months 

return to tows. 
12 monlhs on-site warranty £39-99 
fxtro 2yrs on-site warranty £69.99 

CD1* Console (with Oscar AGA, 
Diggers +Joypad FREE} 

£279 
:D

3
^FMV Card as above 

USfltBMUSKVIMODt 

£465 

AVAILABLE NOW! 
Full Motion Video module far CO" ^ 1 _ 
(witfi Free Musit Video Di&t) tlo 

COMING SOON 
floppy drive. Keyboard, Mouse CDH lor Al 2 

HD 
51 IE ME 

120 

160 

240 

340 

540 

t+lMB 
SUBTWT 

£70 

lis 
M 
it? 

51 BO 

T E S 

2*21AB 
STANDARD 
mm 

%5 

1054 

1099 

1149 

1279 

IS99 

244MB 
SUPEfl FXP. 

VERSION 

?! o !? t E 
i|Ifi 
03 * ^ ^ i 

isfl 

iSff 

EXTRAS| 

| 18B9 § fig, 
g. p) ti 

S 1915 *l ^1 
■ 5 *■ i cT 
> i»» i|s| 

° 2139 £51 i 

° 2299 Sill 

g 2459 
o 123 

A40Q0/3O CO-PROs 6Ba&2 25 MHz ADD £70 
66362 50MHz ADD £160 Btting FOC if purchasing A4O00/3O 

WITH ANY 

COMPUTER 
ZOOL, STRIKER, 

PIN BALL DREAMS 
& TRANSWRITl 
OR LEMMINGS, 

SIMPSONS, 
CAPTAIN PLANET, 

PLUS DP III a 
GFA BASIC 
ADD 

£14.95 

A1200 
1200 2MB 264 
1200 +20MSHD 379 
1200 +60MB HD 419 
1200 +flOMBHD 459 
1200 +120MB HO 519 
1200 t-207MB HD S89 
Extra 4MB + 
clock fitted   ADD £200 

full legnl inslnllalion/efility rfcc and 
daainrnirdkiri drid mm mk QMI on'SiTe 

SPECIAL 
I Ceskie-500: ord Surter Pack 

Willi any Amiga       ONLY £28 5 

FREf WITH ALL 1200s 
NIGEL MANSELLAGA, 

TROLLS AGA AND 
AWARD WINNERS 
aWOMSTUTMIH 

/see Home AGO. Rod rbefowj 
M mm* 

OYHAMIU PACK 
VYorcWfr? 2 ASA Ctetae 

Dennsr flWManager 
AW£«9nmc^ 

ORFRiEWnN80MS& 
120MB VERSIONS 

FUU9BK CHOKE 

irr.Kh^^s - WP. PogQsete - 
DTP. Afcfs Cfioce ■ Af feck 

HOBBYTE VALUE PACKS 
Habbyte are famous for their packs, allowing you lo thwse whal you want, whilst still benefitting from package deal savings. 

Remember, a bargain is only a bargain when you like whet you gelt So, if you aren't Wild, Weird or Wicked, Sleepwalker sends you la sleep, Spare Ace leaves you feeeling e 
Paradroid dott worse, if Basic basically tsrt'l you, exercise your options and get real value for money from- Hobbyle 

TRAMPY'S AND NODDY'S STARTER PACK THE HOT L 
PACK sPKi»i * mmt fw new   WITH UUGA   ALOW "l—iliij'™ 

T3r £59 ™iwm £,S £25 

Make working cepiet n-f Warkbencb and other etigiiul 
I magical laming Mmcs or J befa, PLUS Junior An w<k. 10 blank discs       nppliratian^ ei^rs as mot* as v*u uer ihem kEyboerd overlay and mrj] , .J t. J Virus Killer Check discs reguwriy, espcoelly it ^haneg with frrcnrfc 

Mou s e mat Helps piavanl dirt/dusl rollerlifig en mouse cor lads 
Plus Mkraswitched 
Joystick, 80 tap* lockahle disc box, Dust Cover 

Noddy's Ploytiftifl 
OR Big Adventure 
OR Marlins Maths 6 HaPanal Curnailuni aiienled enmes, stage % 7 la 11 

h gamaiwilriTjempy end irienrls., h years end uactr. 
Hw Tim SdiooT suit* hiwi mtt 8Mi*y awitd gang. 

The Shoe People 
OR Fun School 2 
Fun School 3 ot 4 
OR ADI Jnr Reading 
OR Counting 
Deb^» Painr It + 700 
Clip Art pks 
Hobbyle Primary 
Educational P& Pack 
Hobbyts 30 Easy 
Children's Garnet Pack 

SERIOUS USER'S PACK 
Interested mimis^ mHkmm 

programming end graphics? 
Then this pack Is for yovt 

Easy Amos TH E orogramming bguagj. Wpnderful mc-n ual is 
OR AMOS Professional   *™ *F relfoig - the setoad higbfist rating WER -rofpsipflnlry create yeor own 

'e progs inclided 

h/h wcndertul onirnated games. 21c 11 •ft/an, specify oge. 
The loveable «tre terrestrial ertlerlaifit 4 - 7 year olds and 
helps Inwards achieving Naliwial Cunicubim levels ], 7+ 2 
Pics inc. children. Mrytele - Legend charecters, Sporl, 
Cclcons, eir. 
CDfiteirmr/10 fur *h !s you lean game* 
Simple games, or mine with very easy levels, tod ifv 
youngesi will be able lo use same el ifme 

HOT WO GAMES PACK 
Tlte^top-selfiiw Hobbyte WITH M0ME 

Haf Let pack now      rAA r.. 
includes rbe oiiimate     £44 £59 
[oystkkU! 

■THE BUG" 
10 "Hat Usf Games 
The GREATEST! 

The only joystick ever ta be given n Gold roNng 92% 
AF, positive single-handed actio<ir small and lo^ly! 

£39 
ALONE 
£49 

end enterlnininrj ■ ideal For romplele novices 
Frelieg- the secoad highe: 

ADDnOforth^pllon ^^[^^ 

BO Pn 
Greats "Park II 1 
blank disrs, moose 
matj. B0 capacity 
Eockable else box, 
plus dust cover 

See listing to the riabi for current HOT LIST, or phone for Imesr changes. Children's games aveilehie. 
e p-p Included !op pmfii like kllltcari. Slar Trelt, Compater 0     Coniflkl, Wegoboll, doiens of aroode dnssks baard 
M     classics, wd stioot-em-ups", Ulilitres, Word Processsr, Wr Oalriose + Desktop Publrshsr aad the virus killers - a most for every Amiga owner! 

Habbyte AMOS PD 
Greats 

Dozens of utilities,. Prolracker music mod-ales;, example programmes, that no AMOS programmer 
woula be wiihooi. 

HOME APPLICATION PACK 
Perfect for all Home 

Office needs 

Creole your awn designs to incorporate irtlo your 
AMOS progs Qehixe Paint III, plus 

700 Clip Art pks 
| MIDI Recording Studio & If you bave a MIDI instrument,, this Keverything you 

Ml EH 1 nteHoce need to compose end edit your music 
Powerful prfl«ntclion and pradutlion loci 

Virus Killer Disk, 
SO Prog. Habbyte PD Greats 
Pack - see 'Hottest Lot Pack' 
The Works Platinum 
Deluxe Paint 111* with 
animation * 700 trip Art pics 
Digita Home Accounts 
Any Two Ho! Hit Titles 

SPECIAL 
WITH AMIGA 

£29 
ALONE 
£49 

WF with UK spell click, Thesaurus 
spreadsheet, 'Sideways,' utility, 
da labaie graphics t ami module 
Keep track of credit cord and bonk 
accounts, budgets, etc OR Amiga Vision 

STOP PRESS! Desktop Dynamite AGA pack (see 1200 box) €69 with Amiga £79 alone 

(previews ItRPs 
£39.9? ew 

AMY 1tiff£39 
Or see packs acros 

Thufflferbiras {7w>4 
Fl Grand Prix- il% 

Silly ftlfy-W^bfeo 
fj^Aoki/PunFik kourrfs 

Poflefboy II t 
Hunt for Red (Jclohi 

Coie^Oiea® 
Chalertae Golf 

fionleships clonic board 
Graeme Swires Sor. 

Neighbours 
tT'anbkein I't 

vnplci! i Ptonel 
Silkworm Kelkopler ? 

EddtkDwk^ 
Slack Upt 

Round ihe Bend 
CofilkKfital Grots - 8 rat 

World Crkkei 
Bort Simpson 

Spider nwn/Cpln Ameri 
lea Hockey 

jferon ■ C+YG Gwne oftf 
Blade Warrior - A Power, A 

superb reviews. 
Tootin ftopid ndin 

AWARD WFHN EI 
Sprxe Ate, Kick Olf, PlpeHan 

(counts as 2) 
| PARTICULARLY SUIT* 

CHILDREN {MAY NEED 
@NOTAI200<OMP 

TITLES MAY VAR 
DPiOne^^Efoi 

LIMIGV S^ECikLIS^rS ISTAR GtolD,DEALER • CDTV CENTRE • PHILIPS APPOINTED DEAl| 



[BM10845 D + lends + 2 gomes.. 
Philips UK 3833 Mil mon ads 
fill + swivel stand for 8833 

138,99 
dHrtfl   209.90 
., 12.99 

CBM1940 dud sym .39 dpi AGA monitor + speakers 244*90 
CBM194? dud sync .28 dpi AGA monitor + speakers .164.90 
MICROVITEC CUB SCAN 1440 14" m b lMQ/«Oft * 
finotery vorroble scan rotes between 15KHz (default on bool-us) and 40 KHz 
For oil AGA modes in this rang*. With hit and swivwl stand and 3 year 
warranty 'CUA IEST WY" 399.99 
Microvilec Cub-scan 28dp for 1200/4000 os above, but 20" 1079.99 
ftovrtet Cub scan .1782,1T, 27dp, 30-82 KHz horix scan _ *M.99 
Adaptor for At 200/Wowhec  . 29.99 
EIZO 9060M Multi-Sync for 1200/4000 models 595.00 
CBM 1936 Hi res SVGA 2fldp inc. till & swivel .259.99 
NEC 4FG MurthSync „ 544.99 

AMIGA 24 BIT HARDWARE 
^.CICOOCTV 376,99 

GVPUf + VlLl-S 965.99 
roWv*r GVF u + viu-cr 1255.99 

SOON " Impact VtS4on 24 , .POA 
HARLEQUIN 32 BIT FRAMEMAKER BOARD 

Seh. die shsndacid by wfikh buoockosr quofity output and eue mtour efefdoy is fudged. Eosfly 
iitegrKfiig with Hwa + offiffl satufK^. A hk bes pcdfffi»on(Jy used to staytucnf+ 

PiP View TV tuner-Hemole with sub picture for monitors.., 
Philips Brilliance 211021" m 

.113.99 
 POA 

FLOPPY DRIVES 
ydec 3.5 external drht, doisydiwi t on/wff   -.- - SI.SO 
unwra CM 354 3.5 wlerool drive, beige ^^.^^.^.^.^MM 
1890$ with ortli dick 4 Bfrti bade up end virus protector „ _ —.-^.^59.90 
t Sftflfl 05 abov«, Cydone mmtm   - —  
IUDI drive ns PC MOB _   124.W 
ligh densiry 1.76MB atr, drive for ary Amtgo |Wl 2J..„ 9*-50 
ligk density 1.76M9 tat. OV'P/B for any Amine <WB 2) ♦ Id HD Disc ,n.-n,n.nn.nn.n,1f9*f5 
'ami HD inle-rncJ floppy for 15*0/2/3 49W _.- M.M 
tower HD internal flnppy far5O0/4D0/12l»  ^ 94.90 

ARD DRIVES/ACCELERATORS 
W/20M 
HCB-/JI40MB. .. ncwtisttn  Will MB.. 
W\ 713MB.. 
tBrJ3D2SWHZ 1MB... 

A59Q?0MB... 
...196J9 
,.»6.t9 .394.99 
...496J9 344.99 ■« D3040MHHMI}. W4.99 txQMSMKm .9JS4.99 

[E04033WH24MB _ J 214.99 
?Mafofflbove POA taSGUOMB HD 234.90 

.199.99 1 

A50flErt*rri(daWaHO ..  JA4J9 
A500 tnternal SOMB HD - ^249.99 
HOD internal BOMB KD „..2«.*9 A5uQfnterndtMBH& „339.99 
Trifecta SCSI BOMS HD „2W,99 A57D for Z.-0M 11MB SOQ _._ ...139.99 
A6O0/1200 
wtsmmmm .274.99 GVP1330030 aual Iw 12AKI 239.90 

IpraJudmhlhewofWoflV. 
• 16 j million cokrar photo realrstis deploy • real time 24 bit miijnatlan 

* Optional Alpha Channel - superimpose high quality graphics onto five signal, 
or smoothly mend paint images * Optional Double EMforisg - % 24 bit 

displays instantly available 
unndkdrnige of profaaoids/w support: W * red time 24 
rjldjgilra«G£grffir^^ 
artgjh frtme oanh)[%sleni > Arl Dept   * 111109 pnxsssiry tx mbana, samg, time 
sJrefch* RsaL 3DV2 - Z4Jba modefler + othen 
HI 55015MB ... 1929 *H2000 Plus ,„£1479 
H200Q 2MB 4 Alpha .1999 *H400Q Plus . .£1579 
H3DD0 SMS +D/Wfer £1099 FREE V lab Ffarwgrabb* 
H4000 4MB + Alpha +-D/Buffer II279 with Harlequin Plus 
Genlock £199 "fl^viersbrBiitGedodVex^i^ iBowfisns+modes, 4 Afha Otoriel + more 

24blboard v?4 (^IHMM ^H^,0tf JHtflffl_.-5a9.99 
$m WITH t MAG mi SOFTWARE 
IF YOU HAVE FMCHASK OPALYISJQN, YOU MAY HAVE RECEEVS) WUGHERSAGAIHSTIHE 
rG11 OWING NEW PRODUCTS. WHICH MIL BE ACCEPTED IV HOBBYTE IK PART PARENT 
Video Processor for Opol Vision WiTH VOUCHERS  647.99 
tide*Swte for Opel Yiswi WITH VOUCHERS . ,M7.99 
Scon Role Converter for BttJfeBf WITH VOUCHES W7.99 
Rerino 24 BFF graphics cord +1 MB +YD Paint.. 847.9? 
Retina 24 EHI graphics card + 1MB + VD PaTol .339.00 
Retina 24 EHI graphics card + 2M3 + VD Point.. , .395.00 
Retina 24 bit graphics card 4 4MB + VD Paml « 489-00 
V lab 24 bit real time digilher 1200/6QQ/SQ0 ext f tf 1^34.99 
V lab 24 bit rent time digilfcer 1500/3000/4 D00 inl 289.99 
V Lab 4000/3000 inl SVHS  „^ftl.H^,334.99 

FOR SPECIALIST ADVICE PHONE JP OK 0727 856005 
SEE SOFTWARE BELOW 

W/4000 Cs-Profor 1200  .479.99 
.269.99 

n«rflWrW400t« ...139.99 esl removable HD88MJ 658.99 
esl ibr A4000  POA >013(IMB _ IS9.99 
iD 170MB 1M.99 «J 214MB    199.99 
ID2MHB 229.99 ID 340MB. .......329.99 
I04MMB 439.99 ;D 5J5MB —  599,99 itting - fining by our enginetn ADD ..£} S 
3 

11MB BOMB - 489,00 11MB 120MB 589,99 
11MB 213MB 493,99 I mi 218,99 HDB 4?MB... HDB EDMB...  194,90   296.99 
 394.99 
ULAM FROM CI 69 

M1230XA4UUti4MI.   .429.99 W12JOKA50MHi4MB.  519.99 
MkrnbofcVKLJDSSHHz ,.219.99 W3tL 30 40MUz ....339.99 
2M8 Bunt RAM (or above 179,99 
A600/12&0 HP UPGRADES 

SELF   GM APPROVED 
FITTING- , mm** 

ZOMB 85 - 
4DMI 14S - 
mi....... 175 , 199 
m/ism iw 249 
m/Um .262 329 
209MB 362 509 
INTERNA! CLOCK POA 
■wiiti cable 1 dr» ADD £1 i« lor Hobbyt? fittiruj 

EAPHICS/CAP 
din 40.. ...21199 
inaViSBii 17,90 
Expression AGA 134.90 
DepLPro 2.3A 134.90 

Pro rtof Conversion ....48.99 
llmnce 143.90 
igari 24 234.49 
igari Broadcasr 3 396.90 
eWorpb- 29.99 
bise Paint IV 53.99 
luxe Paint AGA 62.99 
ney Animation 56,90 
rant Siins 49.49 
ence 44.S0 
]ert Draw 39.90 
llery 39.49 □geFX 157.90 
ogine v2 149,99 
age Muster AGA 139.90 
roCAD Plw 63.99 
MM 
nUnvFriwk wUkU 
BrtlnWimrt 
xfk +,HH of tk» rano* 

.99, ■wphaf 
4J9 fm 4!fl) 
rsonal Paint AGA.., 44.95 
el 3D Pro 119.95 
jDrawS 99.99 
>Drtw 4 AGA .......POA 
al 3D Clcssk 78,90 □I 3D  394.90 
]ja 5Q0 HVi ,..,..64.49 
]la ProMM210 137.90 
ila MM200 Supp. AGA .2 74.9 9 
]la Fr» MW3QD 322.90 
jlpt Anim.40 ?°!l 98.99 
Bttra Colour 57.99 
WATKAP yoar aanetians skw (knm 
rWMSII^twiiw 
osnoan 25 vOMvM 
BiirfinL. IBB 24 bit 
Hnete vne § ftm 

re-rtcwtH ^ IK nd( t 
|/im„^ Slf.ll 

SOFTWARE 
iVR- 

189.99 
Take 2 36.90 
TV Pditil 24 679.00 
TV Point Junior 179.99 
Vista Pro 3 49,99 
Vista Mabpoi 24.99 
XCAD im 90.50 
XCAD 3000 ,.264,99 

2 to 3 upgrade..149.99 
VIDEO PROD/ TITLING 
A Video + TV Paint V2. 588.90 
Altarage 40.50 
AmigoVision, 17,90 
BTOodfairTilrerlt 173.90 
KEW'BroadiasrTitfarAGA 
Syper HTghw 239.90 
Broad I Font Enbancer .......POA 
Brood TEMI Pack POA 
Deluxe Phololob 51.49 
Btioflemaster .159.99 

jp^S^O^Vyeaod 

M»rpti+ 138.99 
ProMoHiK 137.99 
Scener> Anim 4 ..£57.99 
Scroller 59.99 
N Retard 189.99 
IVSIMW Pro..,. 51.39 
TV Text Pro .....79.50 
VideoSradio3..., ,..115,95 
Video Director .,..118.90 
Vidao fe3D, JPOA 
Video Uosler 49.49 
Vldi Amigo 12 V2 74,50 
MOM- Vidt ArnojD 12 with 

M BttolitbMi .329.90 
s9Ui JL—-M.tt 
EDUCATIONAL 
Any Fun School 3 or4...... 15,99 Any ADI , 16.99 
Merlin's Moils 16.99 
foinl 8 Creole J 6,99 
Spelling Fair...., 16.99 
See oho software packs 
UTILITIES/LANGUAGES 
AMAXHFlifi , 249.99 
Ami back , 39.90 
Ami back Tools 39.39 
Amos 3D . , 21.49 
Amos me Creator 30.95 
Amos Compiler .,19,49 
Amos Prof 32.99 
Amos Prof. Compiler 24.99 
Easy Amos 22,49 
jifaiBki 47.fi I 
Mo 2.5 93.50 
■Cress 0«v5 .29-75 
CygnusEdPto 3,5 ..,..,,...69,75 
Directory Opus 4 47.49 
Disk Master Q 43.75 
GB Route + 31.99 
GFA Bosk , 8,99 
Gkramem 47,50 
SAVLatticeC ...,.255.99 
Quertcrbodt..... 39,49 
Quarter boATools 43.99 
Quarter badt Took Deluxe... 59.99 
True Prinl 24 47,90 
VDEO TAPE BACKUP 
Sonwifehraf^KswtSon 

XcepyPro , 34.95 
APPLICATION 
Aieno Atcounts 82.50 
Excdlence 3 .,.„ 89,90 
RnolCopvV2. 74,99 
Rind Words III 27.49 
Motion Pfosv4... 27.99 
MiniOfe 37.49 
Pagestreom 2.22 62.90 
Af GOtO WINNER 
Poaes@tter3AGA.., .42.49 
fen Pol 1.4 34 JO 
POTS Finance Man + 29.50 
rWwdoed Nfi 4,1 ASA 
WTID(Blri#nfTirtlopDTP 

^ ityttiiBlwto 

snauiiisMoinii 
PtoPopB 4 end fttiOw 3 T 

Both for H .OSHM 

Protest 55 POA 
Publisher 27,99 
Saxon PibMor 177,95 
Super hie Personal 4 ..104.90 
Superoase Pro 4 V1.3 .214.99 
Tvpesmilh 122.90 
Vrords^orthAGA 72.90 
WopicsPlaimim, J8.99 
MUSIC 
AD 1012 Studio 16 
Scmpbr 349.95 

Audio Engineer +2 149.49 
Audio Master 4 ,....41.49 
Gar* & Pipes 2 ...239,99 
Clarity Sampler ,... .104.99 
Deluxe Mvsir Canst 11 67.90 

Miracle K' board/Tutor..2 77.99 
RantboMegornbtMstr ....27.99 
(»e offer with Vldi 12) 
Stereo Master ..26.99 
Superjam«~»..»«".>"68.50 
LEISURE TOP SEUERS 
A Train , .23.49 
AVBB Harrier Assault 27.49 
Battle Chess..., 14.99 
Blade of Destiny 24.49 
Bl 7 Frying Fortress 22.99 
Campaign.. ,...,...,..22.99 
Championship Manager ,.,.16.49 
Choas fngine .M„.„,H 16*49 
bk^.. „ *9.99 
R Grand Prix 24,99 
Rusnback 21.49 
Gunship 2000 24,99 
Hislory Lkw 21.69 
Indiana Jones. , ,..23,99 
Lemmings 2 18,90 
Monkeylslond II , . .23,99 
HigelfeoDAa .....21.99 
Putty...,.., « /12.99 
Roborad AGA ....15,69 
Sensible Soccer , 15,95 
Sleemwilker 20.90 
Sleepwalker 2MB *9.99 
SlreflrfighterJI 17.49 
THUNDER BIRDS!! 12.99 
Trviel Puwil  ..49(99 
Wing Commonder.... 19.49 
YoSJoef  
Zool -15.99 
•Price appliei anly wirh Amiga 
nardware purchase 
CD DI5C5 
Al CDTV lilies ISSt off RBP. 
Pandora .£479 
2,000 Clip Art &99 Sounds 
CD32 Dee Phone 

(^Jfe- ftJ'it  Sw^Biprlrffifiieih    GVPDSS 38.99 
SfIJMte IfAl Hmm\Sm^mi DSSPLUS , ...59.90 Vid! 24 Real Time 224,90  £ifcj" Midi loterke, 19,95 

EMULATION 
GGofe 386sx 25WHz...'. ,386.99 3B6 Bridgebaard 199.99 ' 
GVF 2S6 for GVPII +530 146.99 486 Bridgehmrd 299.99 
GVP 40/4 far 1500 , 945.99 EmpJanl 245.90 
AlOnre 214.99 Emplanl Deluxe 339,90 

SCANNERS & DIGITISERS 
Epson GT 6500,600dpi 24 bit A4 inc. Scan s/w. 779.00 
Epson GT 8000, BOOdpi 24 bit A4 inc. Scan s/w„  1129.00 
Power Hand Scanner^ 400 dpi, 64 Grayscale Powerston software. ,...88,99 
Power Hand Scanner as above,. V3 for 1200/4000 104.99 , 
OCR software far Power Scanner ._ 48.50 
Power Colour Hand Scanner ....219.49 
Sharp JX10OA6 Scanner * scanlab s/w up to 18 bit „, 469.99 
Summa Sketch fl A4 with s/w/A3 Tablet Digitiser 359.99/529.99 

GENLOCKS/MODEMS 
Rondale 8802 (1200 comaal},J39.99   Wd»Piotv3}0——1094.94 
Rundde 8802 BC... 159.95    Roccjenf 12TJ0ctmpct^J38i0 
Rendde 8802 SWB860 _^9,TC   Rocp Rodcay 119J0 
H£fnQGrW»kS29C ..689,99   Supra 2400 Modem.... 7B.9S 
GVPG-Ladt  ffl9nn   Supra Fox Modem ....148.90 

SUPRA 2400+ FAX/MODEM 
With 9600 Fax. 2400 Data Fox Software, Atalk 3 C1JIO oa Comms S/W. Modem Leads £ Power supply X 148* 7 T 

SUPRA 14440 FAX/MODEM r„A AA 
As above, hu1 up to 14,400 Fax/Data  ..,..£2/9.110 

ROCGEN PLUS ROCKEY    „ mmttL AA 
Bundle  £239*90 

ACCESSORIES & DISCS 
A500/6W/1200 Punier cBnrre.,28.99 A520 Modulator 29,99 
A500/1200 control centre 34.90 Alien/BatmanA2 Jaystitk...10,99 
A600 camrol centre 27.90 Bug Joystick....... 11,99 
BrickeflE CDW joystick adapt. ..39.99 CDTV Keyboard , 54.99 
10 Blank DS/DD discs in box „....4.W 50 Blank D5/DD discs,,,,,..,,! 7,99 
10 Blank DS/HD discs 6.99 50 Blank DS/HD discs, 27.99 

EXPANSION 
.21.99 PCimbtre  

K120B 1MB 
Kmm  
PC 12fift 4MB......... 
K12088MB  

 69.99 
.112.90 
..167.90 
.239.90 

..,396.90 
 74.90 
.139.90 

A5£J0 5i2kRomExp+OiKk 
A500+lMBexp, 29*99 
m+ 2MB, exp. In 8MB 149.99 
A601 37,99 
A600/1200 2MB exp (cord,.............137.99 
AnOO/1200 4MB exp jt«d)._.„_.l 69.99 
OnV fMB exp+Super Agnus 1S7,» 
A5O0 Rom Sharer 1.3 37.95 
AMD Ram Sharer 2.Q4 38.95 
A600 Rom Sharer + 1.3 49,95 
A2065 Ethernet Cord .229.95 
Bbmd 12(H) 4MB 159.90 
Brtt2Ordt20fi8WB 299,90 
BliiMfd 12004MB 25MHi 299.90 
Btadl2O04MB5OMHi POA 
Chip fitting ntd board upgrade available, by our qualified engineers POA 

Above wth33Mhz FPU.. 
AbvewlfiSflMrfefPU,.. 
Y8™'fl&MlUMi..... 119.99 
MBXI2DD4MB4W114MKz 278.90 
M]2004MB^8B225Mffe,,,....,....m90 
MBX1290 4WB+68eB2 50MHz 428.90 
2MB weram MKboankabme ._joAtrat£100 
CBMlltiwrodekHHOW IN 74.99 
Amitec Ifibft 0MB exp for 12DQ 76.90 
MM! abet 4MB exp POA 

PRINTERS 

Cttiien 120+0 111.99 
StnriC20 116.99 
Citizen 90 moneK....,.„,l 44.49 
Crfiien 90 colour* 154.49 
StarLClEM)9pni(ol 149.99 
Panasonic KXP21&D col. .159.90 
Star LC20Q col 184.99 
Star LC 24-20 E .218.49 
S6orLC24l0024ain 173.49 
Star LC 24-200 209,99 
Panasonic MP 2123 cnl.209.99 
StorLC 24-200 coi 248.49 
Qlizen 1240. 176,99 
Epson LQ100 ,179,99 
Epson LQ 570 259.90 
Epson LO B70  469.90 
Epson L01170 56990 
Citizen S200 24* 184.99 
GiizenS200 24toP 207.99 
Citizen S240* 187.90 
QtoN S240C coT 233.90 
Citizen S24xto3* 325.90 
Star ijl 44 4B9.99 
Citizen rd Note. Pnrifw OI POA 

WITH wrm 
ALOHi STARTER ALONE STAR TIP PACK PACK 

UMBCVAMi BV1F ftKBI 
HP Deskjet Port  249.00 
Epson Stylus 800. 249.90 
HP Deshet 510... e 245.90 
HP Dosk et SOOcojS 289.90 
HP Deskjet 550^ .,489.90 
HP De5ketl2Q0C 1249-90 
Canon ftJlOSXPcrt.i 89.99 
Canon BJ 200 295.90 
Canon BJ 230 A3 ...339.90 » 
Canon BJ 330 A3.... 449JO ^ 
Canon BJ 300 359.90 
Star SJ 48 „ 198.99 ■ 
SlarSJ 144 569.90 „ 
LOWEST PtKElASBt 
ouMinoKioi - 
4MiUSO SW.90 , „ 
CITIZEN LASER 6000 W 

Panasonic KXP 4410.. .539.90 
Panasonic OP 4430 ,609.90 ^ 
Star L5 5 laser .616.95 ° 
HP Laserjet 4L 569.90 0 HP Laserjet 4 1289.90 
StarlS Sex Spjtm 2 bin .729.90 < 
Sharp JX 9500 9ppm ... S99.S0 

A3 MP kikpls w.ih 3yr 17TB mrTDfity 
DH-itTE - SEE ACROSS 

STAR PRLJfTER EITENDED WARRANTY - PHOUft 

SStudio driver/Utility (WB 2 & above) highly t ADD £39.95 
STARTER PACK: 500 Sheets A4 paper, Amiga to printer lead, 
Universal Printer Stand & Driver 4 with Print Manager 

T1LISALM HOt 0727 SMOOS PAXt 07^7 834944 
Same itoy despat-ch tor debit or crerjrt card orders placed before 5pm iutecf lo owilaMity. AStemoifvely smrj th«iw pojtul order, banker? 
draft or rtficiaf order (PLCs, Eiiiicotion and GavBrnment bodies only) to: Dept. AS, Hoboyte Cornpirter Centre, 10 Merket Place, St. Albons, 
Herts AL3 SDG. Please allow 7 working days for cheque deoronce. Subject \o ovoilabifity, rfegratcb is normnlly within 24 hours of receipt ■— tliem, eithflf up or down, 

prices moy vary from Weil 
of cleared pe'penr. Prices nre cwrect nt time of gcinp ro press, liowsvet, m are sometimes forced to change 
Please check before ordenng. Additiorwl services and different pockjones may be offered in our shawraoms, and 

_ 

Order prices. PersonoJ cdfersare asked to quote this od to ensure Moil Qnter packages are offered. 

DELIVERY CHARGES: UK MAINLAND (NOT HIGHLANDS) 
STTIDI: consumables 1 DespaJched by post, pfease died 
software items tiharajes when ordering 
Other items, except lasers        Next day courier service, £10 pel box 
Offshore and Highlands Please enquire 
JN ADDITION WE OFFER M FOLLOWING EXPRESS SERVICES; 
Scturdoy delrVeries fWnd rate plus il 5 

■ '2C:JS£5 

• HP AUTHORISED DEALER • CITIZEN DEALER PLUS * Amiga pri^. wepl where slufed ore inc. VAT. Ml 

\    \   \     \    \    \    \    \ \ 

NO DEPOSIT 
CREDIT FACILITIES 

Credit teims al 79 IK APR (variable) can 
be arranger) far purchases over [150, subjer.1 

to slolvs Compolitive leasing themes are 
also available far birsnesses, intbdinrj sole 
liaden and partnerships. JuU tEScpltDne far 

written aeraib and application form 



Another great offer from c 

manufacturer you can trust 

*/ All Cumano 

products carry 

our 30 day money 

back guarantee 

J All products carry 

our 12 month 

warranty 

J All inclusive price 

Cumano reserve the right to increase the prke 

at any time. This offer is subject to availability, 

*Price include 

VAT anc 

deliver) 

High quality 

• Renowned and proven reliability 

• Styled plastic case 

• Low power consumption 

o Throughport facility for 

addition of further drives 

o Suits any Amiga 

 ADDRESS  

TELEPHONE NO.. 

*   I would like to order   CAX354 Disk Drive(s) at £49.95 each t 
11 

Please debit my ACCESS/VISA card (please delete); 

Number Expiry date of card 

Signature   

1   Cheques should be made payable to Cumano Limited. 
\   Orders may be placed by telephone - 0483 503121, or by fax ■ 
i   0483 451371, or sent to - Cumano CAX 354 Offer, 

Pines Trading Estate, Brood Street, Guildford, Surrey GU3 3BH. 

anufacturers of 

ality products 

sinie 1979 



READER LISTINGS 

Readers' Listings 

Two Amiga Shopper readers win £25 for their 

AMOS programming efforts this month... 

Our first listing this month is an Image 
manipulation package written by Ian 
Dealing from Calcot in Reading. His 
code for handling Image distortion is 

both cleverly written and concise. On the other 
hand the user interface is rather basic - or in 
I ail's own words "it stinks". Obviously though you 
can re-write this section to add your own all 
singing and dancing routine, The second 
listing is a short routine to enlarge a 
sprites and centre it on the screen. 

Now that we have a cover disk 
with each month's Amiga Shopper you 
don't even have to risk contracting 
"keyboard cramp" - you'll find the 
source code sitting on the disk in a 
directory sensibly named "Source^Code", 
Also in this directory you'll find a file called 

"DEstortJnfatxt", which contains some brief 
suggestions from Ian as to how you may wish to 
further develop his image package, 

We re always interested to receive 
listings from readers - and 
remember, any that we print earn the 
sender the grand sum of £25, Please 
send us a hardcopy of the program 

along with a disk containing copies of all the 
files on it (source code, object code if any, 

plus all the appropriate documentation). 
Don't forget: it is theft to use anyone 
else's code without permission, so 
don't And please include a signed 
statement that your code is all your own 

work. You know how we worry. 
The address: Listings, Amiga Shopper, 

30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW. 

' *** image Distortion Program *** 
' *•* By Ian Bearing *** 
' *** Finished on 20/09/93 »** 

********************************* ************** 

' ** User Enterable information ** 
SCR_WIDTH=32Q 
SCR_HEIGHT^20Q 
NUM_COIrS = 16 
RES=Lowree 
PILE$s"w' ** put the name of the IFF 

file that you wish to manipulate here *#I 

NUW_DIV_X=16 
NUM_DIV_Y=1Q 

1 ** Set up screen with picture 
' ** to distort on ** 
Screen Open 

0 , SCR_WIDTH, SCR_HEIGHT-K1F NUH„C0LS r RES 
Cure Off : Flash Off : Cls 0 : Palette Q,$FFF 
Load Iff FILK$ 

'  ** Set up screen to distort onto ** 
Screen Open 1,SCR_WIDTH,SCR_HEIGHT, 

NUM_COLS,RES 
Cura Off : Flash Off : Cls 0 
Screen Copy 0 To 1 i Get Palette 0 

' *** screen for 'user interface' *** 
Screen Open 2,SCR_WIDTH,SCR_HEIGHT,w 

NUM_COLS,RES 
Cure Off : Flash Off t Cla 0 ; Get Palette 0 

' ** Set up VARIABLES ** 
DIV_LEN_X=SCR_WIDTH7WUM_DIV_X : 
DIV_LEN_Y= S C R_HE J GHT/NUM_DIV_Y 
Dim GRID_X{NOM_DIV_X,NUM_DIV_Y),GRID_Y*" 

(NUM_DIV_X,NUM_DIV_Y) 
Dim SP_X(DIV_LEN_X,DIV_LEN_Y), 

S P_Y(DIV_LEN_X,DIV_LEN_Y) 

01oba1 DIV_LRN_X,DIV_LEN_Y, 
NUM_DIV_X,NUM_DIV_Y 

Global GRID_X{),GRID_Y(),SP_X{),SP_Y(> 

' * Set initial values in grid * 
For Y=0 To NUK_DIV_Y 

For X=0 TO NUM_DIV_X 
GRID_X(X, Y)=X+DIV_LEN_X 
GRID_Y(X, Y)=Y*DIV_LBK_Y 

Next X 
Next Y 
1 ** Change the grid layout ** 
Repeat 

Screen Copy 0 To 2 

DISPLAY GRID 
Repeat ; M=Mouse Key : Until MoO 
If Mo2 

X=X Screen(X Mouse)  : Y=Y 
Screen(Y Mouse) 

X_GRID=(X+DIV_LEN_X/2)/DIV_LEII_X s 
Y_GRID=(Y+DIV_LEN_Y/2)/DIV_LEN_Y 

Repeat : until Mouse Key=0 
Repeat : Until Mouse Key=l 
GRID_X(X_GRID,Y_GRID)-X Screen(X Mouse) 
GRID_Y(X_GRID,Y_GRID)=Y Screen(Y Mouse) 

End If 
Until K=2 

Screen Close 2 
For Y=0 To HUM_J>IV_Y-1 

FOr X-0 TO NUM_DIV_X-1 
X1=GRID_X(X,Y)   : Yl«GRID_Y {X, Y) 

i  X2 =GRID_X {X+1 j, Y)   : Y2=GRID_Y (X+l, Y) 
X3-GRID_X(X,Y+1)  : Y3«GRID_Y(X,Y+l) 
i X4=GRID_X(X+1IY+1)   :  Y4=GRID_Y(X+1,Y+l) 
If XI<>X*DIV_LEN_X or 

Yl<>Y*DIV_LEN_Y or X2<>(X+l)*DIV_LEN_X Y*** 
or Y2oY*DIV_LEN_Y or 

X3oX*DIV_LEN_X OX Y3<> {Ytl) *PIV„LEH_Y T*- 

or X4<>(X+1)*DIV_LEN_X or Y4 <>{Y+1)*DIV_LEH_Y 
DISTORT_AREA[X,Y,GRID_X » 

(X,Y)fGRID_Y tX,Y),GRID_X(X+1,Y)# *•* 
GRID_Y(X+lr Y)r GRID_X{X,Y+1),GRID_Y**" 

(XPY+l)rGRID_X(X+lrY+l),GRXD_Y(X+1,Y+1)] 
End If 

Next X 
Next Y 

Procedure DISPLAY_GRID 
ink 7 
For X=0 TO NUM_DIV_X 

Draw X*DIV_LEN_X, 0 To 
X*DIV_.LBM_X, NUM_DIV_Y*DIV_LEN_Y 

Next x 
For Y-0 TO NUM_DIV_Y 

Draw 0,Y*DIV_LEN_Y TO 
NUM_D IV_X * DI V_LEN_X, Y * DI V_LEN_Y 

Next Y 

Ink 15 
For Y=0 To NUM_DIV_Y 

Plot GRID_X(0,Y),GRIO_Y{0,Y) 
For X=l To NUM_PIV_X 

Draw To GRID_X(X,Y),GRID_Y(XrY) 
Next X 

Next Y 

For X=0 To NUM_DIV_X 
PIot GRID_X(X,0 J,GRID_Y{X, 0) 
For Y-l To NUM_DIV_Y 

Draw To GRID_X(X,Y)*GRID_Y(X r Y) 

Next Y 
Next X 

Bud Proc 

Procedure DiSTQRT_AREA[<JRID_X, 
GRID_Y,X1#HY1#,X2#,Y2#,X3#(Y3#,X4#,Y4#] 

' ** Create point X and Y's 
' ** Work out all the individual values ** 
YDIV#=DIV_LEN_Y*1.0 
DIFF1_X#=(X3#-X1#)/YDIVtt : 

DIFF1_Y#=(Y3#-Y1#)/YDIV# 
DIFF2„X#=(X4#-X2#)/YDIV# : 

DIFF2_Y#=(Y4#-Y2#)/YUIV# 

For YP=0 To DIV_LEN„Y 
DIFF_X#=(X2#-Xl#)/(DIV_LEN_X*1»0) 
DIFF_Y#=(Y2#-Yl#)/{DIV_LEN_X*1.0) 

X#=X1# : Y#=Y1# 
For XP-0 To DIV_LEN_X 

X#=X#+DIFF_X# 
Y#^Y#+DIFF_Y# 
SP_X(XP,YP)=IntfX#) 
SP_Y(XP,YP)=Int(Y#) 

Next XP 
X1#=X1#+DIFF1_X#  : Y1#=Y1#+DIFF1_Y# 
X2#^X2#+DIFF2_X# : Y2#^Y2§+DIFF2_Y# 

Next YP 

* ** Displays distorted guaderalateral ** 
XA=GRID_X*DIV_LEN_X : YA=GRID_Y*DIV_LBN_Y 
For Y=0 TO DIV_LEN_Y-1 

For K-0 To DIV_LEN_X-1 
Screen 0 : I=Point(X+XA,Y+YA) 
Screen 1 : Ink I 
Polygon SP_X{X, Y) , SP ,Y(X, Y) T*" 

TO SP_X(X+1, Y) , SP Y (X+l, Y) 
To SP_X(X+1, Y+l), SP_Y(X+1I Y+1J 

TO SP_XarYtl) ,SF_Y(XFY+1) 
Next X 

Next Y 
End Proc 

And finally, here's a little AMOS 
routine from Tim Blacklock of 
Sheffield, whom we last met back in 
Amiga Shopper 29. This routine 
enlarges a sprite to the size of the 

current screen and then centres it in the middle of 
the screen. You should substitute the name of the 
sprite bank you want to use in the Load instruction 
at the second line. 
1 Bob Picture! 
' By Tim Blacklock 

If Exist ("Amos: Zoom. abk"} =True Then 
Load "AEIOBJ Zoom* abk" 

Load "A_Sprite_Bank,abk" 
Screen Open 0,320,256,32,Lowres 
Curs Off : Flash Off : Cls 0 
Screen Hide x Hide On 
Get Sprite Palette 
_ZOQH_SPRITE[1,7,15] 
Screen Show 
Wait Key 
Proc edure _ZOOM_SPRITEI_BOB_NUM,SCR,BORD] 

£C-Screen : SCC-Screen Colour : 
S¥=Screen Width i SH=Screen Height 

A=Sprite Base(_B0B_HUM) 
SPW=Deek(A}*16 
SPH-Deek(A+2) 
Screen Open SCRr16+((SPW/16)*16) 

,lfi+{{SPH/16)*1S)rSCC,Lowres 
Curs Off : Flash Off i Cls 0 
Screen To Back SCR : Paste Bob 0,0,_BQB_NUH 
Zoom SCR,0r0rSPW,SPH To SC,0,0,SW^SH 
Screen Close SCR 
Screen SC 
X=(SW/2)-(SPW/2) 
Y=(SH/2J-(SPH/2} 
Ink 0 
Bar X,Y To X+SPWrY+SFH 
Paste Bob X F If F _B0B_NUM 
ink BORD 
Box X,Y To XtSPWrYtSPH 

End Proc 

For full details of all the other goodies on this 
issue's cover disk, turn to page 12, 
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Buying hardware or 

software isn't the only 

time you need to know 

your rights as an Amiga 

shopper, Alex Soboslay 

explains where you 

stand when you need 

to get your Amiga kit 

repaired, then looks at 

the copyright question. 

Advocate 

I  n past instalments of Amiga 
I Advocate, we have looked at 
I the legal position when you 
I buy something either in a shop 

or by mail order, what you are 
entitled to expect and what your 
rights are If the goods are faulty in 
some way, and how to get things 
put right if there is a problem, 
including how to enforce your rights 
through the County Court's "small 
claims procedure"* But buying 
goods is not the only time you 
might come up against legal 
problems. What if you have owned 
your Amiga for some time and it 
needs repairing? 

If your Amiga is less than a year 
old, you should have no problem - it 
will still be under the manufacturer's 
warranty and should be fixed free of 
charge by an authorised repairer. The 
only exception to this will be if the 
fault was caused by misuse, some 
form of unauthorised tampering or 
accidental damage, not a 
manufacturing defect or "fair wear 
and tear". In this case, the same 
legal principles will apply as if the 

machine was out of warranty. 
Let's be clear right from the start 

that problems with repairers are very 
rare. There is generally not a lot of 
profit to be made from computer 
repairs, so there are not many 
cowboys in the field, just skilled 
professionals with a genuine 
commitment to customer service - 
they wouldn't stay in business very 
long if they were anything less- 
However, we have received 
complaints even about large repair 
companies, so it's always possible 
for things to go wrong, and always 
best to know your rights. 

There are three possible areas 
where disputes might arise: the cost 
of the repair, whether the repair is 
done satisfactorily in the first place, 
and what happens if things go wrong 
afterwards. Let's look at the 
question of cost first. 

In general, a repairer is entitled 
to ask any reasonable price he likes 
- it really pays to shop around here, 
even more than when you're looking 
to buy, but remember that an 
unreaiistically cheap repair may be a 

bad bargain if you then have to get 
your equipment repaired all over 
again, or worse, if a bodge job 
causes even more damage. 

When you're shopping around, 
ask for a quotation in writing - if you 
accept it, there is a binding contract 
and that is the price you will pay, An 
estimate is only an approximation - 
the final cost may turn out to be 
higher, though you should still ask 
for it in writing as well. Of course, the 
terms "estimate" and "quotation" 
are often used loosely, so it is wise 
to make absolutely sure in plain 
language whether the price you are 
quoted is a firm, fixed price or not. 
Sometimes repairers will specify that, 
a quotation or estimate is valid for 
14 days or a month, giving you time 
to think it over and get other quotes, 
but it is always a good idea to have 
both the offer and the acceptance in 
writing, setting out exactly what work 
is to be done and what the agreed 
price is. 

Sometimes an estimate will have 
the letters "E&OE" on It somewhere 
in fine print. This stands for "Errors 

and Omissions Excepted", and 
simply means that the price may be 
different if something has been 
overlooked or a mistake has clearly 
been made. If for instance a repairer 
has accidentally written "£30" and 
you accept the price because 
everyone else has quoted £300, you 
are not going to get away with it just 
because it is written down (and you 
don't deserve to either, just for trying 
to pull a fast one!). This applies even 
if the estimate gives a "firm" price. 
However, putting JE&OE" on an 
estimate does not entitle the repairer 
to ignore the quoted price entirely - if 
the work done is substantially what 
was quoted for and there is no 
obvious error of this sort, the price 
should not vary much. 

THE PRICE OF CHIPS 
The general principle is to agree as 
much as possible in detail (and 
ideally in writing) before the repair Is 
begun. It is reasonable to ask for a 
firm price and a firm time for the 
work to be completed, but a repairer 
is fully entitled to reserve the right to 
charge more than estimated if there 
is a rise in the cost of labour or 
materials - to cover himself, for 
instance, against unpredictable 
events such as the recent worldwide 
rise in the cost of memory chips, 
caused by a fire in the factory in 
Japan that manufactured most of the 
world s supply of the resin which 
integrated circuits are embedded in. 
You can however always ask for the 
estimate to become a firm price once 
you accept it - the repair will 
presumably be carried out soon 
afterwards, and the repairer should 
have a good idea of current costs. If 
he won't agree to this, try at least to 
get a maximum price in writing. You 
are also entitled to object to any 
conditions the repairer tries to 
impose limiting his responsibility for 
any damage he causes to your 
property or for defective work - these 
would be regarded as "unfair" 
contract terms and cannot be 
enforced. 

Sometimes the repairer may say 
it is not possible to tell exactly how 

WHO HAS THE RIGHT TO COPY? 

A friend and 1 are starting up a disk-based 
magazine, and we were wondering if we could 
legally include screen shots of games we 
reviewed (grabbed with an Action Replay or 
similar). Other magazines do It., 
Simon Lewisr Devon 
What you suggest is perfectly legal, Simon. The 
Copyright Designs and Patents Act specifically 
says you may reproduce copyright material as part 
of a bona fide review - but beware of using 
screenshots out of the review context, just as 

decorations or pretty pictures on their own. That 
would be more questionable. 

PIRATES AHOY 
A local market stall has a box of Amiga software 
for sale, but they have no boxes or manuals and 
the disks have hand-written labels. Is this legal? 
No. These are obviously illegal "pirated" copies. 
Strictly speaking, you don't even have the right to 
copy a program youVe bought yourself unless the 
manual or the licence agreement that came with it 

specifically says that you can copy it to make a 
back-up. You can never legally make copies for 
friends. The exception is programs that are clearly 
marked "public domain" or PD, which means that 
the author has given permission for anyone to 
copy and distribute the program - but always 
check the document file on the disk to make sure 
you are allowed to copy it and always leave the 
document file intact on any copies you make. 

Pirates should be reported to the Federation 
Against Software Theft (FAST) w 0628 660377. 
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BUYING ADVICE 

much work is required until he opens 
up the computer and takes a look. 
This is entirely reasonable. But bear 
in mind that a repairer is entitled to 
charge you for the work involved in 
assessing what is needed and 
preparing a quotation even if you 
don't have the repair done by him - 
so check first! 

VARYING THE COST 
As we've seen, there are some 
circumstances in which even a 'firm" 
price might vary - if there has been a 
clear error, for instance, or if the 
repairer had reserved the right to 
cover increases in costs. You can 
also expect the bill to be higher if 
you ask for something more to be 
done once the repair work has been 
begun, or if you want some of the 
agreed work changed - but in these 
cases you should ask for a new 
"firm" price before giving the okay for 
the work to continue. 

if any extra work is done without 
your prior agreement, you are not 
obliged to pay for it. A reputable 
repairer should contact you if he 
discovers something else that needs 
attention, not just go ahead and then 
add it to the bill afterwards. And 
speaking of adding things: the 
repairer cannot just slap an extra 
17.5% on top of the quoted price for 
VAT. If there was no mention of VATf 
the law is that VAT is assumed to be 
included in the price. VAT can be 
added only if the price quoted 
explicitly excluded VAT. 

And finally, don't panic: even if 
no price was agreed at all up front, 
the law says that the price charged 
must be "reasonable", so you have 
some legal fall-back even if you 
haven't protected yourself in 
advance. 

POSSESSION IS NINE- 
TENTHS OF THE LAW 
Unfortunately, we now come to the 
most onerous aspect of getting 
repairs done. The law gives repairers 
what is called a "Men" (pronounced 
'lean", more or less) over goods left 

for repair - that is, the right to retain 
possession of the goods until paid. 
This means that even when you 
disagree with a repairers charge, 
you must pay it to get your property 
back. This applies even if the bill is 
substantially more than an estimate 
or quotation. 

If you find yourself in this 
position, make sure that the repairer 
knows you disagree with the price 
charged. Let him know that you are 
paying "under protest", As soon as 
possible afterwards, put it in writing: 
write confirming that you paid under 
protest to get your property back and 
asking the repairer to refund the 
overcharge. Set out the grounds for 
your protest: the price was 
substantially higher than the 

estimate, or included work you had 
not agreed to in advance, or was 
simply not "reasonable" - but if you 
claim this, you must be prepared to 
prove what would have been 
reasonable, by producing firm 
quotations from other repairers for 
the same work, for example, State 
what you think the price should have 
been, and give the repairer a 
reasonable time to respond (say 
about 10 to 14 days), if he does not 
do so, or digs In his heels, you have 
exactly the same legal options open 
to you as if you had a dispute over 
goods: talk to a solicitor, your local 
Citizen's Advice Bureau, local Trading 
Standards Office, or County Court, 

ALL WORK GUARANTEED 
What about problems with the quality 
of the repairs? The law says that you 
are entitled to have the repairer use 
professional care and skill and use 
only materials fit for the purpose. 
We've all heard stories about repairs 
that were not done properly, or not 
done at all but still charged for - 
cases where somebody later opened 
up his Amiga and found that a 
component had not been replaced as 
claimed at all, and so on, In such 
cases, the law is the same as for 
defective goods: you should 
complain as soon as you discover 
the defect and seek to have it put 
right. If you continue to use the 
goods, you may be presumed to have 
accepted the quality of the repair. 

Obviously you will have difficulty 
if the defective nature of the repair 
does not show up for some time - 
you clearly shouldn't open up your 
Amiga and have a poke around just 
to check up on the repairer, even if 
you know your way around its ins ides 
pretty well, because this will make it 
impossible to prove that the defect 
was attributable to the repair and not 
to you yourself. However, you should 
certainly check that the fault you 
originally wanted repaired has been 
fixed. If possible, ask the repairer to 
show you the machine working in the 
shop and try it out before you accept 
it back. If it's not okay, politely insist 
that the repair be done to your 
satisfaction. No repairer is likely to 
argue if he can see that the machine 
is still not working properly. 

If the same problem comes back 
some time later, you should politely 
ask the repairer to put it right again. 
Most repairers will guarantee their 
work for some specified time - 
usually 30 days, but sometimes 
longer - so you won't have to pay 
anything if the fault recurs within this 
period, and many repairers will take 
another look for nothing even beyond 
their guarantee time if the fault is 
identical, though they are not legally 
obliged to. The law will step in only if 
the fault recurs because the original 
repair work was not done 

professionally or was done with unfit 
materials - but this will be up to you 
to prove, and that means finding an 
independent expert such as another 
repairer who is willing to say so, 
preferably in writing. 

If the repairer has deliberately 
misled you about what he'll do and 
the materials he'll use, he can be 
prosecuted under the Trade 
Descrrptons Act. If you think this is 
the case, contact your local Trading 
Standards Office (listed under your 
local council in the telephone book). 

DISASTER RELIEF 
What if the repair has been a real 
bodge job and gone seriously wrong 
later? In one case, a badly-repaired 
Power Supply Unit blew up, causing 
damage not only to the Amiga it was 
connected to but also flash burns to 
other property near it. The law is 
clear-cut: a repair where the repairer 
has not used professional care and 
skill, or where he used materials not 
fit for the purpose, is a breach of 
contract and you are entitled to sue 
for: 
1. the cost of having the original 

defects put right by someone else, 
2. the cost of remedying any new 

defects for which the repairer is 
responsible (in this case, the cost 
of replacing chips damaged by the 
explosion of the PSU), 

3. the cost of damage to property 
caused by the defects {in this 
case, the damage caused by flash 
burns - but this "consequential" 
loss may be limited only to direct 
consequences of the defect, 
though in some cases the courts 
have awarded compensation for 
more remote losses such as loss 
of earnings), 

4. compensation for the loss in value 
of the goods caused by the 
defects, and 

5. compensation for any injury 
caused by the defects. 

It will make no difference if the 
repairer has inserted a condition into 
the contract seeking to limit his 
liability - "Liability is limited to the 
first £50 of damage howsoever 
caused", or something of that sort. 

If you are involved in a dispute of 
any kind, always try to resolve the 
problem with the dealer or supplier 
first in an amicable way. If that 
doesn't work, seek advice from a 
solicitor or from one of the 
following (check your local phone 
book for the number or address): 
* Citizen's Advice Bureau 
• Trading Standards Office (listed 

under your local council) 

The Unfair Contract Terms Act 
specifically says that such conditions 
have no effect in law. 

You can also sue a repairer for 
damage to your property while it was 
in his possession or for loss of it, 
but only if he has been negligent, If 
your Amiga is stolen from his shop, 
for example, despite normal and 
"reasonable" security precautions 
(there's that word again!), you will 
not be entitled to sue him, because 
he has not been negligent. [The 
exception is if the thief was one of 
his employees.) For this reason, it Is 
important to arrange your own 
temporary insurance when you leave 
something for repair - or check your 
Home and Contents insurance: many 
policies include coverage for goods 
left for repair. 

A repairer is not entitled to sell 
your property, nor are receivers if the 
repairer has gone bust, except if you 
owe money for the repair, have not 
returned to collect the goods, and 
have not responded to reasonable 
attempts to contact you. 

TIME, PLEASE 
I  Fin ally, what if the repairer just 

seems to be taking forever to carry 
out the repair? If you have agreed a 
time in advance, this may be an 
enforceable term of the contract 
though there may be some argument 
about whether it is an essential 
condition - if it is not, you may not 
be entitled to cancel the contract 
because he is taking too long. The 
Supply of Goods and Services Act 
1982 says that if no time is 
specified, repairs must be carried out 
in a "reasonable" time. If they are 
not, and you can't get your computer 
returned to you, a court may be 
willing to grant you an "order for 
specific performance" - a court order 
telling the repairer to finish the job 
within a given time, which makes 
time an essential condition - or else 
order the return of your equipment 
But if time is really important to you, 
the best advice is to make sure you 

,  say so up front. Here again, it Is 
always good practice to know exactly 
what you are agreeing to. £Q 

• Office of Fair Trading 
* County Court (ask about the 

"small claims procedure"). 
Amiga Advocate is intended only as 
a guide to the law in England and 
Wales, and you should not rely 
solely on anything said here. We 
cannot give direct advice on 
individual cases, act as arbitrators 
in any dispute, or reply personally 
to any correspondence. 

HAVING PROBLEMS? 
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ADS 

Reader Ads 

...or your chance to reach 50,000 

fellow Amiga owners for only a fiver. 

FOR SALE 

Amiga Video blender, frame 
grabber broadcast titler 
£600, Action replay 3 £30. 
Aviator joystick, Epic, Desert 
Strike, 017 £70. South East 
London area. « 071 237 
7762 after 6 pm and ask 
for John 

Amiga Shopper magazines 
for sale. Every issue 1 - 30 
as new with disks. Offers to 
Alan w 0622 758801 

A1200. Two 100Mb hard 
drives, and one floppy in a 
mini tower. Internal clock, 
joysticks and Phillips 
monitor. Serious software 
and games. All Insured Tor 
two years. Only £800. » 
0244 3S3639 

A600 2Mb RAM, 60Mb 
hard drive £195. 1084ST 
colour monitor £100. 
Panasonic KXP1123 24pin 
mono printer £95. All little 
used, mint. Goid Disc Office 
£25. Home Office £18. * 

0270 882765 

Amiga 1200 60Mb hard 
disk, software, Commodore 
monitor. Degrader software 
for co m pati b i I ity. Excel I ent 
condition £800 *■ Exeter 
0392 214983 

Power Computing 4Mb RAM 
expansion for A500 £79. 
Rendaie 8802 Genlock with 
control cable £69. Keyboard 
ROM sharer £10. tr Kelso 
0573 223242 after 6 pm, 

SA5C 5.10 complete 
package £120. Scrabble 
boxed new £20 ono. Take 2 
boxed new £25 ono. * 081 
6904061 

Amiga 1500, WB 2-04, 
80Mb GVP hard drive, 9Mb 
RAMT1081 monitor, mouse, 
ten blank disks, lots of 
software, joystick, alt 
excellent condition £700 
ono. tr David 0902 789448 

Amiga Shopper back issues 
at good prices- Issues 1 - 

27 all as new. Where Future 
Publishing has sold out I will 
supply, w Daniel 0257 
253367 Make me an offer. 

Pagesetter II £15, DPaint m 
£10. Falcon + Mission disk 
£10T Maniac Mansion £10, 
Word Perfect V4,l £25, 
Sleep Walker £10, Gunship 
2000 £15, Blues Brothers 
£8. * Warrington 0942 
270417 

Amiga 500 WB2, 1Mb, 
20Mb A590, 2Mb RAM. All 
disks and manuals. Original 
games and software 
included by negotiation 
£250 ono. v Rob 071 281 
7549 evenings. 

KCS PC power board for 
A500. Boxed (as new) with 
DOS. Will accept any 
reasonable offer.« Mike 
081 561 0361 

GVP 52Mb H-drive £150. 
GVP 52Mb H-drive, 4Meg 
24bit RAM £250. Swift 24e 
colour printer £200. A500 

internal d-d rive £20. 
Workbench 2.04 + 1.3 ROM- 
chips £30, Originally cost 
£1150. £600 the lot. « 
0343 549046 (Scotland) 
after 6 pm, 

Amiga Magazines- Amiga 
Shopper 1-17. Amiga 
Computing 31-50. Amiga 
Format 9-52. All with cover 
disks. GVP HDS hard drive 
52meg, 2meg memory. 
Offers please. = 0506 
52795 

Amiga 500+ 2meg RAM 
extra disk drive A590HD 
colour monitor complete 
with workstation and colour 
printer. All leads, all boxed 
as new. Excellent condition, 
loads of extras £484. *r 
0329 663283 

Amiga 4000, two 1MB 
SIMM modules £65. « 
James 0752 558847 

Supra RAM memory card for 
Amiga 2000 with 2Mb £65, 
Lattice C compiler version 

It's only £5 to sell your used hardware and software in Amiga Shopper 
Sell your excess hardware and software with Amiga Shopper Reader 
Adverts. Just fill in the form and send it to us along with a cheque 
(made payable to Future Publishing) or postal order for £5, But BE 
WARNED. This magazine is not a forum for selling pirate software or 
other illegal goods. Software must include all issue disks, manuals and 

a signed statement that all other copies have been destroyed. Please 
advise us if you are offered pirate or copied software by advertisers. All 
ads are accepted in good faith. The editor reserves the right to refuse 
or amend ads. We accept no responsibility for typographical errors or 
losses arising from the use of this service. 

Trade ads will not be accepted, Including anyone advertising the sale of PD software. 

Name  

Address (not for publication) 

Issue 32 

Postcode........... Date 

Tel  

Tick ono box to 
show required 

section heading 
For sale □ 

Wanted □ 

Personal....□ 

Fanzines. 

Use one space for each word. Only the words in this section witf be printed. Return with your 
cheque to: 

Reader Ads, 
Amiga Shopper, 

30 Monmouth 
Street, 
Bath, 

Avon BA12BW 

Unfortunately we cannot guarantee insertion in a particular issue. 
I have read and understood the conditions for the inclusion of my ad. 

Signature. 

5.1 £85. Sculpt 3D and 
Animate 3D £65. = 0305 
770453 after 6 pm. 

Three and half Inch 1.44Mb 
PC drive with cable £25. 
Vista Pro 3.0 £40, DRT'S 
Tiger Cub sequencer £30. 
Both boxed. v West Sussex 
0403 242102 

Amiga 1500 / 2000 GVP 
series II HC8 with 50Mb 
hard drive, 8Mb RAM 
software £300 ono. ^ Doug 
0842 815049 after 5 pm. 

Amiga in Checkmate case 
with KCS PC board, GVP 
52Mb HD, 4Mb fast RAM, 
VXL-30 plus 2Mb 32bit RAM 
with 1084S monitor plus 
£300 of software. £900. tr 
0382 644619 after 6 pm 

68030 MMU A500, 68882 
FPU both 36MHz. 12.5Mb 
total RAM. 105Mb hard 
drive, monitor, BJ10EX 
printer, Suprafax 32Bis 
modem. May sell separately. 
Make me an offer. * 0733 
266719 (24 hour 
Ansaphone) 

US Robotics 16.8 dual 
standard modems for sale! 
Only £390 each!!! « 0279 
843693 and ask for 
Richard. After 5 pm please. 

GVP HD8+ 105MB HDT 2Mb 
Fast RAM, inc. manuals, 
boxed £300, or with A500, 
WB 2.04,1Mb Chip mem, + 
manuals, Fatter Agnus, 
£400. W Chris 061 628 
0314 

A1500 1.3/2.04 swichable, 
two floppy drives, Supra 
48meg hard drive, lOmeg 
RAMt manuals, Deluxe Paint 
3 £550. Rendaie 8802 S* 
VHS genlock fades, wipes, 
both items excellent 
condition £300 * York 0904 
421968 

FANZINES 

Upstream Magazine- A new 
disk magazine selling for £3, 
Write to Mark Crosby, 78 
Beckingham Green, 
Basildon, Essex, SS13 1PF. 
Cheques payable to Mark 
Crosby or » Basildon 0268 
559164 
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DATAPLEX 

COMPUTERS LTD. 
129 Bath Road, 19 High Street, 

Slough. old Town, 
SL?3UW1 Swindon, Wilts 

Tel: 0753 535357      Tel: 0703 488448 
Prices including VAT 

SHOWROOM 
op*n: 

Mon - Fri 
930 - 5,30 
9.30 - 4,90 
MAILORDER 

Consumables 
add £2.50 
Hardware 

add £14,00 
(courier) 

AMIGA A1200 
* 2 Meg RAM 
* PSUf Mouse 

* Free box of 10 disks 
4 Mouse Mat 

* Summer Pack 
£299.99 inc VAT 

AMIGA A1200 

PACKAGE AS ABOVE PLUS 
•ZOOL * Striker 

* Pintail Dreams * Trans Write (word 
processor + spell checker) 

£299.99 incVAT 

INTERNAL HARD DRIVE 

60 Meg Internal Hard Drive Kit £159 
80 Meg Hard Disk Kit £229 
120 Meg £329 
(The above are suitable for A600 and A1200 

but willi nvaj idate your Am i ga warra nty) 

51£KRam + clock £35.00 
1 Me$ Ram + Clock.,.,..... £115.00 
A5O0 Power Supply Unit ... ..£45.00 
1Mb Upgrade for A500 Plus £49-00 
H'screen filter £17.00 

MONITORS 33 MKII Colour Monitor + FREE Lead. 
£199 mc VAT 

1 year on-site maintenance 

AMIGA A1500 

A1500 Accounts Plus pack including Puzznick, 
Tokf, Elf, Operation Systems Software, Home 
Accounts, PJatinum Works, Deluxe Paint III + 

manual 
£499 incVAT 

PRINTERS 
Star LC9.0 Mono  £135 
Star LCS00 Colour' (9 pin) £1SB 
5tarLCS4-20(24pin) £194 
Star LC9.4 S00 Colour (24 pin} £558 
Panasonic KXP1123 ,„.,. £170 
Panasonic KXPS123 (24 pin black) £1S5 
Panasonic KXP2123 (S4 pin colour).., £225 
Citizen 1200+ ..£110 
Citizen Swift 24E + Colour Upgrade £290 
Citizen Swift 9 + Colour Upgrade ., £195 
Citizen 240C (colour) £290 
Starjec Bubblejet Printer, SMS , ££29 
Canon 8J10SX £209 
HP Deskjet 500 * Leads £340 
HP Deskjet 500 (colour) £420 
HP Deskjet 550 (colour) £585 
HP Laserjet 4L £585 

All above come complete with leads 
AMIGA HARD DRIVES / HARD 

CARD (GVP SERIES It) 

ADDITIONAL PACKS 

F0RA15DD 
82MbrVcard(0-8Mb}..   £325 

120Mb hi/card (0-8Mb),  
40Mb h/drive (0-BMb).....  

 £390 
 £299 •  £3W 

120Mb h/dnve(0-8Mb) £455 
Upsrade the Above with 1Mb SIMM module £39 

Amiga A500 Plus Cartoon Classics 
with 10 extra games  £299 

AMIGA DRIVES 
1 Meg 3.5" Internal  £55 
1 Mes 3.5' Eternal {Rod ite) £59 

POOLSWINNER 
1993/4   THE POOLS PREDICTION PROG RAM g a /,/ 

WITH ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE ^Mv 
• THE LEGENDARY POOLS PREDICTION AID, Foolswmner, now has artificial intelligence, The latest version of the program. Pool winner Gold, has the power to team from the results of Its own predictions, constantly adjusting the prediction formula to Improve performance. 
• AUTOMATIC FIXTURE GENERATION ; Fixtures for English and Scottish League matches are genera led automatically by 

Pools™inner Gold (yearly updates are available from SelecL • MASSIVE DATABASE 220M match database over 10 years. 
• PREDICTS SCORE DRAWS, NO-SCORES, AW AYS and HOMES J 

Predict ions are based an many factors - lecent form r the massive L database, league standing, goal scoring rates, and draw averages.! The user can adjust all parameters. • SUCCESSFUL Selec guarantee that Fool&winner perforata 
s Egn 11 Lean llybe H er than chance, 

• LEAGUE AND NON-LEAGUE matches are covered. Can be used j 
for the non-league and axnature matches often on the coupon. 

• FULL LEAGUE TABLES (home & away) are automatically 
generated by the program as results come in. 

• UPDATED WE EKLY, Pools winner Gold is supplied fully u pd ate d 
with all league results from the start of the season 

• IMMEDIATE USE No need for tiresome input of previous results. All results are 
already in the program -predictions can start immediately, 

• PACKAGE CONTAINS disc, detailed operating manual and support literature. 

Also available front Seise». 

COURSEWINNER V4 £3650 
THE PUNTER'S COMPUTER PROGRAM- With artificial intelligence. Uses past form, going, distance, speed ratings, prize money etc* Contains British course statistics - best jockeys, trainers, draw effect etc Detailed analysis of all runners in a race, with profit. Sophisti- cated aid to successful betting, whh a long pedigree. 

POOLS PERM PLUS 02.50 
Perm analyser and checker, complete with 5 years of coupon results and popular perms for analysis. Checks your weekly entry for winning Uncs, or tesls your theories on results over the last 5 years, Reveals all the weeks a bet would have won, and the probable dividend. 

Forma is available: 
IBM (a * tt), AMIGA, ATARI ST f Falcon 

All programs arc supplied on disc, packaged with detailed instruction manual, and support literature. 
Prie« «re inetutive of VAT & deanery 

Send chtasn > PO 
for rclurn <tfp&n rrrvict: lo Selec Software (EEL )9U) 

62 Altrincham Rd, Galley, Cheadle, Cheshire SKS 4DP 
(jend Tor ful] )m ofmii soft*ait) 

TelQ(jMH'7425 
PJiorseor FAX 24 hu 

Audio Gallery 

Educational Software * Foreign Languages 

• ■ £ 

ffljffl parrel 

(Italian and Portuguese also available, Dutch in Nov, '93) 

Testimonials from Audio Gallery Users: 
"It is really more than just nuk-iiDnury. I would 
have bough l this much sooner had [ known how 
in depth it is. As a Foreign Language teacher, I 
really appreciate it. This is a very high quality 
product...one of the first computer FL programs 
to use current FL methods." Ankeny. IA 

i Spam 
Disk is wonderful. Words can't describe how 
pleased we were with the sample. What a great 
treat learning look Please let us know when you 
Rave available Spanish Audio Gallery M2... 
Thanks again for such a wonderful product. You have a winner on your hands.- Banonville, IL 

Reviews from Amiga Magazines: 
'A truly original idea is a rare thing...Fair- 
Brothers, Inc. in the US has apparently a- 
chieved the impossible by releasing a product 
I hat stands alone in the market, offering ihc 
answer to a question that's hitherto been ig- 
nored. ..the mastering of a foreign language, 
it could become the perfect learning tool for 
all ages." Amiga Computing 
"There has been nothing like this on the market 
before and 1 recommend it for language teachers 
and anyone (who) wishes to add to their lang- 
guage skills." PeierFurey, Western Australia 
Times 

"If you're just starting lo learn a foreign 
language, the Audio Gallery scries is in- 
dispensable as a Learning tool—If you're 
planning a trip abroad, a good phra&ebook 
and the appropriate Audio Gallery title will 
give you everything you need to know to 
survive in the language, I highly recommend 
the whole scries," . info 

"The program makes use of the Amiga's 
excellent sound capabilities and provides 
digitized voices of native speakers - a most 
expedient way to learn a foreign language. 
Amiga World 

* All words and phrases Fully Digitized Speech 
* Includes Dictionary, Pronunciation Guide, Quizzes 
* 25-30 Topics such as Weather, Numbers, Food, etc. 
* 7-8 Disk Set - For the Student, Traveler, Businessman 

Coombe Valley Software 

18 Nelson Close      European Languages: £29.95 
Oriental Languages: £34.95 
Pleas? specify language *h*n ordering Free brochure <iv;nl jblc (send 5ASE>. Send £ I (rebqfedon regular purchase I few Demo Disk \specify language*. Audio Gallery is copy- fight© 1993 by FairBrothrrs, Inc., Sflrv* S. 32mIStrwl. Arl- ington. Virginia 223*316. USA, Tel: (703j H2O-]054; Fan: (7QU S204779. Distributed in Australia bj Mall« Rnf(ware. 
David 0. Campbell, Underbool South Road, Urderhool. Vi^ofiu. 35CW, Australia. Tel: <050) 946.138. 

Teignmouth 

Devon TQ14 9NH 

0626 779695 
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THE CENTRE ©F TE< 

WTS ELECTRONICS LTD, CHAUL END LANE ,LLT 

Amiqa 12D0 Packs 
• 32-bit 68020 Full power 
• On site warranty 
• Two Python joysticks 
• Free Paint package software 
■ Mouse mat 
■ Al 200 Standalone £274 
• A1200 wrth 20 MB £354 
• A1 200 Wfth 40MB £399 
- Al 200 with 60MB £424 
- Al 200 with 80MB £439 
■Al 200 with 120MB £509 
■ A1200 With 200MB £599 

Amiga 4000 Packs 
* AG A Chip set 
* 68030/40 processor 
■ Co-pro option 
•2M8/4MB RAM 
* A4000 030 with 80MB HD & 2MB 
* A4000 030 with 80MB HD & 4MB 
* A4000 030 with 120MB HD & 4MB 
* A4000 040 with 120MB HD & 6MB 

£89 
£99 
£106 
£199 

A1200 Dynamite pack 

Simply add lo pack price 
CD32 

£45 
£28 

A1200/A600 Hard Drives miqa 500 Hard Drives 
  

Monitors 

* Easy to install upgrade kits 
* Full instructions and cables where necessary 
• All drives supplied with formatting 

instructions and software 
• Free fitting available - phone for details 
■ 20MB HD Upgrade Kit £85 
■ 40MB HD Upgrade Kit £135 
■ 60MB HD Upgrade Kit £1 54 
■ 80MB HD Upgrade Kit £ I &9 
■ 120MB HD Upgrade Kit E249 
■ 200MB HD Upgrade Kit £329 
A1200/A600 Memory Upgrades 
■ A] 200 PC 1204 4MB + dock (Cc4*o opwnjEI 9B 
■ ProRam 2MB PCM-CIA A600/A1200     £11 a 
■ ProRam 4MB PCM-CEA M00/A1200    £127 
■ ProRam IMBA600 £37 
■ AT 200 Real Time Clock £ 1 7 

High Quality GVP Hard Drives 
A500        A1500 

120MB £429 £382 
500MB £985 £942 
1GB £1189 £1142 

Internal Hard Drives for A500 
• Easy to install - Full instructions 
• ICD technology 

■ Pro I ntern a I 2 0 MS hard d rive E T 7 B 
■ Pro Internaf 40MB hard drive £245 
■ Pro Internal 80MB hard drive £295 
■ Pro Internal 120MB hard drive £355 
• Pro Internal 200MB hard drive £455 

■ Philips 8833 MKII Monitor £189 

• Commodore 1084s £174 

* When purchasing with 
an Amiga deduct £10 from above 

pricing 

* Dust cover for the above £5 

SVGA /Multisync Monitors 

• 14'720"Super high resolution colour displc 
• Professional IBM compatibility 
■ Complete with cable 
• Full UK warranty 
■ Tilt & swivel stand 

• A1200 SVGA Monitor (Displays high 
productivity modes) £22 

• A1200 SVGA+ Monitor (Medium resolu 
tion, displays all modes high and low) £27 

• A1200 SVGA+ Monitor (High resolution, 
displays all modes) £36 

■ A1200 SVGA plus 20" Monitor {Displa 
all modes ideal for DTP,CAD etc)   £104 

Workstations Peripherals 

■ Economically sound 
• Facilitates up to three external floppy 

drives 
* Made in the UK 
• Strong and robust 
* Aesthetically pleasing 
* Keep your desk neat and tidy 
• Supplied complete and assembled with 

free mouse mat 
1 A500 Workstation 
1 A600 Workstation 

► A1200 Workstation 

£36 

£36 

£36 

Works ration C overa fl dust covers    £ 5 

* 100 tapacity iockable disk box £5.99 
'Squick mouse £13.99 
'Mouse mat £1.99 
' TDK high quality DSD (10) disks £9.99 
1 Computer Mall DSD (10) disks £6 
1 Jet Fighter joystick £13.99 
1 Apache joystick £6.99 
1 Python joystick £9.99 
'Zipstick joystick £14.99 
► Screen Beat speakers £29 
1 Zi-Fy speakers £39 
»A500/A60O/A1200 Dust covers £4.99 
► A500 Modulator £36 
1 Mini Office package £54.99 
* Supra 2400 Modem £89 
* Supra Fax Plus Modem £148 
► Supra v,32 BIS Fax Modem £358 

• Allows image processing in a useful and 
unique fashion 

• Comes complete with operation manual 
• One of the fastest growing applications 

for home and professional users 
•High specification coupled with cost 

effective pricing 

• Power Hand Scanner 
• 64 greyscales 100-400 DPI 
• Thru"port to printer 
•Fully compatible with Delux Paint 4, etc. 
• Advanced software 

■ Power Hand Sea n ner v3.0 £96 
• Power Hand Scanner Colour £229 

Pro ROM Swapper 

• Swap between Kickstart chips 
• Fits A5Q0, A500+, A60Q,A1 500 
• Auto swapping via keyboard contr 
• Flexible cable allows the swapper 

work in conjunction with 
accelerators etc. 

• Simple to fit - full instructions 

•Pro ROM Swapper £1 

• Pro ROM Swapper + 1 3ROM £3 

• Pro ROM Swapper + 2.04ROM£4 

• Workbench 2.04 plus manuals£4 
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INB^M. g^eHLLENeE 1984 

, BEDS, LU4 8EZ TEL (0582) 491949 (6 LINES) S3 

Pro Agnus 2MB 
• Provides a full 2MB of Chip Memory for the 
Amiga 500 and A1 500/2000 • Designed and 
built in England • Supplied with 8375 Obese 
Agnus • Includes 2Mb Memory on board in 
the form of low power Zips • Allows the pro- 
cessing of elaborate animation and sound 
sampling • Provides the same max. chipmem- 
ory as the A300O/A600 &500+ • Increases 
addressable memory space from 9MB to 
10MB • Complete with full instructions and 
^lying cads • British made 
■ Pro Agnus 2MB £139 
(Free fitting available - Phone for details) 

A500 Memory Expansions 
AB00 Pro-RAM 0.5 Meg, Upgrade 
• Allows 1 MB software to run 
•Chip memory compatible 
* British made 

• Without clock 
• With clock 

£16 
£19 

A500 Pro-RAM 1.5 Meg Upgrade 
• Gives a full 2MB of memory £74 

A500+ 1MB Meg Upgrade £29.95 

High Current Power Su Cumana 3.5" External Drive 

Allows the addition of peripherals 
without damage to computer or power 
supply 
Why risk damaging your expensive kit 
when one simple investment will ensure 
total peace of mind now and for the 
future 
Switch mode design 
Full crow bar projection 
British made 

A600 Power supply unit £44.95 
AS00 Power supply unit £44.95 
A590 Power supply unit £44.95 
A1200 Power supply unit £54.95 
A2000 Power supply unit £99.95 

Chips and Spares 

• High Quality 
• Renowned and proven reliability 
■ Top notch specification 
• Anti-click 
• Long moulded cable 
• Slimline design 
• High impact plastic 

•Cumana external drive 
• Cumana external drive 

+ 100 capacity disk box 
• Cumana external drive 

+ 100 disk box + 20 blank disks 
• A5OO/A5O0+ 

Internal replacement disk drive 

£59 

£62 

£68 

£46 

• High quality premium range of Amiga 
printers 

• Two year manufacturers warranty. 
• Complete with cable to Amiga 500 
• Citizen registered for Dealer plus service 

•Swift 1200+ £129 
(9 pin, SO column, 144 CPS draft. 30 NLQ, 4KDB Buffer) 
• Swift; 90 Colour £168 
(9 pin, 80 column, 216 CPS draft, 54 LQ, 45dB quiet mode) 
•Swift 200 £186 
(24 pin. B0 column, 216 CPS draft. 72 LQ, 43dB quiet mode) 
• Swift 240 Colour £259 
(24 pin. 90 column, 240 CPS draft. B0 LQ, 43dB quiet mode) 
• Swift Pro Jet £299 
(80 column, 50 nozzle print, 360 CPS draft 120 LQ, HP 
emulation 8KB buffer,. 3 fonts, vertuaJ lazer quality) 

» WTS have sole distribution rights from 
Americas biggest Commodore chip 
distributor 

Workbench 2.04 Kit £78 
includes manuals, disks & chipf 
Kickstart 2.04 £24 
Kickstart 1.3 £29 
Kickstart ROM Swapper £ 18 

|Swap between Kickstarts) 
Fatter Agnus 8372 £29 
Obese Agnus 8375 £39 
High Res Denrse £24 
1MB* 9 Simms [3 chip) £29 
i MB x 4 Zips £14 
8520 CIA £9 

SALES HOTLINE 0582 491949 (6 LINES), 0480 471117 (24HR), FAX ON 0582 505900 

Credit Card ordering by phone is easy. Simply phone our sales hotline quoting your credit card number., expiry date, name and address and 
the products you wish to order and we'll do the rest. Alternatively write the above details on your letter when ordering by post 

When ordering by post in cheque form please write your cheque card guarantee number on the reverse of the cheque and send aiong with 
your order. Postal Orders are also accepted. 

NO DELIVERY CHARGES TO UK MAINLAND. MINIMUM ORDER AMOUNT £15,00. 
Should you wish your order to be sent by courier service please add £5. This method includes Comprehensive insurance. 

WARRANTY; One year return to base (excluding chips). 
ONE YEAR EXTENDED WARRANTY: Available on all products (excluding chips) at 10% of purchase price when ordering. 

Head Office 
WTS Electronic Ltd 

Chaul End Lane 
Luton 

0582 491949 

Computer Mall Bedford 
No. 16 Downstairs 
The Harpur Centre 

Bedford 
0234 218228 

WHERE To FIND US! 

Computer Mall St. Neots 
No.fi 

Priory Mall Shopping Centre 
St. Neots 

0480 471117 

Computer Mall Hertford 
49 Railway St. 

Hertford 
0992 503606 

Computer Mall Dunstable 
84 High Street North 

Dunstable 
Bedfordshire 
0582 475747 

,11 prices quoted or products stocked are subject to stocking levels and availability. WTS canno; be held liable or supply reimbursement for force majeure, Dr items, which are out of stock due to demand or low slock at its suppliers which may result in 
elayed delivery or non delivery, payment with order, please allow zs days for delivery WTS reserve tnc ngnt ;o anirnend rinc.es. revise packs, specifications and or substitute product wihtout prior notice at any time without liability upon itself E & QE 
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Protext 6 - A Winn ins Performance 

Some highlights of Protext 6 

Styles 

Styles let you make flexible 
use of printer fonts and 

effects. You can change a font 
throughout a document with 

a single operation. 

Document Layout 

An easy to use dialogue lets 
you lay out your page 

precisely as you want using 
inches or cm for the page 
length, margins and tabs. 

Graphics 

Graphic images may be 
imported into a Protext 

document. Supports IMG, 
PCX, GIF and IFF. You can 
select any resolution and 

scale the image. Dot matrix, 
inkjet and laser printers. 

Printers 
Pretext's unrivalled 

understanding of printers gives 
you the highest quality printing 
at the highest possible speed. 
Using a printer's built in fonts 

enables Protext to print pages in 
seconds rather than the minutes 

taken by some programs. 

Protext is still the fastest 

Fastest at editing. 

• Fastest at spell checking. 

Fastest at printing. 

Protext still has the best 

printer support 

I Hundreds of printers supported 

PostScript driver included 

Scalable font support NEW 

• Colour printing NEW 

Automatic line spacing NEW 

Protext still has the most 

advanced features including: 

• Styles NEW 

• Graphics import NEW 

• Spelling checker 

Thesaurus 

• Hyphenation 

• Document analysis 

• Glossary NEW 

• Footnotes 

Widows and orphans 

• Index and contents 

Addition of numbers 

File sorting 

Mail merge 

• Programming language 

• Macro editor NEW 

• Dictionary editor NEW 

WorkBench New Look 

New WB menus, requesters, gadgets 

Screen requester to select mode NEW 

• ARexx interface NEW 

The list price of Protext 6 is £152,75 but you can order direct today 
tor just inclusive. For any Amiga with 1Mb memory and WB 

2.0 or later. Phone us today and we will send you a usable demo 
version and a full specification, absolutely free. Upgrade offers 

available - please call us for the current price. 

Arnor Ltd (AS), 611 Lincoln Road, Peterborough, PE1 3HA       Tel: 0733 68909 (24 hr),      Fax: 0733 67299 



C PROGRAMMING 

This month we'll be 
combining some of our file 
access code into some 
more advanced gadget 

handling code to prepare ourselves 
for a working program. 

This month we're going to make 
the first real version of the Address 
Book application, a sort of "alpha 
test" version, by combining the file 
access code we worked on back in 
the summer with the more recent 
window code. 

It's time for some design work 
again. The last time we looked 
closely at design was in Amiga 
Shopper 26T where we decided that 
a good thing to do would be to open 
a window on the screen, with a whole 
load of neatly-stacked string gadgets 
for entry of data and some buttons 
at the bottom for moving around the 
file, perhaps VCR-style with little 
images on them. Well, lets not get 
too carried away initially. A good 
starting place would be to open that 
window with the basic gadgets on. 
How many are we going to need, and 
of what type? Looking back to our file 
specification, we have nine fields in 
our file. We'll need to supply entry 
gadgets for all of these, neatly 
labelled down the left hand side so 
that the user knows what they are. 

As well as those, we'll need 
some gadgets at the bottom. We'll 
want to be able to go backwards and 
forwards, and save any changes we 
might make, and a direct "goto* 

button would be handy so that we 
can skip to a particular record. 
Search would be a great additional 
feature also, so that we can quickly 
find any given record, 

A very good thing to do if you're 
designing a user interface is to load 
up a program like Deluxe Paint and 
draw it. This way you can play with a 
whole load of different layouts very 
quickly. There are also some PD 
programs out there - GadToolsBox 
for example - which enable you to 
play with user interfaces. It's much 
easier to sort out layouts at this 
point in the program, before you've 
actually programmed several 
screens of numbers! 

Having designed our user 
interface, we're now ready to start 
programming. You will recall that so 
far our C program consists of two 
main programs, the address„book.c1 
where our main() function is, and 
address_functIons.c, where we have 
put all of our file access code. It's 
time for a new .c file. We're going to 
create one called address_gul.c, and 
we'll put all of our Graphic User 
Interface (GUI) things in here, such 
as opening and closing of windows. 
The modified address.book.c file to 
type in is below in Listing 1. The new 
module - address_j*ui.c - is in 
Listing 2 on the following page. You'll 
also have to modify the files 
address J nc I tides, h and functions.h 
to the versions shown in Listings 3 
and 4 respectively (both shown on 

Toby Simpson shows you how to 

add a graphical front end to our 

on-going address book program* 

page 72). 
In order to get our new file 

working, we're going to have to add a 
new line to the file dice_make. 
Simply add this line to the end of it: 

address_gui,c 

Nowt our Dice compilation script 

(shown fully in Listing 4 on page 72) 
will look for this file aiso. And that 
means we'll have to create the file 
itself. 

We'll need two functions initially: 
one to open our window and one to 
close rt Here's the prototypes: 

BOOL open_window(void)j 

LISTING 1: THE MAIN ADDRESS BOOK CODE 

*&ddress_book+c ■* 
* HMS CODE MODULE 
* 
* TO COMPILE USING DICE* 
* "execute mafce^pp" - Where make_app ie 

our application maker - 
* see earlier issues of AS. 

* Address book application for Amiga 
Shopper. 

* By Toby Simpson. 
* (C) Copyright AIT,iga.5hopper 1993. 
*/ 

#include "address_includes.h" 

/* Definition for the intuition library base 
*/ 
struct IntuitionBase *IntuitionBase s NULL; 

extern struct Window *addr_window; 
f* External definition •/ 

/* Embed a version string in our program V 
TJBYTE * vers ion = w\0$VER: "VEKSIGN_STRIHG; 

/* Our "main" function */ 
void main(void) 
{ 

BtX>L guit_program = FALSE; 
long signal_mask - 0; 
struct IntuiHessage *imsg; 
struct Gadget *gad_pressedj 

/* open the intuition library */ 
if U(IntuitionBase = (struct Intuition* 

Base ") OpenLibrary("intuition.^ 

library", 34L))) 
{ 
printf("Can't open intuition,library 

V34.\n"J; 
cleanexit(10); 

/* Exit, error code 10 */ 
) 

/* Open our window */ 
if (!(open_window[J)) 

{ 
printf("Can't open my windowAn"); 
cleanexit(10); 

/* Exit, error code 10 */ 
) 

/* Work our our signal mask */ 
signsl_mask = 1L << (addr_window->«* 

UserPort->mp_SigBit) ; 

/* Window opened, now wait for events */ 
while U sjui t _progr am) 

i 
/* Wait for something to happen */ 
Wait(signal_masK)t 

/* Act on any messages »/ 
while (imeg - (struct Intui** 

Message *)GetHsg(addr_window->UaerPort)) 
{ 
/* Remember the gadget number for 

identifying presses */ 
gad_pressed - {struct Gadget Mimsg-** 

>IAddress; 

switch Eimsg->Class) 
( 
/* If it's the close gadget, set the 

exit flag */ 
case CLOSEWINDCW: 

quit_program = TRUE/ 
break; 

case GADGETUP t 
printf ("Gadget number was T*" 

%1 d\n"j gad._preB s ed-> Gadge11D); 
break; 

/* Now we've dealt with the message, 
reply to it */ 

BeplyHsg t E struct Message *}imsg); 
} 

} 

/* Now exit gracefully with no error code *7 
cleanexit(0); 

} 
I ****************■#** 

* vo i d c1eanex i t(error_c ode) 

* This routine simply tidies up anything 
which is open before exiting 

* the program. 

vo id cleanexit f in t re turn_value} 
{ 
if (IntuitionBase) CloseLibrary((struct 

Library *)IntuitionBase); 
close_windcw(); 

/* Close our window if it was opened */ 

/* Exit the pragrafo */ 
exit(return^valuej; 
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C PROGRAMMING 

void close_window(void)? 

Our open_wlndow function will return 
TRUE if it was able to open the 
window, FALSE otherwise. As well as 
opening the window, we'll get it to 
build and attach the gadgets to the 
window. The close_window function 
will simply close our window if it was 
open, and free any other resources. 

Mow that we are using Intuition 
functions in our main code, we'll also 
have to open the intuition .library, 
and include a couple of new files in 
our addressJncludes.h file. Our 
main code, address_book.c1 will now 
be responsible for calling the 
open_window routine, waiting for 
events, calling functions according to 
events, and then exiting and closing 
the window when the user selects 

LISTING 2: THE WINDOWS AND GADGETS CODE 

/* addrsflfl_gtii. c lot says our window will activate itself on */ 
* opening, have a close 
* Function^ for the support of our graphics gadget and a sizing gadget, be draggable BOOL open„window(void) 

user interface. Responsible and have the { 
* for opening and closing windows, and standard depth gadgets */ int loop; 

dealing with gadgets. &wi ndow_g ads[0], /*Pointerto int bar^height; 
*/ first gadget- * f int font_heightj 

NULL,                               /* Ignore this One */ intgadget_spacing - 0; 
#include "address_includes,h™ {UBYTE *) "Address Boole",     /* Window title: int window„height ■ 0? 

Self explanatory I hope! */ 
#define CONTROL_BUTTONS 5 NULL, NULL, /* Fetch some information about the 

64,64, /* workbench screen: 2.04 has a better way than 
y* wote - Windows minimum size */ this */ 

Defining gadgets, stringinfcs and buffers 640,200,                              /* And maximum */ if (HGetScreennata(&wb_screen, size*" 
out of a function means WBEHCHSCREEN /* Open on the workbench screen of (struct Screen), WBENCH SCREEN, NULL))); 

that they are all set to zeros at the */ 
start, rather than being }} bar_height = wb_screen.BarHe i ght; 

allocated on demand onto the stack, and f* Height of window title */ 
containing fandoai data- We I* Border vectors: elements 5 & 7 are heights font_height ■ wb_screen.Pont->ta_YSise; 

can as&umef therefore, that un-initialised •/ gadget_spacing - font_height+6; 
fields contain zero. */ UWORD str_border_data[] ■ 

{ str_border_data[53 - font_height +■ 4; 
/* Gadget Structures */ 0, 0, 200+3, 0, 300+3, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 str_border_data[7] = font_haight + 4; 
s t rue t Gadge t } f btn_border_data[5] - font_height + 4; 
window gads[TOTAL FIELDS#CONTROL BUTTONS]; btn_border_data[7] - font_height + 4; 

UWORD btn border datat] ™ 
/* String info structures for each string f /* Create our gadgets,  string gadgets first 

! gadget */ 0, 0, 50+3, 0, 50+3, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 */ 
struct Stringlnfo atring_info[TOTAL_FIELDS]j }> for [loop ■ 0; loop < TOTAL_PIELDS; loop ++J 

/* Character entry buffers for string gadgets J* The border definition for our string ft 
C 
window_gads[loop].NextGadget 

*/ button gadget3 */ - awindow_gads[loop+1]; 
char char_buffers[TOTAL_FIELDS][1283; struct Border str_border = 

{ /■* Gadget hit-box V 
/* Text strings for button labels */ ™2, -2, 1, 0, JAMI, 5, str_border_data, NULL window_gad s[1oop]*Le ftEdge 
struct IntuiText >> = 100; 
gad_t«Xt [ TOTAL_F IELDS -i-CONTROL_BUTTONS ] ; window_gads[loop].TopEdge 

struct Border btn_border - ■ bar_beight + 4 + (loop * gadget_spacing)t 
char *control_names[] = < window_gads[loop].Width 

{ -2, -2, 1, 0, JAM!, 5, btn_bcrder_data, NULL - 200? 
"Prev", "next", "Save",  "Goto", "Search" }; window_gads[loop]*Height 
}i - font_height; 

/* These are various pointers to structures, 
/* This is our newwindow structure V including our window and /* Gadget flags and rendering information 
struct NewWindow window.definition = any messages we might receive */ */ 

I wi ndow_gads[loop] .Activation 
0\G,                             /* Top left position of struct Screen wb_screenj = Q ACT_RELVER1FY; 

window, in this case, 0,0 */ struct Window *addr_window = NULL; window_gadsIloopJ.GadgetType 
330,200,                     /* Width and height of = GTYP_STRGADGET} 

window. */ /* Definitions we'll need from window_gads[loop].GadgetRender 
0,1,                           /* Block and detail address_f unctions .e- */ - &str_border; 

pens*  (ignored if you have 2.04 or above) */ extern int field_lengths[]; window_gads[loop].SelectRender = NULL; 
CLOSEWINDOW I extern char *field_names []; 

GADGETTJP,                  /* IDCHP flags. We want init_gadget_text(&gad_text[loop], 
to know if user selects gadget field_name s[loop], TRUE}j 

* window_gads[loop].GadgetText 
or clicks on close gadget */ •BOOL open^window (void); » &gad_text[loop]; 
SMART_REFRE SH 1 * window_gads[loop].SpecialInfo 

ACTIVATE I * Attempts to open our window with our ^ & a t ri ng_info[loop]j 
WINDOWCLOSK 1 gadgets on it. Returns FALSE for window_gads[loop],GadgetID 
WIHDOWDRAO 1 * a failure, or TRUE if the window was 

continued en page 72 WINDOWDEPTH,                     /* Flags* This opened successfully. 

Address 1 
Address 2 
flddrrss 3 
Address 4 
Past Cade 
Phgne » 
E-rUi I 
>.»nn. nl 
E 
addrws$.-x addresses sddress.bgak,t 
Conp 11tng... 

the close gadget. -7,-- 
This means a re-write 
of the 
ad dressJwok.c 
code,and a new 
code module, as 
discussed above, to 
handle the windows. 
Fortunately, in our 
last instalment of 
this C programming 
series in Amiga 
Shopper 30, we had 
an example program 
which opened a 
window, waited for a 
close gadget and then exited. You 
can save yourself a lot of typing by 
cutting parts out of this and inserting 
them into your existing code. 

TOT 

] peyt    IfSaoe    |}6ato    | jScytT 

address_book.h address_funct ions. «ddress_gul<c 
address incI tides. dlce_«4Ke tunctkonSih 

nake.App test.c 

Smdget nunber uas 
gadget nunber uas Gadget nunber uas Badget nunber uas Gadget nunber ua: Gadget  nunber uor. 

There is nothing particularly new 

Here's what the interface code produces - each 
gadgets s number is printed if the user dicks on It 

in this code, except that we are 
using a loop in open_window to 
create our new gadgets, rather than 
type in nine individual gadget 
structures for the fields and a further 

five for our control buttons. Since 
each one only differs slightly from 
the first, we can use a loop to save 
ourselves some work - and another 
advantage of doing this is that if we 
needed to add further buttons at a 
later date, it would be very easy to 
do, because we'd simply have to 
change a number or two. 

Note that to determine the 
headings for the field types and the 
gadget string lengths, we are using 
information we already have. Also, 
the code is pretty much font- 
independent and should adapt nicely 
to whatever Workbench font you use. 
The only catch is that in order to 
keep our window nice and compact, 
we'll have to shorten some of these 
names to prevent over-run in some 

continued on page 72 
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kosmos 

educational 

software 

me connoisseurs choice 

iPJMJMm iwm JlMl 

5A Ashby Square, Loughborough LE11 OAA 
IJP^I       9am to 5pm    Monday to Friday 

Amiga A4000/030 
2Mb Chip 0Mb Fast 80Mb £940 
2Mb Chip 0Mb Fast 120Mb £1040 

Amiga A4000/040 
2Mb Chip 4Mb Fast 120Mb £1980 

Amiga At 200 
A1200 2Mb Chip 0Mb HD 0Mb Fast £285 
A J 200 2Mb Chip 85Mb HD 0Mb Fast £495 

SCSI Controllers 
A4091 SCSI 2 Controller £215 
GVP's SCSI for A1200 £289 

GVP Accelerators 
A1230 40MHz 68EC030 0Mb £280 
A1230 40MHz 68EC030 4Mb £480 

Monitors 

Microvitec 1440 15kHz to 38KHz £430 
(No sound) 

Misc 
4Mb Simms £145 
Bridgeboard A23S6sx25 £195 

Commodore 1940 dual sync 039 £275 
Commodore 1942 dual sync 0.28 £375 
(Come with internal amp 1 Wati and Speakers) 

Order Line: 0509 260172 

Fax Line: 0509 238561 

Prices include VAT at standard rate. 

All prices subject to change & delivery. 

Our exteniive range of •duettional tubjieti now includft: 

O   MATHS     O   GEOGRAPHY     O   BFOKJ O 
O   FRENCH    O   Hf&TOKY O   FIKST AEP O 
O   GERMAN  O   ENGLISH WOKDS O   GENERAL KNOWLEDGE O 
O   SPANISH   O   SPELLING O   ENGLAND O 
O   ITALIAN    O   ARITHMETIC       O   SCOTLAND O 
O   SCIENCE   O FOOTBALL O   NATURAL HISTORY O 

Write or phone for our FR6€ 16-pog© colour catalogue of 
€ducatfonaf & Leisure Software (State computer type) to: 

Kosmos Software Ltd, FR€€POST (no stamp needed) 
DUNSTRBL6, Beds. LU5 6Bfi 

Telephone 0525 873942 or 875406 

kosmos 

II..40 hour mail order eerv\ce..\\.A& hour mail order &erv\ce..l\ 

STARBURST POUJEMIflCll AMY NORM 
wnzszmwwm <zj<mmz. hairpin 
HEADHUNTER t£RtQ4%& mEDHSfl 

MB JS&IEY CBBLU g&KP BBS'S" 
I 

INKJET BUBBLEJET SERVICES 
Having used Ink jets for 3 years, we feel we are in a unique poistion to offer a 
first class service to all our customers. We only supply PREMIER ink refills 
(for all printers) which we GUARANTEE will give a BETTER quality than 
your original Cartridge. We also supply a comprehensive range of Ink- 
Jet/Bubble Jet consumables Including: 
COLOUR KITS/OHIGINALCARTRIDGES/ CLEANING KITS. 

Single Refills £6,99 
Twin Refills £12.99 
6 Pack Refills £24.99 

24 HOUR 

available in Biack/Cyan 
Magent^Yel low/Brow n 

Green/Red/Blue 

. K7V. 
fc^CALEABLECHJPs1 
available fur PAGESTREArV 

For a Comprehensive Prfntout of alt Fants and Details 
of our other Services, Please send a large SAE with 36p 

Postage^ (or Phone for an information pack). 
Please include details of your system and the 

Software that you will be using. 

PHONE AN INFO-PACK: 
TEL: 0702 202835 
24 HOUR SERVICE 

SELECTAFONT (DEPT AS), 84 THORPE 
ROAD, HAWKWELL Nr HOCKLEY, 

ESSEX SS5 4JT 

ACCES&'VtSA BARCLAYCARD MASTERCARD and a\\ major Credit Cards accepted CHEQUES payable Lo SELECTAFONT 
CRE DIT CARD HOTLINE 0702 202B35 

> Lit 

lb 
71? 

QC«**     -a****,,.-^*' 
 ■   ><Lw^ °lc^ 



C PROGRAMMING 

LISTING 2: THE WINDOWS AND GADGETS CODE CONTINUED 

continved from page 70 f*1 rtn 1" rn "I   nimnfi f 1 nrtPi   —  TlVP-aT. IPTWT.Ti.Hl TPflT.GW'L* ^ u u L- L u x_uoJim a i ± oop —  J.vifluLr_JT lISJjli&J ,-   ERLIOBI f LIosewindow taaar_winQ.owi ( * loop; 
« St ga<3_tsxt [ loop ] j return* 

/     DQL  uy turn  gaageLB  special IQliU wi ndo,w_gada [ 1 oop ] * Spec 1 al Info         ■ NULL; } 
s t rue t Urfi * / window_gads[loop]■gadgetID 

string, inf 0 [loop].Buffer loop. 
■ fcchar buffers[loop] [0]j 

etring_in£o[loop] >MaxChars /* Ensure window height gets set correctly * vo id i ni t _gadget _t ext(s t ruct IntuiText 
- field_lengtfcs[loop] ; */ •itextx char *stringr BOOL str>; 

) window^height = window_gadslloop].TopEdgs * # yaaget_Bpacing + 4 j * Sets up the supplied intui-text structure 
for  nOOD - TOTAL FIELtl^i   Irtem * J to point to the named 

TOTAL FIBLDS+CONTROL BUTTONS; loop++) Btriiig,  IE cne Hir paramcer is unie t cneii 
/    lenninatc use OE new gangers / the string is placed neatly 

HIUUUH y Q.Lxe* i iuy^i j P pit? JLL.uauy c L. wi naow^gaa B L ^ u iiiL_ir i&LiJja+t-uw i KUIJ_OU i i wa a - * to the left of a gadget lie* titling 
— &window gads [ loop +1 ] ; 1 1    Wji-vf-         rro-T-    m   MTTT.T. * ij ~    jetkjaaget ■ HKiuut s t r ing gadgets) 

# .■■ 
I   Now open our window / 

f 

tai rulrtw  rtra rli4 T 1 nnfi 1   Lsf HHdn* winaow_ae E mi ui on + tie i gnt = wa nflow^iie i gn t; vo i d i n i t_g aug s t_t    t ( & t rue t Int u I Teixt 
—   ± u   T   ^ \ ±LFtjp       i LJI  r             j        y y j ^ if {2{sddr window = *itext, char *string, BOQL str} 

Mttlflrttu-   ft S 1*1 S. T 1 rtrt-A 1    ■Pj'h-A'Ef'l fro ffiiiuuw y □. i_i tt L, luup j - i up-dtiy t£ upenrvinaow i *LWinoow_aet lnic ion j j ) t 
return FALSE; itext->FrontPen         ~ 1; 

yauyc  ^   CLLJ _L jj.y / ^ iteKt >oacjtreii                       - u, 
w inuu w y     D L *■ uvp j «n IU Lii 11 ?Jit   J UrawHuQH                                    —   . rLll r 

= SO' return TRUE/ i u- Qxc ^ > Lie 11 cage                     — u j- 
TU-4 ■rtj-lj^TU-     !*TR J-l l*J  T 1 rtjTTh 1      Hp H frVl f" wiaqgw yafls L j-tjop j . Hexy ni 1 itext->TopEdge                     = 0; 

itext->iText                       - string; 
/     ucLtayr= i_  nays  auu teunQfmy  imuiUAtion * ltcAt  ^ricAti.cxt.                          — U; 

* / * void c1ose_window(voidJt 
W ill -.1U Vf   ij u J c [ ± u up 1 , i J. Ci' J B • /#   Tf   t-"K A 0   -4 a   JL   a^ %"4 n^j   rra^      ni a r*Q      QV^   

:hn /     xx  Luia  is  a.  EtriQg  yat^yct t   pxaL-c  LCA LU 
* Closes our window if it was openedr leiL w/ 

window^gads[loop].Activation freeing any resources that came if (str) 
= GACT_RELVERIPY; * with it* If the window Is not open, this itext->LeftEdge = -90; 

window_gads[loop J.GadgetType routine does nothing. 
=GTYP^BOOLGADGET; »/ return? 

window_gad s[loop).Gadg e tRender - } 
&btn_border; void close_windowJvoid} 

window_gads[loopj.SelectRender       - NULL; { 
/* Close window if it was opened */ 

init_gadget_text(&gad_text[loop], if {addr_windowJ 

continued from page 70 
fonts, The best thing to do is to 
change the definition in 
address_functions.c to this: 

char *field_names[TOTAL_FIELDS] = 
( 
"Name", ^Address 1", 

"Address 2", "Address 3", 
"Address 4", "Post Code", 
"Phone #"H 

LISTING 3: INCLUDES 

"E-Mail*t "Comment" 
}; 

I tested this with a few common 
fonts, including Times end Topaz. A 
future version of the Address Book 
could check to see if the text will fit 
before printing it (this is something 
you might tike to add). 

The picture on the previous page 
shows the 
finished result. It 

uses the Workbench screen font 
when rendering its window, so if you 
select a silly font, you'll get a silly 
looking window, because there is no 
checking yet. 

And that's it for this month. Next 
time we'll properly combine the 
interface code with the main address 
book code module and actually get 
the whole thing working. This will be 
easy, as you can see from the listing 
of address_book.c so far - most of 

/* address_include8,h 
* 
*A file which includes all the stuff we need for 

each part of the 
* program. 

we keep talking about! */ /* ThoB.e include files 
#include retype.h> 
#include <strlng.h> 
^include <stdlib.h> 
#include <stdio*h> 

#include <exec/exec.h> 
#inelude <exec/types.h> 
#include <doB/doB*h> 
#include <doe/dostags♦h> 
#include <dos/dosextens,h> 
/* If using 1.3 includes, these are in 
"libraries/" V 
#include <intuition/intuition+h> 

/* Prototype definitions for system functions */ 
Hnclude <clib/exec_protos.h> 
#include <clib/doB_protoe »h> 
# i nclude <c1i b/intu it ion_proto s.h> 

/* include our own include files */ 
# include "addre s s _book,hH 

#include "functions+h" 

LISTING 5: FUNCTIONS 
/* functions.h 

* All prototypes for our functions 

/* Prototypes for our test routines */ 
vo id read_record(void); 

/* Create a new record */ 
void create_record(void); 

/* Read a record */ 
void edit_record(void)j /* Edit a record V 

BOOL read_record_data(char *record_data, 
record_nuaberj; 
BOOL wri te_record_dat a(char *reoord_dat a, 
record_number); 
void show_record_data(Char *record_datar long 
record_number); 

/* Functions in the main code section */ 
void cleanexittint return_valuej; 

/* Functions from addresS_gui,c */ 
BOOL open_window{void]; 
vo id clo ee_wi ndow(voi d); 
void init_gadget_taxt(struct IntuiText *itext, 
char *stringH BOOL strj; 

LISTING 4: 

DICE MAKE 

#DICE specific, 
V 
# This file contains a T* 
list of .c files to compile. 
I 
addresB_funotions.c 
address_book.c 
address_gui.c 

the groundwork has now been done, 
so it's simply a case of detecting 
certain gadget presses and 
performing actions. Currently each 
gadget's ID is just shown on the 
screen when you select it, but it 
couid just as easily be part of a 
switch statement; 

switch(gadget->GadgetID) 
{ 
case 0: 

printf("User just pressed Y** 
return in the 'name' string ▼ *" 
gadget\n") ,* 

break; 
case TOTAL_FIELDS: 

printfC'Ueer just pressed 
'PREV'\n"); 

break; 
} 

We'If be installing something like this 
next month, and simply calling the 
appropriate functions - most of 
which we 've already written I © 
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NEW1 

AMIGA 1200 PACKS 

AMIGA CD32 CONSOLE 

FROM SILICA - THE UK's No1 AMIGA SPECIALISTS 

SOFTWARE PACK 
ZOOL is the software pack 
of the year. It includes: 
Zoo I, Trans write, Pin ball 
Dreams and Striker - Value 
E127.92. 
AM Amigas from Silica 
(excluding CO9 and 
Amiga 4000) include a 
FREE ZOOL pack and, 
many of them also Include 

rjffi**- GFA Basic and Photon Paint II. 
Check individual panels for details, 

ZOOL - Platform TiHe cd the year - 97% Amiga Coup - Nov'9?  £25.99 
Tfi AN S WRITE - Ward Processor and Span Checker  £49.95 
PIN BALL DREAMS - Pintail Simulation ■ 94* AUI - Sept tR £25.99 
STRIKER - Sower StaiMion - 94% CU Amiga - June "SB  £25,99 

ZOOL PACK: £127.92 
GFA BASIC V3.5 - Powerful Basic Pro^amntng Language. r. £50,00 
PHOTON PAINT II - Powerful Graphics Pambng Pactatft,,.   £89.95 

TOTAL VALUE: £267.87 

WORTH OVER £265 

AMIGA 600 
LEMMINGS PACK 

ON* man HOIK WARRANTY COM FIGURATIONS 
FREE DELIVERY 

PACK INCLUDES 
• tl* AMIGA 600  E1».99 
* BUILT-IN 1-» DRIVE ..... 
♦ BUILT-IN TV MODULATOR., 
• DELUXE PAINT III  E79-90 
* LEMMINGS  £25.99 
FREE FROMSIUCA <5wTooUfci E1S7.QS 

TOTAL PACK VALUE; £407.90 LESS PACK SAVING: £313,30 
SILICA PRICE: E1&9 OQ. 

1 
Mb 
RAM 

■ RAM 

PREVIOUSLY £S9£ 

£189 INC VAT : AMC06S6 
PREVIOUSLY ]£9£8C 

IkC VAT ■ AMC CC66 ► RAM :.:!■, 

AMIGA 600 
WILD, WEIRD & WICKED 

I*? 

1 YEAR OH SITE/AT HOWE NAJMUNTT ON ALL CONFIGURATIONS 
FREE DEL/VERY PACK INCLUDES: • lub AMIGA 600 ciag.gg 

• BULJ'IN 1* DffVE 4 TV MODULATOR 
• DELUXE PAINT III £70.99 
• MKROPROSE GRAND PfllX.. £3^-0& 
• SlaV PUTTY  E25.99 
• PUSH OVER   £25.9E> 
FREE FflOM SSJCA (S^TcpUft) g1Z7 9Z 

TOTAL PACK VALUE: £494.67 LESS PACK SAVING- £295.87 
SILICA PRICE; HI913.DO 

1Mb 

Nb 
■ RAM 

PREVIOUSLY £S9fl[ 

£199 INC VAT • AMC 0649 
PREVIOUSLY 

INC VAT - AMC 06*9 + RAM C565 

AMIGA 600HD 
EPIC + HARD DRIVE 

1 YEAR ON 8ITEMT HOME WARRANTY 
ON ALL CONFIGURATIONS 

FREE DELIVERY 
PACK INCLUDES: • 1M AWIGA 6W  £1 99.99 • BULT-W1* WIVE 1 TV WDOULATOft • «*KAR>DSK   £179.00 • EPC-ASO-flAQVcWnjflE  £2999 • ROME - ROLE PLAY MS ADVENTURE £25-99 • MYTH - STOP "THE SfflEAD OF EVIL.   £10.99 • TTMAL PURSUIT ■ POPULAR C4JIZ E2Q.99 fffff FBQIIgUCA [SwTtpLtflt   £267.67 
f SEiifcl     PACTf VALUE: £752-32 vcnjoN       PACK SAVING- £403 B2 
I **wvm        SILICA PREC€; £349.09 
If* RAM 

64S 
■flub ■ RAM 

85HD 

£349 INC VAT - AMC 0964 

£399 INC VAT - AMC 0965 

3°** CONSOLE 
32-BIT CD-ROM 

TECHNICALLY SUPERIOR 
AMIGA v 

CEHTRALPBCCBSW! &BQ0Q 
PTJYIEH 3M ; 16-arr 
SFtrH 14UH: 12.5M* 
SwWflE RAM T2SK 
Cw^pJWrre nin« S12 

.-. Li', ~i.--.i-. j.:.t GO 64 
FUIL-SCMEN ton CD HC 
j."i ^ ,: Yti. Nc 

. VES YES 
Mi.*     : :• VES He 
S-VHS OLTH.IT ~-v. *Jc 
MOIUJU Rfr..:...: -f. ■ ■ •i :v. 

, F ^ V rig as ?A 
L2i)<) £379; 

"The Mega CD {E269) will only 
work when plugged into the 
Mega Drive {£129), therefore the 
price shown Is the tolal 
combined price of both models, 
The Amiga CD32, however, ts a 
standalone system which works 
without additional units. 

FREE DELIVERY 
• 32-BIT POWER The w*kfe M CD-ROM console to (He 32- (iil \v-;\it ysjy 6 i 'dsltf      A 5E0C0 C ;lU 
• CD QUALITY STEREO SOUND 
• 16.S MILLION COLOUR PALETTE • M6K Ma.X CO'. flURS ON-SCREEN 
• GAMES FROM BELOW £20 
• PLUGS INTO A TV OR MONITOR ■ PLAYS MU SIC CDs 
• DUAL SPEED 

wdnary CO-ROM dnres 
• MULTI-SESSION Hacogrjses ALL data on CDs, even ir itie infarmnltvi *w Jirvlnd nffcr nilial prewing 
• FULL SCREEN VlOEO-CD 11/83 Via an opwaf extra modula whcfi oltows yLu Id waicfc tfn* rn Ihfl CD32 - COffifdEitM wrlh CT» iiost V'3eoC0 standard, encorssd by JVC, WjifiLShiH PhilpB and Sany 
• 2Mb RAM 
• 11 BUTTON CONTROL PAD 
• 2 FREE CD TITLES 

»OSCAR •DIGGERS 
PLUS FHEE FROM SIUCA LEMMINGS CD WORTH E9.9S 

• COMPATIBLE WITH 26 CDTV TITLES 
OVER 4S TITLES EXPECTED BEFORE CHRtSTMAS '93 

Al^lClo 
CD32 

+ 3 FREE 
CD TITLES £299 »W VAT-CCD 3300 

AMIGA 1200 PACKS+ HMS
RIVE 

z H vHASc DESKTOP DYNAMITE 
AMIGA 1500 
HOME ACCOUNTS 

AMIGA 4000 
SPECIFICATIONS 

AMfGA 120C 

FREE DELIVERY 
' r.'.i;:--.--. Wortd Chkmpipn$ntp A1*A iSea Top Letti 

RACE  N CHASE 

FREE^ 
|| PC BRtOGE BOARD 

F/?££ DELIVERY PACK INCLUDELS • Jwt Amiga 12(H)  * Dahua Paint rVAW * Qennts » WflK»»trthVZ » Oscar • wordmrir Prrrt Manajar + Ffl£E FROM 3ILICA (Sw Top Leflf 
DESKTOP DYNAMITE 

2A.   0a £299 2h . £349 

2a;u 641 £449 2^ 64 £499 

% J§?£499 2%M 85' £54Q 

%127 €529 2SM 127 £579 

%A°?i£599 2! 209 £649 
h 1208 SPECIFICATIONS • MMI IDEHirflOnw0ptH«E iC FT«Kicr - M.l'jut CJ«k " 1 YttrOfriiitttarnnD- 

• 32-bllMlKlin/SwCty RAM • Amga DOS v3.D,'6,ilt-r lYMwhiHtflr • Mfrip5iH6.fi M Bon ODIUMI • 1 jaj-fidCPLI/flAMfiSMftSiOflSIa • FOUCiASmarrCirdSlot • 96 Key He^id aiir Nur^io Keypad 

HARD DRIVE OPTIONS • Appwda.rittdDirrtj • Fhftd conirtV below enetu salrty JhnW - dDtt wt KM|li«ilewflirj(ity • £a«red by ^Dmmo&fi'i OttKiil 1 Yiai Qn-Srfg W^rjflj • LockloiSpttUI-CimrjaiUpTTde'slckpr 

AMIGA 4000 
CONFIGURATIONS 

Tim Amiga 4000 YJOO anfl WO' are avallaCile in 3everfi:l RAM; Hard Drive DvEions fram Silica (pxjrtse SOP brMgw), 411 ar& lully conligiKed anrJ approved and carry Ctimnoc'arn's lul ora ywr nn-?il« v.'prrnnly HAM upgrades a.re rtfso avaMabis from Slkca. Due 1r> curunl (lutluaiirans in. tho nmrkpi. pleas* call for upgrade prices 
PLUS! FREE FROM SIUCA 
• Photon Painl II 
* GFA Basic 

25MHI 68030.. 

CDTV ADD-ON 
FORA500OTA500FU» 

CDTV SOFTWARE 

poulBE, Ic enaura Ihey Survrvs (3 Irll Ihrir *8c*od»lE the talp 
£9.99: 

A570 UPGRADE 

FULLY EXPANDABLE 
FREE DELIVERY 

1 YEAR RETURH TO SILICA WAHRANTY 
PACK INCLUDES: 
• In AMIGA 1500   E889.99 • 2 -x V BUtT-IN 1M FLOPPY EHWES 
• EXPANSION SLOTS  • PC COMPATIBIUTY  
• VlD€0 SLOT  tffWannd JIK^JC! 
• PC-XTBPJDGEflOAROSUF^UED.. E 100.00 
• PLATINUM WORKSSCfTWWe .... E189.9S WDdd PWHW. OalBMM. KKM4^W<I • PUZZNIC  E24.99 
• TOKI  £2«.» 
• ELF   E24.99 • HOME ACCOUNTS   £29.99 • DELUXE PAINT Ell   E79.B9 
ffl£E WUaX*(SaeTrpLeft}   C2$7.B7 

TOTAL PACK VALUE: £1422.76 LESS PACK SA VINO: 11023.76 
SILICA PRICE: €393-00 

1 VEAROMBnE/ATHOHEWAMUHTY ONAU CONFIGURATIONS 
FREE DELIVERY 

^ MIPS. HATING IBon mBHuniais Pw Seccnd 

08T 

2... 80 £979 INC MAT ■ WfiJwin        HW ■ W 

-%,L2^£1099 
%214>£1199 

4 340 ci399 

^540^£1699 

FREE FROM SILICA: 
* Hutcftl rtGona EncyclopCKlla CD   RRP E2EI.&9 A tascinaling and unique refar&rKti IODI comprising 1he complete Hutchin=.Qrc. Encyclopedia. 
. CDPD-SCO Public Domain Titl6&        RRP E19.B9 Over 600Mb ol Public Domain sof1war& and shareware. Includes wofd processors, data bases and spreadsheets eic:., games and ulililies. 

WORTH OVEP £49 

SIM CITY As Ida Rnyiy c< E<m C^y ycu 1a«a euitfot Cd th$ poicc fir* and Hanspon Mpadni^s vnu irust. CtialHrl« trime. Hinrlvt Casdlul weather anC .IT: rili d,:..iratrs 
£9.99 
SUPER GAMES PACK TNs uflra luah admn CDmpfahm tc sura Ic rwe your adren»iin tc-Tci .■:''.dis Jajltrei^ 

Llirtjr R?E-a>e 
£9.99 

2SMHa 6BQ40 

1 
Mb 

£399 JNC VAT-AMB 1500 

ABU AlilM AlDtniD A4WK4Q 
Tti* A4000 runs at up :o 21 tlmaa Is speed QF the ABCO 
GRAPHICS: • 16.7 MILUGfl COLOURS • RE5YJLUTI0NS UP TO 
OPf M AftCHrTECTURE: Tl» A400G hsi t»ur> duvarmd 1or I tlaKtliny proviAng plant/ ol r nwnory A. par Ipfieral expansion 
• Wtffi'&rt 20BFBII BLOTS , • 3HPC-AT SUOTS ! • lJcW bl VIDEO SLC'T 
POWER: • l.Tta 33'FLOPPY OflWE I 

6   801PlOiO 

%12?^£2099 
6 .214 .£2199 
6 340 £2399 

6^54?^£2699 

ThtE Compact Disc-pleyjng add-on simply clips to the s*de expansion port ral your Arnica £00 end is immediately ready lo deliver lis power. 
■ Enables yew Amiga 5W to nn CQTV srjrhwe ■ Plays normal audio CO discs 
• Storage c&potfy aqual to SCO floppy risks • TransFar lima 1E3 ^second: 
• Compeljbhiii#iCD>GaTKira + MT0lrnmMte 
• Con-patiWeiMtr* ISOOeeOslandarrt ■ Sorre cW ASOOi flftiKl rr>3fJifictl)r>n ■ al lc HM 

WINNER OF THE 
AMIGA GOLD AWARD 91% 

FOR OUR COMPinE RANGE OF C0TV TITLES PIEASE CALL OUR MAIL ORDER HOTLINE OR VISIT ONE OF OUR SHOWROOMS LISTED BELOW 

RAM UPGRADES 
CALL FOR PRICES 

HEW LOW 
PRICE 

INC VAT- CCO11570 

& APPROVED 
Silica are a fully aulhorised Amiga dealer. We can upgrade Amiga 600 or i200's wiih hard drives, for new or exialing fawners, without affecting Commcdere"$ official on site Warranty. We Offer other upgrades and repair service ror A50O and A50Opiua computers. 
UPGRADES & REPAIRS * Latest tost equipment * 20 trainoet tectmicterts * l.QOQs of parts in stock * FAST, 4$ how aerWcs * We can coNecr (£5+ VA T) - FREE return counar All work guaranteed 
CALL FOR A PFUCE LIST 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT - DELIVERY IS FREE OF CHARGE IN THE UK MAINLAND 

SILICA - THE AMIGA SPECIALISTS 
1 LS Ult VOU 

#j Amiga comj J carelully ac< j/ Wha11|'^ill& 

Eteldra ycu decida when to bay your new <Mrnpirl9r, m suggest ^ou lhink vary- about WHERE you buy It Ccnsrfer III be like at few <nonih& after huymg 
YSV.   y^jL^A   (y    VOL."   Amiga.   \-rv?   you   nay reQw^ X^Vif, ^*Aj^ -Kr    additional peripherals « siiflwarBr cr help fQ£ ar>J advice. Aid, will the company you buy Irom oonflact you wilh details of new praducls? A1 Silica, w& ensure l' a" yoa will have ns'hiivg lo worry aboul. Wilh cur unrivalled experience and expertise, we can meel cur customers' requiremenls with an understanding w*<ch is sccorxJ 10 none. Complete and return 1he COiipon now for our latest FREE 'neralure and begin to experience trie "Ehlica Service". 

• COMMODORE APPROVED UPGRADES: 
Official Hard Drive upgrades wiin ICL on-site warranty. 

• FREE OVERHIGH! DELIVERY: 
On all hardware orders shicped in the UK mainland. 

• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLfNE: 
A team of Amiga technical experts will be a! your service. 

• PRICE MATCH: 
We match ccmpetitors en a 'Same pradud - Same pnee" basis 

• ESTABLISHED 15 YEARS: 
We have a proven trad! record in professional computer sales. 

• PART OF A L50M A YEAR COMPANY; With over 2Q0 staff - We are solid, reliable and profitable. 
• BUSINESS + EDUCATION f GOVERNMENT: 

Volume dittounls are available. Teh DS1-3DB Bttt, 

SHOWROOMS: 
We ttave demonsfralion and training facilities at all our stores 
WE FULL STOCK RANGE: 
All of your Amiga requirements are available Irom one supplier. 
FREE CATALOGUES: 
Will be mailed to you, with special reduced price Amiga offers, as well as details on all Amiga software and peripherals. 
PAYMENT: 
We accept most major credil cards, cash, cheque or mootMy terms 
I APR 29.9% ■ written quoles on requesl). 

WS 081-309 1111 

MAIL ORDER: Qrier Umi Open: MgrvSal ^.QOafn-fiJOOpin 
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FIGURE 1: TYPICAL OUTPUT 

Workbench Screen 
n ! fin tgaShe 11 
lor*. is >hotS 

.iexxc Local lb* 
Font 

Dir 

i If s 20 directories 

- - «rued today  ru-d Future 

oday odav odav odav oday odav 

ruet ruec ruec Dir ruet Dir —■—ruet 149 blocks use 

.TfiTff" 
IBIll :34:25 
92*45 
88:87 83; 21 
88:32 37; 44 

mil 

8.HB3.8:> Ust sys; pat*tft? Directory "svs:m on Friday 87-May-93 [Lot: A I* DI r     —rwed Today libs pir rwed Today ;L Dir rwed Today 3 directories - 6 blocks used |8<WB3,&:> ; note only 3 Mocks are really used?.§ 

AmigaDOS's LIST command generates a tot of output - certainly more than 
DIR! The second window uses a pattern to remove unwanted Items. 

Type LIST ays: and LIST 
generates a lot of information about 
all disk-based objects. 
Directory "ays:" on Saturday 02- 
Qct-93 
CDir —rwed 07-May-93 18:09:52 
SysteraDir —rwed Thursday 
12:59:10 
System,info632 —rw-d D7-May-93 
16:07:41 
?hia "filenote" is attached tc 
System.info 

WbstartupDir —rwed 07-May-91 
19:07:41 
Wbstartup*info632 —-rw-d Q7-May- 
93 16i07t41 
SDlr  d Today 19:25:23 
LlbsDir —rwed 07-May-93 181OSi31 
LDir —rwed 07-May-93 18:06:32 
FontaDir —rwed 07-May-93 
IS 109»38 
6 files - 13 directories - 44 
blocks used 

Cracking the 

Shell 

The LIST command shows a 
listing of flies on any disk 
or directory, like DIR. 
Unlike DIR though it does 

not sort the output, and early 
versions lacked the ability to list all 
fifes In all directories. LIST has been 
pivotal In the development of 
Amiga DOS as far back as version 
1.3 when it was first used to create 
script flies automatically. 

The command shares a lot in 
common with DIR in that it is 
designed to display the contents of 
any directory. So why have two 
commands to do the same job? Well, 
there is more to LIST than meets the 
eye. Here are the most important 
differences: 
•LIST displays all the requested 
objects as it finds them; 
DIR collects the requested object 
names and displays a two-column 
list of them sorted by name. 

• LIST displays the object's name 
and a lot of extra information over 
many columns; 
DIR displays just the names of any 
objects in two columns. 

USING UST 
The command's synopsis (shown 
here) is quite complex: 

LIST DIR/M,  P=PAT/K, KEYS/S, 
DATES/S, NODATES/S, TO/K, SUB/K, 
SINCE/K,  UPTO/K,  QUICK/S, BLOCK/S, 
NGHEAD/S,  FILESfS, DIRS/S, 
LFORMAT/K, ALL/S 

The table on page 75 gives brief 
descriptions of these. Typical output 
(stripped down for the example) In 
Figure 1 on this page could be 
generated by the following command: 

1>LIST Bye: 

The information that LIST gives you 

Mark Smiddy examines 

one of AmigaDOS's 

most powerful and 

useful commands. 

breaks down into three separate 
items - head, body and tail. 
* The Head 
Directory "sys:" on Saturday 02- 
Oct-93 
LIST'S head contains information 
about the directory being listed, 
including its name, path and the date 
it was last modified. It is important 
to note that a directory's date is 
changed every time something it 
contains is modified or a new item is 
created therein. The date shown in 
the header is, therefore, the date of 
the most recent non-directory item 
shown. The date is only shown if the 
directory contains one or more items; 
otherwise the head is something like 
this: 
Directory mWtm is empty 
• The Tall 
6 files - 13 directories - 44 
blocks used 
The tail shows the total number of 
files and directories (matching any 
pattern) in the specified directory. If 
more than one directory has been 
scanned (with the ALL option) a 
second footer line appears at the 
end of the list with the total number 
of blocks, files and directories listed. 
■ The Body 
CEir —arwed 07-May-93 18:09:52 
SystemDir —rwed Thursday 12:59:10 
Systenwinfo632 —rw-d 07-May-93 
18:07:41 
s This "filenote" is attached to 
System,, info 
The body is the meat in the 

sandwich: all 
the objects 

^matching the 
* pattern appear 
here, one to a 
line. By 

default, the 
following columns are 

arranged from left-to-right as follows: 
• Name: The name of the object - up 
to 30 characters left-justified in a 
field of 31 characters. 
• Size: The size of the object in 
bytes- If the object is a sub-directory 
the word "Dir" is inserted instead. 
LIST does not distinguish between 
links and real objects, Links are a 
topic for discussion at a later point. 
• Attributes: The protection flags 

BEGINNE 

If you are new to the Amiga, the very 
idea of AmigaDOS - an environment 
where you have to learn and type 
commands, one at a time - might 
seem a little daunting. Why not just 
stay within the comfortable confines 
of the Workbench and handle the 
tricky bits with a CLI utility like 
Directory Opus or SID? 

There are a number of reasons, 
but "eclecticism" is a good one. This 
greasy adjective is typically used in 
the art world meaning to be selective 
[ choose it to illustrate a point: 
AmigaDOS is full of big, strange- 
sounding words that mean little until 

associated with the named object. 
Seven flags are available in the 
current release and can be changed 
from the Workbench via 
Icons...Information (Workbench 2+) 
or the AmigaDOS command 
PROTECT. Possible flags are, when 
set: 
S: Is an AmigaDOS script. 
P: Is pure (can be made resident). 
A: Is in archive. (Cleared on write), 
R: Is readable. Not used in QFS. 
W :1s writeable. Not used in QFS. 
E: Is executable - probably, 
D: Can be deleted. 
• Date: The date part of the date- 
stamp. 
■ Tims: The time part of the date- 
stamp. 

fTTllHTT BEGINNERS 

they are applied. An AmigaDOS 
user can be eclectic by choosing the 
best of several similar commands to 
achieve a similar goal The SID or 
Workbench user must remain within 
the confines of the application1 s 
design - no matter how open-ended it 
purports to be. 

Few people would disagree that 
many operations are more easily 
performed from Workbench, but very 
few operations can take full 
advantage of the machine's multi- 
tasking capabilities. For instance, 
what if you wanted to copy some files 
from one place to another? With 
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* Comment: If a comment is 
attached to a file, fit is shown on the 
next available line. Comments are 
strings of 1 to 79 characters 
attached using the F1LENOTE 
command. 
This may seem like a lot of 
information to retrieve for every disk 
object, but in reality LIST involves no 
more work than DIR. All this 
information is stored in a special 
block on the disk - called a file 
header block - that must be read 
every time something requests 
information on a file. This information 
is handed to AmigaDOS applications 
as something called a FIB or File Info 
Block, There is so little difference In 
speed, LIST is often more 
convenient. 

LIST OPTIONS 
The command has a lot of different 
options and you can use any number 
of possible combinations. To keep 
things simple, this discussion will 
concentrate on the options in 
isolation - you should try 
experimenting with the different 
combinations yourself. Here are the 
more complex ones. 
* KEYS: When this keyword is 
supplied, every object is shown with 
a number in square brackets 
corresponding to the key position of 
its FIB on disk. The key number is 
only useful for disk hackers - 
AmigaDOS commands do not use 
them directly. (The maximum number 
of keys on any disk is given by 
doubling its storage capacity in K - 
SO an 8S0K floppy has 1660 key 
blocks,) Example: 

1>LIST CiLIST KEYS NOHEAD 
List    [ 302]     5904 -p-rwed Today 
lQiUsOS 

* BLOCK/S: The size of files and 
directories is shown as the number 
of 512 byte blocks it occupies- Note 
that LIST incorrectly shows a 
directory as being two blocks long. 
Directories are not shown as "dir" in 
this mode. Example: 

Workbench you simply drag the 
respective icons from the source to 
the destination - from AmigaDOS you 
have to enter a command. 

Now what if you suddenly realise 
you have copied the wrong icons? 
You have to wait until Workbench 
finishes, go back and delete them, 
and start again from scratch. This 
can happen when you use AmigaDOS 
but you can stop the command 
immediately - so the total time to 
complete the operation is much 
shorter. In addition, AmigaDOS 
affows you to select files by group 
much more accurately than is 

1>LIST CiLIST BLOCKS NOHEAD 
List 10 -p-rwed Today 10:lli05 

• DATES/S: By default, LIST 
attempts to substitute recent dates 
by a day name and future dates by 
the string Future. Example: 

1>LIST CiLIST NOHEAD 
List   5904 -p-rwed Today 10:11:05 
1>LIST CiLIST DATES NOHEAD 
List   5904 -p-rwed 24-Sep-93 
10:11:05 
LIST Patteras 

Typically, LIST is used to get 
information about a complete 
directory or a single file. Used 
without arguments, the command 
lists the current directory. Therefore 
the following commands are valid: 
1>LIST; list the current directory 
1>LIST SYS:; list the boot disk's root 
directory 
1>LIST DEVS:Printeis/EpsonX; list 
a single file 
In AmigaDOS 2, you can supply more 

LIST'S OPTIONS 

These are the options in LIST: 
DIR/M: One or more directories to 
be searched. May include a pattern 
from 2.0. 
P=PAT/K: A file pattern to search 
for - obsolete from 2.0, 
KEYS/S: The object's physical disk 
position is shown. 
DATES/S: Absolute dates 
(weekdays are shown as dates), 
NODATES/S: Date output is 
suppressed, 
TO/K: A file to send output to, 
SUB/K: A substring to match in the 
filenames, 
StNCE/K: Files are listed occurring 

after the date. 
UPTO/K; Files are listed up to the 
specified date. 
QUICK/S: Only filenames are 
shown. 
BLOCK/S: File sizes are shown in 
blocks. 
NOHEAD/S: The header and 
footers are disabled. 
FILES/S: Only files are shown. 
DIRS/S: Only directories are 
shown. 
LFORMAT/K: A special output 
formatting string. 
ALL/5: All directories are 
searched. (2.0+ only). 

a file Is modified, the program 
renames a previous file of the same 
name with .BAK. 

Note: In the following examples, 
the header and footers have been 
removed for clarity - the screen shots 

Uor-kbem h Screen 
I AnigaStteU ] EJ| .MB3«B:> list c: pat^a*? 

ddBuffers                               444 - sslgn                            .     3228 - vaU                                        721 - files     26 blocks used .WB3,8:> i 

-p~rwed Today -p-rwed Today -p-rwed Today -p-rwed Today 
18:09:44 I8:fl9;50 18:89:50 18:09:50 

a! HnigaShell dHHH^^^^^^^ 
J a: >   ist c: *at=aH? block Rirgctory "«;" on Friday 87-May-?3 RddftataTypes                                12 - BddBuffers                              J - Assign                                          7 - ffvaU                                          2 - 4 fHes - 26 blocks used 5 MB3. n 

-p-rwed Today -p-rwed Today -p-rwed Today -p-rwed Today 
mm 13:09:50 18:09:50 

□ . flrctgaSne U 
9.HB3.8:> list c: g*a#? block keys Directory "c:   on Friday 87-Hay-93 ftdd&ataTypes          I 3693] 12 flddBuffers              I 6177] Assign                   [ 6179] 7 Avail                      1 6187] 2 4 files - 26 blocks used 9J493,l!> f 

""P-rwad Today —p-rwed Today --p-rwed Today —-p-rwed Today 
18:09:58 
!§:SliiS 

The effect of using BLOCK and KEYS switches is profound, 

than one directory or file like this: 

1>LIST DP0:  SYS: DEVS: 

That's fine if you want to get 
information on the whole directory, 
but what if you want to narrow down 
the search a little? Let's say you had 
a directory full of files produced on a 
word processor and each one ends 
in the "extension" ,DOC. Every time 

possible from Workbench. It also 
affords simpler access to a range of 
public domain and shareware utilities 
that can only be accessed from the 
Shell environment. 

AmigaDOS is powerful and 
perhaps a little difficult to learn - 
Workbench is suitable for everyday 
tasks when you are not in a hurry. 
The two systems complement each 
other wonderfully. You can uget at" 
AmigaDOS by opening the Shell icon 
-you'll find ft lounging around on 
your Workbench disk. Even if you 
have never done so before, try it now 
- you have nothtng to lose. 

will illustrate what you really see. 

1>LIST MyDir 
MyPile.DOC4229 —rwed 18-Sep-93 
19:21:05 
MyFile.BAK4227 —rwed 19-Sep-93 
19:21:04 
workl.DOC3212 —rwed 21-Sep-93 
12:08:31 
Workl.BAK   22 —rwed 21-Sep-93 
12:08:30 

There could (and usually would) be 
dozens of files here, but these are 
sufficient for the example. The files 
marked ".BAK" are redundant and 
we only want to list those ending in 
".DOC". AmigaDOS provides a 
special facility called pattern 
matching which allows us to use an 
"ambiguous string" as part of a 
filename - it means that part of the 
filename can be anything. 

Pattern matching is a complex 
topic to be covered later in this 
series on AmigaDOS, but one 
particular pattern appears ail the 
time "#?" - which means match 
anything* (PC users will be familiar 
with this as "*".) 

LIST'S pattern keyword (P or 

PAT) enables you to specify a 
pattern like this: 

1>LIST MyDir F=#?*DQC 
HyPile.DOC4229 —rwed 10-Sep-93 
19:21:05 
Workl,DOC32l2 —rwed 21-Sep-93 
12:08:31 

From AmigaDOS 2, this keyword is 
retained for compatibility only and 
the following is simpler: 

1>LIST MyDir/#?.DOC 
MyFile.DOC4229 —rwed lS-Sep-93 
19i21t05 
Workl.D0C3212 —rwed 21-Sep-93 
12:08:31 

In AmigaDOS 2 you can narrow the 
search down even further by using a 
substring search too. This attempts 
to find any specified series of 
characters within a name, Substrings 
must be picked out with the SUB 
keyword like this: 

1>LIST MyDir/#?.DOC SUB=File 
MyFile.DOC4229 —rwed 18-Sep-93 
19:21:05 

Or, using SUB on its own: 

1>LIST MyDir SUB-ork 
workl.DOC3212 —rwed 21-Sep-93 
12:08:31 
Workl.BAK   22 —rwad 21-Sep-93 
12:08:30 

LIST DATE MATCHING 
Users with battery-backed clocks can 
also take advantage of LIST'S ability 
to match dates. This option may be 
combined with the pattern and 
substring matching described above, 
but is shown singly here for clarity. 

The UPTO keyword takes an 
AmigaDOS date string and lists files 
that were created or modified up to 
and including a specified date: 

1>LIST MyDir UPTO 20-Sep-93 
MyFile.0004229 —rwed 18-Sep-93 
19:21:05 
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LIST'S LFORMAT QUALIFIERS 

Workbench Screen  D Q ] fat igaShgLI 1 in 1 m, 
3Mi$,d'.> List cl p-att? Ifomat "fcs Xs" 
c: RddOataTvpes c: flddfuffers C Assign                ; •-v •               f,*V c: fivatl 

„-   , , „  /.     . M: > list cr P=3*7 Ifornat "'Pathl**s Nane1=Jfs Patlt2=Xs Path1-c: Nane1=flddDataTypes Patti2=t: Wa*e2-flddDataTypes Path1=c: Mane1=fldd8uffers Path2=c: Nane2=flddBuffers 
Pathl^c: KamM=RoaU Path2=c: Nanei=fl«ail 7,«I3,1:> $ 

Itane2^«s" 

□ j ftilifaSttett q urn a - > rrvt     n=aiu 3tV^«^ "via iflr.     «eri *s 
RddOataTypes —p-rypd Today AddBuffers —p-rw*d Today 18:89 

9 Assign --p-rued Today 18 ftvatl —p-rwed Today 18. P-ai? Ifomat "*-3«>38n %a «d is5.5tH 

—p-rwed Today 18:tB —p-rued today 18:89 p-rwed Today 18:99 18:«9 —p-rwed Today 

The LFORMAT options are wide and varied. Here are a few examples. 

HyFile.BAK4227 —rwed 18-Sep-93 
19:21:04 

Similarly, the SINCE keyword only 
lists files that were created or 
modified on or after a given date: 

1>LIST MyDir SINCE 20-Sep-93 
Workl.DOC3212 —rwed 21-Sep-93 
12:08:31 
Workl,BAK   22 —rwed 21-Sep-93 
12 :00:30 

USING LFORMAT 
STRINGS 
The LFORMAT keyword is what 
makes LIST so very special. Without 
it, most people would manage with 
DIR. When used in combination with 
TO j this keyword can write entire 
script files automatically! This facility 
is used by the meta-AmigaDOS 
commands (scripts) SPAT and DPAT 
incidentally, to add pattern matching 
to those few commands that lack it. 

An LFORMAT string is made up 
of any combination of letters and 
special qualifiers - qualifiers are a 
percentage symbol followed by a 
letter. The only qualifier supported in 
AmigaDOS 1.3 is %S - and it has 
different meanings depending on the 
number of times it is used [up to a 
maximum of four). However, this 
should not be viewed as a 
shortcoming. The available qualifiers 
are summarised in the table at the 
top of this page. 

It is important to note here that 
thanks to an obscure bug in the 1.3 
LIST command, LFORMAT strings do 
not work unless the date is set 

correctly. If (and only if) you are using 
AmigaDOS 1,3 and the date 
command returns like this: 

I>DATE 
<uneet> <unset> <unaet> 

or 

<invalid> <invalid> <invalid> 

you should set a false date like so: 

1>DATE Ol-Jan-90;  1.3 patch onlyI I 

This kludge is necessary if you want 
to make effective use of the 
command in the early versions. 

The LFORMAT keyword can be 
used fn conjunction with the date 
windowing and PAT, SUB and ALL 
keywords - the others have no 
effect. A simple example of 
LFORMAT usage might look like this: 

LIST SYS: LFORMAT 
"DirectoryJ %$ Object; fcfi*nH 

LFORMAT strings do not send a 
newline character, so you must 
specify one - the **nM in the above 
example does this. 

ADVANCED LFORMATING 
The introduction of AmigaDOS 2 saw 
a large number of commands re- 
ceded , and LIST was among them. 
The LFORMAT string is no longer 
hard coded and is instead passed 
through a ROM function called 
RawDoFormat. C and assembly 
language programmers may be 

These are the qualifiers available 
with LFORMAT: 
%S: Pathname only, 
%S%S: The pathname and object 
name, 
%S%S%S: Pathname and object 
name, pathname. 
%S%S%S%S: Pathname, object 
name, pathname, object name. 

From 2.0 onwards: 
%A: The object1 s attributes 

familiar with this function because it 
provides simple C-style output 
formatting. 

A formatting parameter appears 
between the % sign and the qualifier 
and takes the following format: 

• The minus sign indicates the string 
is to be left justified within its field. 
• nnnWidth is a number indicating 
the width of the field in which the 
qualifier is to be printed. If this 
number is omitted, the field width is 
determined by the length of the 
qualified string, This may be omitted. 
• The period (full stop) is a 
Separator, separating the field width 
from the precision. This must be 
present if the precision digit is being 
used, but should be omitted 
otherwise. 
• nnnPrecislon is a number 
indicating the number of characters 
to display starting from the right end 
of the string. 
This may all seem a little complex at 
this stage (unless you program in C) 
but it is simple and very convenient. 
Here are some examples: 

1. We can simulate use of the 
QUICK switch like this: 

1>LIST CtLIST LFORMAT "%n*nff 

List 

2. Or improve on it slightly like this: 

1>LIST C:LIST LFORMAT "%v%n*n" 
Workbench3.0:C/List 

JARGON BUSTING 

Date-stamp - The date and time form an Important part 
of any object's description, A date-stamp is added to 
any file or directory when it is created or modified. Date- 
stamping is only useful when your machine is fitted with 
a real-time, battery-backed-up clock. You can get limited 
use from them by setting the time and date every time 
you boot the machine - but this is a nuisance. 

Extension - Filename extensions have been around 

almost as long as filing systems and are used to group 
files of the same type together in listings so they can be 
picked out quickly. Many computers are still limited to 
eight-letter filenames, separated by a period from a 
three-letter extension - "woik.doc", "prog.exe", 
"dump.asc" and so on. While the Amiga does not suffer 
from these constraints, it can help to use extensions. 
Digita's Wordworth, for instance, saves its flies with the 
extension ".WW" whereas Pen Pa! uses *'.WTR". 

(protection flags). 
%B: File size in blocks, 
%C: Comment, 
%D: Creation (or last modified) 
date, 
%K: Physical position on disk. 
%L: Length in blocks, 
%N: Name. 
%P: Complete path (without an 
object name). 
%T: The time associated with the 
object. 

3. AmigaDOS filenames are limited 
to a maximum of 30 characters, but 
few people use more than eight plus 
a three-letter extension (the 
maximum that PC-compatibles can 
handle in any case) - so we can set 
a maximum field width to 13 - that 
is, eight for the name, one for the 
extension plus one for the V like 
this (brackets are shown for clarity): 

1>LIST CiLIST LFORMAT "(%13n) *n" 
{ List} 

4, If a name is too long, it is trimmed 
back to fit inside the field. Most will 
be flushed right - although you can 
override this by including a minus 
symbol like this: 

1?LIST C:LIST LFORMAT " f%-13n)*ll" 
fLi&t ) 

5, The length of filenames can vary 
between 1 and 30 characters. By 
using 30 as a field width, you can 
ensure that the listing lines up 
correctly like this: 

1>LIST C : (LISTI DTK) LFORMAT 
"%30nS%t*n" 

List 012:31:32 
Dir ©12:31:34 

6. AmigaDOS always prints the 
seconds as part of the time. It has a 
fixed field width of eight digits - two 
for each of the three numbers and 
two extra for the colon separators. 
Therefore, we can use the precision 
digit to trim off the unwanted 
seconds and second colon like this 
(note the period in front of the digit): 

1>LIST C:LIST LFORMAT "%n 
modified at %.St *n" 

List modified at 12:31 

There is no limit to the length of the 
LFORMAT string apart from the 
maximum length of the command 
line - 254 characters - so this gives 
a lot of scope. 

Later in this series I'll be 
demonstrating how to use LFORMAT 
strings in conjunction with the TO 
keyword to produce script files. CB 
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£79.95 

THE 3D POWERHOUSE THAT 

YOU CAN ACTUALLY USE 

NOW ONLY £99.95 

CALIGARI 24 is the powerful! 3D tool with 

the easy-to-use Virtual Reality interface. 

CALIGARI 24 is a complete 3D modeler, 

photorealistic renderer and animator for 

anyone with the vision to create in 3D, 

■ Perspective Editing ■ Organic Deform- 

ations ■ Fast Photorealistic Rendering 

■ Hierarchical Animations ■ Rons on 

all Amigas w/HD ■ Polygon Editor ■ 

Real Time Response ■ HAMS, 32 Bit 

Color ■ Visual Time Editor ■ Requires 

only 2Mb RAM ■ Much, much more.**» 

Order from vour dealer or call; 

Silica Systems Emerald Creative 
081^309^1 111 081-715*8866 

Ami pi Warehouse 
0753-554*338 

Distributed h\: 
Amiga Centre Scotland   Meridian   Mkro-PACE SDL 

CALIGARI CORE 
1 955 Landings Dr. 
Mountain View, 
CA 94041 
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VIDEO & GRAPHICS 

Textures revisited 

A year after the release of Essence I comes a 

new collection of algorithmic textures for 

Imagine users* Gary Whiteley cops a fee/... 
Amazing as it may seem, 

only a year after the 
release of the excellent 
Essence I, Apex 

Software Publishing have unleashed 
m brand new set of amazing 
algorithmic^! textures for the 
discerning Imagine user. Better 
still, some of these textures don't 
•xlst on even the most high-spec 
rendering equipment In existence, 
so you 11 be able to produce effects 
that no other software is currently 
capable of and make those Silicon 
Graphics Indigo 2 owners green 
with envy [even if 
only a tittle bit). 

Essence II 
comes on two disks, 
each packed with 
textures, all divided 
Into various sub- 
groups* There are 
textures to cover 
Space, Water, 
Bump, Organic, Tile 
and Miscellaneous, 
but don't get the 
idea that that's all 
they can be used 
for, Mixing and 
matching is the 
name of the game, 
and to make it all so 
much easier Apex have thoughtfully 
included a whole clutch of attribute 
settings to make using more 
complex combinations of Essence if 
textures a breeze. So if you wanted 
to cover a spaceship in hull plates 
that have a battered, space- 
weathered look, just select a 

suitable attribute from the list (for 
instance, Dirty Tile) and your wish is 
granted. 

You also receive a well 
illustrated, well laid out, easy-to- 
access manual that helps you get off 
to a quick start, though at times it 
does tend to take the level of a 
user's knowledge a Eittle for granted, 
and I would have felt happier if a few 
tutorials had been included, 

GETTING YOUR FEET WET 
Among the most spectacular of the 
new textures are probably those 

4// the textures in this Image are from Essence II 
(except the fish, which use an Essence I texture). 

associated with water and water-style 
effects. Essence if's Water textures 
include waves, ripples, drops and 
caustics (the patterns that you see 
when light shines through rippling 
water). Like all the other textures, 
Water textures can be animated over 
time by morphing them from one 

TEXTURES TOO 

Here's another set of textures, but of 
the more traditional "brush-map" 
type - they are actual images which 
you can wrap directly onto 3D objects 
or use as backgrounds. 

In Textures 11 from Alternative 
Image all the images are derived 
from scanned photographs of natural 
objects, mostly rocks, with the 
exceptions of cork, sand dunes and 
tree bark - in all, 12 textures in a 
range of different formats. Each 
texture is supplied as a 400 x 400 
pixel 24-bit image, 320 x 512 HAM, 
8-colour 640 x 512 image and either 
8-colour or ^colour 640 x 512 
grayscale image for bump or altitude 
mapping. This means that you get 12 

disks, each containing one texture in 
its four various formats. 

As textures go there is nothing 
particularly outstanding about this 
set, except that they save you a lot 
of time and effort hunting down, 
scanning and converting your own 
images. The quality is high but there 
are just too many rocks included and 
not enough of anything else - and 
several of the rocks are incorrectly 
named, but that's being pedantic. 

The obvious uses are for 
mapping onto 30 objects as bump, 
filter, reflection or brush maps in 
programs such as Rea!3B., Imagine, 
Lightwave and Caiigari, to give a 
more realistic look to a scene. They 

position to another, 
meaning that any 
texture can be made 
to change shape, 
move, appear, 
disappear, change 
colour or whatever 
its specific 
parameters allow. Take the 
Raindrops texture (which simulates 
raindrops falling onto a surface) as 
an example: you can specify how 
frequently and how hard the 
raindrops fall, the width and height of 
ripples they produce and an element 
of randomness so that the rain looks 
natural. When you morph the texture 
over time the result is a very realistic 
rain-on-a-puddle effect. The same 
applies to water drops, waves and 
caustics and there's even a Water 
texture that will reflect ripples back 
from predefined rectangular 
boundaries, so you can make 
convincing-looking baths with 
dripping taps. 

But that's just the start, Let's 
take a look at the rest of Essence 
it's textures. 

• Bumpy There are metallic sheens, 
bubbly blotches, crumpled paper, 
faceted, pitted and stucco textures 
for a wide range of uses. Rocks, 
walls, fungus-tike growths and shiny 
lettering are but a few of the 
applications for bumpy textures. 
* Organic Textures Some of these 
textures beggar sensible description, 
so stTs no wonder that Apex have had 
to resort to some unusual terms 
such as ' crusty alien snot" to try to 

could also be used 
as backdrops, tiled 
onto floors, or used 
in a 2D paint 
program for textured 
backgrounds, special 
effects and so on. 
They might even be 
useful tn DTP. 

THE BONUS 
DISKS 
Bundled with Texture 
if are a couple of 
tutorial disks for 
either Imagine or 
Real3D (you choose 
which), including 
pointers to some of 
the more esoteric aspects of each 
program, with plenty of examples and 
projects for you to experiment with, 

Space is no longer the final frontier If you have 
Essence II. Taste may be, hut that's your problem. 

invoke some idea of the effects 
available. Nevertheless, there are 
some real gems here, Crusts, flecks 
and veins are the three basic 
textures but the range is huge when 
colours and texture parameters come 
into play. Organic textures can be 
used to construct surfaces which can 
look like reptile skin, dandruff, 
pebbles, oozing crud, mould, coral or 
whatever else you can figure out. 
• Space Apparently some of the 
most requested new textures have 
been for space-type stuff, so Apex 
have obliged with a fine collection 
which includes plasma, gas planets, 
spaceship hull plates {complete with 
ridges, discolouration and 
weathering), latitude and longitude 
lines for easy Earth maps, metallic 
machinery surfaces and planet rings. 
■ Tiles These are, as you might 
expect, textures that continuously 
repeat across a surface. There are 
flagstones {for crazy paving), scales 
[for reptiles, fish, armour etc), 
wooden shingles, roof tiles and soft 
checks. Like most of the other 
textures they all include an element 
of dumpiness so that they will look 
much more realistic than a flat brush- 
mapped texture. 
* Miscellaneous This category 
includes fibre, woodgratn, polkadots, 

Textures M brings you 12 new bitmap textures from 
Alternative image, each of them In four formats. 

For example, the Real3D tutorials 
include help in using Freeform 
curves, as well as improving your clip 
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VLAB YC IFR 

Planets, wallpaper, fancy surfaces - just a smalt part 
of the power of Essence 11. Reminds me of my local... 
radar (yes - a texture that looks like 
a radar screen, complete with 
scanning beam) and Julia, an effect 
similar to the Mandelbrot texture of 
Essence t. 

1.1 or 2.0) or Turbo 
Silver, as well as an 
accelerated Amiga 
fitted with an FPU 
(that Is, 68881 or 
68882 maths co- 
processor). You'll 
also need a couple 
of Mb of hard drive 
space free - so it 
helps if you have a 
hard drive too. 

* Gary Whiteley can 
be contacted by 
e-mail as drgaz@ 
cix.compulinkxo*uk 
(all one word), 

One very useful feature is that 
Essence It comes complete with a 
set of "thumbnail1' images which can 
be directly displayed on your Amiga 
screen, so if you aren't sure what the 
PlasticGiraffe, SmallPoxor 
Cheese&Broccofi texture 
combinations look like all you have 
to do is display the pictures to find 
out And no, I'm not making these 
names up. Apart from being very 
clever. Apex also have a finely-tuned 
sense of the ridiculous. 

Requirements: Essence ii requires 
the FP version of imagine (v0,9,1.0, 

SHOPPING LIST 
Essence II  $140 (US), 
Expect to pay around £100 (or less) in 
the UK. 
By Apex Software Publishing 
Available from 
Alternative Image 
^ 0533 440041 and 
other good Amiga dealers. 

mapping abilities, and the imagine 
disks include constructing a piston 
animation using the Cycle editor 
and how to successfully make a 
rotating, brush-mapped Earth. 

I must declare an interest: the 
imagine tutorial disk is all my own 
work, while the Reai3D disk is by 
Henri Bujko of Alternative Image, 
designer of some past Amiga 
Shopper covers. The tutorial disks 
can also be bought separately. 

SHOPPING LIST 
Textures II .£40,00 
From Alternative Image, 
6 Lotharr Road, Ayleslone, 
Leicester, LO 7QB. 
•0533440041. 

CHECKOUT 

ESSENCE It 

Features 
•••••••••• 
Loads, About the only limits are your 
Amiga and your imagination. Mix these 
textures up for some really wild effects, 

Documentation 
••••••••• 
Clean, slick and well-presented, with a 
touch of wacky humour thrown in. 

Ease of Use 
••••••••GO 
As easy as you could hope, given the 
complexity of Essence it and Imagine* 

Quality 
•••••••••• 
You won't believe the textures are the 
products of mathematical equations! 

Value for money 
•••••••ooo 
Will probably sell for less than the 
projected price, but it's still worth the 
money if you1 re serious about 3D work. 

>0 
Overall rating 

If you're into Imagine, buy Essence It 
(and Essence I as well!) - it may not be 
cheap, but nothing else comes close. 

TT 

TEXTURES II 

Quality 
••••••••• 
High quality images suitable for a range 
of applications. 

Documentation 
••••••••GO 
Scant, but not really necessary anyway. 

Value for Money 

Reasonable, 
'OOO 

Overall rating 
•••••••OOO 
Not the most awe-inspiring set of 
textures around (unless you're really 
keen on rocks) but you'll find enough of 
use to make it well worth buying. 

Let me explain the cryptic heading. 
VLAB YC is Macro System's 
excellent VLab YC video 
framegrabber card for any Amiga 
which has a spare Zorro slot (that 
isr not A500s, A600s or A1200s). 
IFR is the new software module for 
it which enables VLab YC to grab 
entire sequences of frames direct 
from any video recorder, regardless 
of whether or not it 
has remote control or 
timecode, even a 
piain old domestic 
VHS deck. IFR means 
Interleaved Frame 
Recording. All clear? 

/mis part of VLab 
YC's new software, 
used to grab any 
sequence of video 
frames from any kind 
of video source - as 
long as it has either a 
composite or YC 
output. However, the 
actual amount of data 
and the speed at 
which it can be 
grabbed depends 
entirely on the 
specifications of the 
host Amiga. IFR is 
very memory-hungry - 
for instance grabbing 
hkes colour images 
takes about 0.5Mb for 
each frame, even 
before they are 
converted to IFF files, 
so if your Amiga 
doesn't have much 
RAM you'd better be 
sure your hard drive 
has plenty of space, 

HOW IT 
WORKS 
Initially IFR searches 
for a unique-looking 
"Key Frame1' near the 
point from which It 
has been told to start 
grabbing. This frame 
will be used as a 
reference by the software, because 
an IFR sequence requires multiple 
passes of the videotape in order to 
grab ali the intermediate frames. 

Once the key frame has been 
found the grabbing begins, with 
VLab grabbing subsequent frames 
as quickly as possible. The problem 
is that the hardware can't keep up 
with the 25 frame per second rate 
at which video images are 
displayed, so as a result it may only 
grab one in every ten frames 
(depending on the speed of the 
Amiga and the defined grab size). 

Grabbing consecutive 
frames in colour from any 
video is now easy with 
VLab YC's IFR software. 

Once the first pass has been 
made the user has to wind the tape 
back to just before the key frame 
and repeat the grabbing process, 
whereupon VLab will grab another 
sequence of images, but not those 
it has already captured* The process 
is repeated until all the frames are 
grabbed. 

To make all this easier there's 
some additional 
hardware called an 
AirLink which can be 
used to control VCRs 
which have infrared 
remote control by 
simply running an 
ARexx script. At the 
time of writing the 
AirLink wasn't readily 
available, but the 
asking price is 
expected to be £69, 

THE RESULTS 
Amazingly enough it is 
possible to get frame- 
accurate grabbing with 
the iFR. It takes a bit 
of setting up - 
especiatty adjusting 
the thresholds for the 
key frame definition - 
but once running it 
works very weli. I 
grabbed sequences 
from both VHS and LL 
matic video and was 
very impressed with 
the results, even 
though I had to do all 
the rewinding and 
cueing up by hand - 
which is where the 
AirLink would really 
have come in handy. 

I animated the 
sequences back 
together and they 
looked very smooth; it 
was certainly hard to 
tell if any frames were 
missing or not 

/Ff? will be 
invaluable to Amiga 

artists who wish to take grabs from 
video sequences and alter them, 
rotoscope them, or otherwise 
process them for further use in 
video, graphics, DTP, MPEG, CDTV, 
or special effects applications. 

• The IFR software is supplied with 
the VLab YC (£381.88), Contact 
Amiga Centre Scotland (« 0896 
87583) for more details. 
Requires: VLab YC, AmigaDOS 2 
(minimum), a free Zorro slot and 
lots of free memory or hard drive 
space or both. 
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The full genlock 

Gary Whiteiey locks his sights on Lola's new LI000 

MiniGEN Professional genlock and L520 modulator. 
With two new 

releases following 
the relaunch of the 
MiniGEN genlock 

(reviewed in Amiga Shopper last 
issue), Lola Electronics are rapidly 
re-establishing themselves in the 
Amiga video arena. 

First up is the L1000 MiniGEN 
Professional genlock. Unlike the 
MiniGEN, this is a Largish black box 
which connects to any Amiga's RGB 
port via an extension cable. It Is a 
composite-video-only genlock with its 
own RGB pass-through, enabling you 

The MiniGEN Professional Is a Iow-costr 
quality, British-made genlock which will 
RocGen Pius some serious competition. 

to continue using your RGB monitor 
for quality graphics production, 
instead of having to make do with a 
composite video monitor. It has 
selection buttons for Amiga, Video or 
genlocked graphics, and a fader for 
cross-fading between graphics and 
video. Power is drawn exclusively 
from the Amiga - something which 
might possibly be a cause of concern 
for users of underpowered ASOOs. 

The MiniGEN Professional is 
easy enough to connect and uses 
professional-quality BNC connectors 
for its video input and output to 
ensure good, durable connections. 
There are no DIP switches to set up 

because the only keying mode the 
genlock uses is Colour 0 (that is, the 
first colour in the Amiga's palette). 
One remarkable feature is that it can 
even output perfectly stable video 
signals without an external video 
input being needed to lock it up with 
the Amiga, so good-quality graphics 
can be recorded directly from the 
L1000 without bothering to connect 
it to a video input - a feature which 
is very unusual for a genlock in this 
price range. 

As for the the rest of its 
gen locking functions the L1000 

works well, 
providing crisply- 
keyed output with 
little in the way of 
colour distortion or 
noise. I should note, 
however, that the 
first L1000 I was 
supplied with did 
have a tendency to 
exhibit a dark 
outline on the left of 
all keyed graphics, a 
problem which Lola 
quite rightly took 
seriously enough to 
investigate and then 
confirm that I had a 
faulty unit. Its 

replacement worked perfectly. 

but good 
give the 

It's been a long time since anyone 
produced a moduiator for the Amiga 
and you might well be wondering 

IUUUC5CJUUUU] 

SHOPPING LIST 
LI 000 MiniGEN Professional 
. „ £149,?5 
From Loin Electronics^ 
Freerjost, Market Harborough,\ 
Leicestershire, LE16 7BR 
*08S8 B80182 

Composite Video - A common 
video-only signal used by many 
video recorders, genlocks and 
monitors, Contains all the 
components required to make a 
video picture in a single signal. 

Genlock - Hardware for enabling 
graphics to be keyed over video, for 
titling and other effects. 

Modulator - A unit that converts 
the Amiga's RGB output into a 
format usable by TV sets or VCRs, 

RGB - Red, Green, Blue; the 
Amiga's internal video format Can 
be used by compatible monitors 
but has to be converted to 
composite, S-VHS or other video 
formats for recording or genlocking. 

why, but it would seem that Lola 
have sniffed out a potential market 
left by the disappearance of 
Commodore's ownT almost 
unobtainable, A520 modulator and 
come up with their own solution - 
the L520. 

ff modulator is an unfamiliar term 
to you then here is what it does (in a 
non-technical nutshell): it converts 
the RGB and audio output of the 
Amiga into a signal which can be 
displayed on any domestic TV set 
simply by plugging the modulator s 
TV output into the aerial socket and 
tuning the TV in. Why? So that you 
can save money by not buying a real 
RGB monitor, of course! The L520 
also has a composite video output 
(which is just the video signal on its 
own) so that you can either record 
the Amiga's output to tape or display 
it on a composite video monitor. 
Note that the composite output from 
the L520 cannot be expected to 
match the quality of a "proper11 

genlock or video encoder, however. 
If you have an A600 or A1200, of 

course, you don't need a modulator - 
your machines already have 
modulated output built in. The L520 
is mainly aimed at A500 users who 
want to use a TV set with their Amiga 
for playing games, though it will also 
work perfectly with A2000, A3000 
and A4000 Amigas, should you have 
a need. 

The quality is as good as can be 

CHECKOUT 

LI OOO MINIGEN 

PRO GENLOCK 

Quality 
••••••••OO 
Very good output, both genlocked and 
free-running. Colours generally good and 
graphics keyed crisply, with little (if any) 
noise to degrade the image quality. 

Documentation 
••••••••GO 
I saw only a pre press version, but it 
looked thorough and easy enough to 
understand. 

Value for Money 
••••••••OO 
Good value compared to most others. 

Overall rating 
••••••••OO 
This has to be a good buy! Clean 
output, smooth fading and RGB pass- 
through - a well-produced, affordable 
genlock ideal for home video and more. 

Wit! It replace Commodore's elusive 
AS20? Lola's L520 modulator 
enables you to use your A500 (or 
even A4000) with a TV set ss welt 
as record its output to tape. 
expected (that is, nowhere near as 
good as RGB output) and I had 
absolutely no problems getting the 
unit up and running. After all, once 
it's plugged in and connected there's 
not much else to do* It sounds good 
tooT pumping out Amiga sound rather 
nicely. I he cornposite output is pretty 
good as well, especially for less than 
£30, though it's not up to anything 
much beyond domestic use, 

The only trouble the L520 might 
cause is that it sticks out about six 
inches horizontally behind the Amiga, 
so you'll need the space to 
accommodate its long, black plastic, 
form. Alternatively you could always 
buy one of Lola's optional extra RGB 
extension leads. © 

SHOPPING LIST 
L520 Modulator ... 129.95 
including leads. 
From: Lola Electronics, 
Freeposi, Market Harbamugh, 
Leicestershire, LEH7BR. 
* 0858 880181 

CHECKOUT 

L520 MODULATOR 

Quality 
• •••••••o c 
Good quality RF or composite outputs. 

Documentation 

Short and sweet. And useful. 
■OO 

Value for money 
••••••••CO 
£29.95 seems to be the standard price 
for modulators, so why should this one 
be any different? 

Overall rating 
OO 

As the only modulator easily obtainable, 
the L520 has to be good value for 
money if you either can't afford an RGB 
monitor or want cheap composite video 
output for budget video recording. 
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MUSIC 

Creative sequencing 

Are you using your sequencer to its full 

potential? Tim Tucker shows how you can do 

a lot tnor& with it simply by using more of if. 

One of the great things 
about MIDI is that it 
doesn't require a lot of 
equipment to yield 

good results. Armed only with an 
Amiga, a sequencing program and a 
muiti-timbral keyboard, you can put 
very complex pieces of music 
together in your bedroom. But 
sequencers are capable of a lot 
more than just recording music, and 
If you use a little imagination you 
can get a whole lot more interesting 
ideas out of them. This month, we'll 
look at some of the extra benefits 
you can get from using the features 
of your sequencer. 

One of the greatest assets of a 
sequencer is its ability to edit or 
alter, the events that are recorded 
into ft. Every sequencer has this 
feature, and it should certainly be 
taken advantage of as much as 
possible. Forget endlessly re- 
recording takes because they're not 
up to scratch - that problem should 
only apply to tape machines. With a 
sequencer, it can be far quicker to 
use the editor to tidy up the few 
mistakes you have made than to 
wear your fingers out playing the 
same part over and over again. 
Certainly a few wrong notes can be 
easily salvaged, even if they are 
sitting in the middle of complex 
chord changes. 

If you find yourself playing the 
odd wrong note while you're 

recording, don't stop and try again - 
carry onr and when you're finished, 
take a look in the editor to see how 
much damage has actually been 
done. It may have sounded awful at 
the time, but it can often turn out to 
be a simple matter of deleting a 
couple of notes, or moving the pitch 
of one up or down a semi-tone. Try 
recording a longer track and 
recording a few versions of the part 
in succession. For example, if the 
part you want to record is a two-bar 
piano riff, set the sequencer to 
record eight bars, and play the part 
over four times, ignoring any 
mistakes that occur. When you've 
finished, listen back to the whole 
thing, see which is the most 
successfuf and edit ft if necessary. 
You may find that the first half of one 
two-bar sequence is perfect, and the 
second half of another has no 
mistakes either, in which case 
simply cut and paste them both 
together and get rid of the rest. 

TAKE THE PRESSURE OFF 
It may sound unmusical to ignore 
mistakes and tamper with your 
natural playing, but you should find 
that taking the pressure off having to 
get it right every time actually relaxes 
you into performing better anyway. 
Also, continually stopping and 
starting to get the same part right is 
often more damaging to the feel of a 
piece, and you may find yourself 

getting bored and 
powering down for 
the evening as a 
result Initial ideas 
should begot down 
as quickly as 
possible, so that you 
don't lose track of 
where you were going with it in the 
first place. Once you've recorded 
more parts to complement it, you 
can always go back and re-record the 
original with a more natural feel. 

Of course, most sequencers 
provide many ways of making the 
recording process easier in the first 
place. Don't be afraid to siow down 
the tempo to record tracks if they're 
especially tricky - you can speed 
them up in the sequencer 
afterwards. This technique can also 
work s pi end idly for creating ideas you 
simply wouldn't have come up with at 
the standard tempo. If you want to 
experiment with melodies or harmony 
parts, try slowing the piece down to 
half or even a quarter of its original 
tempo, and doodle about. You 
should find it a lot easier to fit two or 
four notes into every beat, and while 
it may sound a bit lame at the slower 
tempo, move it back to its original 
speed and it takes on a new life. 
Don't forget that it doesn't all have 
to be good, Your sequencer's cut 
and paste functions are extremely 
useful in these situations, and if you 
find the odd cluster of notes that 

A good graphic editor enables you to look more closely 
at alt aspects of the music you've recorded. 

really work, save them and discard 
the rest. The best music is normally 
built up from the simplest ideas, and 
you could find whole new riffs or 
melodic phrases that will spark you 
off into new areas, 

QUANTISATION 
Many of the problems you have with 
your music are associated with its 
timing. Either the notes go out of 
time completely, or the feel is not 
quite what you were looking for. The 
quantisation feature is very useful for 
these situations. You may say that 
you're looking for a natural groove, 
and that you don't want to commit it 
to strict timing values. But if you 
can11 get the feel right by playing it, 
you can always use the editor to 
inject the groove, and it's far easier 
to tamper with the timing of a track If 
it's been quantised in the first place. 
Music recorded at higher resolutions 
has very subtle timing relationships, 
and altering one note can throw the 
whole thing into confusion. It's better 
to get it exactly right, then move 
individual notes or clusters around. 
The effects of what you're doing are 

DELAYS AND ECHOES 

You can easily re-create the effect of an echo or 
delay box in a sequencer, by editing the velocity 
values, For exampfe, play a snare drum on every 
beat of one bar - that is four equal hits. Mow go 
to the editor and give the first beat a velocity of 
128, the second 64, the third 32 and the last 16. 
The effect is of a foud snare hit with gradually 
diminishing echo following it. This can be very 
effectively integrated into your drum arrangement 
by simply copying the bar you've created and 
pasting it over the other drum parts. 

For more exotic effects, make the distance 
between the hits shorter. A good way to create a 
dub style echo is to play the part in quarter note 
triplets, and do the same trick of reducing the 
velocities for notes 2 and 3. This works very well 
against a sixteenth note backing. 

You can create deiay effects in a similar way. 

mm 

nana J4JM 

Here's an example of a dub style echo, created 
by editing the velocities of the Individual notes. 
They are grouped In threes In this case. 
This technique works ideally with a Jead syntb or 
guitar part. Increase all the velocities of the 
original part to their highest value, 128, Then 
make a copy of the track. Paste the copy a 
sixteenth or eighth note ahead of the original, and 

Here's the same example in the event list editor, 
You can see the velocity values diminishing In 
groups of three In the VEL column* 
decrease the copy's velocities to 64. The result is 
the original part playing at full volume, with an 
exact copy of it playing a sixteenth note later at 
half volume, and this gives a very U2-type feel to 
the lead line. 
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MUSIC 

IV s often a lot easier to edit hi-hat parts if alt the 
notes are at the same velocity. Here, they 're all set to 
their highest possible value, velocity 127. 
far more clear. 

One of the best ways to make 
quantised music more natural is to 
shift the timing of different tracks 
against each other. The shifts should 
be very small, using the highest 
resolution you can get away with. For 
example, if you1 re using a sequencer 
that has a resolution of 240 pulses 
per quarter note (such as Dr T's 
KCS)r try moving the entire hi-hat 
part forward a couple of pulses. This 
is not enough to make it sound out 
of time, but just gives a slightly 
different feel to the rhythmic 
relationship between the parts. It's 
best to record the drum parts first, 
and if you have any musical parts 
already recorded, mute them while 
you experiment with different time 
shifts. Hi-hats and snare ahead of 
the beat sound slightly rushed and 
"up\ giving an urgent feel to the 
rhythm, very useful for choruses or 
main sections, On the other hand, 
dropping them back in time makes 
the track sound more laid back and 

relaxed, which could 
work well for the 
verses. The bass 
instrument can be 
manipulated in this 
way too, for even 
more rhythmic 
interaction. Most 
sequencers don't 
enable you to push 
events back before 
the first beat of bar 
one, so if you want 
a part to drag 
behind by a couple 

of clock beats you have to move all 
the other tracks forward in time 
instead. This is no great hassle, and 
once it's done you can just treat 
them as normal tracks. 

Try experimenting by moving 
individual notes within a track very 
slightly forward or backward in time. 
If you want a bassline to have a bit 
more swing, leave the notes which 
play at the beginning of bars dead on 
the beat, and shift the notes in 
between around by a pulse or two. 
Again, don't make the changes too 
obvious, or they'-ll just sound like 
mistakes, but keep them just subtle 
enough to create a groove. If your 
sequencer can record tempo 
changes, try increasing the tempo 
very slightly in the choruses, by 
about a fifth of a beat per minute if 
possible, again to give it a bit more 
life and distinguish it from the feel of 
the verse. 

A good way of breaking the 
monotony of sections is to record 
them twice over. For example, if you 

PITCH BENDING 

Or T's excellent TIGER graphic 
editor enables you to edit pitch 
bend information using the mouse. 

Pitch bend provides an excellent 
way to improve the nuances of your 
music, and being able to edit them 
means that you can fine-tune them 
to suit. Obviously, guitar lines can 
benefit from a bit of string bend 
emulation, but there are other 
more subtle ways that instruments 
can benefit from pitch bend. Brass 
and woodwind instruments, such 
as trumpets and saxophones, can 
be made to sound a lot more 
realistic if you record them with a 

hS EJ> 

very small amount of 
pitch bend at either the 
beginning or the end of 
the note. At the 
beginning of the note, 
hold the pitch bend 
wheel slightly below the 
centre, and bend it up 
to its natural pitch 
quickly after hitting the 

note. The end of the notes should 
be bent down slightly. This 
emulates the player's natural 
embouchure, which brings the note 
to its correct pitch and dips out of 
it at the end. Experiment by editing 
the pitch bend - it's very difficult to 
get it perfect when playing it live. 
Whatever you do, don't quantise 
the pitch bend information - this 
makes the bend sound less 
smooth. Once you've got it right, 
save the pitch bend information to 
disk under its own file, called say 
Brass_Bend, so you can load it in 
and apply it to other notes later on. 

have a very regular four-bar chord 
pattern, instead of recording four 
bars and looping it, record two lots of 
the pattern, making an eight-bar 
track, and loop that. Then use the 
editor to make minor variations In 
the second four-bar section. Again, 
they don't have to be major changes 
- perhaps just deleting a note or two, 
or adding in a linking note. Moving 
notes forward or backwards by one 
sixteenth note can produce very 
effective syncopations to 
complement the initial idea. The 
effect is subtle, but gives more of an 
impression that someone is actually 
playing the part. It's also useful for 
percussive devices, such as drum 
fills followed by a crash cymbal. 
Every four bars would probably be too 
often, but on every eight it really 
punctuates the track. 

If you're writing a standard 
verse /choru s/ve rse/c horus 
arrangement, try to vary the sections. 
Keep the first verse fairly sparse, 
and perhaps add a cowbell or 
tambourine in the 
second verse. 
Percussion is a great 
way to lift a track, 
and subtly gives the 
impression that the 
song is progressing, 
even though it does 
consist of repeating 
sections. Do you 
re ally need both the 
piano and the guitar 
part in the first 
chorus? Perhaps 
string harmonies or 
brass stabs can pick 
up the song at the end. These are 
things you can experiment with easily 
in a sequencer, by simply muting out 
parts during certain sections and 
bringing them back in later. 

If the ideas sound good, edit the 
tracks and make the changes 
permanent. Too many options can be 
confusing, and you'll find that when it 
comes to recording to tape, you're 
not sure what you're supposed to be 
muting and when. The flexibility of a 
sequencer is a great thing, but if you 
don't make decisions you'll find your 
music ends up going nowhere. If 
you're really not sure which way to 
go, save the different arrangements 
to separate files. This way you can 
easily hear which works best, by 
comparing the different versions. 

If you find ideas drying up while 
you're writing a song, try 
manipulating the music you already 
have to create new sections. Some 
sequencers have a reverse function, 
which takes a track and places all 
the events in the reverse order. Try 
this with bass lines, or even drum 
parts. Even if it doesn't sound right, 
it may well give you some new ideas 
to work on. 

The velocities of notes are very 

important in governing the feel of a 
track. If you try recording a drum part 
and leaving the velocities as you 
recorded them, you'll find that the 
result is a bit wishy-washy and not 
very solid. It's certainly not natural, 
since hitting drum heads with sticks 
is far more likely to produce steady 
rhythms than tapping a key on a 
keyboard. If you want strict, dancey 
drum parts, you should generally 
make sure that the kick drum notes 
are all playing with equal velocities, 
ideally velocity value 128, to really 
pound out the beat. Snare back 
beats, on 2 and 4, should also have 
equal prominence, whereas any 
snare hits played between the beats 
can afford to be a little less strict in 
velocity terms. 

Hi-hats often benefit from careful 
editing of the velocities. At first, 
record them all at a velocity of 64 if 
possible, or edit them all to that 
value. Then try making certain notes 
of the hi-hat part jump out, by 
increasing velocities on certain notes 

Once the velocities are all equal, you can experiment 
by dropping some values down to 84. This way you can 
come up with some excellent rhythmic effects. 

only to 128. In a group of eight hi-hat 
notes of equal length, try accenting 
the first and third notes and leaving 
the others at 64. You can create 
some very interesting rhythmic 
punctuation this way, and it's easy to 
come up with things you would never 
have thought of actually playing. 

As you can see, with a good 
sequencer there are a wealth of 
options which enable you to create 
more interesting and varied effects. 
Don't feel that you're not being 
musical if you re using certain parts 
of the program to edit and modify 
what you're doing - what can be 
more musical than manipulating and 
composing entire musical 
arrangements? A sequencer is not 
the place to get precious about 
music you've played, but rather 
somewhere where you can really get 
to the guts of the matter and 
determine exactly what's right for the 
piece. Also, check out the 
sequencer's manual, for any features 
particular to the program which might 
come in handy. A feature quite often 
doesn't sound beneficial until you 
actually use it in context, and it's 
always worth experimenting with new 
ideas to see how they come out O 
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MIN1GEN PROFESSIONAL ®^K1[L©©CS 

combined GENLOCK, PAL ENCODER and SYNCHRONIZED 
OVERLAY KEYER CONTROLS JN ONE UNIT 

MiniPRO L1O0O only £1 49.95 

eatures: 
Crossfade slider • RGB through port * BNC Connectors 
Cable connection to Amiga - allows professional video desk layout 
Push button mode switching - allows live programming changes 

Also available: 

:DTV GENLOCK * plug in card £79,00 
niniGEN genlock - the original and now even better value £49.95 
520 TV ADAPTER - modulator for A500 etc 

(includes Amiga/ TV Leads) £29.95 
accessories - L520 extension iead plus plus other video lead kits available 

For information on ail the above please write or phone 
OLA ELECTRONICS LTD. ^ nft^ft ftftfll fQ£t 
REE POST 
1ARKET HARBOROUGH 
EICESTERSHIRE LE16 7BR 
12 month guarantee, 14 day full refund. Designed and manufactured in the U.K. 

^ 0858 880182 
All prices include 

VAT & P.P. 

TM 

Background Picture Sets 

High Quality AG A Colour IFF Pictures, perfect for 
videofitling! Work in all Amiga Paint and Presentation 
Packages (D Paint, Scala, etc.) 
(Also available for Pre-AG A Ami gas on request) 

Set One : Papers 
i Various paper types, including parchments, marbled, 
| embossed. 

Set Two : Fabrics 
i Varied fabric backgrounds including silks, cottons, 

leather, etc. 
Set Three : Textures 

Various textures including woods, stonework, etc. 
Set Four : Travel 

Including famous landmarks from around the world, 
perfect for use as chroma keyed backgrounds or for 
holiday video title backgrounds. 

Set Five : Weddings and First Communions 
Including parchment, scrolls, flowers, romantic 
backgrounds, etc. 

Set Six : Introduction Pack 
A compilation from the previous sets, ideal for new users. 

Each 10 disk set is available at a cost of only £29.99 inc. 
P & P* or buy the whole range for only £130.00. 
Send cheque or postal order made payable to : 
VIDEOWORLD, 8 Ardoch Gardens, Glasgow, G72 8HB. 
Telephone 041 641 1142 for more information. 

EMERALD 

CreativeTechnologyL«d 
Rapid House, 54 Wan die Bank, London SW19 LOW 
Td:08l-7158«66 
Fax : 081-715 8877 

If you need music software you need Blue Ribbon. 
We have everything you need from Sequencers to 
Midi Interfaces. 

SuperJAM! VI .1 £79,95 Amiga 
or IBM Windows compatible, please state which when ordering. 
The easy way to make music! You won't believe your ears! 
SuperJAM! music for the tone-deaf and the talented. You can create your 
own chords, rhythms and melodies all without having to read music. 
SuperJAM! comes complete with everything that you need to write music 
including an interactive on screen keyboard and the EAS-O-Matic Music 
Maker for instant melodies and chord progressions. So go ahead, select 
the band, pick the style, press a key and listen with your Amiga or 
Windows PC, you'll be amazed at how quickly you sound like a Pro with 
SuperJAM! 

Bars&Pipes Professional V2.0 £199.95 
You've read the reviews and now you know how great this product is. This 
is your chance to buy it at a great price. Designed by musicians for 
musicians, Bars&Pipes Pro 2.0 will quickly become an invaluable part of 
your Amiga Studio set up. To ensure that it does there is also a UK 
Technical Support line. 

One-Stop Music Shop £499,95 
Once you hear this State Of The Art Sound card you If wonder how you 
ever lived without it. With dozens of professional ly recorded and designed 
digital samples the One-Stop Music Shop is the perfect accompaniment to 
your desktop video or professional MIDI set-up. Call us now and we will 
fax you the details, 

SyncPro £151.96 
Using SyncPro you can synchronise MIDI with Multimedia, video and 
audio hardware, Supports all major synchronisation formats including 
SMPTE, MJDI Time Code and Song Pointer, 

Triple Play Plus £169,95 
Designed for the modern MIDI musician, it works with Bars&Pipes to 
provide 48 simultaneous MIDI channels through 3 separately addressable 
MIDI outs. 

The PatchMeister £79,95 
Midi Librarian easy to use and versatile, designed for owners of 
synthesisers, drum machines and sound modules of all kinds. Includes 50 
custom drivers and 160 SysEx templates. Can be fully integrated into 
Bars&Pipes, 

To order these and other products, call our Credit Card Hotline 
for immediate despatch on 081 715 8866 
Orders by Post: Please make cheques payable to Emerald Creative THE 
Technology Ltd, (please allow 7 days for clearance) 
Delivery: Add £4.95 for next day delivery by courier. 
£3.50 for recorded delivery. 
Goods are sold subject to our standard terms and 
conditions of sale and are available on request. 
Specifications and prices are subject to change 
without notice. All prices include VAT. 

BLUE RIBBON 
SOUNDWORKS 

LTD 



CRAZY CHRISTMAS OFFERS FROM BCS 

DISKS! DISKS! DISKS! 
100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 

PLUS FREE DISK LABELS 
50    3,5" DS/DD £2199 

100    3.5" DS/DD ....£35.99 
150    3.5" DS/DD ...£55.99 
200    3.5" DS/DD £66.99 
300    3.5" DS/DD £99.99 
400    3.5" DS/DD £132.99 
500    3.5" DS/DD £159.99 

All prices include VAT/free labels 
REMEMBER, THESE PRICES INCLUDE FREE DELIVERY 

★ PACK 1 * 
NEW Amiga CD32 
Oscar & Diggers 

ONLY 

£278.99 

CITIZEN 240C COLOUR PRINTER 
+ LEAD & DUSTCOVER 

£949.99 

PHILIPS CM8383 MKII MONITOR 

ONLYC199*99 
 Includes Dust cover  

PANASONIC 21 S3 
COLOUR PRINTER 

£219.99 
Includes dust cover and leads 

—   —  -v 

PRINTER RIBBONS " 
PRINTER SLACK COLOUR 

BRANDED COMP BRANDED 
Citizen 120D £3.40 £270 N/A 
Citizen Swift 9 £3.40 £2,70 £1530 
Citizen Swift 24/24E7224 £4.70 ££.70 £15.30 
Panasonic 1124 £8 50 £3.58 N/A 
Star LC-10 £4.47 £3.06 £6.70 
Star LC-20 £4.47 £3.06 N/A 
Star LC200 £6.11 £4.70 £12.30 
Star LC24 10/15 £5.53 £3.53 N/A 
Star LC24-S0O £5.58 £3.53 £13.25 

Call for prices on any ribbon 

DUST COVERS 
A500 £3.50 
A600 £3.50 
STAR LC200 £3.50 
STAR LC-24 200 £3.50 
CITIZEN 9 £3.50 
CITIZEN 24 £3.50 
PHILIPS MKJ/II £3.50 
ATARI £3.50 

DISKS + 100 CAP BOXES 
100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 

PLUS FREE DISK LABELS 
50 3.5" DS/DD + 100 cap box £25 99 

100 3.5' DS/DD + 100 cap box..... £39.99 
150 3.5" DS/DD + 100 cap box £53.99 
200 3.5" DS/DD + 2 x 100 cap boxes £75.99 
300 3.5* DS/DD + 3 x 100 cap boxes £110.99 
400 3.5' DS/DD + 4 x 100 cap boxes £147.99 
500 3.5' DS/DD + 5 x 100 cap boxes £179,99 

All prices include VAT/free labels 
REMEMBER, THESE PRICES INCLUDE 

FREE DELIVERY 

* PACK 2 * 
NEW A1200 Desktop Dynamite Pack. 
Includes A1200, Deluxe Paint IV AG A, 

Dennis, Word worth AG A, Oscar, 
Digita Print Manager 

£329,99 

NEW! NEW! NEW! 

A1200 4Mb Blizzard Board C179*95 
Blizzard 1230 Turbo Board £QflA AE 

68030 40 Mhz TfmmT^m 
4Mb RAM for 1230 Turbo £179,95 ^  r r --     n .     ^ 

MICROVITEC 14" 
Colour Multisync monitor 

ONLY £399.99 

r    WORD PROCESSING 
SOFTWARE 

PENPAL £29*95 
FINAL COPY II £57*95 

NEW FINAL WRITER £94.95 

INKJET CARTRIDGES 
& REFILLS 

HP Deskjet Black Ink Cartridge £17,50 
HP Deskjet Black Dual Capacity Ink Cartridge £27.47 
HP Deskjet 500C Colour Ink Cartridge........,...£29.37 
Canon BJ10e/ex Black Ink Cartridge £16.99 
Black Twin Refill Kit £14.98 
Colour Twin Refill kit (3 cols) £29.85 
500C Colour Refill Kit £14.98 
Amiga Colour Separation Software £39.95 
Canon BJ00 Cart (BJ02) .£19.99 
^ * 

HIGH DENSITY 3-5' DISKS 
60p each, 100 for £41 

inc labels and postage 
s  , , _^ 

r        5.25" DISKS 
5*25' DS/DD 21 peach 
5*25" DS/HD 39p each 

J L 

DISKS -I- 80 CAP BANX BOXES 
100% CERTIFIED ERROR FREE 

PLUS FREE LABELS 
50 3,5" DS/DD + 80 Cap Banx Box £32.99 

100 3.5" DS/DD + 80 Cap Banx Box £45.99 
150 3.5" DS/DD + 2x80 Cap Banx Boxes....£74.99 
£00 3.5" DS/DD + 2 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes... ,£89,99 
300 3,5" DS/DD + 4 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes. .£110.99 
400 3.5" DS/DD + 5x80Cap Banx Boxes,.£145.49 
500 3,5" DS/DD + 6 x 80 Cap Banx Boxes..£235.99 

All prices include VAT/free labels 
REMEMBER, THESE PRICES INCLUDE 

FREE DELIVERY 

★ PACK 3 ★ 
NEW A1 200 BCS PACK 

Inlcudes A1200 + Nigel Mansells Grand 
Prix AGA + Trolls AGA 

£279*99 

BCS EXTRAS PACK 
Includes Micros witched joystick, dust 

cover, mouse mat, 10 3.5" DS/DD Disks, 
Disk Box, Cleaning Kit, 

ONLY £30.00 
Available only when purchasing Amiga 

machines 

LIMITED OFFER ' 
Nigel Mansell's Grand Prix AGA version + 

Trolls AGA version 

ONLY £29*99 j 

r ACCESSORIES/JOYSTICKS ^ 
1000 Coloured Labels ....£8.00 
1000 Tractor Labels (White) £10.00 
Mouse Mat £2.75 
Mouse Holder £2.50 
14" Monitor Stand £10.00 
Printer Stand £6.00 
3,5" Cleaning Kit £2.75 
Printer Ribbons £CALL 
Parallel Lead £8.00 
Zipstick £11.50 
QS Python IIIM £9.50 
Amiga Mouse £15.95 
Joystick Extension Lead £6.95 

DISK BOXES 
3.5"     10 Cap £100 
3.5"     40 Cap £4.10 
3.5"     100 Cap £4.50 
3.5"     150 Cap Posso Box £16.50 
3.5"     80 Cap Banx Box,. £10.99 
5.25"    10 Cap Box £1.10 
5.25"    50 Cap Box , £5.10 
5.25"    100 Cap Box £5.90 
5.25"    70Cap Posso Box... £16.50 

Established now for over 4 years BCS has thousands of satisfied customers throughout the UK. 
Come and see our new showroom in Brighton. We also stock Amiga, Atari, PC, Sega & Nintendo 

hardware and software. We also operate a Sega game rental scheme. Don't delay, Call BCS today 

ORDER HOTLINE: Tel:0273 506269 Fax:0273 551477 
Send cheques / postal orders tot 

__ BCS Ltd.. 295 Ditchling Road, Brighton, East Sussex BN1 6JH 
^ Add £4 p&p unless stated. Add £10 next day. All prices include VAT. 

*A*  NM 
AH offcr$ *ub'ec*t0 availability. E&OE. Cheques will lie held for clearance, n^rd aW"" 

Licensed credit brokers for Lombard Tricity Finance Ltd. C22^ 



ost Amiga programs, 
as you doubtless 
know, need to obtain 
various types of 

system resources in order to run. It 
might be Chip memory for graphics 
images, hardware like the serial or 
parallel port, or access to things 
like the timer or gameport devices. 
No matter what facilities are 
Involved there Is always one snag - 
programs need to keep track of any 
system facilities being used 
because, before they terminate, it is 
their responsibility to hand them 
back. Memory must be returned to 
the system, devices must be closed 
and so on. 

Let's take a simple example. A. 
program opening a window in a 
custom Intuition screen must open 
the Intuition library, open a screen 
and then open the window. 
Operations like these can quite 
easily fail - a program will not for 
instance, be able to open a custom 
screen if some other program has 
already grabbed all available Chip 
memory, Programs must therefore 
not only ask for the resources they 
need but must check that such 
requests were successful. It's pretty 
obvious that the order in which 
various closedown steps are carried 
out is also important. In the case of 
the above example the program must 
close the window, then close the 
custom screen, and finatty close the 
Intuition Library. 

Coding these sort of operations 
in small programs rarely presents 
any difficulties, but as programs get 
to more realistic sizes many more 
things need to be done. Raster 
allocation, setting up reply ports, 
device access.,, sometimes a 
program may need to perform dozens 
of jobs before it is even up and 
running, and unfortunately this is just 
the beginning of the story. Often 
resources need to be allocated 
dynamically - that is, during the time 
the program is running. Consider, for 
example, a program which uses a 
number of separate windows (each 
with different menus). A user might 
activate one window and, from the 
associated menu, select an option 
which causes the printer device to be 
opened. Having done that the user 
might then have second thoughts 
about what they were doing, switch 
back to the main window, and quit 
the program. When terminating, the 
program wilt need some way of 
knowing that the printer device was 
open in order to close it 

Needless to say these types of 
considerations can obviously make 

PROGRAMMING MASTERCLASS 

f fun 

Looking for more advanced C programming 

tricks? Look no further! Paul Overaa offers 

something for you to get your teeth into 

this month - dynamic resource handling. 

LISTING 1 

Listing I - Timer opening and closing routines with 
stack based resource tracking. 
/* */ 

tJB¥TE OpenTimerO 

UBYTE error„number"NO_BSEOR? 

if((OpenUeviG^(TTMERNAME,UNIT_MICROHZ,(struct 1 

lORequest *} g_timer_reguest_p, 0)) ! ^NtJLL) 

a rror_UiiMba r- STARTUF_ERRQR; 

else •' 

g_func t ion=C1os eTimer; 

PushStack(g_resource_stack_pT g_function); 

printf("timer open^n"); 

return (erroj^mmber); 

void CloseTimerU 

0loseDevice((struct XORequest *)g_tinier_re<juest_p); 

printf("timer Glosed\atfb 

> 

life for the Amiga programmer both 
messy and complicated. What we 
really need is a scheme which can 
handle not only those initial program 
setting-up operations, but which 
allows additional resources to be 
allocated while the program is 
running. 

DYNAMIC RESOURCE 
HANDLING 
Dynamic what? Sounds tricky, I. 
know, but the basic ideas and 

I Horkbgncti Screen   iPfc 
fillet' Oji&ri intuition libp^ epor archies library open ruston fttwft open uEndow open nenu attached flash interrupt server Attache ii 

t 

The CU/Shell window will let you know 
example program is doing. Try It on the 
conventions of one of the schemes 
I've adopted are easy enough to 
understand, it's based on the 
assumption that a stack data 
structure is available to store 
pointers to any number of de- 
allocation routines. Stacks of course 
store things on a "last in, first out" 
basis and what my scheme 
effectively does is ensure that any 
routine which successfully allocates 

or opens some returnable 
or closeable system 
resource pushes the 
address of a 
corresponding de- 
allocation or closedown 
routine onto this stack. 
Routines also need to return error 
numbers which indicate whether 
they've succeeded or not. 

Providing these conventions are 
followed the program can perform its 
closedown operations extremely 

easily. How? Just by 
pulling those de- 
allocation routine 
pointers from the 
stack and executing 
the corresponding 
routines. By the time 
the stack is empty 
all acquired system 
resources will have 
been handed back. 

How do we set 
up the allocation / 

de-aI location code and get the right 
pieces of code executed at the right 
times? Let's work through a skeleton 
example, showing how to set up the 
code for a number of routine 
operations. Listing 1 on this page 
shows two routines which open and 
close the Timer device, white Listing 
2 (on page 86) provides another 
example pair that create and delete 
a reply port. Dent worry too much 

what the 
cover disk! 

about the specific details 
here - It is the overall 
layout that's important 
not the actual code.,, 

Notice that the first of 
each of the two pairs of 

routines shown in Listings 1 
and 2 is using a PushStackO 

function and in each case the value 
being pushed - that is, stored - is 
the address of the corresponding de- 
allocation routine (the second routine 
in each listing). The net result is 
that, providing both of these 
allocation routines are successful, 
both de-allocation routine pointers 
will have been placed on the stack. 
Further allocation routines will 
similarly add the addresses of their 
closedown routines and so the stack 
ends up holding pointers to all of the 
de-allocation / closedown routines 
that will need to be performed when 
the program terminates. 

The good news now is that, 
irrespective of the number of 
routines present on the resource 
stack, the complete de-allocation / 
closedown procedure can always be 
carried out with a single line of code: 

whiltM iPopStacJcY** 
(g_resouree_Btack_p, 

g„function)) g_functionO; 

This loop removes a pointer to a de- 
allocation routine and then executes 
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LISTING 2 

that function. It does this continually 
until the stack is empty. (I ll discuss 
my stack conventions in a moment) 

To handle the execution of the 
initial allocation routines used by a 
program, of which there are possibly 
a large number, another function 
pointer trick can be used - an array 
can be set up which contains 
pointers to the allocation routines to 
be executed. For example: 

Me fine INIT1 AL_RESOURCE_COUNT 7 

UBYTB (*initiaI_resouree_liBt *" 
MM) = t 

C r a a t e S e ri alRep1yPort, 
CreateSer ialReque stBlock, 
Op enSerlaIDsvice t 
SetHighSpeedSe rial, 
CreateTi me rReplyPort, 
C reateTime rReque stBlock, 
OpenTimer 

}; 

This identifies the set of routines 
that need to be executed at startup 
and of course similar types of arrays 
can be used at any point within a 
program where a number of 
successive allocations need to be 
made. All that is needed now is 
some loop code which will read 
through the pointer list and execute 
the corresponding routines. Listing 3 
(below) shows a function which does 
the trick. 

ABSTRACT DATA TYPES - 
THE EASY WAY OUT 
So far I've taken it for granted that 
Push/Pull type stack operations are 
available to the program. The bad 
news of course is that if you want 
such stack facilities in C you must 
either create them yourself or borrow 
someone else's code. I spent no 
time at all on writing stack code for 

Listing 2 - Another set of alloeationV&e-allocation 
routines whicn push a de-allocation pointer onto 
the stack, 

UBYTB CreateTiflierReplyPort() 

UBYTB e rror_numbe r »N0_BRROR f 

if ((g_tinier_replyjK>rt_p=(struct HsgPort Yw* 
*}CreatePort(!ri«HRNAME,on«WTIpIp) 

error_numbe r=S TARTtJF _E RRO R ? 

else { 

printf{"timer reply port created\n"); 

return{error„number)/ 

g_func t ion-0e1et eTimerReplyPort; 

PushStack (g_reeource„stac)c_p, g_f unction); 

void DeleteTimemeplyPort() 

C 

DeletePort i!g_timer_reply_port_p); 

printf("timer reply port deletedVn*); 

} 

LISTING 3 

Listing 3s The auto-allocator function 

UBYTE El loeateResource(UB¥TE count, UBYTB V** 
<*liat[]M>> 

UBYTE i, error_number; 

for (i*0;i<countfi4+) 

< 

if<error_nwaber=liflt [i]{)) 

iscount; /* force exit from loop 

} 

return(error_number); 

these experiments because an 
existing already compiled abstract 
data type (ADT) module was available 
to provide the stack handling 
facilities, 

ADTs involve some interesting 
concepts but the basic idea Is that 
by carefully defining the Important 
properties of the data structure, and 
identifying the operations allowed, 
program building blocks can be 
created that are easily re-used* The 
type of operations needed with a 
stack data structure are of course 
well documented. It is necessary to 
be able to add and remove items 
from a stack and be able to kill (that 
is, delete) any stacks created. It is 
also often convenient to be able to 
test a stack to see if it Es empty! 

When I wrote my stack ADT code 
I had a number of specific 
requirements in mind. It was to be 
possible to use any number of 

different stacks 
handling any 
number of different 
object types, have 
different types of 
stacks in existence 
at different times, 
use the module in 
any number of 
programs without 
having to re-compile 
it and not be limited 
to working within a 
fixed memory space, 
save the limit of the 
system itself. Last 
but not least I 
wanted a module 
which could easily 
be ported to 
different machines, 
ANSI C was the 
obvious choice. 

I opted for a 
linked-list dynamic 
memory allocation 
approach using 

caMocO/free() calls to provide space 
for the items being stored on the 
stack. Within the stack module the 
routines are based on two types of 
structures which represent first the 
list headers (stack descriptors) and 
second the stack items themselves. 
The descriptor structure for instance 
contains a pointer to the first item on 
a linked list of stack items and a 
value representing the size of the 
objects being placed on the stack; 

struct StackDeecriptor { 
struct StackItem *FirBtItem? 
UBYTE ItemSize? 

}; 

Stack item structures are again 
relatively simple and contain just two 
fields: a "next item" pointer and a 
reference to the first byte of some 

unspecified data item; 

struct StackItem { 
struct Stackltem *nextItem; 
UBYTE   Data[11j /* actually user 

defined amount of data */ 
Yi 

The underlying routines use these 
structures to manipulate dynamically 
allocated stack space. None of the 
code is particularly complicated but 
the good news is that these internal 
characteristics are of no 
consequence to the applications 
programs wishing to use the ADT. All 
that a program needs to concern 
itself with is the set of allowable ADT 
operations that have been defined. 
Here are interface definitions used in 
my ADT stack module... 

s-CreateStack(t)  This initialises a 

THE VALUE OF ADTs 

Abstract data types are generally 
considered by computing 
professionals and academics to be 
A Good Thing. 

The listings here and on the 
cover disk clearly demonstrate the 
value of abstract data types. Just 
as you can create functions that 
can be re-used in several of your 
programs - for instance, a Sort 
function - so you can create 
complex data types, along with 
associated functions to manipulate 
them, which can also be re-used. 

The module containing these 
definitions can be compiled on its 
own, and once it is working it never 
needs to be compiled again. 
Whenever one of your own 
programs needs to make use of it, 
you just include its header file and 
link in its object code after the 

compile stage. 
The beauty is you have a code 

module which carries out complex 
tasks and which you Know will 
work. Also, once it's written, you 
need not concern yourself again 
with the mechanics of how it 
performs its tasks. You can easily 
make use of the stack functions 
given here without having the 
slightest inkling of how they are 
doing what they are doing. All you 
need to know are the names of the 
functions that manipulate the 
abstract data type, and the type of 
parameters they require. 

Using stacks for resource 
handling is just one possibility - 
once you ve got the hang of them 
you'll find them useful for all sorts 
of applications in your own 
programs. 
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stack suitable for storing items of 
type t specified by the applications 
program and returns a pointer s to 
the stack's descriptor (NULL if stack 
cannot be created). 

e=PushStack(s,x) This stores item 
x on stack s and returns an error flag 
e that is TRUE if an error has 
occurred. 

e=PopStack(s,x) This retrieves an 
item from stack s and places it in 
variable x* Errors are signified by the 
returned error flag a being TRUE. 

Kil I Stack (s) This un loads an d t he n 
deletes the stack a* No return value, 

f=StackE mpty{s} This tests stack a 
to see if it is empty and returns a 
flag f as TRUE if there are no items 
on the stack. 

These calls are macros designed to 
create a more straightforward 
interface to the ADTT and the 
definitions are held in a header file 
that is included by applications 
programs requiring the stack ADT 
facilities (Listing 4, on this page, 
gives the details present in the stack 
header file), To use the routines in 
any applications program a user just 
includes the header file 
(stack_adt,h) into the program 
source, compiles as normal, but 
links additionally with the ADT stack 
object code module (stack_adt.o). 

AN EXAMPLE PROGRAM 
IN ACTION 
This month's cover disk contains all 
of the source code and header files 
for an "alarm program" which uses 
the timer device to provide some 
user-specified delay, During this time 
the program sleeps but as soon as 
the appropriate time interval has 
elapsed it wakes up, opens the 
intuition and graphics libraries, 
opens a window in a custom screen, 
sets up an interrupt server to create 
some flashing colours, and displays 
a message. 

How does the program work? 
Well, the bulk of the code relates to 
the resource handling scheme lTve 
discussed and, although the program 
is still quite small (as Amiga 
programs go)T quite a lot of 
allocation / de-allocation operations 
get carried out (IS in all). 

Here's a general plan of the 
various stages that occur; 

1: Timer reply port is created 
2: Timer request block is created. 
3: Timer device is opened. 

When time delay is complete... 
4: Intuition library is opened. 
5: Graphics library is opened. 
6: Custom screen is created. 
7: Window opened in custom screen. 

Listing 4: The stack ADT header file. 

/* Source: 
/*   

Stack ADT header 

typedef void STACK; 

/* These macres are used to create a slightly more 
friendly interface to the user. They just remove 
the need for explicit sizeof{), casting and address 
talcing operations in the applications code.., */ 

#define Createstack(t) CreateStMsizeof(t)) 

#define PushStack{s,x) PushStk(e,{OBYTE *)&<x)) 

tOflfina PopStack(g,x)    PopStkts, (UBYTE 
#define KillStack(B) KillStk(e) 

Jtdefine stackEmpty(s) StkEnjptyte) 

/* These are the prototypes for the underlying 
stack access routines which do the real work..* */ 

STACK     * Great eStk<DLONG uni t_aize)j 

void      KillStk(STACK *descriptor_p); 

BOOL       PushStk(STACK *descriptor_p, UBYTE 
*data„iteia} > 

BOOL      PopSt*(STACK *descriptor_p, UBYTE 
*data_item) ; 

BOOL      StackEmpty{STACK *descriptor_p); 
t*  ■ V 

8: Menu added to window. 
9: Flashing colour interrupt server 
installed. 

When the user selects Quit from the 
menu the program then.,, 
10: Removes the interrupt server. 
11: Removes the menu. 
12 Closes the window. 
13: Closes the custom screen. 
14: Closes the graphics library. 
15: Closes the Intuition library. 
16: Closes the timer device. 
17: Deletes the timer request block, 
and finally... 
18; Deletes the timer reply port. 

AH of these operations have been 
performed using the techniques 
we've discussed this month. And all 
of the relative source code, object 
code, header files etc., plus a 
runnable version of the test program, 
have been provided on the cover 
disk, Here are some brief details of 
the files you'll find. For general 
details about the disk, see page 12. 

general.h A general header file 
required for both the alarm.c and 
display.c modules. 

alarm, h   A header file which 
contains includes and defines, 
function prototypes, and globals 
related to the alarm.c module. 

i.c   This is the main core of 
the program. It sets up a stack and 
performs a series of timer-device- 
related allocations before issuing the 
appropriate DolOf) time delay call. 
When the time interval is up a 
DisplayO routine is called, after 
which the program deallocates its 
resources and terminates. 

alarm.o Compiled object code form 
of the alarm.c file 

alarm.Ink   Link file for the alarm.o, 
display.o and stack_adt.o code 
modules. 

ala rm The CLI /Sh el I ru nnab le form 
of the example. 

display.h   A header file which 
contains includes and defines, 
function prototypes, and globals 
related to the display.c module. 

d I splay.c   This contains the 
DIsplayQ function which opens the 
Intuition and graphics libraries, 
opens a custom screen, opens a 
window, installs a menu and puts up 
the "time upH display. 

dfsplay.o   Compiled object code 
form of the display.c file. 

stack_adt.h   The header needed by 
test.c and display.c in order to use 
ADT stack operations. 

stack_adt.o   Object code for the 
stack ADT module. 

a I a rmi mage .c Sou rce code for the 
alarm message image structure. 

a I arm! mage .o 
above file. 

Object code for the 

interrupt.o   An object code module 
that contains a couple of routines, 
written in 68000 assembler, which 

alternate the contents of colour 
register 4 in order to create a 
flashing effect 

The program, which was compiled 
using SAS C, should be run from a 
CLI/Shell window. The reason for 
this is that printfO statements have 
been included in all of the allocation 
/ de-allocation routines in order to 
provide some visible indication of the 
routines being executed. 

To run the example just open a 
CLI/Shell window, copy the program 
to the RAM disk and make RAM: the 
current directory (ustng the CD RAM: 
command), and then type this: 

1> alarm x 

Or, if you want to kick off the 
program as a separate process (so 
that you can continue to use the 
CLI/Shell window for other things), 
type this instead: 

1> run alarm x 

where x is some integer time delay 
expressed In minutes. After x 
minutes you'll get an alarm call 
message displayed and at this point 
the program can be cancelled from 
the menu. C0 

JARGON BUSTING 

Function Pointer - C Pointers 
usually hold the addresses of other 
variables but they can also be used 
to store the addresses of 
executable C routines. In this latter 
case they are called "function 
pointers". 

Interrupt Server - One of any 
number of routines that are linked 
to a particular hardware interrupt. 
In the case of this month's 
example program the Amiga's 

vertical blanking interrupt chain Is 
being used, 

Unked-Hst - A series of Items in 
memory that are logically chained 
together by including within each 
item a pointer to the next item. 

Pull or Pop - Common terms for 
removing an item from a stack. 

Push - A common term for placing 
an item on a stack. 
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Find your local group 

This issue: user groups in the North and overseas, 

NORTHEAST 
Amiga Network International 2 monthly 
club disk, reviews, advice. For info contact 
Phil or Steve: 434 Denby Dale Rd East, 
Wakefield, W Yorks WF4 3AE, (AS33) 
Amiga Utd Disk based, reviews, competi- 
tions, help service, BBS* games and utils, 
Contact D Collingwood, 14 Linden Close, 
Hutton Rudley, Yarmr Cleveland TS15 OHX. 
£10 a year. (AS33) 
Aitman News, views, reviews, free PD for 
your articles. Free membership. Send blank 
disk plus SAE for free disk mag arid two 
free games to A Greenwood, 40 North well 
Gate, Otley, West Yorks LS21 2DN « 0943 
466476. (AS33) 
Champion PD Club PD at 30p, newsletters, 
advice, help and more. Membership £10, 
Contact Steve Pickett, 31 Somerset Close, 
Catterick, N Yorkshire DL9 3HE. (AS33) 
ChesteMe-Street 16-Bit Computer Club Ex- 
change advice and swap tips, Meets Mon- 
days from 7.30-9.30pm, Ground floor 
function suite, The Civic Centre, Newcastle 
Rd, ChesteMe-Street. Contact Peter Mears 
■ 091 385 2939. {AS33) 
Club 68000 Comp's, progg'ing. music. 
Meets Harrogate Leisure Centre, Mondays 
6.15pm-10pm. SAE to Chris Hughes, 59 
Walton Park, Pan net, Harrogate, N Yorks 
HG3 1FJ * 0423 891910. (AS33) 
Club Amiga £10 a year for PD and a 24-hr 
helpline (091 385 2627). For more info 
send SAE to Chris Longley, 5 Bowes Lea, 
Shiney Row, Houghton Le Spring, Tyne and 
Wear, (AS33) 
Club Futura Advice to programmers and be- 
ginners, Send SAE for info to G Holland, 16 
Hemniston, Monkseaton, Whitley Bay, Tyne 
& Wear NE25 9AN. (AS33) 
Darlington Commodore Users Club Bi- 
monthly newsletter with coverdisk, cheap 
PD (GOp per disk), advice, etc. Send SAE 
for more details. Annual membership 
£7.50. Contact Steve Wheatley, 1 Ruby St, 
Darlington, Co Durham DL3 OEM. (AS38) 
Hafley'9 PD Swaperama PD swapping by 

mail. Contact G Varney, 140 Weston Drive, 
Otely, West Yorks LS21 2DJ * 0943 
466896. {AS 38) 
Mainly Amiga Programming, AmigaDOS, 
music, games. Meet Harraton School, £1, 
non members £1,50. Contact Ray Scott, 
Vigo Lane, Harraton, Washington, Tyne & 
Wear. » 416 9189. (AS38) 
Nothing But AMOS Monthly disk magazine 
- £2.50 - news, reviews, previews, tips & 
cheats. Contact Neil Wright 39, Riding 
Dene, Mickley, Northumberland, NEA3 7DL 
* 0661 842292. (AS35) 
Pennine Amiga Club Free membership, free 
advice and a newsletter. Contact Neville 
Armstrong, 26 Spencer Street, Keighley, 
West Yorkshire BD21 2BU » 0535 
609263. (AS33) 
Software City Swapping, competitions, club 
magazine. Membership £8. Contact N 
Richards, 9 Mollis Close, Manor Estate 
Farm, Rawmarsh, Rotherham, South York- 
shire S62 7LX IT 0709 526092, (AS33J 
Steel PD, cheats, ideas, music, art, pro- 
gramming, hardware mods. Free member- 
ship (postal only). Contact James 
Whitehead, 33 Middle Cltffe, Drive 
Crowedge, Sheffield S3Q 5HB\ (AS33) 
The Amiga Club Monthly newsletter, com- 
petitions, software exchange, huge PD li- 
brary, cheats,, tips, reviews. Contact G 
Starling, 31 Pine Lea, Brandon, Durham 
DH7 8SR. Membership £10 life plus two 
free games and DCopy, (AS33) 
Hie Amiga Studio Friendly, helpful advice 
for serious Amiga users. Monthly newslet- 
ter, PD library, free loan of equipment to 
members, bar. Meets 7pm Tuesdays, 
Mitchells Club, Scotia Road, Tunstall. Con- 
tact Dave Rose w 0782 81S589. (AS33) 
Ward ray Hem Consortium User group for 
Amiga and possibly others, Membership 
fees to be discussed and incurred, PD li- 
brary to be set up. Also Hern connection - 
worldwide contacts wanted. SAE and disk 
to WardCon info, [AS) Warren Hardy, 21 
Stockfield Ave, Fen ham, Newcastle upon 
Tyne NE5 2DX. (A$33) 

GETTING YOURSELF LISTED - AN IMPORTANT NOTE 
Your user group will be listed here free of charge for six months, then deleted to prevent 
defunct groups being listed indefinitely. The number at the end of each entry fs the last 
issue In which that entry will be included. If you want your group's entry left in, just send 
in this coupon again a couple of issues in advance, PD libraries are now fisted at the 
end of the PD section - this issue, page 120. 
If you run a user group which Isn't listed on this page, fill in the form below for your 
free entry. Send It to Amiga Shopper User Groups UstT 30 Monmouth Street, Bath 
BA1 2BW. We reserve the right to refuse entries. 

AS32 
Group name......... 

Type of activities. 

Place of meetings. 

c^Time of meetings.. 

TContact name  

Contact telephone number. 

Contact address  

Membership fee  

This is a new entry □ an updated entry □ 

Warpdrlve Help-line, PD library, bi-monthly 
disk mag, free drinks, competitions and in- 
fos heet. £15 per year. Contact B Scales, 
110 Burton Ave, 8a I by, Don caster DN4 8BB 
* 0302 859715. (AS33) 

NORTHWEST 
Allblt Computer Club General hints and 
tips, advice, competitions, draws, shop. 
Meet at The Earle of Crewe, 
7,15-10.30pm. Contact Glyn or Mich, 0270 
666277, Membership £2. (AS33) 
Amiga Users Group Part 2 Advice, technical 
support, BBS, PD library, tuition, etc. Con- 
tact Andy Wilkinson, 25 Glen Eld on Road, 
Lytham St Annes, Lancashire FYS 2AX 
* 0253 724607. Free membership. (AS33) 
Blackburn Amiga Users Group 
Software/hardware help, public domain, ex- 
change of information. Meets 7.15pm every 
Thursday, Room 3, Audley Sports Centre. 
Contact Eric Hayes, 9 Observatory Road, 
Blackburn, Lancashire BB2 3HE » 0254 
675625. (AS38) 
Computeque From beginner to advanced 
user. Meets 7.45pm-10.30 pm every Tues- 
day at Inskip Meeting Hall, Ashurst, 
Skelmersdale, Lanes. Contact Steve Lailey 
■B- 0695 31378. Half year membership 
£2,50 children, £3 adults (A333) 
Fylde Computer Club All aspects of com- 
puting. Meets 7pm, Lostock Gardens Com- 
munity Centre, 2nd and 4th Wednesday of 
month. £lb per year. 50p on door. Contact 
Colin BFSS, 90 The Esplanade, Fleetwood, 
Lanes FY7 7BQ » 0253 772502. (AS33) 
Hyndbum Amiga Users Club Tuition, ad- 
vice, PD, and more. Meets Mondays 7pm, 
at the Canine Club, Acchngton {£1 on the 
door). Contact Nigel Rigby, 7 Brecon Av- 
enue, Oswaldtwistle, Lancashire BB5 4QS 
* 0254 395289. (AS33) 
New Hall Amiga Users Club Games, graph- 
ics, music, Workbench programming. Meets 
7pm every Tuesday, New Hall Social Club, 
104 Bury Rd, Dawtenstall. Membership £5 
per year, under 16s not allowed. Contact 
Bill Grundy, 115 Stanley St, Acchngton, 
Lanes. » 0254 385365. (AS33) 

OVERSEAS 
16-32 Micro Programming AMOS, bimonthly 
fanzine. PD (Fish -> 590). Membership 
100FF or £10, Contact F Moreau, 132 rue 
Jean Follain, 50000 Saint-Lo, France v 
315220 02. (AS33) 
32-bit ware Devoted to A1200 and A4000 
- PD, coverage of new software for these 
machines, games help. Meet on Hurricane 
BBS, mostly Saturday nights. Contact 32-bit 
ware, Ekorrstigen 10, 147 63 Tumba, Swe 
den. {AS33) 
Amiga Addicts Newsletter and open nights. 
For info SAE to A Mfnnock, Clonkelly, Bfnn, 
Co Offaly. Ireland, (AS33) 
Amiga Athens club PD swaps, tips, cheats 
etc. Free membership, just new PD or tips 
in exchange for services. Contact Stefanos 
Papamichael, 9 Derfeld Rd, Patisia, 11144 
Athens, Greece * 01/2027973. (AS33) 
Amiga Pros User Group, Greece Concen- 
trates on promotion of trie Amiga in Greece, 
plus DTP, AMOS and graphics. Contact Ste- 
fanos Siopoulos, 52 Silivrlas Str,, N, Smyrni 
17123, Athens, Greece, * 01/9349963, 
Membership free, (AS33) 
AMOS Users join The MR AMOS Club, win- 
nersof Eurepress Software's AMOS pro- 
gramming comp. Send £2.50 for issue one 
of disk mag. Contact Brian Bell, S Magnolia 
Park, Dunmurry, Belfast BT17 ODS. (AS35) 
AUGFL vzw Bi-monthly newsletter, PD, dis- 
tribution fit support of Belgian programs, 
registration-site, tips. 750 Bfr/year mem- 
bership. Contact Lieven Lema, Meesberg 
13. 3220 Holsbeek, Belgium. (AS33) 
City Centre Amiga Group All-round user 

group, esp. PD, DTP, help for new users. 
Meet Ormond Hotel, 2-6pm. Contact 
Patrick Chapman, 70 BaNygall Crescent, 
Finglas East, Dublin II, Ireland, « 345035. 
Membership £3 per week. (AS33) 
Comp-U-Pal Australian group for users in 
the outback. Newsletter, helpline, PD li- 
brary. Membership AS24. Comp-U-Pal, 116 
Macarthur Street, Sale, Victoria 3850. Aus- 
tralia. (AS33) 
CUGI Commodore Users Group of Ireland 
Quarterly newsletter, demos. PD, BBS, dis- 
counts. Meet Spm Friday fortnightly, St An- 
drew1 s College. Contact Geoffrey Reeves, 
c/o St Andrew1 s College, Booterstown Av- 
enue, Blackrock, Co Dublin. * +353 1 288 
3863. Membership £15, Assoc, family £ 
BBS membership also. (AS38) 
Danish AMOS user group Bimonthly disk 
mag, £2 each, PD library. SAE for info. Con- 
tact Tom Poulsen, Stenmollen 28, 2640 
Hedehusene, DK Denmark * 42 16 54 84. 
(AS33) 
Gibraltar Amiga Users Club PD library, 
monthly newsletter, disk magazine, compe 
tltions, regular meetings tin the John Mac in- 
tosh Hall). Membership from £6 per year. 
Contact David Winder. 7 Lime Tree Lodge, 
Montagu Gardens, Gibraltar n 010 350 
79918. (AS33) 
HTS (Malta) Free membership. Contact K 
Cassar, Block 1 Flat, 6 H E Hal-Tmiem, Zej- 
tun ZTN07 Malta * 674023. (AS33) 
Japan Amiga Group Share disks and make 
Japanese contacts. Contact: Rick. Gardaya, 
PSC 78 Box 3876. APO AP 96326 USA. 
(AS35) 
Malta Amiga Club Contact Zappor, PO Box 
39, St Julians, Malta, « 440453 (AS33) 
Maritime Amiga Club Maritime computing, 
interact with seafarers ashore on Amigas. 
Contact COR K Osei, GM Ships Refit Office, 
51 Rue de la Bretonniere, 50105 Cher- 
bourg, France, * 33 33225447. (AS33) 
Navan Computer Club Software reviewing, 
graphics, business, news and chat. Meet 
various hotels in Navan, 7.30-9pm. Con- 
tact Mark Arnold, Cannistown, Navan, Co 
Meath, Eire » 046 21078. Membership £6 
per year. {AS33) 
N Ireland Amiga User Free PD, disk-based 
mag £2.50 per issue. SAE to Stephen 
Harrier, 98 Cre-billy Rd, Ballymena, Co 
Antrim BT42 4DS. (AS33) 
Northside Amiga Group Lectures by profes- 
sionals on different Amigas and associated 
hardware. Member demonstrations on seri- 
ous software and games. Meets 8pm alter- 
nate Mondays, Donamede House, Dublin 
13. Contact William Kelling, 10/A Rainsford 
Avenue, Dublin 8, Ireland w 01 532 807. 
(AS33) 
Royal Air Force Amiga Club Loads of new 
PD. Meets 1900-2000 hours, Thursdays, 
Blk 35, Room 40. Send 10 of your PD disks 
plus 2 x 24p stamps to Stan Young, HMF 
RAF Laarbruch, BFPO 43 * 445. (AS33) 
Singapore Sling Promotes Amiga in Singa- 
pore. Meet Eugenia Court, every Sunday 
lpm. Contact Eric Chai ML, Block 4 #14- 
413, Pandan Valley, Singapore 2159, * 65 
4680630. Membership free. (AS33) 
Software Exchange Club Free help and ad- 
vice. Contact Michael Lacey, Fern's Post Of- 
fice, Enniscorthy, Co. Wexford, Republic of 
Ireland. -AS33;; 
Worldwide PD Club Over 4,100 disks - 
send 2 formatted disks and stamped, ad- 
dressed jiffy bag for catalogue. Membership 
DM60 a year or DM6 a month. Contact 
Dave White, Berliner Strasse 39, 40880 
Ratingen, Germany IT 02102 499729 (Ger- 
many), (AS38) 
Next month In AS33: Scotland, Wales, 
special Interests, BBSs 
Note: tbls list is provided as a free service 
for amateur, non-profit-making user 
groups. Amiga Shopper does not endorse 
or recommend any particular group and 
cannot be held responsible for any losses 
or problems you might suffer. 
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Here's your chance to complete your collection and catch up on all the 

ISSUE 2 

2D Paint packages reviewed and 
fated; which programming language Is 
the one for you; PageStream 2, Scala, 
Broadcast Titter and the KCS 
Powerboard PC emulator reviewed.,.£3 

i mffi 
TURBOtHARGE 
YOUR AMIGA 

SJUK JATTTI 

tWJk\ 

ISSUE 3 

Accelerator cards put head-to-head; 
the versions of BASIC compared; first 
Installment of C programming tutorial; 
Bars a Pipes Professional and AT-Once 
PC emulator reviewed , £3 

RIGHT 
PRINTER 

w  ^ 

ISSUE 4 

Ten of the most popular printers 
checked out; creating a structured 
drawing package with C; Wordworth, 
Real3D, Imagine, Superbase 4, TEX 
and Pro 24 reviewed . ,.£3 

A complete guide to buy In 
and related hardware; the HAM-E 
graphics system, RocGen genlock, 
KCS sequencer reviews PLUS tips on 
DTP, MIDI and spreadsheets .,..,£3 

ISSUE 14 

MEGA RAM 
ROUND UP 

111.' iJ 'I.1 If *rkvh i r?t*| 

BOTES 
Hand scanners reviewed and rated; 
15 memory expansions compared; 
Incorporating sound effects and 
soundtracks Into your animations; and 
artificial Intelligence 

ISSUE 16 

WAM"°! TOP 

ifrBlTvi^iTflB 

AMIGA 

dfftlUfCMfl 

v    p H 

WANT|P! 
USMBWI ■ ^™ 

CODE IT! 
The best In PD software - how tc set 
up a complete software system for 
nothing; the PostScript Interpreter 
Post, ImageMaster and SaxonScript 
Professional reviewed £3 

200 top tips - advice on everything 
from accelerators to Workbench, 
BASIC to WPs, C to video; Hit Kit, 
Professional Catc and HAM As 290 
genlock reviewed .„ £3      own arcade game 

The top desktop publish.ng packages 
reviewed and rated; understanding 
typography; write adventure games 
with Visionary; tips on writing your 

ISSUE 23 

Amiga Shopper Awards. Cover disk: 
CO fonts, DirWork, screen blanker, 
ICalc, LhA, PowerSnap 2, RDES, 
ReOrg, Safe Delete, SPCtock, Syslnfo 
and Virus Checker £4 

20 printers - dot matrix, InkJet and 
laser - reviewed and rated; beginner's 
Amiga guide; spreadsheet tutorial; 
guide to AmlgaDOS 3; code clinic; 7 

sample storage techniques., .£3 

Al200-*i*p-lw-ii*| II i1r J< tiom irorr on pi * 
*«MMiA"-L — ILJJ 

..£3 

ISSUE 24 

How to fit a hard drive to an AGOG or 
A1200. Cover disk: Alert, Cycle To 
Menu, Kwlkbackup, LhA, ReqTools, 
SnoopDOS, Virus Checker, assembler 
and linker package £4 

RAM - what It is and what to buy In 
our in-depth round-up and tutorial; DIY 
hardware repairs; eliminating MIDI 
faults; Art Expression and G-Lock 
genlock reviewed...  £3 

AMIGA 

si. 

ISSUE 27 ISSUE 28 

Upgrade your A500 to A1200 level; 
accelerator round-up. Cover Disk: 
OctaMED, XOper, Move file mover, 
Julia Move, appointment scheduler, 
source code and Virus Checker........£4 

AMIGA 

COMPUTER CRIMI A.rail ►DL-I.M Ir.n lumi'li 

ISSUE 29 ISSUE 30 

» make money with your Amiga; 
Amiga animations on TV; legal advice; 
chords with OctaMED; Directory Opus, 
Emplant and Aft Department 
Professional reviewed £4 

.... > ,m 

Computer crime and how to protect 
yourself from It; Power XL hlgtMienslty 
floppy, Ami-Back back-up system, 
VLab YC dlgitlser and MBX1230 
accelerator reviewed ,  .£4 

Video on the cheap - the techniques 
and low-cost software you need; how 
to use fonts; Proper Grammar, 
TechnoSound Turbo 2 and Powerbase 
reviewed,.., ..£4 
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The complete Amiga software guide; 
how to receive satellite and radio 
transmissions; designing Christmas 
cards with Professional Page, reviews 
of Scafa and the A500 Plus £3 

ISSUE 18 

Amiga Answers special - 32 pages of 
solutions to problems on everything 
from Amiga DOS to video; using lighting 
to enhance your 3D graphics 
creations; Maxlplan 4 reviewed « 

How best to draw with Deluxe Paint, 
the guide to the best sound samplers 
available; budget business packages; 
GB Route Pius 2, Showmaker and 
Rendale Super 8002 reviewed £3 

I SSUf 20 

CDTV and its software get a j 
going over; hew to perfect your 
printing; Harlequin graphics board, 
Stereo Master sampler and KCS Power 
Board PC emulator reviewed £3 

FREE Tracy 
use It In our animation special; the 

^rfefgettable guide to Amiga^Rfcory 
Miracle Plan© Teaching System and 
RocTec hard drive revtewed. 

Step-by-step guide to ray-tr; 
accelerator board round-up' 
mutlitasking tutorial; build a ROM 
switcher; AMOS Professional and 
Opal vision rev 

Nine top word processors reviewed 
and rated, Cover Disk: Ed Word text 
edltor/WP, AZSpell spelling checker, 
CompuGraphlc fonts and Virus 
Checker £4 

AMIGA 
ISSUf 31 

i Answers special - 26 pages of 
advice. Cover disk: debugging utilities, 
Flatter, EasyCalc, PayAdvice, ASPaint 
source code, Address book source 
^|^RS Checker 6.30 £4 

Rnd out hew your Amiga works with 
The Amiga Exposed; get the best from 
your samples; fractal landscapes; VHS 
back-up system, Persona/ Paint and 
TypeSmfth reviewed, £3 

Keep your copies of Amiga Shopper 
safe and in order - It's Ideal for 
building up a valuable and useful 

ce set. ONLY 
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ft ATTENTION! 

COMMODORE & AMIGA 

END USERS & DEALERS 

I ADVANCED AMIGA ANALYSER TOP SELLER 

AN INEXPENSIVE DIAGNOSTIC ANALYSER THAT WORKS ON ALL AMI GAS 
Amiga Shopper magazine says "Without doubt, this is the finest 

diagnostic equipment I Bate ever seen, and I address ail Amiga repairers 
and practical-minded users when I say ibis is really something uvrth baring." 
A complete diagnostic hardware and software analyser (uses point 
and click software interface). The analyser plugs into all Amiga 
ports simultaneously and through sophisticated software displays 8 
screens to work from. Shows status of data transmission/signals: 
tests game port function, parallel port, serial port, disk drive, video 
ports, memory (buffer) checker, system configuration and auto test, 
Reads diagnostic status of any read/write errors from track 0 to 
track 79- Software automatically tells what errors are found and 
chips responsible. 85% to 90% of the problems presented to service 
centres are found with this analyser. Saves you lots of money on 
repairs and no end user or repair shop can afford to be without 
one. Don't be fooled by its low cost. Simply plug in cables from the 
analyser box. This sophisticated tool is used by end users and 
Amiga repair centres worldwide,,. ..(shipping extra) £47.00 

WE CARRY ALL COMMODORE CUSTOM CHIPS AND 
ACCESSORIES AT LOW DISCOUNTED PRICES, 

WRITE FOR FULL LISTING OF ALL 
COMMODORE/AMIGA SURPLUS PRODUCTS. 

[DEALERS; WRITE TO US ON YOUR LETTERHEAD 

THE GRAPEVINE GROUP INC. 
3 CHESTNUT STREET, SUFFERN, 

NY 10901 U.S*A* 
INTERNATIONAL ORDER JJNEi (914)357-2424 

■ H FAX LINE: (914) 357-6243 ZE ■ 

Railway 
Simulations for the 

Amiga 

These are realistic railway simulations, acclaimed by customers in 23 
countries, many of them working railway staff; now almost the whole range 
is available for tthe Amiga. They do not offer arcade-style graphics, simply 
realistic displays based on those used in modem signalling centres. 
Compatible with Workbench 1 and 2; 1 Mb required. 
Traffic Control: Doncaster 1992 - Deal with frequent electric services on 
the East Coast main line and Inter-City cross-country services on the 
North-East / South-West route, also cross-country Sprinter services 
between Humberstde and Sheffield/Manchester that must cross the main 
lines. Add to this terminating local services, mainly on the Lincoln and Leeds 
lines, and a fair amount of freight traffic, and your task is not easy. Price 
£15.95 
Traffic Control: Crewe 1992 - Perhaps the best known station in the 
country, and still busy, with cross-country services to Stoke, Shrewsbury and 
Chester and iocal services to Manchester and Liverpool, as well as through 
passenger and some freight services on the West Coast main line. Your task 
includes engine changing on some pa reefs wordings, and sometimes on 
local and Horyhead services due to shortage of HSTs or multiple units. Price 
£15.95 
Traffic Control: Doncaster 1985 - A simiar volume of traffic to 1992, but 
very different motive power: "Heritage" DMUs, HSTs, loco:hauled 
cross-country services, Price £15.95 
Special offer: Both Doncaster 1985 and Doncaster 
1992 for only £23.95. 
Prices shown above include VAT, postage & packing (UK or overseas). 
Please send payment with order, or quote full credit card details (including 
expiry date), and remember to state your computer type, 
«t Over 50 other railway simulations 

5 ^termvfbrtheAmiga-SAEfor 

SIAM Ltd. (Dept. AS 12), 1 St, David's Close, Leverstock Green, 
Heme! Hempstead, Herts. HP3 8LU 

This month, for those who aren't 

wired up yet, Dave Winder takes 

you on an introductory tour of the 

wonderful world of comms. 

Comms, or, to give It Its full 
title, "telecommunications"r 
is simply a matter of 
com puter-to-c om puter 

communication using the phone. 
Many people who have no experience 
of comms often mistakenly think that 
it is all about hacking, breaking Into 
secret defence systems or stealing 
vast quantities of cash from an 
unsuspecting bank. Sorry, folks, but 
that ain't It! Comms is about the 
transfer of information. That 
information can be mm^^^^^^m 
simple chat, 
electronic mall, public 
domain programs, In- 
depth conferencing 
and so on. There are 
free-access databases 
which hold an 
amazing amount of 
information, on every 
subject under the sun, 
which you can tap 
into - it's all much ■ 
easier than going to the library, and 
possibly just as much fun. 

To get started in this fascinating 
field you will need a certain amount of 
equipment (I'll hazard a guess that 
you will probably have sorted out an 
Amiga by now). First you need 
something to a How your Amiga to 
communicate via the telephone line, 
and a modem is just the ticket. A 
modems or MOdulator/DEModulator, 

You may well find 

that you become 

hooked on ffie 

social side of the 

hobby/f 

plugs into the serial port of your Amiga 
and converts digital information into 
an analog signal that is usable over 
the telephone line, (It needs to be 
converted because computers talk in 
binary - O's and I's - digital 
information which a telephone line 
cannot handle.) The modem is 
attached to the telephone socket and 
sends this digital information over the 
line to another modem attached to 
another computer. The modem at the 
other end converts the analog signal 
^^^^^^^^^ back into a digital 

one that the 
receiving computer 
deals with, 

Always try to 
buy the fastest 
modem you can 
afford - it can be a 
false economy to 
do otherwise. The 
faster you can 
transfer the 
information, the 

less time you will spend on-line, and 
so the less money you will be giving 
British Telecom. These days you can 
pick up a very fast modem for a lot 
less than I once paid for a snail which 
had been painted black with a few 
flashing red lights stuck up its nose. 

TERM TIME 
So you have your computer and you 
have a modem. Next you need to 

interested in statistics, explosives, Peru or Karl a Homotka (whoever she may 
be)? With a modem, these are just a few of the discussion groups you can Join. 
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C O M M S 

connected 

provide an easy method of getting 
the two talking to each other. This is 
accomplished by what is called 
terminal software. This software 
enables your Amiga to communicate 
with your modem in the correct way, 
and is customisable to make life as 
easy as possible. We in the Amiga 
community are fortunate that 
without exception, all the best 
terminal software is in the public 
domain - that is, virtually free, A 
number of commercial programs 
have appeared over the years but 
they have never really cut the 
mustard. (I'm not surprised - have 
you ever tried cutting mustard? It's 
bloody difficult you know.) This can 
be put down to the fact that the 
comms world is populated by an 
incredible bunch of enthusiasts. The 
people who write the best comms 
programs are doing it out of love of 
the hobby, not to make a fortune. 
This means that they also tend to 
offer genuine support and update 
programs whenever they have to. 

The terminal software aspect has 
long been an area that has put 
people off trying comms, mistakenly 
thinking it is going to be a nightmare 
of configuration and anorak-speak. 
Wrong! Nowadays terminal programs 
are as easy to use as something that 
is very easy to use indeed. 

My personal choice* and the 
choice of many enthusiasts, is Term. 
This program is in the public domain 
and can be got from any decent 
Bulletin Board (BBS). If you don't 
know anyone who has access to a 
BBS, you can purchase the latest 
version from any of the better PD 
Libraries (see the directory on page 
120 of this issue). Term requires 
Workbench 2.04 or above, but you 
really shouldn't still be using Wb 1.3, 
you know. Providing you read Term 's 
extensive documentation before just 
getting stuck in there, you should 
have no trouble in setting up the 
software to take best advantage of 
your equipment and needs. Term is 
one of the most flexible of these 
terminal programs - that's the 
reason I use it - and this flexibility is 
really required because of the vast 
number of modems and protocols 
and systems out there. 

The phonebook feature of Term 
particularly deserves a mention 
because it is so comprehensive. 
Each entry has its own configuration 
so that you don't have to change 
system defaults when dialling 
different systems. Term implements 

the ZModem protocol better than any 
other program I have tried, and this 
can be very important. Term will even 
speak to you using its speech 
facility, which may sound like a 
gimmick but I like to be able to hear 
the computer telling me a download 
is completed so I can hop out of the 
bath and save a large phone bill. 
(Just don't ask what I'm doing in the 
bath while on-line....) 

ALL ABOARD 
All we need now is somewhere to call 
to try ft all out. The place to call is 
known as a Bulletin Board System or 
BBS for short. A BBS is quite simply 
an electronic version of the 
notlceboards you find in all sorts of 
places. People can leave a note 
pinned to the board, and anyone who 
wanders past can read it, and leave a 
reply. That's how it works, simply, 
but of course there is much more to 
it than that. Access to your message 
can be restrictedt depending on the 
area to which you are posting it. You 
can send electronic mail (or EMail for 
short), which is totally confidential 
and can only be read by the person 
you are sending to. 

As well as messages, most 
BBSs have targe file areas. This is 
where a pool of public domain 
software sits for the benefit of 
members of the BBS. To gain access 
to this vast quantity of software you 
will need to let the System Operator 
or SysOp know you are new to 
comms and he will usually adjust 
your upload to download ratio 
accordingly. These ratios restrict the 
amount of software you can 
download according to how much you 
have uploaded to the system - 
nobody likes a freeloader, after all. 
Many BBSs will abolish these ratios 
for you if you subscribe to the 
system - that is, pay a small annual 
fee which helps them offset the 
costs of actually running the Bulletin 
Board. SysOps usually operate out of 
love, not for financial reasons, and it 
can end up being an expensive affair 
- believe me, I know. 

Watch out in these very pages 
(and, of course on other Bulletin 
Boards) for recommendations of 
BBSs to call - a couple of good ones 
are 01 For Amiga (* 071 377 1358) 
and the Cheam Amiga Bulletin Board 
(n 081 644 8714). Once you've got 
your number, you are probably a bit 
apprehensive about how you go 
about calling for the first time. Worry 
not, for Wavey is here. 

Type the command AT to make 
sure that your terminal software, 
modem and computer are all talking 
to each other. This should get a reply 
of OK if everything Is fabby doo. If ft 
doesn't work, try making sure that 
your modem is switched on.... 

using their system, so be honest 
about your answers. 

The BBS will want your real 
name, address, telephone number 
and also some information about the 
computer and equipment you are 
using so as to enable you get the 
best out of the system. If some of 
the questions are of a technical 
nature which means that you don't 
understand them fully, just press 
<Return> - this will give you the 
system default, which will work nine 
times out of ten anyway. 

Once accepted as a new member 
of the BBS, drop the SysOp a line to 

Looks complicated? Well, don't worry - with Amiga Shopper hero to help, 
you'll soon be browsing like a native through gigabytes of on-line data. 

Now select the serial 
preferences menu and ensure that 
you have the following options set - 
they will get you connected okay to 
most BBSs out there: 

Bits = Eight 
Parity = None 
Stop Bits = One 
Handshaking * RTS/CTS 

Make sure you have entered the 
number of the BBS you want to call 
into the phonebook section of your 
software, and then hit the Dial 
button. When the modem at the 
other end answers you'll hear a few 
odd bleeps and whistles, and then 
you should get a message on screen 
saying something along the lines of 
"connected". At this point press the 
<Return> key to get things moving, 
and then press the <Escape> key a 
couple of times to start the software 
off at the other end (this will usually 
start anyway after 20 seconds or so, 
but why waste time?), Providing all is 
well, you should be greeted by a 
welcome message which will prompt 
you to enter your name. Do this and 
it will tell you it doesn't know you and 
ask if you are a new user. Respond 
in the positive (say yes, bozo) and 
you will then be asked to complete a 
questionnaire. The BBS needs to 
know these things in order to protect 
itself - it is only fair they know who is 

say hello, and also to thank him for 
allowing you to use his system. After 
all, it is only polite- Oh, and don't 
worry about SysOps; they might be 
God on their BBSs but they are 
usually pretty nice people*— 

CIX KICKS 
Once you have tried a few BBSs you 
may well find that you become 
hooked on the social side of the 
hobby, the talking to people, making 
friends, gaining knowledge, etc, etc. 
If so, you may well want to try the 
UK's largest conferencing system, 
CIX, The Compulink Information 
exchange differs from the standard 
BBSs in that it is a commercial 
system which costs money to use, 
but there are many benefits to be 
gained. The emphasis on CIX is on 
conferencing - talking about specific 
subjects in open or closed 
conferences, to many thousands of 
subscribers. There is a real wealth of 
knowledge on CIX, not least from the 
many Amiga Shopper writers who 
inhabit the system - there is even an 
amigashopper conference where you 
can talk directly to us, and about us. 

And don't forget the amiga 
conference, which is one of the 
busiest on the system. For more 
information about CIX just check out 
Amiga Shopper 24 (back issues are 
available - see page 90) or call them 
on tr 081 390 8446. CD 
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FILE TRANSFERS 

Is anybody there? 

What can you do if you need to transfer data between 

your Amiga and some other machine? Wilf Rees can 

tell you the secret ~ he spends hours talking to other 

computers, which occasionally even answer back... 

Amiga users know that 
their computer is 
capable of very 
sophisticated tasks and 

can out-perform most machines In 
many areas. In some fields however 
a particular application on a 
different machine might have the 
edge and, vanity aside, It would be 
nice If we could capitalise on such 
facilities. And then of course there 
are times when you might need to 
swap information between different 
machines. 

Since the birth of the home 
computer, different developers have 
taken different paths and tried 
different new ideas, with the result 
that there is a cacophony of 
incompatible designs, operating 
systems and fife formats out there. 
Even the so-called "standard" PC 
format is a myth, as you'll know if 
you bought a "PC-compatible" Tandy 
or Sony machine in the '80s. But 
fear not - help is at hand. 

FILE FORMATS 
The initial barrier to break down 
between computers is to make sure 
that the recipient machine 
understands the information fed to it, 
Different computers often require 
different file formats for information- 
Amigas generally use the IFF format 
for pictures, as detailed in Amiga 
Shopper 29 (and if you missed that 
issue, you can order a copy on page 
58), but PCs have a multitude of 
picture formats - more than can be 
counted on fingers and toes 

Female 

PIN 2 [Transmit data] 

PIN 3 (Receive data) 
PIN 7 (System Ground) j ¥ PI 

For a lead, use two 25-way, O-type female connectors 
and three-cote shielded cabling (not over $ metres}. 

together! Here are some of the 
common ones, listed by extension or 
abbreviation; 
BMP: OS/2 Bitmap file (also used 
for Windows paintbrush) 
GIF; Graphics Interchange Format 
LBM: Deluxe Paint U and DPIL 
enhanced on the PC 
MSP: Microsoft Paint 
PCX: PC PaintBrush file 
TGA: TARGA 
TIFF: Widely-used picture format on 
most computers. 

There are also many other file 
formats, but nearly all others are 
application-dependent And that's 
not the end of it either. For example, 
a TtFF file has to specify whether 
LZW compression is in operation and 
if Motorola or Intel specification is 
selected, depending on what 
computer is reading the file, 
Considering there are hundreds of 
different formats for text or word 
processor documents and many 
more for sound samples, life can 
turn out to be very confusing. 

Because of the multitude of 
formats, transporting data from one 
computer to another requires 
translation. There are a few ways 
that this can be done. First, you have 
more than one world of software to 
explore, because the data does not 
necessarily have to be converted at 
source. There are quite a few 
programs on the PC that will convert 
the files listed above from Amiga 
recognised formats. 

On the Amiga side there aire 
numerous programs for converting 

files from one 
format to another. 
Art Department and 
Art Department 
Professional are 
extremely useful for 
converting picture 
files because the 
list of formats is 
modular-that ist 
new formats to 
convert from can be 
added as needed, 
providing they are 
available. 

If your budget is 
not so large, then 
17-bit Software 
(» 0924 366982) 

Female 
PIN 3 [Receive data) 
PIN 2 (Transmit data] 

PIN 7 [System Ground] 

supply a pack of file converters. The 
pack includes picture converters for 
converting from IFF to formats such 
as GIF, TIFF, TARGA, Degas fall 
resolutions), Neochrome, MacPaint, 
PostScript and a few others. One 
program included on the disk will 
convert Amiga Anim files to AniMagic, 
Animation Station, Director/Movie2.0 
and Animation Editor, One of the 
most useful features on the disk is 
the inclusion of Graphics Workshop 
4,6, which runs on a PC. This 
program features conversion 
between MacPaint, GEM/IMG, PCX, 
GIF, TIFF, PostScript, WPG 
(WordPerfect), MSP, IFF, BMP and 
PIC (PC Paint}. Facilities are included 
for scaling, viewing, dithering, 
reversing, flipping, rotating and 
printing. Graphics Workshop is a first- 
rate program with excellent features. 
The disk, entitled "Converters Pack\ 
ES in effect a fully working 
workstation for converting files and 
transporting them to a PC. The 
MessyDOS utility is included with this 
disk - it enables Amigas to read 
720K PC disks so that any 
transferring can take place. 

A second disk In the set is a 
program called Grinder, which claims 
to convert between Atari ST, PCX, 
TIFF, Targa, JPEG, GtF and HAM-E but 
fails to do any of this - most often it 
just crashes. It looks suspiciously as 
if It is just a CanDo program 
addressing external software rather 
poorly. 

Converting DTP files can be quite 
simple because there are only a few 
standards for text files. Perhaps the 
most common for structured drawing 
is Encapsulated PostScript (EPS). Pro 
Page, PageStream and Saxon 
Publisher all support this output 
format, along with structured drawing 
programs including Pro Draw, Art 
Expression and Expert Draw. 
Unfortunately EPS is not a rigid 
standard, so make sure that each 
program's version of it is compatible. 

WP FILE CONVERSION 
Virtually every word processor can 
import or at least read plain vanilla 
text in ASCII format, once you've 
managed to get your Amiga to read 
another machine s disk. The problem 
with ASCII however is that it doesn't 

include formatting or command 
characters - italics, large display 
text, and so on. But conversion 
between word processors is also 
possible. This facility is usually 
incorporated into higher-priced 
packages. Conversions are available 
for "giant" word processors on the 
PC, such as WordPerfect Microsoft 
Word and WordStar. Details of the 
common Amiga word processors 
which support conversion between 
documents are shown below. 
• WordWorth v2 - ASCII (Amiga/PC), 
Pro Write, WordPerfect (Amiga), RTF 
(Rich Text Format), WordPerfect 5,1 
[MS DOS), FFF Text (Kindwords), 
Microsoft Word (MS-DOS), Pretext, 
Microsoft Windows Write (MS-DOS). 
• Final Copy tlb - ASCII (Amiga/PC) 
+ others when available - Pinal Copy 
lib supports file converters in a 
modular format, so you can add new 
converters as they are needed. 
• Excellence v3 - ASCII 
• Pen Pal - ASCII 

Unfortunately, document 
conversion is not always a reliable 
feature because PC word processors 
are constantly being updated, leaving 
previous formats incompatible. 

DOS EMULATORS 
Software has, for a long time, been 
available for emulating another 
computer's filing system. One that 
many people have encountered is 
CrossDOS - it is being supplied with 
Workbench 2.1 and 3.0. This 
enables your Amiga to read and write 
720K PC-formatted disks as if they 
were any old Amiga disk. This feature 
is very useful, because it enables 
you to use your favourite directory 
utility, such as SID or Directory Opus, 
to handle the files being transferred. 
CrossDOS only has one minor fault; 
it will not successfully format disks 
containing slight media defects. PCs 
map out faulty areas of any disk 
during the formatting process, 
defining them as "Bad Blocks*, and 
avoid using them. 

If you are transferring very big 
files, a set of two programs supplied 
with ADSG's Art: Department 
Professional called Splitzanti Joinz 
will help. Splitz can spread a file over 
as many disks as it will take, and 
Joinz then re-assembles the file on 
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FILE TRANSFERS 

LISTING 1: AREXX TRANSMIT SCRIPT 

The first of our two ARexx programs deals with 
transmitting files, 

/* transmit file Ecript*/ 

say "input Name of file to be transmit ted*1 

pull Tran_file 

address Command 

/* Check size of file for transfer */ 

'list >t:file.data' tran_file 
'lformat^M%l*n%B"' 

address rexx 

open{ 'fileepec', rtifile.data' f 
rR'] 

/* This section creates a protocol for 
transmitting. All file details are needed for 
inclusion into the header block V 

file_data=readln{'fileapec1) 

file_name*readin('fileepec1} 

say wlength="file_data 

/* The        character is used for padding out 
the blank areas. The filenames and file 
lengths are overlaid onto the pad. */ 

pr o t oco 11=over 1 ay {£i 1 e_naine, 
'++++++++++++++++') 
protOcol2soverlay(file_data, 
'+++4++++++++++++') 

protocols:insert {protocols , protocoll, 16) 

/* The source file is now opened, with the 
option, meaning to read data from it* */ 

err1=open('input',trau_file,R) 

/* The sen device is also opened this time, 
for writing, Tfte ser: device communicates 
with the serial port. */ 

errl=open('output',1ser:1 ,w> 

if errl>l then exit 

say "transmitting..," 

/* The protocol "header" is written at this 
point V 

writecht'output',protocol) 

character=readch t'input',£ile_data) 

/* And nowj the entire file is read character 
by character and written to the "output" 
file, which in this case is the Aux: device 
*/ 

writech('output',character) 

the destination computer's hard 
disk. PC, Apple Macintosh and Amiga 
versions of these programs all come 
in the same bundle. 

A shareware alternative to 
CrossDOS is MessyDOS; it includes 
most of the basic functions of 
CrossDOS, such as formatting disks, 
but unlike CrossDOS it is compatible 
with earlier versions of Workbench, 
Otherwise, which you choose to use 
is down to which name you prefer. 

Reading Apple Mac disks can be 
far more difficult than PC disks. 
BOOK Mac disks work by changing 
the revolution speed of the drive 
towards the centre, resulting in the 
information being spaced apart 
equalfy over the disk. Amiga disk 
drives revolve at the same speed all 
the time. You can buy the 
appropriate hardware, but it is 
extremely expensive. If you need to 
transfer data between Mac and 
Amiga, just use PC disks - Macs can 
read these using a program called 
Apple File Exchange, which now 
comes as standard with new Macs. 

Software is available to read 
Atari ST disks. A PD program called 
AtariRead will copy files to and from 
Atari ST disks. This is available from 
most PD houses. And all but the 
oldest STs can also read PC disks. 

If you are lucky enough to own an 
emulator, then swapping of files is 
usually facilitated via a transfer 
program included with the package, 
With the Commodore PC 
bridgeboards, two programs called 
AWRITE and AHEAD will enable 
AmigaDOS drives to be read or 
written to. This means of transfer is 
usually the fastest 

DIRECT TRANSFER 
if you find transferring by disk to 
another computer tedious and 
cumbersome, the alternative is to 
transfer files directly. Enter the world 

of commsS 
Communicating with another 

computer requires you to buy or 
make a special cable (see the 
diagram on page 94). Alternatively, a 
modem could be used if the distance 
between the two computers is too 
great for a cable, If you decide to 
construct a cable, remember, the 
higher quality cable you use, the 
greater rates of transfer you will be 
able to achieve, error-free. Proper 
interference shielding is aiso helpful 
for prevention of errors* 

On the Amiga side, there are 
quite a few different software comms 
packages to choose from, most of 
them being PD or shareware. 
Perhaps one of the best ones around 
is NComm. NComm supports most 
types of file transfer methods, up to 
the highest Baud Rates the Amiga 
will support. Although NComm is 
normally used for accessing Bulletin 
Boards and the like it is an effective 
means for file transfer. 

On the PC side, Terminal, 
supplied with Windows, will happily 
talk to the Amiga and transfer files 
successfully (see the picture above). 

WHAT TO DO 
First connect the two computers 
together, via their serial ports, Load 
the appropriate communications 
software into both machines. You will 
need to specify identical 
communications setups on both 
machines - for example, 19200 
Baud, 8 Data Bits, Parity:none, Row 
control/Hand Shaking: Xon/Xoff and 
1 Stop bit. 

Once you have established a link 
between the two computers, try 
typing something into one comms 
program. What you type should 
appear on the other computer's 
screen. Test out the <Return> and 
<Backspace> keys, if the <Return> 
key on the PC seems to send the 

pypc 

st 
at*tu 

it p 
spat 
lit 

SMK 
0;O 
;0H 

3it 
tup 
com 

?rs 

Parity  
<§> None 
O Odd 
O Even 
O Mark 
O Space 

cursor on the Amiga 
back to the start of 
the current line and 
not to the start of a 
new line, then you 
wiff need to set the 
PC software to 
translate Carriage 
Returns to Carriage 
Returns + line feeds 
(CR-> CR/LF option, 
inbound and 
outbound on 
Windows terminal)* 
On the Amiga, you 
will need to select an 
appropriate protocol 
for transfer of files. 
Terminal on the PC 
gives you a choice of Xmodem or 
Kermit Either can be used as long 
as both computers use the same. 
The protocol type can be set from 
the Transfer menu on NComm and 
from the Communications menu on 
Windows Terminal. Once all this is 
set up, your computers are ready to 
exchange files. 

To transfer a file from the Amiga 
to the PC, select "receive file" from 
the transfer menu of Windows 
Terminal, A requester should appear 
for you to give the transferred file a 
name. Enter a suitable name, and 
the PC will await the transfer 
process. On NComm, choose 
"Upload" from the Transfer menu. A 
file requester will appear asking you 
which file to send. Once you have 
selected a file, the transfer will 
commence. The time taken will 
depend on the size of the file and the 
Baud rate selected. 

ARCHIVE EFFICIENCY 
Throughout all bulletin boards, 
programs (or groups of files) are 
stored and transferred in an archived 
format - compressed to minimise on 
space, When transferring groups of 

fc/setbcriptbit.cedPrompt "*e[3ln*e[ii3ri%N*e[On *e[3Sii 

laud Rate " ' 
O110 O300 OGDO O 1200 
O 2400 O 4BDD O 9600 # 13200 [Cancel ] 

rfiLata Bil*  
O5OfiO7#0 

"Stop Biti  
#1 01.5 02 

Flow Control 
<§> Xon/Xoff 
O Hardware 
Q None 

Connector 
None 
C0M1: 

1 

□ Party Check      □ Cayier Detect 

The Communications Setup window on Windows 
Terminal enables you to set interfacing attributes such 
as Baud Rate, How control, stop bits and so on. 

files from one computer to another, 
perhaps the most convenient method 
is to archive them on the source 
computer and de-archive them on the 
destination computer, so that in 
effect you are only copying one file. 
Take note, the archiver you use on 
the Amiga side has to have a 
counterpart on the PC side and vice 
versa. Use a popular archiver, such 
as LhArc or LhA. Both of these are 
available on the PC and Amiga. I 
used LhA version 1.38 and LhArc 
version 1.30 and they were both 
compatible with LhA version 2.13 
and LhArc version 1,00 on the PC. 

To build an archive, you will have 
to have some background knowledge 
of AmigaDOS's Shell or MS-DOS on 
the PC, Creating an archive is 
identical on either computer. For 
simplicity, I'll assume you're using 
LhArc. This example shows how to 
archive a set of files in the 
dhO:graphrcs/ drawer that all 
contain the word 'demo'7 as part of 
their filename. The archive name wiii 
be Ramrdemos.lzh. 

1 > lharc a diiO ; graphics/ 
#?deiBQ#? ram:demos.Izh 
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JARGON BUSTING 

ANSI - American National Standards Institute. A 
file format identical to ASCII except that It can 
include command characters. 

Archive? - A program which groups together a 
number of files and usually compresses them to 
reduce the space they take to store and the time 
taken when transferring via modem, 

ASCII - American Standard Code for Information 
Interchange. This is a file format for plain text that 
is universally accepted as a means of 
communication. 

Baud rate - The rate at which data is sent by a 
bitstream method, measured in bits per second. 

Modem - Modulator/De-rnoduJator. A device that 
plugs into a computer's serial port and enables it 
to send information across a telephone line* 

Null modem - A type of cable that can link two 
computers In close proximity via serial ports. It is 
as if they were connected via modem, except the 
data transfer rates (baud rates) can be far higher. 

Protocol - The method used by a comms program 

to communicate with the remote computer. This 
will include information such as the size and 
name of the file. Protocols often implement error- 
checking algorithms to ensure data integrity is not 
lost. Common protocol types include XModem, 
YModem, ZModem and Kermit 

Serial Port - This port on the back of your Amiga 
sends information out by a bitstream method (a 
constant on/off signal flow), but one bit after 
another, rather than several at a time as the 
parallel port does when you are printing, for 
example, so this method is slower. 

The "a" option tells LhArc to archive 
the files given by the #?demo#? 
wildcards. Similarly you could replace 
the "a" option with an °x\ making 
LhArc extract any files under the 
wildcard blgdemo.* 

The following example would be 
used on the recipient computer to 
de-archive or extract the files 
archived on the donor machine. 

C:\TJTILS> lharc x 
c : \temp\demos . lzh bigdemo. * 

Remember: PC filenames are 
only a maximum of eight characters 
long, with a three character 
extension - for example 
DATAFIL E. DOC. Wheneve r yo uh re 
sending files over to the PC, the 
filenames will be truncated at the 11 
character point, so an Amiga file 
called Load£_of_plctures_l would 
become LOADS^OF._PI on the PC. 
You can imagine what would happen 
if this file was being transferred 
alongside an Amiga file called 

Loads_of„pictures 2. 
If you own a PC emulator which 

supports use of the serial port, then 
LapLink will swap flies between your 
emulator and another desktop PC. 
Transfer rates can be exceptionally 
high if you decide to use the parallel 
transfer method, or up to 1151200 
baud if you are using serial. On test 
with the parallel option, it took 40 
minutes to transfer 150Mb of data 
from one PC hard disk to another. 

HAVING FUN 
Ever fancied another computer linked 
in as a terminal on your Amiga? 
Would you like two people to be able 
to use your computer at one time? 

Enter the following commands 
into the Shell window of the host 
computer. 

Newahe11 aux: 

The other computer's comms 
software then needs setting up to be 
in terminal mode, preferabfy in ANSI 

format. Now you can use any Shell or 
CLI command from the remote 
computer as if you were typing into 
the host computer! It is even 
possible to have two-way 
communications with this method, as 
long as both computers are Amigas. 
Simply type News he 11 aux: into the 
other computer's Shell window and 
hey presto! You've got two machines 
doubling up as four! 

DOING IT YOURSELF 
For getting the job done, comms 
programs can be very useful, but you 
can also do it yourself. Here's how to 
use ARexx to help communicate with 
a remote computer. For simplicity, I II 
assume that the remote computer is 
an Amiga or PC with OS/2 running 
Rexx, since Rexx is not available for 
MS-DOS. If you are running Rexx on 
OS/2 then you will need to change 
certain parts of the program to fit the 
OS/2 environment - for example, 
when addressing the host 
environment, the list command would 

LISTING 2: RECEIVING 

Our second short program deals with receiving files via 
the Aux: port. Note the method used: the protocol is 
initially read and decoded to produce information about 
the transporting of the file. 

/* receive file script */ 
Say "files will automatically be copied to RAM:" 

/* the aux; device is opened, this time to receive 
information */ 

open(1 input','ae-r:',R) 

f* the entire protocol block is read from ser:, it 
ie 32 characters, long */ 

protocol=readch[* input', 32) 

file_nams£subatr(protocol,I,poe(' + SprotocolJ-1J 

f ile_data=Bubstr(aubstr(protocol, 17), 
l,poB{'t'rfila_data)-l) 

,/* the previous three lines extract the necessary 
information from the protocol block */ 

Bav " name:" file_name 
say "lengthi" file_data 

errlsopen(4 output',*ram*1fila_name,w) 

if errl>l then, exit 

/* The characters are read from the input source in 
a block the size of the file being transferred* 
Mote: If you intend to send blocks of information 
that are very larget then you may wish to send 
chunks at a time, depending on the serial buffer 
available •/ 

character-readchf'input',file^data} 

/* The block read from the input source is now fed 
out as a similar character block, */ 

vritech('output',character) 

say 'copied.' 

close ('input'} 

f* Finally, the file is closed* The transfer is 
complete •/ 

not be available; its equivalent would 
be needed. The programs in Listings 
1 and 2 demonstrate the use of 
protocols for transferring information. 
Protocols determine the way in which 
the information is to be transferred. 
The method used here is a very 
simple one. Normally, protocols will 
deal with things such as error 
correction, but the ones here just 
send a header of information about 
the file that is being sent. 

The header protocol block that 
was generated should appear as a 
file name and file size overlaying a 
pad of1 r+n signs. The data being 
sent as part of the file continues 
after the 32nd character Here is an 
example; 

Filename.txt++++23502++++++++ 
+++(data continues from here...) 

Protocols used in comms 
programs are a great deal more 
complex than thisT but the theory 
remains the same. Often, error 
checking is used, whereby the data 
received is sent back to the donor 
computer for comparison. If it does 
not match perfectly, it is sent again 
until an error timeout signal occurs 
and the data flow is stopped. Data 
streams are usually sent in blocks of 
eight characters, with one or two 
stop bits in-between* Each block 
usually alternates between error- 
checking (sendback) and transfer. 

Many more projects could 
emerge from the basic programs 
shown here. For example, you could 
write a two-way chat line between 
two computers or make it the 
foundation of a head-to-head game, 
The sky is the limit! The future of 
inter-communication between 
computers does seem more hopeful 
now than it did. Commodore are 
talking about new machines which 
will have Pentium compatibility and 
read PC disks as standard. It does 
seem sensible to follow this route, 
especially if our favourite machine is 
going to continue to exist in any form 
into the 21st century. 
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rWORLD CLASS 
PERIPHERALS i 

FOR THE J 

'      NOW AT NEW 

LOW PRICES! 

ACCELERATORS 
FOR AMIGA 1500 AND 2000 

n you use your Amiga for DTP, ray iracing, graphics or any older serious application, you'ii appreciate 
;he power lhat an accelerator brings, Accelerators 
rapine the main processor with a fesler versxm 
drarnaiicafy improving Una Amiga's speed, 
GVP ofler a range of A15OQ/A200O accsleratofs 
that simply ouHslrip Ihe competition for speed and 
specifications. Their G-Force range Includes thi 
fastest Amiga acceterator available (ihe &SQ4Q 33ui 
version) whilst ottering a range ai functions, such 
32-fcii RAM upgrades, SCSI interfaces and malhs 
processcKS- For tracking, the power of your Amiga 
can't baa! Ihe GVP G-Force rang*! 

32-bit 

11 OFFER 
SAVE £135! 

42Mb QUANTUM S CQQ 
{.CKLY iWif-.V F\jfiCH4SE0 W/lH CS-fttfK* ACCRf HATUflS SHOWN flFiDW, 

G-FORCE 
ACCELERATORS 

030 
40MHZ 

030 
33MHZ 

Speed MIPS* 12,1 30 
Processor 66030EC 63040 

Maths; Co-Pro, 63382 
included In 63040 

processor 
Std 32-bit RAM 4Mb 4MO 

Max 32-bit RAM 16Mb 64Mb 
Extras SCSI SCSI 

Ser/Par 
PRICE £699 INC VAT UFCJ O430 j 

£1299 iHC vAr UPG 0740 "MIPS: Millions Ol iflatlUCbtfns ! ;nd, a nwmal Aur^a runa o\ B7 MIPS 

HARD DRIVE CARD 
FOR A1500 /A2000/A3OO0 M4000 

NEW LOW 
PRICES! 

The HC8+ is a high 
speed hard drive RAM 
upgrade card which can 
also be used to increase 
your Amiga's RAM by up to 8Mb RAM. 
• High Speed DMA SCSI Controller Can 

Handle upto 7 Devices 
m Ultra Fast Access SCSI Hard Drive 

Option - See Below 
m Supplied Unpopulated the HC8+ can 

be Upgrade to Give You ip to 8m of 
FAST RAM - See Below for Details 

• Direct Memory Access Styie Design 
for Top Speed Transfer 

HC8+ HARD DRIVE CARD 
Or,ib HD 42Mb HD 80Mb HD 120Mb HD 

£129 
X 

£199 £299 ISCv*? lufliasa 1 
£399 

L 

RAM UPGRADE CARDS 
GVP HC8+ INCLUDES 8 SIMM SOCKETS FOR EASY 

INSTALLATION OF FAST RAM. THE HCS+ WILL 
ACCEPT 2; 4, 6 or But, JSiNG 2,4, 6 or 8 SIMMS 

1Mb SIMM £35 PER SIMM It-tC VAT - MEM 3620 

VIDEO GENLOCK 
FOR ALL AM I GAS 

This extremely 
high quality Amiga 
genlock, from GVPr 
has  an intuition- 
based software 
control panel with full 
ARexx and command line interfaces. 
Easy to use the G-Lock gen Jock features 
sophisticated attributes among which are: 
• Two Composite Video Inputs or 

S-Video (Y/C) Input 
* Simultaneous Composite & 

$-Video and RGB Output 
m Video Processor - Real Time 

Software Control of Video Attributes 
(Sharpness, Gain, Brightness etc} 

m ARexx Compatible 
# Works with Flicker Fixers 
m Multiple Keyer Modes 

Ji Fuff Audio Support 

many 

G-LOCK 

£299 MC VAT - VID 2900 

FOR ALL AM [OAS 

NEW! 

Capture sound from an external source 
and play it back in stereo or mono on 
your Amiga, The latest version of GVP's 
Digital Sound Studio (DSSB+) enables 
you to create audio effects for use in 
games or jingles. 
« New Style High Impact, Clear Poly- 

carbonate Casing 
m Simultaneously Holds up to 31 

Sound Samples in Memory 
• Real-time Oscilloscope, Spectrum 

Analysis, Echo & Reverberation 
m AREXX Compatible 
m Microphone Input 
m MOD File & MIDI 

Compatible 
m FREE Samples 

Disk 

DSS8+ 

MULTI-MEDIA AUTHORING 
FOR A1500/A2000/A3000/A4000 

ALL-IN-ONE GRAPHICS CARD Impact Vision £4 is a fully fealurfld video card. Unlike , diner graphics cards, which rgqulra yow to buy esctra lodules laler, IV24 rws everylhing you could want from a video board built-in! 
Included with IV24 is GVP's. *1tmt'     custom  Video Interface Unii ;VIU}. This gives you more choices for in and oulpLitting  vkfeg signals than any other Amiga peripheral or the market. VIU-CT splitter provides aokfitionai RGB, V, R-Y and 9-Y output. 

FRE£ SOFTWARE WITH JV24 Create stunning 3D rendered images, retouch* captured images and wipe between 2 video saurces whh 50 packaged video !rensitions for o'oduclion sludio effecls. Also included is- MacroPaint 2. a powerful 24-bit graph ins package which can painl In 16.9 million colours. 
* 1.S»b 24-bit, 16.8 million* Colour Buffer 
* Rtat-time Frsmo GrebbBr/DJgiit$er 
# DtAnteriscstf, Video Flicker Fixer 
* Moveabfo/Sizeable PlP (PScture-ln-PIchtre) 
ft 2 Video Genlock (PCS A Composite) 
* 763 x 500 Resolution 
• Captured image RatauchingfProcGsairig 
• Titllng/Crtoracter Generation 
• B*ai-me        Painting A150WA20O0 ADAPTOR • A nimatian /$D 

Rendering 
4 FREE! 

Caligari24. 
UMCioPsint 2, 
MyUtd and Desktop 

£49.35 ■ GVA 5224 

Software 

FOR THE AMIGA 

IV24,nCVIU-S IV24,™ VIU-CT 
E*499 

£999 INC VAT-V4D 7024 £1299 WCVAT-Vtt 712* 
— d 

8-BIT SOUND SAMPLER] SCSI/RAM EXPANSION 124-BIT GRAPHICS CARD 

Adding 
RAM or a hard drive 
to your Amiga 1200 
will have a consider- 
able impact on its 
speed. The GVP SCSI/RAM 
allows you to enhance your Amiga 1200 
with both. Its SCSI hard drive interface is 
one of the fastest, whilst its 32-bit RAM 
upgrade fs based on the same techno- 
logy featured in the best-selling A1230, 
• Built-in, SCSI Hard Drive Interface - 

Enables 2,5" SCSI Hard Drives to be 
Connected Inside the A1200 Casing 

« Optional 8Mb of 32-bit RAM 
• Optional 88882 Maths Co-processor 

SCSI /RAM BOARD 
NOW INCLUDES SCSI Kit FREE OF CHARGE 
Out RAM 

NEW! 

INCW - HAfl 1200 

4* RAM ■ NO FPU 
NEW! 

£149 £349 £399 

4uiuje+33lbMQfflJ 
NEW! 

INC VAT-HAR 1204     IMC VAT , HAfl 1233 

FOR A1500/A2000/A3000 /A4000 
EGS Spectrum 
is the answer to 
all your 24-bit 
graphics card 
requirements. It 
is a high per- 
formance, high 
resolution, 24- 

bit board that wiF( take any Amiga 1500, 
2000, 3000 or 4000 beyond AGAJ But the 
hardware is only half of the picture. Without 
quality software, your investment will be 
wasted. Mot only does GVP's own award 
winning graphics application ImageFX fully 
support EGS Spectrum,, but also, using a 
Workbench driver, nearly ali existing Amiga 
Workbench compatible applications wilt 
also work on and support the EGS 
Spectrum system. 
• 1Mb or 2Mb of On-board Memory 
* On-board Hardware BUTTER 
• Future Re-targetable Graphics Support 
• Zorro tl or Zorro III Autosensing 
* Scan Rates up to 80KHZ 
* 80,006,000 Pixels/sec Pixel Display 

Speed (8-bit} 
• Programmable Display Resolution 

320X200 to 1600x1280 
* Supports Data Transfer Rates up to 

12Mb/sec on Zorro III Systems 
EGS SPECTRUM 

1 Mb RAM 2Mb RAM 
NEW! 

£349 M vV   VID .'Mi: 

NEW! 

£399 INC VAT - VID 7320 
ALL PRICES iNCLUDE VAT ■ DELIVERY IS FREE OF CHARGE IN THE UK MAINLAND 

SILICA OFFER YOU 
tfl/lQ/H-09.60 

Belone you decide wlwi to buy your new Amiga products, we suggest you think very careMly abaul WHERE you buy them, 
'/Cf TO Consider what it will be like a few months aher you have made your purchase, wbs-n you may require additional peripherals Of software, or help and advice. And, will the ccmpany you buy from contact yau with details of new products? A1 Silica, we ensure that you will have nothing io worry 

aboul We can meet our customers' requifemente witti an understanding which is second To none. Compleie arXJ return the coupon now for our late&1 FREE literature and b&gm 1o experience the "Silica Service". 
• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: Cfi all hirmware orders shipped in Ihe UK mmnian j, 
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: A Egsm of tficlin ical ej<peri& will he at ypirr service 
m PRICE MATCH: We match competitors on a "Sarrw produc: - Same price" basis 
• ESTABLISHED 15 YEARS: We (lava a proven l-'ack record m pralessional compute-' sales. 
• PART OF A E5QN COMPANY r*>» «w soo We are solid, reliable and profflatte. 
• BUSINESS + EDUCA TION * GO VERNMENT- 

Volume SiSCDunls are M\M. Til: 

• SHOWROOMS: We tiave dernonsiratic.i> and trains facilities art an our slores. 
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All ttf your requirements are availanta from o<ie supplier. 
• FREE CATALOGUES: Win be mailed to you with special offers and lull details oi hardware peripherals and software. 
• PAYMENT: We accept mosl major credit cards, casft, cheque Dr monthly lerms 'APR ag^-wnllpi quotes on rw\\xil< 

081-309 1111 

MAIL ORDER: Order l«i9S Open 1-4 Ttie Mews, Hathertey Rd, Sidcttp, Kent, DAI4 4DX Mop-Sal g.QOanff-e.QOgrri W& Lite Nio>H Qpernng 
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Tel: 071*580 4000 Fix l*>: 0TT-3» 4737 

SIDCUP SHOP: 1-4 The Mewst Hatherley RrJ, SirJcup, KM, DA14 4DX Opening Hcura.     Myi-5at &.DOam-5.30pm Late Hight: Frtjjy - 7pfn 

Tel: 07V629 1234 Extsnaion: 3914 

ESSEX SHOP:      KedrJies (^rj urn), high Street. South end-on-Sea, Essex, SS11 LA Opening Hour*     Mon-Fn a.30am-5.30pin i|SM 9,OOgm-6.00pm? Uto Night Thursday - ?pn 

Tel: 081-302 3011 Fax No: 061-309 0017 

IPSWICH SHOP: Debcnhams <.mt Fhurl, Waterloo Hoyse, W^stgate St. Ipswich, IP1 3EH QqanKig Hours:     Mgn-Fn o aqam-S .30pm f,&tt Si.QQarn^.Mprnf Lale Nighl "Thursday - 9pm 

Tel: 0702 4&B039 F«i No; 0702 «8Q39 
loir Q473 221313 F«x No: W73 ?37762 

I~TQ= Silica Systems, AMSHP-1293-68, 1-4 The (Views, Hatherley Rd. Std Cup, Kent. DA 14 ADX^ 
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SUBSCRIPTIONS 

EIGHT GOOD REASONS WHY 

YOU SHOULD SUBSCRIBE TO 

AMIGA SHOPPER 

1« You make sure of your copy each and every 
month - guaranteed! 

2. Your copy is delivered direct to your door - no 
more queuing at the newsagent's. 

3. You receive an exclusive subscribers1 

newsletter every month into the bargain, full of 
fascinating behind-the-scenes information, at 
no extra cost. 

4. You are guaranteed no price increases for a full 
12 months, even if the price goes up or VAT is 
imposed on periodicals. 

5. You pay no more for any higher-priced issues 
with special cover-mounted promotions. 

6. If you use the handy direct debit form, you save 
a whopping £5 off the news-stand price. 

7. With direct debit, there are no more forms to fill 
in when your subscription runs out - we do all 
the work for you, 

8. And of course, you'll receive a specially- 
designed Amiga Shopper binder, worth £4.95, 
absolutely free. 
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PREMIUM BULK 3.5"DS/DD DISKS 

25 JO I   V e   i *f 

50 IS 19 

100 32 99 

200 

250 79.99 

500 /5o\9? 

LL D/SKS ^7?£ FULLY GUATZANT££D 
ANV AH£ COMPLETE WITH LA3E.L5 

3.5" SUPERIOR LQCKABLE BISK BOXES 

dry 100 Cap 

J H.H9ea 

2 H.Wea 

WQCap.  200 Cap Drawer 

6.H9*a U3Ua 

U9ea M.75«a 

{.i?«a M.50ea 

RIBBONS-POST 

Full AW* Brand 

Citizen iZQVflZHV Swift ZH 
Citizen Swiff 1H Colour 
Panasonic KXP IQlQ/l 123/1 
Star ICWLCW 
Star LCIO-V Colour 
Star LCZH'lO/tH~100 
Star LCIH-IO Colour 
Star LCIQO 
Star LCZ0O Colour 
Star LCZH-20Q Colour 

HP DeskJet 500 Double Refill 
Canon 3J10£ Double Refill 

1 off H off 
PRICe IP\CH 

Z 75 
f J 

5.90 
1.95 

2.55 

3.05 
m 
5.70 
2.75 

9.9S* 
m no 

195* 

9.95' 
9.95* 

Minimum order - Z ribbons, except those 
marked with an asterisk' 

tUM BISKS WITH OUR BOXES 

100 Cap box ♦ 50 3.51 PS/PD 22.49 

100 Cap box ♦ 100 3.5" PS/PP 

(40 Cap box ♦ 100 3.5' DS/PE 
ZOO Cap drawer • 100 3.5 PS/PP 12.97 

COMPUTER 

SUPPLIES LTD 

0703 ^ 

457111 

Quickshot Apache Joystick 
Quickshot Python /A\ Joyst/ek 
Quickshot A\ov«r/ek /A\ Joystick f 
A\ouse Mat 
/House Holder 
■Roil 1000 3.5 Disk Labels 
Amiga A500/fU0Q/fl\ZQ0 Cover 
Philips monitor cover 
Star/Citizen/Panasonic 
10 col.    Printer cover 

6.95 
m 
1,95 
1,99 
1.99 
t.99 
3.50 
3.9? 

3.9? 

All products are subject to availability - All prices Include VAT. 
Please add D50 p*p for disks and boxes or £5.99 If goods required 

overnight. £AO£.   

SNAP COMPUTER SUPPLIES LTD Fax: 0703 457222 
Unit 16, The Sidings, Hound Rd, Netley Abbey, Southampton S03 SQA 

PAIRS 

1 

Repairs undertaken to Amiga 500 computers at £44,95 inclusive 
of parts, labour, VAT and return postage/packing 

Commodore registered for full technical support 

Computers repaired in the quickest possible time 

All machines will be overhauled with a full soak4est to ensure optimum reliability 

Entrust your machine to the experts, full 90 day warranty 

Repairs to disk drive and keyboard also included 
(extra charge possible if found to need complete replacement) 

Repairs to other Commodore systems undertaken - phone for details 

Upgrades and expansions supplied and fitted - phone for details 
collection service available 

£44.95 

To take advantage of this exceptional offer, simply send or hand deliver your computer to our workshop complex, 
address details below, enclosing this advertisement voucher, payment, fault description, return address, 

along with your daytime and evening telephone number and we will do the rest. 
Should you require Group 4 Security return delivery, simply add £5.00 to the repair charge. 

WTS Electronics Ltd Chad End Lane Luton Bedfordshire LU4 8EZ Tel 0582 491949 (6 lines 

(We reserve the right to refect machines which. In our opinion, are beyond repair- Normal charge applies) 
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AMOS action 

Jason Hoiborn extends our AMOS paint program with the 

addition of the Freehand Draw, Fiil and Undo functions. 

AMOS is not Just for 
creating games - It 
offers a selection of 
powerful yet easy-to-use 

facilities for writing all kinds of 
applications, as you've been seeing 
as we've built up our own paint 
program over the last few months. 
However, If you tried using the 
compiled version of 45 Paint on last 
month's Amiga Shopper cover disk, 
then you've probably already 
discovered that it doesn't, as such, 
do a great deal yet. It looks very 
pretty and It demonstrates the 
beginnings of a very usable 
interface, but it certainly wouldn't 
win any prizes for painting power, 
This month we take 45 Paint one 
step further with the addition of the 
Freehand Draw, Fill and Undo 
functions. With these functions in 
place, you should finally be able to 
draw pretty pictures on your screen. 

Before we go any further, 
however, let's consider exactly what 
is involved, We could simply sit down 
and code away, but - as any 
professional programmer will feli you 
- this sort of practice creates nothing 
but problems as the program 
matures and you have to figure out 
how to make all the new bits work 
happily with the old. It's also worth 
Keeping an eye out for routines that 
you feel you may perhaps need to 
use again in another feature of the 
program - the Undo function, for 
example, is coded in the form of a 
procedure that is called by each and 
every drawing function. For any 

routine that may need to be used 
again, you can save yourself a lot of 
time by coding this as a procedure. 

The Freehand Draw function 
cheats a little too. In order to give 
the impression of a continuous line 
of pixels, the freehand code plots 
lines instead of individual dots (like 
most art packages). This is exactly 
the same procedure used by Deluxe 
Paint - if you move the mouse 
pointer at a very rapid speed, you1 II 
notice that DPaint draws straight 
lines instead of smooth curves- 

The Freehand Draw function also 
needs to be able to cope with a 
variety of different brush styles and 
sizes (just like DPaint). Unfortunately 
we can no longer use the line 
drawing technique employed by the 
standard Freehand function because 
it would simply be too slow to plot 
every dot required to form the shape 
of the brush. The Freehand Draw 
function therefore checks what type 
of brush it should use and then 
draws on to the screen either by 
using lines or by plotting individual 
dots. To see how it works, let's get 
stuck into this month's source code. 

1. Before we can start work on the 
new procedures to handle the 
Freehand Draw tool, we need to 
extend the main program to cope 
with the new brush drawing routines. 
Just like DPaint AS Paint will offer 
the user a selection of different 
brush sizes ranging from a single 
pixel dot to a variety of filled circles, 
boxes and airbrush-like patterns. All 

At last AS Paint can actually be used to draw pretty pictures! Type in this 
month's code - or just copy it off this month's cover disk - and you'll be able 
to use the Freehand Draw, Flit and Undo functions to your heart's content 

the brush pattern definitions are held 
inside a two-dimensional array called 
'BrushQ'. This is defined as nine lots 
(giving a total of nine different brush 
types} of eight data items. 

2. Not only does the 'BrushO1 array 
need to be made global (enabling 
other procedures to access the data 
held within it)P but we also need to 
create an additional global variable 
called 'BrushStee' that is used to 
keep track of the currently selected 
brush pattern. This variable simply 
contains a value between 0 and 9 
that defines which brush the various 
drawing functions should use. 

3. Before the main program starts, 
the Undo buffer Is initialised by 
calling the procedure 
'JNITUNDOBUFFERT. Well be 
covering this procedure later. 

4. The contents of the 'BrushO' array 
are then initialised too by calling the 
\ INITBRUSHEST procedure. This 
procedure writes the brush 
definitions into the 'BrushO' array. 

5. Right, now let s move on to the 
first new procedure this month. The 
^PROCESSTOOLS* procedure is 
responsible for taking the number of 
the selected gadget (which is passed 
to the procedure in the 'SELECTED' 
parameter) and then calling the 
appropriate drawing function. 

6. Obviously not every drawing 
function has been added yet, so the 
*_PR0CE5ST00LS' procedure only 
works on a minimal number of tools. 
In order to establish which drawing 
function the user has currently 
selected F the contents of the variable 
■SELECTED' are checked. The 
'SELECTED' variable can contain any 
value between 0 and 20, each of 
which points to a particular tool icon 
on the toolbar screen. 

7. If the variable 'SELECTED1 

contains a value of Jl\ the program 
jumps to the procedure that handles 
freehand drawing. This procedure is 
called ' F R EE HA NDDRAWf. Well be 
looking at this function real soon. 

8. If the 'SELECTED'variable 
contains a value of *12\ the program 
jumps to the procedure that handles 
the Fill tool. As you might expect 
this procedure is called *_FILLAREA\ 

9. If the 'SELECTED' variable 
contains a value ofJ18', the program 
jumps to the procedure that handles 
the Undo function, This procedure is 
called (not surprisingly) AJJND0\ 

10. Now we move on to the 
'_FR EEH A N DDR AW' procedure, This 
is a very intelligent little routine that 
not only allows the user to draw 
directly on to the screen, but works 
in such a way that if the left mouse 
button isn't being pressed or the 
mouse pointer is still over either the 
colour selector or toolbox screen, the 
user is free to selected different 
colours and change tools without 
having to break out of a loop first. 

11. Just to make sure that all 
drawing operations are performed on 
the "page" screen, the current 
screen is changed to screen zero, 

12. Just to make sure that the 
program doesn't go executing a 
whole lot of code unnecessarily, the 
procedure starts by checking that 
both the left mouse button is 
pressed and the mouse pointer is 
over screen 0 {our "page" screen). 

13. If both of these checks are truep 
the procedure knows that the user 
wants to draw on to the screen, so 
the first thing that must be done is to 
update the Undo buffer so that if the 
user makes a mistake, they can 
easily remove the last change. This 
is carried out by a procedure called 
'_U PDATEU N DOBU FFE R1. 

14. With up to 32 colours on tap, all 
the drawing functions must be able 
to take advantage of them. The 
current colour is therefore changed 
to the ink colour held within the 
variable 'CURCOLOR'. Note that this 
variable is updated by both the 
colour selector and the colour 
selection gadget on the toolbox 
screen. If the user selects a different 
colour while the Freehand Draw 
gadget is still selected, the ink 
colour will be updated automatically 
when they start drawing again, 

15. If the user is using a single dot 
brush, the Freehand Draw function 
works by drawing lines between a set 
of successive coordinates. By 
default, the first set of coordinates 
will be set to l0,0', so we need to 
read the position of the mouse 
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pointer by reading the values 
returned by the AX Mouse' and (Y 
Mouse' functions. Note that these 
two functions return coordinates in 
the form of "hardware coordinates" - 
that isr the coordinates system used 
by the Amiga's display hardware 
rather than the simple coordinates 
used by screens. 

16. The Freehand Draw procedure 
then enters a simple 'Repeat,.Until' 
loop which carries out the actual 
drawing operations, 

17. Once it's inside the loop, the 
second set of coordinates is read 
into the variables 'X1T and fW, 
ready to be used for the first drawing 
operation. Once again, these are 

held in the form of hardware 
coordinates, not screen ones, 

18. As mentioned, the Freehand 
Draw function works in two ways - 
line drawing and dot plotting - which 
are selected according to the current 
brush size. We therefore start by 
checking whether the global variable 
'BRUSHSIZE' contains a value of 
zero (indicating a single dot drawing 
pattern). 

19, If it does, the procedure enters 
Hne drawing mode. After much 
experimentation, I found it necessary 
to actually slow AMOS down when 
drawing lines whose coordinates 
were obtained from the mouse 
pointer. Without this simple one 

vertical blank wait AMOS tends to 
forget to read the mouse 
coordinates, producing some rather 
strange results. If you don't believe 
me, try removing this line! 

20. A line is then automatically 
drawn from the set of coordinates 
hefd in *X1' and W to the 
coordinates held in *X2' and 'Y2\ 

21, If the variable 'BRUSHSIZE' 
holds a value greater than zero 
(indicating a brush size larger than 
just a single dot), the Freehand Draw 
procedure jumps to a general- 
purpose procedure called 
'.DRAWBRUSHPOINT that plots the 
brush pattern on to the screen. This 
procedure has been written in such a 

way that it can be used by all the 
other drawing functions that need to 
be able to use the variety of different 
brush patterns on offer. More on this 
procedure later. 

22. To ensure that any extra lines 
drawn when in brush mode 0 are 
linked, the last set of co-ordinates 
held in 'XI' and *YIr is copied into 
'X2' and *Y2' respectively. 

23. Next, we move onto the 
'_DRAWBRUSHPOINT' procedure 
that is used to plot the shape of the 
selected brush on to the screen. It 
requires two parameters to be 
passed - X1T and 'Yl' - that 
contain (not surprisingly) the position 
on the screen where the brush 

********************************** 

** AS Faint V 0.35 
** 
** Written by Jason Holborn 
** For Amiga Shopper 
** 

' ** Part ! 4 
* ** 
i ********************************** 

BCRHOD-1 
CLOURS-9 
ctmcoLOR=i 

Dim GADG(20,4),PALTTE(32) 
Dim CGADG(34,2) 

1, Dim BRUEH(9,S) 

Global SCRMOD,CLOURS r GADG(),PALTTB() 
Global CURCOLOR 
GlOba1 SELECTCOL,REDRAWCBLOCK,SC RYPOS 
Global XRATIO, If RATIO 
Global CGADG{),REDRAWCBQRDERHNEWCOLOR 

2. Global BRUSHSIZE,BRUSHU 

MAIM: 
_SCREENFORMAT 

3. _INITUNI>OBUFFER 
4. ^INITBRUSHES 

i 
Repeat 

_TOOLDRAG 
_COLORSELECTOR 
^CHECKICONS(SELECTED] 
SELECTED=Faram 

Until SELECTED-1$ 

End 

5. Procedure _PR0CESSTOOLS[SELECTED] 
6. If SELECTED-1 
7. _FREEHANDDRAW 

End IE 

Rem *** Rest of paint tool code goes here 

8. If SELECTED=12 
_PILLAREA 

End If 

9. If SELECTED==I8 
_UNDO 

End if 
End Proc 

10. Procedure _FREEHANDDRAW 

LISTING 1 

11.   Screen 0 
12*   If Houee Key-1 and House Screeu-0 
13. _UPDATEUNDOB0EFER 

14. Ink CURCOLOR 
Gr Writing 1 

15. X2-X screen(X Mouee) 
Y2=Y Screen (If Mouse) 

16. Repeat 
17. Xt-X Screen(X House) 

IJnY Screen(Y Mouse) 

IB. If BRUSHSIZE=0 
19. Wait 1 
30.       Draw XI,Yl To X2,Y2 

Else 
a 1 i _DRAWBRUSHPOIKT(Xl,Yl] 

End If 

22, X2=X1  : Y2-Y1 
until House Key*0 

End If 
End Proc 

23 . Procedure _DKAWBRtJSH£OIHT [XI, Yl] 
24. Per A=0 To 7 
25. BITHAP$sBin${BRUSH(BRUSHSIZE-1,A),8) 
26. For Bel To 9 
27. XOFF--3+B 

Y0FF=-3+A 
28. If Mid$fBITMAPS,3,1)swlff 

Plot XltXOFF,YltYOFF 
End If 

Next B 
Next A 

End Proc 

2 9,Procedure _ISITBRUS HES 
30. Restore BRUSHDATA 
31. For AwO TO fi 

Por B=0 To 7 
32. Read BRUSH(ArB) 

Next B 
Next A 

33. BRUSHDATA: 
Data 0,0,16,56,16,0,0,0 
Data 0,0,24,60,6&,24,0,0 
Data 5S,124,254,254,254,124,56,0 
Data 0,124,124,124,124,124,0,0 
Data 0,0,60,60,60,60,0,0 
Data 0,0,55,56,56,0,0,0 
Data 0,0,0,24,24,0,0,0 
Data 128,0,0,0,64,0,0,0 
Data 0,0,0,1,136,0,0,16 

End Proc 

34. Procedure JCNITUNDQBUFFBR 
35. Change House 2 

Screen 0 

36. SCRX-Screen Width 
SCRYeScreen Height 

37. SDEPTH-ficreen colour 
SGEMOD=Screen Mode 

38. Screen Open 5,SCRX,SCRY,SDBPTH,SCRHOD 
Flash Off i Cure Off : Cls 0 
Screen Open 6,SCRX,SCRY,SDEPTH, SCRHOD 
Flash Off : Curs Off : Clfl 0 
Screen Hide 5 
Screen Hide 6 

End Proc 

33.Procedure _DPDATEUNDOBDFFBR 
40. Screen Copy 0 To 5 

End Proc 
i 

41. Procedure _DNDO 
42. Screen Copy 0 To 6 
41 ♦   Screen Copy 5 To 0 
44. Screen Copy 6 TO 5 
45. wait 5 

End Proc 

4 6.P roc edure _CKECKlCONS[SELECTED] 
screen 7 
If House Key=l Then ICON-Mouse zone 
If ICONoQ 

_H IGHLIGHTICON[ICON,SELECTED] 
If ICOK<21 

SELECTED=IC ON 
End If 

End If 
47.   If SELECTEDoO 
4 8.     _PROCESSTOOLS[SELECTED] 

49.      If SELECTED=18 Or SELECTED^8 
5 0. _HIGHLI0BTICOH[1,SELECTED] 
51. SELSCTED=1 

End If 
End If 
Screen 0 

End Proc[SELECTED] 

52 _FILLAREA Procedure 
Screen 0 

53*   If House Key=l and Mouse Screen* 
54 < _UPDATEUNDOBUFFBR 

55. Ink CURCOLOR 
Gr Writing 1 ' 

56. x=x Screen(X Mouse) 
Y=T Screen{Y House) 

57. Paint 3£,Y,1 
End If 

End Proc 
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pattern is to be drawn. We could 
simply have read the mouse pointer 
coordinates from directly within this 
procedure, but passing them as 
parameters means that the 
procedure can be used to draw a 
variety of different shapes, including 
circles and boxes, 

24. The brush pattern definitions are 
held in a two-dimensional array 
containing eight different values for 
each brush. These values are 
extracted by using a loop that counts 
from zero to seven. 

25. Each of the eight values 
assigned to each brush definition is 
transferred into a string variable 
called iBITMAP$' in binary notation, 
In many ways, this technique Is 
exactly the same as the technique 
we used to draw the toolbox gadgets. 
A zero in the binary pattern turns the 
pen off and a value of 1 turns it on. 

26. Each bit in the binary pattern is 
extracted in turn by entering a 
second loop that counts from 1 to 9. 

27. By default, each and every brush 
will be drawn on the screen using the 
'X1T and *Y1' coordinates as the 
origin at the top left hand corner of 
the brush. In order to centralise the 
brush so that it Is drawn immediately 
below the mouse pointer, a set of 
offsets is calculated. 

28. Finally, a quick 'If...Then' 
decision is made to check whether a 
point should be plotted. Using the 
counter that is updated by the 
second loop, each bit in the binary 
number is checked to see whether it 
is a 1 or a zero. If it is a 1, a dot is 
plotted on to the screen using the 
AMOS 'Plot' command. 

29. In order for any of AS Paint's 
drawing functions to work, a set of 
nine brushes is defined using the 
'JNITBRUSHES' procedure. 

30. First, we start by pointing AMOS 
to the brush data statements using 
the 'Restore' command. 

31. The entire brush data consists of 
nine sets of eight data statements, 
in order to make absolutely sure that 
these data statements get read 
correctly, a nested set of Tor...Next' 
loops is used, 

32. The data items are then read 
from the data statements, an item at 
a time, and placed directly into the 
'BrushO1 array, 

33. Finally, here's our brush data in 
all its glory, 

34. Next, we move on to the 
■JNITUNDOBUFFER* procedure that 

sets up the "Undo' buffer. This is 
used to allow the user to revert to 
the image as it was before the last 
painting operation. Our Undo function 
is somewhat wasteful of memory, but 
it works very well indeed. All it does 
is keep two screens of exactly the 
same resolution and depth hidden 
away from the user, and whenever a 
change is made to the "page"' screen 
(Screen 0), the old version of the 
image is transferred to one of these 
two hidden screens. The second 
hidden screen is needed to act as a 
temporary storage area when the two 
screens are exchanged when the 
user clicks on the 'Undo' gadget. 

35. Before we start the real work of 
setting up the Undo buffers, let's 
change the mouse pointer to a 
crosshair shape, Most paint 
programs use a crosshair shape for 
the mouse pointer because it allows 
for much better positioning of 
individual pixels. 

36/37. Before we can open the two 
Undo buffers, we need to find the 
exact resolution, depth and screen 
mode of the "page" screen. This is 
done using four very handy (and self- 
explanatory) functions offered by 
AMOS - 'Screen Width', 'Screen 
Heights 'Screen Colour' (returns the 
depth of a screen) and 'Screen 
Mode' (returns the mode of a screen 
- hi-res, knes, laced, or whatever it 
may be). The values returned by 
these functions are then stored into 
variables ready for use. 

38. With these details extracted from 
the "page" screen, we then open up 
our two Undo buffers In exactly the 
same resolution, depth and mode, 
Once this is done, AMOS s automatic 
colour flashing and text cursor are 
turned off and then cleared using 
colour 0. Both screens are then 
hidden from view using the AMOS 
'Screen Hide' command. 

39. Each time a new drawing 
operation is initiated, the current 
contents of the "page" screen are 
transferred to the Undo buffer so 
that AMOS has a copy of the "page" 
screen as it was before it was 
modified. This is done using the 
LUPDATEUND OBUFFER1 procedure. 

40. The procedure contains just a 
single line that transfers the entire 
contents of screen 0 (the "page" 
screen) to screen 5 (the first of our 
Undo buffers), The 'Screen Copy' 
command is used here because it 
can shift screen memory around very 
fast indeed with the hel p of the 
Amiga's blitter chip. 

41. Even the Undo' procedure itself 
is not that complicated. All it does is 
to swap the contents of the Undo 

buffer and the 
"page" screen so 
that the the screen 
reverts to the 
original. The good 
thing about this 
function is that even 
if the user then 
decides that they'd 
like the modified 
version back again, 
all they have to do is 
to ctick the 'Undo' 
gadget again and 
voila - the screens 
are simply swapped 
again and it's back! 

All of the nine standard brush patterns that AS Paint 
can use are simply defined using an 8x8 grid. 

42. First, the contents of the "page" 
screen are transferred to the 
temporary Undo buffer using the 
'Screen Copy" command. 

43. The unmodified version of the 
"page" screen held in the Undo 
buffer is then transferred back to the 
"page" screen. 

44. Finally, the modified "page" 
screen that we transferred to the 
temporary Undo buffer is transferred 
to the first Undo buffer (screen 5). 

45. To stop Undo from flicking 
backwards and forwards between the 
modified and unmodified images, the 
user is given time to release the 
mouse pointer by halting the program 
for a tenth of a second, 

46. Remember the '_CKECKICONS' 
procedure we covered last month? 
Well, the time has come to extend it 
to handle the new drawing functions. 
You dont need to type in the whole 
procedure - just the extra lines that 
have been added from lines 47 to 
the end of the procedure. 

47. If the variable 'SELECTED' 
contains a value greater than zero, 
the section of code inside this 
If...Then* construct is performed. 

48. The value held in 'SELECTED' is 
then passed to the 
^PROCESSTOOLS1 procedure that 
we covered earlier, allowing AS Paint 
to act upon the currently selected 
toolbox icon. 

49. Whenever an icon is selected 
from the array of gadgets in the 
toolbox screen, the icon remains 
selected until the user clicks on 
another. Obviously this isn't a lot of 
use if the user clicks on either the 
'Undo' or 'Clear screen' gadgets - if 
we were to allow Undo to remain 
selected , AS Paint would 
continuously swap the Undo buffers 
until the user selected a different 
gadget. To stop this from happening, 
we use a simple 'If...Then' construct 
that starts by checking if the variable 

'SELECTED' contains the numbers of 
the *ClearT and 'Undo' functions. 

50. ff either function was selected, 
the gadget for that particular function 
is deselected by calling the 
'_HIGHLIGHTICOMf procedure we 
covered last month, 

51. And, to make sure that the 
function Is no longer processed by 
the _PROCESSTOOLS' procedure, 
the value of the 'SELECTED' variable 
is reset to a value of one, in effect 
defaulting to selecting the Freehand 
Draw function. 

52. Finallyt let's take a look at the 
*_F1LLAREA' procedure that handles 
AS Paint's Fill tool. 

53. Just like the Freehand Draw 
functiont the Fill function starts by 
checking that the mouse pointer is 
over screen 0 and that the left 
mouse button is being pressed. If 
either of these conditions is falseT 
the Fill operation won't go ahead. 

54. Once again, before the area of 
the screen that the user wishes to fill 
is even touched, the Undo buffer is 
updated, allowing the user to revert 
to an unmodified copy of the image 
should something go terribly wrong, 
(How many times have you filled an 
area of the screen only to have the 
"paint" leak out because there's a 
break in the boundary that should 
contain the fill operation?) 

55. The colour which is to be used 
for the fill operation is then set by 
reading the contents of the 
'CURCOLOR' variable. 

56. The coordinates of the mouse 
pointer are then read to establish 
where on the screen the Fill 
operation is to be performed. 

57. Finally, the screen area is filled 
using the AMOS 'Paint' command. 
Note how paint mode one is used - 
this restricts the Fill operation to an 
area of the screen that is sealed by 
pixels of a different colour. CS 
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Have your say, and perhaps win 

£25 into the bargain! Send your 

missives to: "Talking Shop", 

Amiga Shopper, 30 Monmouth 

Street, Bath, Avon BAI 2BW. 

"JUICY, USEFUL STUFF" 
When Amiga Shopper first came out 
it was a cheap source of Amiga 
advice and information. It didn't 
have a cover disk, which at the time 
was a refreshing change. 

I'm glad to say, however, that 
the magazine has matured by 
including full colour photos and a 
really, really useful cover disk. 
[There followed a chastisement of a 
certain other Amiga magazine which 
I've decided to cut - Ed.] 

Your cover disk is a real 
enthusiast's disk, heightening your 
readers' productivity with their 
machines: fonts for those who use 
their machines for DTP; source code 
for programmers; databases; hard 
disk utilities; music programs for 
musicians and virus checkers for 
everybody. 

But what about us graphic 

artists? Sure, there have been 
fractal generators, but what about 
the really juicy, useful stuff like 
objects and textures for imagine 
and Real3D? Now that the cover 
disk is here to stay, please keep it a 
mixed bag for everyone every 
month, rather than bias it towards 
one particular type of user. 

Jonathan McBrien 
Ennlskillen 
Fermanagh 

Glad you like the disk, Jonathan. You 
can rest assured we intend to keep it 
as well-balanced as possible. 

On the graphics front, we intend 
to include a few high-quality 
backgrounds from Video World as 
soon as we've got some space, And 
if anyone out there has some 
Imagine or Real 3D files we could 
use, we'd love to hear from you. 

KEYLESS MONDEO 

£25 WINKER 

L recently bought an 
A4000/030 from a 
mail order company. 
When i came to set it 
up I found that the 

factory-sealed pack of six disks 
had two copies of the Fonts disk 
and no Workbench disk. I rang the 
mall order company, who not 
unreasonably said that since the 
disks were in a sealed package It 
was really up to Commodore, A 
friendly and sympathetic lady at 
Commodore offered to send the 
missing disk within 28 to 30 days. 

So there I was, unable to use 
my thousand quids' worth of 
brand-new gear for a month or so. 
The lady at Commodore suggested 
that I should ask the supplier for a 
naughty copy. My mail order 

company had a good laugh at this, 
but then managed to unearth a 
legitimate copy, which they sent 
off to me. 

Commodore's replacement 
disk arrived 32 days after my 
phone call. If Ford supplied a 
Mondeo with no ignition key, 
would It take them a month to 
find one? 

D 8 Beames 
Macclesfield 

Cheshire 

Well, strictly speaking it was the 
mail order company's duty to sort 
you out, not Commodore's - your 
contract is with the seller, not the 
manufacturer. Having said that, 
Commodore's response doesn't 
exactly inspire confidence, does it? 

"TELL ME WHY" 
Can you tell me why, when I come 
to run the de-archived version of 
Virus Checker that you supplied on 
last month's cover disk, It crashes 
my machine? 

John Millfield 
Sunderland 

Tyne and Wear 

AhT yes,., oops. The program will 
work once installed, but we didn't 
include an installation program, and 
we didnt include a document reader 
so that you could read the 
documents to find out how to install 
it manually. Don't worry, the person 
responsible is hanging from the roof 
of Future Publishing by his chained 
wristT where he will remain until the 
end of time. 

Now, the solution. You must first 
dearchi ve Virus Checker on to a 
blank disk, as normal. Then, if you 
have Workbench 2 or higher you can 
drop the Virus Checker icon into your 
WBStartup drawer. Otherwise you'll 
need to copy the file on to the c: 
directory of your Workbench disk. 
Assuming the disk you ve de-archived 
everything on to is called Empty, you 
can do this from the Shell as follows; 

copy Empty:viruB_checker c: 

You1 II also need to modify your 
startup-sequence. From the Shell 
type this line: 

ed s;startup-sequence 

Then, just before the line that reads 
loadWB, add the following line; 

c:virus_checker 

Then press <Esc>-X to save the 
modified version. 

Whichever version of Workbench 
you are using, there are a further 
three files that must be copied. Open 
a Shell and type the following lines 
(I'm still assuming you've de-archived 
to a disk called Empty, If not, 
replace the word " Empty" in the 
following lines with the name that 
you have given it); 

copy Empty:bootblock.brainfile 1: 
copy Empty:bootblock,library libs; 
copy Empty: decmnch, library libs: 

And once you re-bootr Virus Checker 
will be running. 

"MORALITY" 
My immediate impression upon 
reading the Computer Crime feature 
in Amiga Shopper 29 was of a rather 
one-sided article in a generally 
accurate magazine. Dave Winder did 
an excellent job of covering the 
broad spectrum of computer crime, 
but his article was devoid of any 
consideration of the morality of the 

topics raised. 
Mr Winder's discussion of 

computer hacking was decent, but 
he failed to consider the most 
prevalent danger to world-wide 
computer networks: not hobbyists, 
who penetrate systems to gratify 
their unbalanced egos, but 
professional dealers In confidential 
information. 

My true objection, however, lies 
in his discussion of piracy. 
Admittedly, this is a major problem, 
especially for the Amiga, but it is 
also frequently misrepresented. 
Although it is a cause of loss of 
sales to software distributors, the 
numbers are nowhere near as high 
supposed. In actual fact, software 
theft only represents loss to the 
distributor If the thief would 
otherwise have bought the software 
in the first place, which Is rarely the 
case. Most of the pirates I've met 
have collections of software which 
they never ever use. They keep this 
software in order to increase the 
size of their collections. This also 
seemed to be the case with 
"HaroldT\ the pirate interviewed by 
Dave Winder. 

Dave also wrote, "Have you ever 
thought that when you purchase 
one of these types of [music] 
demos, someone, somewhere, is 
losing money?* With reference to 
the public domain demos that 
clutter shelves everywhere, this 
comment is patently absurd. I 
challenge you to find me a single 
person who buys a demo because it 
contains a badly re-hashed version 
of the latest techno hit, rather than 
buying the legitimate CD or tape. 

Jesse Sanfdrd 
Phillips Exter Academy 

Exeter, NH 03833 
USA 

(Jesse asked that his full address be 
printed, so by all means write to him 
if you want to continue the debate.) 

The article intentionally 
concentrated on the facts rather than 
their morality, but I think we made 
our position reasonably clear by 
using the word "crime" in the title. 

I'm sure you're right that most 
people who pirate software wouldn't 
pay for originals if they had no other 
way of obtaining them; likewise that 
no one gets a PD demo as a 
substitute for properly-recorded 
music. Nevertheless, the law is the 
law, and these are both in 
contravention of it- 

We're always on the look-out for 
interesting letters, but please keep 
them short and bear in mind that we 
reserve the right to edit them. We're 
particularly interested to learn about 
any unusual uses you put your Amiga 
to, and software that you'd like to 
see on the Amiga. 
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From the makers of 
AMIGA 

comes... 

imate AMOS 

The ultimate games creator just got the ultimate guide 

ff you've got AMOS, 
then get this book! It 
explains what AMOS 
can do, and how to 
make it do it. 

There are sections on 
program planning, pro- 
ducing 'readable' code, 
and screen handling. 

AMOS is built to 
handle scrolling, anima- 
tion, sound and music - 
everything you'll find 
in a commercial game. 
And this book, from the 
makers of Amiga 
Shopper, shows you 
how it's done. 

If you've got AMOS 
you're half way to cre- 
ating your own gaming 
worlds. Don't stop half 
way - order 'Ultimate 
AMOS' today! 

+ Includes a disk contain- 
ing all the code printed 
in the book, plus four 
complete AMOS games! 

SAVE £10! 
'Ultimate AMOS' is available on its 
own at £19.95 but for a limited period 
only, you can order 'Ultimate AMOS' 
and Get the Most out of your Amiga 
1993' for an all-in price of £29.90. 

v That's a saving of £10 on the com- 
bined RRP. See the form at the bottom 
of this page for ordering details. 

* CHwF presents 

Get the most 
out of your 
Amiga 

□ 

'Get the 
Most out 
of your 
Amiga 
1993'- 
yours for 
only £9.95 
when you 
buy 
'Ultimate 
AMOS' 

FUTURE LEISURE BOOKS 

These Amiga Format books are available in all good 
bookshops right now, but you can also order them 
direct from Future Publishing - and sending this 
order form off won't even cost you a stamp! 

Please send me: (tick as appropriate) 

..copy/copies of 'Ultimate AMOS' at £19.95 
each 
[ORDER CODE: FLB02SA] 

..copy/copies of 'Ultimate A MOST Get the 
Most out of your Amiga 1993' double offer 
at £29.90 per set 
[ORDER CODE: FLB025B] 

Amount enclosed £ ...... ...„*«,< ,,. 

Method of payment (please tick one): 

VisaD  Access LJ  ChequeD P/oD 

CARD NUMBER 

mm mm □□□□ mm 

Expiry date: DLjUD 

Please tick here if you do not wish to receive direct 
mail from other companies: 

PRIORITY ORDER FORM 

Your name „.„, , ..... 

Your address , .... 

Your signature.... .„ IIM11< 

Now send this form and your payment to: 

Future Leisure Books Offer, Future Publishing 
ltd, Freepost Somerton, Somerset TA11 7BR 

For office use only: SCRATCH CODE: AS32 



By popular demand, Jason Holborn takes a look at 

automating Virus Checker through ARexx control. 

ere at Amiga Shopper, 
we re always keen to 
hear your suggestions. 
Since this ARexx 

column started last year, we've 
been deluged with letters 
suggesting programs that we could 
cover in the ARexx column - not 
all of them ARexx compatible, I 
might add! By far the most popular 
suggestion has been iohn VeldthuEs' 
Virus Checker, an Indispensable 
program that has featured on our 
cover disk on a number of occasions 
as successive revisions have 
appeared. So this Issue we're 
bowing to your wishes. 

Virus Checker has come a long 
way since its original release. The 
latest version (6.31) boasts a full 
Workbench 2.0-!ike user interface 
and can even be run as a 
commodity. Virus Checker can trap a 
whole host of viruses, including the 
age-old boot block SCA and Byte- 
Bandit viruses, Revenge, North Star, 

BEGINNERS BEGINNE 

What Is ARexx? 
ARexx is a programming language 
bundled free with all Amigas based 
on Workbench 2.04 or better. 
Written by William S Hawes, ARexx 
can not only handle the tasks 
normally associated with 
programming languages like BASIC 
but can also control other 
applications that feature an ARexx 
"port". By simply writing an ARexx 
"script" (the ARexx equivalent of a 
source code program), you can 
automate any application that can 
communicate with ARexx, Take 
ASDG's Art Department 
Professional, for example. Because 
ADPro can be controlled by ARexx, 
you could write a script that 
instructs ADPro to load in a list of 
images, process each in turn and 
then save them back out to disk. 
(The details of this were covered in 
Amiga Shopper 28, 30 and 31 - 
even if you don't own ADPro, a 
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HCS, Disk Doktors 
and many others, it 
also smites non- 
bo otb lock-based 
viruses including IRQ (which copies 
itself from file to file by attaching 
itself to the first executable file in 
your startup-sequence), BSG9, 
Revenge Lamer Exterminator (which 
creates a blank executable program 
which it inserts into your startup- 
sequence) and the dreaded Saddam 
virus (which hides itself as the 
AmigaDOS disk validator). 

What makes Virus Checkers® 
special, however, is not the wide 

ART HERE 

useful guide to what you can 
achieve with ARexx. To order any of 
these issues, turn to page 90.) 

What is an ARexx "Port"? 
For ARexx to be capabfe of 
controlling an application, the 
application must feature what the 
teenies call an ARexx "port". This 
acts as a sort of 'back door" to an 
application that ARexx uses to 
communicate with it. Think of the 
set-up as a sort of telephone 
network, if you like - whenever 
ARexx wants to talk to an 
application, it simply dials the 
number of the application - the 
ARexx equivalent of a telephone 
number is the name assigned to the 
port; in the case of the Virus 
Checker program featured here, the 
port name is 'Virus_Checker\ If the 
program is on the phone (that Is, 
has an ARexx port), then ARexx is 
able to communicate with it. 

Trap those deadly viruses before they wreak havoc on 
your data by automating John Veidthuis' Virus Checker 
under ARexx control - it's as easy as cm, two, nine! 

range of viruses that it can kill, but 
the fact that it is the first public 
domain virus checker to feature an 
ARexx port. What this means is that 
you can write your own ARexx scripts 
to instruct Virus Checkerto carry out 
a whole range of tasks whenever you 
want it to. Although there are only 
nine ARexx commands offered by 
Virus Checker, these cover just about 
every feature of the program. 

PORT AND LEMON 
First, as always, your scripts need to 
open up a communications channel 
with Virus Checker via its ARexx port 
using the ARexx 'Address' command, 
Virus Checker's ARexx port is called 

not surprisingly - 'Virus_Checker\ 
Once again, upper and lower case 
are very important, so you must 
enter the port name exactly as it is 
printed here. If you enter the port 
name in any other format, ARexx will 
be unable to find Virus Checker even 
ff you've spelled the port name 
correctly. This is in total contrast to 
AmigaDOS's "couldn't care less" 
attitude towards 
case sensitivity. 
Anyway, let s start by 
opening up the port 
to Virus Checker w\th 
the following line. 

Address ▼** 
1Virus_Checker' 

Virus Checker. Let s look in turn at 
each of the nine commands . 
0 CheckDrive\ [drive] - This 
command instructs Virus Checkerto 
check a named drive for file viruses. 
The drive ('[drive]') parameter can 
be entered either as a disk name 
(My Files:') or as a device name 
fdfO:'). If, for example, you wanted 
Virus Checkerto scan a disk in drive 
dfO:, you would therefore enter the 
line *ChockDrive V DFO:\ It's worth 
noting that the entire command line 
must be entered as a single word 
with the backslash symbol {'V) being 
used to separate the command from 
its parameters. Take a look at this 
quick demonstration listing. 

/* Virus Checker Demonstration */ 

add r e B I ' vi rua_Che cite r' 
parss erg drive 

' ciieaTcdrive\1 drive 
exit 

This listing is fairly straightforward- 
After it opens a link with Virus 
Checker with the 'Address* 
command, the name of the drive to 
be checked is extracted from the 
command line and placed Into the 
ARexx variable 'drive', which in turn 
is passed to the 'checkdrlveV 
command. If Virus Checker s 
running, you should see a requester 
pop up on the screen and Wrus 
Checker will start to check each and 
every file on the named disk for any 
file link viruses. 
O ScanForSaddam\[drive] - This 
command instructs Virus Checkerto 
check a named drive or disk for the 
dreaded Saddam virus. 
O Quit - Instructs Virus Checkerto 
shut down. 
0 SaveConflg - Instructs Virus 
Checker to save the current Virus 
Checker \conflgr file to disk. 
0 Wlndow\[on or off] - The 
'Window' command instructs Virus 
Checkerto open or close its window 
under ARexx control. The command 
does not toggle, however, so you 
must either pass 'on' (open the Virus 
Checkerwindow) or *off (to close the 
window). If the window is already 
open and you pass the 'on' 
parameter, the 'Window' command 
will simply be ignored. This means of 
course that it's impossible to toggle 

With the port now 
open, we're free to 
pass commands to 

_JftM: _;dJW"2l j/_[BF3; jd utunit LC4i<v Chrck Cnllif t^k  |t?F1i  |W~2: JDF3,  J 

The entire contents of a disk can be checked for file 
viruses with a single Vims Checker command. 
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GUE 
COPY 

Silica are the UK's leading Amiga 
specialist. We have the largest range of Amiga products in the 
UK and support Amiga owners with free literature and a free 
technical helpline. 
Return the coupon below for a FREE copy of our latest colour 
Amiga catalogue featuring the full Silica Amiga product range. 

QUALITY PERIPHERALS FOR YOUR 

AMMA 1200 
FROM SILICA - THE UK's No1 AMIGA SPECIALIST 

Cz Commodore 
APPROVED UPGRADES 

Silica are a fully Authorised Amiga Dealer. This means Ihal we can upgrade Amiga 1200s for new and 
existing owners wilhout affecting Commodore's Official 1 Year OruSite 
Warranty, 
When you want to upgrade your Amiga 1200,. eg. with an internal hand disk drive for extra speed and storage, choose the Official Silica Service, which includes: 
• FAST 48 Hour Sen/ice 
• 20 Trained Technicians 
• Latest Test Equipment 
• 1,000s of Parts in Stock 
• We Can Collect (£5+VAT) 

• FREE Return Courier 
Return the coupon below for full 

details of hard drive sizes, pricing 
and upgrade services 

MEMORY EXPANSION 

AMITEK HAWK 
RAM BOARD 

Adding memory {RAM) to your Amiga 
1200 computer. will produce a massive improvement in its speed and power. Arnitok arc one of the leading 
Amiga peripheral developers and their 
A1200 RAM upgrade board is one of the best available. It uses 72-pin 32- 
bit fast HAM, which allows the Amiga 1200 lo run twice as fas) as a 
standard machine. The board can be populated in 1Mb, 2K*>, 4Mb and 
3Mb configurations and an optional Floating Point Unit (FPU) is available, to greatly speed up software programs 
that involve mathematical calculations. 
■ 8,m 32-bit RAM Board 

(Out populated) - Can be Populated 
to 1m, 2m, 4m or 8MU RAM 

» Battery Backed Clock 
■ 2 Year Warranty UK Support 
* Socket for 

Optional FPU  HAWK RAM BOARD 
Call for Prices 
2*JK>, 4m, 8m 
BAM f FPU 

Options 

1MS RAM - No FPU 

INC VAT RAM 1210 

MIDI 
INTERFACE 

MUSIC X 
SOFTWARE 

If you are Interested in making music with a MIDI instrument, you will require 
a MIDI Inlerface and music software. MIDI is the standard protocol thai is used when connecling electronic instruments, eg a MIDI compatible keyboard or drums, to your Amiga. 
MIDI INTERFACE * tx MIDI In, 3M MIDI Out, 1x MIDI Thro 
* Includes Cables 
MUSIC X SOFTWARE is a hegh quality, easy to use 250 track sequencer, which alEows you to edit 
your recorded sound tracks on screen and save them onto disk lor reloading as necessary. It contains aH the features you need to compose first 
class music on your Amiga 1200. 
■ 250 Track Sequencer with 20 Track 

Simultaneous Play 
* On-screen Sequencer Editing 
f 

COLOUR PRINTER 

SEIKOSHA SL-95 
24-PIN 240cps 

A printer allows you to pnnl oul your creations from screen, giving you a 
permanent record. The Seikoshe SL-95 is a high quality, 80 column dot matrix 
printer which allows you lo print out 
your pictures and text m full colour from the Amiga 1200. Fast print speeds up to 240 cps and 9 resident fonts, make the SL-95 is the colour printer of choice for your Amiga system. 
• 24 Pin - 80 Column 
• 240cps SDraft, 192cps Draft, 64cps LO 
• 43K Printer Buffer f 9 Fonts 
• Parallel Interface 
• Graphics Resolution: 360 x 360dpi 

Epson 10860/850/2500/2550 
Printer Emulation 
Colour Printing as Standard 
Semi Automatic Single Sheet Feeder 
Options! Automatic 
Cut Sheet 
Feeder 

• FREE Silica 
Printer 
Starter Kit 

SL-S5 PRINTER 

£21033 

t INC VAT PRI 8305 , 

SPECIAL EFFECTS 

CINEMORPH 
MORPHING SOFTWARE 
The Amiga 1200, with its new AG A Chipset, has graphics abilities that are second to none. Cinemorph software from GVP, manufacturers of premier 
Amiga peripherals, helps you lo lake full advantage of this ability with the 
special effect of morph»ng. Morphing is the transformation of one image or 
just a part of an image into another through a series of stages, creating dazzling special effects. These Intermediate images can be saved for 
use in documents and presentations and manipulated using D. Paint. With 
a video genlock you can overlay your 
'morphs' onto your favourite video. (Requires 4Mb RAM). 
* Supports the AGA Chipset 
* Static or Full Motion Morphing 
* Fast Operation and Render Times 
* Single Image 

Warping 

COLOUR MONITOR 

COMMODORE 
1084S MONITOR 

The Amiga 120X3 wilt plug straight into a television set, bul using a computer monitor with your system will give you 
a dramatic improvement in the display, Commodore's 10843 14" colour stereo monitor gives you crisper graphics and greaier colcui fidelity for both your text and computer 
graphics. Games especially benefit from the high quality stereo sound. The 1034S monitor is of robust 
construction and colour styled to perfectly match the Amiga. 
• .42mm Dot Pitch Resolution 
• Stereo Speakers 
• Solid, Reliable Design 
• High Quality Display 
• Clear, Crisp Pictures 
• External Controls for Horizontal and 

Vertical Centering,, Height and Scale, 
Brightness, Contrast, Colour and 
Volume 

• Headphone 
Socket 
t Year 
Warranty 

10848 MONITOR 

£179 
INC VAT MOM 4164 

SOUND SAMPLER 

GVP DSS8+ 
8-BIT SOUND SAMPLER 
A sound sampler allows you to 
capture sounds from an external source, eg. a CD player, tape recorder 
or microphone, and then play the sounds back on your Amiga . GVP's DSSS+ te the ultimate 
professional 8-bit sound sampler, which features a 4 track sequencer and full editing features. Create your own audio effects from sampled sounds and use them with games, in your presentations or just for lun. 
♦ Attractively Styled in High impact, 

Non-Yellowing, Clear Polycarbonate 
* Holds Up To 31 Samples in Memory 
• MOD File & MID! Compatible 
• Real-Time Oscilloscope, Spectrum 

Analysis, Echo and Reverberation 
■ Graphic Editing of Wave Forms 
* Stereo or Mono Operation 
• 4 Track 

QUALITY PRINTER 

SEIKOSHA SPEEDJET 
INKJET PRINTER 

For laser-like quality printing, at letter qualify speeds twice as fas! as most 
other inkjet printers, (3QOcps)< the Speed Jet 300 inkjet printer will 
produce the highest quality mono 
output from your Amiga 1200. 
* SpeedJET300 - Inkjet Printer 
* High Capacity 128 Nozzle Inkjet Head 
* Large !nk Tank - up to 4.2 Million 

Characters 
* 300 CPS Draft Speed at lOcpt - 

300 CPS LQ Speed at tOcpi 
* 24K Printer Buffer - 3 Built-in Fonts 
* 2IC Card Slots for Buffer Expansion 

Cards and Font Cards 
* Parallel Interface ■ Graphics 

Resolution 300 x 300 dpi 
* HP Deskjet Emulation (PCL3) 
* Built-in Automatic Sheet Feeder For 

(100 Sheets) 
* Economical to   

Run - only   rSPEEDJET ■ only 
I3p per page 

Ultra Quiet - 
46dB(A) 
Maximum INC VAT PF1I8Q3G 

DISK DRIVE 

3X" EXTERNAL 
FLOPPY DISK DRIVE 

Your Amiga 1200 has 1 internal floppy disk drive as standard. A second external floppy drive will speed up the use of your don iliy when 
running any serious applications or the latest games. A single drive, moans 
constant swopping of disks and considerable wailing lime. A second 
drive, improves software loading times and programs run more quickly, not having to wait for disk insertions. 
Compatible with all Amigas, the Cumana CAX354 Floppy Disk Drive is 
manufactured to the very hrghesl 
standards, with a 3Jf double sided drive mechanism lhal performs efficiently and quietly. 
• 1Mb Unformatted Capacity 
• Fast 75ms Access Time 
* Allows Additional Drives to be 

Attached (Daisychambie} 
* Enable/Disable Switch for Software 

Compatibility 

COLOUR MONITOR 

COMMODORE 1940 
& 1942 MONITORS 

Using a monitor will have a dramatic effect on your Amiga display. The 1940 and 1942 14' Commodore monitors take 
full advantage of the most advanced 
leaiurus of ihe Amiga 1200*8 AGA Chipset. A normal television displays nr 
a frequency of 15KHZ. The advanced graphics features of the Amiga 1200 give 
ouipuls of frequencies up to 31KHZ. Both Ihe 1940 and 1942 monitors are dual 
sync, 15.6»O+I-15.BKHi/27.3Km- 31.5KHZ, for the highest resolution colour display. Boih colour monitors also Include stereo 
sound and a tiff and swivel stand. The 1940 has a dot pilch of ,39mm and the 1942 a dot pitch of .25mm, 
• Compatible with the enhanced A1200 

Advanced Graphic Architecture chipset 
• Stereo Speakers * Tilt & Swivel Stand 
• Dot pitch of.39mm {for the 194QBS 

pictured zbova) or .23mm {for the 1942) 
'   1S4Q MOKIT0H 1M! MDN1T0R " 

INC VAT MONSteO 

DIGITISER 

VIDI-12 
DIGITISER 

Using a state-of-the-art VIDI-12 digitiser, just connect your Amiga 1200 to a video recorder or camcorder 
and capture a 'real world' image into 
your computer. Your captured images 
can then be manipulated using Amiga software such as D.Paint or 
Cinemorph. Your final graphics can be used in hundreds of applications. 
• Supports the AGA Chipset 
* Cut and Paste with Masking 
* Capture into User Definable Window 
• Load and Save IFF, iLBMand 

ANIMATION Files 
• Grab Flipped on an X or YAxis 
* Multi Frame Store 
* Animated Playback  
• SVHSand 

Composite 
Phone Video 
Inputs 

ACCELERATORS 

A1230 40MHz 
ACCELERATOR 

For running boih games and application software, the Amiga 1200 
is fast! The addition of a GVP A1230 Accelerator will make if nearly 7x tests? 
lhan a standard model. The 40KHJ 
accelerator processor replaces the normal Amiga 1200 processor, 
increasing ils speed to almost mat of an Amiga 4000 040'. It is also possible 
to add up lo 32utj of 32-oil fast RAM to the accelerator board lo provide all the extra memory you need, 
* The First True A1200 Accelerator 
» 68030EC Processor Running at 40mz 
* Inc 32-bit RAM Board, 0m Populated 
* Easy Fitting Trapdoor Expansion - 

Does Not void Your Warrant/ 
* Optional 68882 Co-processor (FPU) ■ 

Faster than a 68881 
ftmO ACCEL ERflTQH 

" DMbRAM Y ■iMhRAM "Yta RAM ♦ FPU* 

£249T£379l£499 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT - DELIVERY IS FREE OF CHARGE IN THE UK MAINLAND 

SILICA - THE AMIGA SPECIALISTS 
Before you decide when lo buy ycur Aniqa pc-n^erals. wo suggest you Smk, very carefully aboul WHERE you buy ttiem. Consider wtiat «1 wll be like a Few mantha 

ypKcfi .Cj     after buyng rr«m, WfiWl you may require help and advwe with ytxif new purchase. 'CE TO      And, will ihe o>*npan'y you &iy irom conlad you wlh details of new praducte? A1 Sibca, vie ensure w il huvo "Otftng lo worry aboul. Wltfi our unrivalled experience and expertise, we can meet cor customers' re^- semens wilh an understanding which is second 10 none. Complete and relurn Ihe coupon new for our lg.1osi FREE literatVTC and C#cm lo fcuperiencB fie "Sfica Service". 
Official Hnrrj Crivrj upgrades wth ICL on-site warranty. 

• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: 
On all hardware orders shipped in Ihe UK mainland- 

• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: 
Atflam rjf Amiga tecirical experts will be at your service. 
We maJch competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis. 

• ESTABLISHED 15 YEARS: 
We haw a proven track record in professional computer sales 

• PART OF A £50M A YEAR COMPANY; 
Wilh over 200 staff - We are solid, relrabfe and profilable. 

• BUSINESS t EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: 
Volt res discounts are available. Tel: 0flI-3Qa D83S, 

SHOWROOMS: 
W« have demonstration and training facilities at all ottrslores. THE FULL STOCK RANGE: 
AH of your An 3a requirements are available from one supplier. FREE CATALOGUES: 
WW be mailed to you. with special reduced price Amiga offers, as well as details on all Amiga software and peripherals. PAYMENT: 
We accept mosl major credit cards, cash, cheque or monthly lerms (APR 29.8% - written Quotes on request) 

mz 081-309 1111 

MAIL ORDER: 0r-^r Lines Opei  Mon-Sat ? 
LONDON SHOP: 

1-4 ThB Mews, Hattierley RrJ, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX No uaie N-gnl Opening Tel: 011-303 1111 Fflx No: OS 1-308 0608 

LONDON SHOP: Opening Hours. McKi-San 

52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA No lale Ntghl Opening Tel: 071-580 4000 Fax No: 071-323 4737 

SIDCUP SHOP: Opening Hoom Mon-Sal 

Self ridges te^nem Aren?;, Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB 9.3P*m-7.MprTI  Lale Night. Thursday - 0pm Tal: 071-629 1234 EHflnscm; 3914 

ESSEX SHOP: Opening Hours: Mon-Fn 

1-4 The Mews, Raiherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX 9.Qftarii-5.:Kpffi Late Nlgfr: Friday - 7pm Tal: 0S1-302 8S11 Fa. NO; 081-309 0017 

IPSWICH SHOP: Opening Hoursc Mm-Frt 

Ksddhes (2nd Fiatri, High Street. Southend-on-Sea, Essex, SS11 LA g.3Pann-5,30pffl      S.QOam-aOOpni) Late Night: Thursday - 7pm Tel: 0702 46BU39 FiSx Nffi 0702 46fl03B 
De ben hams term Finor), Waterloo House, Westgate St, Ipswich, IP1 3 EH 9.3Qam-5.30pm ISM e.QGam-8.00pmJ Lale Night: Thursday - ■Spm Tfl: 0473 221313 Fas NIJ. CA73 38778? j 

To: Silica, AMSHP-1293-119, 1-4 The Mews, HatherEey RrJ, Sidcup, Kent DAT 4 4DX 
PLEASE SEND A 64 PACE AMIGA COLOUR CATALOGUE 

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:         Initials:   Surname: 
Company Name (if applicable):   
Address:   

  Postcode:  
Tel (Home):  Tel (Work);   
Which computers), if any, do you own? ......^^.. , „ ..11 QB^j 

E&OE • AiJvartiKnri pnr.tjr, nnd spoD'iwtions nay change - Please return the coupon lor Ihe laie&i in'orniiatiun. 



of Hampshire Established 8 years 
meSerue 

Amiga Workstation 
/Expansion System 
Monitor stand with shelf for drives etc. 
Strong metal construction made from 
14SWG steel epoxy coated. No Cables 
or mouse are included. 

Special price £27.50 

All Citizen printers have 
a 2 year warranty 

Spin 
Colour" Swift 90 

Advanced Spin printer, (Swift 9 
replacement)."optional colour. Price 
with caWe & paper        ^ M a „_ 

90 Mono £145 
90C Colour £169 

24pm 
Colour* Swift 240 

Advanced 24pin printer, (Swift 24E 
replacement), 'optional colour, 

240 Mono £235 
240C Colour £249 

Swift 200 
24pm 
Colour* 

Enhanced 24pin printer, (Swift 224 
replacement.) * optional colour, Price with 
cable & paper 

200 Mono £195 
200C Colour £209 

Citizen Projet Inkjet 
(Deskjet & Epson Compat) £219 

Citizen 120D + 

£115 with cable 
& paper 

Dust Covers 
For Printers, Monitors, Computers 
most types in stock ffQm £4,70 

■* Deskjet 510 
HP 300dpi Inkjet printer. Laser 

quality at dot matrix price. 
3 year warranty. nnrzn 

With cable & paper L^O^ 

# Deskjet 500C 
300dpi colour inkjet printer. 

Colour laser quality at 1 /10 of the cost. 
3 year warranty, 

Wrth cable & paper £299 

* Deskjet 550C 
300dpi colour inkjet printer, 

Colour laser quality, with odour 
and black cartridges resident. 

£519 3 year warranty. 
With cable & paper 

Deskjet Portable 
A#    3 year warranty,       n o 
7v With cable & paper LZZc7 

Floppy Drives 

Cumana CAX354 

£52.90 
1M external 

While stocks last 

New Roctec/Zappo 
All AmigasA5GX>A1200  reft Qf\ 

1 M external drive cJU 

Printer Packs 
All printers are suppled with a printer pack consisting of printer paper and a connection 
cable.     pree Qf pftgrgg 
A stand is £5.00 extra (with a printer) 

= Special Prices 

GVP Series 2 
A500 Hard Disks *L 
40Mb Hard Disk £189 
80Mb  Hard Disk £289 
120Mb Hard Disk £385 
40Mb A530 Combo £389 
80Mb A530 Combo £489 
120Mb A530 Combo £585 

A1500 Hard Disks 
40Mb Hard Disk £189 
80Mb Hard Disk £289 
120Mb Nerd Disk £385 
Controller (no disk) £119 

GVP ram £55 per 1Mb 
GVP PC Emulator £95 
286 16MHz Emulator for HP8 + /A530 

Amiga 500 + 
£215 Cartoon Classic 

Commodore 
Multiscan Monitors 

1940 £269 

1942 £369 

14" Stereo Col 
Dot pitch .39 

14™ Stereo Cat, 
Dot pitch .28 

Upgrades 
A500 0.5-1 Ivlram + clock £24.90 
A500 0,5-1 M ram no clock ... £19.90 
A500+ 11vlram + clock  £44-50 
A600 CBM 11vlram no clock £29.90 
A600 CBM 1Mram +dOCk .. £39.90 
A1200 16MHz Acc + FPU £128.00 
A4000 32bit 4M Simm  £249.00 
A400O 1M CHIP Ram exp .. £157.00 
A4000 0-128 M Ram exp ,,, £269.00 

Ink Refills 

Citizen's Print Manager 
These advanced printer drivers transform 
colour printout's to laser type quality 
Version 1 (224 & 24E)  £5 
Version 2 (Swift series 2} £10 
Drivers 1 12 price if bought with a printer 

Printer Drivers 
Canon BJ-10e/ex  £5 
Deskjet 500 Colour  £10 

Auto Sheet Feeders 
Canon BJ10 series  £52 
Citizen Swift range  £79 
Panasonic KXP range , £85 

Panasonic 

KXP1123 
Probably tfie best 24pin 
mono printer available,   f 1 RQ 
With cable & paper      I- I WW 

Printers/Lasers 
KXP4410 Laser 5ppm .. 519 
KXP1170 9pin  134 
KXP1124i 24prn  21 5 
KXP2180 9pin Colour 169 
KXP2123 24pin Colour... 209 
HP LaserJet 4L 4ppm 587 
Epson EPL4000 6ppm ... 582 
Epson LX400 9pin  119 
Epson LQ570+ 24pin .... 265 
Prices include VAT cable & paper 

Mice # 
Golden Image Mouse  12.90 
Genius Happy Mouse  12.90 
True Mouse 12.90 

BJ 10 twin refill varoius colours   15.90 
Deskjet twin refill various colours 15,90 

(We stock 200 types of ribbons} 

Show Specials 
We have Special prices during the 
Future Entertainment & Shopper 

shows. Phone for details 

Canon BJ-10ex 
360dpi Inkjet printer 
with cable & paper £199 

BJ-10SX £219 
360dpi Inkjet BJIOex replacement 

Canon BJ-200 
Inkjet + Sheet Feeder   f* O Q Q 

with cable & paper T-£<2<J 

Star LC100 
9pin colour with 
cable & paper £149 

Star 
with cable 

& paper 
LC20 Mono 9pin  £123 
LC200 Colour 9pin  £179 
LC2420 Mono 24pin  £185 
LC24100 Mono 24pin .... £175 
LC24200 Colour 24pin .. £249 
SJ48 360dpi Inkjet  £199 
Auto Sheet Feeds from £59 

Kickstart/Upgrades 
Kickstart ROM only v2.04 
Ktckstart ROM only v1,3 .... 
Phoenix rom sharer  
Keyb'd operated rom sharer 
Fatter Angus custom chip .. 

41.50 
29.00 
24,95 
24.95 

.37,50 

Commodore 1084 
14" Stereo Colour Monitor 

0.42mm Pitch. Medium Res. 

£169 £165 
with cable without cable 

1 084ST with stand add £10 

Philips CM8833 MK2 
14" Stereo Colour Mon. 240V UK. 

0.42mm.  Medium Resolution 
£194 £190 

with cable without cable 
Add £3 for Amiga / ST game 

Accessories 
3M Joystick/Mouse lead 3.75 
A500 Printer cable ..  7.95 
Modulator/Disk Extension  10.95 
23way Plug or socket  2.95 
Computer Dust Cover  4,70 
Type Through Covers  1 7.50 
Mouse Mat (thick soft type) 4,95 
Mouse House .  2.95 
1M internal 3.5" drive  49.00 
A500 replacement PSU ........ 39.00 
A590 replacement PSU   49.00 
Rocgen Plus - Genlock +     1 29.00 
Disc Wallet for 32 disks  7,95 
CBM A1011 Floppy drive 48.00 
A3220 Display Enhancer 99.00 

Amiga CD32 

£279 

Amiga 600 
with 1 free game £169 

20M Hd NO Soft/W £259 

Software Packs 
Wild Weird & Wicked add £10 
Epic pack (HD only) add ... £20 
Comic Relief pack add  £10 
Zool pack add  £14 
Desktop Dynamite NEW ... £35 

A1200 
2 free games 
limited stocks 

5x faster. Workbench v3. 2M ram, 
Custom graphic 256K col. from 16.7M 

No Hd £279 
80M Hd £495 
120M Hd £529 
Official Commodore approved 
Hard Disk with CBM on-site. 

Amiga A4000 
4000/030 2M 80Mb Hd £895 
4000/030 2M 120Mb Hd £975 
4000/030 6M 80Mb Hd £1049 
4000/030 6M 120Mb Hd £1139 
4000/040 6M 120Mb Hd £1919 

360K drive    £29 # 
Enables A1500's etc to read 

IBM 5,25" 360K floppies 

*A Amiga 1500 + 
while stocks last L^ra 

# Opal Vision 
while stocks last £499 

SONY 

DISKETTES 
SONY branded 
(lifetime warranty} 

(100% certified error free) 
10x   3,5" DS/DD 135tpi  7.50 
50x   3.5" DS/DD 135tpi  32.30 
100x3.5" DS/DD 135tpi  59.93 
250x3,5" DS/DD 135tpi  141,00 

DISKETTES 
SONY / DYSAN bulk 
(lifetime warranty! 

{100% certified error free) 
10x   3.5" DS/DD 135tpi 5.95 
50x   3.5" DS/DD 135tpi  21.86 
100x3.5" DS/DD I35tpi  39.60 
250x3,5" DS/DD 135tpi  94.88 
40 x 3.5" Disk box with lock  5.49 
50 x 3,5" Disk box with lock  5.99 
100 x 3.5M Disk box with took....   7.50 

Carriage on 50 + disks £3.53 
Phone for our 70 page catalogue. AH prices include 77,5% VAT 

EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME S 
Alt products have a 30 day money back & 1 2 month warranty. <"> 

Prices are subject to variation without prior notification. 
Please phone for express clearance of cheques. Credit APR 29.8% 
Established 8 years. 3 minutes from M27 Junction 11. Free parking. 
Open 9 to 5.30 Monday to Friday & 9 to 5 Saturday. Carriage/order, 

Postage 94p or £3.53 Securicor £6.46 

UJeServe 
Larger items delivered 

by Securicor a 

Securtcor AM £11.75 
Amiga/Shopper Dept. 
40-42 West Street 
Portchester Hants 
P016 9UW 
Tel: 0705 647000 

UJeSErUE   ^st for service   Telephone 0705 647000 



JARGON BUSTING 

Commodity - A commodity is a 
special program that runs in the 
background under the control of 
the Exchange program on all 
Workbench disks since 2.04. 
Commodities run in the 
background and remain 
completely hidden until they are 
brought into view by clicking on 
the 'Show Interface' gadget in 
the Exchange program. 

Virus - A small program written 
by a demented programmer that 
copies itself from disk to disk, 
causing damage as it goes. 

the window closed accidentally! 
O Drive \ [drive] [on or off] - The 
'Drive' command instructs Virus 
Checker to turn on or off its 
automatic checking of bootblocks for 
disks placed into any floppy drives 
attached to the Amiga. You may want 
to use this command when launching 
a PC-emulator tike PC-Task that uses 
MS-DOS-format disks. Because MS- 
DOS format disks do not have an 
AmigaDOS bootblockf Wars Checker 
will throw up a "Non-standard boot 
code" error every time an MS-DOS 
disk Is inserted, forcing you to close 
the Virus Checker requester 
manually. 
O Resident \ [on or off] - Issuing 
this command instructs Virus 
Checker to turn off its 'resident' flag 
so that the program is removed 
whenever the Virus Checker window 
is closed. 
O CheckFIle\[Fllename] - The 
'CheckFile' command instructs Virus 
Checker to check a named file 
(complete with full path information if 
the file is not in the current directory) 

for "link" viruses like BSG9 and IRQ. 
It's worth noting that the 'CheckFile' 
command turns off the Virus Checker 
requesters while it's doing its stuff. If 
the command 'Options Results' is 
usedT Virus Checker will return a 
value to 'Result' if a virus is not 
found, If a virus was found, however, 
then 'Result' will contain the string 
' VIRUSNAME virus was/is present in 
the file". This doesn't necessarily 
mean that the virus has been 
removed, however, so don't 
automatically assume that it has 
been, If Virus Checker encountered 
problems while it was trying to 
remove the virus, it may have simply 
thrown in the towel. 

This option could be of particular 
use to anyone who runs a Bulletin 
Board System (BBS). If youVe feeling 
adventurous, you could easily write 
an ARexx script that instructs Virus 
Checker to automatically "file check" 
any new fifes that are uploaded onto 
the board. Obviously it makes sense 
to make sure that files really are 
dear from all viruses yourself before 
placing them into your board's file 
area, so you may want to add a 
facility to your script that, 
automatically creates a "log file" 
containing details of all the files that 
were uploaded and then checked by 
Virus Checker. 
O CheckBoot Block \ [drive DFn:] - 
This command instructs Virus 
Checker to check a named floppy 
drive ("dfO:" through to "df3:") for 
bootb lock viruses. Just like the 
'CheckFile' command, the 
'CheckBootBlock' command returns 
various results when used in 
conjunction with the 'Options 
Results' command. If the disk was 
found to be clear of boot block 
viruses (that is, it has a standard 
AmigaDOS bootb lock) or you give it a 

LISTING 1 

Boot Block Checker 
Feed thia script the name of the drive to check! 

a ddres s 'viru s_Checfcer' 

parse erg drive 
Options Results 

'checkbootbloc k V'drive 

select 
when result = J0kay' then 

say 'The disk ia virus free 111' 

wheu result = 'ERROR reading BOOTBLOCK' then 
say 'Unable to read boothlockIJ1' 

when result - 'NON-STANDARD BOOT CODE' then 
say JThe hoot block is rather suspect!l!' 

otherwise 
say 'Your disk is infected with the 'result' virus 111' 
end 

exit 

LISTING 2 

/* Complete Virus Checker script */ 

addre s s 'virus_Checker' 
parse arg drive 
Options Results 

/* First, let's check the hootblock */ 
'checkbootblockV'drive 

select 
when result - 'Okay' then 

say 'The disk is virus freeiJJ' 

when result = 'ERROR reading BOOTBLOCK' then 
say 'Unable to read boothlock!1I' 

when result - 'NON-STANDARD BOOT CODE' then 
say 'The boot block is rather suspect HI* 

otherwise 
say 'Your disk is infected with the 'result' virus11J1 

end 
/* And now let's check for file viruses */ 

'c he c kdr ive\'drive 

/* And finally, let's check for any Saddam virus damage */ 

'scantorsaddam\'drive 

drive number greater than 3 (don't 
forget that AmigaDOS only supports 
a total of four disk drives numbered 
from 0 to 3!), then the string "Okay" 
will be placed into the 'Result' 
variable. If, on the other hand. Virus 
Checker had trouble 
reading the disk's 
boot block, then the 
string "ERROR 
reading 
BOOTBLOCK* will be 
returned. If a virus 
was found on the 
disk or the bootblock 
was non-standard 
(that is, a CrossDOS- 
compatible MS-DOS 
disk), the string 
"NON-STANDARD 
BOOT CODE" is 
returned- If a recognised virus is 
found on the disk, however, the 
name of the virus will be returned. 

Unfortunately, although Virus 
Checker will let you search for boot 
block viruses under ARexx control, 
the current release doesnt allow you 
to actually remove them 
automatically, so don't assume that 
Virus Checker     have fixed 
everything for you. Instead, you'll 
have to use the standard technique 
of clicking on Virus Checker s 
requesters when they appear on the 
screen. Try the demonstration listing 
in Listing 1 for size. 

The name of the drive to be 
checked is fed to the script in exactly 
the same way as the listing that we 
covered earlier. Using the 'Parse' 
command, the name of the drive is 
extracted from the command line and 
then placed into an ARexx variable 
called 'drive'. We then turn on the 
'Checkboofblock' command's ability 

to return values using the 'Options 
Results' command and, after 
checking the disk's bootblock by 
calling the 'Checkbootblock' 
command itself, we use the 
'Select. ..When... Otherwise' 

You don't need the combined might of the US and 
British armies to kick the Saddam vims off of your 
disks -just a copy of Virus Checker and ARexx. 

construct to act upon the results 
written into the ARexx 'Result' 
variable, Simple, eh? 

Let's take what we've learned 
one step further with a script that 
carries out just about every virus- 
checking task that Virus Checker has 
to offer. Enter the script in Listing 2 
and pass it the name of the drive 
that you'd like Virus Checker's to 
check out for you, 

When you run thfS script, a 
message should appear on the 
screen informing you whether the 
bootblock of the disk in the selected 
drive is clear of any viruses. Once 
this is done, Virus Checker's file 
scan requester will pop up on the 
screen and the entire contents of the 
selected disk will be checked for 
file/link viruses. Finally, the structure 
of the disk will be checked for any 
damage caused by the Saddam 
virus. All completely automated, all 
by a simple ARexx script! CD 
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WE Educational 

B
y Programs 

f t 

Tel: 0626 779695 
Day or evening 

Written by experienced 
teachers. 

Format Gold in Amiga Format Autumn 92. 
Trade enquiries welcome 

Do you want to see your children use the computer for something 
other than shoot-em-ups? * 
Would you like them to use more than four keys and a joystick? 
Do they get fed up with being killed off while trying to work out which 
button does what? ^gfi- 

Coombe Valley Software may have what you are looking for 

Send SAE for information or dlsk/SQp for demos, state computer 

To C.V.S. 18 Nelson Close, Teignmouth, Devon TQ14 9NH 

POWER! 

CONTROL! 

USENET? 

(Knowledge is Power) 

(USENET is Knowledge) 

t ExNet has USENET News 
and Internet Electronic Mail 

k      for a Fiver-a-Month 

ExNet Systems Ltd 
Teh 081 244 0077 
Fax: 081 244 007S 

E-mail: exnet@exnet,comn 

Connect yourself and your Amiga to the 
the world of Internet electronic mail and 

its 11 million mailboxes. Connect to 
USENET news with its 2 million 

participants and 1,500 subjects from 
astrology to zoology via power 

computing and free software. Get files 
delivered to your machine by ftp-mail 
along with your mail and news using 

our UUCP Service. 
We provide dial-up UNIX access and 
UUCP feeds of mail and news to users 

across Europe—stay in front and 
up-to-date, get netted! 

Take advantage of our FREE trial 
month; just quote this issue cover date, 

ExNet—Expert Networking 

BREAK THE SOUND BARRIER! 

mmmmmwmxm 
THE MUSIC STOP FOR YOUR AMIGA 

1IDI/MUSICWARE — AMIGA P.D - HARD & FTWARE 

For all your Music and 
Midi needs, pJ« ■rid ModudM for Protmefcer, tompJa* and Modtiw 4fc%Mv4L 4MH Midi 

Item now iMi to »uppty 
Leisure Softwrs it Low 

Dr Thi & Blue Ribbon 
Products 

ARBITER - Editor Librarians 
FATAR - Master keyboards 

Sector 16   160 Hollow Way Cowlev 
Tel (0865)774472 

Oxford 

BLANK DISKS 
JOYSTICKS 

MOUSE MATS 

LATEST DISKS J DESERT DREAMS 
| HY'JRA MEGADEMO 

1DAHKMESS DeiUC 
BQDYSHDP 2 A+B J? DEEP SPACE 9 1 PR0TRACKERV3 

I TEXT ENGINE V4 
EASY CALC □-COPY V2 

MMESSYSIP TASKMASTER IIS | AMOS PRO UPDATE 

IRISH & UK 
PD USERS LIBRARY 

NETWORK 
UPDATE IV 
Tutorials Art 

Reviews Tips Progs 
Music etc £2.00 

We have a large choice of PD & Shareware 
for all Amigas Including A1200 Business 
Games Demos Utile Animations FRED FISH 

COLLECTION. You name it we've got it. 
Send an see lor free catalogue. 

PRICES 
Single disks £1.50 
10 disks plus £1.25 
2 disk packs £2.00 

Prices include postage in Ireland and 
United Kingdom. Send Cheques or 

Postal Orders to: 

CG FONT 
PACK 

5 disks ot CG Fonls 
for Ppage Wwortti 

es-H Ei5.oo 

QCTCMED2 
DOLPHIN DREADS 

(GIDDY 
J BATTLE CARS 2 
•IFREE COPY via ■ ACT OF WAR 
■AGA PICTURES 
IKEVFRENS DANCE 
3WORKBENCH 2>3 UTIL 

STAP.BASE 
J
 3 ADVENTURE 

MANDLEPLOT 2,4 
MAGNUM VI .7 
NEURAL ASSAULT 
AMOS PRO UPDATE 

H AUDIO MAGIC 3 

BITMAP 
FONTS FOR 

DPAINT ONLY 
£2.00 NETWORK 

PD & SHAREWARE LIBRARY 
BONANE KENMARE 
CO. KERRY IRELAND 

010 353 64 41603 

A1200 
OWNERS 

KICKBACK 
PACK £2.00 

IAWIGAGUIDE 
|| SUPERSOUND LI 

Wo dan get any disk 
reviewed In any Mag. 

A Li DISKS NOW    AM disks work 
ONI \ with the A1200! 

MM Y.AVIV,        unless slated 

( Atatogut DiskiP) 
wih 70p - Includes A 

superb Scenerj 
(taU'rjtur! | AngliaTPD 

(P) = Works on all Amiga Computers including A1200 
HOME MANAGEMENT PACK 3 DISKS (?) £3,15 
Calendar, Mortgage, Spreadsheet, Grammar, Mileage, World Time, 
Budget (Ziequebook, Database, Typing Tutor, Typewnter, Grocery, 
ustMeter, Home Baring. 
CUPAffT PACKS 1, S OR 3 EACH PACK » 5 DISKS £5.25 
3 different pads of 5 disks/ aH fuP of the very bestclipartforDPaint 
etc.(P) ' 
K EMULATOR PACK (P) 3 DISKS £3.15 
Turns your Amiga into a PO includes irif latest PC task which now 
Srm^VWteoA*orTf/f>t)u/»eJ 12W) and includes Votes 
of PC Public Domain software 
PC EMl/UTOR PACK 9. f P) 3 DISKS £3.15 
includes the latest PC Task Plus V PC dish containing a French 
language tuition program. BB0^t^pm4su^m^m^0bk 
forthePC. 
ANGLlA COLOUR FONTS PACKlORfifP) 5 DISKS £5,25 
SdisteMoforigir&cotexirfor^prod^ There 

16 colour fonts- not cut and pasts! Ihey ore produced in #x 
sa^y^asthedrisei^sm^^^l^tafKi^^ 
rorr& of commercial forts/ They are typed stroi^ in and work 
with Dpaint and TV Text. 
ANOL1A CLIPART PAGX (P) (NEW) 5 DISKS £5.25 
fond wtfdfcaitercdjcittf byjtngfalt*ds tfttfrq^inti-afoicdlF? 
n^mtatftfcste dc& twrt, vMarvmik. per^anddisactes. Use 
ASTRONOMY PACK (P) 4 DISKS £4.20 
This superb pack now includes : Star Chart Arnigazer, Total 
Concepts, Astronomy. Gravity Well, Grav Sim, Orbit, Planet and 
Fast Facts on the soir system. 
PRINTER USER PACK 9. CP) (NEW)        4 DISKS £4.90 
A compter rJ^oaflK^ 
out of your printer! betides.- Diskprini V3.51 (Disklabels) MCMaster 
(Cassette covers), Printfiles, JBSPoot, Emprint (Envelopes), NewPhnt 
(Margins-Headers Footers etc) andmore. 
DISK EXPERT PACK (P) 5 DISKS £5.23 
It joLf vwrit to Seam more about yourAiru§B, get tt\is psdf - yixi'H 
be a disk expert in no fimd includes Power Pacter (Easy file 
cofiipact&X S/d^BhSHant CU Replacement Toon), iconmania 
(Change any Icon in seconds).. Fbccfek, Viiuschecker "v5.3, IXopy 
Copies, 9tpak% Fctn&ts and more), Qf Tutorial (A'J yvu need to 
lmow)and 20£ other u&itxsH! ■C PROGRAMMERS PACK (P) 6 DISKS £6,30 
Acomptete X'torgugxandsipertoinstrudonma^ 
alt you need to ieam&K Vl»W incSutksMttC(2diste} 
and theCManjaK4 disks) 
MED V3S1 MUSIC PACK (P) 4 DISKS £4.20 
MED K ^'Adei'r'KCQy-Kxti BS tfv bttmjst package, PD or 
otherwise!! Tfts pack contains V39tr the latest version oompktx, 
win i loads of digital samples, a disk full ofM£D music scores and 
some gieet MED music to load and play! Listen to what ycx* 
macrune >s capable off 
CLASSIC GAMES PACK (P) 5 DISKS £5.25 

An incredible collection of Svpetb canmeiciai quality arcade 
3BmKrHbw5 0^ft^fo^b^il3'Gfcjf^a<^te. mdudes.- Defender, 
Gaiaxians, Scramble, Missile Command, Poc-Man. Si-Planes, Qnp\ 
Space Sfnaders, Asteroids, Breakout, Tons + morel 

CARD + BOARD GAMES 2 (P) 4 DISKS £4.20 
Another outstanding collection! 38 vwy^oc^ 'Trmrtrrg■ Games!.- 
Chess VS. Backgammon, Blackbax, Tovsers, Pipe, Zerg, Maze, 
Connect*,. Dominoes, Draughts, Othelto, Go Moku, Dragon Tiles, 
Kl&y±keT CanHeki, Mastermind, Wordseatch, Hangman, Pontoon 
andmanymore. 
COMPUGRAPHIC fONTS PACK 1 (P)   3 DISKS £3.15 
36 Scaleabie Compugniphic fonts on 3 disks. Theyworkwith 
Workbench 2or3, Pagestream VS+(on anyAmigalPropage3+ 
JOdJfrgweMffVgf Excellent fc^ and great      tot money! 
HARD DESK PACK 2 (P) 3 DISKS £3.15 
Grefff collection of tht latest hvd drsk utilities includes HDdick(menu 
maker), (ilemino^ (directory etc), & backup (superb!), supericck 
(password protect evcy otoe, mouse and keyboard!!), disk 
cptm&tr, copier, virus killer and morei 
AGA PICTURE PACKS 1,2 OR X EACH PACKS DISKS £5,25 
3 different packs of 5 disks (ult of st\jnningpictutt that shew off 
the enormous graphicalcapabilities of the new AGA machines, 
you must have an Amiga 1S00or4000 
A1200FA£K(A12000NLY) 3 DISKS£3.15 
Ail of the essential software for yourAWOCH includes-. Fake Fast 
MEM, AISOORun, Degrader, Sysinfy vlewtek, Piasma, Wnblend, 
MM AG\ Tetris.AGA and word Also includes the stunning 
LyapunowaAGA create wonderful patterns and p>cWres with hill 
AGA support! 
A1Q00 S LI DESHO* PAC K (A 1200 C HLT:        5 Dl SKS £5.25 
Stunning hand drawn Aga artwork! Includes Ferrari, Agi, Keith 
Phodes, CyryxticantiNightbteed, 
PLATFORM PACK (P) 4DBKSW.S0 
All of the bestB^^^^the styteofSmcandM^noQros. Kyov 
like those games then you'll tove these I Includes.- WizzysQuest, 
Wonderland, Wibbtygiddy, Doocry, Crazy Sue 11, Poach Motet, Son 

c< and Mote I!   
HOME BUSINESS PACK (P) 4 DISKS £4-20 
Designed especially for. newcomers to busirm software, thispack 
contains a database (BBose), spreadsheet, accounts package and 
Wctdprocess&(Q£D). Also included area!2,5Q0 word spelling 
chedker and * word statistics programl 
HOME BUSINESS MANUAL (P) £2.99 
,*ippro* 50 page professionally pnnted manual containing M 
instnjctions fcr the Home Business Pack. Irxludes a specially 
written guided tour scow tfot takes you through tie niajor 
features of each program and ensures that you can use each 
SINGLE DISKS AT ONLY £1.05! 
BUSINESS 
B39I (P)Amigefox(tn5>>sn Desk Tec Publishing) 
B3SS(P) 000 Business Letters (Superb! -Beady to use) 
B327Q?) TektEngme V4 (now the very best wQrdpnxessor-with 

built-M 36,000 word spelt checker!) B34? (P) Address Print V3 (easy to us* address label printer) 
B335 (P) Forms unlimited ( Design invoices etc, quickly) 
B339 (POA-Graph V5.0 (new version - easy graphs!) 
B34& (P) Easy Cat (The best Spreadsheet yet I) 
B349(P) Amiga Diary (Easy To Use Diary) 

UTILITIES 
U4370O Q-Copy V3.1(L3t!estdiskcoprerf) 
U478 (P) Typing Tutor (New! Graf feaflJK ) 

U4P6 (P)Messysid VS (fteads and writes PC disks) 
(MOW (P) Printer Dnvers (Over TOO - Most Star + Citizen 

models including colour and HP500CI) 
U4036 (WB 0 only) Jtick 1.3 (lets you use WB1.3 software. 
U4033 (P) DPaint tutor (easy route to Pro Graphics} 
U4Q43 (P) Soperdark (New screen blanker) 
iMQ54 (P) Disk Manager III (the finest disk catalogue prog) 
U40S7 (P) Engineers Kit (A health check for yourAmigal) 
U4^(P)Astioriprrry\V(New Stars + Planets Prog) 
04059 (P) Astro £2 V3 (Professional Astrology) 
04060 (P) Starview (newastronomyprogram) 
U4061 (P) (2 disks) Dice C (FuH C Compiler) 
U4Q69 (WB 2 or 3 only) N Comm 3 (latest comms package) 
114065 (P) Pools Wizard (Bang up to date forecaster) 
U4067 Cm2/3 Oniy)Foieeaster (Horse Race Prediction) 
V406S (P) Spectrum Emulator VT. 7 (Works Immediatselyt) 
0139 (WB3 only) Planet Groove (stunning AGA Demo!} 
GAMES 
G6036 (P) Total War (Perfect version ofTheHisk board game) 
G604S (P) Super Pacmon 92 (the best ever} 
G6Q51 (P) Bridge (Cardgame -AIS00 version included) 
06053 (WB &3 only) GNU Chess (Best chess Same) 
G6056 (P) Cash Fruit (probatory the best fruit machine ever!) 
G6061 (P) Artmerus (Like Tanx but Better - Great Fun I) 
06063 (P)Son ofBSagger (ExceHent Platform Game) 
(36064 (P) Sdfoife Sampler (5 Full Versions of the Card Game!) 
G6066 (P)(9 Disks) 18th hofeOhe best golf game fr&bbk I) 
G6070 (P) Ksjngfu Charlies (Excellent Beat Em Up) 
G607T (P) Lenrningoids 2 (Asteroids t Lemmings = Brilliant) 
G6072 (?) Tetns Pro (Great looking Tetris) 
G6073 (P) Megabaif 2.1 (Latest Breakout - V.Goodl) 
CHILDREN* 
C7!2(P) Colour Pad (Newcoiounng book for youngsters) 
C720 (P) Colour the alphabet (Great education for earty 

learners 4ys+) 
C726 (P) GCSE Maths (Great revision disk) 
C757(P) Top Secret (P!e-^ewedas the best platform game 

evert!) 
C7S9 (P) Counting Fun (For age 4+, Excellent simple 

otfLhmetlc practice) 
C730 (P) Wizzys Quest (Wizard, Damsel + Monster, great game!) 
C736 (P) ff Disks) ASi Back To Skoal (Good £ducatiorul Games) 

PHONE WITH CREDIT CARD OR SEND CHEQUE/PO (PAYABLE TO A.P.D). PLEASE ADD MP (PER TOTAL ORDER} FOB PAP- 

DESKTOP VIDEO PACK 2 (P) {100%) 4 DISKS £4-SD 
Probably our best pock yet! Provides everything to start you off in 
video. S Movie for Smooth scrolling titles using srty font of any size; 
Showiz fcr sfideshows wrth loads of wipes and fades: A-Croph for 
business videos'ShodcwM^ 
Video trbrarurr.- Video Tools: Video Tests-- Loads of fonts and moreH 
DESKTOP VIDEO PACK 2 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL! 11 (P) £2.99 
A 50 page, instruction manual for DTV pack £ Ptokssicmiry printed, 
contains instructions for ail the programs in the pack and a section 
on fonts and how to use them! Aiso includes a supetbguicSed 
tutorial thattakesyou through the major progwrc step by step, 
letting ■you create your own otJes as you $0* Designed for beginners 
and experienced users, this manual will make desktop video easy! 
FISH DISKS IN STOCK 

350-920 
ONLY £1.05 EACH 5 

FULL CLR RANGE 
IN STOCK! 

SEE CAT 0T5K FOR DETAILS 
HIGH QUALITY HARDWARE 
Bmm High Quality Mouse Pad...,, £2.99 
Amiga 50O/50OW6O0/120Q Dust Covers £3.99 
Phillips 8833 Monitor Dust Cover £4.99 
3.5" Disk Drive Cleaning Kit £2.99 
Printer Stand (fits all Dot Matrix Printers) £5.60 
Blank Disks (high quality with labels) £0,50 
ANGLIA PUBLIC DOMAIN LIBRARY 

(Depl ASH), 30 Vfcloria Street, FeiixslOwg IP11 7EW 
PHONE 

VISA !.•...   I ■nLii
j 

CREDITS I 

international orders but 
pim & packing 



^ft JH     e|come bach- 
AH        Another month, 

VBSV   another batch of 
mm     Fred Fish disks - 

numbers 891 to 910, this time 
round. As usual, many thanks to 
AngJIa PD for supplying them. We're 
also, as is our habit, looking at the 
best of the other software that's 
been supplied by PD houses and by 
the programs' authors. There's quite 
a backlog now, and I'm having to be 
pretty selective about what I 
include - so J won't be looking at 
every address book program, home 
accounts package or whatever 
that's sent in. Sorry, but there you 
are - there's so much Interesting 
Amiga PD and shareware around 
that It seems a pity to exclude new 
and innovative stuff In favour of... 
er... not quite so Innovative 
programs. (If an address book 
program does something really 
great, of course, then I'll take a 
look and review It here.) 

In the past month or two, Fred 
Fish has announced that he will stop 
releasing PD on floppy disks at some 
time in the future - after disk 1,000, 
to be precise. At that point, hell 
release stuff In CD-ROM format 
instead, Fine if you have a CD-ROM 

BEGINNE 

What is PD? 

drive, of course, but what about the 
rest of us? Well, I doubt that PD 
houses will be keen on having the 
Fish moneyspinner dry up, so I'd 
expect most places to subscribe to 
the CD and then re-package the 
software themselves. We'll have to 
see, but it won't be too long now 
before this happens - we're on disk 
910 now, so the collection will 
probably htt the magic thousand by 
around the end of the year. 

Okay, eyes down for a full house! 

H DC LIC K 
Fish disk 691 
HDCUck is a rather nice £10 
shareware Workbench program 
selector. To put it simply, you 
configure the program with the 
names of the commands and 
programs that you often use, and set 
it to start up whenever you start your 
Amiga by putting it in the WBStartup 
drawer. When running, it displays the 
names of all those programs and 
commands as buttons; clicking the 
button launches the program or 
performs the command, 

HDCUck has a number of nice 
features which make it one of the 
best program selectors I've come 

across; the main one is the fact 

ART HERE BEGINNERS 

PD is a general term which many 
people incorrectly use to refer to 
all freely-distributable software. In 
fact, PD (which stands for Public 
Domain) software or "freeware" is 
only one branch of this area; the 
other main one Is shareware. 

Essentially, freeware may be 
copied and used by anyone, 
although some authors place 
restrictions such as not allowing a 
PD library to charge more than a 
certain amount for the disk. 

Shareware, on the other hand, 
should be treated more like 
commercial software. Although 
you are allowed to copy and pass 
around shareware programs, if you 
like one then you should pay the 
requested fee to the author - it's 
normally around £15 or less, and 
often entitles you to an upgraded 
version or a printed manual. 
Paying your shareware fees 
encourages software authors to 
write more programs - and If they 
don't, the Amiga scene will be a 
poorer place. Don't think that 
you're paying money for nothing, 
either - often hundreds or even 
thousands of hours of work have 
gone into creating a program, and 
it's only right that the programmer 
receives some reward for his or 
her hard work. 

The third branch of software 
that we cover here is called 

llcenseware. This is a form of 
shareware which Is licensed to 
one (or more) PD libraries, In 
essence, when you buy a 
license ware program you are 
buying shareware and paying the 
license fee at the same time. For 
this reason, you should treat any 
llcenseware that you buy exactly 
as you would treat a piece of full- 
price commercial software - don't 
pass It around to your friends. 
You've only bought the right to 
use ft yourself. 

Can I pass other people copies? 

Yes - that's the way that PD 
reaches a wider audience. Just 
make sure that you have followed 
the author's requirements for 
distribution. These are normally 
things like not charging more than 
a certain amount for the disk, not 
altering the program, or making 
sure that all the original docu- 
mentation is Included on the disk. 

You can also pass on 
shareware - but not any registered 
copies of programs. If, when you 
pay your shareware fee, the author 
sends you an improved version of 
the program, then be careful not 
to give that out. Only pass on 
unregistered shareware. 

You should not, of course, 
pass on license ware - It should be 
treated in the same way as 
registered shareware. 

for free 

The end of Fred Fish's millennium 

may be closer than you think. 

Ian Wrigley sorts the v/heat from 

the chaff in the public domain. 

HDCUck: a father super, fully-configurable program selector. As well as 
clicking to trigger commands, you can drag files to specify arguments. 
that when the display is reduced to 
its "small" version, it acts as an 
Appicon, In other words, if you drag a 
file to one of the buttons, the 
filename is passed as argument to 
whatever programs name is in that 
button. So, for example, if you have 
set up one of the buttons to launch 
the LhA file compressor/ 
decompressor and extract files from 
an archive, then dragging an archive 
to the button will automatically 
decompress it. 

The author of this program, 
Claude MOiler, has obviously spent a 
lot of time on this program, and it's 
well worth checking out if you have 
loads of different programs hidden 
away on your hard disk and you want 
an easy way of accessing them all. 
Program rating: 8/10 

AMIGAWORLD 
Fish disk 893 
I looked at Amiga World some time 
ago, but this is a reasonably major 

upgrade to the program, so it's worth 
checking out again. In essence, the 
program displays information about 
any country in the world, including its 
size, population, languages used and 
currencies, The new version, 2.0, 
also includes information on the 
predominant religions of the country, 
and displays of the flags. The slightly 
Jimited version distributed on the 
Fish disk only has the flags for the 
Commonwealth of Independent 
States (the former Soviet Union), but 
your $20 shareware fee will get you a 
new data file with the representative 
pennants of all countries. It also 
allows you to save configurations, 
and has one or two other minor 
tweaks to encourage registration, 

Another feature of the new 
version is that various international 
organisations are listed, and 
countries belonging to those 
organisations can be viewed - along 
with a short description of exactly 
what the organisation is, when it was 

RATING THE PROGRAMS 

Just to be awkward, I rate the software that I review in two different ways, 
depending on what it is. Disk magazines, collections of clip art and the like 
are given a "value for money" rating, since you're essentially paying for 
one thing, or group of things, on the disk. 

Single programs which appear in a collection of others, or programs 
which lTve downloaded from bulletin boards, are given a ''program rating's 
which reflects how good I think they are, taking into account usability, 
hug-pro of ness, my own particular (or should that be peculiar?) tastes and 
so on. Both ratings are out of a maximum possible 10. 
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Location: Area: Population: Density o-f population; Capital: Languages R* little ra Curroflcyt Gross National Products 
Henber crfa 

Central Asia 143 100 km^ 5 248 000 36 Inhabitants per km5 

Dushanbe Tajik <o-fflct*l Un«u*o«), Russian and Uzbek Mu^Wne majority £SunnJtes> Russian Rouble US * 1I ?BB*u ihat fs US-* 2 267 per person (JHO, CI3 

Put away that dog-eared old geopolitical Atlas - Amiga World has everything 
you might conceivably want to know about every country under the sun. 
founded and so on. As well as the 
Commonwealth of Independent 
States mentioned above, these 
organisations include NATO, OPEC, 
the Untted Nations, and countries 
which are members of the World 
Economic Summit (also known as 
the "G7 countries"). 

This is a great program for 
students, and is interesting in its 

to the correct place in the document. 
Until BadLinks came along, the 

only way to check that everything 
was okay was to click on every single 
button to make sure that you were 
magically transported to the right 
place. The problem is that if the 
Guide document is at all large, then 
it's e*asy to miss a button or two - 
and the law of Sod states that those 

Arab League Association o-f Southeast Asean Nations C ASEAN) Benelux ConnomieaHh of Nations Comnumty of Independent States (CIS) Council of Europe European Community (EC) European Free Trade Association <EFTA) North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) B    ■ ■ Organization for Economc Co-Operation and Development (OECD) Organ xation of African Unrty CO ALP Organ zat ion of American StatesJOAS^ Organ zation of Petroleum Exporting United Nations <UNO> Uestern European Union (UEU> 
ountrtes <0PEC> 

Amiga World enables you to view the 
organisations. Strangely, the AA and 
own right - although the data will, of 
course, soon be out of date, 
considering how the situation In 
places like Bosnia-Herzegovina 
changes almost daily. Still, the fact 
that the author, Wolfgang Lug, has 
produced this updated version 
suggests that registered users will 
get new data files when they become 
available- All in all, this is certainly 
worth checking out. 
Program rating: 8/10 

BADLINKS 
Fish disk 893 
If you use AmigaGuide to produce 
any kind of documentation, then 
you'll welcome BadLinks, 
AmigaGuide files contain buttons 
which move the reader to other areas 
of the guide - or, indeed, other guide 
files on a disk, This is great, but 
when you're creating the file you 
have to include information for the 
Guide program to make those links - 
and its easy to mis-type something, 
which means that if the button is 
clicked on, the program won t jump 

members of various international 
RAC don't appear to be listed. 

will be exactly the buttons whose 
data has been mis-typed, BadLinks 
does away with this problem by 
checking that every link has a 
matching "node" - that is, a place to 
jump to. It creates two files on the 
RAM disk: one lists all the nodes in 
your document the other lists any 
"bad" links there may be. 

That's it, really: short and sweetf 
but it could save you hours of 
testing. Of course, it doesn't check 
that your buttons go to the correct 
part of the document - only that they 
go somewhere. But even so, if you 
write AmigaGuide documents then 
you should certainly have a copy of 
BadLinks available- 
Program rating: 8/10 

MUCHMORE 3*3 
Fish disk 895 
Just a quickie, this: the latest 
version of Much More, which includes 
things like the ability to use any (non- 
proportional) font to display text, 
allows text encrypted with the XPK 
utility to be displayed, gives the user 

the choice of the colours that text is 
displayed In, and so on, MuchMore 
is the text viewer of choice for many 
people (it's so superior to More, the 
utility supplied on the Workbench 
disks that come with your Amiga, 
that the two don't bear comparison) 
and it's probably worth getting hold 
of version 3,3 just to make sure that 
you're not using an old version wtth 
any bugs in it. 
Program rating: 10/10 

STUDENT AID II 
Fish disk 895 
This is a "revision aid" program, 
which enables you to create and take 
a range of different tests: multiple 
choice, true /false and "fill in the 
blank". The freely-distributable 
version on this disk works totally 
except that you can't save a new test 
that you create; to do that, you need 
to send off your $34,95 registration 

excellent way to computerise them. 
Whether you want to pay $35, 
though, when you could just use 
good old paper and pen for nothing, 
is another matter... 
Program rating: 8/10 

SCRIPTTOOL 
Fish disk 896 
This is a neat little utility to enable 
you to add commands and programs 
to your Tools menu (in Workbench 
2.0 or above). All you do is create a 
text file which gives the menu entries 
and actual commands that you want, 
then install this file and ScriptTooi 
Etself into the correct directories. The 
documentation is clear about the 
format of the text file, which means 
that you should have no trouble 
creating your own scripts. 

There are a number of programs 
that do this sort of thing for you; 
some do everything automatically by 

  • ■ £ 
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It's time to go back to school with Student Aid it, the shareware package 
that enables you to create and take all kinds of tests on your Amiga. 
fee, in return for which you'll receive 
the full program, 

There are a few programs of this 
type around, but Student Aid II is 
probably the best that I've seen. The 
display is clear and tidy, the test 
creation is easy to use, and ail in all 
it's been written very much with the 
end-user in mind - which is not 
always the case,,. It comes with a 
range of sample tests - useful since 
you can't make your own until you've 
registered - and creates graphs of 
your performance, since it saves the 
results to disk each time you take a 
test The author suggests that the 
best thing to do is create quizzes {or 
type in ones handed out by teachers 
or lecturers) during the course, and 
then use the program when you 
come to revise. When creating tests, 
you can put in an explanation of the 
correct answer, and 
while taking the test 
you choose whether 
to have this 
(hopefully lucid) 
account displayed 
until you click to 
move on to the next 
question, just briefly, 
or not at all. 

If you're at 
school or college and 
find that taking such 
tests is helpful to 
your revision, 
Student Aid if is an 

Lf.i 

having you simply drag icons on to 
the program, others require complex 
configuration files to be created by 
the user. ScriptTooi is very small, 
very easy to use and doesn't seem 
to have any compatibility problems 
with anything else {at least, not that 
I've found so far). And you'll soon 
find that having applications and 
common commands (launching a 
new Shell, changing screen mode 
and so on) in the Tools menu makes 
using the Amiga far easier. Well 
worth getting hold of. 
Program rating: 9/10 

SCI-FI TYPE DEMO 
Fish disk 893 
If you use Imagine to create 3D 
images (or, indeed, any other 3D 
editing program that can read 3D 

continued on page 117 

t iternative Book 
>t€>r native Demi 
Dot Ma±nix 

Martian 
ffliL-D PALITIS 

Series 
MJLU 

Sun R i s e 
Ultra 

The final typographic frontier? Here are several of the 
fonts in the Sci-Fi Type package, available for $40. 

GET IN CONTACT! 

If you've written - or discovered - any PD, shareware or license ware that 
you think should be reviewed in these pages, or if you've got any other 
comments or suggestions, write to lan Wrigley c/o Amiga Shopper, 30 
Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW. Alternatively, you can contact Lan on 
cix as 1 wrigley\ or on the internet as 1 an@vampire.demon.co.uk'. 
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SEASOFT 

OetaMED Pro V5 ■ £30.00 
Brilliant new version of this famous 8 channel music editor wtth a totally new look - 

PULL DOWN MENUS, OWJNE HELP, FULL MIDI SUPPORT WITH UP TO 64 TRACKS, SAMPLER EDITOR DISPLAYS 
STANDARD TRACKER Oft TRADITIONAL STAVE NOTATION etc., etc. f Requires Kit kstart 2.04 or'iater) 

AM/FM 
disk based 

magazine for 
Amiga Musicians 
Issue 15 now out 

£2.50 
(1 -14 also available) 

A'SENE 
The latest version (V4.3B) 

of this excellent 
genealogical database 

E15W 

CATALOGUE DISK £1.00 
SUPERSOUND*- £4.99 (comprehensive manual - £10.99) 

feature packed sample editor with many effects 
ACC 

HARDWARE PROGRAMMING MANUAL 
Easy to follow tutorial with loads of examples 

Disk 1 (PD) - ci.SO 
Disks 2,3 * 4 £5,00 each (£12.50 for all 3) 

CLR 
UCENCEWARE 
Latest titles always 
tn stock send s.a.e 
for complete list, 

TOTAL 
IRRELEVANCE 
MED User Group (MUG) 

disk magazine issue 4 
(2 DISKS) 

<fSS 1-3 £1.50 each) 

FRED FISH 
1 TO 910 

OVER 3000 DISKS OF QUALITY 
P.DJSHAREWMi INCLUDING- 

V-MORPH (1) - create smooth morphs and warps 
KICKSTART 2 (1) - run Oos 2 progs on your 1 -3 Amiga 
NUMPAD (1) ■ adds numeric keypad to an A6QC 
KICK 1.3 {1) - run old A5Q0 progs on A600 and A1200 
HOI AG A DEMO {1) - brilNant A1200 only demo 
PC TASK Vfi (1)- latest PC emulator 
AGA TETRIS (1) - classic game & AGA utilities 
UCHESS (1) ■ ultimate AGA chess prog, (needs 4 Meg} 
A-BASE (1)- best shareware database around 
SflO £ (1) - latest version of this classic directory utility 
AMIGA FOX (i) - desk top publishing on a budget 
D-COPY 3(1)- disk copying prog with many feature* 

I TEXT ENGINE V4. i (1) latest & best word processor 
MCAD [1J - simple CAD package 

OetaMED V5 (1 >- non save demo (not V1.3 machines) 
NORTH C V2 {£) - Classic C compiler 
C MANUAL (12)- essential reading for C programmers 
ACC 1-4(1}- Issues 1 -4 of Amiga Coders Club 
NCOMM V3 {V -powerful comms package 
AGA Klondike (3} excellent graphics (AGA only) 
X-Beat PRO (1} - drum sample sequencer 
NIGHTBREED (2) ■ twill AGA slldeshow for your A12O0 
ANDYS UTILITES (1} - collection of A1200 utilities 

D. PRICES [per disk] 1-4 £1.50, 5-9 £1.25,10-24 £1 
[No. of disks shown in brackets) 

Unless otherwise stated all titles work on 
A500, A50G+, A600 & A12QQ 

Piease add 50p to all orders for P&p 
SEASOFT COMPUTING 

(DeptAS), The Business Centre 
First Floor, 80 Woodlands Avenue 
Rustington, West Sussex BN16 3EY 

Tel -(0903) 850378 

AM/FM 
high quality samples 
ideal for OetaMED etc, 

disk 15 now out 
£2,50 

(1-14 also available) 

AMFCPRO 
Converts many standard 
music files to OetaMED 

& Mustc-X format 

ACC 
AMIGA CODERS CLUB 
hints, tip* A tutorials for all 

assembly language 
programmers 

£3,50 per issue 
iissues 5 • 31 available) 

CD ROMS 
{£1.00 p&p) 

CDPD1-£19-95 CDPD2-£19.95 
CDPD 3 - £19.95 

FF761-B90, AGA PICS, 
classic books, clip art etc 

17BIT - £39*95 
an instant P.D. library on 

this brilliant 2 disk 
00 collection 

T-BAG 
1 TO 77 

KT'S P.D. ( SO IT WARE) 
THE FAST AND I-RUM) I \ 1.1 BRAKY 

FOR THE AMIGA USER 
Slid • 500 + a 600 • 1200 

O JSHOLf COtFf2)+¥ H FRUIT SALAD +Y p NEIGHBOURS i2J+Y p AMDS FRUIT II +V [□ TETRIS A3A 1200 3 J?OAD TO HELL f¥ *!J DELJLW PfltWW +Y ID flOWJlAOCY +y fcj PQPEM (Needs &AW| lOEttf+Y Ki DHZZr DIAMONDS +V |D PACMAN RETURNS +Y p G.PRIX MANAGER +Y |0 NMTgNSE +Y p SWRBASE 13 J2| +Y 13 TEXAS CHAJNiAW+Y P EGG BLASTERS +Y P VEKTQfi +Y p STAR TKEK ,7j +Y fO 2l GAMES +Y □ MR S MRS +V □ MEGABWJ.+Y 

3 no m TEONO *Y O I2MJNTROSAGA O S.O.TA SW^.tLVMii tY CI WOENIX DEMO +Y ClHOlf DFMOAGA 1200 n HOY WIND WARP 1200 0 DEMON D tQAD (2j +Y PKEfAENS DAN E -i-Y □ 3D DEMO 2 +Y □ MAYDAY RES +Y □ ODYSSEY I5J + □ JESUS ON E's (2J* □ ALGHfMY (2j +Y O VWOCED SENS f2J +Y n BHAINSMATCHFH +Y CI THE WALL |6| +Y Q RETIW EURO +Y 
O OH NO MORE VECT5 +Y n PYGMY EXTEN +V □ ANOTHER flOR yEAR-fY □ MADE IN CROATIA + □ K£FRENS D/DRMS \2\ tY 

MUSIC D OCTAAAED 2 +Y □ Mfc'DV3.2+Y D MED MODS I *Y O MED MODS 2rY 
f\ DRIP/LOOP SAMPLES + 0 PRC SAMPLES l+Y □ PRO SAMPLES l+Y fJMEGA SAMPLES fS^-Y □ MEGA MODULES |4J +Y □ OC7AMED 4 DEMO +Y □ PROTRACKER 3.1 B+Y □ CHIP MAN SAMPLES +Y □ MUSJC MADNESS +Y D C'r'BERNEX MCD +Y H BfAT BOX f?)4Y □ RHYTHIMJC ORGY +Y □ GHOSTaUSTERS +Y "I SHAMEN MIX +Y n CHURCH MUSIC +Y 1 KTS LITTLE MODS +Y n XMAS SONGS +Y ■3 DJ5* DRIVE SONG +Y 

□ DCOPY 3. i +Y H LCX.fi WLK 2 +r □ ENGINEERS XfT +Y □ FREECOPY LB +Y □ AMIGA BEGINNER +Y □ KICK 1.3 +Y □ 500^ E.^1ULATOP □ MAVR1CK COFY +Y □ VIRUS ALERT +Y □ SKJCK WB3 +Y SI MENUW\STER 3 +V 3 ANDYS Ut«3 UTli Y 3 TETRA COPY +Y 3 CRACKS, COPY UTJL +Y 3 FAKEMEM +Y 3 PRINTER DRIVERS +Y O EMULWORS IBM ETC tY 3 HARD DRIVE UT1LS +Y 3 WB3 BACKDROPS Y □ NUMPAD1600 ONLY1 □ SPECTRUM F.7 +Y OHIRESfCONS |3] +Y 

UTILJTKI 3 TEXT ENGINE 4 -+Y □ V-MORPH 2 +Y 3 PC TASK 2 +Y 3 LITTLE OFF«ZE+Y 3 24 BIT L/ilUnE +v 3 PRINT STUDtO +r 3 SIO : +Y 3 BUSJNESS LETTERS +Y 3 EASY CALC +Y 3 NCOMM 3 +Y 3 POLYED +Y 3 VIEW TEK vl S *f 

THlCiH HYING +f □ DAM0UST&5 |2MEGJ 4Y ,3RQCH05PI«MEGf+Y 3 SN0VVJC«; E2]{2MEGj ^Y 0 DOLPHN DREAMS *Y 3 WEATHERMAN +Y 3 JUGGLER+Y □ REVELATIONS SA +Y 

All Disks HOW TO ORttmm Ple«e maRe cheques payable    We stock Fred Fish T -910 UK QPders6Cp w,th bankers card no, or postal orders to PCTs P.D.      CLR Lkensewiire all titfes SOD  R rnr>= « 7nn nfrrikt   |5oftware|, ATI orders lent Fl«t cJasj the jame day. Assassins Collection up To 130. 
"elf + ■«yffig£$2compa,ib,e 

Catalogue disk at 50p. or FI7EE with your first order 
DEPTAS, 75 THE DRIVE, ROCHFORD, ESSEX SS4 1QQ 
Telephone: 0702 54Z536 anytime 

* AMIGA PD - ALL Models ALL Versions * 

The | 

KEW = n| 
Collection 

P.O. BOX 672 
South Croydon 
Surrey CR2 9YS 
Tel: 081 657 1617 

Public Domain and Share Ware fully tested, documented and virus free! 
OTHERS CAN ONLY FOLLOW? 

* Edited & Printed docs 
* YOU choose the programs. 
WE make you YOUR disk. 

* 1-3 disks£1.50each. 
* 4- plus disks £1.25 each. 

THELEADER 
The LATEST mPDand 

SHAREWARE! 
PLUS I Free help & advice by post 

or telephone - anytime, 
* Written Help! sheets. 

Unique TICK YOUR OWN PROGS1 for FULL DISK VALUE 
* FREE CLUB MEMBERSHIP * 

INFORMATION PACK & CATALOGUE DISK only £1 
* Includes INDEX & LATEST Vims Checker & FREE updates * 

Mt Engineers Toolbox (P) 
U&H0Hdrddriveutils{2)(P) 
UD126 Oplicom V2.2 <P) 
U0755 How to code inC{2)(P) 
U1029 Ram Rod (P) 
U1028 First Alert fP) 
U1C30 A1200 Program Selector 
U1027 Canon Disk (P) 
t!1026 Music Engine VU4(P) 
UT024 A1200 WB Htrcks 
J1QI1 Abnormol Diskmog (P) 
LJlQCtt A120D Ago Software! 
U1QO0 SopemewervM (P) 
U10D1 Grapevine lssoel6{3) (P) 
U0177 A64V2 Emulator (2)(P) 
Lf0333 A64 Games Dak <2> 
U09B9 Assassin A120D Rx Disk 
UMfflAlZflOHD Prep Program 
UL>984 Poof Wizard Junior (P} 
U€9S2HDCli(kv?53 (wb2+) 
UM79 Action R«pby MUA12000rrly 
Ut)311PCioikV2.03(P) 
U0974 The Pesign Factory 13) fP) 
EJ0681 Speclrum Emulator VI.7 (P] 
U0696 Speclrum Data Disk [6) 
LI1Q32 HFA $m Cheat Docs (?) 
UlOMSmiiersJokebook (P] 
111 034 Inventory 2 (P) 
□1035 Starvicw (P) 
U1Q36 forecaster V20io (PJ 

Virus Checker V6.30(PJ 
lf0u76Messysia\2(P) 
U&M7SidV2tP| 
UD166C Manuals V3(12KP) 
UM94 NorfhCV1.2tP) 
PO143 The Science Collection (4] (P] 
PG147 Astronomy Pack (4)|P) 
P0405 Space Invasions (P) 
PC403 Desert Defender fP) 
PD402 Super Iron [PJ 
P0400 Fruit Salad [P} 
FD399 Premier Picks (P) 
P0397 Talkman (2) 2meg 
P0395 Hotseol Fbarball Management (P) 
?m% Relayer (P) 
P0414 Klondike Deluxe A120D only (3) 
P0415A12M Motorola Invaders2[2) 
P041A Major league {?) 
P0417 Pacman Relurns (P) 
PD41S Top 100 PD Gomes (7) 
PMmirikeMI(P) 
PD033 Battle Cars 2 (P) 
P0fl45Kwfc Eduiation <3) (P) 
PCH049 Usarn£ Play {2) (P) 
POCOOAsi games 1-Win stock 

P022D Neighbours Gam« (2KP) 
PD224 Al 200 Telris Game [?} 
P0225 BombJadcy (PJ 
P020Hhssk Games Pack |5) (P) 
P0130 Delux Pacman vl.la (Pj 
P0010 Super Skoda Challenge (P! 
P0057 Tennis Game 1 meg[P) 
P0007 A500 + 21 Games 
PD420JMi Hole Golf (2) 
M03S1 ScocfBJi Plays 2 Unlimited (2) (PJ 
MD040LsdTolalKaos{2)(P) 
M0fl42LsdJeswanE<s(2KP)#2 
MD346AZofMlunes(4)(P] 
M0083 Gastric Ulcer lave (P) 
M0134 KeirensMegami)L3 
M0147 Epikea2|P) 
mm Dtrty Dancing Samp lejP) 
ADS45 Fairlighl 242 (PJ 
A0546 Tragun Demo Al 200 only 
A050SAkhenryRage(2)(P) 
A0504 Sonfry World of Commodore (P) 
A05D3KefrensDane{P) 
A0SD1 Wicked Sercalton f2}(P) 
A0500 Mind WHO A1200 only 
A0495 How to skinacal(P) 
AD4B1 Team Hoi AT 200 only 
AD276 Kerens Desfirt Dream (2) (P> 
A0154 Spacebar 5,0A [PI 
AD525 Spacebalk Unknown Destiitaiion {P) 
A0S49 James Bond 30th Anniversary (3) 
G01361VPicys(2)A1200 Dnly 
G0121 Age Undsinp^Al 200 only 
G0115W/5AGA5lides(6)A120flonly 
G0143Kighrt»reed slides (2) A1200 only 
SOI 42 RevelalionSlidesliow[P) 
G0144 Jurassic Park SlMeshow Al 200 only 
G0145 Nihondreamer Manga Slides 
GO! 16 Giger Alien AM SJideshow 
GDM7 Ghosl Slideshow (2} 
G014BHam8PicslAI200anry 
GQ149 Ham8 Pfcs 2 AT2LXI only 
U1016 Jungle Issue! 
LJ10tOFontCiry[P} 
UIOOS Aga Software Vol.3 Al 200 only 
U0998 Tiny Tiger Hard Drive Ulilo (P) 
U0991 Amos Pro Dpdater vLI2(P) 
U0992 Zuma Fours (3){P) 
U0988 Icon Magic {P} 
U09SO Heavy Meial Modules 
U097SWalcfimanUlils(P) 
0097B Hackers BhicUtiMP] 
00971 Digital Issue 1 (P| 
00970 Agawb serins A1200 only 
00966 KFAAi 200 utils 
P025B Fhe Simpsons Game (P) 

EXPRESS P.D.f Dept AS7, 
47 ABERDALE ROAD, 

WEST KNIGHTON, 
LEICESTER LE2 6GD. 

Tel; (0533) B8706 T 
All P.O. is £L05p per disk. 
Buy 12+ get 7 riMs and 
receive free Catalogue Disk 
(2). Includes 3 Games, 3 Virus 
Killers, Charly Musk Demo and 
complete listing oF Graphics, Musi<r 
Dema Business Utililiesr DlYr T 
Bag (1-43K Fred-Fish (1 890)r 
Amos, Amicus (1 -22SJ5cape (1- 
220], 
Pleas* «f<f 60p ID ordir from U.K., 
rest af Europe £2.50, rest of Ihe 
world £3^0 lar PAR 
ALL OUR DISKS: 
g Guaranteed 

error free! 
El Complete with own 

labels! 
□ Virus free!! 
El 24 hours despatch!! 

CDTV/A57Q 
NEW AMINEX 

CD soFlwore,over 4000 
files, contains database 

programs, BBS and 
applications, GNV 
Campjler, Prolog, 

Debugger, language 
monitors, source cade, 

sampled sound, 
educalionaf, action, 
puzzle, adventure 

games, demos, 
magazines, AB20, and 

much much more 11 
Only £14.99 

* 75p P&P] 
Serious Solitaire 

1&2 £10 each 
Serious 
kgammon £ 19,90 

IS 
PUBLIC DOMAIN LIBRARY 

TELEPHONE (0602) 444501 
All Public Domain is copiiid onto Branded Disks which are certified 100% error free. For a free disk catalogue, 
please send an SAE plus 2 1st Cla&s stamps. Telephone orders: Mon-Sat 9am-5.30pm. Key: Q=No. of Disks. 

This is only a small selection from our library, we currently have over 2,500 disks in stock. 

UTILITIES 
Protracker V3 
Virus Checker V6.3 
Winblender (KS3) 
DisksalvV11.27tKS2) 
Superduper V3.0+ (KS2) 
Togglcclick (KS2) 
Bichrhyihm V2 2 
Resource Demo V5A2 
Pools Predictor VI. I 
C Manual (12) 
Tsmorph (KS2) 
Lyapunovia Vl,5 
BBa.se III VI.3 
ABaekup V4.01 
Geneologisit V3.f)4 
Directory Works VI.62 
Octamed V2.0 
Fractuality Demo 
Agene V4P0 Spectrum Emulator V1.7 
Rom Monitor V2,7 
Sys Info V3,22 

UTILITIES 
North C (2) 
AmiBasc V3.76 
RcloKick 1.3 
Golf Recorder 
PCTaskV2.03 
Text Engine 
R.S,I, Demo Creator V2 
DOOPY3.1 
600 Business Letters 
Aleatraz Legal Tools 
Spectrapaint V3,0 
F.R.A.C. Advenmre Creator 
Magnum VI.4 (Disk Mag Creator) 
Messysid V2.0 
Viden I"nlhios i.11 
Kickstart V2 Emulator 
Fake Fast Memory 
Vmorph V2 Beta 

DISK PRICES & 
POSTAL RATES Price 

]HT l)Kk 
£1 

95p 
90p 

No. or 
disks 
I- 10 
II- 25 

P&P 
£1 

£1.25 
£1.50 

GAMES We Mock the entire Assassins 
games collection 1-145 

HOW TO ORDER 
By Credit Card or By Post 
Please make cheques, with 
bankers card number or 
postal orders payable to: 

VISAGE COMPUTERS 

ART 
Clipart Pack 1 (3) 
Clipait Pack 2 (3) 
Bodyshop 2 AGA (2) 
Beyond Force Slide Show (2) 
Cryptobumcrs "Revelations" 
3 Ways to Stop Smoking 1.5Mb 
Compugraphic Fonts (5) 
AGA Slideshow 

LSD 
LSD Legal Tools. The best 

milky packs on the Amiga, we 
have 1-150. 

LSD - Simply the best demo 
packs. As the name suggests, 
these contain all ihe best intiw 

from all the top groups. 
We have 1-65. 

GRAPEVINE 
Disk Magazine by LSD 
Oui now Issue #17(3 Disks) 

FRED FISH 
Wc currently have in stock Fish 

numbers 1 -910 

VISAGE COMPUTERS (DEPT AS) 
18 STATION ROAD, ILKESTON, DERBYSHIRE DE7 5LD 

TELEPHONE (0602) 444501 



From the makers of come... 

...two top titles to help you get the most out of your machine 

GET THE MOST OUT 

OF YOUR AMIGA 1993 

We got 10 independent Amiga experts to write 
today's guide to the Amiga, 'Get the Most... 1993' 
covers every Amiga application, from desktop video 
to programming, from games to music, explaining 
the jargon, the techniques and the best software 
and hardware to buy, 

There are chapters too on the Amiga's history, 
setting up your new Amiga and getting to grips 
with Workbench. 

Thinking of getting a printer? A hard disk? 
More RAM, an extra floppy disk drive or an acceler- 
ator? We give you dps on what to look for and what 
to buy\ 

Add a complete AmigaDOS 2 & 3 command 
reference plus two disks (included in the price) of 
top Amiga utilities, and we think you'll agree that 
this is one book that no serious Amiga user 
should be without! 

DIMENSIONS; 185mm (W) x 223mm (H) 
PAGES: 336 
DISKS: 2 
PRICE: £19.95 
ISBN: 1 898275 00 9 
ORDER CODE: FLB009A 

POCKET WORKBENCH & 

AMIGADOS REFERENCE 

How do you use Workbench to copy files? How do 
you format floppy disks? How do you move things 
from one folder to another? If you've just got your 
Amiga, Workbench can be confusing - unless 
you've got expert help on hand. 

This reference book has been made small 
enough to slip into a pocket, yet big enough to 
incorporate everything you need to know about 
Workbench and AmigaDOS. It's also been wire- 
bound so that you don't have to hold it open while 
you work - not everyone wants to type one-handed. 

As well as help for beginners, there are sectipns 
on Workbench menus, preferences and the sup- 
plied Tools and Utilities. 

While for advanced users, there's a full 
AmigaDOS 2 8c S command references, listing all 

commands in alphabetical order and quoting their 
function, syntax and some example uses. 

We wanted to design the single most useful ref- 
erence guide possible for serious Amiga owners. 
We think we've done It 

* Contains some material also published in 'Get the 
Most out of your Amiga 1993/ 

DIMENSIONS: 100mm (W) x 190mm (H) 
PAGES: 168 
DISKS: None 
PRICE: £9.95 
ISBN: 1 898275 01 7 
ORDER CODE: FLB017A 

FUTURE LEISURE BOOKS 

These books are available in all good bookshops 
right now, but you can also order them direct from 
Future Publishing - and sending this order form off 
won't even cost you a stamp! 

Please send me: (tick as appropriate) 

..copy/copies of Get the Most out of your 
Amiga 1993 at £19.95 each 
[ORDER CODE: FLB009A] 

...copy/copies of Pocket Workbench & 
AmigaDOS Reference at £9.95 each 
[ORDER CODE: FLB017A] 

PRIORITY ORDER FORM 

Amount enclosed £ <*»»» *  

Method of payment (please tick one): 

Visa D   Access LJ Cheque 

CARD NUMBER 

rrm nrrn mm ITTT 

Your name  

Your address. 

Your signature. 

Expiry date: □□□□ 

Please tick here if you do not wish to receive direct 
mail from other companies: 

□ 

Now send this form and your payment to: 

Future Leisure Books Offer, Future Publishing 
Ltd, Freepost, Somerton, Somerset TA11 7BR 

For office use only: SCRATCH CODE: AS32 
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EtOPOCkLOff|f|#V^Ml BEFFLE 
Eenguialflold BenguiatUgjit 

□ PD-Soft Font Disk 05 
^ Clmsiti Cochin Columbus frfee 
COBAWttttHiNCMRi SMSW 
CoorperHifhlielit MiraBWOB 

> &'p-K->; CSOBkck Caniefornt KKM 
Dip 

□ PD-Soft Font Disk 08 

rtjtrjfoipf Bfardi El JZABETHANN 
ENGRAVERLlGHT 

ErasSlack EstrcFcm Eurostiie Faktw 
mmm 
□ PD-Soft Font Disk 11 
iMgflta GffldvHondret! GoudyMcdicval 

COUDnVENTYGnpb^ 3uP 

Hawaii tlaritgloR 

□ PD-Soft Font Disk 14 
Arctic2 dmfen r^fa* 
AvcMfGgrde   Ba3kti-.il:' Muiilrid 
Baireuslignt ftoutiaislhln Bttfcttftkdium 
BEWattlGHT *K#VM BEFFLE 
rknguiat&old BenguiatLigUL kliiiUllt 

□ PD-Soft Font Disk 17 
IWton Ufa H^t/ MonotonyBook 

PD-Soft Font Disk 20 
FbjrBUI PostAnhqaLighl PostAirtqwRofran 
POHCflYPT P^sen&py* ^JffWVM 

□ PD-Soft Font Disk 23 

fTEILPUTf STESCI1 Stymie Tirthi 
bTRDNGMANi^j^ Sydney 
STRONGMAN0DLDr^ Tmpus 
T£ J A J3 Jl 7 SJ0T<e9cCcn Tempo Impolitic 

□ PD-Soft Font Disk 03 

mtemti BIA6ES BlippcKeovy 

BorzoiReaderfiold EoriOLfieaderJi.aJi€ 
s&orzoJKeaderpLain: K *'i I "-ffussLE 
liLniL^ BurtCM Cairo 
□ PD-Soft Font Disk 06 

SjEJOSliBI! tlaybna 
Debussy hmm DkLMi 
DicUs feigolllght 

□ PD-Soft Font Disk 09 

Flora FrwiWInGothicBoid 
FrankJirsGothicljgil rrarakTimes a4*4S^»r 

□ PD-Soft Font Disk 12 

luwi^kuMr^u Jf^r^ Helvetica 
UufkMrn tan H0L7ZSCHUE 
seR5cca?s HotAotfjoyfers 
H0Hi^t-^v>:-lUiMiBtlhfea^ 
□ PD-Soft Font Disk IS 

|yf^r£ft BlippoH«avy 

Borzoifteadereold Umikadtrltii k 
BorzoiR&aderplain:   *'l i ^BUBSLEI 

QwicM ^ 

□ PD-Soft Font Disk 18 
toCen(ury NwsGoihicHHisGoihlcBflld 
IMOii HdrJfc NovareseBK Ol^rpia 

□ PD-Soft Font Disk 21 
iKTnouw/ (mm if *wwj«iiiwsan 

RotssyBold Roogrifltnr iWUMM 
EartekbeiflSAibRBain^ran^ 9fHit4 iSer,F /AlUHUr/ Schwirtwatd 
SRIBIfiWlH^SMT llillTMTI 
□ PD Soft Font Disk 24 

TRIBECA 
UMBiATHiHULTr3Lin=UftraBlack 

PD-Soft Presents ; Just Pure Fonts 
The NEW Font collation, There mc 26 disks within (his sel in two formats Adobe Type ] or Scalable, Adobe Fonts Wwfk, have been test nn Final Copy fib. Vug: HUrcam \'2A+ and ihc Scalable Ftwir.s hwz been tested on Pro Page vJ.O, Scaia^Page SeUervJ.O, Workbench 
vl.O and Woricbench v3,0. B«h Lypcs will work with loads at mher Amiga packages ihal 
can talc the fwil fomials. Please Staje AD"" fof Adobe Type ] andSC"" ffirScaiabic Foiili. 
Prices are £3.00 Per Disk or £49.99 tor a complete 26 disk set (k 26 Adobe Type ] fonts tw Mil 26 ScuJable fonis. Ring. Fas ur SAE for a Full sized Fonl Update. 
□ Adobe Type 1 Fonts      □ Scalable Fonts 

ORDERING BY POST COUECWG DISKS 
Please lick ihe boxes 1o the left of rtie disk Yrwwn now collecr any disks criwrofliM numbers wiih a pen or jusloulhre/Hihghrihe oddress 6-* Durham Road Soulh*nd- dtsks wanred, After seeding WJwr ordef On-5eg. ESSEX SSI 2YO pieose fill h your Personal d^oiTs on Ihe order OVERSGA'S ORD£RS 
nr?™^^,™ ikv ^ > < ^en ordering ihere a n min (xrfer of 5 SihPiJr? P"01"0^ 'hisad^rtanrj Paslof dsks piea^Jd 2C^ forAirmail no.lnnp 
SSSiS*^2S?■ Hmd^enordersare EurocRequesare otepied. cheques musr 

ore please Jick Ihe Account box or fill in r-mQ ur deiails your mi moer n jmLmr from Lie delivery noiejsi. 

AQUARIUM Turns your screen into an eyecarching fish t<jnk j A+ ' NOITTHCvl.3 CcmpleleClarc^ge with oil ties netdecl S) :j v 600 BUSINESS LETTERS Over 600 Slcdnrd E! „ =. -!?ss letlers J *■+ Y5W3 DESK TOP PUBLISHING Extra 
j ^+  V444  PRINTER DRIVER DISK 111 Now conlGiniin^rudions on how to install them There*, about AO drivers U V4ft9 AMMA5E PRO v2.0 This is mosJ papular PD Cataaass program 'J Y490 MESSY SID v2.0 Reads MS-Dos disks, Transfer any ted flies to & from an IBM PC, ie cctoAmioa UA* VS23  DICE C COMPILER (Z| MOtlhBW tjilkins lull featured powerful C compilei ' Brlviranmenl sysian. □ A+ V662 oCOPTwi.iPfioroLican&Hlecr** IpMd 0* rh* disk drive. Copy modes, Dos. rv&capy. Ver & salejopy v*7B DRAW MAP wi.l You can general worid Maps in detail viewj, 3d or 3d □ 2Mb [2] or LHMbV263<ldSs*J ■ old ot Ihat extra hard game S Cheat :j A+ V6i5 ASTRO ASTROLOGY *3,0 Best AstroJooy program on ihe Amiga J " MUL-nddSul.il .Mlyr Ihis program hos been it iilalled yew Am ga drives can rhwi rMrl 770k IBM Disks □ ** V6W WB 2/3 UnUTCS Conlatns the prognqms that should hove been wilh WB 2.x Take Full ctdVantaqe af the many r<WcapobiNll«1hoJ ore 
j A4 V710 AREXX TUTC«AL Eludes severol samples at Arejot scripts & so IT* sample programs. Altea comes free on all WBv2 xand better machines. Q A+ V711 UMX Conroins a working demo ol I I'vslemwriichiscaBcampalable, □ A+ V719 FFSECOPY vl.B Remove protected games copy proloclion so 1hal rhe user can inslall them on HD. J A+  F6fl>   PROFE5SIOWAL C MANUAL u&O b 1he largesr collection of utilities, documents & examples for C. tl consists of six manuals, wtih aver 40 chop*ers [5J U A+ Y741 A-GEHE wi.lB t3>e most popular genealogy datobose progrom. J *+ V7B3 PROCRAMMING TOOLBOK Mci-y programs to help In yourdevetop-menl snorts Imost C t;..r some' :j A+ V7H Alffi«((2| disksvwhichconfainArejot programs & examples U *+ Y?$fi PASCAL This diskconrcirseverylhng needed lo program in Pascal. Includes o49k 63000 asse^t>er i more ■J V787 PROGRAMMER TOOLS Goo Toofs lc design y^our user inleriace to your own programs using allot A7ilgoDC52 O+S new features flag Tools J A4 V7M ANIMATION LTTLS li n li . Ii Icr sp;r -3. combining, ond creating animalians from IFF piclue files. □ *+ V7W DIRECTORY ULT5 Highly rec ommeoded programs which ore design ^edlo moke CLI tasks wjuaw obsolete. J V7P4 ORtNOER Complete graphic conversion package Ihat supports OF, JPeg, AMri S1 'Neofhrome/Degast, PCX,Targa, TIFF, Ham-£ and if F Format pics. □ A+ ADVBICEDUTlLiSerNer&ParNet.. Connect 2 AmigOs & share resqv-rces via Serial Of Parallet ports rSwMenu □ A+  Vail    ELECTBOCAD        A PRO TOTPER EietlronklS oVawirig Progi □ *+ V112 CAKOH This (*S* conte*a Prhter Drivers 4 Canon Studio, Gnes better prim oulpur fc^ ANV 9 pifii printer J J- VA17 A500 PLUS EMULATOR - sounds wtll let vl.3 ! vl.2 owners n.,r W5 v2 soltwcre WfTH-OUT any need ro piXchose Ihe 1MB v2.x chips.  RIPT vl.l ' VfllS kNSCRIPI 1 Prodvce vide* lilies. IFF Piciures as bade grounds J ft+ v*20 uawfe rf.e Baud Barti bulleHn Baara* Syslem Fhjres i^lude JD 10 >y J 0 1 r.rnnnr. Inlerfoce lo etfra devices □ V*22 BACKUP A Hard disk backup program Ihcrl (eatures, multi-drive support, full UUCV^LI. to-::^=ss:'■ Q*t VBi7 REPAW-IT 2^ NewZap v3.3, Inr I. :.■ :-j FIXDISXvl.2,BeiKWOSmwi:^aSuossible from 0 defective disk VB41 MODULA-2 Conloins moduta-2 eon the Amiga. SID vzToi y-..\>.e - uu used forvarioMS operations, like tile cOpceng re-nanwg. ddelina. Moving, Formatting ed ~ " 4. V$S? MUSIC MAKERS A selecllon ol iroms lo produce your own music productions e your own music * MAHDEL EXPLORER <Z| I", ■. i', colleclion of f raCal Oenoi ohno solrwe t VM ANIMATION ASST |2] Will Sulv«> manv af ycurantmorion probfems. fncrudesABridge. Ptoyefi, DA Anrn Tools Vfiflfi TRONI CAD vl.O "he best CAD program w*lh power funclions. iA+ VWI THE LITTLE OFFICE One ol the best m.i-: :ii " ■ prcsen:' ^e Has □ Word Processor □ A* W3i LETTERS * BOILERPLATE letters tar you To use as your own or cm i paste JA+ Vf42 KMW flUtHNBS A disk pocked ■wflh scrison blonkers. Inctudes fhe Twilighl Jone blanker otong with 10 Others Vf 43 LTAPUNOVIA vl.S Mind-boggmgly COlOurlul program Ihal makes p§clures fiom a mcflhemallccrl'lormulo Now wflh AGA support V945 PROPAGE .3 ENHANCFFt 40 lor use with ProPog* 3.0, rflduding useful ones like Woke P*Char1. Also structured dSpart for bordersi Genies fcif use with ProPoge 3.0. including useful ones Uso structured cipart for bordefS' V94A SYSTEM OPTIMIZER ^Commodity awes you memorv meters. VT /toppy dbte tor big speed m memory 2 iV^OtHD space for 2Mb □ A+V9*7    GNU PLOT Is □ command driven interact fundton platter Creoles slunnng plot/ graphs af mathematical ^unclions Requires HD Q ^+ V94B  »fTUmON BASED B.ENCK-MAHK5 0 Coniains all the popular BMs like e.Dhrvsrcf^^Qvage.WQlh &Ma1ri + VWfl TESTS Canlglns ok of the CkBSC Spaed lesls are} system checks we CCukJ lind. Indudes CPU osnc tool Si more coteclan of LrHilies lo prefect yaLf data and profed autobooling HOs &. Docurnenl File l<?ck yow dolo ties with a password J**  V?52 ^B4NCHirt.0i£i 10 rh€ replacement iVorkb*r< h. Cantons LastHope View, Virus Checker, Power packer & DCopv2 U«+ V9S9 AMtGA..Ev2.1bSp^rkcompier.E is a powerful and lta*ib*e procedural programming 

■62 SUPER KILLERS vl.O ;2l The latest Virus killers ' ce BcolX vS lib vims Checker v6 31 and VlrujZ ¥3.07 VffTfl NCOMMw3,Olsocomm-unkarlon5 program based on Comm vl.34 v»*h lots of very nice enhancements V940 KICK V1.3 W(l dawn grade A*M*, A600. A1200 users machines lo run software lh» would NOT normal work. Turns Ihem into a Workbench 1 \ V964 PHOTRACKER vi.Ou the falesf updoled version (rom Norway, various bvos feed ond 70 new features J t* 

Prices are Per Disk JuSl Ktk-asfd! 
3-5  Disks ... ....£275 EACH 
6-10 Disks... .... £2.50 EACH 
11-20 .. Disks... .... £2.00 EACH 
21-50 ....Disks....  £1.75 EACH 
51+ .... Disks....  £1.50 EACH 

CD4: Amlnel CDROM PC TASK (FULL VERSION} 
(I44.9S * £LO0 P*P) 

in slock direct from us here St PDSofl. 

Your Name | 
Address 

raptacemam but camoins emcelleti ufl lie like, powerpocker v2 lo. nnsverplnver. fiyslnFo. ViaiSX. Archiver, b-Bose, Boollntra, F s1 Aid Bax [2k □ *+ V994 THE MONEY PROGRAM vl.j FeoMes include upto 0 ma»um of 60 accounts, upto SO aired poymenys, sJ VtQQQ CPAPHPROvl.C-W- -li?n wilh Ames pro by David Jordan 'Basically taxes a set of dala, piots rhpm on 0 Qropri □ A+ YtDOl VMORPH v2.21 Will atbw you to create smooth morphs/warps bel'Ween two C ~!i v ! imuges jve- a oercd ol tromes "o creare onanlmallon. □ ft+ RAMOSPRO vl.12 'you haveAmas Pro Ihen fhis disk will make ycxjr progroms Boot wilhoui Ihe rjrofljmnl_  □ VWW N1CKPREPS15 an enhonce-menl to . -. ;h adds 3 new prefer-ences WBPidure. BurrPianter & Fcopy J *■* V1005 (AGA1 UTLS Conloins Ihe ''si balch of At 200 and A4MO/MO/040 Ulilrtv programs J *+ V10O* TUR&O TEXT trl.l ^cellcnl Word Processor. V*fy imoressrveversion J "4   VIOU POOLSPREDfOlON/'rolpnrjhi 111U wflhihePaois. Q *+ V1016 OCTAMED vZ.Q MlldC 80irC • wl inj 1 wos deMned far making music. J ^"  V101T POST vl.Sfi .iSn exceltem Posrscnol ■ ■ 'in Ihe Amiga wTuCt- implements Ihe lull Adobe language [3] Q *■* VIMT CAOAl SCREENS Enhance your rt'c^Derch C'scs backg'ojrds wt" tnfts*s nice full coloured plcMes □ "+ V1022 UTTLE TRAVELLER vl.l Shows 0 wodd mop A you can select any country far Iravel information, Zooms up another close upmopw-th more: detail O**   V1023 QUIZ Contains OuesHons Answers wi«h the oplion to add :J**    VVM.* IAGAJ   MANQELSOUABE   *1 A Cpenerote enhonced AGA sei images, requires numerical copiocessor. Vau can create 25a coio..ji coloured ptctiires U YK25 TERM v3.4 Comm prgroam, Xpr 'ransfer. filet'irpe iden» after download, cul & paste. poiril-ond'cTiCtr,, auto uptoad/download. YTI02/ '•/"220 Ansi errulalion. powerfull phar* book & ACA supood W □ ft+ YH3S FES BASlCJus; r 1imef or all t->e r«jv machines which do no1 have Basic with Ihier mocrnn« arry more. J       YI037 (AGA| A12PO W@. HACKS f.r eiicelleni coSeciicm ot Jlililies Hacks J       V103A AMOS PRO UPOATEft v2.0 1st Update 10 the Amos Prafessicnai _t      V1039 (AOAl VVB3,0 IW5TAU II you need to insiflll yowr A120O HD 1hen you need 1hls Also requires alskVWS J VI040 bBASEIll vl.3 An easy to use. versalite, yel Full reo1ured <\:r<\i:>\ 1 f.i.- GrfjUy enhanced successor 1o beASE H. J A+ V1041 DIGITAIL   BREADBOARD Full featured digtloil c^cml simulator J      VI043 SUPER DARK vl.S Asfr^n ufankor Ike After dark from the MAC J A*  YI044 FANCY PRINTING i^nnor. Graph Paper vl.2 ond Disk P(*fl v3.S9. J "* VI04S uDRAvV¥l.u-^rovidesnmochnnlsm 
□ *+ VHHJ THE XI HAVE SAMPLES Grorer '.Van's IFF BOB Stale samples □ *+ VKtai EASY CAiC VIJO A spreod designed to be both easy 1a use andfnsl. Butth exceXent help system □ YHJS4 ADVANCED UTLS 2 Compress Disk doubles the capoctty af your D an the fty with commissions Also D'_ • □ *f VH5SS PAflflENCH All 1he soltw-re ve- nded >0 hookup 2 Amiga s or CDTVs J ^+ ¥1056 DEYELOPSR CJontoms the olficial Commodore n^v. -iuf if-r-j k ■ 'or ihe Amiga Guide & insrc uliiiies J A+ V1057 EDPLATER .Mu^c MOO player ^hot looks, ads & plays like 0 CD JA» V1058 3D   GRAPHICS   Several 3d moddeling/ray tracirg programs Q A+ VlftS? GRAPHICS   Creole stunning Draphlod images. MPalh creates swirling gatoxv ^cqes Soses Rayshode J      Y1040 ORCUrr BOARD DESIGN - : ..:Ji", mCAD vt.26 and several terrific routines for 1he etectroAfC enlhusiasi. □ A+ VW4I DISK UTLS Several highly recommended programs lor pertorming fie hard d' vebc-Mii.ip. file: riypvev. disk track recovery, arc forced disk validotuion □ ** VBA2 DESKTOP PUBTransferSMOdntOsh screen fonts AfM metric liles to Amiga fontvPRw .metric flies. □ *+ VlDfi3 PJPPfRS.. STRIPPElcS & BEATS For Ihe musk enrhjsiasr. aesgn-ed 10 slrip musfc from your favorite gomes J A + V1047 3D OBJECTS 3. Aba il 20 objecls in SCIAJI / Turbosiiver forrnal J*4 V106? PRINTERDRfVES$S Desk-«f 5S0C £00. £00c, Rkoh HP120C, Canon BJ300,130 LPE. 10e, PJlOBOa HP Paintjet □ VI070 [AOA] UTU 3 256 colour icon edilor,F1omso256.0uickGrab vl 1 J       VlOn IAQA) MSM vl* Mar--s system monitor for programmers j      V1072 JAQAJ W1NBLENOER v39.2fi Creole excetienustanning AGA fractals. Also conloins 68030/040/FPU versions t ¥1073 IT-XAHM3UNTSv2.rJlWnswn1pn as there are no1 ready any nrhtfr COLXJ packages U"* VKJ74 M^UTUSCDlecticnolAOABosed utities. Includes Kl AGA Which atows you la run aid bod?y wnMen programs inclung derras i some games □«' YW77 GENEALOGIST v3,04 Is a specialized dalobase for keeping track of genealogical infarmas»on. Full fecrtyreo & a wide Selection ol features to use. f VT07B PC TASK v2.t>3 SoftMte IBM-PC emjlmor ir otlo1/^ you ro an lie majarryof =C software wlh'iOOddrioral liaraWare. mw,- sjppryls VGA, EGA CGAandMDA Full version £4».W see below Q N- VI079 KEYBOARD TRAWEfi vl.1 ricsl Public Domain Typing Tutor _i A- V10B1 RtPAlR-IT3Cc--ainsaselr*:1ionof Disk, Hard Drive repairing and fee Saving Utitties Q N ¥1063 CROSS vS.l is a progrom Ihal creates crossword pvzzles for voti CI A+  V108* SPECTRUM EMULATOR vl.7j2| This :he bes" & '-^lest version of 1he most aopular emutator for Ihe Amiga. There is an C2O/03O versions now an rhediskwhlcr. er^once the games U      ¥1087 STOCK ANALYSTTecfrnccn0nolysis and securiies tracking program w^^ch cotulale when 10 buy & sell shores y    Ywea WB 2.0+ UTLS Conrainf. rt k^r^ DFC5. FastOos. Formotler, r*>-Click, UnCe ele KeyMac. MegoWB, MR, 1 Plane, OpenL, ResumeMaker & MnrBJo-jt " ' ^ YTO90 ANDYS (AGA| UTU ADOlher selection of «/tttt(es tor A120Ocwriers also encludes l:.ik'Murr < AC-A AGATes! ::<vprMr i rnrjc ^tA+ VIM) A51RONOMY v2.0 A menu driven ns-'^* ::..'-y proq-a^ r^at cal-CL<ci1oas mlormulion abou* the Sun. Moon. Ptonefs ond Consretlolions. J -1 V1092 HEROOUESTAID W !: # ••; ftDSC plm^ers who donor ryjve 0 Dungeon master ad Ihe nio'.pnl ■ -ne i lakes over the 2Vi?. Of ' t VIQ93 PAPNET SET-UP \2) A Iwo WOy network file system between Svo parallel ports, 

eslabisn via two omgas J      V109S DEORADERS If you haw Iroubte 
Amiga ¥1096 MING SHU CHINESE ASTROLOGY IVII create a horoscope in seconds nol ryxjrs tM complete cud. Q A* ¥1097 TTTAMC CHEATS vl.40 Contains PSCHtaf rowdata Whfch is iusl a whisker under 600 games Well presented J VIWI RJ UTU HtS disk corvlains helpful image processing and palming programs Like Pr^ixi Po,fil vl.3^, mage Workshop vl.3, an Iff Manipulator □ !*   ¥1M2 Dt UTU Cunlains eoraex tor WB -•: SK.i:k v3 34, Is a replocemem lor Sdck-il, Z Kick and LKick kickers. I w i sottkek any o1her version of trckstan inlo ran J** ¥1103 TEK-ATAK MODULES An cJicdlcnl raping of wonderful rnusc for your own productions or to listen to. y At V1KJ4 COLOURED tCC#H Transfer your disks into colouful weE presented works of art wtih ihis database. □ *+ V110S VIEW TOOLS Crynlrj ns Convert. ■■ v.vTn 'i ■ 11F ii Ireeetisyto usedalatase prcgra ViewPhone, an SfiSsh telephone ?,':"■! ucy- il; ;L>." M ■ VtewOiskL is a small disk catotogue ulillty. □ *+ YllOfl MAJOR LEAGUE Allows y\\. "o keep ■'Ofk cr vnin f:;js-.jnlij Ic-uins c vd thwe re^-ils. □ A+ ¥1114 PRINT LABEL] DocDumpS 1. Envelope Pr#i1 vl 2, Inlay Make* vl.4, MC nosier vl.l. Banner Press, label Print vl.S J V1124 FIRST ALERT VIRUS BoolX. EVN v^.ZSAvTJvlTS.MVK^rskjSoddOrn SrooShot VC, Virus K wrus Z. VI12 5 LEMMINGS 2 INSTALL • -s disk' instaM Lemmings 2 to your hard drive. 1Mb Chrp RAM* 512kRAM J *# VT133 NUMPAD v37.3 Emulales c numeric keypad an some Amiga Keys, □ A* ¥1134 TMUWANAGER vl.l |2| Includes theobilily lo add menus to yaur Toots menu, add 1MB icons cv Windows J *' ¥1136 DISK UTLi 2 Cnpy_C A loci Far making backup copies, formatting ecT KskMoteA mutli arivedisk copier. Disk Satv 2 Ds< repair, salvage & undelete Vll, HCCIC< Ht> meriu &. ■workbench 1ool □ A* ¥1137 [AGA| UTLi 4 Tesi, BIJlonk, l^edtAiOA CydetOiVlenu, Doubles, Farce VGA, GtF rtludge, PPShaw Eendji vlcwTirt fi. Venouf J >•"■ VIUS IAGA) LJlTU 5 DegracHrr, PW-Ray. AniigrjToOo<uitile. CardMemLas', Paletfe. Ptomolor. BomTagMem -1 ¥1139 IAGA' UTU 6 A4M1 Pater- Alen imer 3c-s"ic C ouds Ham^ JPfG Me'.vPOP rJT5C4NTSC. PolchPoinlef, Ffosma PCX & Screen '■'coe changer. :_j ¥1140 FOOTBALL FORECAST The ID tesi Oftd most upla dale faorboll results pradJ □ *+ V1141 MANDELPLOT v2.4 Does't fust produce 2d fractals, con view them in 2d or 3d modes, make animations, even design yaur own fractals Fastesi mandel-bro? producer j *+ VII44 GRAPHICS Con'ak-s JPEG MscDJJPEGGui v37.1 MakeAnim7.ecs1AGA onlm playback S-AnlnvS vl .1 5-RC vl 2 □ ¥1145 MENUMASTER III If you won1 to produce a simple menu system this Is if wetier tor a hardsk or floppy disk J *•+ ¥11*7 EASYBEHCH Contains a wide ii iiebesl ior.lhe Amiga (2] ¥1152 GOLDEDV.*4 (S) AflLJI Rasnrfw ■<:- wilh tote ot functlons/optlons tabout 2S0|. DICE compiler front end. OSS task & tactions, folding paragraphs. fUly customable menus, Holkeys, iV.'olxiCk jp. Insert columns. Clipboard Ancmore □ *+ V1TS3 AMlGAiASEvl,31 prngrcrimable :ii!c".:ir,r.. ■'oolurcs i'Klu-cie 2 display methods, tiller dalafypes, search, pnnt. siring, merro texi, dale. 1imer Data only hrA^ed by memory size. □ *+ V11S4 MAGE MENU ¥1,27 Replaces all in ■..-•linn 'vni.y yjprjoriing both put-aawn and Pop-Up ^enus Menjs car be displayed In 0 3d J ¥1155 PHXA5S v3.3 A complete macro assemijleir which supports all important Motorola processors. J *■+ YT156 VIDEO TTTLER Can you generate professional looking TV tittesond creo»s far you oun videos. Well you can with this, II has ov/isiong ■■ at-i.res. .ke very smooth scrolling, cotour stSdes IAGA suppo^ and use of colour fonts Ideal tar use with our Colour fletcrer tanls I- ¥1157 DINOWARP TRIVIA Tou laid Suddent/4 opear in from at a DtnoMUf who ogres lo let you 00 If you answer 50 Questions Q*+ VllSfi BACK TO SCHOOL [23 0 Cdleclian of the best Pubic DorfOinA shai.'-ewcireeducohona: programs which wi\ demostrole to m^ yQUHMSl IckJ now to torn on Ihe computer whitl hawng fun Urt+ V1WQ NOSTROMO CHEATS Vl.l The besl adventure solution disk, ever made with over SOD arcade cheats, □ "* ¥1161 GOALXEEPERvl.O Computer soccer adminislra^ion program. Creoto vOur ■yj.-? >Vir.i Foolball teagues uplo eiphr reams. Fir for rhe E j-ropeon, UK leagues, or |ustijsewnh Kick-Off 2 □ *+ V11«4 ASI AI200 RX DISK Coniains all whal you WOukd need 1or gefling disks ta work on your new al20O compoler J *+ VT174 SAMPLES UHUMrTEO A selKfon affislrumenlsrorollmusrc programsRkeOctarVlED. Sound Tracker. v VTI7S UOM v3.0Dov0uwonl la produce 0 'Jlilrty dilk oFyourown, well thisdiskwill ps.Jl you on Ihe right frock. J VT176 HO SAMPLER UTHJTTES Contains Hunrer !, Frawanfiipper SampleVa^ei RIF □ *+ VT17? BETTERBEHCH Yes hs another iilresling Workbench utity disk pocked 99% lull ol utilities and documents i ¥IUB K1CK5TART 3 EMULATOR Th s disk is 0 muMI leickstarl seledion ulility disk V0U «n seled Kickskirtl.313< D0S| Kickstart machine fas il ffiltucks1art30l39.IOfi}No AGA piCure support bul ■-■■>■' du "we a s-oe'cr/jcrktoerch csrl □ A+ VI170 fiP*^A3trjesigfiedlD'¥(iuJawHk Ot your awn leisure w4hou1 worrying oDOUl icrgelling Inose important m«*taes, or names, address let isti s □ ** ¥11*0 BACK TO SCHOOL 3 Contains Trecsjre Sscrh. i-olox7^!. Type ar Die more eduCOllons programs af kids - VI141 COLOUR THE ALPHABET "his program is to- earty learne-s which may neto w>1h lefter & colour recognition ond a b" ci ccun""-c; too For the younger kids. - VlJSi IRREGULAB VERBS This is a Ct.. z game based around: subjeel Verbs 

- 3411 KINGDOMS AT WAR This is a I lo 4 player Rsi lype game wilh n^al ond coFaurfui graprscs and presentation J *+ 3412 THE LAST REFUOE Is a Space invaiders vfiriunt sol in "he mddte ages □ A+ 34T3: DARKSTAFF K, another ctassic game 1his one from Ihe spedrum world ► 34U COHCHJCST & DOMINATION An excelled slroie^gy war gome in whkh you can bntttewith IroopS. Tanks. Guns, Planes. Bomhers. XMv ship i Reotace arro;. OK WHI IroinS. "arse's BuHd bwldngs, get more fuel, balance your funs, buy and sei ana much more. 

A/cNo 

Oiem. Lnc-ludini: h'nis^inn kn;\ndMED modules, ThisdiKcontainshuitdrOtl.i ,if j A."?00 £4.99 J LC10 □ LC24/1& prunes, inckidmg educational games, video utnd arcade games, scratcgv games, □ 3 5 ClSK CLEANING KIT £3 4? I 
Font Distcs (Adobe / Stoloblel s*™7" c'dVd e™ Jin<!       £fn1"- T1ie d]A Kmtd,li many nl!>dcffl 1 DISK LABtLi 3p ta& / Win 50 or I TOM DISKS V«M f *X*<*>m      ™««11?nproems and BBS^flw^. Q 1£H.09f0r 1OTJ0. tVhich IncludesP&P I i-J.uU  PER       I tie AminelCDROM >M:I ISV J SH. Iormaj,so vn*im\readth»diK. fromncailv DISK BOXES J AO £5 49 j SC Efl 99 I 

£49 99 16 DSc PACK AD OR SC my s.ysc^^ll'^Am'li *ndL.PC' BBS tndc* fllcs 310 illcltt*«l &        rj MOUSE PAD'£3.49 7  £0 DSCPftoc ALJ 0R3(_ popular MSDOS BBS s.  This din: LS brand new jrt 1993.  Also contains Workbench 1 and Work bench 3.0 sections. Futl of yjfflwnrc & shareware.       CATALOGUE 1Mr. 

Post Code 
I 

POSTAGE SPACING SOP DISKS [3) ]£150| 

| Card Card No f 
Signature 

| Telephone I 
~| Expirv j | J Date  I l._ 

| I enclose cheque/PO for I £ 



(No.) = HOW MANY DISKS TO ORDER, EG (2) = 2 DISK PACK 

WHY NOT USE OUR TELEPHONE HOTLINE FOR SAME DAY DESPATCH. CREDIT CARDS. WELCOME 

SPECIAL OFFERS 
1. FOR EVERY 10 ED DISKS YOU BUY, WE WILL GIVE 
YOU A 10 CAP BOX WORTH £1.99 ABSOLUTELY FREE! 

2, FOR EVERY 25 P.D DISKS YOU BUY, YOU CAN 
CHOOSE ANOTHER 5 FREE! 

CENTRAL 
□CENCEWARE 

DEMOS 
01 ...Mental Hangover 

.intercepter Demo 
D4...Wiid Ooppsr □10,..i7Blt Music Camas 
D11 ...World Demos 31 
Dl3...Total ReirtutDemo 
Du/i5...P«daicus (2) 
D20tet...R&<i S«l0f(2} D24/25..UatfTek Rs«13(2) 
DM. ..Total Remix 2 Damo 
D27_.T.V The™ 
D30...Epic D«no 
D34...P.D Colloction 
Cm. Virtual Worlds 
D37..VTactra Sinking Damo 
rm.TFF Demo Voyage 
D4u\..Saty0arno 
D59,..VKteo Effects 3D 
064..Cult Vfector Dance £ 
D69. Phgnomene Deme 
D70...Amos 3D Defr© 
D74. A Trip to Mara 
D76, A2000 Genlock Damn □&ifc2..Budbrain 1 (2) 
DS3...eudbfain 2 
D85..Crtorocs Neverwbere 
D87. ..Piranha Demo 
DTOL.AJcalraz WDemaS 
DT02..A Chapnn Demo 
D103..Tctal Destruction 
DI05..MF B Demo CompJ Dl06,.WaHer ST Demo* 
D111...Del»nt D117...Aurora lA'Dema 
Dii8.,.CunwDemc2 
D125. ..Precise Damo D133...Ffl&cinat»n 
D136. .GoWfire M^ademo 
D137/t38-.S0Wriat(2) 
D139, .Devil* 'No Reality □ 144..The Sitenbs "ks" 
Dt45-.Cryslal Symphonies 
Df 48 ..Ray Of Hop* 2 
D14&..M0 BiaJn No Pain 
Dl5fl/159..Cyborg Demo (2) 
0iB5..Coa)iialConip 
Ol97...MCDtek \ Coma 
0199.. End Ot Century 1999 
0206...Dreamers 3 
0208. Avangera M/Demg D2l6^2l7..Ba33cMatiC{2) 
D21fl...Disorder Demo 
D2T9...Tutf Enufl 
D225..Cool Fridge Demo 
D226,Hajdciack WDemo 
D£33..HypnaulK Hammer 
D235,.Six of One Damo 
D239,. Lemmings Revenge 
D240,.,Tfltal Respray D243...fiudtxain 3 0244..Phenomana Irrerspaca 
D245. .Total Retrial 
D247..PuJllng me Trigger 
D253..CES Demos 
D2SB...Tolal Recount 
D257...Tota] Rebate 
D2fi2.. .Spasmolytic 
D264...D-Mob Mdemo 
D2G7..£un Connections D270..Keffons The Well 
D27L..Timex Hydra 027a.-.Efectric Demos 1 
DZ74...Detpa<ters Damo D276.,.Cava Le Weird 
DSTcj-.-lraqul Demo D2ao/2ei-.0eterlotis(2) 
D290...PcipeyeDamo 
D£92-..E)tC3litHjr'Damo 
D29El..Silflnt£ + Anarcn(y 
D3Q1,.,Sub*9yDemo 
D302...Tarcit Oemo 
D303.-.Despak Demo 
D307...L.S.D Damo 
D3l2...0avils Colours 
D3l4.-.Trakmo 
0315. The Groove 
D3£2m.Sta* Ware 
D325tf32a..Fleal Empa% {2J 
D32B/329,.Hed Dwarf <2) D330,. .Darkness M/Itomo 
D332...Melted Experience 
D333-337,, .Ody$$ey {5) 
Dm..Bea&1ie Boys Damo D340,. .watchman Damo □341 .-Anarchy Smoker Co 
0342..Ed 209 The Revenge 
0343tt44. .HerctrtUed (2) 
D34«..Wlld(ire fADamo 
0347..MlndWHtp M/Demo 
D34W349..Skizwi Dem&[2} D350-3S2..Treacle Taam^ 
D35e,..MrMefiSl0ri« 
D359..Seeing Is Believing 
D360...Stflteofthe Art 
D3fi1 ..Mayday Resistance 
D362/363. Jeiws on E's{2) 
D364...FlshTank 
D366...0ptnreim Pleasure 
D366„.Min<l Riol 
0367. .In the Can Demo 
D36B. .Dynamic Illusions 
0369. ..Piece or Mind 
D370,.,3D Demo 2 
D371.. Lethal Exh 

UTILITIES 
U1..Games Music Craaloi 
U21 ..The Comma Disk 
U32.. Modem Utite 
U34.. Red Devits Wife 1 
U36.. Soundtracker Special 
U3S.. Paint. Music. Media 
U39...Caid Designer 
LH0...5pectium Emulator 
U4t...Hed Devils Utfls 4 043.. Future Composer 
U44.. Kefrons Makeboot 
U45..PE Gignl LHIfe 169 
U47..Label Designer 
U49., Ultimate Icon Disk 
D50.,.Power Comp Ulife 
U51..Jazi Bench 
U55-..VisicalC U57...0uickbandh 
U5a...Foni Designer 
U60...D-Painl Foms 1 
UB1 ...D-Palnl Fonts 2 
U62...Me<J3.20 U63,.,Direct Anim Crftilor 
U64...Croe$wgrcl Designer 
U9G.-.CLI Help + Others 
ue7...S/Trac*er Mega 

.Uttlmate Soots 1 
U69...Ultimate Boots? 
U73...Powertogo 
U74...M-Cad 
U75...JournaJ Home Ace's 
U?e...Home Utilities 
U77..Ek!ctrocad 
U7a,..Aml Base 
Uei...BootbenohV2,0 
UB2...S1ide3rK3w Me>er 
U83...Ca!alog Workshop 1 
U84...Ca?alcg Workshop 2 Ua7...Hard Disk Utiis 
U39-94, .Amateur Reditu (6 
U95...C-L>ght + Others U96-GFX Utile 1 
UlttL.HamLiD 
Dltl1-..SidV2.0 
D10B.,.A-Gene U113 .Midi uti&ties 
U113,f119..Vi(Jeo Utiles 
U132...GR( Uhts2 
U133.|,13-1...NorthC(2} 
U136...CrosaDoss (demot 
Ul38...Squirf Squad Utiis 
U139...Terminates VI .0 
0140...Squash 1 (2.04 only) 
Ul4l...Squash2(2.04 on^) 
UH2...T«(tPtus3 
Ut44...Dennis Samples 1 
Ul45...Dkjital Irviro Design 
Ul46...V1zCipArt UM7...Spec1rym Emutalc* U151...SBpSlreamV/KiRers 
U152,,.Red DevilaUHflsB LHS4...Ami5efcw:W/P 
U155..,RDLF1itaDocsDttk 
U163...Qulokbench+[2.04) 
U184...Rim Database 
U16S...Dennis's Hack Disk Utfi7...Demollshar Utiis 
Ul6B.,.Honia Business 3 
U172.. .Squalen {1.3 only) 
LP17S...GFXIJtte3 
Ul77...Siar Charts 
Ul7&-taCUDica- (2} 
U1&1...CeHic Oemo Maker U186 - 206.-.TracktnS 10-30 
U207...lcon Ceilectiom U208.,. Dave Jones Fonts 1 
U2to...Unrapaint3 U2l1„.ChemeSlhelics 
U212...AnimaietJ Piolniers U213...Desk Top Publisher 
Lr214.,.DesW&ench Icons 
U215, .Meesy Sid 2 
U2l6...MeeterVrtGiier2.2 U21S...0ate Base Wizard 
U223-Ten Pin Database 
U224.,.Q'Base Dataoasa U226. ..Games Solutions 1 
U231...D-f>aintFont8 3 
U2a2...Gamas Cheats 2 
U234...ReMi Base 
U235...AmiCashvl 
U233 ..tconmanie 
U240...fcon Editor 
U252...Opliccmms2.0 U254...NewSwpertiltere2 
U256...PiOlJa<karv2.0 
U258.-.Alen ST Emulalor 
U2SS...O-Copy3 
U262...PC Emulator 
U263.,-Mecl 3.2t 
U273...Vidi Fonts 1 
U274.Jllinol Labels 
U275-..60O Business Letters 
U279...Invoice Printer 
U2BQ-..Woman V2.02D 
LP2B3.. .Headline Fonts 
U209...Amos Updatar 
U290...Kjckstart2.04 
U292...Black Ttger UlllS \ 
U293...Blat*Ttgar Utlls2 
U294...Tex1 EngmaV4.0 
0295. ..Game Tamer 
0296...UFllmale OiskCrea 
U297...1D PD Copiers 
U29B,..Protractor V3.0 

SEND YOUR 

ORDER TO: 

GAMES 
Gl...Return to Earth 
G2. ..Games Comp 5 
G3. ..Dizzy Lizzy 
G4...Scum Haters 
G5...Parachute Joust 
G6...Frarvtic Freddie 
Gfl../IWnlris 
G9...Pseudo Cop 
G10.,.Dnp 
Gil. .Bug Bash 
G12... Asteroids G13. .Uamatron 
G14, ..Escape from Jovi Gl5...Mofi8 AcVentora 
G16. ..Ground Attar* 
l3t7...Megaball 
G1B.. l-^'csrs Club 
Gt9...Varioijs Adventures 
G^...Batnefofce 
G22.. .Dragon Cave 
G24.. .Rings of Zon 
G25-. .Meytwm 
G26...MechNlghl 
G27...The Tennis Game 
G2B...FIaschbief 
G29...Byck Rogers G3G...Greyslayer 
G3t..7'Tik« 
G32.,.Mega Comp 1 
G33-34.. .Star Trek 1 (2) 
035^37...StarTrek 2 (3) G38-33...Mechtorce(2) 
G40..-Klondyfce 042...Car 
G43-..Geme« Comp 2 
G44...S.E.U.OK Games G45...Sacc Games Comp 
G46~.Game$ Comp 3 
G48-. .Rey& Game Drsk 
G49...Games Comp 4 
G5Q...Games Comp 6 G51-52 ..Trucking (2) 
G53...Jetpac 
QSS. ..Quick and Sihra 
G&G..-Miniblast 
G57..-Lamar Game 
GSfl.-Games Comp 7 
659.. Games Comp 3 G60 ..Pom Pom Gunrsr G61,..Gavergnnsr 
G62.r.Crystol Caverns 
G63...1ntfiCt G64, .Fternet Rome 

!G6S...Lemmlngoids 
G66... Downhill Cha.^nge 
G67,..Leme ST Ports 
Gee. ..Paranoid ..Puggles 
G7B-..Chelnsaw Deaih 
G71 ...Pirate Pate's Treasure 
G72...Serene 2 
G73-..Casttes 
G74...Dynamfte Die* 
G75...Caid Games 1 
G76...Wczys Quest 
G77.,.Growth 
GTS. ..Skate 
G79..AticAtaC 
G80...Napoleonic Sim 
G81...Project t 
a82..1azerZone G33.. Lemmings Pack 
GB4. Star Trek S.E.UP 
GB5...Lettrix 
G&7...Matchad Pairs 
GBS...Raphaais Revenge 
GB9...Snake Pit 
G90...Zeus 
G9l...Merv The Merciless 
G*2„JBIIzzard 
G93. ..The Maze Game 
G94...Subcu*1ure 
G9S.. .Hollywood Trivia 
G97.. .Shootout G99,..Holy Grail Adventure 
G10O. .Amos Coindrep 
G101...Classic Comp 1 G102...CaTdGan>e£2 
G103. -Super Skoda Chall G104. .-Grand Prix Sim 
GlQ5..GemesComp9 
G106. ..Computer Conflict 2 
Gl07...MleslonXRaid2 
G10B...NU Game 
GtG9...Antap + StolCars 
Gl10...Thcky +The Turn 
Gl11...MarWe Sbda 
GH2...Games Comp 10 
G113...Black Jack Lab 
G114...Dungeon of Madroj 
G115. ..Amiga Columns 
G116...RObOCOplriiraq 
'Gll7...Mutant Camels 
G11B..,Gem«Comp11 
G119...Number FumWer 
G120-122...Wariock^ 
Gl23...Card Sharp 1 
G124...Bart Simpson 
G12S.-.CC Gamea Comp 
G126..AirAce2 
G127..Breakout Con Kil 
G128,..Pipelma 
G129. ..Dung of Doricfcan 
G2t5,. Amos Games 1 
G2f2-2l4...Tlmalofds6^ 

G13£. .Raters Quest 
G133...StarTrek3 
G134...P5pei>der 
G139.,.Door To Door 
G^.-Solio1 Quad G144...0maga Rate 
Gl45...MissionXRakt3 
Gt46..,Trefc.73 Gt47...Weck Jn wondertand 
G146-..Squa1s Revenge 
Gi49...Sky Fight Gl50-Wet Beaver 
Gl5l..Alrmanle 
Gi&2-..WIzard World 
Gl54...Tolalttf Frantic Quiz 
GlBS^Chassv^.O 
G1S6...Smash Telly 
G159...BatyThe Dragon 
GieO...I-Ching Giei.-.E-Typ^ 
Gl62...TomCat 
Gl63,-See Lenoe 
G164...DiiEy DiemondS 
G165. . NO Marvs Land 
G t66. ..Word Square Solver 
Gt67.,.Cros5 Fire Gi6e...wastelends 
Gl70...Space BStz 
G171 ...Crazy Sue 
G172...MakeABreak 
G173...Squambla 
G174...F-1 Challenge 
G175...Clheflo 
G178...Evil Dead Game 
G179...Trainset 
Gi80-iei.,.PComps t+2 
Gl82...0ipiomacy Gf83, ..Tractor Beam 
G16i. .. Motor Duet 
Gte5,.GemeBoyTetrls2 
GlB6...Waler Works 
Gie7.,ActQdWar 
GlBB.. .Mutants Games 
GlB9493...Timelords1-S 
G194.. .Nirvana 
Gl&a-m. .Neighbours (2) 
Gl97...Amosba Invaders 
G1 $6...Game Boy Teliis 1 Gl99.-.Tatren 
G2O0...Batttecars2 
G201...Dr Mario 
G204..^shidO 
G205... Cheafs Disk 2 
G206..Cheats DiekB G207.,Ne*l Generation 
G203..Airport 
G209...F.R.A.C. 
G210...The Golden Fleece G211.Legend Ol Lothian 

31...Ham Pics Shawl 
S4...UadOfina Slides 
S5,..Moviestar S-ltd*s 
Sfi. .Party Disaster 
SS...>mrnaciilate Collection 
S9.-.6tmp30ns Stides 
S1U-11...Channel 42 (2} 
512...Bcuce Lee Slides 
314.. Addame Family 
SI 5Viz Mag Slides 
S1S...Borta 13 
Si?. Docklands Jarre 
S18._Dr Who Demo 
E19. Ntpalm Death 
520 Mas- Slides 
S21...Exodus 3D Slides 
S22-24 ..WWF Slides <3> 
S26^.Cescade Demo 
S27... Demons Slides 
S2S...Total Recall 
S29..Joe,s Slides 
530v..Ham Pics Show 2 
S3l..DPatnt Slides 
S32...Metgtibours Stides 
S3?., .negtr Dean Slides 
S34.,.lron Maiden Slides 
S35-36..-Totuas Richler 1.2) 

I s 3 7 . j o< Trsf Sitdes 
S3B. Basket Case 2 
S3S...Eces Slides 
S40,..FraxtonDevine2 
S4l...Fraxian DcvirW 1 
S42...Golems Geie Slides 
S*3...Chainsaw Slippers 
S44...Cry ForDiwn 
S4S...Forgotten Realms (2| 
S47. Kic* OH 3 Slides 
S4fi...P0 Slideshow 
S49-52- Terminaior (4) 
S53...flobocop 2 Sides 
S54. .Treckmasler Slides 
S55 ..Forgotten Realms2 
S56, ..Garfield Sfides 
S57...PawntM0kcr Shoes 
559 ..-Hellraiser Slides 
559. Night Breed Slides 
560. _Raytracirtg 
S61,..Horrw Slides 
S63. Ttte Gallery 2 
SUA.. Ficck Star Manager 
S65. .Images Slides 
S70...Musete Mania 
S71 ...Creature Comforts 

S72...The Wonder Years 
S73...VVatershipDown 
S75. .Ferrari 348 Pics 
S76 ..Betinda Carlisle 
S77...Cher Slides 
S79...Freddys Dead 
S80.. .Wendy James Slides 
531 .The Invisible World 
SB2-83... Terminator 2 (2) 
S84...Famasy Pics 
S85...Gull War Slides 
Sftfi>...Magicai Pks 
S88...GUH War THhure 
SB9-90-.S/fhing FUlrf i£i 
S91 ..Eldorado SHdes 

ANBWS 
A1. .Probe Seouenco 
A2...Gho$t Pool 
A3. ..Jogger # Magician 1 
A4...Gymnas1Demo 
A6. ..Fractal Fllgril 
A6...BasketbaH Demo 
A9... Magician 2 
Al0...Pugs in Space 
A11...LuHor Teenager 
A13....JuggterDemo 
AI6.-C00I Cougar 
A17. ..Mono Cycle Anim 
Am..PobocopAnim 
A20...Mayhem on Wheels 
A21..^ugette2 
A22...Shuttlecock Anim 
A2B..T-P0lAnlm 
A27...Fleet Manouvre 
A2B-.Billiard Anim 
A2$...&Prise Leaves Dock 
A3£i..,Star Wars 2 Anim 
A3i...Star Trek Anim 
A3i2.. Fraxion Revenue 
A34...Mad0flAa Anim 
A36...SleelthyAnirfis2 
A3B-. .Raiders Of The Lost Ark 
A37.. .Bugs Bwny Show 
A33..,lraq V'e UK Anim 
AB9. ..Mika Tyson Anim 
A40. ..Knight Anim 
A42. ..Wafers 
A43...Wal(flf3 
A45^6...Light Cyde [2] 
A47...EKplcdirig Head 
A46...Police Car Chase 
A49...Top Gun Demo 
;A5Q,..AnimatoTS DenK 
'AS1..,5WayslO KIN a Mole 
A62...Another5 Ways 
A63. ..Batman The Movie 
A54..JDS|»ceship 
ABB... Mr Potato Head 
A57.. .Camouflage 
ASS.. .VGA Anim 4 

■A59.. .Low Level Flight 
ABS.-Amy Vs Walker 
AB4...Real Pt^all Anim 
A&5...Franklin The Fty 
A66... Porky Pig Anim 
A67..AdvenHiras of Chuck 
A69...Bunsen Burner 
A70-71.„Max Overdrive (2) 
A7B-..Spaoeshultle Anim 
A74...Ghostbusters t Horse 
A76.,Alarm Anim 
A77. ..Flight Anfcn 
A7S... Piano Anim 
ATS^DartArtm 
A80. ..Bad Bird Antrn 
A61-Holiday Anim 
AB2.. .Filial The Fish 
AB3...Tha Beings 
AS4... Clothes Peg 
AB5-. Miners Anim 
AB6...Pocket Watch Artm 
A90-93...The Movies 2 (4) 
A95...MyTinTcy 
A3e...T-Pot2Anim 
A99...Terminator 3 
AIOO.. .Dolphin Dreams 
A10in02..Thu«lerbifdB(2) 
AUK.-.HIstorOt Amy 
A1»4,..Pogo Anim <2 Meg) 

CLR LICENCE WARE CLE01 .....DINOSAURS [L-Am ALL ABOUT czmm TVPES OF CHNQSAUH3I.E. JUAftSSlC, TRIAStC *N0 CflE«*CS3U$, ON 2 
DISKS £4.50} CLE02 GEOLOGY (WANT TO KMQW ALL ABOUT THE VGI- 
CANOS ANO THEIfl SUSSTANCES THEN TOY THIS 2 DISKS £4.50) CL603 SOLAR SYSTEM (SET TO KNOW MORE ABOUT 
THE SOLAR SYSTEM wfTH irffOflMAllON ON PLANETS ETC AND wmn PICTURES TO LOOK AT 3 DSKS £4.99) CLE04..J..COLOURENG PAD (A UMKXJE COLOURING KXJK 
TO KEEP THE KIDS ABUSED- FOR HOLiPS 1 CKSK £3-50) 'CLE05 A - CHORD {LEARN TO PLAY THE GutiAfl BY LIS- 
TENING TO MEAHLY EVERY SINGLE CWCflD AVAILABLE ON THE 
INSTRUMENT 1 DISK £3-50) CLE06 MATHS INSTRUCTOR (HELP YOuflSELF GET 
THROUGH THE GOSE'S WITH THIS SUPERB MATHS NSTfllXTOft TPIO, QUADFIATIC, SIMULTAWEOUB, vTJUUMES, AREA ETC ETC 1 
DISK £3.50) CLED7 FRESHWATER FISHhNG (THINK TOU KNOW ALL 
ABOUT FISHING 9 TFff THS 2 DISKS £4.50) CLE OB MIGHT SKY (LWK AT THE STARS PLANETS ETC FROM ANYWHERE- ON THE FACE Of THE EARTH AND CLICK ON A 
DISPLAYED OBJtC i FOS INFO 2 DISKS £4.50) CLE09 WORDS + LADDERS {A woflD SPELLING CAME 
-OR 1 OR 2 PLAYERS 1 DISK £3.50) CLE10......BASICALLY AMIOA (CET TO KNOW WUR AMIGA 
TO THE FuiL 3 DISKS £3.50) CLE11 LETS LEARN V1.1 (LEARN SUMS, TUNES, coois ETC ON THIS EXCELLENT LEARNING A:0 AGE RANGE FROM 5 - 7 
1 OISKE3.50) CLE 12 ALPHABET TEACH (TRY TOSPELL WHAT YOU 
SEE ON THE SCF = FK 1 2 !].< £3.50) CLE 13 HOME BREW (wnn RSCIPES TO INSTRUCTIONS ON fERMENTING £TC iEAHN HOW TO MADE HOME HAC€ WIME 1 
H.ISK £3.50) CLE 14.....ECOLOGY {LEA^IN MORE ABOUT ECOLOGY WTTH 
THIS BRILL PROGRAM S DISKS £4.99) CLU01 ..-.VIDEO TLTLER (MAKE YOUR VIDEOS LOOK PRO- 

KDNAL SCROLLERS ETC 1 DISK £3.50) CLU02 „..FISH IWDEXER (MAKE PYE CHARTS GRAPHS ETC 
WITH FIOURES 1 DISK £3.50) CLU05 ....SAS MEND MAKER (MAKE MENUS TO SUIT YQU 
1 DISK £.50) CLU06 ....SUPER SOUND 3 {CREATE YOUR OWN TVJMES 
WITH THIS MUSIC unufrf £ D=tSKS £4-50) CLU10 ....POWER ACCOUNTS (KEEP ACCOUNTS OF VOUR 
E)tP£NOrTUflE WfTH PASSWORD FLWCTtOH 1 DISK £3.50) CLU11 ....CALC V1.3 (AN EXCELLENT SPREADSHEET FDR 
THOSE CROSS CALCULATIONS 1 DISK £3-53} GLU1 £ .-.VIRTUAL WINDOWS 1 (A COLLECTION OF USE- 
FUL UmLmES LIKE ADDRESS BDOKt NOTE RAD, SOFTWAHE CATS 
ETC 1 DISK £3,50) CLU13 . . DATOS (EASY TO USE YET VERY POWERFUL 
DATABASE 1 DISK £3-50) CLGQ1 ...MORRIS (A VERY ADDITIVE GJU^ SET M THE 

EVAL ERA 1 DISK £3,50) GLGQ2 -...DARK THINGS (A 8PK.L PLATFORM SCHOLLY GAME 
1 uiSK £3.50) CLG03 ....PHASE 2 (AN EXCELLENT SIDEWAYS SCROLL SHOOT EM UP GAME 1 DISK £3,50) CLG 04 ...X-SYSTEM (A VERY ADCHCTIVE GAME WTTH THE 
USUAL END OF LEVEL MONSTERS 1 OS* £3,50) CLGOS ....TRUCKING ON {TRY ANO MANAGE YOUR OWN 
TRUC< FLEET EXCELLENT 2 DISKS £4.50) CLG06 ....OBLITERATION (ANOTHER FAST SHOOT EM UP 
TYPE GAME 1 DISK £3.50 NOT PLUS COM?) :CLG0fl ....DRAGON TILES {OLD JAPANESE TYPE MAJ JONG 
STYLE GAME 1 DISK £3.50) CLGOS* ....MOTOR DUEL (DF.WE A 3o CAR SHOOTING AND 
PACING wnH OPPONENTS 1 DISK £3,50) CLG 10....FUTURE SHOCK (A CASE OF GETTING THE BALL 
THROUGH THE MAZE 1 DISK £3.50) CLG11 -.ALL GUNS BLAZING {CAR GAME FOR a PLAYERS 
WITH THE OVERHEAD VIErt' THEME 1 DISK £3-50) CLG 12 ....BULLDOZER BOB (WIPE OUT THE SCREEN C* 
COLOURED BLOCKS 1 tHSK £3.S0) CLG13PARADOX (A PUZZLE GAME TO TEST THOSE POW- 
ERS OF SOLVIT 1 D(SK £3,S0) CLG14 SONIC SMART HEAD (ANOTHER PLATTORM STYLE OAME 
1 DISK £3-50) CLGT5 ....SPLODGE THE REVENGE (ANOTHER PLAT- 
FORM GAME WrtH PUZZLES TO SOLVE 1 DISK £3.50) CLG17....IMBRIUM DAY OF RECKONING {ONE OF THOSE GRAPHIC ADVENTURE TYPE GAMES EKCELLENTI 1 De&K 
£3.50) 
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RDKR NO R05 
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AMIGA INTO A C6I WITH OVER 50 
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0>\li-S VM TH Fl'l L 
INSTRUCTIONS. 
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WITH KXJS OF DIFFERENT PIC 
HIRES TO CHOOSI: t-KOM I HIS 
PACK IS AN ABSOLUTE MUST 

FOR ALL YOU DTP AND D.PAINT 
ENTHUSIASTS. 

15 DISKS TOR ONLY £1430+ P+P 

WE OFFER A FAST AND VERY 
FRIENDLY SERVICE TO ALL OUR 

CUSTOMERS WITH THOUSANDS OF 
TITLES TO CHOOSE FROM, PLEASE 

SEND A S.A.E FOR A FREE 
CATALOGUE. 

ACCESSORIES 
MOUSE HOUSE —  
MOUSE MAT   SIM 
SQUICK MOUSE ♦  £19.99 
10 CAP BOS.,,  £L99 
100 CAP BOX, -  
A500 DUST COVER ♦ - £3.99 
A600 DUST COVER - £3.99 
3.5" BLANK DISKS.,... £0,69 
PRINTER STAND ♦ 14.99 
MONITOR STAND «... -£10.99 
MONITOR COVER * ~ £4.99 

PRICES 

HOW TO ORDER 
ALL YOU NEED TO DO IS 
PUT THE NUMBERS OF 

THE DISKS REQUIRED AND 
SEND IT TO THE ADDRESS 

BELOW ALONG WITH A 
CHEQUE OR EO MADE 

PAYABLE TO DISKOVERY. 
PLEASE DON'T FORGET TO 

INCLUDE THE CORRECT 
POSTAGE TO ENSURE 

—|    SPEEDY DELIVERY. 

PUBLIC DOMAIN 
1-9 DISKS = £1.50 EACH 

POSTAGE 
Europe PD = fiflp 
Accessories = 90p |f> DISKS = £125 EACH       ^ pD = £j ^ 

20*D1SKS=   99P EACH      Accessaries =£1.90 

ASSASSIN'S GAMES PACKS T54 NOW IN STOCK 

KICK 1.3 
NOW ALL P.D DISKS WILL 

WORK ON YOUR A500+7A600 & 
A1200 WITH THIS AMAZING 

DISK 
ONLY £1.50 

WE ACCEPT ACCESS, VISA AND MASTERCARD VISA 



continued from page 112 
objects), then you'll be interested in 
Sci-Fi Type, a set of 14 high-quality 
3D fonts. The demo on this disk 
includes one of the fonts (Ultra) and 
iFF files with samples of all the 
others. The fonts are stored as 
separate objects, so you just load 
and piace them wherever you want in 
your image. The fufl set costs 
$39,99, which seems like pretty 
good value to me, considering their 
apparent quality, And even if you 
don't want them all, you've got Ultra 
here to play with. 
Program rating: 7/10 

AROACH 
Fish disk 899 
This is one of those little "novelty" 
programs that you have running for... 
oh, about ten seconds before you 
trash it Some odd people, though, 
may like it enough to keep it for 
longer than that, it's based on the 
Unix X-Windows Xroach program, and 
displays pictures of cockroaches on 
your Workbench screen. 

These loathsome insects scuttle 
around until they can find a window 
to hide under - although you can 
normally see a leg or two sticking out 
from one edge or another. If you 
close, move or resize the window the 
roaches will scuttle around again 
until they find somewhere else to 
hide. You can select the number of 
roaches to display, and whether or 
not they can be "squished" by 
clicking the mouse on them, then let 
the program run in the background, 

I don't know about you, but just 
the thought of cockroaches makes 
me shudder, so this program lasted 
on my Amiga long enough to write 
this review, and then went straight 
into the waste basket Now if only 
they were fluffy bunnies instead of 
scuttly cockroaches.,, 
Program rating: 5/10 
Shudder factor: 10/10 

POPPER 
Fish disk 899 
Popper is a combination library and 
command which enables you to have 
menus that pop up under the cursor, 
wherever it is on the screen, when 
you press the right mouse button. 
This is useful if you find yourself 
cursing every time you have to move 
the mouse up to the top of the 
screen to access a menu - 

especially if you've set the mouse 
speed very slow to draw accurately or 
whatever. The program also lets you 
"'tear offr menus, so that they are 
permanently available. If you do this, 
they appear as little windows, with 
the standard close box in the top left 
hand corner. When whatever program 
you're running quits, the windows will 
automatically disappear. (To tear off 
a menu, hold down the right mouse 
button to make the pop-up menu bar 
appear, sefect the menu and then 
hold down the left mouse button as 
well while you drag the menu to its 
new position. This isn't something 
that's explained in the 
documentation, and it took me a 
while to work it out,) 

The only problem with the tear-off 
menus is that they don't update if a 
program enables or disables a 
particular menu command - which 
could lead to problems if you select 
a command which wasn't meant to 
be selectable at that moment 
Perhaps a future version of Popper 
will cure that. Regardless, though, 
this Is a clever little utility, and one 
that I'm sure will find favour with a 
large number of users. 
Program rating: 8/10 

TOUCH 
Fish disk 900 
Touch is an Amiga version of the 
Unix Touch utility. It changes the 
date-stamp and time-stamp of a 
specified file to the current date and 
time - in other words, it makes a file 
look as if it were created more 
recently than it actually was. It 
supports wildcards, so you can 
"touch" more than one file at a time. 

But... why? Can anyone explain 
why on Earth you'd want to do this? 
Certainly, I've never spent sleepless 
nights wishing for such a utility. If 
anything, it would surely be counter- 
productive not to be able to rely on 
your vital date stamps when you 
need to find, say, the earliest version 
of a particular file. For that reason, 
I'm giving it a,., 
Program rating: 3/10 

VIRU5Z 
Fish disk 902 
I know f keep doing this, but it really 
is important to have a decent virus 
killer loaded on your Amiga all the 
time if you're playing with new 
shareware and PD software. Most PD 
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VirusZ: protect and survive! A proper virus checker realty is vital In this day 
and age, especially If you use disks from a wide variety of different sources, 
houses do check all their disks 
before they send them out, but it's 
always possible that something will 
slip through the net. And with so 
many Amiga viruses now around, it's 
getting more and more difficult to 
guarantee that a disk is virus-free. 
Virus! is constantly being updated, 
so do make sure that you get the 
most recent version; the one on Fish 
disk 902 as 3,07, and is dated 2 July 
1993, so there may well be a more 
up-to-date version available by the 
time you read this, Bulletin boards 
are the best sources of the most 
recent incarnation, but PD houses 
shoufdn't be too far behind. 

VirusZ checks bootblocks of 
drives, keeps en eye on your Amiga's 
memory to make sure that a program 
doesn't place anything there that it 
shouldn't, and generally looks after 
your weffare in the background, 
without you being aware that 
anything1 s happening - unless it 
does find a problem, in which case it 
cures most troubles automatically. 

VirusZ. Get it now! 
Program rating: 10/10 

QDISK 
Fish disk 903 
QDisk is an improved, Workbench 
version of the Info command; which 
lists all the mounted devices (disks), 
along with their sizes and details of 
how much free space is available. 
Clicking on one of the devices listed 
brings up a window with more 
detailed information about the 
selected disk, and the program can 
be shrunk down to just the menu bar 
so that you can keep it running all 
the time without taking up too much 
space on the Workbench screen. 

It's certainly a neat idea, but 
whether you would actually use it 
that much is debatable. 
Program rating: 7/10 

TASKE 
Fish disk 903 
Moving right along, TaskEdisplays all 
the tasks running on your Amiga at 
any given time, together with their 
priorities, addresses and a couple of 
other techie details. It s probably of 
no use to most people, but I'm sure 
that programmers will find it useful, 
for sorting out any addressing 
conflicts or somethings, 
Program rating: 7/10 

VIEWTEK 
Fish disk 903 
Viewtek is one of the most powerful 
free image display programs around 
- and there are plenty of others in 
competition for the title, Its features 
include: 
• Displays most ILBMs, including 24- 
bit images 
• Displays standard CompuServe 
GIF-format files 
• Displays JPEG images, as long as 
they are in JFIF 
* Displays ANIM7 animations 
* Supports SHAM, CTBL and PCHG 
image files 
* Supports ECS and AGA display 
modes - so it will display 256-cofour 
images on these machines 
The package on the disk also 
includes a version of the program 
written for GVP's Impact Vision 24 
card, so that true 24-bit images can 
be displayed. The author says that 
he won't write the program to 
support ANIM8 animations, since the 
ANIM7 format is so superior. 

QDisk Info 
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This clever little utilityr Popper, enables you to pop up menus wherever your 
cursor Isr and "tear" them off to display them permanently somewhere else. 

QOisk: a Workbench version of the Shell's "info" command, If you've got a 
burning desire to keep track of all the currently mounted devices, it's for you. 
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However, he does helpfully include a 
program which converts AN I MS files 
to ANIM7 format. 
Program rating: 9/10 

DTREE 
Fish disk 905 
DTree is based on the PC's 'Tree' 
command, and displays a 
hierarchical "tree" of any given 
directory or device. The display can 
include just the subdirectories or 
any included files, and since it uses 
standard I/O (it can only be run from 
the Shell), it supports things like 
pipes and redirection of output. 

DTree isn't the fastest program 
in the world - expect a lengthy wast if 
you output the directory structure of 
a large disk to the screen - but it 
seems to do its job perfectly welL 
The only real question is whether 
anyone will find it particularly useful. 
I guess that if you need a record of 
all your files and their locations, then 
this utility does the job as well as 
any - and because it supports 
redirection, you can save the output 
to a file and then print it out. But 
with programs like SID //around, the 
uses for a program like DTree do 
seem to be rather limited. 
Program rating: 6/10 

EXPRESSION EDITOR 
Fish disk 90S 
Expression Editor is a program which 
will deal with just about any 
mathematical expression you throw 
at it Want to add a number in hex to 
a number in base 25, then take its 
cosine and display the result to four 
decimal places in scientific notation 
in base IS? No problem. 

The program works in a simple 
scrolling window, since it's an Amiga 
port of Free Software Foundation 
code. If you haven't come across the 
FSF, it's an organisation dedicated to 
making as much software freely 
available as possible. 

Authors write programs and then 
make them, and their code, available 
under a "GNU" licence, which means 
that anyone can use or modify the 
code, but anyone who does so must 
release their resulting efforts under 
the same licence. There's a 
PostScript interpreter, a high-quality 
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A worthy rival to Popper? Magic Menu offers such complete keyboard control 
over off-screen menus, it's possible that you'll never need the mouse againl 
chess game,., all sorts of things 
available under the general FSF 
banner, and all of it totally free. 
That's where Expression Editor 
comes from, and a fine program it is 
too, if you want such a thing. Since 
you can assign values to variables, 
and make the program work from a 
"script" by using file redirection, you 
can perform extremely complex 
calculations using the program. 

A must for scientists, students 
and amateur and professional 
number-crunchers of all kinds. 
Program rating: 8/10 

MAGIC MENU 
Fish disk 906 
Magic Menu is another pop-up menu 
utility, similar to Popper. However, it 
also allows keyboard activation of 
menus - so there's no need to use 
the mouse at all, if you prefer. The 
program also enables you to display 
the menus in a rather snazzy 3D 
format, if you're bored with their 
normal appearance. If you select the 
correct option, menus will stay 
selected after you've clicked on 
them, enabling you to move the 
mouse down to the option you want 
without having to hold down the 
button while you do so - a very 
useful feature for people who have 
trouble controlling the mouse. 

Running the program is as 
simple as dropping it in your 
WBStartup drawer so that it kicks off 
every time you start your Amiga, 
ThenT if you want to use keyboard 
commands rather than the mouse to 
access a menu, just hit <Left 
Amiga>-<spacebar> and the menu 
pop-up appears for you. 

On balance, I'd say that Magic 
Menu wins'over Popper, its use of 
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Express yourself (ort to be more precise, calculate some sums) with 
Expression Evaluator - you name ltf the program will work It out for you! 

keyboard controls and the attractive 
3D menus just give it the edge - 
although it's perfectly possible that 
you'll find incompatibilities with 
standard programs while using either 
of these programs. Many 
programmers do rather nasty things 
to get 'better" functionality, and that 
can quite easily cause utilities like 
this to fall over, Still, if one or both 
are compatible with the programs 
that you normally use, then they can 
be recommended. 
Program rating: 8/10 

GOLDED 
Fish disks 908 and 909 

programmers 
* Automatic checking of parenthesis 
matching (also for programmers) 
* Direct support for XPK 
compression and decompression 
And on, and on, and on. This 
program really is exceptionally 
impressive; just when you thought 
you'd seen it all, GoidED redefines 
what text editors should do. 

For example, handy luxuries like 
an ASCII table come built in; select 
this from the menu and a window 
appears with all the available 
characters displayed; click on one 
and it's automatically inserted into 
the document at the current text 
position, Likewise, a calendar and 
calculator are available from menu 
options within the program; and the 
on-line help is, of course, in 
AmigaGuide format Or how about 
the fact that you can move all 
selected text right by a specified 
number of spaces, filling those 
spaces with text if you want? For 
example, if you're using GoidED to 
reply to electronic mailT where the 

character is normally used to 
quote the original message, its a 
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Everything you want from a text editor - and a little bit more, GoidED Is a 
new, very fully-featured program with almost every feature you could need. 
GoidED is a new, very fully-functioned 
text editor, In look and feel it's very 
much OS 3XHiket and the range of 
features is very impressive indeed. 
They include: 
* Macros 
• Customisable menus 
* ARexx port 
» "Automatic phrase completion" - 
using a dictionary, the program will 
complete the entry of strings for you, 
if you wish 
• Auto-backup 
• Works as a DICE compiler frontend 
* "Smart indentation" for 

trivial matter to insert that at the 
beginning of any lines that you wish. 

This program comes on Fish 
disks 908 and 909; it s too big to fit 
on one disk (in fact, Fish disk 909 
only contains part 2 of the GoidED 
package - there's no room for 
anything else). It is installed using 
Commodore's install utility, so you'll 
need that (Commodore has made 
this freely distributable., so you 
shouldn't have any trouble finding it 
if you don't have Workbench 2A or 
above, in which it is included 
anyway). You'll also need 
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Not happy with GoldED's menus for some reason? No problem - the program 
lets you change them to your own particular personal preference. 
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AmigaGuide to use the on-line help, 
although again this is now freely 
distributable, Finally, be warned that 
this is version 0,94 of the program, 
and the author, Dietmar Eilert, says 
that it's still a beta demonstration 
release. Still, it's worth checking out 
if you need a powerful text editor - 
they don't come much more powerful 
than GoldED! 
Program rating: 9/10 

8-COLOUR ICONS 
PD Soft disk V1104 
This is a disk which is, quite simply, 
full of colour icons. They have been 
designed by Ernst Janeseh for any 
Amiga running Workbench 2.0 or 
above in 8-colour mode, and they are 
designed to replace the boring old 
ones that come as standard. They 
have all been created using Icon-Edit, 
a standard Amiga utility, and Deluxe 
Paint IV; some are icons for specific 
programs, while others are just plain 
generic icons for things like disks, 
drawers and so on, 

There's not much more to say, 
really; if you'd like to see some 
colour on your screen, this disk can 
certainly provide that. 
Value for money: 7/10 

HDM 1.1 
Central License wane disk CLU 022 
This disk is available from any 
distributor who is in the Central 

Bored with your dreary old icons? Let PDSoft disk V11Q4 breath some colour 
into your Workbench - or maybe you'd prefer Just some extra shades of grey. 
from bank to bank, and even if all 
five are full the program only needs 
2.5K to store the data on where to 
find the programs. 

HDM is very well behaved; most 
of the time you'll leave it in its 
shrunken form, where just the menu 
bar is dispiayed. When you want to 
access a program, click on it and it 
expands to full size, sitting neatly at 
the bottom of the screen. Actually, 
one of my two complaints with the 
program is that it does take a couple 
of seconds to redraw its window and 
then relocate to Lhe bottom of the 
display; it first draws itself about a 
quarter of the way up, which 1 
assume is to take into account any 
NTSC screen users- But surely the 
program could check for this before it 
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HDM lurks in a corner in menu-bar form - until you dick on it Then it gives 
you access to ail your applications, wherever on your hard drive they may be. 
Licenseware scheme; it costs £3.50, 
HDM is short for Hard Drive Menu, 
and this is a relatively simple 
program for launching programs from 
a "control panel" rather than by 
burrowing down into the disk itself. 
Ten buttons are shown at any given 
time, in what's called a "bank"; each 
button can be assigned a name and 
a program to run when it s pressed. 
A totai of five banks can be 
accessed, via buttons which move 

drew its window in the first place? 
The second complaint is that, 

when setting up the buttons to 
access programs, the program 
automatically assumes that all your 
programs are on the same volume 
that you started up from. Because 
the file requester is pretty basic, and 
doesn't include a "Volumes" button, 
you have to type in the hard drive 
name by hand - which is a pain if 
you're going to be setting up a large 

number of buttons and, like me, boot 
off one partition while keeping most 
of your programs on another, Still, 
once you've set the program up this 
isn't a problem. 

In use, HDM seemed to perform 
well. I couldn't make it fall over, and 
it's certainly easier than digging 
through half a dozen drawers to 
access a utility. There are plenty of 
programs like StD about which do 
everything in the world to your hard 
drive, but it's nice to have a neat 
little program which does one job, 
and does it well. 
Value for money: 8/10 

STARVIEW 
PD Soft disk V1109 
StarVlew is an astronomy program 

the outlines and names of all 88 
constellations, and lets you zoom in 
on any specific area for a more 
detailed view. You can find a 
constellation by name, and the 
display can be either as a horizon 
view (that is, you are shown a portion 
of the sky up to 70 degrees high, 
from any given direction) or as a 
"zenith" view, which is a circular view 
of the sky centred on the point 
directly above your head. This zenith 
view can be rather tricky for novices 
to follow, and the horizon view Is 
much nicer: you get an image of 
exactly what you should be seeing 
(except that there are no convenient 
names and red lines floating around 
in the real sky). 

StarView has been programmed 
in Hi Soft Basic, and is an excellent 
example of that program's power; I 
can thoroughly recommend it to any 
budding Patrick Moores. 
Program rating: 9/10 

PDSOFT FONT DISKS 
PDSoft has released a new 26-disk 
collection of fonts, available in either 
Compugraphic or Adobe Type 1 
format, Each disk costs £3, or the 
complete 26 disk set costs £49.99. 
The fonts are extremely high quality; 
they range from traditional to... er... 
odd, and include a number which 
have been around as PD fonts on the 
Mac for some time. Because they 

tect 

Ves, it's Architect -just one of the fonts available on disk 1 of PDSoft *s new 
budget-priced collection of Compugraphic and Adobe Type 1 typefaces. 
supplied on a self-booting disk (if you 
want to run it from your hard disk, 
you'll have to copy across the 
hlsoft basic library first). And it's 

really rather good. 
Like other such programs, it 

displays what the night sky should 
look like (if it ever stops raining and 
the clouds disappear) at any given 
date, time and location. Over 850 
stars are included, with over 100 
named. The program also displays 

are supplied in either Type 1 or 
Compugraphic format, you will be 
able to use them with most page 
makeup programs - and, in the case 
of the Compugraphic fonts, in 
Workbench 2,x or 3.x. 

For details of the fonts on each 
of the disks, write away to PDSoft for 
one of their leaflets. These fonts are 
well worth getting; at £3 per disk, 
you can't go wrong! 
Value for money: 10/10 © 

WHERE TO GET IT 

There are two main ways to get hold 
of Amiga PD and shareware: from a 
bulletin board or from a PD library. 

The advantage of using a 
bulletin board (BBS) is that often 
the latest software is uploaded as 
soon as it's available. On the 
downside, you need a modem to 
connect, and you'll have to pay 
phone charges (and sometimes a 

connection fee to the BBS as well). 
There is a growing number of 

BBSs with a wide range of Amiga 
software available for download. 
Check out 01-for Amiga (071377 
1358) and the Cheam Amiga 
Bulletin Board {081 644 8714). 
Another good option is joining GIX 
(the Compulink Information 
exchange), which not only has 

Amiga software but also contains 
conference and file areas on a wide 
range of subjects. Many of the 
Amiga Shopper writers have 
accounts on CIXT so you can get 
first hand advice on your problems, 
too. For more details, call CIX on 
081 390 8446 ( voice) or 081 390 
1255 (modem). 

If you don't want to use a BBS 

or haven't got a modem, the other 
way to get PD software is from a PD 
house. Many advertise in Amiga 
Shopper, and there's a full directory 
overleaf. Expect to pay between 
99p and about £2.50 per disk - 
there's often a discount if you buy in 
bulk, too. As for the difference 
between companies which charge 
99p and those which charge £2,50 
- well, try both types. There are 
brilliant, totally professional PD 
houses which charge less than a 
quid, and total incompetents which 
charge more than twice that. 
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PUBLIC DOMAIN WORLD f 

* An asterisk by a library's name 
means see its advert In tills 
Issue for further details. 

A1200 Only PD, Contact B J 
Cowdall, 27 Pheasant Way, 
Cirencester, Glos, GL7 1BJ. 

AMOS PD, 1 Penmynydd Road, 
Pen Ian, Swansea, SA5 7EH. 

Amiga nuts United, 1 Daffern Ave, 
New Arley, Coventry CV7 8GR. 

Amiga Productivity PD Series, 
51 Ennors Road, Newquay, 
Cornwall TR7 1RB. Contact 
M J Docking. 

* Anglia PDL, 30 Victoria Street, 
Felixstowe, Suffolk, 1P11 7EWt 
* 0394 283494. 

Armchair PD, 180 Blackton 
Close, Newton Aycliffef Co 
Durham DL5 7EY. 

Artman, 40 North we 11 Gate, 
Otley, West Yorkshire LS21 2D!\L 
Phone 0943 466476. 

Asgard PD, 20 Langdate Drive, 
Ftanshaw, Wakefield WF2 9EW. 
Phone 0924 363059. 

Batty's PD. Contact Ian or Lynn 
Battison, 7 Denmark Road, North- 
ampton NN1 5QR. w 0604 
22456, Life membership £3,99, 

Beats Brothers, 6 Brownings 
Close, Pennington, Lymington, 
Hampshire $041 8GX. 

Beishaws PD, 55 Baldertongate, 
Newark, Notts, NG24 1EU, 
* 0636 72503. 

8G PD, 6 Peter Street, White- 
haven, Cumbria CA28 7QB. 

Blltterchlps, Cliffe House, 
Primrose Street, Keighley, BD21 
4NNt » 0535 667469. 

BTKr 7 Callander Road, C afford, 
London SE6 2QA 
* 081 473 1650. 

Bus Stop PD, Contact Lisa or 
Cheryl, 6 Smiths Avenue, Marsh, 
Huddersfteld HD3 4AN, 
* 0484 516941. 

C and C PD. Contact Chris 
Wild man, 3a The Cedars, 
Ttlehurst, Reading, Berks. RG3 
6JWT n 0734 411131. 

Chris's PD, 22 Merryfields 
Avenue, Hockley, Essex SS5 5AL 

Colwyn PD. Free, non-profit- 
making PD, membership £5 per 
year. Contact Andy Roberts, 17 
Gladys Grove, Colwyn. Bay, Clwyd 
LL29 7YB, * 0492 533442. 

Computer & Design Services, 
24 Bfackmoor Croft, Tile Cross, 
Birmingham B33 OPE. 
* 021 779 6368 

CP PD, 3 Dunedin Crescent, 
Winshill, Burton on Trent, Staffs. 
DE15 OEJ, '0283 516736. 

Crazy Joe's, 145 Effingham 
Street, Rotherham, South Yorks, 
S65 1BL, -B 0709 829286. 

Crazy Software PD, 50 Wood vi lie 
Court, Portobello, Wakefield, 
West Yorkshire WF2 7DU. 

Deja VuT 7 Hollinbrook, Beech 
Hill, Wigan WN6 7SG, 
n 0942 495261. 

Diskovery PD, 108 The Avenue, 
Clayton, Bradford, West Yorkshire 
BD14 6SJ, « 0274 880066, 

Essex Computer Systems, 118 
Middle C roc kerford, Basildon, 
Essex, SS16 4JA, 
™ 0268 553963, 

Eurodisk PD, PO Box 2, Radlett, 
Herts WD7 SQL 

* Express PD, 47 A be rd ale Road, 
West Knighton, Leicester LE2 
6GD,   0533 887061. 

George Thompson Services, 
Bridgegate Centre, Martinfield, 
Welwyn Garden City, Herts, 
AL7 1JG, u 0707 391389, 

GVB PD, 43 Badger Close, 
Maidenhead, Berks. SL6 2TE, 
* 0831 649386, 

Highland PD. Free list contains 
lots of education, business and 
games disks. Contact David 
Paul in, 255 Drumrossie Avenue, 
Inverness IU2 3SX 
*0463 242431. 

Holmes Brothers Compilations. 
Contact Craig for monthly 
compilation disk. 23 Rocester 
Ave n u e, Wed nesfie Id, 
Wolverhampton, West Midlands 
WV11 3AU. ■» 0902 733418. 

Hornesoft PD. Contact Chris 
Home, 23 Stan we 11 Close, 
Wincobank, Sheffield S9 1PZ, 
* 0742 422000. 

ICPUG (Independent Commodore 
Product Users Group), PO Box 
1309, London, N3 2UTT 
o 081 346 0050, 

Immediate Arts, 26 Lyndhurst 
Gardens, Glasgow G20 6QY. 
= 041 946 5798. 

Judge Dredd's PD, 1 Nottingham 
Road, South Croydon, Surrey 
CR2 6LN. 

K#w=ll Collection, PO Box 672, 
South Croydon, Surrey CR2 9YS, 
i*081657 1617. 

*KTs PD. 75 The Drive, 
Rochford, Essex SS4 1QQ, 
W0702 542536. 

Langham PD. Contact Richard 
Payne, 89 Wolverhampton Road, 
Codsall, Wolverhampton WV8 1PL 

Logic PD, 8/5 Glenalmond Court, 
SighthiJI, Edinburgh EH 11 4BE, 

Magnetic Fields, PO Box 118. 
Preston, Lancashire PR2 2AW. 
« 0772 8S1190 

Mega PD, 78 Buckingham Green, 
Basildon, Essex SS13 1PF. 
* 0268 559164 / 0621 828527 

NBS, 1 Chain Lane, Newport, 
Isle Of Wight, P030 5QA, 
" 0983 529594. 

* Network PD & Shareware 
Library, Kenmare, Co. Kerry, Eire, 
* 010 353 64 41603 

NJH Computers, 12 Meesons 
Mead, Rochford, Essex SS4 1RN. 
tr 0702 546796. 

Numero Uno. Contact Dillon Eyre, 
21 Burstall Hill, Bridlington, N 
Humberside Y016 5NP, 
'0262 671125. 

Orbital Software. Contact A 
Flowers, 37 The Orchard, Market 
Deeping, Peterborough, Cambs. 
PES 8JR, tt 0778 342064. 

Pathfinder PD, 41 Marion Street, 
Bingfey, W Yorks. BD16 4NQ, 
* 0274 565205, 

Penguin Public Domain, PO Box 
179, Reading, Berkshire 
RG3 3DO, 

*PD Soft, 1 Bryant Ave, 
Southend-on-Sea, Essex, SSI 
2YD, » 0702 466933. 

Rlverdene PDL, 30a School 
Ro ad, Ti I eh u rst, Read i ng, 
Berkshire RG3 SAN, 
n 0734 452416, 

Roberta Smith DTP, 190 
Fa I lode n Way, H amp stead Garden 
Suburb, London IMW11 6JE, 
a 081 455 1626. 

Scribble PD, 14 Woolner Close, 
Barham, Suffolk IP6 ODL 

* Sector 16, 160 Holfow Way, 
Cowley, Oxford, * 0865 774472. 

17-Bit Software, 1st Floor 
Offices, 2/8 Market Street, 
Wakefield, West Yorkshire WF1 
1DH. Phone: 0924 366982 

Softvllle, 35 Market Parade, 
Havant, Hants P09 1PY 
* 0705 498199 

Software Expressions, Unit 4, 44 
Beau ley Road, Southville, Bristol 
BS3 1PY, 1*0272 639593. 

Startronlcs, 4 Arnold Drive, 
Droylsden, Manchester M35 6RE, 
v 061 370 9115. 

Tazmania PD, Contact M 
Hewson, 4 Boultham Avenue, 
Lincoln LN5 7XZ, 
if 0522 538706 (after 6 pm). 

Telescan Computer Services, 
Hands worth Road, Blackpool 
FY5 1SB, * 0253 22296. 

Trevan Designs Ltd, PO Box 13, 
Aldershot, Hants. GU12 6YX. 
*■ 0483 725905 (note: modem 
line, not voice). 

Vally PD, PO Box 15. Peterlee, 
Co Durham $R8 1NZ, 
* 091 587 1195. 

Virus Free PD, 31 Farringdon 
Road, Swindon, Wiltshire 
SN1 5AR * 0793 512321 

* Visage Computers PDL. 
18 Station Road, Ilkeston, 
Derbyshire DE7 5LD, 
w0602 444501. 

Your Choice PD Library, 39 
Lambton Road, Chorlton-currv 
Hardy, Manchester M211ZJ, 
Phone 061 881 8994. 

BUYER BEWARE: The Inclusion 
of a PD library in this directory 
does not imply that Amiga 
Shopper endorses or 
recommends any PD library In 
any way. We can accept no 
responsibility for any dealings 
you may enter into or for any 
difficulties you may encounter. 

When you write to any of these 
libraries for a catalogue, include 
an SAE for its return. Some 
libraries ask that you send a 
blank disk as well. 

If a library is named in a review, 
this means that that library 
provided us with the disk 
reviewed. Given that PO can be 
freely copied, the same program 
may well be available legitimately 
from several libraries. 

* If you run a PD library not listed 
here and wish to be included, or 
if you want to amend any 
information given, send full 
details and a copy of your latest 
catalogue to: 
PD Directory, Amiga Shopper, 
30 Monmouth Street, Bath, 
Avon BA1 2BW. 
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HP LASERJET J/J™ COMPATIBLE • PUSH ROM UPGRADEA8LE/  wMAt^T , 
R/co/i, have i/seo" tftefr expertfse to produce a Y/rsf /n /aser printers, the 
LP1200 with FLASH ROM. HP LaserJet Hi™ compaf/ote. WJ© LP 7200 
employs industry proven laser technology which, unlike LED printers, 
uses a laser tight source to produce the most accurate and intense 
printed Images at a range of print resolutions up to 400dpi. A fast 
efficient processor and engine, plus a straight paper path design 
allows printing at a full 6 pages per minute. The 2Mb RAM version 
prints a full A4 page of text or graphics at 300dpi, Using standard 
resident fonts and the alternate controller firmware supplied, it 
can also print an A4 page of text or AS page of graphics at 
400dpi and, using the Windows driver supplied, an 
A4 page of text 
at 4O0dpi from 
Windows 3.1. "/ 

SHOWN WITH } 
UNIVERSAL FEEDER 
TOP TRAY {OPTIONAL EXTRA) 
The 4Mb RAM version can print a 
full A4 page of graphics at 400 dpi and makes 
fuil use of the LP1200'S 400 dpi printing capabilities, such 
as using Microsoft Windows fonts. Unique additional standard 
features include FLASH ROM 'future proof technology and LAYOUT - a 
powerful document description language. The LPl200's unique Internal 
FLASH ROM, which holds the printer controller firmware, can easily be 
updated as new developments in technology occur. This protects the 
investment you make in buying a Ricoh LP1200. Other manufacturers 
would require you to buy a new printer! Internal FLASH ROM and 
industry standard FLASH ROM PCMCIA cards can also be used to 
permanently store fonts, macros, graphics and extra emulations. Again, 
unlike the competition the LP120Q includes LAYOUT, a powerful and 
intuitive document description language as 
standard. This offers unique opportunities to 
develop custom made printing systems. 
Forms and document templates can be 
designed complete with logos and stored 
electronically in the LP1200'S FLASH ROM, 
alleviating the need for pre-printed forms! 
The LP1200 comes with a 100 sheet A4 
paper tray as standard. An optional universal 
feeder automatically feeds up to 150 sheets 
of paper (up to I69gsm)t 15 envelopes, 
transparencies and labels. 

CONSUMABLES + ACCESSORIES 

PLAIN PAPER 

FAX OPTION 
^» ONLY 

The LP1200 is the World's First Laser Printer to have the 
option of being upgraded to a PC Independent plain paper 
fax. Just download the software (E12Q*MT) info the 
LP120D's Flash ROM and connect any tax/modem to the 
Serial Port (we recommend the Pace Micro I in FX - 
£180+VAT). Using the Windows and DOS software supplied 
you can send and receive Laser quality faxes all over the 
world! 
FAX/MODEM SOFTWARE FEATURES - £120~VAT FAX IZ» • CnrntMne 2 or A faxes onlo one page (A4) 
• Grayscales, 3 types d images ■ Photographic, Line Art, Rrcoh Scanned 
• Phone number directory fusing Windows driver) • Broadcast (using Windows driver) 
• Windows and DOS version 
• Receive faxes when PC Is swriched off • Use printer tor printing wfrile receiving faxes in background mode 
• Use laser Jet or Layovl protocol documents • Send faxes from any Windows application 
MODEM/HARDWAJIE FEATURES £1 S&VAT MOD Jts • CCITT Group 3 send/receive • Laser qual ity output 
• Automatic retry on busy {&) • Memory useable - 2M (upgradable To 4m,) 
• Document macros 
• PCMCIA/Intel flash card firmware module available • A4 paper - but can receive A3 pages scaled down to M ■ 300 dpi. Can send M pages scaled upto 43 - 300 dpi • OUT ol paper receive • 9600 baud Fax modem • 24QQ baud Data modem 
• Hayes compatible - UK manufacture • 5 year warranty on modem 
• Includes: fax/modem, software, mains adaptor, serial cables, PSTN connection toad and manuals FOR PCs & OCMPATIBLES ONLY 

WINDOWS 3.1 
DRIVER 

SUPPORTS Mitibm 

mm DRIVER SUPPORTS 300 S4C0DPI 

CORPORATE 
SALES TEAM 
Tel: 081-3000888 
Fax: 081-308 0608 

PflODUCT WIOOUCT PHKE CODE DESCRIPTION EMC VAT 
CAB 7500 Cable for PC/ST/Amtga  £8.47 
KIT 5200 Laser Starter Kit inc Cable  £12.50 
LAA 5238 Universal Feeder (2nd Tray)  £95.00 
LAA 5262 2w> RAM Module  £85.00 
LAA5210 EJeveloper/TonerCartridgie £65.00 LAA 5225 OPC Cartridge (Drum)   £89.00 
LAA 5312 A4 Paper Tray (1OO Sheets)  £35.00 
FAX 1200 Ricoh fax/Modem Software/Firmware £120.00 
MOD 7199 Pace MicioJIn FX Ffe*/Dala Modern .. El80,00 
LAA 5279 Ricoh Flash ROM Card (0.5ut>)  £49.00 
WA528S Ricoh Flash RAM Card (It*)  E199.00 
LAA 5290 Ricoh Flash RAM Card (4**)  £599.00 
All Prices are Exc VAT - CALL FOR A FULL PflPCE LIST 
'Nfltt: AA paper 1rsy IE BJrwdy Intfudfld f\IT* prtNMrflriM. MOffrJU trays car be pi*chased 10 feed afartirf. coloured sjalkmsry. 

BM 4TJ2M20 "UJIIISU VMcOD CANON IBM PLUS STAH Sill MOQM LP120O "FEATURES 
Mugs Srnetf price \W VAN riws ££59 MdMniuir' rflL-jlLlicn in dels per insh 30fJj<3(SO 300x30] SWISOO 400x400 
Window 3 Dw<* 400 dP' YES Piirrl Spaarf Gpprn tppm 4pfm flppm 6ppm S'rarahl Paper p^ih NO YES YES 5 Prlle.' Cdminanil Language V£S YES YES HP-OU2 V*clpr Graphic;, included "YES VES YES YES 
fasoklicn i rnoruvemnnt/EinlHncerwrit ¥ES VES YES YES YES Stanford PAW 1* 512K im 2p Fun A4r30fJ del grapfces. frith Stanford HAM YES War;!' Up Time 33 sees Ksocs < EHJ sc£s CO sacs 15 snrs First Paja ol TRSCI Ontpi^ IS sees 31 sees IS 5flCS c 15 sees OiKXTerii Descnoton Lani}iiat|«= icludEd YES Flash ROM VES 
Flash RCM UpfltadeaWe Firmware VES PCMCIA Card Slot YES StaimWfl Residcr Ferrtt - n HP LJ ill Emulsion 0 9 a & S Resident Brt-MafcDefl font! 1Q H 2 14 14 lont SCiwiile Fan ffihnolpgv VES YES YES HP LasarJel III EmulaliDT frckidoj YES YES YES EPSON FX Emulate Included VES YES YES YES I3M ? 0Priiit?i Emulation Ir^uded YES ^EE YES VES Elandarn Tray Capacity 2W 150 70 MC 1M Prptcclive covron Stanford tray >TS YES YES YES Cast percqpy"* 1.80 sr.up 2-10 13B l.E5p Mm-Man Har>r weight m $m 63-157 GO-105 50-169 Ahlu Cu print r.n CHP Filry WES YES YES VES YES- Ahle En print pn i SJcsir C3 rd (Manu* f(*dj YES Slaradto - No« Level 38C&|A| <13dH(ft) <4SdB(A) Prairjng ■ Ncrie Laval SDdSTA} 4SflB;A;i <53Ktfi(AJ PC Indapendenl PLAIfi PA"f R tVf. OPT ON YES j 

• 6 PAGES PER MINUTE 
m 2Mt> RAM AS STANDARD 

Upgrade to 4Mb RAM only £85>VAT - see below 
• PCL5 - t*c HP-GL/2 

With scalable fonts and vector graphics 
• SHARP EDGED PRINTING 

Ricoh FIAL (Fine Image ALgorithrn) enhances resolution 
ft 400dpi RESOLUTION 

(Default res, - 300dpL Will address 200, 240 & 4O0dpi) 
ft UNIQUE FLASH ROM 

For controller upgrade and storage 
ft PCMCIA   CARD SLOT iPGMCWJEDA Compatible) 

For programmable FLASH ROM cards 
ft EXPANSION BOARD SLOT 

For improved connectivity eg. GoaxfTwinax, PC-LAN etc 
ft LAYOUT Document Description Language 
ft SERIAL + PARALLEL PORTS 
ft T YEAR ON-SITE WARRANTY 

Next working day response 
FREE DELIVERY 

LP 1200 WITH 
SINGLE BIN & 
O Mb 
a£. RAM ?  l ?   F +VAT 

LAS 5200 f^V ^ftW  ^aW   ^aW = 

RAM UPGRADE - 2Mb to 4Mb ILAA5262: £&5 +VAT 
UNIVERSAL FEEDER [uws238)   £85 + VAT 
FAX OPTION Requires a modem {FAX 1200) £120 + VAT 
MODEM Pacs Mocrolln FX for Fax Qplidrt   {MOD 7199J £ 180 + VAT 

SILICA OFFER YOU 
EJefore you decxte when 1O buy / yflur   rww   lager   printw, w# ' suggest you think very careMly , about   WHERE   you   buy ft. Conisidsr what l! will be like p. lew nnomlhs after you Nave made your purchase, when you may require addltlorral peripherals or consumables, or help and advice. Ano, will the company you buy From ooniact you with deialis of new products? At Silica, we ensure that you will have nothing to worry ahout. With our unrivalled experience and expertise, we can meet customers' requirements with an understanding which is second to none. Complete and return Ihe coupon now for our lalest FREE literature and begin to experience the 'Silina Service' 

On all hardware orders shipped In tria UK mainland. 
A learn o*. 1 ethnical experts -viH be a1 your service. 
We ma"ch competitors Dn a "Sarna producl - Sams price'' oas-i. 
We have a p-roven track record in professional computer sales. 
We are sahc, rariapie and profitable. 
BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts are available. Tel: C91-30B G66&. 

We have fferriDrtstralion and 1 raining facilities at all our stores 
THE FULL STOCK RANGE; All ol your requirements are available Trom one supplier, 
FREE CATALOGUES: Wilt be mailed to you wil?i special otters and full details ol hardware, peripherals and software. 
We accent nwsi major credit cards. casD, cheque or monlhly ISfmS -m- Z3.i% - witttn DWHES ol rtqunfi. 

S 081-309 1111 

MAIL ORDER: 1-4 Trie Mews. Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent. DA14 4DX Tal: D81-3Q9 1111 t>-d&r Lha;;; gPi;n  Mpr-Spl 3 OOarp 6.00sm No Lgjg Mirjfil Qpjfjnq Fa*      081-309 0C06 
LONDON SHOP: OpCiVi-iQ HQIJH;     Hcuv-Sai 5.3Qarn-6.00tifn 
LOUDON SHOP: SeKradges Openirig Hixira       Mor.-Sal 9.3Qam-7.00pm 

52 Tottenharr: Court Roac. London. VVI - GBA  Tel: D71 580 400D Ho lam Nfrhr Cwninfl Fax Na- 071-323 4737 
Arena). Oxford Street. London. W1A 1AS Tel: A71-6Z9 *\2M Lalfl HiaM: Thurtday ■ 8pm E«ens»n:39K 

SIDCUP SHOP: 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Ri Sidcup, Kenr, DAI 4 4DX Tel: 081-302 B&11 Opening Hmwz:     Myi-Sat 9.POam-5.30fini Latn MirjM: Fr^ay - 7p*n FBS^WD O&l-S^J Ml7 
ESSEX SHOP:      Keddies 42nd Floor), Nigh Street, Southend-on-Sea: Essex. SSI 1 LA  Teh 07Q2 466039 Opwlnfl Hewt:     Mcn-Fri a.30am-5.3Cpm ^1 g.QOHm-fi.QOpmj FBdt Ho: 0702 4&90S? 
IPSWICH SHOP: Debenhams 12nd Roor), Waterloo House. vV?s!gatc St Ipswich, IP1 3EH Tel: 0473 221313 Op&nlng H&urs      Men-Fri 9.3Cflrti-5.»pm <Safl 9.00am-6.KJpni) Late Night: Tlvjrsday - 9pm Fa* No; 0473 287762 

(™To: Silica, AMSHP-1293-75, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherlcy Rd. Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX^ 
PLEASE SEND INFORMATION ON RICOH LP1200 

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms: „       Initials:  Surname 
Company Name (ff applicable):  , „ ., 

| Address;   

^   Postcode:  
| Tel (Home): „..  Tel (Work):  
I wnicti computers), if any, do ym own? 75W^ 

GfiOe - A*sr1isf*fj prices and spflcificalicine may chango - Plcnsu migm ihc coupon lor the- latest Infonnation. 
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AMIGA 500 OWNERS 

P@MMR WIPE 

Power up your A500 with the very best in Amiga peripherals. Give your computer a new 
lease of life with a hard drive or accelerator pfus hard drive from GVP, 
These powerful, award-winning products plug neatly into your A500 or A500PLUS, giving 
you more storage and more speed. The improvements don't stop there! In almost every 
area of Amiga operations these GVP peripherals can enhance the performance of your 
A500 or A5G0PLUS, Both models can upgrade your Amiga's RAM, making operations run 
even faster. You can add a PC emulator, (featured below left), which enables you to run 
thousands of PC software titles. Further hard drives, back-up systems and CD-ROM 
drives can also be added via the built-in SCSI interface. The list is endless, GVP's 
HD8+ and A530 are the undisputed premier Amiga peripherals available. 
If you were thinking about upgrading to an A1200 or A400G, think again. With a GVP 
A530 Accelerator upgrade, your A500 will be 14 times faster than a normal A500, 
almost nine times faster than an A1200 and over one and a half times faster than the 
mighty A4000 030 (see chart below), 

AT NEW LOW PRICES! 

PC EMULATOR 
FOR USE WITH HDS+ or A53G 
For extra power and flexibility 
you can also use GVP's 
custom expansion slot (mini 
slot) to fit a GVP PC emulator. 
This compact circuit board 
turns your Amiga 500 into a 
fully featured PC compatible 
computer, capable of running 
thousands of PC software 
titles, including Windows and 
MS-DOS 6. 
• 80286 16MHz processor 
• Norton SI index of 15 
• Compatible with MS-DOS 

version 3.2 or later 
• Windows 3.x compatible 
• Includes 512K of FAST RAM 
• Built-in video adaptor 

emulates VGA/EGA {mono}, 
and Hercules 

• Socket for optional 80287 
co-processor 

• Hard dnve compatible 
■ Emulation support of Parallel 

and Serial ports, sound, 
realtime clock, CMOS RAM 
and extended memory 

PC EMULATOR 

INC VAT - EMU 0500 

k MORE STORAGE 

HARD DRIVES + 
RAM EXPANSION 

A GVP HD8+ Hard Drive will have an immediate 
effect on your Amiga. Where you used to constantly swap 
disks, wait for files and programs to load and sit around waiting 
for disk accesses, you will now be pushed to keep up with the 
speed of your Amiga. Hard drives are used for the same 
storage purposes as floppy disks, but can hold a great deal 
more information and access this data much more quickly 
The A500 HD8+ (pictured above) provides the ultimate in hard 
drive performance, it can also increase the memory of your 
Amiga by up to 8Mb, support up to six SCSI devices and 
provide PC compatible emulation via its custom expansion slot 
(mini slot) see left. 

COMPARISON CHART 

FEATURES/MODEL GVP 
HDS + 

too 
TRIFECTALX 

COMMODORE 
A590 
20M& 

EVESHAM 
REFERENCE 

100 
* TRANSFER RATE: Kb per second '066 1028 564 400 

GVP DESIGNER STYLING t/ 
RAM EXPANSION.' 8Mb 8Mb 2Mb 4Mb 

MINI SLOT (FOfl FUTURE EXPANSION) 
SCSI INTERFACE ✓ ✓ ✓ 

GVP PERFORMANCE Faaast ROM ✓ 
DEDICATED POWER SUPPLY ✓ 

PRICES FROM £199 £295 £159 £329 

"... the undisputed fastest 
Amiga hard drive available in 
the wortd." 

Computer Mart April '92 
"Without doubt the best hard 
drive available for the A500 

Amiga Format April '93 

' Figures taken from Amiga Computing, October 1993 
HD8+ 42Mb HD Qub RAM 

PREVIOUS 
PRICE 

£199 
INC VAT - HAR 0840 

HDS+ 80wu HD, Own RAM   HD6+ 120uh HD, fob RAM 

£34$ £299 IMC VAT - HAHCMftJL- £399 -E^JS IHC VAT - HAH DB22 

MORE SPEED 

40MHZ ACCELERATOR + 
HARD DRIVE + RAM EXPANSION 

The GVP A530 is a unique combination of a Hard Drive, RAM upgrade 
and an Accelerator. Inside is a full Motorola 68030EG processor running 
at 40MHz, making your A5O0 faster than you thought possible - almost 
nine times faster than an A1200. And, fitting a PGA maths co-processor 
(40MHz 68882, ret: UPG 1982, £129 inc VAT) can improve this still further, 
with some operations being 300 times faster than an A500. In addition 
you can add up to 8Mb of 32-bit RAM, which further enhances 
performance. 

FASTER THAN AN A1200 or A4000 030 
An A500 with the GVP A530 fitted will be considerably faster than either 
the A1200 or A4000. This is possible because the A530 uses a 40MHZ 
68030EG processor, whilst the A1200 uses the slower 14.1 9MHZ 68020EC 
processor and the A40OO-03O uses the 25MHZ 68030EC processor. 
Features include: 

-far left 

• 40MHZ 6BQ30EC Processor (the A1200 has 
3 slower 14MHZ 68020EC processor) 

• Up to 8wb of 32-bit Memory, 1Mb of 32-bit Fitted 
• PLUS Same Features as HD8+ 

- Mini-slot for Future Expansions, see PC Emulator 
- Cut Off Switch for Game Compatibility 
- Dedicated Power Supply and Fan Unlike Many Competitors 
- Factory Installed Hard Disk 
- Highspeed DMA SCSI 

Controller - Can Handle 
7 Devices 

1 liked the A530 so much 
that I bought one" 

CU-Amiga October 192-97% 

SYS INFO CPU MIPS % $r-EEC> CIFFIRE4CE TO STASD.ARD AStC 

A500+ I A4000 | A1200 | AS0Q 

FAST RAM EVP's A53fl includes 2 SIMM sockets lor easy Fast RAM installation. One socket already contains im> RAM, Options ate 2 x 
1M» cards, 1 or 2 % Am cards ottering 2YD, 
4M: of tab of HAM, 

1MJRAM-£6&   | 4Mb RAM-£179 INC VAT - HAM 321 fi- \ IMP VAT - RAW 
A530 40MHZ 68030EC, 42Mb HD, 1Mb RAM 
PREVIOUS 

PRICE 
£399 

INC VAT - HAR 0962 
44MHz, BOMb HD, Iwb RAM    WMHz. t20w-HD, Tut RAM 

mm 
£499 hg. £599 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE Vff - DELIVERY IS FREE OF CHARGE IN THE UK MAINLAND 
ObVia^ - Dfl^O 

SILICA - THE AMIGA SPECIALISTS 
Belpre you decide wh*n to buy your Amiga peripherals, we suggesl you mink I very carefully about WHERE you buy r 1hem Consider what (1 will t» Wee a few months after buying them, wften you may l^i^y- ~ ~* re-quira he^p snd &otoice wllh your new puretHiS*. And, will fhe company y«j buy (rom conlact you with details a' new products? As Silfca, we ensure that you will haw nolhing to worry about Wittt our unrivalled experience and CKpertM*, WO can now rneel our cuBlomefs' raquirameniB wflh a.n understanding which is second 1o none. But don'1 just taka nur word for it, Complete and return Hie coupon now for our lalest FREE literature and begin En experience rhe "Silica Service". 

Official Hard Drive upgrades w.1h iCL on-site warranty 
• FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland 
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPUNE: A team of Amiga technical experts will be at your service. 

Ws -Tialch conpelhors or, a "Same product - Same price" basis. 
• ESTABLISHED 15 YEARS: We have a proven (rack record in profe&siorwt computer sales. 
• PART OF A £50M A YEAR COMPANY: Vi'iih over 200 staff - We are soli 3, reliable and p-ofitaWe, 

Vo'imc discounts are available. Tel: flfl1-3QS' BBSS. 

• SHOWROOMS: We have demonstration and training lacilllies at alt our store*. 
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your Amiga requirements are available from one supplier. 

Will be mailed to you, wi'h special reduced price Amiga offers, as well as detarls on all Amiga software and peripherals. 
« PAYMENT: 

We accept most majo* credit cards, cash, cheque of monthly terms (APR 29.8% - written quotes on request). 

mz 081-309 1111 

MAIL ORDER: Order Liras Open: Mon-Sa1 ! 
LONDON SHOP: Qpcn'Jig Hpurs:     Mon-Sal f 

^■A The Mews, Hatherloy RrJP Sidcup, Kent, DA14 40X Ma Lata Night Qptmfog Tel: m m 1111 Fax No. O31-30E. 06OB 

LONDON SHOP: Opsrang Kam: Mon-Sat 

52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P QBA  Ho Lata Nghl Qpawng  Tel: 071-&B0 4000 Fax No: 071-323 

SI DC UP SHOP: Gperwia_ Hours: Man-Sal 

SeltYitfgBs (Ba^msni Arena), Oxlord Street, London, vV1A 1AB 9-3Qnn-7jpQpiTi Lata Nighl: ThMralay - Bpm Tel: 071429 1234 

ESSEX SHOP: 
1-4 The Wews, Hatherley Rd, Siccup. Kent. DA14 40X ^OOam-5 3Q{im LHAB NiglH: Friday; - 7pm Tsl: 081-302 8811 fax No: 091-309 DD17 

IPSWICH SHOP: C--er iri Hours:     Mo- - : 

Keddies teno Ho^rj, High S:reet, Southenc-un-Sea, Essex, SS11LA 1 B.30am-5..3QtYn (Sgl g QQw4QQ&n)Laae Nighl: Tfeiraday - Tan Tel: 0702 466030 Fax No: 0702 d6K3B 
Debenhams \2M Roar), Waterloo House, Wesigate St, Ipswich. IP1 3EH n-- -5^i^(Sj|J.O0a*h'R.00frii:) LalB NigW: Tkireday - 9pm Tel: 0473 221313 _fjii_No^M73.2g77lSS ^ 

To: Silica Systems, AMSHP-1293-120, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley fid, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX 
PLEASE SEND ME A GVP COLOUR BROCHURE 

Mr/Mrs/Mlss/Ms:         Initials:   Surname: 
Company Name (H applicable}:  
Address:   

  PoatrxKie:  
Tel (Home):  Tel (Work):   
Which computers), if any, do you own?  .        .       „„,„„„,..      ...t^^.. ,„,„.„. „„„„ IgiOA 

ElOE - Advflrtiafld prifian-and specifics irons may ^hnngs - PIBHBA r«1um Ihs coupon tar th» tataeL Normartlon. 



Now Imagine what 

you could do... 

On the front of Amiga Format this month you'll find a 

complete, working version of Imagine 2. Inside you'll find a 

complete tutorial to help you get started with it, and an 

incredible upgrade offer to Imagine 3.0. 

What are you waiting for, get to the newsagents... now! 

AMIGA 

MORE THAN JUST A MAGAZINE 

Amiga Format 53 is on sale from 28 October 

1993 until 24 November 1993. Don't miss it! 



PRODUCT LOCATOR 

SOFTWARE • SOFTWARE • SOFTWARE • SOFTWARE • SOFTWARE • SOFTWARE • SOFTWARE • SOFTWARE 
Welcome to the Amiga Shopper Buyer's Guide, your regufar guide to what's hot and 
what's not In the Amiga market place. It's designed as a simple-to-use yet 
comprehensive guide which will help you to make the right buying decisions. It may 
not Include each and every product ever produced for the Amiga (that would take up 

PAIHT PROGRAMS 

virtually the whole of Amiga Shopper!), but rest assured that all the major brands 
are here. The Buyer's Guide will run each and every month and as new products are 
released and others discontinued, we'll be updating it accordingly. This month we're 
concentrating on commercial software packages. Next month It's public domain. 

Product Supplier Price Screen Modes Max Colours Overscan Animation Issue 
Deluxe Paint 4 Electronic Arts £90 L/U/M/H 4096 Yes Yes ***** 10 Deluxe PhotoLab Electronic Arts £130 L/Li/M/H 4096 Yes No ** * 2 
Digl Paint 3 Silica Systems £S0 L/U 4096 Yes No ***+ 2 The Graphics Studio Accolade £50 L/M 32 No No *** 2 Personal Paint MiCroPACE £59,95 L/LI/M/H/S/A 262,000 Yes Yes **** 26 Photon Paint 2 Mlcrollluslons ceo L/LI 4096 Yes Yes ***** 2 
SpectraCoiour HB Marketing £60 L/U 4096 Yes Yes *** 5 L ■ Low Res, U = Low Res Interlaced, M = Medium, H = Hlgn-Res. S ■ Super HE Res, A = AG A 
ANIMATION SOFTWARE 
Product Supplier Price ANIM Compat Onion Skin X Sheet Sound Rating Issue Disney Animation Studio Silica £80 Yes Yes Yes Yes * * * * 1 MovteSetter Silica £80 No Mo No Yea * ** * 14t23 Take-2 Rombo £49 No Nc ve$ Yes **** 14 
SOLID MODELLING / RAY-TRACING 
Product Supplier Price Ray Tracing 24-blt Animation Bump Maps Textures Rating Issue Aladdin 4D MicroPace £260 No Yes Yes No Yes *** 25 Draw 4D Surface UK £150 Ho No Yes Nd Ye* * ** 7 Expert 4D Junior Genisoft £39.95 Yes No No Nc Yes **** 21 imagine Silica £235 Yes Yes Yes No Yes ***** 4,720 Imagine 2 Computed* £270 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes **** 14 RayDance Radiance £100 Yes Yes No Yes Yes *** 14 Real 3D 1.4 Alternative Image £120 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes ***** 4.720 Sculpt 4D Alternative Image £400 Yes Yes Yes No Yes ***** 7 3D professional Marcam £260 Yes YSS Yes No Yes *** 7 
MISC. GRAPHICS 
Product Supplier Price Type Rating Issue CineMorph Silica £99.95 Morphing program ** ** 23 Clip Art Artworks £6.05 Various IFF clip art files t 29 FlightPaths Meridian £49,95 Animation effects for OPaint * * * * 26 Fractal Pro MegageM US$2Q9,95 Fractal graphics genera tor 29 Genesis Micrnillusions £50 Fractal Landscapes **** 11 MakePath Meridian £24.99 Animation editor to# Via taPm **** 26 Morph Plus. MlcoPace £180 Morphing program **** 23 Pixel 3D Pro Mlcro-PACE £144.95 Convert bitmaps to solid 3D *** 29 Terraform Meridian £34.99 Landscapes editor for VlstaPro **** 26 VlstaPro Meridian £100 Fractal Landscapes ***** 7 
IMAGE PROCESSORS 
Product Supplier Price 24-bH Max Colours File Formats Composition Colour Control Rating Issue Art Department Silica £100 Yes 16,7 m Many No Yes N/A Art Department Pro Silica £200 Yw 16.7 m Many Yes Yes ***** 10 ImageFX Silica £269.95 Yes 16.7 m Many 

IFF 
Yes Yes **** 27 Image Master Amiga Ctr Scot. £175 Yes 16.7m Yes Yes ***** 16 

PAGE LAYOUT PACKAGES 
Product Supplier Price Outline Fonts Pantone Postscript 24-bit Col Colour Sep Rating CityDesk Precision £130 No No Yes No No N/A PageSetter 2 Silica £100 Yes No No No No N/A PageStream 2.2 Meridian £69.95 Yes NO Yes Yes Yes *** 2,3 ProPage 4 Silica £109.05 Yea Yes Yes Yes Yes ***** 27 Sawn Publisher Surface UK £250 Yes No Yes Yes Yes *** 17 
STRUCTURED DRAWING PROGRAMS 
Product Supplier 

Silica 
Pflce Bezier Curves Postscript Outline Fonts EPS compat Rating Issue Art Expression £150 Yes Yes Yes Yes * ** * 24 DeslgnWorks 

ProDraw 3.0 
Silica £100 Yes Yea Yes No N/A Silica £132 Yes Yes Yes Yes **** 20 

CAD PACKAGES   
Product Supplier Price DXF Compat No. Of Vector PostScript Rating Issue 
DynaCADO Tele ware £650 Ves 

layers 
256 

Fonts 
Yes Yes »* ** 3 UltraDesIgn Marcam £200 Yes 158 Yes Yes N/A X-CAD 2000 Digital Multimedia £129 Yes 255 Yes WFth uM Included N/A X-CAD □Ifittal Multimedia £300 Yes 265 Yes With uttl Included N/A 

UTILITIES   
Product 
Ami-Back 

Supplier Price Type Rating Issue Micro-PACE £69.99 Hard Dish Backup 
Video Presentation scrl 

* ** * 29 Director 2 Alternative Image £100 rtlng language **+ IS Directory Opus 4 Silica £64.95 Directory utility ***** 28 DOS Lao GTS £19.99 AmlgaDOS help disk *** 26 Essence Apex Software £S0 Algorithmic textures for Imagine 2 *+** 20 Flow 3.0 Sllka £90 Ideas Processor *** 10 GB Route Plus Complex Computers £30 Journey Planner ***** 10 GB Route Plus Edit Complex Computers £30 Editor For GBRoute **** 10 Hit Kit! Gaps £25 Sequences for Sequencer One * ** 16 Home Office 2 Gold Disk £99 Integrated applications software ***** 20 HoUJnks Silica £70 Add on for PageStream 2,2 ** 16 Maple V Chapman & Hall CANS530 Algebra solving utility **** 29 MapMaster Alternative Image £54 Image Mapping package **** 14 FowerWaves 3.1 Database £1T.95 Create wave-based 30 objects **** 21 Proper Grammar II Gordon Harwood £39.95 Grammar checker * 30 Real Things Living Data £29.95 Animated animal brush* s for DPalnt ** ** 20 
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Product Supplier Prion Type Rating Issue 
Reverser Alternative Image £10 Animation Utility + M* 17 
SoxonScript Surface UK £100 Postscript interpreter *#* IS 
Shades Meridian Software £60 Gradient fills for PageStream ** 16 
Smooth Talker Zen Computers £140 Video Prompting package ** *# 18 
Surface Master Alternative Image £28 Add on for Imagine **** 14 
Touch Typist Sector Software £14 Teach yourself touch typing ** +* IS 
Turbo Print Pro Meridian £49, £5 Enhanced printing + *** 11, 12 
TypeSmttti Soft Logic £136 Outline font editor ***** 26 
Word Power Steve Rennocks £9 95 Crossword solver 30 
WORD PROCESSORS 
Product Supplier Price Spell Checker Thesaurus 
Excellence 3 HB Marketing £79.95 Yes Yes 
Firwl Copy 2 Gordon Harwood £100 Yee Yes 
Hind Words 3.0 Silica £80 Yes Yes 
Mini Office 2 Europress £69 Yee NO 
Pen Pal Harwoods £80 Yea No 
Personal Write MlcroPace £30 No No 
ProWrite 3.2 Si lien £143 Yes Yes 
Pretext 5,5 Amor £150 Yes Yes 
Word Perfect Sentinel £230 Yes Yes 
Wordworth 2 £129,95 Yes Yes 

Picture import 
Yee 

DATABASES 
Product Supplier Price Type Program rrtable dBASE Compatible? 
InterBase InterActivlslon £29,95 Card index No Yes 
PowerBase 2.34 Steve Rennocks £14,95 Card Index No No 
Pro Date 1.2 Amor £100 Card Index No Yes 
Mini Office 2 Eu repress £69 Card index No No 
SuperBase Precision £30 Relational No Yes 
SuperBase2 Precision £100 Relational No Yes 
SuperBase Pro 4 Precision £400 Relational Yes Yes 

Rating 

N/A ** #* 

Rating 

SPREADSHEETS 

Advantage 
DGCaic 
K-Spread 3 
K-Sproad4 
Maxiplsn 4 
Mini Office 2 
ProCaic 
MULTIMEDIA 

Silica 
M0ta 
Kuma 
Meridian 
Europr- 
Silica 

Price 
£100 
£40 
£70 
£100 
£49,95 
£69 
£150 

Lotus Compatibility 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 

Graphs 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Product Supplier Price Interactive External Driven s ARexx 
AmigaVision Commodore £30 Yes Yes Yes 
CsnOo l.S Checkmate Digital £190 Yea No Yee 
HyperBook Silica £100 yes No Yes 
Viva! Micro Deal £200 Yes Yes No 

N/A 

Rating 
N/A 
N/A **** 
N/A 

VIDEO TITLERS 

25 
25 
25 
17 
6,9,25 
£6 
12 
6,9,25 

21,25 

26 
30 
9 
17 
9 
9,12 
4,9 

9 
9 
13 
17 

Product Supplier PHce Overscan Transitions Amiga Fonts Hcriz Crawl Rating Issue 
Alternative Scroller Alternative Image £50 Yes No No Yes N/A 
Broadcast Tltler Meridian £327.27 Yes Yes No Yes * ** * 2 
Scala 1.1 Silica £250 Yes Yes Yes No ***** 2 
Seal a 500 Silica £100 Yes Yes Yes No N/A 
Scala MM200 Scala UK £395 Yes Yes Yes Yes ***** 21 
Video Caption Designer Maze £200 Yet No Yes Yes *** 3 
Video Ease Interactive Tchnlgy £40 Yes Yes Yes Yes ** 11 

DESKTOP VIDEO UTIIITIES  _  
Product Supplier Price Type Rating Issue 

24 Adtirage MicroPaoe £79,95 Video Effects System 
AntiA Zen £40 Font Enhancer ** ** a 
Deluxe Video 3 Electronic Arts £100 Presentation System N/A 
Elan Performer 2 Silica £180 Presentation System **** 11 
ShowMaker £250 Presentation System *** 10 

MIDI SEQUENCERS 
Product Supplier Price No. at Tracks Amiga Srnpis Song Arrange 
Bars&Pipes Pro Zone £200 Unlimited Yes Yes 
KCS 3,6 Zone £280 48 Yes Yes 
Master Tracks MCM £200 64 No Yes 
Muslc-X Microti fusions £150 266 Yee No 
Musio-X Junior Mlcrolllusions £50 256 Yes No 
Oct a MED Professional SeaSoft Computing £30 16 Yes Yes 
Pro-24 Evenlode £300 24 No Yes 
Sequencer One Gajlta £90 20 Yes Yes 
Sequencer One Pius Gajlts £50 32 Yes Yes 
Tiger Cub Zone £100 12 Yes 
Trax MCM £70 64 Yes 
MISC MIDI SOFTWARE 
Product Supplier Price Typo 
Audio Sculpture SMG £50 Sample Sequencer 
CMPanlon Gajlts £100 Patch Editor 
Caged Artist Zone £100 Patch Editor 
Copyist Apprentice Zone £100 Scon Notation 
Copyist DTP Zone £230 Pro Score Notation 
Or T Boom Box Zone £4S Music for beginners 
Mugician Thalamus £30 Sample Sequencer 
Quartet MIcroDeat £50 Sample Sequencer 
Super JAM 1 Blue Rlbtion Sound. £100 Algorithmic Composition 
TechnoSound Turbo 2 New Dimensions £49.95 Sample editor 
X-Or Zone £220 Librarian 
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PRODUCT LOCATOR 

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE 
PfDdUCt Supplier Price Type 
Answer Back Quiz Kosrnos £20 3 'R's 
Better Maths School Software £23 Maths 
Better Spelling School Software £23 Writing 
Cave Maze COG robe Valley £12 Quiz 
Count & Add Lander Software £26 Maths 
Donald's Alphabet Case Entertainments Int. £25 Reading 
EgrJy Learning Maths ESP Software £20 Maths 
First Letters Rainbow £0 Reading 
French Mistress Kosrnos £20 French 
Fun School 3 Europress £25 3 (R's 
Fun School 4 Europress £25 3 <Rrs 
Game, Sot & Match GenlSoft £21 Maths 
Hooray For Henrietta Sketlander £25 Maths 
Kfds Type GenlSoft £25 Writing 
Learn to Read With Prof Prisma £25 Reading 
Let's Spell Softsturf £20 Writing Magic Maths School Software £23 Maths 
Maths Adventure Kosrnos £26 Math* 
Maths Blaster Plus Ablac Computec £40 Maths 
Maths Dragons Coombe Valley £12 Maths 
Maths Mania School Software £23 Maths 
Mickey's Zoo Entertainments Int. £25 Maths 
MicnoFranch LCL £24 Language Tutor 
Money Matters THpJo 'R' Educational £20 
Pepe's Garden Prisma £26 3'R's* 
Pick A Puzzle Deja Vu £2.50 Jigsaw 
Picture Book Triple 1R" Education £20 3 R's 
Play ft Safe Deja Vu £3.50 General 
Puzzle Book 1 Softstuff £20 3 'R's 
Reasoning With Trolls Coombe Valley £15 Quiz 
Sesame Street Merit Software £16 Painting 

Basic Shapes & Colours Rainbow £S 
Spell Book SoftStufF £8 Writing 
Spelll Europress £9 Writing 
Spellbound Lander Software £26 Writing 
S pel If Copter ESP Software £20 Writing 
The Three Bears School Software £23 Reading 
Things To Do With Words Softstuff £20 Writing 
Weather Watcher GeniSoft £25 Weather 
What Is It? QenlSoft £20 Geography 
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES 
Product Supplier Price Language 
AMOS Europress £50 BASIC 
AMOS 30 Europress £30 BASIC Extenslo 
AMOS Compiler Europress £30 CcmpNer 
AMOS Professional Europress £60,05 BASIC 
AMOS Pro Compiler Europress £34.99 Compiler 
AMOS Tome Deja Vu £30 BASIC Extenslo 
Aegis Visionary Precision £59 Adventure 
ArgAsm HB Marketing £00 Assembly 
Aztec C Precision £130 C 
Btftz Siren Software £70 BASIC 
Oevpac 3 HISoft £70 Assembly 
Easy AMOS Europress £35 BASIC 
GFA BASIC 3.5 GFA Data Media £50 BASIC 
GFA Compiler GFA Data Media £30 Compltaf 
HiSoft BASIC HiSoft £50 BASIC 
HISpeed Pascal HISoft £100 Pascal 
Lattice C 5 HiSoft £235 C 
M2 Amiga Real Time Associates £126 Modula-2 

Compiler 
Separate 
Yes 
Separate 

Yes 
Yes 
No 
Separate 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Rating 
**** 

Issue 
3 
4 **** • ■ 3 
7 **** 10 . : 2 *** 6 
7 * ** * 4 * ** ** IE ***** 9 
% *+* 2 # ** * 2 *** 2 
2 
2 
12 * ** 3 
7 + *** 

*** % **** 17 ***** 
**** 10 *« * 2 
****«r 10 #* ** 2 **** 2 *# »* 8 ** *• 2 

7 #*** 6 *** 3 **** 10 * **. * 0 
*** 2 *** 2 
*** 4 ###* 4 

Rating Issuo ***** 3,9 ***** 5,7 **** 5,9 ***** 20 **** 30 ** ** 11 *** 17 ** * 9 **** 9 **# 3,9 ***** 10,12 ***** 12 **** 3,9 * ** * 3,9 **** 9 »#■*+ 19 ***** 3,9 * * * * 7,9 

SUPPLIER LIST-SUPPLIER LIST • SUPPLIER LIST * SUPPLIER LIST* SUPPLIER LIST* SUPPLIER LIST* SUPPLIER LIST-SUPPLIER LIST • SUPPLIER LIST* SUPPLIER LIST • SUPPLIER LIST* SUPPLIER LIST 

Abfac Computec 0626 331464 Coombe Valley 0626 779695 GeniSoft 0753 686000 Meridian 081 543 3500 Scet lander 041 357 1659 
Accolade 071 73S 1391 Deja Vu 0942 495261 GFA Data Media 0734 794941 Merit Software School Software 
Alternative (mage 0533 440041 Dlgita 0395 270273 Harwocds 0773 836781 0101 214 385 2353 010 353 61 45399 
Amiga Centre Scotland Digital Multimedia 0702 206165 HiSoft 0525 718181 Microlllusions 0480 496497 Seasoft 0903 850378 

Arnor 
031 557 4242 Electronic Arts 0753 549442 Interactive Technology New Dimensions 0291 690 933 Sentinel 0932 231164 

0733 68909 Entertainments Int 0268 541212 0423 501321 Omega Projects 0942 682206 Silica 081 309 1111 
Artworks 0469 588 138 ESP Software 0702 600557 Kosrnos 0525 53942 Prisma Software 0244 326244 Siren Software 061 724 7572 Checkmate Digital 0707 664684 Europress 051 357 1275 Kuma 0734 844335 Radiance 0101 408 270 7420 SMG 0274 562999 
Cloudhall 0604 231211 Even lode Sound Works Lander Software 041 357 1659 Rainbow 0392 77369 Softstuff 0732 351234 
Commodore 0628 770088 0993 898484 Marcam Ltd 071 258 3454 Real Time Associates Surface UK 081 566 6677 Complex Computers ExpressWorks 0252 726255 MCM 081 963 0663 081 656 7333 Teleware 0562 882 125 

0706 224531 Gajrts Music 061 236 2515 MegageM    0101 865 349 1104 Rombo Productions Triple 4Rr Software 0742 780370 
Computech 0702 206165 Software Micro-PACE 0753 551 888 0506 466601 Zone 081 7666564 
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SAFE SHOPPING 

BUYING ADVICE 

FOR SHOPPERS 

Whether you're buying over the phone or at a local 

store, here's our advice on getting what you want. 

BUYING IN PERSON 
• Where possible, always test any 
software and hardware in the shop 
before taking it home, to make sure 
that everything works properly. 
• Make sure you have all the 
necessary leads, manuals or other 
accessories you should have. 
• Don't forget to keep your receipt. 

BUYING BY PHONE 
■ Be as clear as possible when 
stating what you want to buy. Make 
sure you confirm all the technical 
details of what you are buying* Some 
things to bear in mind are version 
numbers, memory requirements, 
other required hardware or software 
and compatibility with your particular 
model of Amiga (that is, make sure 
you know which version of Kick start 
you have). 
• Check the price you are asked to 
pay, and make sure that it's the 
same as the price advertised. 

• Check that what you are ordering is 
actually in stock. 
• Check when and how the article 
will be delivered, and that any extra 
cnarges are as stated on the advert. 
• Make a note of the date and time 
when you order the product. 

BUYING BY POST 
As with buying by phone, you should 
clearly state exactly what it is you are 
buying, at what price (refer to the 
magazine, page and issue number 
where it's advertised) and give any 
relevant information about your 
system set-up where necessary. You 
should also make sure you keep 
copies of all correspondence both to 
and from the company concerned. 

MAKING RETURNS 
Whichever method you use to buy, 
you are entitled to return a product if 
it fails to meet any one of the 
following three criteria: 

BUYING BY MAIL 

• Before you send any money, ring the supplier to confirm that the Item you 
want Is In stock and when the delivery Is likely to be made. Enquire about 
returning unwanted goods and the supplier's refund policy. Find out about 
hidden extras like postage and packing charges, and whether the prices 
quoted Include VAT. 

• Beware of companies that do not Include an address In their adverts. 

• It ordering goods of more than £100 In total value, always try to use a 
credit card - If anything goes wrong, you will be legally entitled to claim 
against the credit card company, even If the retailer has gone bust. You 
may also get extra insurance - check with the credit card company. 

• Always buy from the most recent Issue of Amiga Shopper, 

• When your order arrives, check everything carefully. If anything is 
missing, don't use the product at all - contact the supplier Immediately. If 
something doesn't work, make the obvious checks such as the fuse, but 
don't try to fix the product. 

• If a problem does arise, contact the supplier In the first Instance and 
calmly and politely explain your problem. In most cases these things are 
merely a mix-up or a misunderstanding that the supplier will happily put 
right. If you think you have a genuine grievance that has not been resolved, 
you might consider contacting your local Trading Standards Officer (the 
number will be In the phone directory - check the local council listing). 

• Always keep records of correspondence with any mail order company you 
deal with and also make a note of where and when you saw the product 
advertised. False or misleading advertising is an offence, and suppliers 
must stick to what they've said in adverts. 

© The goods must be of 
"merchantable quality". 
© They must be "as described". 
0 They must be fit for the purpose 
for which they were sold or for the 
purpose you specified when ordering. 
If they fail to satisfy any or all of the 
criteria, then you are then entitled to: 
* Return them for a refund. 
» Receive compensation for part of 
the value. 
* Get a replacement or free repair. 
When returning anything, ensure that 
you have proof of purchase and that 
you return the item as soon as 
possible after receiving it. For this 
reason it is important that you check 
as soon as it is delivered to make 
sure everything you ordered is there 
and works as it is supposed to. 

HOW TO PAY 
Paying by credit card is the most 
sensible way, whether buying in 
person, by post or on the phone, 
because you may be able to claim 
your money back from the credit card 
company even if the firm you ordered 
from has gone bust or refuses to 
help sort out your problem. 

Otherwise, you should pay by 
crossed cheque or postal order - 
never send coins or notes through 
the mail. 

GETTING REPAIRS 
Always check the conditions of the 
guarantee, and servicing and 
replacement policy, so that you know 
what level of support to expect. 
Always fill in and return warranty 
cards as soon as possible, and 
make sure that you are aware of all 
the conditions contained in the 
guarantee. 

BUYING PD 
Even though PD software is relatively 
inexpensive, you should still apply 
the guidelines set out above, making 
sure that you confirm all orders as 
clearly as possible. 

Shopping around is still 
important when buying PD because 
different sources charge different 
prices for the same disks. There is 
no set pricing structure for disks, but 
bear in mind that PD houses aret in 
theory, supposed to be non-profit- 
making operations, CD 
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Your Guarantee of Value 
This magazine comes from 
Future Publishing, a company 
founded just eight years ago 
but now selling more computer 
magazines than any other 
publisher in Britain. We offer: 

Better ad wee. Our titles are packed with tips, 
suggestions and explanatory features, written by the 
best in the business. 

Stronger reviews. We have a cast-iron policy of editorial 
independence, and our reviews give clear buying 
recommendations. 

Clearer design* You need solid information, and you need 
It fast. So our designers highlight key elements in the 
articles by using charts, diagrams, summary boxes, 
annotated photographs and so on. 

Greater relevance. At Future, editors operate tinder two 
golden rules: 

* Understand your readers' needs. 
• Satisfy them. 

More reader interaction. We draw strongly on readers1 

contributions, resulting in the liveliest letters pages and 
the best reader tips. Buying one of our magazines is like 
joining a nationwide user group. 

Better value for money. More pages, better quality: 
magazines you can trust. 
The home of Britain's finest computer magazines: 

Amiga Shopper, Amiga Format, Amiga Format Specials, 
Amiga Power, PC Answers, PC Plus, Sega Power, Mega, 

Commodore Format, PCW Plus, ST Format, Games Master, 
Amstrad Action, PC Format, Total!, Super Play, Edge, 
MacFormat, Future Music, Sega Zone and Game Zone 

PUBLISHING 

IN NEXT MONTH'S ISSUE 

Are you In for a treat next month? Well 
yes, you are, actually. Not only are you 
going to get an Issue of Amiga Shopper 
Jam-packed with the sort of information 

that makes it such a lively, vibrant and, well, 
informative read, not only will It be sold with a 
cover disk jam-packed with the sort of thing that 
makes cover disks 
so full, but you'll 
also be getting a 
cover-mounted 
booklet thang. We're 
so good to you. 

"So what's in the 
cover-mounted 
booklet thang?" 
you1 re no doubt 
saying wrth bated 
breath and fevered 
brow. Well, excited 
ones, it contains 
excerpts from a 
forthcoming book on 
C programming 
written by your very 
own me, the editor, 
Cliff! And on the 
cover disk there'll be 
DICE, the best shareware Amiga C compiler 
available. It's a fully-integrated system, and with its 
help and the tip-top information in the book you'll 
be writing your own C programs in no time. 

But hey, I've been so busy with gross self- 
publicity that I've yet to tell you what's going to be 
in the magazine itself. The fact of the matter is, it's 
going to be pretty damned special, too. 

WIN A YEAR'S 

FREE SUBSCRIPTION 

Who played Or Richard Kimble in the 60s TV 
series The Fugitive? Send your answers to 
"Harrison Ford is right out", Amiga Shopper, 29 
Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2DL, The closing 
date is Tuesday 16 October. The first correct 
answer wins. 

Last month's winner was Adam M liner of 
Brighton. Colonel Horn's first name is Blackie. 

Newtek's Video Toaster, allied with the Prime Image 
standards converter, is just one of the many, many, many 
products well be giving you the low-down on next month. 

It s going to be absolutely bursting at the 
seams with reviews. You've never seen so many 
reviews in one place before. We'll be covering both 
software and hardware, low-cost stuff and the best 
kit money can buy. We've already got the latest 
Video Toaster from NewTek lined up, along with a 
PAL/NTSG converter from Prime image that could 

finally establish the 
Toaster in the UK 
video market. 

You can also 
expect to see 
reviews of Blitz 
Basic, XCAD, the 
Picasso II display 
card, a host of hard 
drives, a posse of 
printers, and, as they 
say in this business, 
much more. Even as 
I write, products are 
streaming in, just 
waiting to be 
reviewed and rated. 

Next month's 
issue is going to be 
an ideal way to help 
with the Christmas 

shopping. Maybe you1 re planning to buy something 
for an Amiga-owning friend, or perhaps you're 
looking for that extra-special something to put on 
that list you'll be sending to Santa Claus yourself - 
whatever, you can be sure that you'll find plenty of 
highly desirable hardware and software items 
reviewed and rated in issue 33 of Amiga Shopper, 
on sale Tuesday 7 December. 

YOU'VE WON! 

There are five lucky and. dare we say it, 
exceptionally talented winners of October's Get 
The Power competition. They are: E Dickenson 
of Croydon, Mark Gil more of Locks Heath, 
Hants., Jarmo Wilf man of Finland, Richard 
Quinney of Colchester in Essex and Graham 
Anderson of Glasgow. 

Each wins a high-density XL floppy drive, 
courtesy of those ultra-nice people at Power 
Computing. Congratulations. 

MAG* SAVE 

AMIGA SHOPPER SELLS LIKE 21 -INCH FLARES 

WITH KNEE POCKETS D0/V7-SO RESERVE A 

COPY AT YOUR LOCAL NEWSAGENT NOW! 

DEAR NEWSAGENT, Please reserve/deliver me a copy of Amiga Shopper every month, beginning with the January issue, 
which goes on sale on Tuesday 7 December. 

Name 

Address 

Phone  

• NOTE TO NEWSAGENT: Amp Shopper is published by Future Publishing (0225 442244) and is available from your local wholesaler 

9 PS Oh, and if yov fa have any problems getting hold of your favourite Amiga mag, call Hate Elston on 0225 442244 mi shell help you out. 
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COMPETITION 

AT-A-GLANCE 
GUIDE 

To help you find what you want 
quickly and easily, here is a 
cross-referenced list of all the 
products and subjects covered in 
this month's Amiga Shopper. 
You1 II find a detailed index to the 
many subjects dealt with In the 
p rob tern-solving Amiga Answers 
section given on page 37. The 
page numbers given are for the 
first page of the article in which 
the subject is mentioned, 

AdPro 14 
ADTs 85 
AlfaColor 14 
Amiga Advocate 62 
AmigaDOS 74 
AMOS                       61, 101 
ARexx 106 
AS Paint                    12, 101 
Back issues 90 
Brilliance 28 
Buying advice 128 
C Programming 69 
ColourBurst scanner 14 
Comms 92 
Competition 130 
Com petiti on wi n n ers 129 
Cover disk 12 
Epson flatbed scanner 14 
Rle transfers 94 
Final Writer 9 
Future Entertainment 10 
Graphics               28, 61,101 
Image distortion 61 
tmagefX 14 
(mageMaster 14 
Legal advice 62 
Letters 104 
Listings 61 
Music 81 
News 9 
OCR 14 
PageStream 9 
PowerColour scanner 14 
PowerScan 14 
Product locator 125 
Public domain 111 
Reader ads 64 
Resource handling 85 
Scanners 14 
Sequencing 81 
Stacks 85 
Subscriptions 98 
Talking Shop 104 
User groups 88 
Video 78 
Virus Checker           104*106 

Are there any products or 
subjects you'd like us to 
take a look at? Well, Just 
drop a line to: 

Amiga Shopper, 
' 30 Monmouth Street, 
Bath, Avon BA1 2BW. 

WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN 

Scan for free 

Win an Epson GT 6500 P flatbed 

24-bit colour scanner, worffi £799, 

This has got to be one of the 
best prizes we've ever 
given away - £800 of 
scanner that our reviewer 

reckons is comparable to rival 
models worth thousands of pounds. 

Using hand scanners Is all very 
well but why bother when you can 
put your image to be scanned on to a 
flatbed and let the machine get on 
with it. Perfect results, in up to 16.8 
million colours, every time. 

The GT 6500 P, kindly donated 
by the good folk at Epson, has more 
features than a scanner with lots of 
features, It will handle A4 length and 

US Letter width pages, and it can 
even be used as a colour 

photocopier if you connect it up to a 
24-pin colour printer or a Hewlett- 
Packard PaintJet. 

It can scan in a variety of 
resolutions, ranging from 50 to 600 
dots per inch. A variable zoom from 
50% to 200% enables you to 
simulate scanning at up to 1,200 
dpi. You can also select from seven 
brightness levels, five sharpness 
levels, four colour correction 
settings, six gamma correction 
settings, three halftoning modes and 
four built-in dither patterns. The list 
goes on... 

Needless to sayt it's a wonderful 
piece of kit, and using it is simplicity 
itself. If you are lucky enough to win, 
please remember that you'll need 
some software to enable your Amiga 
to talk to it. The various compatible 
packages are reviewed and rated in 
our scanners feature starting on 
page 14, 

If you want to be a contender, 
have a go at the three ridiculously 
easy questions in the box. Send your 
answers written on the back of a 
postcard (or a sealed envelope), 
along of course with your name and 
address, to: 

What a scan! 
Amiga Shopper 
29 Monmouth Street 
Bath BA12DL 

The closing date for entries is Friday 
3 December. The winner will be the 
first correct entry drawn from the 
editor's cardboard box (he still can't 
afford a hat). Send only one entry per 
household and please state if you 
don't want your name included on a 
mailing list 

The competition is not open to 
employees of Future Publishing or 
Epson; the editor's decision is final; 
and the relationship between matter 
and energy can be described by the 
equation E=mc^, © 

THE QUESTIONS 

1. Which Interface method Is used (a)l 
to connect the Epson GT 6500 P to (b)8 
the Amiga? (C) 24 
{a) parallel 
(b) serial 3, Who directed the '80s science 
(c) 5GSI fiction film Scanners (you know, 

the one with the exploding head)? 
2. If you're going to scan an Image (a) Peter Green aw ay 
in monochrome mode, how many (b) Steven Spielberg 
bits per pixel would you use? (c) David Cronenburg 

WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN • WIN 
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Power Computing's latest 32 bit memory expansion for the Amiga 1200 is now 
available The PC 1208 combines exceptional value with incredible features. The original 
PC 1204 4MB 32 bit memory expansion is still available and is exceptional value 

SIMM Technology The PC 1 208 uses the latest industry standard 32 bit SIMM 
technology allowing you to use 1MB, 2MB, 4MB and 8MB modules. 

Zero Wait State The PC 1208 never leaves the processor waiting around For 
data, meaning your Amiga 1200 will run at its maximum speed. Simply adding either 
a PC 1204 or PC 1208 to your Amiga 1200 will increase its processing speed by 
219%. 

Real-Time Battery Backed Clock Allows files to be date-stamped with the 
correct time and date so that you know exactly when they were created 

Ultra Fast FPU With rhe addition of a maths co-processor intensrve maths operations 
will be accelerated by up to fifty times The PC 1208 is the onry memory expansion which 
offers the capability to take either PGA or PtCC type FPU s 

Easy To Fit Fitted in minutes without the need to remove the computer's case. 
Does not effect your warranty. 

PCMCIA Friendly Unlike other expansion boards the PCI 208 does not conflict 
with your Amiga 1200's card slot, using the PCMCIA friendly jumper even an 8MB 
SIMM con be used. 

PC 1208 Memory Expansion 

PC 1208 Bare £70.00 
PCI208 1MB £115.00 
PC 1208 2MB C170.0O 
PC 1208 4MB £270.00 
PC 1208 8MB £465.00 

PCI 208 FPU's add: 
20Mhz 68881 £35 
33Mhz 68882 £80 
40Mhz 68882 £114 
50Mhz 68882 £154 

PC 1 204 Memory Expansion 

PC1204 4MBnoFPU £185.95 
PC 1204 20MHz 6888 £219.95 
PC 1204 25MHz 68882 £279.95 
PC 1204 33MHz6888/ £289.95 
PC 1204 40MHz 68882 £299.95 
PC 1204 50MHz 68882 £339.95 

The PC 1204 & PCI 208 Memory Expansion 

for the Commodore Amiga 1200. 

The XL 1.76MB Internal & External Drive 

for the Commodore Amiga. 

mil 

Power Computing's XL 1 76MB Drive" for any Commodore Amiga is now available 
The XL Drive includes these many features: 

Formats tO 1,76MB - Using high density disks you can fir a massive I 76MB on 
each disk. 

Acts as a Standard drive Insert an 880K Amiga disk ond the drive behaves 
like any other Amiga drive. 

Fully compatible Will read and write disks written on an Amiga 4000 infernal 
high density drive 

Compatible with PC disks** Also read and write high density PC disks using 
a suitable device driver. 

Compact size No larger than a standard 880K floppy disk drive. 

High quality design   Uses a high quality Sony high density mechanism. 

Easy to Fit The external XL Drive simply plugs into the floppy drive port at the rear 
of your Amiga. The internal XL Drive simply replaces or adds to your existing drive(s). 
These drives can be installed in minutes and no soldering is required. 

Software compatible The XL series is fully compatible wilh all existing hard- 
ware and software. 

External XL Drive £79*95 
Internal XL Drive £75.00 

A4000 Internal XL Drive £79.95 

*Requir« Kkksltirt 2 c ,mes Workbench 2 1 or above 

48Hr delivery £2.50, 24Hr delivery £4.50 
Parcel Post delivery £1 |Od«fI under £50 A UK mamlond only I 

Specifications and prices subject to change without notice 
All Trademarks acknowledged. VAT included 

Power Computing Ltd 

Unit 8 Railton Road Woburn Road Industrial Estate 
Kempston Bedford MK42 7PN 

Tel 0234 84338a Fax 0234 840234 

Good* are jold subject lo •idil enj of sale and are available on requesl 


